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CHAPTER 1
THE FUNCTION AND GOAL OF PHILOSOPHY
THERE are no people who could be impervious to the
demands of this world for an explanation of its apparent chaos and
contradictions. Only an all-embracing explanation of life,
consistent with experience, would satisfy the requirements of
reason, man's highest instrument for regulation of life. For this
reason, philosophy cannot be a mere exercise of the intellect or a
pursuit for sheer aesthetic interest or curiosity. It must have a
spiritual raison d'etre and must satisfy man's spiritual need. It must
deal with problems which force themselves on our thought and
press for a solution viz., what man is, why he is conditioned as he
is, what his goal is and how he is to attain it.
The question is not, therefore, merely one of philosophy or
no philosophy; but one of a good philosophy or a bad one. Every
rational being, then, has a philosophy of his own, whether he
knows it or not. It is the business of an earnest aspirant to go
through the entire process of thought under proper spiritual
guidance and find a solution of the problems which vex him. The
Sastras are there to guide him on right lines.
"From time immemorial, various schools of thought have
been flourishing in the world. There can be no total extinction of
any system. All the same, Badarayana-Vyasa has taken the trouble
in his Brahma-sutras, of refuting the various defective systems, so
that the good souls, eligible for Divine grace, may have their
doubts cleared, their ignorance destroyed and their knowledge
improved by sound reasonings based on the Sruti and attain
enlightenment.1"
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Cf. ÈE"{<l÷Ò{e|"{i ˙"Dy"{# C"ß"Î"{ <∫ Â"‡˙"{∫|"# $
E" ≤"{i≤™i>l{i&<C|" ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" C"ß"Î"CÎ"i|Î"|"{i <˙"„"·# $$
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Philosophy asks for a conceivable unity in place of the confusing
multiplicity. But neither a pure abstraction of being nor a mere
totality or aggregate of beings can give us a true unity. Some
community or reciprocity there must be. "The question is how
little would suffice. It seems clear that either each must be
connected with all, in at least one way; or that all must be
connected with some one. There must be a universal principle
directly relating all; or a Supreme Individual to which all are
related. The latter would imply the former, insofar as through their
common relation to the Supreme One, all would be related though
only indirectly, to each other.2"
Madhva finds such a principle of unity in the unity of
government, sustenance and control of the universe by Brahman.
He finds this idea tellingly expressed in the Sruti text:

<˙"X"ß"i˙"ilw Â"·Pk"# |"<üX"ß"·Â"¬"”˙"<|" $3 - MahNUp xi.2)
"The Supreme Purusa is verily the Universe (all this); for it
depends upon Him for its sustenance". The Supreme and
Independent Brahman is not so much the cause in time of the
dependent realities as the logical and metaphysical explanation of
all else that is. Hence the definition of the one independent
principle in Madhva's system:

C˙"¡ÒÂ"Â"‡<ß"<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"eA"Ó"C"y"{‰"<˙"‹Î"i Â"ª{E"Â"iA"ß"Ø $ (Jayatirtha's Tst)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|"¨"{<Â" U"·’µ"·’”E"{ß"”U"{E"·ˆ"‡∫Î"{i<ˆ"E"{ß"Ø $ C"·Î"·Í|"Î"C|"ß"{i ∫EÎ"·ª{ˆ"ß"{E"·ˆ"|"{# C"l{ $
—<|" <˙"ù{Â"<|"# C"ßÎ"÷ØÒ C"ß"Î"{E"{w <E"ª{÷DÒ<|"ß"Ø $ ≤"÷Ò{ª <E"¬"„"Í|"{E"{w µ"·<’U"{Ó"|˙"<C"’Î"i $$
(Madhva, AV ii.2.1)
2. James Ward : Pluralism and Theism, p.42. An identical view
has been propounded by Jayatiratha in his commentary in
Madhva's TS. See fn 7
.3. Madhva paraphrases this special reference to the purport of the
'Tat tvam asi' text as |"y"E‰"|˙"{l|"l{|ßÎ"ß"Ø.
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“The independent principle is that which does not depend
on any other for its own nature and existence, self-awareness or
for becoming an object of knowledge to the selves and for the free
and unfettered exercise of its own powers."
As Cook Wilson says, "There are certain facts of immediate
certainty which can not be doubted or called into question, such as
the reality of the external world, the principle of causality, the
existence of other minds and of our own selves and God.
Experience is the immediate datum from which one has to
philosophize and philosophy is under a moral obligation to explain
the conditions indispensable for its possibility. The worth of a
philosophical system is to be judged by the extent to which it is
able to explain experience, rather than explain it away".
Reality presents to an inquiring mind three primary data: the
thinking self, a world of external realities and indications of an
Infinite Power rising above them. Though these three data are
commonly postulated as distinguishable essences, terms like
'reality', 'substance' or 'existence' are not applied to all of them in
the same sense by all persons in all stages of spiritual or
philosophical development. It has happened time and again in the
history of Philosophy, both in the East and in the West, that the
one or the other of them has been raised to a position of greater
prominence than the rest. Such shifting of emphasis has led to the
emergence of several forms of materialistic, pan-egoistic and
monistic heresies which, in the history of speculation, are quite
familiar. Justifications for each point of view could easily be
found. The Self is the immediate starting point of all experience. It
is so borne in upon us as to easily usurp the place of honor. The
existence of things outside of us in time and space and even the
reputed existence of a Deity are, after all, secondary, being
reached only through acts of private consciousness and may, for
aught we know, be illusory or at any rate, not so irrefragably real
as the self. From an opposite point of view, matter which can be
moved and measured and is therefore tangible, could be set up as a
sterner reality than either God or the souls, who seem to shrink
into shadowy abstractions by its side. To the mystics, on the other
12
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hand, the Infinite Being alone, conceived as :

<E"|Î"U"·’ß"·Í|"C"|Î"C"·R"{üÎ"Â"‡|Î"i÷ÒÂ"±Ó"fß"Ø $DMS quoted by Madhva in BTXI.11.5
is so all-absorbing as to transcend all and constitute the sole reality
of all that there is or can be.
An unbalanced exaltation of any one of these three data
over the rest, in the realm of thought, feeling or action, is the cause
of much false philosophy and bad morals. The more pretentious
philosophies of ancient and modern times, which have sought to
resolve the three data into one, have failed inexorably in the end or
have been obliged to make compromises, or concede some sort of
a 'conditional' or 'phenomenal' reality to the other data. If the
material world, which fills the horizon of senses, is taken to be the
single reality that matters most, it would lead us to a materialism
of the West or the Carvaka philosophy of the East. The ego-centric
explanation would land us in a pan-egoism, solipsism or subjective
idealism, ekajivavada and the like; while the theocentric attitude
would end in an absolutism, deism or pantheism.
But the true function of philosophy, aided by reason and
experience, is to determine by what relationship of the three fold
data of experience can man's thirst for an ultimate explanation of
the enigma of experience be really and fully satisfied. Reason
seeks to interpret the plurality of things and processes which
constitute the world as a system of parts evolved or conditioned by
one Universal Power or Mind so as to be factors of one whole and
subject to one universal reason. As a true philosopher, Madhva
ignores neither of the three data of experience; nor does he
exaggerate the claim of any one of them at the expense of the
others. The changeable no less than the unchangeable, the
independent no less than the dependent is an ultimate component
of Reality as a whole:

<ü<˙"‹"w <∫ Â"‡ß"iÎ"w, C˙"|"E‰"ß"C˙"|"E‰"w ≤"

(NS p.286 b)

This is one of the profoundest conclusions of Dvaita metaphysics
reached by the evidence of pratyaksa, anumana,& sabdapramana.
13
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It would not be possible to understand or explain the universe if
we are indifferent to matter and spirits, much more so to the Deity.
One must face facts established by our own knowledge and be
guided by them in interpreting them philosophically.
"Philosophy is not a quest for unity regardless of facts of
logic. It is a quest for such unity as the facts of logic admit of "
(E.S.Brightman, Philosophy of Religion).
The fact of knowledge is indisputable. And as there can be
no knowledge without a knower, a known or knowable object;4
the reality of the knower and the objects of knowledge must be
accepted. Whatever else one may choose to admit or reject,
absolute scepticism as to the possibility of knowledge of any kind
is unsustainable. Even supposing that all our knowledge of reality
so far has been proved to be contradicted, the possibility of
knowledge has still to be admitted. One cannot deny the
possibility of knowledge and yet claim that knowledge has been
proved to be contradicted. Madhva says well, referring to
Sriharsa's dogged scepticism regarding the acceptence of
pramana-vyavastha:

Î"<l E"{å”÷DÒ|"w <÷Ò<Å"lE"å”÷DÒ|"|"{&<Â" <∫ $

E"{å”÷DÒ|"i<|" ß"±÷Ò# CÎ"{<l<|" E"{Cß"lØ<˙"˙"{<l|"{ $$ (Avi.4.11)
At the worst, thinking or the mind would still survive as the
residuum of universal doubt.
Starting then from knowledge as one of the uncriticised
certainties of life, we are faced with a plurality of objects and with
other thinking beings like ourselves5. We think and reason, feel
pleasure and pain. Can any of these states be less evident to us
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. E" ≤" C˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"EÎ"ü{ ˘"iÎ"w ˘"{|"{ªw ≤" <˙"E"{ Mƒ>>ß"Ø $ E" ≤" ˘"{|"D˘"iÎ"ª<∫|"w ˘"{E"w πÒ{<Â" Mƒ>ß"Ø $
(Madhva, VTN i)
5. ≤"iƒ>{<eåiE" C"{|ß"|˙"i Â"ªli∫CÎ" C"{<‹"|"i $ (Madhva, UpKh 12)
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than our own existence? In conceding then the existence
of our own good selves, we are also forced to admit the reality of
our most intimate and poignant experience of pleasure and pain, in
short — the joys and sorrows and limitations of life. That is why
Madhva tells us:

E" ls#R"{E"·„"˙"# πÒ{<Â" <ß"¨Î"{E"·„"˙"|"{w ˙"‡¬"i|"Ø $
÷Ò{i&<Â" fi¨"{if E" <E"‚"i|"·w U"ÍÎ"|"i „"‡ß"˙"{<lE"{ $
„"‡ß"|˙"ß"„"‡ß"|˙"w ≤" C"˙"¿ ˙"iùw <∫ C"{<A"Ó"{ $
U"·’# C"{A"” Î"l{ <C"’{i, ls#<R"|˙"w ˙"{Î"f|"i ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø? (AV ii.3.28)
"Never can the experience of pain and suffering in the world
by the souls be dismissed as 'false experience'. The illusionist
philosophy can never hope to establish anything for certain, even
in the realm of the so-called empirical reality. Whether a given
experience is true or false, has to be adjudged by the Saksi in the
last analysis. If the impeccability of the Saksi is accepted, how can
one deny that our experience of happiness or sorrow is real or
contend that it is imagined or superimposed?"
The fact of knowledge, again, establishes the presence of
many more things and persons besides ourselves. Reality is not
apprehended as one but as many and there is no reason to reject
the apprehension of the many as an 'appearance' only. For things
will not cease to be simply because the law of parsimony may be
violated:

÷Ò°Â"E"{ˆ"{ª˙"{li˙" Â"l{¨"{f E" CÎ"·ªi˙" <∫6
It is at this point that Madhva introduces the philosophical
distinction between the Independent Real and the dependent reals.
The reals cannot all of them be independent, lest there should be
chaos and strife. Neither can all be dependent without an
independent principle to relate and regulate them. The dependents
6. Contrast : Ã÷iÒE"˙" C"˙"{fE"·ˆ"|"iE" C"˙"f‰" C"|Â"‡|"”|Î"·Â"Â"y"{ µ"‡h"˙"|"Ø Â"‡Â"Å"CÎ" Â"‡|Î"i÷wÒ
C"|C˙"„"{˙"|"{÷Ò°Â"E"i ß"{E"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ (Advaitasiddhi 1.3)
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cannot obviously control one another, without a higher
principle to connect them. Otherwise, there would be a regress of
strife and opposition through which they would destroy one
another and perish in the transaction and there would be no reality
left in the end. It is thus very necessary to dichotomise reality into
Svatantra and Paratantra.7
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7. Ã÷iÒ |"· Ã÷Òß"i˙" |"y˙"<ß"<|" ß"EÎ"E|"i $ |"lC"|"Ø $ Â"‡|Î"A"{<l<˙"ª{i‹"{|"Ø $ C"˙"fCÎ" C˙"|"E‰"|˙"i,
<E"|Î"C"·R"{<lÂ"‡C"å# $ ÈC˙"{|"E‰Î"i, ≤" E" ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" Â"‡˙"D<y"# $ ÈE‹"Â"ås˙"|"Ø CÎ"{<l<|" ≤"iÔ" $
Â"‡|Î"{C"y"iªi˙"{E"·Â"Â"y"i# $ Î"<l C"˙"fß"i˙" C˙"|"E‰"w CÎ"{|"Ø, |"l{ Â"{ª|"E‰Î"{<lÂ"‡|"”<|"<˙"ª{i‹"# $
<E"|Î"C"·R"{<lÂ"‡C"å‚" $ Î"<l ˙"{ Â"ª|"E‰"ß"i˙" |"y˙"w „"˙"i|"Ø, ÈE"˙"<C¨"|"iªC"ß„"˙"{Ç" E" ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" C"y"{<l÷wÒ
CÎ"{|"Ø $ (Jayatirtha, Tsf)
"Some philosophers hold that there is only one single reality
in the universe. That is not correct, as it goes against the evidence
of perception and other sources of knowledge. So there must be
more than one real. However, if all these reals are to be taken to be
equally independent, there will have to be eternal happiness for all.
But such is not the actual fact. If all the reals are to be put down
as equally dependent, with no Independent Being anywhere in the
Universe, all movement of the dependent reals would be rendered
impossible — because all of them are 'dependent' and cannot
direct one another. If their movement is claimed to be possible like
the coming together and co-operative movement of the lame man
and the blind man, we have to point out that there being no
independent principle to direct them, the dependent reals because
of their very dependence, can not come together. If all are to be
conceived as independent, there will be violation of the experience
of dependence and other characteristics of finitude. If all are to be
equally dependent, with no Independent Principle, there will be a
regress of dependence. (A depending on B, B on C and so on ad
inifinitum). There will be instability all around with the result that
everything will lose its reality in the end."

16
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Experience shows that human souls and their material
environments are not independent.

E" ≤" ÷Òß"f<˙"ß"{ß"e÷Ò{eˆ"·Ó"Â"‡„"D|"”U"ß"<≤"y"E"· |"<’ Î"|": $
(Madhva, Dvadasa Stotra iii.6)
Were human beings independent masters of their own destiny, we should
expect to find peace and plenty and bliss unalloyed in human life. We
should lack nothing and have everything for the asking. But we know
only too well that it cannot be:

È{|ß"{&ÂÎ"E"”U"# C"·R"ls#R"∫i|"{i# $ (Svet Up i.2)
This shows that things are directed by an unknown agency, which
for want of a better name all the world agrees to designate as
"God" or Paramatman or the Supreme Being.
In this way does Madhva establish the existence and reality of
matter, souls svabhava, kala, merit and demerit and other eternal
verities under the control of one Supreme Being. The svatantra
and the paratantra are thus the fundamental presuppositions of his
system. The dependence of the finite reals is proof of the existence
of the Deity, according to the great Nyaya philosopher Udayana
too:

C"{Â"iA"|˙"{lE"{<l|˙"{lØ ˙"<≤"‰Î"{<üU˙"˙"D<y"|"# $
Â"‡|Î"{|ß"<E"Î"ß"{lØ „"·Í|"iª<C|" ∫i|"·ªe{<÷Ò÷Ò# $$

(Nyaya-Kusumanjali 1.4)

"From dependence, from eternality, diversity, universal practice
and from the appointment to each individual self of its own joys
and sorrows of mundane life, it follows that there is a supernatural
cause (viz. adrsta)". Explanation : By establishing, in the first
place, the existence of such a supernatural cause not open to the
senses, in the form of merit and demerit, it will follow that God is
established as superintendent thereoff" (Siddha ca tasmin
tadadhisthatrtaya Isvarasiddhih).
The aim of philosophy, then, would be not merely to realise the
distinction between 'appearance' and 'reality' but to understand and
realise the still more important distinction between the
Independent Real and the dependent realities. Madhva is not,
therefore, an uncritical realist who takes everything to be real; nor
a sentimental realist who would deny all but one reality. He is for
17
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a rational realtime which would admit whatever is established on
the un-contradicted evidence of the Pramanas, the senses, the
mind and the Saksi, in addition to reason and revelation. He
introduces a new element of value into the discussion of the
problem of Pramanas, in the form of the concept of Saksi, whose
nature and scope will be explained in its appropriate place. The
Saksi is man's highest instrument of all valid knowledge and
experience. It is on its evidence that we become conscious,
however dimly, of the existence of a higher power than ourselves,
in this vast and mysterious universe. It will, therefore, be seen
that any other approach to the problem of philosophy and any
other analysis of the reals or the data of experience into 'positive'
reals (bhava and abhava) as in Nyaya thought, or as cit and acit
(as in Jain or Ramanuja view) would be irrelevant to the aim and
purpose of religion and philosophy, which is to evaluate
phenomena and enable man to get out of the bondage of life which
is the outcome of a misplaced assumption of his independence
(svatantrya-bhimana) in it.8

8. Î"ù<Â" „"{˙"{„"{˙"|"Î"{ ≤"i|"E"{≤"i|"E"|"Î"{ ˙"{, <E"|Î"{<E"|Î"|"Î"{ ˙"{ ü<˙"‹Î"w U"ÍÎ"|"i

˙"Í|"·w, |"¨"{<Â" |"CÎ" ˙"Î"¨Î"{flÎ"ß"i˙" <˙"„"{ˆ"{i EÎ"{ÎÎ"# $ Â"ª|"E‰"Â"‡ß"iÎ"w C˙"|"E‰"Â"‡ß"iÎ"{Î"y"|"Î"{
<˙"<l|"w <E"#oiÎ"C"{Î" „"˙"<|" $ ÈEÎ"¨"{, ˆ"å{˙"{e·÷Ò{Â"´ªˆ"Ó"E"˙"|"Ø —lw |"y˙"C"ã–{E"ß"Â"{¨"f÷wÒ
CÎ"{|"Ø $ (ibid)
-------------------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER II
MADHVA'S THOUGHT IN RELATION TO
EARLIER AND CONTEMPORARY SCHOOLS
THE system of Madhva is founded on the continuous
authority of a wide range of religious and philosophical literature
of India which has been the main source of Indian thought in its
widest sense. The history of the evolution of Madhva's thought
from these source-books of his system and the history of its
development at the hands of Madhva and his numerous
commentators and expositors have been dealt with by me in my
History of the Dvaita School of Vedanta and Its Literature
(Motilal Banarsidass Delhi 1981, 2nd Edn.)
The present work aims at a fairly complete and
comprehensive critical exposition of Madhva's philosophy, as
presented in his own works and as further interpreted and
elaborated by his illustrious commentator Jayatirtha in the first
instance and by the famous dialectician of the Madhva school,
Vyasatirtha, who came a hundred and twentyfive years after the
former.
If Indian philosophy is to be accepted as much more than an
interpretation of certain basic texts and traditions, though not as
completely detached from them, attempts should be made to
present the various systems of thought and their logical,
epistemological and ontological foundations and their
metaphysical superstructures, in their architectonic unity. The
philosophical system of Madhva and his commentators has not
received adequate attention from this point of view.
No doubt, Indian philosophers, particularly the Vedantins
have stressed the limitations of discursive thought and shown the
possibilities of spiritual intuition in understanding the nature of
reality, urging the necessity to correct and supplement the
conclusions of pure logic and metaphysical speculations with the
help of one's own intuitions and those of bygone generations,
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handed down through the Scriptures and intended to be recaptured
in our own religious and spiritual experiences and discoveries. But
this is not to say that reason has had no part to play in the
evolution of their thought. Philosophy, as an interpretation of
reality, cannot spin out its theories in vacuo, away from the world
of experience. As Dr. Radhakrishna puts it, perhaps a little too
extravagantly, "the Indian philosophers first arrive at a system of
consistent doctrine and then look about for texts of an earlier age
to support their position. They either force them into such support
or ingeniously explain them away" (I. Phil.i,p.130).
All schools of Indian philosophy, save the Carvaka, have
two main aspects in their system-building: one rational or
philosophical and the other a dogmatic, textual, revelatory or
authoritarian aspect. The former examines the fundamental
presuppositions of thought and constructs a metaphysical theory
on certain a priori epistemological and ontological foundations of
its own, on which they erect a full-fledged system and correlate it
to the interpretations of texts which have come to be regarded as
ultimate sources of philosophical knowledge and inspiration in the
land and community of their birth and invested with special
authority and sanction on problems of philosphy. While accepting
the judgements of established traditions and authority, on such
problems, the Indian philosphers have, to an equal extent, used the
methods of reasoned thought and criticism, to examine the
presuppositions of their textual systems and the nature and
constitution of their categories of thought in the light of
independent proofs.
In doing so, they have always tried to make out a case for
their respective theories before the bar of reason, on such
unexceptionable criteria of system-building as adherence to a
strictly philosophical method and outlook, sound logical
deductions and analysis of principles, consistency of thought and
faithfulness to experience. It is the business of philosophy to look
at experience as a whole and take note of the suggestions forced
upon it by the mind of man and confirm them as theories if they
have the requisite explanatory value.
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Such is the essence of the Hindu method of Tattvanirnaya
(truth-determination). In the body of any Siddhanta, then, there is
a good deal of critical analysis and exposition of the principles of
epistemology, logic and metaphysics of one's own school, together
with a reasoned examination of those of other schools. As a
modern writer1 puts it, "Philosophy is essentially a collective and
co-operative business. Effective co-operation consists in
disagreement. The true process of philosophy, as a science, is that
of a Platonic dialogue, in which the propositions, objections and
rejoinders of numerous interlocutors are found focussed upon a
given question and the argument shapes itself through its own
immanent dialectic, to a conclusion." The Vikalpa method of
Sastric discussion in Sanskrit philosophical writings is nothing
more than the Platonic dialogue in its perfect form. Every
important doctrine of logic, epistemology and metaphysics, of the
different schools of Indian philosophy, has been developed on the
same lines. They are the result of a long and arduous process of
thought-dissection. No doctrine or strand of philosophic belief can
thus be put down as absolutely original, isolated from or
uninfluenced by contemporary opinion or as devoid of a nexus
with the past.
So closely are the two aspects of rational thought and
textual interpretation and synthesis intertwined in most of the
Indian schools that it is often difficult to pronounce any opinion
whether they are actuated more by a predominantly philosophical
purpose or an authoritarian outlook. They disclose both kinds of
leanings and it is often a question of emphasis whether a given
system is to be treated as being more speculative and rational than
dogmatic and textual. Western scholars have generally held that
the philosophy of the Vedanta is essentially dogmatic, being
nothing more than a clever, ingenious and elaborate system of
textual interpretation of the Prasthanas, doubtless with a good
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Arthur O. Lovejoy, The Revolt of Dualism, Open Court Publishing
Company, America.
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deal of philosophic insight and acumen. But its achievement
cannot be accepted as truly philosophical, insofar as the pursuit of
philosophy is not the outcome of a disinterested love of thought or
a quest of truth, but has been undertaken to achieve individual
Salvation. Others regard the Vedanta as a truly philosophical
system in conception, method and execution. That it is bound up
with the interpretation of sacred texts is only circumstantial in that,
true to Indian traditions, it has merely used material handed down
by former generations, and built on its foundations a new and
vigorous system of thought, reserving the fullest right of selection,
emphasis, alteration and criticism, in the name of interpretation
(Vyakhyana). It embodies the greatest independence of thought
and originality of conceptions under the guise of reconciliation
with the help of canons of interpretation. The commentators are
seldom obliged to call a halt to philosophic speculation when
faced with a trying or obscure text or with contradictory ones.
They exercise their reason to synthesize and extract sense out of
seeming enigmas and contradictions. In this they bid fair to direct
the authorities, instead of their letting them direct their thoughts.2
In this sense, then, Indian philosophy can claim to be as genuinely
philosophical in spirit as any other attempt made elsewhere, on the
basis of pure reason. It is thus a purely historical accident that has
made Indian philosophy textual though some are inclined to view
it as incorrigibly text-eidden. The supreme place Madhva has
assigned to the Saksi as "Upajivyapramana" of Scripture, in the
event of the latter encroaching on the legitimate jurisdiction of the
former is a striking example of the unflinching rational outlook of
Madhva thought. But with all the limitations imposed on the free
movement of thought by the respect for texts and traditions, the
Indian philosophers have shown themselves to be actuated by a
genuine philosophic spirit like their compeers in the west and have
risen to great heights in the art of philosophising, which for
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------*2. Cf. Madhva's plea for interpreting "Tattvam asi" in conformity
with Upajivyapramanas. See my HDSV, pp.360-62
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alertness of mind, acuteness of thought and boldness of ideas,
cannot be rivalled by others claiming to be more scientific or free
from dogmas. The achievements of Indian thought cannot,
therefore, be said to be lacking in merit or devoid of a true
philosophic spirit; though these are often hidden from view by the
trappings of authority in which they are often clothed and
concealed.
Criticism is the life-breath of Indian philosophical
systems, as philosophic life, like biological, is governed by the
same law of strife and survival of the fittest. Each of the older
systems of thought should thus have contributed something to
Madhva thought also, at least negatively, by way of material for
criticism. It is not as if his system alone grew up in vacuo, without
reference to anything that went before. Historical interpretation
must admit, here as in other cases of contact of minds, the impact
of contemporary thought, and echoes of forgotten schools which
though, then out of court or not "living" must still have continued
to exercise a great deal of intellectual influence on successive
thought-currents by their technique and methods of treatment—in
short, by laying down the high-ways and byways of thought along
which all current ontological and epistemological progress had to
be made with freedom to differ in details and conclusions.
The critical side of Madhva's system, consisting partly in its
dialectical struggles with earlier schools both major and minor,
shows how it was able not only to avoid their pitfalls and mistakes
but also to absorb some of their good points, or improve upon
them or transcend them in a higher system. That such impact of
ideas is by no means denied in Madhva's case is clear from the
description of his commentary on the Brahmasutra as a critique of
twentyone earlier ones in the field. A critic is not an iconoclast out
and out. He receives ideas while in the act of demolishing older
opinions. The contact of minds is a very subtle affair. Deeper
things there happen than meet the surface. As Vijayindra Tirtha
observes in his Madhvadhva-Kantakoddhhara, as an exponent of a
new Prasthana, Madhva exercised his right to agree with or differ
from his compeers to the full and in doing so rejected much that
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was cumbersome, or effete in the older theories and used whatever
ideas were fundamentally sound though not in the same place or
within the same design. Often in his criticisms, he rescued and
rehabilitated ideas of permanent significance from the ill-balanced
views of earlier and contemporary schools and realigned them to
better advantage.
The Carvaka system is condemned outright for its
unmitigated hedonism. But its faith in the reality of experience and
of sense-awareness as the pivot of realism is accepted by
Madhva.The Carvaka is condemned, unreservedly, for his
hedonism, for his atheism and for his materialism (Dehatmavada)
but not for his bold stand for the supremacy of Pratyaksa
Pramana. Only, he had stopped short at Pratyaksa, refusing to go
beyond, which is rather unphilosophical, in that there are more
things in the universe than could be measured by Pratyaksa alone.
Enjoyment of life is no sin. One need not, like the Buddist, give a
counsel of despair to shun the world, abhor life and court gradual
suicide or extinction. ÷·ÒP „"·æØ>A˙" ≤" ÷Òß"f <E"¬"w <E"Î"|"ß"Ø – says Madhva,
with the salutary advice: ∫´ªÂ"{l<˙"E"ß"‡<‹"Î"{ C"|"|"ß"Ø3, for one should not,
like the Mimamsakas, surrender the aim of life to a mess of
pottage, Svarga, understood in the transient sense of a limited
pleasure: ÈÂ"{ß" C"{iß"ß"ß"D|"{ È„"±ß" (RV VIII.48.3). To take such a view
of life's purpose is to miss the true goal of the Vedic philosophy of
Karma, says Madhva. The vedas enjoin the performance of
sacrifices with set rewards, not from the highest point of view, but
only in a limited sense. Karma-phala, attractive as it is, is not the
ultimate intention or message of the Scripture. It is only an
inducement to effort of the right kind4 with a view to raising the
spiritual standard of man higher and higher and taking him on the
upward march, by stages. Karma is only a step in the ladder
3. Do your work as it has devolved upon you and enjoy its rewards with
constant devotion to the Lord (Dvadasastotra, iii. 1 ab)
4.

ª{i≤"E"{¨"{f ∂Òeo·<|"# (Bhag xi.3.46), Î"¨"{ „"k"¬Î"ª{i≤"E"ß"Ø (xxii, 21.23),
÷Òß"fß"{iA"{Î" ÷Òß"{f<Ó" <˙"‹"y"i fiˆ"lw Î"¨"{ $ (xi.3.44)
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though a necessary one. It is not the be-all and end-all of scripture
as the Mimamsakas would have it. The best Karma is that
performed without attachment and for the sake of no other reward
than the satisfaction of God and as His workship: |"|÷Òß"f ∫´ª|"{ik"w Î"|"Ø
(Bhag iv 29.40); ˙"DÓ"”ß"∫i |"i Â"´ª|"{ik"Ó"{Î" (iv.30.40); Ã|"w fii˙" ˙"”Ó"{Î"{w ˆ"{Î"ìE|"
(ChanUp i. 7.6). While accepting the Mimamsaka doctrine of
Svatahpramanya of Sabda, Madhva emphasised that the highest
subject-matter of the Veda is God and not merely a round of duties
or acts or sacrifice.5
Jaina philosophy and moral code have some affinity to
Madhva's thought. The new type of Vedic sacrifices with flourmade animals (Pista-pasu yajnas)6 instead of living animals,
introduced by Madhva as a much-needed reform in Brahmanical
society, was in all probability, partly due to the moral pressure and
influence of Jaina ideas. A powerful community of Jainas
inhabited the S.Kanara district then, as now. It was also under
Jaina rule in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Madva's views on
some questions of logic, epistemology and ontology show many
striking parallels to and affinities with corresponding Jaina
theories, notably on the nature of the Universal (Jati) and in the
theory of the self as an object of its own perception (Aham sukhi)
which is denied by the Advaitin. The recognition of certain types
of cognition like Manahparyaya and Kevala in Jaina philosophy,
corresponds, in a measure, to the Yogipratyaksa and KevalaPramana of Madhva. The self-revelatory capacity of knowledge of
the perceiver (˘"{|"·ª{|ß"E"# C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"ß")Ø is based on the triunity of
Jnatr, Jneya and Jnana, all of them being admitted to be revealed
in knowledge. So also, the Jaina conception of substance in

5.

÷Ò{Î"¿ C"{‹"E"<ß"ƒ>CÎ" „"ˆ"˙"{<E"ƒ>li˙"|"{
ß"·RÎ"iw> ˙"{ C"·ß"E"C"{w ëÂ"‡iÎ"C|"í<l<|" ≤" o·|"i # (AV i.1.1).

6. The Mvij (IX. 44-50) refers to an actual performance of a
Pistapasuyaga under Madhva’s direction and the opposition he had to
encounter. For a work in defence of Pistapasuyajna see under Vijayindra
Tirtha in my HDSV p. 4
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relation to its attributes, as a distinction of reference and not of
existence: ÈE"E|"‹"ß"{f|ß"÷wÒ ˙"C|"·, as Haribhadra Suri puts it, is perfected
by Madhva, by formulating the doctrine of Savisesabheda to hold
the substance and attributes together in one integrated mould. The
further distinction of qualities or attributes as Paryaya and
Svabhava in Jaina ontology is parallel to Madhva's distinction of
attributes into Ayavaddravyabhavi and Yavad-dravyabhavi. The
Jaina dichotomy of reality into Jiva and Ajiva appears in the form
of Svatantra and Paratantra, with greater philosopical aptness and
justification, as pointed out by Jayatirtha. The Jainas have
classified reality as Jiva and Ajiva.7 In this classification, Jiva or
sentient reality admittedly holds a position superior to insentient
reality. While the distinction between Jiva and Ajiva is worth
making, we should not stop merely with such a dcihotomy in
philosophy. It would be more pertinent to the evaluation of the
position and status of the reals in a philosophical system to
introduce a classification of a different kind viz. the one into
Svatantra and Paratantra, as Madhva has done. That Jayatirtha is
thinking on these lines may be gathered from his remarks quoted
earlier in Chap.I, fn.8. The peculiar doctrine of the Jainas that the
whole universe is filled with Jivas is also shared by Madhva:

Â"ªß"{Ó"·Â"‡liU"ik"· fiE"E|"{# Â"‡{<Ó"ª{U"Î"# $ (VTN)
Madhva is not enamoured of the extreme realism of the
Mimamsakas. He recognises the need for periodical creation and
dissolution of the universe. He also sets right the extreme
epistermological realism of the Prabhakaras and admits the
possibility of error in human cognitions. He is for calling error by
its proper name and not for confusing the issue by using
misleading terms like Akhyati, Akhyatisamavalitasatkhyati and so
on. But his realism does not demand that the object presented in
illusions must have a reality of its own elsewhere (anyatra sat) as
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

7. C"èiÂ"|"C|"· ü{˙"i˙" Â"l{¨"{f ¬"”˙"{¬"”˙"{RÎ"{ (SBSB ii. 2.33)
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the Nyaya Realists would have it. If experience is any test,
the object presented in illusory perception is an absolute unreality.
At the same time, Madhva takes care to state that no illusion can
be explained without the acceptence of two necessary reals–a
substratum (adhisthana) and a Pradhana (prototype) of the superimposed object.8 Madhva has rejected much that was defective
and outmoded in the conceptions, categories, definitions and
methodology (prakriya) of the older schools of Nyaya, Mimamsa
and Vedanta. The interpretational principle of Upakramaprabalya
of the Purva Mimamsakas is set aside by him in favour of the
more logical Upasamharaprabalya, on the authority of the
Brahmatarka.9 He has given us his own views about the Vedantic
concepts of Sakti, Svaprakasatva, Bhavarupajnana, Maya,
Pratibimba, etc. He has propounded a fresh doctrine of the validity
of knowledge with special reference to the principle of Saksi as a
corrective to all the earlier theories on the subject. Though
traceable to some of the older sources referred to by him, the merit
of these new doctrines lies in the precise and forceful way in
which he has developed their potentialities and fitted them into
their proper places, in his own realistic metaphysics and elucidated
their hearings upon the different aspects of his thought. Similarly,
his revised definition of 'Pramana' as 'yathartham', so as to
embrace all types of valid knowledge and its instruments and to
ensure the validity of memory is a significant departure and
advance in contemporary thought.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. È<‹"Ê>{E"w ≤" C"MU"w C"|Î"˙"C|"·üÎ"w <˙"E"{ $ E" „"‡{<E|"„"f˙"<|" πÒ{<Â" C˙"Â"nß"{Î"{<l÷iÒk˙"<Â"i vtn
9. Madhva refers to the thesis of Upasamharaprabalya in his AV:

Bw≈Â"÷‡Òß"{<l<eå{E"{w µ"e”Î"{i fi·y"ª{iy"ªß"Ø$
The question has been discussed fully, refuting the view of
Upakramaprabalya of advaita, in Vyasatirtha's TT and in Vijayindra
Tirtha's special work Upasamharanvijaya. For a summary of their
arguments see my HDSV pp.309-11 and 408-10.
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But, though open to the ideas of the older systems and
their thought-patterns, Madhva has made many striking
contributions of his own, in many important respects. It is these
that entitle him to a place of honor in Indian philosophy. He has
drawn the attention of the philosophical world to the imperative
need for going in for a new set of concepts and categories like
Svatantra and Paratantra, Saksi, Visesas, Bheda as
dharmisvarupa and as savisesabhinna from it, Svarupabheda and
Svarupataratamya among selves, Bimbapratibimbabhava relation
between Brahman and Jivas and eternal creation through
Paradhinavisesapti. These ideas were so radically different from
those till then entertained in dealing with philosophical questions,
that if their necessity was demonstrated, the whole treatment of the
problems of philosophy would change its course and enter upon a
fresh terrain. We shall see something of these new aspects and
direction of thought, developed by Madhva in the chapters that
follow.

Madhva's Influence on other Schools and
Commentators
Notwithstanding Madhva's powerful attack on various
shades of (Jivesvara) bhedabhedavada and Brahmaparinamavada,
many of the post-Madhva commentators on the Vedanta Sutras
were still reluctant to shake off their fascination for the language
and ideology of Brahmaparinamavada or Brahman's material
causality of the world, which had come down to them from the
earlier line of Pantheistic commentators like Bhaskara and
Brahmadatta and which had a semblance of support in the sutras
such as Prakritisca (1.4.23). This is best illustrated in the case of
Nimbarka, who ostensibly holds that between Jiva and Brahman
the relation of difference and identity are both equally true and
real. This is opposed to Madhva's view. But then, when Nimbarka
difines what he means by identity and difference we find that his
view of difference and identity is virtually the same as Madhva's
though his way of phrasing them is different. For, according to
Nimbarka 'difference' means dependence of the Jiva on Brahman,
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while 'identity' stands for lack of independent existence and
functioning on the part of the Jiva (See Ghate, The Vedanta, p.29).
Thus, in Nimbarka's view, the Jiva's difference from Brahman and
his identity with it would point to the same fact of dependence on
Brahman. His view that the description of the Jiva in the
Upanisads as being identical with Brahman is to be understood in
the sense that the former is dependent for ever on Brahman for his
existence and functioning , is nothing new or unacceptable to
Madhva and has been most tellingly emphasised by him in his
writings :

Î"l‹"”E"{ Î"CÎ" C"y"{ |"y"<l|Î"i˙" „"ÓÎ"|"i $
<˙"ùß"{E"i <˙"„"ili&<Â" <ß"¨"{i <E"|Î"w C˙"¡ÒÂ"|"# $$
ëC"˙"¿ R"<°˙"lw µ"‡h"í —|Î"·≤Î"|"i - |"l‹"”E"C"y"{-Â"‡˙"D<y"ß"y˙"{|"Ø ;
E" |"· C"˙"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"|"# $ (MGB iv.14)
Thus, the Bhedabhedasiddhanta of Nimbarka is nothing
more than a high-sounding paraphrase of Madhva's position and
cannot, therefore, be treated as falling outside the scope of its
influence. There are also other evidences of the influence of
Madhva's works on Nimbarka and his commentator Srinivasa. The
untraceable Sruti Atha kasmad ucyate Brahmeti brhanto hyasmin
gunah cited by Madhva in his NV on BS i.1.1 is found quoted by
Nimbarka (in a slightly different form) : Brhanto guna asmin iti
Brahma in his commentary on BS ii. 3.28. His interpretation of the
Utpattyadhikarana of the BS in terms of the refutation of the Sakta
system fallows Madhva. Several untraceable Srutis cited only by
Madhva, for the first time, so far as we know, have been cited by
Nimbarka's commentator Srinivasa. The idea that the second Pada
of the third Adhyaya of the Sutras is to be connected with the
theme of Bhakti was mooted by Madhva for the first time in the
tradition of interpreting the Sutras :

„"<Í|"ª<Cß"E"Ø Â"{l ≈≤Î"|"i $ „"Í|Î"¨"¿ „"ˆ"˙"Eß"<∫ß"{i<Í|"# (MBSB iii. 2.1)
It appears from Nimbarka's introductory remark to this Pada
that he was much impressed by this point of view, though in the
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actual working out of the interpretations of the various
adhikaranas of the Pada, he has not been able to establish so close
a structural alignment of each of the adhikaranas with the theme
of Bhakti, as Madhva has been able to do (See my BSPC, Vol.III,
Pada 2). Nevertheless, Nimbarka's statement: „"t˙"·ÿi÷Ò<C"’Î"i

|"ûsÓ"{‚"{i≤Î"E|"i recognises the force of Madhva's stand.
Madhva's influence on Vallabha has not been any the less. The
way in which Vallabha has raised the Bhagavata Purana to the
position of a fourth Prasthana and commented on it may be
attributed to the example set by Madhva, the first known Vaisnava
Acarya and Bhasyakara to have written a commentary on that
Purana and drawn upon it a great deal in his interpretation of the
Sutras and the Gita. The distinction accepted by Vallabha between
the fruits of Jnanamarga and Bhaktimarga10 in moksa rests
squarely on the doctrine of Taratamya of bliss in Moksa among
Jivas, which is a distinctive doctrine of Madhva's philosophy and
is not found in any other school of Vedanta.
Lastly, Vallabha has borrowed, without acknowledgement, the
verse :

„"‡{<E|"ß"±e|"Î"{ C"˙"fC"ß"Î"{E"{ß"Î"·<Í|"|"# $
E" |"<üª{i‹"{lØ ˙"≤"E"w ˙"<l÷wÒ U"ä–|"{w ˙"‡¬"i|"Ø $$
from Madhva's Anubhasya – a short metrical digest of the BS, in
his 'Anubhasya' on BS ii. 2.11. In holding that the fruits of
Bhaktimarga are superior to and sweeter than those of Jnanamarga
in Moksa, Vallabha observes that for Jnanins God's grace and
favor last only upto the time of their release. This grace and favour
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10. ˘"{E"ß"{ˆ"f„"<Í|"ß"{ˆ"fÎ"{iªE"{˙"Dy"{ |"·°Î"|˙"i&<Â", ∂ÒeÂ"‡{¥"{ ˙"eA"ÓÎ"ß"Ø

$ (Vallabha

iv. 4.22)

ß"·Í|"iª<Â" „"<Í|"ß"{ˆ"”fÎ"|"l”Î"|˙"ß"i˙" ¬Î"{Î"# $ E"<∫, ß"·Í|"{E"{w ÷Ò‚"E" „"ˆ"˙"lsÂ"Î"{iˆ"{i&C|"”<|"
„"{˙"# (iii.4.48) ≈Í|"„"ˆ"˙"l”Î"|˙"w E" C"{‹"E"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø, ëß"·Í|"{E"{ß"<Â" <C"’{E"{w ÷Ò{i<N>k˙"<Â" $í (Bhag vi.
14.5)-(Vallabha-BSP-iii.4.39).-
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are showered upon the Bhaktas to a greater extent and
throughout Moksa. Though Madhva does not recognise any
exclusiveness between Bhakti and Jnana (See Chapter XLVIII, fn
13) he recognises gradation of intrinsic bless among the released
according to their natural fitness. Vallabha's distinction in the
fruits of Bhakti and Jnana presupposes the presence of Taratamya
in the fruits of Moksa. In his commentary on Gita II.52 Madhva
quotes Bhagavata Purana in support of Anandataratamya there.
Vallabha's son has quoted from Madhva's BSB ii 4.29 in his
Vidvanmandanam.
The influence of Madhva's philosphy has been most
promiment and pronounced on the Caitanya school of Bengal
Vaisnavism. The growth of this influence can be traced in the
works of Rupa Gosvami, Sanatana Gosvami and Jiva Gosvami. It
reached its zenith in the writing of Baladeva Vidyabhusana (172080). His Govinda Bhasya on the BS is heavily indebted to
Madhva's as I have shown with copious details in my HDSV,
Appendix V. Baladeva's teacher Radha-Damodara also quotes
from Madhva in his Vedantasyamanthaka. The doctrine of Visesas
has been taken over bodily from Madhva's philosophy and from
the works of Vyasatirtha by Radha-Damodara, from whom
Baladeva takes it over.
While noticing often Baladeva's divergences in the
interpretation of the BS from Sankara and Ramanuja in his edition
of the BS with English translation, Dr. Radhakrishnan has failed to
show how a considerable part of Baladeva's divergences from
Sankara and Ramanuja is, in reality, derived from Madhva. Had it
been done, it would have underlined the extent of Madhva's
influence on one of the leading exponents of the Caitanya school.
Some distinctive textual interpretations and sources cited by
Madhva have found their way into the later commentaries of the
Sankara and Ramanuja schools, notably Sridhara Svami and
Rangaramanuja and the author of the Advaita commentary on the
Visnusahasranama by a later Sankaracarya.
-
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CHAPTER III
MADHVA'S SAMANVAYA OF UPANISADIC
PHILOSOPHY

LABELS are convenient as a rule, though they might
mislead at times. Insofar as Madhva admits a plurality of selves,
for ever distinct from Brahman, though always subject to and
guided by it, his system may be tentatively regarded as a
pluralistic theism. But it would not express the whole truth about
the system, in its highest reach. There has been a persistent
tendency, however, to represent the philosophy of Madhva as an
'absolute dualism'. This has naturally prevented the system from
getting its meed of recognition, as a sound philosophical system in
the first place and a Vedantic one at that; for most people have an
aversion for the term 'dualism' which has some unpleasant
associations. That apart, 'dualism' signifies the recognition of 'two
independent principles'1. Madhva is not certainly a dualist in this
sense. It will be shown presently that neither the term 'dualism' nor
its Sanskrit equivalent 'dvaita' is commensurate with the highest
metaphysical ideology of Madhva's thought. which consists in the
acceptance of One Independent Transcendent-cum-Immanent
Being as the source and explanation of all finite existence.
There is a fundamental difference in outlook between the
'dualism' of Madhva and those of the Samkhya-Yoga and NyayaVaisesika schools. Dualism has as much to do with the question of
the status of the reals recognised as with their number. Neither the
Purusas nor the Prakrti have, in Madhva's system, an independent
status or functioning-capacity as in the Samkhya :

U"ª”ªi<EÿÎ"{<lC"ßµ"E‹"{i|Â"y"{ Î"{ U"<Í|"#, C"{ µ"”¬"U"<Í|"# $
¬"”˙" Ã˙" |"ü{<E"<|" µ"‡±|"i (C"{ã–#) E" |"· |"l”Î"{w µ"”¬"U"<Í|"w |"y˙"˙"{<lE" —˙" „"ˆ"˙"l‹"”E"{ß"Ø
: (NS p.329)

1. See Dogbert D. Runes, Dictionary of Philosophy, p.84
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Nor does it ascribe to God the position merely of an Onlooker
(Drasta) or a deus ex machina, or even of a co-operating force in
the cosmic evolution, as is done by the Nyaya and Yoga schools.
Mere Deism has no attraction for Madhva. God is not only above
the universe but in it. By virtue of these two aspects He becomes
the very ground of the reals, 2 the giver of their reality to them.
One distinguishing mark of the Vedanta in all its forms is
the fundamental belief that everything in the universe has to be
traced to an absolute principle which is the ultimate source and
explanation, both logical and ontological, of all else (C"˙"fC"y"{-

Â"‡|"”<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y"ß"Ø).

Nothing in the world is self-explained or self
explicable. Brahman is the only self-explained reference of all.
Such a transcendent reference is denied by the Samkhya :

Î"{ ¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"w C"{ Â"‡÷DÒ<|"ªi˙"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"U"<Í|"ß"|"” —<|" µ"‡±|"i $ E" Â"·E"# ˙"il˙"{<lE" —˙"
|"{ß"<Â" U"<Í|"ß"”X"ª{Î"y"{ß"Ø $ (NS p.329)
Its acceptance is by no means a strict metaphysical necessity
in the Nyaya-Vaisesika or Yoga systems. The Vedanta, on the
other hand, traces the world of matter and souls to Brahman,
which is the cause of the world and gives meanings to its being
and becoming.
The metaphysical dependence of the universe of Brahman is
differently conceived in the different systems of Vedanta. Sankara
equates it with an appearance (adhyasa). The world of appearance,
which is superimposed on Brahman, would not be there but for the
reality of Brahman. It has no existence outside or apart from
Brahman :

|"lE"EÎ"|˙"w |"ü–<|"ªi÷iÒÓ"{„"{˙"# $

(S BSB ii 1.14)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*2. Cf. |"lE"·Â"‡<˙"UÎ" C"Ç" |Î"Ç"{„"˙"|"Ø $ (TaittUp ii.6), Â"‡÷Òª{i|"”<|" Â"‡÷DÒ<|"# $ (MBSB
i.4.27),

C" ¬"”˙"E"{ß"{ „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø Â"‡{Ó"‹"{ªÓ"∫i|"·|"#
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Sridhara explains the significance of this statement by saying in virtue of whose reality, even the unreal creation appears to be
real.' Î"|C"|Î"|"Î"{ <ß"¨Î"{C"ˆ"{if&<Â" C"|Î"˙"l˙"„"{C"|"i $ (Commentary on Bhagavata
i.1.1) . Ramanuja, on the other hand, views the dependence of the
world of matter and souls on God, on the analogy of the
dependence of the human body on the soul, for its subsistence.
God is the soul (atma) of the world. When the soul departs, the
body perishes. So it would be, in the case of the world and the
souls. While it remains perfectly true that our bodies cannot exist
and function in the absence of the life-giving capacity of the soul,
Madhva finds this analogy misleading in so far as the soul is not
bound to the body as the Visistadvaitic theory of Brahman would
appear to assume. The relation of body and soul does not also do
complete justice to the more or less derivative being of matter and
souls that is admitted in the system.3 It is all very well to say that
identity means Aprthaksiddhi or inseparable existence. But it
would cut both ways. That seems hardly fair. The dependence due
to Aprthaksiddhi between God and His 'body' (or attributes) viz/.
matter and souls cannot be of the same kind or order, as exists or
may be said to exist between God and His essential attributes of
reality, knowledge and bliss. It is the inevitable implication of
Ramanuja's position that the Infinite cannot exist without its
attributes of Cit and Acit, which are necessary to It. Yet, Ramanuja
himself is unable to concede so much in view of the many texts to
the contrary, especially Gita IX.4, wherein he admits frankly that
Cit and Acit contribute in no way to the existence of the Deity :
ß"ì|C¨"|"{ |"E"f ÷Ò<‚"lsÂ"÷Ò{ª# (RGB). Here, for once, Ramanuja gives up
his theory of reciprocal dependence and equates inseparable
existence(avinabhava)as'dependence:
È<˙"E"{„"{˙"‚" <E"Î"{ßÎ"|"Î"i<|" ëß"y"# C"˙"¿ Â"‡˙"|"f|"ií —|Î"·Â"÷‡Òß" Ã˙"{i<l|"#$ (RGB x 21).
The logical consequence of such a view would be that the world of
matter and souls is immaterial and non-essential to God in the end.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. C"∫÷Ò{´ª<„"ª{ªß„"i E" C˙"{|"E‰Î"w <˙"∫EÎ"|"i $|"|C"lØ„"{˙"Â"‡˙"DyÎ"{i‚" C˙"{‹"”E"|˙"˙Î"˙"<C¨"|"i#

$$ Vedanta Desika, Tattvamuktakalpa, p. 255.)
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Such a view is, however inconsistent with Ramanuja's
general position that it has its basis in the nature of God. It is also
difficult to conceive how Brahman could be said to be unchanging
in view of the changing nature of its Visesanas (Cit and Acit).
The modes change from subtle to gross state and vice versa. If
these changes of the modes make no substantial impression on
Brahman, they cannot be said to be grounded in its nature. But
Ramanuja nevertheless concedes that Brahman is subject to
change of some sort in and through these changes of the modes
themselves:

≈„"Î"Â"‡÷Ò{ª<˙"<U"ƒ><E"Î"E‰"Ó"i |"l˙"C¨"{|"ls„"Î"<˙"<U"ƒ>|"{¡ÒÂ"<˙"÷Ò{ª{i „"˙"<|" $

(Sribhasya

ii.3.18)
'Unless Ramanuja is willing to explain away the immediate
perfection of the Absolute and substitute for it a perpetually
changing process, a sort of progressing perfection, he cannot give
us any satisfactory explanation of the relation of the soul of the
Absolute to its body' (Radhakrishnan, I.Phil. ii.p.716). That is why
Madhva abandons the metaphor of 'body and soul' and the doctrine
of 'reciprocal dependence' and the 'contribution theory', which it
implies.4
In his view, the world of matter and souls has come out and
exists only as a result of an act of Will of God, which is its
nimittakarana. It cannot exist without His sufferance. This is the
meaning of texts like: —≤™>{ß"{‰"w Â"‡„"{i# C"D<ƒ># (ManUp 8); ÿ˙Î"w ÷Òß"f ≤"
÷Ò{e‚"..(Bhag ii. 10.12). But the existence of matter and souls is, in
the last analysis, immaterial to God:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4.

Â"{ª{¨Î"feA"Ó"w <∫ U"ik"|˙"ß"Ø $ È|"# U"ik"„"±|"{i ß"·Í|"# C˙"Â"‡Î"·Í|"iE" ÷iÒE"<≤"l<|"U"Î"iE" <∫
U"i<k"Ó"w C"wÎ"{i¬"Î"<|" $ È<÷Ò<Å"|÷ÒªCÎ" U"ik"|˙"{E"·Â"Â"y"i# $ (Nitimala, X, p.74,
Annamalai Uni. Skt. Ser., 1940) The 'Contribution theory' would also
have to concede that 'God is not absolute actuality, but is Himself in the
making' (Radhakrishnan, ii.p.715) [Italics mine].
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: E"<∫ ¬"”˙"Â"‡÷DÒ<|"„Î"{ß"”‚"ªCÎ"{¨"f# (Madhva, BT ii.9.31). It is the
world that is bound to God, not He to it. The Universe is thus
dependent on Brahman (µ"‡h"C"{Â"iA") neither in the Advaitic nor in
the Visistadvaitic sense of the term, but as existing and
functioning of God's will. The self existent being of God would in
no way have been affected if the world had never existed at all.
The relation in which the world stands to Brahman is, thus, neither
superimpositional as in Advaita, nor physical and intra-- organic
as in Visistadvaita, but a trans-emphirical one, symbolised by the
idea of Bimba-Pratibimbabhava, in which Bimba is defined as that
which determines the satta, pratiti and pravrti of the Pratibimba,
as will be made clear in Chapter XXXVI. The statement that the
world cannot exist without God means that it owes its very power
of existence, functioning, etc., to God and derives them from Him:
|"l‹"”E"C"y"{Â"‡|"”<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"ß"|"Ø. The entire universe is thus an expression of
the Divine will5. It is in His absolute power. He can make and
unmake it all at will. His power over it is absolutely unrestricted.6
Alone among Indian philosophers, Madhva would concede that,
theoretically, there is nothing impossible or absurd in agreeing that
God can create a world out of nothing, that He could bring into
existence a universe not unlike the one with which we are now
familiar, without the aid of pre-existent matter or souls. But the
fact remains that He has not, in His infinite wisdom, chosen to do
so. And all our philosophy has necessarily to take note of this and
respect it. Similarly, He does not choose to destroy the eternal
existence of matter and souls and other entities, even though they
are all dependent on Him : |"l‹"”E"C"y"{÷Òß"<Â" |"iE" E"{i|C"{ù|"i (Tdyt p.9)
Madhva introduces the symbolism of Bimbapratibimbabhava (Original and Reflection) in place of

------------------------------------------------------------------------5. C˙"ß"<|"Â"‡„"˙"w ¬"ˆ"lCÎ" Î"|"# (Dvadasa-Stotra, iv.2)
6. „"Cß" ÷·ÒÎ"{fÉ"ˆ"<llw ß"E"C"˙" ¬"E"{lfE"# (Mbh v. 66.8)
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Adhisthanaropyabhava, and Sarirasariribhava of the
Advaita and Visistadvaita, to illustrate the true nature of the
dependence of selves on God. It is intended to avoid the defects of
assuming an unreal or a reciprocal dependence and establish in
their stead, a real but unilateral dependence of all finite reality on
the Independent principle, for its existence, knowledge,
knowability and activity (satta, pratiti and pravrtti).
On the Advaita view of aropa (superimposition), the
substratum reality (adhisthana) does not and can not confer any
true reality on the superimposed or sustain it, of its own free will
as God does in respect of the world 7. Creation, then, would be
completely mechanical and unregulated by a purposive will. The
knowledge of the substratum, on the Advaitic view, far from
sustaining the superimposed object would destroy it at once.
Hence the relation between the world, God and the souls would
not be a true and permanent relation, as it appears from texts like:
Satyasya satyam (BrhUp ii.3.6) and Nityo nityanam (Katha
Up.ii.2.13), in the Upanisads, on this view. But the Original
(Bimba) as conceived by Madhva does sustain the reflection
(pratibimba) while maintaining its own transcendence and without
making the Pratibimba an intra-organic part of its own being. The
relation of Bimbapratibimbabhava as conceived by Madhva would
be permanent and true of all states of the Jivatman and not merely
a passing one, true of Samsara alone, as their adhisthanaaropyabhava would make it in the Advaitic view. There will be no
destruction of the Pratibimba so long as the contact of the Upadhi
is intact. The function of an Upadhi (medium) is to manifest the
Pratibimba. In the present case, it is the pristine nature of the
Jivasvarupa itself as Cit that would suffice, according to Madhva,
to manifest itself to itself in its true nature of metaphysical
dependence on Brahman and of being endowed with a measure of
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7. ˆ"<|"„"f|"{f Â"‡„"·# C"{A"” <E"˙"{C"# U"ªÓ"w C"·¸|"Ø $ (Gita ix. 18)

ˆ"{ß"{<˙"UÎ" ≤" „"±|"{<E" ‹"{ªÎ"{ßÎ"∫ß"{i¬"C"{ $ (Gita xv. 13)
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similarity of attributes (as part of the meaning of the word
pratibimba) with its Original (Brahman) without calling to aid the
services of any external medium (bahyopadhi): Svayam evatra
pradarsakah cittvat (MGB ii. 18). This power self-revelation is
hidden in the Jiva in the state of Samsara (BS iii 2.5 and iii.2.19)
Hence, Bimbapratibimbabhava between God and Soul, though a
fact, always, is not realised in full in bondage. It is by means of its
internal Svarupavisesas that the Soul acts as its own reflecting
medium (upadhi) in realising its true relation of dependence etc.,
to the Supreme. It is in this sense that the Upadhi is at all called
for to manifest to the individual soul its own Svarupa and its
relation to God. As this true Svarupa free from all impurities
constitutes the essence of the Jiva, it is termed Svarupa-upadhi, in
Madhva's terminology. The term Pratibimba would be misleading,
if it is understood in its popular sense of an appearance brought
about by a material and an external medium. This is not the sense
in which the figure of Pratibimba as applied to the Jiva is used and
is meant to be understood in Madhva's Siddhanta (See his BSB iii
2.18; See also Chapter XXXVI)
Madhva takes us to the highest limit of Divine
transcendence. The Supreme is independent of all accessories
creation:

U"Í|"{i&<Â" „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø <˙"kÓ"·ª÷Ò|"·¿ ÷Ò|"·fß"EÎ"¨"{ $
C˙"<„"Ô"w ÷Ò{ªÓ"{<„"Ô"w <„"Ô"w <˙"X"w ÷Òª{i|Î"¬"# $$ (AV ii 1.19)
Though capable of doing without accessories or making
such changes in them as He pleases, God, out of His own free will,
has made the world different from Himself and partly different and
partly identical with its material cause (Prakrti). Jayatirtha, in
explaining this point, shows how the practical and theoritical
aspects of God's omnipotence are to be reconciled, in accordance
with the Sruti8.
Taking his stand on Bimbapratibimbabhava as the only
satisfactory metaphysical relation that would do full justice to and
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correctly represent the natural relation (Svabhavika-sambandha)
between God and the souls, Madhva finds the key to the
reconciliation of the Bheda and Abheda Sruti in the twin ideas of
Svatantra and Paratantra that underlies the very conception of
Bimbapratibimbabhava. The Bheda-Srutis bearing testimony to
the reality of the world of matter and souls speak the truth from
the point of view of factual existence and dependence of all finite
reality on God. The Abheda-Srutis speak the truth from the point
of view of the utter transcendent majesty and independence of the
one Supreme Principle. There is no essential contradiction in
accepting the equal reality of both these truths. The mistake lies in
pressing for a Svarupaikya (identity of essence) by abolishing the
finites (as unreal) or in treating them as intraorganic part of the
Infinite, which would destroy its homogeneity. The Svatantratattva of Madhva is not a mere theological concept into which all
plurality is sacrificed. It is a philosophical idea corresponding to
the Spinozistic conception of 'substance' defined as res completa
'complete in itself, determined by itself and capable of being
explained entirely by itself'. Such substantiality is possessed only
by Brahman. The Pratibimba can not be complete in itself, is not
determined by itself and is not capable of being explained by itself
(without reference to the Bimba).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

8. ëÈEÎ"¨"{í ÷Ò{ªÓ"<˙"fE"{ ÷Ò|"·¿ U"Í|"{i&<Â" ∫´ª# ÷Ò{ªÓ"{E|"ª{ÓÎ"·Â"{l{Î"˙" ÷Ò´ªkÎ"{ß"”<|"

C˙"i≤™>{<E"Î"|"# ÷Ò{ªÓ"ªi˙" ¬"ˆ"|C"D¬"<|" $ Ã˙"w ëÈEÎ"¨"{í Â"‡÷DÒ|Î"{ È∫ä{ªß"∫ä{ªiÓ"
ß"∫{E|"<ß"|Î"i˙"w, |"¨"{ Â"‡÷DÒ<|"w <E"<ß"y"”÷DÒ|Î" ÷Ò{e{<l÷wÒ ≤"{iÂ"{l{E"”÷DÒ|Î" ÷Ò|"·¿ U"Í|"{i&<Â",
Ã|"iE"˙"ilß"·Â"{l{E"”÷DÒ|Î"˙"ilw ˚AÎ"{ß"”<|" C˙"i≤™>{<E"Î"|"{i ë<E"Î"|"#í ÷LÒ¥"ªi˙"
C˙"<E"Î"|"C"y"{U"Í|Î"{<lß"lØ<„"ªi˙", |"¨"{ ë<E"Î"|"#í C˙"<E"Î"|"C"y"{U"Í|Î"{<lß"lØ<„"ªi˙"
÷Ò{ªÓ"{E|"ª´ªlw ¬"ˆ"|÷Òª{i|"”<|" Î"{i¬"E"{ $ —lß"·Í|"w „"˙"<|"- Î"lsÍ|"ß"”X"ªCÎ"
÷Ò{ªÓ"{iÂ"{l{E"<E"Î"ß"{i&<C|" E" ˙"i<|", |"‰"{C|"”<|" µ"‡±ß"# $ |"¨"{ ≤" Â"‡÷DÒ|Î"{l”E"{w ÷Ò{ªÓ"|˙"w
Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ C" ≤" <E"Î"ß"{i E" ÷·Òe{e{li´ª˙" |"{EÎ"Â"∫{Î" ˙Î"|Î"CÎ" ˙"{ ÷ÒªÓ"i U"Í|Î"„"{˙"<E"µ"E‹"E"#
$ Î"iE", |"CÎ" C˙"{|"E‰Î"ß"EÎ"ik"{w Â"{ª|"E‰Î"w ≤" E" CÎ"{|"Ø $ <÷wÒ E"{ß", C˙"i≤™>{<E"Î"ß"|" Ã˙" $
(NS, Iip. 299)
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The true reconciliation of the finite and the infinite must be
based on this basic fact. Hence, Madhva holds that God or
Brahman is the only independent Reality or the highest reality, so
to speak (Advaitam nama yad ucyate tat Bhagavadapeksayetyarthah – Madhva's ChanUp Bhasya). Everything else,
Prakruti, Purusas, Kala, beginningless merit, etc., is ex hypothesi
dependent on Brahman for its very existence and functioning,
though not created by Brahman de novo. As dependent reals they
do not constitute a 'challenge' to the Absolute or a limitation to it.
Their existence is not irreconcilable with the existence of Brahman
in any metaphysical sense. Madhva thus rises to the highest pitch
of Transcendentalism while keeping his feet firmly on the terra
firma of observed facts, without sacrificing the reality of the world
and its values or abolishing the individuals in the last analysis. If
philosophy is to be an interpretation of reality as a whole, it must
have relation to the facts of life and experience. However high and
for however long the philosopher may choose to soar on the naked
peaks of the Absolute, he must at last set his feet on hard earth. We
can not deny this world to have the other. Madhva indicates the
right 'angle of Brahman' (bramadrsti) from which the philosopher
should look at the world of matter and souls:

ÿ˙Î"w ÷Òß"f ≤" ÷Ò{e‚" C˙"„"{˙"{i ¬"”˙" Ã˙" ≤" $
Î"lE"·ˆ"‡∫|"# C"<E|" E" C"<E|" Î"lsÂ"iA"Î"{ $$ (Bhag ii 10 12)
—lw <∫ <˙"X"w „"ˆ"˙"{<E"˙"i|"ª{i Î"|"{i ¬"ˆ"|C¨"{E"<E"ª{i‹"C"ß„"˙"# $ (Bhag i 5 20)
E"<∫ ¬"”˙"Â"‡÷DÒ<|"„Î"{ß"”X"ªCÎ"{¨"f# $ (BT ii 9.2)
Î"l‹"”E"{ Î"CÎ" C"y"{ |"y"<l|Î"i˙" „"ÓÎ"|"i $
<˙"ùß"{E"i <˙"„"ili&<Â" <ß"¨"{i <E"|Î"w C˙"¡ÒÂ"|"# $ (BT ii 5.2)
li˙"|"{E"{w C˙"„"{˙"{i&<Â" C˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"<Â" C"˙"fl{ $
|"l‹"”E"w Î"|"{i Î"{ß"” * * * $$
C˙"„"{˙"C"y"{l{|"D|˙"w Î"E|"D|˙"<ß"<|" ÷Òî|Î"f|"i $ (Commentary on BrhUp. iii 7.23)
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÷Ò{e È{C"”|"Ø Â"·Pk" È{C"”|"Ø Â"ªß" È{C"”|"Ø |"ùl{C"”|"Ø |"l{˙"D|"ß"{C"”|"Ø |"l‹"”E"ß"{C"”|"Ø È¨"
fii÷Ò Ã˙" Â"ªß" È{C"”|"Ø Î"CÎ"|"l{C"”|"Ø $ E" fii|"l{C"”|"Ø $ (Sruti quoted in BSB
ii.1.17)

E"<∫ |"l‹"”E"w Â"D¨"<ˆ"|Î"i˙"{i≤Î"|"i $ (Commentary on BrhUp. iii 4.14)
Èü|"w Â"ªß"{¨"f|"# $ (ManUp. i 17)
Î"lü|"w E"{ß"{i≤Î"|"i |"|"Ø ëÂ"ªß"{¨"f|"#í „"ˆ"˙"lÂ"iA"Î"i|Î"¨"f# $ (Comeentary on
ChanUp. ii 21)
In his Bhagavata Tatparya, rising to the highest peak of
transcendentalism, Madhva distinguishes the highest reality from
mere existence. What is truly real is what has being in itself and
for itself. Such reality is possessed only by Brahman :

Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷ÒC"|Î"|˙"w C˙"{|"E‰Î"ß"<„"‹"”Î"|"i $
|"<ükÓ"{iªi˙" E"{EÎ"CÎ" |"lEÎ"ik"{w C"l{<C|"|"{ $$ (BT XI.24.17)
The others, especially Prakrti and Purusas, in so far as they
depend for their very existence and activity on the Supreme,
merely exist from eternity. They cannot lay claim to any
independent reality. In a hypothetical sense then, it is permissible
some times to speak of them 'as if not existing' or 'other than
real9'.
Such descriptions in the Srutis should not blind us to the fact of
their actual existence, distinct from Brahman and in complete
dependence upon it. We are welcome to hold that dependence
signifies want of substantiality in the Spinozistic sense of the term.
Madhva would not be perturbed by this and would accept the
------------------------------------------------------------------------9. Cf. E" fii|"l{C"”|"Ø (Quoted by Madhva in BSB ii.1.17); ü|"<ß"˙" „"˙"<|"
Also : Qua comparata nec pulchra sunt, nec bona sunt, nec sunt
(St. Augustine Con. Xi.4). Î"l{<˙"ª{C"”lØ ÈE"D|"CÎ" C"˙"fß"Ø $ (Sruti quoted by
Madhva in BSB i.1.1). Here ‘anrtam’ is used in the sense of
‘changing’ (ÈE"D|"w Â"´ªÓ"{ß"|"#-Madhva in Tdy)
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contention. But it does not deprive a thing of its reality. Reality, in
other words, is not the same as substantiality in the highest
philosophical sense of that term. It is just uncontradicted existence
(anaropitam pramitivisayah). We have no right to deny reality to
the world of matter and souls, simply because they are not
independent or do not always exist in the same form. But they are
there, have been there and will be there though ever changing and
depending on Brahman. Even the eternal substances, as we have
seen, are not exempt from creation in the sense of
Paradhinavisesapti in Madhva's philosophy. Such creation is the
badge of the finite:
|"üU"|˙"˘"{Â"E"{¨"fß"i˙" C"Dƒ>–·<Í|"# $ (Madhva's Commentary on ChanUp)
Why there should at all be such a world of matter and souls,
or why God should tolerate their existence, is more than what any
philosophy could answer. Nor is it its business to do so. The only
plausible theistic answer to such a query is that given by Jayatirtha

E"E"· U"Í|"CÎ"{<Â" Â"ªß"iX"ªCÎ" |"<Ô"Î"ß"{E"·C"ªÓ"i≤™>{ ÷·Ò|" —<|" ≤"i|"Ø; <÷wÒ ÷Ò{ªÓ"w Â"D≤™><C", ≈|"
˘"{Â"÷Òß"Ø? È{ùi C˙"„"{˙"{i&ÂÎ"Î"<ß"<|" µ"‡±ß"# $ <ü|"”Î"i, o·<|"Â"‡<C"’i´ª<|" $ (NS p. 289)
Though Brahman can do very well without Prakruti or Purusas, it
prefers, in its infinite glory and inexorable will, to do with them.
Such dependence (apeksa) of Brahman on things which are in
themselves dependent on It, is no mark of inferiority or limitation.
It is at the most, a self-limitation and even that attests and
enhances its majesty:

C"{‹"E"{E"{w C"{‹"E"|˙"w Î"l{|ß"”‹"”E"<ß"kÎ"|"i $
|"l{ C"{‹"E"C"ßÂ"<y"ªX"Î"fù{i<|"÷Ò{ „"˙"i|"Ø $$ (MBSB ii.1.15)
The dependent is often treated as of 'no consequence' and
having no separate existence :

E"<∫ |"l‹"”E"w Â"D¨"<ˆ"|Î"i˙"{i≤Î"|"i $ (Madhva's commentary on BrhUp ii.4.14)
Î"l‹"”E"{ Î"CÎ" C"y"{ |"y"<l|Î"i˙" „"ÓÎ"|"i $ (BT ii.5.12)
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E" ˙" ˙"{≤"{i, E" ß"E"{w<C" —|Î"{≤"A"|"i, ëÂ"‡{Ó"{í —|Î"i˙"{≤"A"|"i $ (ChanUp v.1.15)
All this will show that Madhva has given earnest thought to
the position and status of the reals in his system with the insight
and imagination of a level-headed philosopher. He has substituted
a Brahman-centric view for the ego-centric interpretation of
Upanisadic thought. It is a pity that missing this distinction of
Madhva's philosophy, some historians of Indian philosophy should
have tried to dismiss him as belonging 'more to the religious
history than to the philosophical development of India.'
He has shown that if we are to avoid playing tricks with
evidence, the only satisfactory synthesis of the conflicts between
the Dvaita and Advaita Sruti in the Upanisads would be in the
adoption of the idea of the one Independent Transcendent-cumImmanent Reference of all finite reality. He has no sympathy with
the reckless monism of Sankara which is indifferent alike to the
hopes and aspirations of man and reduces the panorama of
creation to a random illusion of which no questions ought to be
asked or need be answered.10 At the same time, he is not for
ascribing false perfection of any kind to the world of matter and
souls. The world and the souls are given just what is their due and
nothing more. They are real in that they are not the result of any
superimposition (anaropita) independent they are not and God is
greater than His creation11 and is immanent it. Such in a nutshell
is the position of Madhva. When we emphasise the existence of
sunordinate reals side by side with the independence of Brahman,
we have a dualism or more properly a theistic realism. When we
think exclusively of the transcendence of Brahman and isolate or
abstract It from everything else, we may and do sometimes resort

10. Cf. È<Â" ≤" E"iÎ"w Â"ªß"{<¨"f÷Òî C"D<ƒ># $ E"<∫ <ü≤"Eÿ{e{|"≤"÷‡Òˆ"E‹"˙"fE"ˆ"ª{<l<˙"„"‡ß"{

C"ß"·<˜ƒ>Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"{ „"˙"<E|" o{E|"{E"{ß"Ø $ (Bhamati ii.1.33) E" fiÎ"w C"Dƒ>–{<lÂ"‡Â"Å"#
Â"‡<|"<Â"Â"{l<Î"<k"|"# $ E" <∫ |"|Â"‡<|"µ"’# ÷Ò<‚"|Â"·Pk"{¨"{if MUÎ"|"i, o±Î"|"i ˙"{ $ S BSB i.4.14
11. C"{ª|"{i ¬"ˆ"|"# ÷DÒ|j{l<|"´ªÍ|"{i ¬"E"{lfE"# $ (Mbh V.66.7)'
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to the 'language of monism'. Such according to Madhva
and Jayatirtha is the summit level of Upanisadic thought.
Jayatirtha has expounded this ultimate synthesis of Upanisadic
thought with his characteristic clarity and brilliance:

C"˙"{fÓÎ"<Â" <∫ ˙"il{E|"˙"{ÍÎ"{<E" ÈC"ã–iÎ"÷Ò°Î"{Ó"ˆ"·Ó"{÷Òªw C"÷Òel{ik"ˆ"E‹"<˙"‹"·ªß"Ø
Ã÷Ò¡ÒÂ"ß"i˙" Â"ªw µ"‡h" *** Â"‡<|"Â"{lÎ"<E|" $ <÷ÒE|"·, 1) ÷Ò{<E"<≤"|"Ø
C"˙"f˘"|˙"C"˙"ifX"ª|˙"C"˙"{fE|"Î"{f<ß"|˙"C"{ElÎ"{flÎ"{f<l-ˆ"·Ó"<˙"<U"ƒ>|"Î"{;2)
÷Ò{<E"<≤"|"Ø
ÈÂ"¸|"Â"{Âß"|˙"<E"lsf#R"|˙"„"{<|"÷Òli∫ª<∫|"|˙"{<ll{ik"{„"{˙"<˙"<U"ƒ>|"Î"{;3)
÷Ò{<E"<≤"l<|"ˆ"∫E"|"{˘"{Â"E"{Î" È˙"{æØ>ß"E"C"ˆ"{i≤"ª|˙"{÷Ò{ªiÓ": 4) ÷Ò{<E"<≤"|"Ø C"˙"fÂ"´ª|Î"{ˆ"iE"
|"CÎ"˙"{iÂ"{l{E"{Î"{<ü|"”Î"|˙"iE"; 5) ÷Ò{<E"<≤"|"Ø C"˙"fC"y"{Â"‡|"”<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y"|"{Â"‡<|"Â"yÎ"¨"¿
C"˙"{f|ß"÷Ò|˙"iE", —|Î"i˙"{ß"{ùE"i÷ÒÂ"‡÷Ò{ª# Â"ªß"Â"·Pk"w µ"{i‹"Î"<E|" $ |"|"{i ˙Î"{÷·Òeµ"·’Î"{i
ˆ"·PC"ßÂ"‡l{Î"<˙"÷·Òe{# C"˙"f‰"{ÂÎ"i÷Ò¡ÒÂ"|"{ß"E"E"·C"El‹"{E"{ ˙"ilw <™>El<E|" $ (NS p.123)
"All Upanisadic texts, without exception, speak of the glory of
Brahman as the abode of infinte perfections and attributes and free
from all imperfections. Of these, some (i) represent It as endowed
with attributes like omniscience, lordship, inner rulership,
munificence, beauty, goodness etc., (ii) Others represent It as free
from all such limitations as sin, suffering, liability to physical
embodiment and so on. (iii) Yet others describe Brahman as lying
beyond the reach of mind and speech, in order to bring home to us
Its comparative inaccessibility. (iv) Others depict It as the only one
that exists–in order that we may all seek It, to the exclusion of
everything else. (v) Others represent It as the self of all so that It
may be understood to be the source of all existence, knowledge
and activity in the finite world. But confused heads, missing this
central unity of Vedic teaching in and through a multiplicity of
inter-connected approaches, mar the unity of their teaching by
introducing artificial distinctions of stand points of Saguna and
Nirguna, Vyavahara and Paramartha and so forth, in interpreting
the message of the Upanisads".
This new synthesis of Upanisadic philosophy propounded
by Jayatirtha in the light of Madhva's interpretation of the Vedanta
will be seen to be more satisfying than the characterless monism
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(nirvisesadvaita) of Sankara on the one hand and the intraorganic
monism (visistadvaita) of Ramanuja, on the other, which hardly
allows Brahman to exist by itself. Svatantra-AdvitiyaBrahamvada,12 if we may so agree to designate the philosophy of
Madhva, would appear to be logically the more consistent and
philosophically the more commensurate solution of the problem of
the finite and the infinite. The Advaitin altogether ignores the
relative aspect and existence of the world of matter and souls for
all time; while the Visistadvaitin detracts from the self-sufficiency
of God by his intraorganic conception of their relationship. The
new synthesis put forward by Madhva has the advantage of
preserving these two vital elements in proper blend under the
terms of ÿ˙Î"w ÷Òß"f ≤" ÷Ò{e‚" C˙"„"{˙"{i ¬"”˙" Ã˙" ≤" $ Î"lE"·ˆ"‡∫|"# C"<E|", E" C"<E|"

Î"lsÂ"iA"Î"{ $$ (Bhag ii.10.12) which is the corner-stone of Madhva's
philosphical synthesis. Brahman as the Svatantratattva is implied
in the very existence of the relative and the Paratantra..
Prof. V. B. Inamdar, writing in Homage to Dr. T. G.
Mainkar (ed. by C. R. Deshpande, Bombay, 1982) has rejected the
alternative title I have suggested as 'clumsy and not quite suitable,
as it can also describe the Advaita of Sankara, as his Brahman also
is Svatantra' (Op. cit. p.111). There is no denying the fact that the
terms 'Dvaita' and 'Dualism', in their commonly accepted sense of
a philosophical system committed to the acceptence of two
independent reals or principles is inapplicable and inappropriate
to Madhva's view. Hence the need to think of a more suitable title
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------12. This new designation was first suggested by me in 1936. It received
the approval of the late Sathyadhyanatirtha, Svamiji of the Uttaradi Mutt,
the greatest authority of Dvaita philosophy in the present century. It was
later adopted as the title of one of my works, published in 1942. Dr.
Radhakrishnan refers to 'the implicit-monism' of Madhva (I.Phil, i. p.
40). H. N. Raghavendrachar has claimed that Madhva's philosophy
rightly be called Brahmadvaita and the Madhva is a monist in the truest
sense of the term. Alur Venkatarao of Dharwar gave Madhva's
philosophy the name of 'Purnabrahmavada'. All this is a sign that
philosophical interest among the followers of Madhva is very much alive
and resurgent.
-
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which would be commensurate with its actual teaching about the
status of the 'tattvas' accepted in Madhva's system. As no single
compact word satisfies this requirement, a little diffuseness has got
to be put up with in the interest of finding a name which would
dispel outright and effectively bar all avoidable misconceptions
regarding the status of the reals in the system. For, it is not only
the number of the reals in the system that is involved in this
question but the relative status of the Tattvas.
Prof. Inamdar's contention that Sankara's Brahman too is
'Svatantra' is unsustainable. To Sankara his Brahman is 'Nirvisesa'
(without any characteristic). It is not both Savisesa and Nirvisesa.
(See his comment on BS iii. 2.11 of the Ubhayalingadhikarana.)
To declare Sankara's Brahman to be 'Svatantra' is to deprive it of
its 'Nirvisesatva' and make it 'Savisesa'. Sankara would hardly be
disposed to thank the Professor for such a suggestion. In any case,
the Svatantrattva, as shown by Jayatirtha, to be meaningfully so,
must be independent of any other (existing) principle in respect of
its being, its awareness of its own self or being and its activity,
Sankara's Brahman has no self-awareness and cannot have it. For,
in his philosophy, to talk of Brahman being conscious of its own
being or conceive of its being so would be to court the fallacy of
the overlapping of the subject and the predicate in the same act
(kartrkarmavirodha). Nor can a Nirvisesa-Brahman have any selfdirected activity.
Inamdar's next objection is that term 'advitiyam' in the
ChandUp has been interpreted in the sense of having no equal or
superior 'by none except Madhva' (op. cit. p.11). This is not
correctly informed. For, more than two centuries before Madhva,
the same meaning has been accepted for the term by Ramanuja's
predecessor Yamunacarya, in his Siddhitraya, while discussing the
interpretation of the Sruti text. He has also driven home his
interpretation with an effective analogy:
-

Î"¨"{ ≤"{ieE"DÂ"# C"ß"‡{a><ü|"”Î"{i&ù „"±|"ei $
—<|" |"y"·°Î"E"DÂ"<|"<E"˙"{ªÓ"Â"ªw ˙"≤"# $
E" |"· |"lØ„"D|Î"|"|Â"·‰"÷Òe‰"{<l<E"˙"{ª÷Òß"Ø $$ (Siddhitraya, Ubhayavedantagranthamala,
Book Depot, Madras, 1972)
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Prof. Inamdar has also argued that the next sentence in the
ChanUp says 'the original principle wished to be just many', which
leaves no room to think of a rival or superior in that context'. But a
comparison of that text with another of the same type in the same
context of creation from the AitUp 'the Atman alone existed in the
beginning and nothing else whatever winked' (nanyat kincana
misat, i. 1.1.), meaning that nothing else was active (vyaparavat)
then, as everything else was in an undeveloped state and inactive –
shows that the statement in the ChanUp has to be understood as a
significant negation, in keeping with the principle of 'Ekavakyata'
(consistency) of Sruti siddhanta. From this point of view, there is
nothing to object to Madhva's and Yamuna's interpretation of the
word 'advitiyam', which emphasizes the aspect of Brahman's
supreme independence. 'Svatantrya' or independence is far too
positive a characteristic that can be meaningfully ascribed to
Sankara's Nirvisesa-Brahman. It can neither have a will to create
nor a wish to become many except through Adhyasa
(superimposition). But the Nirvisesa is logically prior to Adhyasa.
The Professor's last objection is that the title 'Svatantra
Advitiya-Brahmavada' 'covers only half the field as the chief
emphasis would be only on the supremacy of Brahman, ignoring
the other important aspect of Madhva's doctrine viz., the reality
and the non-identity with Brahman of the other categories of
existence as opposed to the Mayavada. In fact, the latter was the
mainspring of Madhva's theory and the chief aim was to demolish
Monism' (Op. cit. p.112).
I have anticipated this objection while drawing attention to
Madhva's 'Sat-siddhanta', (See Chapter IV, fn.4) quoting
Jayatirtha's clarification as to how 'Sat-siddhanta' consists of two
aspects of Para and Apara Siddhanta (main and subsidiary
doctrine) relating to the Paratattva (the supreme knowable) and the
Apara-tattva (the dependent knowable) or the Aparaprameya,
respectively. The Parasiddhanta relates to the supreme Brahman
its independence, infinitude and freedom from all imperfections
(nirdosasesasadgunam). Everything which pertains to finite reality
(viz. the world of matter and souls) constitutes the
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'Aparasiddhanta' (subsidiary doctrine). For, the ParatantraPrameya (dependent knowable) is not something set over and
against the Svatantra, in Madhva's system. They are not on a par.
The concept of 'Ekavijnanena sarvavijnanam' (knowing the many
by knowing the One) from the ChanUp has also been explained by
Madhva accordingly (See Chapter XXVIII), from the point of
view of the primacy of the Svatantratattva. It is thus the supremacy
of Brahman with its transcedental attributes that is the mainspring
of Madhva's philosophy :

C"˙"f‰"{<R"eC"≤™><Í|"# C˙"|"E‰"{i&U"ik"lU"fE"# $
<E"|Î"{|"{MU"<≤"Ç"i|Î"Î"E|"iƒ>{i E"{i ªß"{Â"<|"# $$

(Madhva, Tdy, Introductory

verse)

That is the prime import (mahatatparya) of the Sastra and all
the rest of the teaching relating to the finite reality is the subsidiary
import (avantaratatparyam) of Sastra :

C"˙"{if|÷Òk"if li˙"li˙"CÎ" <˙"kÓ"{i#
ß"∫{|"{|Â"Î"¿ E"˙" ≤"{EÎ"‰" C"|Î"ß"Ø $
È˙"{E|"ªw |"|Â"ª|˙"w |"lEÎ"|"Ø
C"˙"{fˆ"ß"{E"{w Â"·Pk"{¨"fC|"|"{i&|"# $$ (Madhva, VTN)
Madhva's approach to the thesis of Ekavijnanenan
sarvavijnanam in the ChanUp rests on the same premise of the
knowledge of the chief leading to the knowledge and fulfilment of
the purpose of the subsidiary :
Pradhanavijnanad apradhanam jnataphalam bhavati.
The concluding words of Jayatirtha in his commentary on
Madhva's TS emphasise the same truth (See Chapter I, fn.7).
I readily agree with Prof. Inamdar that 'any name therefore
which we may give for this system must have a clear and direct
bearing on the fundamental aspect of Madhva thought' (p.112)
since Madhva's 'Para-Siddhanta' must naturally and necessarilly be
deemed to be the fundamental aspect of his teaching, it will not be
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difficult any more to realise that notwithstanding a little
diffuseness in the phrasing, the alternative title of Svatantra
Advitiya-Brahmavada' suggested by me brings it out clearly and
directly without the vagueness and other shortcomings of the
commonly current title of 'Dvaita'.
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CHAPTER IV
MADHVA'S CONTRIBUTION TO INDIAN
THOUGHT

MADHVA'S philosophical categories differ much in their
scope and function from those of contemporary schools.
Sometimes the nomenclature is retained but the conception is
different. In other cases everything including the names is
different. Madhva is generally allergic to over-elaboration of
details and picturesque Prakriyas in the establishment of his
theories. A robust commonsense and a rigid adherence to the tests
of truth characterise his logic and epistemology. He does with the
barest minimum of metaphysical presuppositions. His theories
disclose both realistic and idealistic trends in important respects.
He does not shrink from them because of their scholastic
affiliations with this or that system of contemporary philosophy.
His acceptence of Sa-visesabheda (identity in difference) between
substance and attributes (in certain cases) and between 'difference'
and its substratum (dharmi) shows a strong idealistic bent. On the
other hand, his rejection of the universal (samanya) shows an
extreme realistic attitude, undreamt of in the Nyaya-Vaisesika and
Mimamsa realisms. There is, therefore, little truth in the
assumption that “the philosophical side of Madhva’s teaching is
mainly based on the pre-Madhva Realisms like those of the
Nyaya-Vaisesika and Purva Miamsa” or that “he makes a clever
use of Nyaya-Vaisesika categories in the development of his
views”.
Madhva is original in his ontological theory of Svatantra
and Paratantra which is the keynote of his philosophy and in his
philosophical ideology of a Svatantra Advitiya Brahman, to which
it leads. The concept of 'Difference' is given an entirely new
orientation by the acceptence of 'Visesas'. Of course, categories
and concepts like substance, quality, generality, existence, time,
space, causation and the like are the common property of all
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schools of philosophy. But it is the distinctiveness and merit of
their conceptions that mark one philosopher from another. So it is
with Madhva. His views on the nature of substance and its relation
to the qualities 'possessed' by it and on space and time are quite
different from those of the Nyaya-Vaisesika and Mimamsa
Realists and are in many respects strikingly modern and far ahead
of contemporary views. He has four new categories viz. Visista,
Amsi, Sakti and Sadrsya not recognised by the Nyaya-Vaisesika
realists. He rejects the Samavaya (inherence) of the NyayaVaisesika realism in toto. He makes his Visesas do duty for
Samavaya. But his Visesas having nothing save their name in
common with those of the Nyaya-Vaisesika. Though a
Bhedavadin, Madhva does not subscribe to the Nyaya-Vaisesika
or the Visistadvaitic view that substance and attributes should be
absolutely different or externally related (by Samavaya, as in
Nyaya). Nor does Madhva accept the Bhatta view of their identitycum-difference (bhedabheda) in all cases. He dismisses the dogma
of Gune gunanangikarah – that a quality cannot reside in another
quality–as unproved.1 He has no use for the universal essence
(Jati) and anugatasatta of the Mimamsa and Nyaya schools. He
holds a position akin to that of Nominalists that difference and
resemblance (sadrsya) are both unique and sui generis in each
particular, though perceived through a counter-correlate
(pratiyoginirupya), thus effectively barring the argument from
universals to Monism. He is as much opposed to the Satkaryavada
of the Sankhyas as to the Asatkaryavada of the Nyaya. He does
not agree with the Nyaya that the mind is only inferentially
established through non-simultaneity of cognitions.2 It is to him
intuitively established (saksivedya) – which has great
psychological significance.
There are fundamental differences between Madhva and other
Realists in respect of the theory of Knowledge and Error, on the
1.

ÈCß"|Â"A"i ˆ"·Ó"{ù{‚" |"üE|"{i <∫ <˙"U"ik"|"# $
2. Î"·ˆ"Â"¬˘"{E"{E"·|Â"<y"ß"fE"C"{i <eåß"Ø $ (Nyayasutra, i 1.16)
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question of the sources of validity of knowledge, the status of
memory as a valid source of knowledge, on the admissibility of
indeterminate perception, the nature of the soul, selfconsciousness,
God and ultimate release. His conception of Saksi as the ultimate
criterion of all knowledge and its validity is essentially built on
Vedantic foundations. He is concerned more with the
philosophical status of the world and the selves than with any
qualitative or quantitative analysis of phenomena and their
properties as in the Nyaya-Vaisesika or with their physical and
intellecutal classification of Padarthas. He sets himself, in the
spirit of a true philosopher, to discover and elucidate the nature of
the highest principles behind the cosmos. The Universe is not selfsufficient or self-important to a Vedantin, as it may be to a
Sankhya or a Naiyayika. There is nothing to be gained by too
much preoccupation with it. It would be enough if it is realised as
being at all times dependent on Brahman and controlled by it in all
stages of its being and becoming.3 This is the main point
emphasised by all schools of Vedanta from different angles.
Madhva also approaches the Universe from this particular angle.
The doctrine of the world is only an 'Apara-Siddhanta' or a
subsidiary truth (anusangika) to the doctrine of Brahman, says
Madhva.4 His system, therefore has its roots in the Aupanisada
standpoint and cannot be treated as divorced from it. It is true that
Vedantic systems have made extensive use of the categories and
thought-measuring devices of the Logical Realism of the NyayaVaisesika. But the metaphysical bearings of Madhva's system
cannot be grasped except as a reaction against the different types
of Monism which preceded it, such as the pure Monism of Sankara
(Nirvisesadvaita), the correlative or intra-organic monism
(visistadvaita) of Ramanuja and the transmutative Pantheism
(Brahmaparinamavada) of Vrttikara, Bhaskara, Brahmadatta,
3.
4.

—fU"{˙"{CÎ"<ß"lw C"˙"¿ Î"<|÷ÒÅ" ¬"ˆ"|Î"{w ¬"ˆ"|"Ø $ (IsaUp 1)
<ü<˙"‹"# C"<|C"’{E|"# $ Â"ª{Â"ª„"il{|"Ø * ÈE"iE"{Â"ª<C"’{E|"{E|"ªß"{∫ * ≈Â"eA"Ó"w ≤"|"|"Ø
$ Â"‡Â"Å"C"|Î"|˙"{<l÷Òß"<Â" ˆ"‡{fiß"Ø $ (NS, p. 518b)
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Yadavaprakasa and others, within a strictly Vedantic set-up.
Madhva's agreement with non-Vedantic realisms is in respect of
the general principles of empirical realism such as the acceptance
of the reality of the world, of difference, the possibility of
knowledge, the scheme of Pramanas and the dualism of matter and
spirit. But the conception, aim and philosophical significance of
his categories are quite different from the scholastic tradition of
these schools. These have been evolved by Madhva as a result of
independent cogitation and critical analysis of the principles and
categories of contemporary Vedantic schools, in the light of
materials gathered from an older school of Vedantic Realism,
traces of which are found in the texts from Brahmatarka and other
sources cited by him. For purposes of logical refutation of other
schools, including the Vedantic, Madhva and his followers have
freely drawn upon the dialectical machinery of the NyayaVaisesika and other schools. They have utilized it in self-defence
against the Advaita and in refuting the criticisms of the Advaitins
themselves on all earlier forms of realistic thought as reoriented in
the light of their own special theories. They have also used it in the
constructive exposition of their own Siddhanta. This excessive use
of Nyaya-Vaisesika methodology of logical dialectics, in the later
phases of the Madhva school, tended, in popular estimation, to
give it an air of being an absolute 'Dualism' fighting for the reality
of every human being and particle of matter in the Universe, as
their birth-right and as being of the same status as that of the
Supreme Being. But the keynote of Madhva's philosophy has
always been the acceptance of the ONE INDEPENDENT REAL
as the 'Parasiddhanta' and all the rest as of secondary importance:
È|"{i „"ˆ"˙"ls|÷Òk"f Ã˙" C"˙"{fˆ"ß"{E"{w ß"∫{|"{|Â"Î"fß"Ø $ (MGB ii.24)
By applying the doctrine of Savisesabheda to Brahman, Madhva
preserved its complete homogeneity, without sacrificing the
infinite richness of its qualitative content, thereby introducing a
more dynamic, colourful conception of Brahman through the
doctrine of identity-in-difference, for the first time in Indian
thought. His theory of Visesas is the life-breath of the doctrine of
identity-in-difference. Without it, it would be impossible to
conceive of an identity-in-difference, in any school of thought
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ancient or modern. Since no other school has accepted 'Visesas',
the credit for the philosophical conception of 'identity-indifference' should also go to Madhva. This theory of Visesas is his
most outstanding contribution to the stock of philosophical ideas
in Indian thought. Its elasticity and resilience to admit of internal
distinctions of reference, without the disadvantage of 'difference'
'difference-cum-identity', 'Samavaya' or 'fictitious difference'
(kalpanikabheda)', through the inner resource of the substance
itself, replaces many worn-out and outmoded conceptions of time,
space, causation and creation by more satisfactory ones. This is no
small contribution to thought. This will be made clear in
appropriate-contexts.
In the field of epistemology also Madhva's contributions
have been outstanding and in some respects far ahead of his time.
His comprehensive definition of 'Pramana' and its clear distinction
into 'Kevala' and 'Anu' and, above all, his conception of Saksi as
the ultimate criterion of all knowledge and validity are front-rank
contributions to epistemology. There is nothing approaching it in
any other system of Indian philosophy. It remains Madhva's
unique contribution to the theory of knowledge. Its repercussions
on realism in modern thought are sure to be fruitful, if properly
exploited. His own realism is thereby established on the firm
philosophical foundation of intuitionism instead of an empiricism
pure and simple. Similarly, his thesis Bimbapratibimbabhava
between God and soul is a new conception that goes beyond all
contemporary attempts to solve the problem of the relation
between God and the finite selves. Bheda (difference), in the sense
of pure exclusion, between Jiva and Brahman has no attraction for
Madhva. He is not satisfied with a mere external master-andservant relation between God and soul5. God cannot be excluded
from Jiva at any stage of its being. Nor can the individual be
completely merged in the Supreme. The only way in which he
could retain his individuality of orbit and yet be bound to the
Supreme by a natural attraction of being is through the (symbolic)
5. Cf. Â"{ª|"E‰Î"ß"{‰"{iÍ|"{ |"· ª{¬"Â"·Pk"˙"li˙" Â"‡|"”<|": CÎ"{|"Ø $ (Jayatirtha,Tdyt p.29)
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relation of Bimbapratibimbabhava. It is not extinction of
individual consciousness in Moksa but its sublimation in tune with
the Infinite6 that is at the root of the conception of
Bimbapratibimbabhava between the Supreme and the individual.
This touches mysticism at a crucial point. It will be seen that
Madhva's views on Svarupabheda, Taratamya and Traividhya
among souls make important contributions to the problem of evil,
freedom and freewill. Madhva does not promise Sarvamukti. But
as a broad hypothesis of human nature and destiny in the widest
sense, his views of these questions are not without their strong
points, though there may be many other philosophers who may not
be disposed to take such a rigid view of the diversity of human
nature and destiny. Madhva for his part would argue that the
business of philosophy is to tell the truth, whether it pleases or
irritates, and not simply to indulge in pious platitudes and pleasant
imaginings. His theory of Jiva-traividhya is a logically derived
conclusion. It goes beyond the commonly accepted explanations
of the theory of karma in Vedanta, as an ultimate explanation of
the inequalities of life. It points out that if these inequalities of life
are to be explained satisfactorily, the theory of Karma, which is
supposed to explain such inequalities in equipment and
opportunities, must in the last analysis take its stand on certain
basic differences in the nature (svabhava) of the souls themselves.
The plurality of selves which is experienced by us will have to be
grounded in something that is more fundamental than Prakritic
vestures and influences including Karma. If that something is not
there, the law of Karma itself would be a cruel joke on humanity.
It is Svarupabheda alone that would supply the missing link in the
theory of diversity of individual Karma ab initio7. Madhva has
shown great boldness of spirit in detecting the weak point in the
conventional theory of Karma as generally advanced in Hindu
philosophy and rectifying the deficiency by filling the gap in the
theory with his doctrine of Svarupabheda, Taratamya and
Traividhya among souls. Considering the importance of the theory
of Karma in Hindu philosophy, Madhva's emphasis on
Svarupabheda of souls as the determining factor in the
differentiation of their karmas from time immemorial would
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beseen to put the whole theory of karma in a better and more
intelligible light, for the first time in Indian thought.

6. Cf. ÷Ò{ß"iE" ß"i ÷Ò{ß" È{ˆ"{|"Ø $ (TA iii.15.2),

<E"|Î"<C"’|˙"{|"Ø C"{MUÎ"CÎ" <E"|Î"{E"El˘"{E"{li#, E" „"Í|Î"{<lE"{ Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"<ß"|Î"|"{i µ"‡˙"”<|"Èßµ"·˙"lˆ"‡∫Ó"{y"· E" |"¨"{|˙"ß"Ø (BS, iii. 2.19) Èßµ"·˙"|"Ø ji∫iE" $ ˆ"‡∫Ó"w ˘"{E"ß"Ø $ „"<Í|"w
<˙"E"{ E" |"|"Ø C"{MUÎ"w C"ßÎ"ˆ"<„"˙Î"¬Î"|"i $ (Madhva, BSB)
<C"’{ <∫ ÷Òß"f„"ilCÎ" CÎ"{lsÂ"{<‹"<˙"<„"Ô"|"{ $
7.
|"<|C"’{ ≤"˙" |"<|C"<’´ª|Î"EÎ"{i&EÎ"˙Î"Â"{oÎ"# $
È{|ß"C˙"„"{˙"„"ilCÎ" <E"l{ifk"|˙"iE" .... $$ (Madhva in UpKh 10-11)
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ONTOLOGY
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CHAPTER V
MADHVA'S ONTOLOGICAL THEORY
As already pointed out, in the General Introduction,
Madhva's ontology turns upon the two principal ideas of being –
reality and independence. The former presents the idea of reality
expressed in space-time relations, pertaining to the world of matter
and souls. The latter is the higher aspect of reality which is
characteristic of the Deity alone. Reality in the ordinary sense of
the term may consist in one or more of the three aspects of
existence, consciousness and activity:

C˙"¡ÒÂ"Â"‡<ß"<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"eA"Ó"w C"y"{‰"<˙"‹Î"ß"Ø
as Jayatirtha refers to them. The idea is found in other systems
also as in Advaita where existence (asti), consciousness (bhati),
and bliss (priyam) are appropriated to Brahman (brahmarupam)1
or in Buddhism which defines phenomenal reality (paratantra
satyam) in terms of practical efficiency (arthakriyakaritvam).
CRITERION OF REALITY
The criterion of reality according to Madhva is that it should
be unsuperimposed and given as an object to valid knowledge, as
existing at some point of time and in some place.2
The tortoise's hair, though unsuperimposed and
unsuperimposable for want of its prototype, is not however a
reality as it is not presented as existing at some time or place, to
anybody's valid knowledge. The two ideas, of being
unsuperimposed and being given as an object of valid knowledge
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. È<C|" „"{<|" <Â"‡Î"w ¡ÒÂ"w E"{ß" ≤"i|Î"wU"Â"Å"÷Òß"Ø $

È{ùw ‰"Î"w µ"‡h"¡ÒÂ"w ¬"ˆ"ÿ…Â"w |"|"{i üÎ"ß"Ø $$

(Drgdrsyaviveka, 20)

2. ÈE"{ª{i<Â"|"w Â"‡<ß"<|"<˙"k"Î"# $ Â"‡<ß"<|"U"µliE" C"y˙"{÷Ò{ª{iÑi<R"|˙"ß"‰" <˙"˙"<A"|"ß"Ø $
(Vyasatirtha, TV Mandaramanjari, p.2)
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as existing in some place and time, are thus complementary and
are implicit in Madhva's definition of reality (tattvam) given by
him as 'Prameyam'3 in his TV as explained by Jayatirtha in his
Commentary on it.
Vyasatirtha points out in his Mandaramanjari how the
condition of being unsuperimposed is sufficient to proclude the
objective content of an erroneous experience such as that of silver
in shell from being admitted to be 'real':

Â"‡|"”Î"ß"{E"|˙"C"{ß"{EÎ"CÎ" ÈE"{ª{i<Â"|"Â"lC"<Ô"‹"{E"{|"Ø
<E"<k"’„"‡{ìE|"<˙"k"Î"|˙"¡ÒÂ"<˙"U"ik"Â"Î"f˙"C"{E"{Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø, Â"‡ß"{<˙"k"Î"|˙"¡ÒÂ"<˙"U"ik"Â"Î"f˙"C"{E"{|"Ø $
Dr. K. Narain's finding in his work entitled a Critique of the
Madhva Refutation of Sankara-Vedanta (Udayana Publications,
Allahabad, 1964), p.15 that 'the criterion of reality according to
Madhva always consists in being an object of experience' or that
his definition of reality is 'extensive to include the facts of illusion
which nevertheless are objects of experience' and that 'Madhva's
criterion of reality, originally contemplated as consisting in
objectively to experience, has been slightly modified by
Vyasatirtha are all due to a complete misunderstanding of
Madhva's correct position and reading his own ideas into
Madhva's words.
In the first place, it will be seen from the opening words of
Madhva in his TV that he proposes to equate 'tattvam' and
'prameyam'. And prama is universally understood in the sense of
valid knowledge or valid experience and to exclude invalid
knowledge and experience. When the same Madhva defines
'tattvam' in his other work (the TS) as 'anaropitam' he should
naturally be understood to mean by it what is an object of valid
knowledge (pramitivisayah), consistent with his other rendering of
------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Â"‡ß"iÎ"w <ü<˙"‹"w ß"|"ß"Ø $ (Madhva in TV)
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tattvam as prameyam.4
Dr. Narain's confusion of thought is probably due to his allowing
himself to be carried away by the superficial sense of the adjunct
'pratiti' used by Jayatirtha in his commentary 'pratitau satyam iti
vacyam', and drawing the hasty conclusion from it that Madhva is
or was at any time satisfied with the criterion of reality as
consisting in merely being an object of experience, without taking
care to define whether the said experience is a valid one or not and
remaining unmindful of his definition becoming 'extensive to
include the facts of illusion, which nevertheless are objects of
experience'.
Dr. Narain could have avoided this pitfall, if, instead of
fallowing his own light, he had allowed himself to be guided by
Vyasatirtha as to how in the context of Madhva's definition, the
adjunct pratiti-visayatvam supplied by Jayatirtha has necessarily
to be interpreted in the sense of pramavisayatvam or being the
object of a valid knowledge or experience.
The purpose of Vyasatirtha's suggesting a negative defintion
of reality (in his Nym) is not, therefore, to save Madhva's
definition of 'anaropitam pramitivisayah' from any overpervasion
in respect of objects of erroneous experience, as Dr. Narain
persists in supposing, but quite a different one, viz. to formulate an
alternative definition of reality from Madhva's point of view,
which would bring it under the scope of the criterion of 'noncontradiction', also, thereby establishing that the criterion of
reality as uncontradictedness is not the exclusive property or
monopoly of the Advaitavadin and that it is perfectly applicable
to Madhva's criterion of reality too, in terms of trikala
sarvadesiyanisedha-apratiyogitvam'.5
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4. Î"<l E"{ß" ÷±Òß"fª{iß"{<l÷Òß"ÂÎ"E"{ª{i<Â"|"w, <÷wÒ |"{˙"|"{ ë|"y˙"ß"Øí CÎ"{<l|Î"|"# Â"‡|"”|"{

C"|Î"{<ß"<|" ˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø $ |"Ç" ëÂ"‡ß"iÎ"ß"Øí —<|" ≤" Ã÷Ò{i&¨"f# $ (Jayatirtha in Tvt. p.1).
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Advaita talks of Badha or contradiction of experience of the world
in terms of traikalika-nisedhapratiyogitvam. Madhva has given his
own definition of Badha which is purely epistemological:

<˙"˘"{|"CÎ"{EÎ"¨"{ C"ßÎ"ˆ"Ø <˙"˘"{E"w fii˙" |"Eß"|"ß"Ø $

-

or as a correct cognition of what has been known otherwise than
as it is (anyatha vijnatasya samyag vijnanam badhah) –i.e. to say
a correct knowledge replacing an earlier distorted one.
Explaining this Jayatirtha writes in his Vadavali that such
correcting knowledge is possible in Dvaita philosophy in respect
of the misconception of the world's nature as 'indescribable'
(anirvacaniya) as contended by the Advaitin, coming to be
corrected by the true knowledge of its nature as a reality existing
in time and space, though, not for ever. But Dr.Narain goes
beyond this and speaks, with a knowing air, of “a belief in
Madhva philosophy'” that “the transitory knowledge of the world
is contradicted and removed by the eternal knowledge of the Lord
and other entities” (op.cit.p.14). This astonishing statement is
probably due to a (bad) rendering of Jayatirtha's words:

A"<Ó"÷Ò|˙"{<lE"{ <˙"˘"{|"CÎ" Â"‡Â"Å"CÎ", ÈA"<Ó"÷Ò|˙"{<lE"{ µ"{‹"÷Ò˘"{E"<˙"k"Î"|˙"CÎ"
ÈCß"{<„"ªå”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø
$
But they do not lend themselves to the translation given by
Dr.Narain. What Jayatirtha has actually said is that the definition
of Badha in terms of Anyatha vijnatasya samyag vijnanam can be
applied to the misconception of the world as being momentary
(ksanika) or unreal (mithya) engendered by the propaganda of
Nihilists and Monists, when such distorted knowledge comes to be
set aside by the correct knowledge of its being not momentary
(asksanika) and not unreal (amithya) but durable (sthira) and real
(satya). That the contradicting knowledge (badha) here does not
annul the object of misconception would follow from Jayatirtha's
clear explanation of Madhva's words: Vijnatasya anyatha samyag
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. which signifies; not being the counter-correlate of a negation of
the thing in question, with reference to all the three periods of time
and all places.
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vijnanam badhah. The correcting knowledge in regard to the
misconception of the world in the instances cited could not affect
the reality of the world or the Jivas, as such, in Madhva's
philosophy. That is what the Advaitin is bent upon establishing.
Dr. Narain's attempts to make it appear that Badha or contradiction
in the Advaitic sense is acceptable to Madhva philosophy is a
lamentable distortion of the truth. Had Dr. Narain looked up
Raghavendra Tirtha's commentary on Jayatirtha Vadavali he
would have known the correct position:

È<E"˙"{f≤Î"|˙"-A"<Ó"÷Ò|˙"-µ"‡h"{÷Ò{Î"f|˙"{<lE"{ Â"±˙"¿ <˙"˘"{|"CÎ", <˙"U"ik"lU"fE"{E"E|"ªw C"|Î"|˙"
‹"‡·˙"|˙"-µ"‡h"÷Ò{Î"f|˙"{<lE"{ ˘"{|"|˙"{å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $
Dr. Narain, however, repeats his finding in the third
paragraph of p.14 of his book about 'the transitory existence of
the world being contradicted in the philosophy (of Madhva) by the
right and eternal knowledge of the Lord'. He should know that in
Advita theory, Badha as applied to the world involves liquidation
of the world (dharmi) as such.6 But in the Dvaita view there is no
liquidation of the world by the knowledge of Brahman, but only a
correct assessment of its status as a reality depending on Brahman
for its existence, activity and cognisedness, as along as it lasts in
space and time.
In this connection Dr. Narain has torn one of Madhva's
statement in his Tdy:

Â"‡|Î"A"µ"{<‹"|"w ≤" ¬"ˆ"<Eß"¨Î"{|˙"ß"Ø, C"<l<|" Â"‡|"”Î"ß"{E"|˙"{|"Ø $
from its context and has proceeded to read his own meaning into
it, viz. that the criterion of reality according to Madhva always
consists 'in being the object of experience'. The statement quoted
from Madhva is neither a definition of reality nor does it make it
'extensive to include the facts of illusion ehich are nonetheless
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. È<˙"ù{ C"∫ ÷Ò{Î"ifÓ" E"{C"”l<C|" „"<˙"kÎ"<|" $
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objects of experience' (op.cit. p.15). Such a fallacious contention is
the outcome of not taking into account the distinction so clearly
drawn in Madhva's philosophy between valid and invalid
7

experience. For, further down in his Tdy Madhva goes on (by
way of explaining his earlier statement: Na ca pratyaksadrstam
anyena kenapi badhyam drstam quoted by Dr. Narain) to point out
: ≤"EÿÂ"‡{liU"|˙"{<l<˙"k"Î"w |"·, l…ªC¨"|˙"{<ll{ik"Î"·Í|"|˙"{lÂ"N·> $ E" ≤" ¬"ˆ"|Â"‡|Î"A"CÎ"{Â"N·>|˙"i
that a perception can only be corrected by a
more powerful valid perception. This recognises the existence of
superficial perceptions (such as the perception of the limited size
of the moon) which are erroneous. But there is no reason to doubt
the soundness of our perceptual experience of the reality of the
world. Thus, Madhva's definition of reality as anaropitam
culminating in pramitivisayah or being an object of valid
knowledge does not require to be modified by Vyasatirtha to
prevent its over-pervasion or 'extensiveness to include the facts of
illusions' as Dr. Narain persists in thinking and trying to make out.
The Advaitasiddhi has objected to Vyasatirtha's definition of the
real <‰"÷Ò{eC"˙"fliU"”Î"<E"k"i‹"{Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"ß"Ø $ on the technical ground that the
counterpositive of an absolute negation for all time and space as
envisaged by his definition is beyond the range of human
perception. The absence of such a negation, in its turn, must be
still more so.

<÷Ò<Å"Eß"{E"ß"Ø $

The Nyayamrta-Tarangini has, in reply, cited the perceptual
judgment Ghate akasatvabhavah in support of the possibility of
such a cognition without the perception of the counter positive of
the negation. The absence of negation with reference to
Trikalasarvadesa (the three periods of time and all space) can
certainly be perceived in the world in the sense of difference or
-------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Even the Tarkasangraha of Annambhatta writes : C" (ÈE"·„"˙"{i)

<ü<˙"‹"#, Î"¨"{¨"{if&Î"¨"{¨"f‚" $
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reciprocal negation (anyonyabhava). In such a case, the perception
of the locus (adhikarana) of the absence in question is sufficient
for the perception of the absence of the thing negated, as in 'the
pillar is not the ghost (stambha pisaco na) :

<E"k"i‹"{Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"<ß"|Î"‰" ÈEÎ"{iEÎ"{„"{˙" Ã˙" E"¯"¨"f|"Î"{ <˙"˙"<A"|"# $ Ã˙"Å", Â"‡÷DÒ|"i,
ÈEÎ"{iEÎ"{„"{˙"{<‹"÷ÒªÓ"CÎ" x"N>{<l¬"ˆ"|"{i Î"{iˆÎ"|˙"{|"Ø |"<Ô"Êw> C"{˙"fl<U"÷ÒC"{˙"f÷Ò{<e÷Ò<E"k"i‹"Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"<„"Ô"|˙"¡ÒÂ"w C"y˙"w Â"‡|Î"A"Î"{iˆÎ"ß"i˙", —<|" E" ÷Ò{i&<Â" l{ik"# $ (Srinivasa :
Comm. on Nym 1.9).
Thus, both the terms in the definition of Tattvam, are necessary to
have an adequate conception of the real. The second term bars the
possibility of a real existing somewhere, without being given as an
actual psychological fact in immediate apprehension, such as 'a
comet rushing through, space, entirely unbeheld'. For, Madhva,
like Bradley, would argue that the real is present to the mind of
God as a system of presentations, even when our perception of it is
suspended or is not there or even in respect of realities which no
human subject perceives.8 Madhva derives this doctrine from his
interpretation of the Upanisadic text Tam eva bhantam anubhati
sarvam (Mund Up.ii.2.10). This is the implication of his doctrine
that all acts of consciousness (pramiti) by the dependent selves are
ultimately dependent on God's (pramitau paradhinam). He would
not, therefore, agree with the view of modern realists that the
fundamental characteristic of what is real lies in its independence
of all relation to the experience of a subject. That is the reason
why Madhva rejects the definition of Svayamprakasatva in
Advaita as 'unknowability as an object of knowledge'
(avedyatvam). The existence of the Atman must be a part of an
experience of the Atman itself: Na ca svaprakasatvam api vina
manam siddhyati. The failing of intuitionism is that is offers no
account of the way in which things are known. The addition of the
explanatory adjunct 'intuitively' (svaprakasatvena) seems only to
deny an explanation though seeming to give one.
-------------------------------8. <˙"X"ß"”X"ª# C"l{ Â"UÎ"<|", |"iE"ilw E" ß"{Î"i|Î"˙"‹"{Î"f|"{ß"Ø $ (Madhva, Tdy.)
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Â"‡ß"{Ó"{„"{˙"i, C"|Î"|˙"w E" CÎ"{<l|Î"CÎ", ëÂ"‡ß"{Ó"iE" <˙"E"{ <C"’–|"”í-|Î"CÎ"{E"·y"ª|˙"{|"Ø;
<C"’–·Â"{Î"{E|"ªCÎ"{E"·Â"EÎ"C|"|˙"{|"Ø $ (VT Nt p.96 b)
To the contention that the reality of a thing cannot be
established in the absence of any proof of its reality, it is no
answer to say that it is established without the aid of any source of
knowledge. Even 'self-evidence' as self-evidence, must admit of a
subject-object relationship in its operation. And that will confirm
the postion that the self is open to Saksi-Pratyaksa (which is one of
the Pramanas).
APPEARANCE AND REALITY
Madhva's definition of reality raises the question of the
nature and implications of 'reality'. Is mere existence 'reality'? Or
is real existence in space and time; or else real existence for all
time and through all space? It is here that the issue assumes its
familiar philosophical aspect. We have here one of the dividing
lines of philosophical systems which splits them into different
schools. Sankara's approach to metaphysics is said to lie in his
making a philosophical distinction between existence and reality,
as against the commonsense view that accepts surface phenomena
as real. 'If all that occurs or what we perceive were true, there,
would be no false appearances. Dissatisfaction with the first view
of things is the mother of all philosophy. While commonsense
accepts surface-phenomena as real, reflective thinking asks if the
first view is also the final view. The purpose of philosophy is to
distinguish the unreal from the real, the transient from the eternal'.
(Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, I Phil. ii, p.527) . This distinction between the
existent and the real is the point of departure between physics and
metaphysics. The Platonic distinction of the actual and the ideal,
the matter of the Milesians, Empedoclean element, Pythagorean
numbers, all these represent the persistent attempts of philosophers
all through the ages, to locate the real behind the apparent. No
philosopher would be worth his salt, if he did not undertake such
an analysis into the nature of being. Modern philosophy has been
dallying with the same problems for centuries, under different
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names. Descartes and Spinoza were both obsessed with it. Wolff
and Kant merely changed the names and opposed 'phenomena' to
'noumena'. Hegelian philosophy distinguished 'being' from
'existence'. Modern Science also has its own theories of
phenomena as the splitting up of electric energy.10
The distinction is not, however, the monopoly of idealistic
thinkers. Madhva, as a result, readily admits the criticism of
Bradley that between recognising a datum and blindly recognising
its content as a reality, there is a world of difference. There is
room in experience for both truth and illusions.11 Our senses need
not always be veridical.
Appearance is not reality. But there is no reason why
existence should not be. Even the critical philosopher like Kant, in
holding that the thing-in-itself cannot be objectively known, would
appear to recognise objective experience as reality. To say that the
objects do not exist simply because they do not persist, is an
unwarranted perversion of logic. It involves a confusion between
opposites and distincts. Distinction is not denial. If an object
perceived in a given setting does not exist at another place and
time, we cannot rush to the conclusion that it is unreal. Existence,
then, is a test of reality. Madhva would define 'satyam' as
existence at (some) time and place (<÷Ò<Å"|÷Ò{eC"ßµ"<E‹"|˙"ß"Ø $) and not
necessarily as existence for all time throughout space
(C"˙"fliU"÷Ò{eC"ßµ"<E‹"|˙"ß"Ø $). Actual existence at some time and place is
sufficient to distinguish the real from the unreal
(‰"÷Ò{<e÷Ò<E"k"i‹"Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ" $) which cannot be said to really exist at the
time and place of its appearance (or at any other), save in our
distorted imagination. The unreal has no actual existence in time
or space, though it may appear to have it. Such an appearance is
10. ap cit. ii. p.521.
11. cf. „"‡ß"i&ÂÎ"„"‡ß"„"{ˆ"{i&<C|"

-

$ (AV iii.4.41), ÈE"{l{ C"wC"{ªi,
—<EÿÎ"<eåU"µl¬"EÎ"ik"· ˘"{E"ik"· üÎ"”w ˆ"<|"ß"E"·C"El‹"|"Ø....$ (NS p.218b)
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indeed the characteristic mark of unreality:

ÈC"|"# C"y˙"iE" Â"‡|"”<|"<∫f

„"‡{<E|"# $
The advaitic dialecticians are disloyal to experience in
denying that the unreal can appear as the real, immediately in
error. We can have no conception of the unreal in error, apart
from such appearance:

ÈC"|"# RÎ"{<|"w <E"k"i‹"|"# |"|RÎ"{<|"ª„"±|"Ø E" ˙"{; Î"ù„"±|"Ø E" |"|RÎ"{<|"<E"k"i‹"# $
Î"<l E"{„"±|"Ø |"¨"{&<Â" $ (Madhva, GT ii.26)
We are, however, concerned here with acutal facts, Sankara
admits that the illusory snake in the rope has no actual existence at
any time : E"<∫ ªÉ˙"{w „"‡{<E|"µ"·’–{ ÷Ò<°Â"|"# C"Â"{if <˙"ùß"{E"# C"E"Ø <E"˙"|"f|"i
(Commentary on GK, i.17).
Illusions, then, arise when the non-existent appears as
existent and vice-versa : Î"l<˙"ùß"{E"w ¡ÒÂ"w, |"CÎ" C"y˙"iE" Â"‡|"”|"iªi˙" „"‡{<E|"|˙"{|"Ø $
(Madhva, GT, ii.26). This is borne out by own experience and no
useful purpose will be served in trying to escape it by dialectic
ingenuity.
The second test of reality recognised by Madhva is :
arthakriyakaritvam (practical efficiency). One cannot make vessels
out of the illusory silver in the nacre. Even where an illusory
appearance of a snake in the rope is found to produce certain
reactions of fear and the like, there is always a definite modicum
of reality behind it:

C"Â"f„"‡ß"{l{˙"<Â" <∫ ˘"{E"ß"C|Î"i˙" |"{MU"ß"Ø $
|"li˙"{¨"f<÷‡ÒÎ"{÷Ò{´ª |"|"Ø C"li˙"{¨"f÷Ò{ª÷Òß"Ø $$ (AV i.4.11)
It is not the 'snake' that causes the fear or worse reactions;
but the 'consciousness' of there being a snake due to the rope itself
mistaken for a snake, forming the qualifying adjunct of the
psychosis. So far as that particular psychological experience is
concerned, there is not the slightest difference in the intensity of
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the feeling between it and that of an actual experience of a snake
in daylight. The 'snaky-feeling' may be overcome soon afterwards;
but it exists for the time being and that alone is the cause of fear,
not the non-existent snake.12
The real, then, is neither necessarily momentary (ksanika) nor
necessarily eternal, as the Buddhists and the Advaitins assume, in
their respective theories of truth (Î"|C"|"Ø |"|A"<Ó"÷Òß"Ø ; Èµ"{<‹"|"w C"|Î"ß"Ø).
Samkara posits that the real must be so for all time. This is
metaphysically motivated. It is not an epistemological or a logical
deduction:
E"<∫ C"|"{ C"÷ÒeliU"÷Ò{eC"|"{ „"{˙Î"<ß"<|" <E"Î"{ß"÷Òß"<C|" $
(NS p. 207 b)
.
This is the Madhva view of the matter and it cannot be dismissed
as unreasonable. As a matter of fact, even those entities whose
reality is limited to a particular period of time or place, can be
reckoned to be within the meaning of the dictum :
‰"÷Ò{<e÷Ò<E"k"i‹"Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"w C"y˙"ß"Ø, for, what actually is at a given time and
place, cannot admit of absolute negation with reference to all
periods of time and all places : E"<∫ <˙"E"{U"{i µ"{‹"#, È<Â"|"· ÷Ò{e‰"Î"C"y"{(VTNt. p.95). Its present
existence must be admitted; though it may cease to exist the next
hour or day. The Madhva doctrine of truth reminds us of the
timelessness of truth as a logical content propounded by Plato.
Reality, then, consists simply in actual 'relation to time and place':
ë˙"{C|"˙"liU"÷Ò{eC"ßµ"<E‹"|˙"ß"Ø, which cannot be predicated of unrealitues
like hare's horn. The Madhva conception of reality is thus a via
media between the extreme momentariness (ksanikatva) of
Buddhists and the eternalism of Advaitins. Madhva endorses the
Nyaya view that a thing is real so long as it is assignable to a
definite space-time setting and not simply so long as it appears to
be. The immediate corollary of such a position is that the doctrine

<E"k"i‹"# $ E" fii÷Ò<Cß"E"Ø ÷Ò{ei C"|"#, C" C"ß„"˙"<|" $

12.|"¬˘"{E"CÎ"˙" „"Î"÷ÒßÂ"{<l¬"E"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø $ C"Â"f|"Î"{ ˘"{|"ªÉ"{iªi˙" <˙"U"ik"Ó"|˙"iE", ˙Î"<„"≤"{ª{„"{˙"{|"Ø$
C"Â"{f¬"EÎ"|˙"{Ç"$(Vadavali,p.49) cf.Also Sankara Î"ù<Â", C˙"Â"nlU"fE"{˙"C¨"CÎ"C"Â"flU"fE"{il÷Òj{E"{<l÷Ò{Î"f¬"{|"ß"E"D|"w|"¨"{&<Â"|"l˙"ˆ"<|"#C"|Î"ß"i˙"$(BS-ii.2.14)
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of tripartite classification of reality (Sattatraividhya) in Advaita,
into absolute, practical and apparent (Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷Ò, ˙Î"{˙"∫{´ª÷Ò and

Â"‡{<|"„"{<C"÷Ò),

is a myth. The Madhva definition of reality as

Anaropitam (ÈE"{ª{i<Â"|"ß"Ø) is intended to show that the so-called
Vyavaharika and Pratibhasika are not realities in the true sense of
the term. All existents that are not superimposed (anaropitam) are
absolutely real (Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷ÒC"|Î"). The 'Vyavaharika' and the
'Pratibhasika' 'reals', are both admittedly falsifiable (badhya), the
one earlier and the other later : E" ≤" <˙"Î"l{<lÂ"‡Â"Å"CÎ"{ÂÎ"{|Î"<E|"÷wÒ C"y˙"ß"<C|"

$ Â"‡{÷ØÒ |"· µ"‡h"{|ß"lU"fE"{lØ <˙"Î"l{<lÂ"‡Â"Å"{i ˙Î"˙"<C¨"|"¡ÒÂ"{i „"˙"<|" $ C"E‹Î"{oÎ"C|"· Â"‡Â"Å"
Â"‡<|"<lE"w µ"{‹Î"|" —<|" $ (Sankara, BSB,iii.2.4)
.
They are, as such, both equally unreal and have no common
ground with the Paramarthika, which is never sublated. As
Kumarila puts it, there can be no common ground between the
false and the true, to justify the distinction of degree between them
or their being brought under a single category of thought:
C"|Î"|˙"w E" ≤" C"{ß"{EÎ"w ß"Dk"{¨"fÂ"ªß"{¨"fÎ"{i# $ (Slokavartika).
We may speak of the opposition of real and the unreal; but not of
internal degrees of reality between the real and the unreal. We
may speak of a man and his shadow; but not of a real man and
shadow man. It would be as ridiculous, if not more, to speak of the
truely real, the falsely real (vyavaharika ) and the still more falsely
real (pratibhasika-satya). There being then, only two possible
modes of predication acceptable to logic, Madhva is unable to
concede any tertium quid between reality and unreality. X is either
real or unreal. It is a misuse of language to call it provisionally real
(˙Î"{˙"∫{´ª÷Ò) : ÷Ò{e{E|"ªi&ÂÎ"ß"{E"w ≤"i<ll{E"”w ß"{E"|"{ ÷·Ò|"#? asks Madhva. The
unreal cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be accepted as
real, in serious thought : Nasato vidyate bhavah. Such an attempt
can only be treated as a piece of sophistry or a perversion of
thought calculated to mislead the unwary: C"|Î"{ ≤"i|"Ø C"w˙"D<|"# ÷iÒÎ"w ß"Dk"{ ≤"i|"Ø

C"|Î"|"{ ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø?C"|Î"|˙"w E" ≤" C"{ß"{EÎ"w ß"Dk"{¨"fÂ"ªß"{¨"fÎ"{i# $˙"Å"E"{¨"fß"·Â"EÎ"{C"{i
e{e{˙"Í‰"{C"˙"{<l˙"|"Ø $$ (Kumarila Slokavartika)
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Madhva therefore rejects the concept of "Mithyatva' as a tertium
quid as quite unproved and equates it with absolute negation or
unreality: Mithyasabdastvabhavavacyeva, Tadanyatra pramanabhavat. (KN)
The Advaitins have from the begining between trying to
distinguish between the two; but to Madhva it is a distinction
13
without a difference.
Gradation of Reality
Though existence is thus 'reality', Madhva recognises that its
highest expression must be metaphysical independence of every
other form of existence in finite reality, in respect of its being,
powers and activity. The reason for this has already been made
clear. Everything in finite reality is therefore grounded in the
Independent Reality, known as Brahman and needs it for its being
and becoming. For this reason, the Independent Real has been
described in the Vedanta as 'the Real of the reals' (satyasya satyam
–BrhUp ii.3) and Nityo-nityanam – Eternal of the eternals'
(KathaUp ii.2.13)
Existence is but one aspect of reality. It does not exhaust it. Nor is
it the highest or fullest expression of it. As Dawes Hicks puts it so
well, 'There is no mystery whatsoever about the notion of pure
being. Being is simply the fundamental category of thought which
denotes everything and cannot, therefore, specially denote
anything, – in other words, connotes nothing. That which every
entity is, cannot be a property by which one entity could be
distinguished from the others. God, whatever else He is, must
certainly be. But so must a triangle or a pebble in the street, a
planet or the Sun. It short, there is no being which is simply and
purely, being. It is what God is over and above mere being that is
of primary significance to the religious consciousness'
(Philosophical Bases of Theism. p. 117).

13. |"Cß"{|"Ø C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" ‰"÷Ò{<e÷Ò<E"k"i‹"Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"i, È|Î"E|"{C"y˙"w ls˙"{fªß"Ø $

(Nym
i.1). (For a fulll discussion of this question see NS and Nym and
my HDSV pp.350-51).
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While existence in space and time is thus reality and is
possessed by the world of matter and souls, there must be
something more than mere existence, having metaphysical
independence or substantiality in its own right which we may
agree to designate as the highest real or the philosophical Absolute
which would be the ultimate explanation of all else. Such
independent reality should be immanent in the universe, whence
the latter could derive and draw its sustenance. Without
presupposing such a basic and transcendental reality that would
have to be immanent in the world, there would be chaos and
disorder in the universe, Madva makes a strong plea for
recognising such a principle:
1. È<‹"Ê>{E"<ß"<|" Â"‡{∫sß"±fe{‹"{ªw <˙"≤"A"Ó"{# $

Î"<|C¨"|"w MUÎ"|"i ˙"C|"· C"wC¨"{E"w |"lsl”´ª|"ß"Ø $
≈„"Î"w ∫´ªªi˙"{CÎ" ¬"ˆ"|"{i ß"·<E"Â"·å˙" $$ (BT ii. 5.2)
2. ÿ˙Î"w ÷Òß"f ≤" ÷Ò{e‚" C˙"„"{˙"{i ¬"”˙" Ã˙" ≤" $

Î"lE"·ˆ"‡∫|"# C"<E|" E" C"<E|" Î"lsÂ"iA"Î"{ $$ (Bhag ii. 10.12)
3. C˙"„"{˙"C"y"{l{|"D|˙"w Î"E|"D|˙"<ß"<|" ÷Òî|Î"f|"i $ (BrhUp iii. 7)
4. C"y"{ Â"‡‹"{E"Â"·Pk"U"Í|"”E"{w ≤" Â"‡|"”|"Î"# $

Â"‡˙"Dy"Î"‚" |"{# C"˙"{f <E"|Î"w <E"|Î"{|ß"E"{ Î"|"# $
U"Í|"”C|"{# Â"‡iªÎ"|Î"w¬"# |"l‹"”E"{‚" C"˙"fl{ $$ (AV ii. 2.5)
5. ÷Ò{e÷Òß"fC˙"„"{˙"{<l <E"|Î"Î"iX"ªi≤™>Î"{ $

Â"‡{¥"ß"i˙" <˙"U"ik"iÓ" C"Dƒ>–{l{˙"·Ô"Î"|Î"¬"# $$ (BT ii. 5.21)
6. Î"ù<Â" <E"|Î"|˙"w ¬"”˙"CÎ"{ÂÎ"<C|", |"¨"{&<Â" C"˙"fÂ"‡÷Ò{ªiÓ"

È<˙"E"{<U"|˙"w <˙"kÓ"{iªi˙"i<|" $ (GT ii. 7)
7. l<‹"C¨"x"D|"˙"|"Ø ÷Ò{Êi> ˙"<Ö˙"Ç" ¬"E"{lfE"# $
li∫i<EÿÎ"{C"·¬"”˙"i„Î"{i <˙"<˙"≤Î" ˘"{Î"|"i E" |"· $$ (BT vii. 1.9)
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This is quite a new point of view in the interpretation of
Upanishadic thought, for which Madhva should get due credit. It is
not, of course, new in the sense of its having been unknown to the
Upanisadic tradition. What is meant is that Madhva was the
pioneer to penetrate into the tangled mass of Vedic and Post Vedic
literature and rediscover, refine and rehabilitate the point of view
and give it a proper exposition.

C"y˙"w C˙"{|"E‰Î"ß"·<˜w> |"Ç" ÷DÒkÓ"i E" ≤"{Â"ªi $
ÈC˙"{|"E‰Î"{|"Ø |"lEÎ"ik"{ß"C"y˙"w <˙"<’.... $$ (BT xi. 19.16)
˙"C|"· C˙"|"E‰"ß"·<˜w> ÈC˙"|"E‰"ß"˙"C|"· ≤" $
C˙"{‹"”E"w C"<l<|" Â"‡{iÍ|"w Â"ª{‹"”E"ß"C"|"Ø Cß"D|"ß"Ø $$ (BT xi. 26.2)
Such statements as the above are not intended to deny the
reality of the world in the actual sense of the word. They are
intended to emphasise the dependent nature of everything in the
cosmos of Brahman14. It is a mystic approach and parallels to it
can be found in the writing of mystics all over the world. St.
Augustine's famous pronouncement in this strain has already been
quoted in Chater III. They show how monistic descriptions in
exuberant language are to be understood and interpreted.
Independence is philosophical 'self-determination' which is
explained almost in the same terms as the substantiality of
Spinoza, as a res completa which gives meaning and completion
to everything else. This idea is contained in the classical defintion
of
'Svatantra'
put
forward
by
Jayatirtha
:

C˙"¡ÒÂ"Â"‡<ß"<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"eA"Ó"C"y"{‰"<˙"‹Î"i Â"ª{E"Â"iA"ß"Ø $
Madhva says that from the highest point of view, even sentience is
synonymous with independence: C˙"i≤™>{E"·C"{´ª|"{ß"i˙" C˙"{|"E‰Î"w <∫ <˙"l{i <˙"ls#
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------14.E"

ª{¬"{l”E"{<ß"˙" <E"Î"{ß"÷Ò|˙"ß"{‰"ß"E|"Î"{f<ß"|˙"ß"Ø È<Â"|"·, C"y"{<lÂ"‡l|˙"<ß"|Î"·Í|"w

„"˙"<|"$(NS)
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inasmuchas 'self-determination' is the real mark of sentience.15

≤"i|"E"|˙"w C˙"|"E‰"w CÎ"{|"Ø C" ≤"÷Ò{i <˙"kÓ"·ªi˙" <∫ $
The insentient (jada) is so because it cannot act of its own accord
(C˙"|"#Â"‡˙"DyÎ"U"òÒ). Inasmuch as the human souls are not independent
existents, knowers and agents, in a philosophical sense, they are
regarded by Madhva as so many 'Reflections', Images, or
'Abhasas' of the Supreme Reality, in the sense that all their powers
are rooted in the Supreme Source and derived from it, (E"<∫
Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"CÎ" <÷‡ÒÎ"{, C" <∫ <µ"ßµ"<÷‡ÒÎ"Î"˙" <÷‡ÒÎ"{˙"{E"Ø16 –GB ii.19) like the
reflected light of the moon.'17
While the Independent Real is thus the ultimate presupposition of
all philosophy, the dependent reals embody the justification and
proof of the independent. Though the independence of God is not
seriously disputed by other schools of thought, its significance and
philosophical necessity have not been so well brought out, as in
the system of Madhva. It is not as a concession to religious
prejudice or a fashionable belief that Madhva accepts the
Svatantra as the highest expression of reality. It is the wrap and
woof of all metaphysics. The Advaitic Brahman, being
-----------------------------------------------------------------------15.

Cf. ˘"{E"ß"i˙" ∫”≤™>{¬"E"÷Òß"Ø $ C"i≤™w> ≤"ilå”÷DÒ|"w |"l{ |"l≤"i|"E"w <÷Òß"Ø?
≤"i|"E"ß"i˙"i|Î"¨"f# $ È≤"i|"E"ß"<Â" Â"‡‹"{E"w C˙"{|"E‰Î"iÓ" Â"‡˙"D<y"ß"l<C|˙"<|" ˙"l|"{ È≤"i|"E"<ß"≤™>{˙"lØ
È<C|˙"|Î"·Í|"w CÎ"{|"Ø $ C˙"i≤™>{E"·C"{´ª|˙"CÎ" C˙"{|"E‰Î"U"µl{¨"f|"Î"{ C"˙"fC"ßß"|"|˙"{|"Ø $
È≤"i|"E"CÎ"i≤™>{˙"y˙"ß"å”÷·Ò˙"{fÓ"iE" ≤"i|"E"|˙"ß"ÂÎ"å”÷Ò|"f˙Î"w CÎ"{|"Ø $ (NS)
16. Meaning <µ"ßµ"{‹"”E"<÷‡ÒÎ"Î"˙" $
17. Cf.

÷Ò{i fii˙"{EÎ"{|"Ø ÷Ò# Â"‡{ÓÎ"{|"Ø Î"lik" È{÷Ò{U" È{E"El{i E" CÎ"{|"Ø ? TaittUp

(ii.7); Gita, xv.12
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ex hypothesi attributeless (nirdharmaka) and static, could not be
spoken of as 'Svatantra' within the definition of

C˙"¡ÒÂ"Â"‡<ß"<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"eA"Ó"C"y"{‰"<˙"‹Î"i Â"ª{E"Â"iA"ß"Ø $ (TSt).
The Visistadvaitic Brahman being ex hypothesi an intraorganic unity (Visistaikyarupa) cannot be shown to be superior to
its modes of Cit and Jada or independent of them (Paranapeksa),
so long as the system is committed to their reciprocal dependence
of Sesasesibhava and its corollary of the 'contribution theory' of
mutual advantage between the two18 , held by at least a section 19
of the Ramanuja school. Ramanuja himself rises above such
necessity in one context (under GB ix.4) and Vedanta Desika
openly endorses Madhva's view, as already pointed out and thus
abandons the position believed to be characteristic of the
Ramanuja school that 'the difference of parts of God, as matter and
souls, always existed and there is no part of Him which is truer
and more ultimate than this' (Dasgupta, I.Phil.iii, p.200). If this is
so, Madhva's stand would by no means be redundant or
superfluous.
The independence of God and His freedom from all imperfections
is very much compromised in the Pantheistic philosophics of
Bhaskara, Yadavaprakasa and Nimbaraka, so long as these
systems adhere to the actual transformation of the Brahman-stuff,
whether wholly, directly, or in part, or indirectly,
even, through its existential aspect (sacchakti) or energyaspect (cicchakti). They lead to a great disruption of moral
experience of remorse and responsibility. Logical Pantheism is
inconsistent with our ideals of goodness and evil. God is perfect.
As His personal effects, whatever and whoever exists must also be
perfect. But such pantheistic unity is disproved by the inevitable
18.Tattvamuktalap,p.255.
19. Tengalais. See also passage from Nitimala quoted ante
Chapter III fn.4
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presuppositions of human life. Our instincts refuse to accept that
evil is good and to see the Deity in disorder, virtue in crime, truth
in error. Nor can our evaluations of truth and error be dismissed as
illusory. If the events of the world are the modes of God, how can
they be illusory?
We find the same inability to rise and stick to the high level of the
independence of God or the Absolute and the necessary
dependence of the entire Universe on God, in the non-Vedantic
Theistic systems like the Nyaya-Vaisesika and Yoga. Their
limitations in this respect have already been made clear (See
reference in NS p.329, quoted ante in Chapter III). Even the
eternality of the atoms, admitted by the Nyaya Vaisesika, could
not be exempted from the sway of the Deity.
There is no need to suppose that what is eternal cannot
possibly be 'dependent' on another. Let us take a non-eternal object
like a pot. It is not a matter of 'accident' that such objects are noneternal. Their non-eternality or impermanence is 'determined' by
some reason. Otherwise, they may as well be destroyed the very
next moment after coming into being. Similarly, what is wrong if
one should suppose that the eternality of eternal substances is also
'determined' by a governing principle or power. Surely, we do not
find the non-eternal objects foregoing their non-eternality and
becoming eternal just because their non-eternality is determined
by another principle. It is the nature of the non-eternal to be
destroyed sooner or later. In the same way, even where an eternal
substance is 'determined' by another, there is no fear of its losing
its eternality and becoming non-eternal by the caprice of the
determining principle. For the governing principle will maintain
and guarantee the status quo of the other as an eternal entity for all
time. There is, therefore, nothing illogical or inconceivable in
maintaining that eternal Padarthas (entities) also are dependent
(20) on God just like the non-eternal or impermanent entities. The
reality of the universe is thus, in Madhva's opinion, an important
philosophical accessory (anusangika) to the realisation of the
ideology of the Svatantratattva. He cannot, therefore, be charged
with an obsession for the reality of the world and of five-fold
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difference (pancabheda), as some critics have done. Jayatirtha puts
Madhva's attitude to the world in its proper perspective, by
referring to the doctrine of the reality of the world as a 'subsidiary
metaphysical doctrine' or 'Aparasiddhanta' (NS p. 538 b).21 The
world is not important in itself to the Dvatia philosopher.

Â"ª|"E‰"Â"‡ß"iÎ"w <∫ C˙"|"E‰"{Î"y"|"Î"{ <˙"<l|"w <E"#oiÎ"C"{Î" „"˙"<|" $ ÈEÎ"¨"{,
ˆ"å{˙"{e·÷Ò{Â"´ªˆ"Ó"E"˙"lØ —lw |"y˙"C"ã–{E"ß"Â"{¨"f÷wÒ CÎ"{|"Ø $ (TSt)
Madhva is no theological dualist. There is no place in his
new creation theory of 'Sadasatkaryavada' or 'eternal creation'
through 'Paradhinavisesapti' for the Oriental Augustinian
monarchotheistic' idea of creation at a certain date by the sheer fiat
of God out of fathomless nothing.
Paradoxically enough, Madhva admits the creation of eternal
substance also in a Pickwickian sense of 'Paradhina Visesapti'
which will be explained later. Real creation, in his view, means
such an eternal dependence of the world of matter and souls on
God, as would involve their non-existence in the event of God's
Will to that effect. His Will is the essential condition and
sustaining principle that invests them with their reality and without
which they would be but void names and bare possibilities. The
scientific value of Madhva's doctrine of 'Paradhina-Visesapti' will
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------20.

<E"|Î"CÎ" Â"ª{‹"”E"|"{C"ß„"˙"{<l|Î"|" È{∫- <E"|Î"<ß"<|" $ Î"¨"{<∫
x"N>{lÎ"{i&<E"|Î"C˙"„"{˙"{ È<Â" E"{÷ÒCß"{l<E"|Î"{ „"˙"<E|" $ |"¨"{ C"|Î"·|Â"yÎ"·y"ªA"Ó" Ã˙"
<˙"E"{U"Â"‡C"å{|"Ø $ Ã˙"w <E"|Î"CÎ"{<Â" <E"|Î"|"{ Î"<l Â"ª{‹"”E"{, |"l{ ÷Ò{i l{ik"#? E" ≤"{<E"|Î"|"{
Â"ª{‹"”E"i<|" ÷Òl{<≤"lØ x"N>{li<E"f|Î"|"{ Â"‡{¥"{ $ <˙"E"{U"÷Ò{ªÓ"{iÂ"<E"Â"{|"‹"‡{˙Î"{|"Ø $ |"¨"{,
<E"|Î"CÎ" <E"|Î"|"{Î"{# Â"ª{‹"”E"|˙"i&<Â" E" ¬"{|˙"<E"|Î"|"{Â"‡C"<Í|"# $ |"<Ô"Î"ß"E"<E"Î"ß"{<l<|" $
|"<llß"·Í|"w <E"|Î"w ≤"i<|" $ (NS p.330).
21. <ü<˙"‹"# C"<|C"’{E|"#, Â"ª{Â"ª„"il{|"Ø $ ....ÈE"iE"{Â"ª<C"’{E|"ß"{∫....$ ≈Â"eA"Ó"w
≤"|"|"Ø $ Â"‡Â"Å"C"|Î"|˙"{<l÷Òß"<Â"ˆ"‡{fiß"$
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be evident when it is contrasted, for a moment, with the fact
that Biblical Chronology in the West fixed the date of Creation of
the world at 4004 B.C. Geology has since vastly extended cosmic
time. But although the actual date may be pushed back
indefinitely, the view of creation as an event in time, at some
indefinite period in the past still continues to lurk in many quarters
and even eminent theologians like Flint have clung to it heroically.
But thanks to the stupendous advance of science in recent times,
such crude notions have no place in serious thinging, quite apart
from the difficulty of having to answer the question of why the
Deity should have chosen a particular time to create, after having
kept in its shell all along before. It will be clear then that the
dependence of even the eternal entities on God and their creation
or evolution through Paradhinavisesapti brings out the
independence of God all the more prominently.
The supermacy of God as the immanent-cum-transcendent
Principle of the universe introduces order and unity in the cosmos,
in spite of its internal differences and ramifications. The
multiverse of reals becomes a universe in that it owes allegiance to
a single source and derives its strength, power and reality, beauty,
goodness etc., now and for ever from the One.

|"y"E‰"|˙"{l|"l{|ßÎ"ß"Ø $ C"˙"fß"i|"lØ µ"‡h"i|Î"·≤Î"|"i $ |"l‹"”E"C"y"{Â"‡|"”<|"ß"y˙"{|"Ø,
E"|"·, |"|C˙"¡ÒÂ"|˙"{|"Ø $ ≈Í|"w <∫ Â"{¶i-|˙"l‹"”E"w Î"|"# C"˙"fß"|"# C"˙"{if „"˙"{<E"<|" $˙"l<E|"
ß"·E"Î"# C"˙"if E" |"· C"˙"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"|"# $$ —<|" $ (Madhva, GB iv.24).
Thus, Madhva's chief ontological classification of
being into Svatantra and Paratantra does full justice to the three
primary data of philosophy in the light of the requirements of
religious consciousness and speculative reason.
-
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CHAPTERVI

MADHVA'S ONTOLOGICAL SCHEME

-

Brahman as the only Independent Real is the highest ontological
principle of Madhva's philosophy. It is Infinite (Â"±Ó"¿), of perfect
bliss („"±ß"{, C"ßÂ"‡C"{l), the Real of reals (C"|Î"CÎ" C"|Î"ß"Ø), the Eternal of
eternals

(<E"|Î"{i <E"|Î"{E"{ß"Ø), the Sentient of all sentients
(≤"i|"E"‚"i|"E"{E"{ß"Ø), the source of all reality, consciousness and activity
(C"y"{Â"‡|"”<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y"ß"Ø) in the finite.
Dependent reality (Â"ª{‹"”E"Â"‡ß"iÎ"ß"Ø) consists of Cetana and

Acetana. The subdivisions of the Cetanavarga are, to some extent,
theological in character. The special place is given there to
Sritattva as the presiding deity (principle) over the entire domain
of Jada-Prakrti. Sri or Laksmi is for this reason, designated as
Chetana-Prakrit. Similar presiding principles (Abhimani-Devatas)
are accepted for other material principles like Mahat, Ahamkara,
Bhutas, Indriyas, etc. on the clear authority of the Upanisads,
Brahmasutra (ii.1.6)1 and the Pancaratras. The Sritattva ranks
next to the Supreme Being, qua Paratantra. But it is not without a
partial parity of status with the Supreme in virtue of being copervasive in time and space and being ever-free from bondage
(Nityamukta) and therefore designated as 'Sama-na' (BSB iv.2.7).
Sri is placed in the isvarakoti and has cosmic sway2, accordingly,
over the destinies of the souls and the modifications of matter.
1. Sankara also admits as a Siddhanta view the existence of
Abhimanidevatas (See BSB i.3.33)
2. See Ambhrni Sukta, RV X. 125.

<˙"X"<C¨"<|"Â"‡eÎ"C"ˆ"fß"∫{<˙"„"±<|"˙"D<y"Â"‡÷Ò{U"<E"Î"ß"{˙"D<|"µ"E‹"ß"{iA"{# $
Î"CÎ"{ ÈÂ"{åe˙"ß"{‰"|"# (Dvadasha stothra vii,1)
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An analogous position, with some difference in details, is
given to Sri, in the theology of Ramanuja also.The rest of the
Cetana-varga, is subject to the bondage of Prakrti and is further
subdivided into 'released' and 'unreleased'. There is an intrinsic
gradation among the released and unreleased alike, Hiranyagarbha
among the released (and in Samsara too) occupying a privileged
position as Jivottama. Unlike Ramanuja, Madhva accepts an innate
distinction among (released) souls into Deva, Rsi (Pitr, Pa) and
Naras. The Devas are Sarva-prakasa (fit to realise god as
pervasive), the Sages are Antahprakasa and the rest
Bahihprakasa3. The non-released are again classified as salvable
(mukti-yogya), ever-transmigrating (nityasamsarin) and the
damnable (tamoyoga). This tripartite classification of Souls is
unique to Madhva theology4. Its ethical and philosophical merits
will be discussed later.
The Acetana section falls into two categories of positive
(bhava) and negative (abhava). Three kinds of negation (abhava)
are accepted – pragabhava (antecedent negation), pradhvamsa
abhava (subsequent negation) and Sadabhava (absolute negation).
The mutual or reciprocal negation of Nyaya philosphy is equated
with 'Difference' and is not considered a mere negation as it does
not involve negation of existence in the very first act of
perception. The conception of atyantabhava differes redically
from the Nyaya view in that its counter-correlative (pratiyogi) has
no factual existence (apramanika). (see Chapter XIII).
In the domain of positive reals, we have both the eternal and
the non-eternal. If everything is eternal, static and uncreated,
causation would cease to have any meaning. Even if it were
interpreted in terms of manifestations, the question would still
arise about the manifestation itself – whether it is caused or
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. ÈE|"#Â"‡÷Ò{U"{ µ"<∫#Â"‡÷Ò{U"{# C"˙"fÂ"‡÷Ò{U"{# $ li˙"{ ˙"{˙" C"˙"fÂ"‡÷Ò{U"{#, ıÒk"Î"{i&E|"#-

Â"‡÷Ò{U"{#, ß"E"·kÎ"{ Ã˙" µ"<∫#Â"‡÷Ò{U"{#í —<|" ≤"|"·˙"ifl<U"R"{Î"{ß"Ø(Madhva BSB iv.3.16)
4. See my BSPG ii. Pp. 226-27
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uncaused. In the former case, the question will be continuously
repeated involving a regress. In the latter case, the same
redundancy of causal effort will be there.
It would also be impossible to account for creative evolution,
dissolution, etc. in the absence of some enduring stuff out of
which things can be created and into which they can he resolved
and returned. The doctrine of momentary creation (ksanikavada)
and dissolution cannot be accepted by a reflective mind, as it is
disproved by our experience (Pratyabhijna) and conviction of the
continuity of objects.
There is, thus, a clear case for the acceptance of both eternal
and non-eternal Bhavas. Space, time, the Vedas, the subtle apects
of the elements, senses, Ahamkarika Prana, Mahat, Ahamkara and
the qualities of Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, are deemed to be eternal.
The grosser developments of these are non-eternal. Where the
substances show both the aspects, as for example, time viewed as
an eternal process and as a succession of moments, each aspect
would be referred to its appropriate category and the substance
itself be spoken of as 'Nityanitya'.
The world of attributes comprising qualities (primary and
secondary), action, Satta, Sakti, Sadrasya, etc., are regarded by
Madhva as constituting the very essence of the substances
themselves.5 They need not, then, be regarded as having a
separate existence of their own, requiring independent
enumeration or classification. But where they are conceptually
distinguished from their substances, by the power of (internal
Visesas) they could certainly be enumerated, classified, and
studied separately.6 Madhva, however, puts forward a twofold
classification of attributes in general as (i) yavad-dravyabhavi
-----------------------------------------------------------------E"{E"{˙Î"˙"¸|"i∫if|"·ªE"E|"|˙"w <˙"U"ik"|"# $$ (AV ii 2.13)
5. ÿ˙Î"ß"i˙" |"|"{i&E"E|"<˙"U"ik"{|ß"|"Î"{ C"l{ $
6. It is from this standpoint that the conventional classification of
Padarthas (into ten categories) in Madhvasiddhantasara and other
works is to be understood.
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(coeval) and (ii) ayavad-dravyabhavi (changing). The
former type of attributes or properties, being coessential, is
identical with the substance themselves. The later are to be
considered as partly different and partly identical (bhinnabhinna)
with their substances, in an equal measure. 7 This relation applies
in respect of the pairs : (1) cause and effect, (2) temporary
qualities of substances and their substratum, (3) genus and species,
(4) Visista and Suddha (the thing-in-itself and the thing as
qualified), and (5) part and whole etc.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Inrespect of permanent attributes the relation is taken to be one
of colourful identity (savisesabheda) rather than absolute identity
(nirvisesabheda) which would make them tautologous. This clear
and unequivocal stand has to be kept in mind in interpreting
Madhva's doctrine of creation of eternal substances like Jiva,
Prakrti, Avyakrtakasa etc., in terms of what has been defined by
him as 'Paradhina-Visesapti'.
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CHAPTER VII
THE CONCEPT OF VISESAS
THE relation between substance and attributes is one of the
intriguing problems of philosophy. It has well-nigh taxed the
ingenuity and resources of philosophers in the East and in the
West. Madhva's contribution to the solution of this problem is both
original and significant. He has actually contributed a new idea –
the concept of Visesas – to the treatment of this philosophical
problem. It is an outstanding discovery of his. Madhva accepts a
relation of 'colourful identity' (C"<˙"U"ik"{„"il) in respect of coessential
attributes and difference-cum-identity
transient attributes:

(„"il{„"il)

in the case of

R"<Óa>|"i „"il ÃiÍÎ"w ≤"; Î"{˙"lØ˙"C|"· E" „"il˙"|"Ø $ (TV)
He has thus made a striking effort to rise above the 'dualism'
of substance and attributes and combine them into a homogeneous
whole that admits, however, of logical, conceptual and linguistic
distinction, wherever necessary, through the self differentiating
capacity of substances themselves, to be known as 'Visesas' or
relative particulars.
These Visesas are ubiquitous and are not confined to
material substances. They exist among sentients as well, including
the Supreme Being. In sentient beings, these Visesas, whether
manifested or not, are identical with their substrata; while in
regard to insentients, attributes which are co-eval would be
identical with the substances (and distinguishable by Visesas);
while changing or impermanent ones would be different-cumidentical with their substances. The whole question has been very
clearly expounded by Jayatirtha in his commentary on the GT
xi.15, p.184.
“Visesa also is of two kinds as pertaining to a Cetana. Some of
these are 'produced' and some are 'eternal'. Though the Visesa as
constituting the nature of a sentient person is eternal, it is spoken
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of as being 'produced' by reason of its becoming manifested at
times and remaining unmanifested at other times. In the same way,
Visesas pertaining to insentient things are also twofold in their
nature. The substance as such is the material cause of the Visesas
in an insentient thing. Though Visesas co-exist with the substance,
as partaking of its nature, still a distinction can be made of them.
In respect of insentient reals, some Visesas are produced as effects
and some others last as long as the thing itself lasts. To illustrate,
in the statement 'the nature of the sentient being is', the Visesas
such as sentiency, thingness and 'having a nature' are always
manifested. In an example like 'The sentient person is doing this'
or is engaged in eating, going, etc., 'the eating', 'the doing' and
such other Visesas are subject to manifestation and nonmanifestation (as actions). Both these types of Visesas in a
sentient object are completely identical with their substratum.
So also, in the statement 'the mango fruit is', the traits of
mango-ness, fruit-ness, etc., are co-eval with the substance and
are, therefore, entirely identical with it. In the statement 'The
mango is yellow or ripe', the traits of ripeness and yellowness are
transitory and are, therefore, to be regarded as being both identical
with the substance in one sense and different from it, in another'.1
1.

≤"i|"E"i ÷Ò<‚"<üU"ik"{i ¬"{Î"|"i ÷Ò<‚"<Ô"|Î" —<|" Ã˙"w <˙"U"ik"{i&<Â" <ü<˙"‹"{i „"˙"<|" $
≤"i|"E"ÿ˙Î"{|ß"÷Ò|˙"iE" <E"|Î"CÎ"{<Â" <˙"U"ik"CÎ" ˙Î"<Í|"<˙"U"ik"<˙"˙"A"Î"{ ¬"E"E"{i<Í|"C"ß„"˙"{|"Ø $
È≤"i|"E"i
<˙"U"i<k"ÿ˙Î"CÎ"˙"
<˙"U"ik"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"{|"Ø,
≈Â"{l{E"<˙"U"i<k"ÿ˙Î"{|ß"E"{
Î"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{˙Î"<Â", ÷Ò{Î"f¡ÒÂ"iÓ" ÷Ò<‚"<üU"ik"{i ¬"{Î"|"i ÷Ò<‚"lØ Î"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{˙"”<|" <ü<˙"‹"{i
<˙"U"ik" —<|" „"{˙"# $ ≤"i|"E"˙"C|"·C˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"C|"”|Î"‰" ≤"i|"E"|˙"˙"C|"·|˙"C˙"¡ÒÂ"|˙"{<C|"|˙"<˙"U"ik"{#
<E"|Î"{<„"˙Î"Í|"{# $ ≤"i|"E"# ÷Òª{i<|", „"·æØÍ|"i>, ˆ"≤™>|"”|Î"‰" ÷ÒªÓ"ˆ"ß"E"„"{i¬"E"<˙"U"ik"{#
˙Î"Í|Î"˙Î"<Í|"Î"·|"{# (U"<Í|"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" <E"|Î"{, ˙Î"<Í|"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" ¬"{Î"E|"i) |"i <ü<˙"‹"{ È<Â"
<˙"U"i<k"Ó"{ È|Î"E|"{„"i<lE"# | $|"¨"{, ≤"±|"∂ÒeC˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"C|"”|Î"‰" ≤"±|"|˙"∂Òe|˙"{<l<˙"U"ik"{#
Î"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"E"{i <˙"U"i<k"Ó"{&|Î"E|"{<„"Ô"{# $ Â"”|"w ≤"±|"∂Òe<ß"|Î"‰" Â"”|"|˙"{<l<˙"U"ik"{#
÷Ò{l{<≤"|÷Ò{#, <˙"U"i<k"Ó"{ <„"Ô"{<„"Ô"{ —<|" „"{˙"# $
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The argument for the acceptance of Visesa as thus presented
by Trivikrama Pandita. The conception of the relation between
substance and attributes is a very difficult one. If they are
identical, the distinction of 'substance' and 'attributes' is
meaningless. We would have substance alone or attributes alone,
in that case and not both of them. If the two are different, their
relation becomes a purely external one. If they are related
internally by Samavaya this relation itself has to be related to the
terms and so on ad infinitum. The only way in which a regress can
be avoided, on any one of these alternatives, would be by agreeing
to invest the first relation itself with a certain capacity to take care
of itself, explain itself, and relate itself to the relata, without
waiting to be explained or related to its terms by another relation.
Since an appeal has thus ultimately to be made to the selfexplicability of the relation, it will be wiser, more economical and
expedient, to invest the substance itself with such an intrinsic
capacity of integrating its attributes into a homogeneous whole,
with itself, without prejudice to their distinction of references
according to exigencies, and without the need for any external
relation. This intrinsic, capacity of substances is proposed to be
called 'Visesas' – a very appropriate name,2 so far as any one
could see, and one which could not be improved upon. We have,
here, in the Visesas of Madhva, a remarkable anticipation of the
Hegelian doctrine of 'internal relations'.
Experience shows that the various qualities of a thing are
not the fictions of the mind. The temporal, spatial, qualitative,
quantitative and causal characteristics of objects that we see are
not altogether the fancies projected by the mind; for there is no
reason why and how all minds should or could project alike and
carry on with a sense of pre-established harmony of worldbuilding impressions. But there are attributes like the 'light of the
Sun' and the 'primary qualities' which could not be perceived apart
from the objects possessing those qualities. The idea of a triangle
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. È<„"Ô"i&<Â" <˙"U"ik"÷Ò|˙"{lØ <˙"U"ik"# $ (Tg. p.333)
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as a three sided plane figure implies the other idea of the
sum of its angles being equal to two right angles. The two ideas
are not however the same though they involve each other. There
are a number of practical difficulties which stand in the way of an
absolute identity of the two: substance and attributes. Jayatirtha
draws attention to some important considerations of this kind
which justify a certain measure of practical distinction between the
two, consistent with our experience.3
(1) In the perception 'the jar is white', the whiteness and
the jar cannot be regarded as coterminal and coextensive. The jar
is something more than its whiteness. When one is asked to fetch a
white thing, one does not necessarily fetch a jar. (2) The two
terms, the jar and whiteness, are not synonymous in connotation,
for there is no contradiction in saying that the jar is not white as
there would be in saying that the jar is not a jar. (3) The jar is
perceived irrespective of its whiteness as when a blind man feels
its presence with his hands, even when he is unable to perceive its
whiteness. This shows that the perception of a jar is not the same
as the perception of its colour. When the whiteness of the object is
changed into redness by a coating of paint, we still continue to
perceive and recognise the pot as such, though not in its former
colour. All this points to an undeniable distinction between the ----------------------------------------------------------3.

MUÎ"E|"i ≤" „"il÷Ò{Î"{f<Ó" (1) Â"N>U"{]–µ"·’–{iªEÎ"±E"{E"<|"´ªÍ|"<˙"k"Î"|˙"{„"{˙"# (2)
|"≤™>µlÎ"{iªÂ"Î"{fÎ"|˙"w (3) ÈÂ"Î"{fÎ"U"µlCß"{ª÷Ò|˙"ß"Ø (4) ¬"e{∫ªÓ"{ù¨"f<÷‡ÒÎ"{„"il# (5)
Â"N>ß"{E"Î"i|Î"·Í|"i Î"<|÷Ò<Å"≤™·>]Ò{E"{E"Î"E"w, (6) Èx"N># Â"N> —<|"˙"lØ ÈU"·]Ò# Â"N> —|Î"E"Î"{I<˙"fª{i‹"{„"{˙"# (7) ÈE‹"CÎ"{<Â" Â"N>{i&Î"<ß"<|"˙"|"Ø U"·]Ò{i&Î"<ß"<|" ≤" Â"‡|"”|Î"E"·|Â"<y"# U"·]Ò{Â"‡|"”<|"˙"|"Ø Â"N>{Â"‡<|"Â"yÎ"„"{˙"# (8) ß"∫{ª¬"E"C"ßÂ"÷ifÒÓ" U"·]Ò|˙"˙"|"Ø Â"N>CÎ"{ÂÎ"{˙"D|"|˙"{„"{˙"#
(9) Â"N>˙"ü{ U"{]–CÎ"{ÂÎ"E"{˙"D|"|˙"{„"{˙"# —|Î"i˙"ß"{l”<E" $ E" ≤"k"{ Â"‡|"”<|"„"‡{f<E|"# $
µ"{<‹"|"|˙"{<„"ß"{E"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ ˙Î"˙"∫{ª{ù<˙"C"w˙"{l{Ç" $ |"li|"Î"{iª„"il„"il÷Ò{Î"fÎ"{i#
Â"‡|"”|Î"{iªEÎ"¨"{E"·Â"Â"yÎ"{ <E"„"ifli&<Â" Â"Ni> È<C|" ÷Ò‚"E"{<|"U"Î"{i „"ilÂ"‡<|"<E"<‹"# Î"üU"{<llw C"˙"¿
C"ß""C"w CÎ"{<l|Î"i˙" ÷Ò°Â"E"”Î"ß"Ø $ C" ≤"{<|"U"Î"{i&<„"Ô"i&<Â" <˙"U"ik"÷Ò|˙"{lØ <˙"U"ik" —<|"
ˆ"”Î"|"i $$ (NS p.106b)
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ideas of substance and attributes. The attributes not merely
subsist, but exist. Their distinction from the substance is not
illusory. At the same time, the attributes have no reality apart
from the substances and are always presented in all judgements
about them as identical with their substances: U"·]Ò# Â"N>#, E"”e{i x"N>#
Apposition of form and content between the subject and the
predicate (C"{ß"{E"{<‹"÷ÒªÓÎ"ß"Ø) is an accepted proof of identity (È„"ili

Â"‡ß"{Ó"ß"Ø). It is in this crossing intersection of identity and difference
that Madhva finds the clue and justification for his concept of
Visesas, to bridge the gulf between substance and attributes and
preserve the basic unity of experience without in any manner
sacrificing the numerous distinctions demanded and drawn by the
necessities, niceties and nuances of scientific usage and practical
utility. We can never do without 'Visesas', in whatever way we
may choose to conceive of substance. Madhva would, therefore,
willingly endorse the criticism of D.M.Datta that 'the necessity for
an interposition of a third entity or relation arises from a narrow
and exclusive conception of 'terms'. If we widen our outlook and
think of an entity as possessing in addition to its essential, nonrelative and intrinsic character, other extrinsic relative
characteristics which it might have in the infinite situations in
which it may be placed, then we can easily dispense with the
existence of a third entity or relation. A thing thus comes to be
viewed as an identity of some intrinsic and extrinsic forms or
aspects. Different words are then found to denote different forms
of the same thing in different aspects' (Six Ways of Knowing,
p.115). This criticism will not apply to Visesas as conceived by
Madhva, which are not extrinsic to or different from the terms.
Visesa is neither a 'third entity' nor a relation. It is part and parcel
of the terms and yet capable of distinguishing them where and
when necessary. Its help is indispensable in any attempt to 'widen
our outlook and think of an entity as possessed, in addition to its
essential and intrinsic character, other extrinsic characteristics,
which it might have in the infinite situations in which it may be
placed' (ibid, italics mine). It would be impossible to effect an
'identity' between 'the intrinsic and the extrinsic forms or aspects'
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of a thing, without the agency of Visesas. It is the only way out.
Visesa is thus same as the principle of identity-indifference Madhva defines it as 'the potency of things in
themselves which determines the use of non-synonymous
expressions in predicating something of them, provided however
that in such cases, there is no absolute difference between the
given thing and its predicates': „"il∫”E"i |˙"Â"Î"{fÎ"U"µl{E|"ª<E"Î"{ß"÷Ò# $<˙"U"ik"{i E"{ß"
÷Ò<¨"|"# C"{i&<C|" ˙"C|"·k˙"U"ik"|"# $$ (AV 1.1.1)
Visesa is thus the peculiar characteristic or potency of things
which makes description and talk of difference possible, where as
a matter of fact only identity exists. It is a differentiating or
pluralising agency which serves at the same time to exhibit the
pluralities as flowing centripetally from a given object and which
happen to occupy the focus of attention on account of a dominant
pragmatic interest at the moment. It renders possible the validity
of countless viewpoints while the object itself retains its unity,
independence and integratiy. Jayatirtha defines it as
„"il∫”E"i&ÂÎ"ß"E"·Â"≤"´ª|"„"il˙Î"˙"∫{ª<E"<ß"y"ß"Ø $ (NS, p.106) or the principle of
thought whereby, in all cases of identity judgements a real
practical distinction of a non-figurative nature, is or has to be
drawn and accepted, if the judgements in question are not to be
tautologous (paryaya), belonging to the pathology of thoughts as
x"N>{i x"N># (the pot is a pot).
Madhva and his commentator show that such experiences,
involving the mediation of Visesas are to be found everywhere in
the Scriptures and in our daily life of lay and scientific commerce4

ëC"|Î"w ˘"{E"ß"E"E|"w µ"‡h"í, ëÈ{E"Elw µ"‡h"Ó"#í, ëÂ"·Pk"CÎ" ≤"|"EÎ"ß"Øí, ëU"·]Ò˙"Ó"f#í,
ëÈ∫i# ÷·ÒÓa>eß"Øí, ëC"ß"˙"{Î" Ã÷Ò#í, ëC"{ß"{EÎ"w C"|"Øí etc.
They introduce order into the world of substances
4. Cf.

Î"¨"{ ÷Ò{eCÎ" Â"±˙"ifÓ"{„"ili&<Â" ÷Ò{e —<|" <˙"U"ikÎ"{i „"˙"<|", Â"±˙"f —<|"
<˙"U"ik"÷Ò{i <˙"U"ik"{li˙" $ |"¨"{ ˆ"·Ó"{|ß"÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" µ"‡h"Ó"{i <˙"U"ik"{li˙" ëˆ"·<Ó" µ"‡h"í —<|"
<˙"U"ik"Ó"<˙"U"ikÎ"„"{˙"{i Î"·¬Î"|"i —<|" „"{˙"# $ (TP-III-2.30)
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(padartha) and keep intact the unity of substance in and
through all its various modes, predicates, aspects, attributes and
relations. Madhva indicates in his BT about six places where
2)ˆ"·Ó"{E"{w
Visesas usually come into play : 1) ëÈ˙"Î"˙Î"˙"Î"˙"{E"{w ≤"

ˆ"·<Ó"E"C|"¨"{ 3) U"<Í|"U"<Í|"ß"|"{i‚"{<Â"
4)
$5) C˙"¡ÒÂ"{wU"{w<U"E"{i‚"˙" (<E"|Î"{„"il# *** $$í

<÷‡ÒÎ"{Î"{C|"ü|"#

|"¨"{

(BT xi.7.49)
It is this 'power of things in themselves; which, through an
underlying identity of essence, enables us to distinguish (1) a
particular from its universal; (2) a quality from its substance; (3)
motion or power or energy from things possessing them; (4) the
Svarupa from the Svarupin and Svarupatvam. Jayatirtha points out
that in the term 'Svarupatvam', the use of the suffix 'tva' stands for
Visesas and that without acceptance of such a shade of meaning its
use would be redundant. Visesa is, therefore, but another name for
the potency of the thing in itself whereby it maintains its unity and
continuity through all its modes, predications and aspects:

C˙"<÷‡ÒÎ"{<„"C|"¨"˙"ÍÎ"w <E"|Î"w C˙"{˙"Î"˙"ª<Â" $
C˙"¡ÒÂ"ik"· <˙"U"ik"{i Î"# C˙"¡ÒÂ"w |"CÎ" C"{i&<Â" |"· $
<˙"U"ik"CÎ" <˙"U"ik"{i&EÎ"{i E" ≤"˙"{<C|" ÷Òl{≤"E" $
C˙"CÎ"{<Â" |"· <˙"U"ik"‚" C˙"Î"ß"i˙" „"<˙"kÎ"<|" $
Î"¨"{ ¬"E"i¬"f<E"E"{fEÎ"{ |"CÎ"{ ˙"C|"·¬"<E"¬"f<E" $
C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ"{<Â" C"wÎ"{iˆ"# C˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" Î"·¬Î"|"i$$(Madhva, comm. on BrhUp.1.4.9)
A luminous stone is not something totally different from its
luminosity. It stands self-related to its lustre:

Î"¨"{ ªœ"CÎ" C"wÎ"{iˆ"# C˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" Î"·¬Î"|"i $
Î"¨"{ ªœ"CÎ" C"wÎ"{iˆ"# |"|Â"‡÷Ò{U"iE" <E"|Î"l{ $
ªœ"CÎ" ≤" Â"‡÷Ò{U"CÎ" E" „"il# ÷Ò<‚"<lkÎ"|"i $ (Comm. on Brh Up 1.4.9)
The thing itself is so constituted:
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ÿ˙Î"ß"i˙" |"|"{i&E"E|"<˙"U"ik"{|ß"|"Î"{ C"l{ $
E"{E"{˙Î"˙"¸|"i∫if|"·ªE"E|"|˙"w <˙"U"ik"|"# $$ (AV ii.2.13)
that it can relate itself to and distinguish itself its modes,
predicates or properties, without invoking the aid of any other
relation or a 'third entity' (as Prof. Datta terms it). It is
Svanirvahaka, self-explicable, self-contained and self-related. It is
only by the acceptance of such a potency in things that we can
'widen our outlook' and conceive of a substance 'as an identity of
some intrinsic and extrinsic and extrinsic forms or aspects' (Datta,
p.115). This conception of substance as a unity of countless
Visesas:

ÿ˙Î"ß"i˙" |"|"{i&E"E|"<˙"U"ik"{|ß"|"Î"{ C"l{ $ (AV ii.2.13)
held by Madhva, resembles the Jaina theory of substance as
that which has many qualities forming its essence : ÈE"E|"‹"ß"{f|ß"÷wÒ
(Haribhadra Suri). There is however this difference that the
Jaina theory of substance as a dynamic reality, an identity that
changes, would be incomplete, without the acceptance of
something like Visesas to round it off. It will be difficult to
maintain the basic identity of substance per se, without the
Visesas.

˙"C|"·

Visesas should not, therefore, be mistaken for new or
additional attributes of things, that mediate among other relations
and manage to distinguish them where necessary. Such a view will
be not only opposed to the nature and role of Visesas, as
conceived by Madhva, but also defeat the very purpose for which
they have been conceived. It is such a misunderstanding of the
nature of Visesas that is at the back of the criticism that "If Visesa
is different from the subject, it breaks its integrity. If it is nondifferent from it, we cannot call it Visesa" (Radhakrishna, I.
Phil.ii.p.746) (Italics mine).
The same confusion of thought regarding Visesas in
Madhva's system, that it is either an attribute of the substance, or
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an additional entity, is to be seen in the writings of even
distinguished traditional critics of the system like Madhusudana
Sarasvati and Brahmananda. The author of the Advaitasiddhi
writes:

„"ili Ãi÷ÒªCÎ"o·<|"<˙"ª{i‹"˙"lØ È‰"{<Â" (C"|Î"<˙"U"ik"i&<Â") |"y"{l˙"C¨Î"{|"Ø *** E" $
C˙"„"{˙"<˙"U"ik"{li˙" C"˙"fCÎ"{ÂÎ"·Â"Â"y"i# $ E" |"<∫f <˙"U"ik"{å”÷Ò{ªiÓ" ß"Eß"|"Â"‡˙"iU" —<|" ˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø $
|"y"lC"{‹"{ªÓ"C˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" C˙"„"{˙"<˙"U"ik"U"µl{¨"f|˙"iE", |˙"lsÍ|"<˙"U"ik"{E"·Í|"i# $$
(Nirnayasagar Press edn. p.807).
This criticism that the acceptence of Visesas in Brahman
would destroy its oneness quite as much as the acceptence of an
internal difference of substance and attributes therein, betrays a
presumption that Visesas must be different from the substance
(Visesin) which is categorically denied by Madhva. The criticism
also suffers from self-contradiction in that Madhusudana himself
declares that there can be no Visesas other than the distinctive
nature of things, and nothing more is claimed for the Visesas by
Madhva philosophers also. To say, as does the author of
Advaitasiddhi, that it is not the nature of Visesas in the Dvaita
system, simply shows that he has not rightly understood their true
nature according to the Dvaitins. But strangely enough, he himself
goes on to point out that "the Dvaitins unlike the Nyaya
Vaisesikas, do not regard their Visesas as different from the
essence of things:

Mƒ>{E|" —˙" l{ƒ>{f<E|"÷iÒ C˙"¡ÒÂ"{<|"ªi÷ÒCÎ" |˙"Î"˙"{E"å”÷Ò{ªiÓ" ˙"k"ßÎ"{|"Ø $ (p.807)
The author of Tarangini, therefore, points out that the talk
(of the Advaitin) of there being no Visesas, other than the
"distinctive natures of things" (|"y"lC"{‹"{ªÓ"C˙"¡ÒÂ") in itself involves
the presumption of Visesas:<˙"U"ik"w
p.383)

<˙"E"{ C˙"¡ÒÂ"{C"{‹"{ªÓÎ"{Î"·Í|"i# $ (Tg

In view of so much confusion even in learned quarters about
the true nature and scope of Visesas, it would be better to set forth
its authentic nature in the words of the original works clearly and
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categorically:

ÿ˙Î"ß"i˙" |"|"{i&E"E|"<˙"U"ik"{|ß"|"Î"{ C"l{ $ E"{E"{˙Î"˙"¸|"i∫if|"·: *** $$ (AV ii. 2.13)
Jayatirtha defines Visesas in the clearest terms as the
'potency of things'.

C˙"<E"˙"{f∫÷Ò{i <˙"U"ik"{i E"{ß", Â"l{¨"fU"<Í|"ª<„"<k"≤Î"|"{ß"Ø $ (Vadavali, p.97b)
Raghavendra's commentary on it clinches the matter once
for all : Â"l{¨"fU"<Í|"´ª<|" E" ˙"C|˙"E|"ª|˙"<ß"|Î"¨"f# $
Jayatirtha again writes
elsewhere :

E"E˙"Î"w <˙"U"ik"{i Î"<l ÿ˙Î"{|ß"˙", ÷Ò¨"w |"<∫f ÿ˙Î"CÎ" <˙"U"ik"# CÎ"{|"Ø? ß"˙"ß"Ø
<˙"E"{&<Â" „"iliE" |"|Â"‡<|"<E"<‹"E"{ <˙"U"ik"iÓ"˙" <˙"U"ik"CÎ" |"l”Î"|˙"{iÂ"Â"y"i# $ The

Vedaratnavali (written a century) before Nyayamrta and
Advatasiddhi) expounds the nature of Visesas as 'nothing but the
potency of things themselves.'

ÈÎ"w ˙"C|"·U"<Í|"# <˙"U"ik"{i <∫ È<„"Ô"ik˙"<Â" <˙"U"ik"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø $ <˙"U"ik" —<|" ˆ"”Î"|"i $
l”Â"l”¥Î"{i´ª˙"i|Î"·l{∫ªÓ"{¨"fß"Ø $ Ã÷Òß"i˙" ÿ˙Î"w Â"‡„"{Â"‡„"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"{÷Ò{ªiÓ"{˙"<|"Ê>|"i $ |"¨"{
U"<Í|"<˙"U"ik"{i&C|"”<|" ≤"i|"Ø, ∫E|" |"<∫f C" Ã˙" <˙"U"ik"# $ (Visesavada MS)
There is, thus no point in the criticism that 'if it is nondifferent from substance, we cannot call it Visesa.' Call it by
whatever name you will, Visesa will be there in the nature of
things as it is only another name for substance, with all its
wonderful capacities.
Madhva is thus fully justified in holding that it would be
impossible to establish any adequate theory of the relation
between substance and attributes without invoking the aid of
Visesas, which are also called Svarupavisesas in order to show
that they are not other than the Substance. Such Visesas are forced
upon us by the very laws of thought as a Sarvatantra siddhanta,
says Madhva:

ÈR"Óa>R"Óa>˙"{<l„Î"{w *** $ ß"∫{lªiÓ" <U"ª<C" <˙"U"ik"{i ‹"{Î"f Ã˙" <∫ $
Ã|"{MU"i <˙"U"ik"i&<Cß"E"Ø ÷Ò{i üik"{i ˙"{<lE"{w „"˙"i|"Ø ? (AV ii.2.28)
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They lurk everywhere in relations between substance and
attributes from whatever angle they may be approached, as the
'mysterious Mrs. Harris of metaphysics' as one writer has racily
put it. Visesa is just a 'peculiarity', an unnameable something
recognised by all, tacitly, and Madhva has only tried to give it an
apt and special name and a form and has rendered its existence
explicit, in the interest of clearness of thought and judgement. This
is no small service to scientific thinking and metaphysics.

Visesa as a Sarvatantrasiddhanta
Madhva undertakes to convince the open-minded that
Visesas must be accepted as a postulate of thought. There are only
three possible ways in which the relation of substance and
attributes can be conceived, viz. (1) that they are entirely different
from each other (atyantabhinna), (2) absolutely identical with
each other (abhinna), or (3) both identical and different
(bhinnabhinna). Thus three views have been put forward by the
Naiyayikas, the Advaitins and the Bhattas respectively. Madhva
shows by argument, that everyone of these views has ultimately to
fall back on Visesas. He, therefore examines and rejects them all,
in favour of a fourth view of Savisesabheda (identity based on
Visesas) as the only acceptable view, free from the difficulties
incidental to the other three.
The theory of absolute difference between substance and
attributes is not only full of difficulties but cannot also commend
itself to our philosophic imagination. Is the said difference no. (1)
different from the terms or identical with them? In the first case, is
the difference no. (2), also different from or identical with the
terms and so on indefinitely, so that we are left with a regress. If
difference no. 1 were identical with the terms, it cannot be
conceived as the difference of this or that term, as such
descriptions would themselves presuppose a difference. The terms
and the differences would all be synonymous. If the said
difference were said to be self-supporting, is such self-sufficiency
(svanirvahakatvam) different from or identical with the terms and
with the act of self-supporting? In the former case, an endless
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regress is sure to arise. In the latter case, the attributes of 'nirvahya'
and 'nirvahaka' given to Samavaya would make the subject and the
predicate overlap in the same act of self-supportingness. If it be
said that the difference between substance and attributes is
naturally endowed with such self-supporting and self-linking
capacity, it would be but another name for 'Visesas' and such
potency could as well be claimed for and vested in the substance
itself, instead of in 'difference'!
If substance and attributes are to be different and externally
related by Samavaya, the question arises if the Samavaya relation
too, is similarly related to the relata by another Samavaya and so
on. If Samavaya is self-linking (svanirvahaka), without the aid of
another link, such a self-linking capacity may be well be posited
of the substance itself, at the very outset, so that the luxury of an
additional relation (padartha) may be dispensed with : ‹"<ß"f÷Ò°Â"E"{|"{i

‹"ß"f÷Ò°Â"E"{ ˙"ªß"Ø $
If the difference between substance and attributes were,
however, identical with the relata, there would be no difference
left as such, but only the two terms. In the absence of any
difference, we cannot even speak of there being two terms,
substance and attribute as such, as even this idea is born of
difference. If the terms and difference are identical, one may
contend that difference alone exists as a matter of fact and no
terms whatever! Difference then, between substance and attributes
must be accepted not as being absolutely identical with the terms
but 'identical with a qualification' (Savisesabheda), that would
preserve all three of them intact and prevent their mutual
synonymity. Such distinction of reference may indeed be most
profitably attributed to the substances themselves, instead of the
relation of difference.
The Bhedabheda views of substance and attributes is in
need of Visesas at the very outset. Identity and difference being
opposites and therefore mutually exclusive, cannot be brought
together and conceived to coexist (samanadhikarana) without the
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aid of a mediating factor. Either of them could, therefore, be
invested with the peculiar capacity of putting up with its opposite :
„"ilC"<∫kÓ"·ª„"il# or È„"ilC"<∫kÓ"·„"ifl#. Such a peculiar capacity of making
opposites meet will indeed be a 'Visesa'.
Even supposing that substance and attributes are connected
by a relation of Bhedabheda, what will be the sort of relation
between the identity and the difference, mutually and to the terms?
If that is also one of bhedabheda, there will be a regress. If the
bhedabheda is to be accepted as svanirvahaka (self-linking), it can
only be so with the help of a peculiar potency in it called Visesa,
for want of a better name. If bheda and abheda are different from
the terms, there will be a regress. If identical, they cannot be
represented as 'belonging' to them (tadiya) without some kind of
peculiarity. Nor can difference and identity between the terms, be
again identical with them. If they are, difference and identity will
both become identical in their turn, which will lead to an absurdity
and there will be no possibility of establishing a relation between
them.
The doctrine of undifferenced reality (akhandata) of the
Advaita is equally dependent on Visesas. This may be illustrated
with reference to the famous difinitive text (laksanavakya) C"|Î"w

˘"{E"ß"E"E|"w µ"‡h" which is in the nature of a proposition or judgement
on the nature of Brahman and ascribes to it three attributes of
reality, consciousness and infinitude. It will be necessary to call to
aid Visesas if the unity of the judgement and the oneness of
Brahman in and through the three attributes are to be preserved.
Are the attributes satyam, jnanam and anantyam mutually
different or not? If they are, we have to admit an element of
plurality in Brahman, which cannot be. If they are all the same,
there is no need to predicate three of them, as any one of them
would do. They will thus be synonymous in effect (paryaya) and
hence redundant. It cannot be that there are subtle shades of
difference among them; for Brahman is ex hypothesi Nirvisesa,
i.e., without any shade of any kind of difference or plurality. Nor
can their employment be defended on the assumption of
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affirmation through negation of the opposites (ÈE"D|"{<l˙Î"{˙"D<y"ß"·R"iE").
Even there must be recognised some kind of distinction from the
opposites negated, as otherwise, the entire negation would be a
meaningless proposition.5 The distinction from unreality must
perforce be distinct from distinction from ignorance, limitation etc.
The doctrine of Savisesasbheda is thus forced upon all as a
universal principle (C"˙"f|"E‰"<C"’{E|"#). None who cares for the laws
of thought can escape it.
Madhva's Visesa is thus the counterpart of the priniciple of
identity-in-difference recognised by many Western philosophers
and that of Samavaya and Svarupasambandha recognised by the
Nyaya-Vaisesikas and the Advaitins respectively. But it is not just
another name of Samavaya. It is not a relation at all, in the sense
Samavaya is, though it is svanirvahaka like the latter. It has a clear
advantage over Samavaya, in that its self-sufficiency is more
directly and easily established than that of Samavaya.The
acceptance of Samavaya has to be supplemented by the
assumption of its self-sufficiency and ability to render a distinction
of reference without a distinction of essence possible (È<„"Ô"i

„"il˙Î"˙"∫{ª<E"Î"{ß"÷Òß"Ø) which is the
Visesas (‹"<ß"fˆ"‡{∫÷ÒÂ"‡ß"{Ó"<C"’ß"Ø).

hall-mark and raison d'etre of

Samavaya Too Needs Visesas
Moreover, Samavaya itself has different characteristics such as its
own existence, being inherent in the whole and its parts, being
nameable, knowable and being in relation. These characteristics
cannot be differentiated from the essence of Samavaya. For, if
different from Samavaya, these characteristics will have to be
brought into relation with it externally. Such a relation
------------------------------------------------------------------------------5.

Cf. ˙Î"{˙"Dy"i <E"<˙"fU"ik"i |"· <÷wÒ ˙Î"{˙"|Î"fµ"∫s|˙"|"# ? (Madhva, AV i. 2.21) Also
˙Î"{˙"Dy"<˙"U"ik"‚" ˙Î"{˙"|"f÷Ò<˙"U"ik"<E"µ"E‹"E"# $
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cannot be Samyoga (contact) which being a 'guna' is admissible
only in a dravya (which Samavaya is not). If the characteristics are
identical with Samavaya, how are we to account for the reference
to them in non-synonymous terms, their predicative relation with
Samavaya and syntactic reference to its characterisitcs by the use
of the genitive case: Samavayasya satta, jneyatvam, etc., and the
plurality of its characteristics or the condition of some of its
characteristics remaining unknown while Samavaya itself is
perceived, unless Samavaya, in its turn, is equipped with the
resilient power of Visesa to differentiate itself from its own self,
for purposes of such distiction of references without involving
distinction of essence? These difficulties can not be satisfactorily
explained, unless it is forced to take the help of 'Visesas'.
Visesas is not just another name of Samavaya, though, like
the latter, it is also self-distinguishing (svanirvahaka). In fact,
Visesa is neither a relation nor something different from substance
itself, in the sense in which Samvaya is.6 It is the immanent
dynamics of substance itself expressing itself through its essential
properties that is distinguished as Visesas of substance and
referred to in non-synonymous terms (aparyayasabda) in
apposition (samanadhikaranyaprayoga) as in 'Satyam jnanam
anantam Brahman."7
Substance is not a bare abstraction without facets
scintillating from its being. While the self-explicability of Visesa
is the self-explicability of substance itself and does not fall outside
its scope, the self-linking capacity ascribed to Samavaya in the
Vaisesika system comes into only when we cross the third stage
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.

C"ß"˙"{Î"# C"ßµ"E‹"{|ß"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø C˙"<E"˙"{f∫÷Ò#, E" ÿ˙Î"<ß"<|" ≤"iÔ" $ |"l<C"’{
C"ßµ"E‹"CÎ"{ÂÎ"<C"’i# $ (NS p.356 b)

7.

ˆ"·Ó"{l”E"{w ÿ˙Î"<˙"U"ik"|˙"iE", ÿ˙Î"ß"i˙" <˙"U"ik"U"Í|Î"˙" ÈÂ"Î"{fÎ"U"µl˙"{≤Î"|˙"{<l˙Î"˙"∫{ª∫i|"·„"f<˙"kÎ"<|" $ (NS p. 357 b)
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from substance itself, viz., its attributes, their difference and
the nexus of Samavaya. Thus, Visesas conceived as substance's
own power of self expression in terms of subject-property relation
(dharmadharmibhava) within itself has a decided advantage over
Samavaya, in that such self-expression is rendered possible by the
intrinsic power of nature of the subject itself whereas Samavaya
with its power of Svanirvahaktva, stands a few removes away
from the subject, in the process of integration. There is, therefore,
no special advantage in going so far from the subject (dravya) to
Samavaya and investing it with the power of self-explicability and
self-linking. The preference can be given to substance itself at the
very outset, in deference to the law of economy: Dharmikalpanato
dharmakalpana varam. Samavaya has been put up by the
Vaisesika school to account for the intimate relation as between
cause and effect, part and whole, subject and its attributes, etc., on
the ground of inherence of the latter in the former,– expressed in
terms of an 'iha pratyaya' such as 'the cloth in the threads here' (iha
tantusu patah) given in an inseparable relation (ayutasiddha), as
distinguished from absolutely different objects like a horse and a
cow.
But a closer examination resolves the inseparability into an
identity through Visesas. This can be seen from comparing two
such cognitions of 'iha pratyaya' as 'the threads and the cloth'
(tantu-pata) and 'fruits in the basket' (iha kunde badarani). Though
the relation of supporter and supported (adhara-adheya bhava) is
common to both these predications, we perceive a difference in
their complexion. That difference must lie in the identity of cloth
with threads and the difference between fruits and basket.
Judgments like 'iha tantusu patah' have, therefore, to be treated as
judgments of identity as distinguished from 'iha kunde badarani'. It
cannot be contended that the difference between the two
judgments is due (not to the identity or the difference, but) to the
inseparability (ayutasiddhi) of the relata in the one case and their
separability in the other and that 'ayutasiddhi' is evidence of
Samavaya. For, at the time of the existence of the adharaadheyabhava between the threads and the cloth and the basket and
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the fruits, the inseparability of the cloth from the threads and the
separability of the fruits from the basket, though true, make no
difference to the complexion of the two cognitions at the time. It is
irrelevant to the point that there may occur the separation of the
fruits from the basket later on, while there may not be the
separation between the threads and the cloth. But as Vyasatirtha
rightly points out in his Nym, the perceptual cognition of 'threadscloth' (tantupata) when it arises, does not take the form 'the
relation between the cloth and the threads is not going to be
destroyed' or 'that separation of the threads from the cloth is not
going to take place in future'. Sinilarly, the cognition of the fruits
in the basket, when it arises, does not take the form 'the relation
between the basket and the fruits will be snapped or that their
separation will take place at some future time.' The form of both
the cognitions is simply restricted to the existence of the cloth in
the threads and of the fruits in the basket. Nor does the cognition
of tantupata as such cognize the relationship in terms of their
Samavaya or inseparability of the relata. For this reason, the
cognition of Tantupata should be distinguished from that of
kundabadara only as a cognition of identity of the threads and the
cloth and that of the fruits and the basket as one of their
difference.8
So long as the difference and relationship are both admitted
by the Vasesikas, in respect of the threads and the cloth on the one
hand and the fruits and the basket on the other and insofar as the
subsequent termination of their relation or the future separation of
the relata has no bearing on the perception of Tantupata and
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------8.

È{oÎ"{o<Î"„"{˙"<E"Î"ß"{i fiÎ"·|"<C"<’# $ |"‰" |"l{E"”E|"E"{oÎ"{o<Î"„"{˙"#
÷·ÒÓa>µ"lª{l{˙"<Â" „"˙"<|" $ <E"Î"ß"C|"· E" |"E|"·Â"N>{<lµ"·’{˙"<Â" $ E"<∫ Â"‡|Î"A"{ |"E|"·Â"N>‹"”#,
|"E|"·Â"N>E"{U"{i ˙"{, |"E|"·Â"N><˙"„"{ˆ"{i ˙"{ E" „"<˙"kÎ"|"”|Î"{÷Ò{ª{ $ E"{<Â" ÷·ÒÓa>µ"lª‹"”# |"Î"{i#
C"ßµ"E‹"E"{U"{i ˙"{, ÷·ÒÓ∫µ"lª{<l<˙"„"{ˆ"{i ˙"{ „"<˙"kÎ"|"”|Î"{÷Ò{ª{ $ |"Cß"{l„"il<˙"k"Î"|˙"iE"˙"
˙"eA"ÓÎ"w ˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø $ (Nym ii. 16)
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Kundabadara respectively, no difference in the nature of the two
cognitions can be felt. Since a difference is clearly felt, the
differentium of the cognition of Tantu-pata from that of
Kundabadara has necessarily to be admitted to consist in the
identity of the threads and the cloth, leading to the acceptance of
Visesas to sustain dharmadharmibhava, adhara-adhyeyabhava, etc.
The argument of Samavaya from Ihapratyaya is not,
therefore, conclusive.
The concept of Visesas is thus Madhva's most original and
substantial contribution to the problem of substance and attributes
in Indian ontology. He is in no way indebted to Samavaya or any
other category of the Nyaya-Vaisesika for this. The general
impression of many that Madhva philosophy is based on the
doctrine of the Nyaya-Vaisesikas and their categories has already
been shown to rest on ignorance of facts and imperfect
understanding of the basic principles of ontology on which the
realism of Madhva is constructed. It may perhaps be said with
better reason that the 'Visesas' of Madhva are reared on the ashes
of Samavaya.
Lastly, it has nothing save its name in common with the
Viesesas of the (Nyaya-) Vaisesikas. It is easily distinguishable
from the Vaisesikas, Visesas which are ex hypothesi restricted to
eternal entities alone: <E"|Î"ÿ˙Î"˙"Dy"Î"{i <˙"U"ik"{C|˙"E"E|"{ Ã˙" (Muktavali). But
Madhva's Visesas are not confined to eternal substances. They
exist in non-eternals also. The purpose and function of Visesas too
are different in the two system. According to the Vaisesikas these
peculiarities are found in eternal things alone like paramanus and
serve to distinguish one eternal from another and one eternal of a
genus from others of the same class. They are accordingly known
as 'Vyavartaka-Visesas' and apply where such differentiation
(vyavrtti) is not otherwise possible through class-concept or other
means, as between a pot and a cloth. They are not, therefore,
recognised by the Naiyayikas in 'Savayava' entities, which can be
distinguished from one another through distinction of parts.
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Function of Visesas
The function of Visesas, in Madhva's philosophy, is not
merely to distinguish, but to unify the part and the whole, and to
render a distinction of reference, without one of existence or
essence possible, where necessary or desired, into substance and
attribute, part and whole etc., within inseparable wholes. The
Visesas of the Vaisesikas, on the other hand, operate only in cases
of absolute difference. This fact is of utmost importance. It suffices
to keep the Visesas of the two systems as the poles apart and
expose the fallacious assumption of some scholars that the Visesas
of Madhva's system are either derived from or inspired by those of
the Nyaya-Vaisesikas. It is the failure to grasp the true nature of
Visesas taught by Madhva, that is responsible for the wholly
misleading estimate of its role in his philosophy that we have in
such sweeping assertions as "By means of the category of Visesas,
it will be possible for us to account for the world of distinction
without assuming them to be ultimate" (Radhakrishnan, I. Phil.
ii.p.746); "It is through the functioning of Visesas that we have
difference or Bheda" (ibid 746). It is, therefore, necessary to point
out that Visesas have been admitted by Madhva only in cases of
absence of actual difference, as between parts and whole,
substance and attributes, etc. and where despite such absence of
actual difference, a certain measure of internal distinction of parts,
qualities or aspects is met with, in lay and scientific parlance and
validated by experience. Visesa is, thus, a category of thought or a
power of things inherent in them which, by definition, is intended
to justify and rationalise this lay and scientific acceptance of
'difference in identity'. The Vadaratnavali makes this raison d'etre
of the acceptance of Visesas, clear: E" ≤"˙"w x"N>Â"N>{liª<Â" „"il{„"{˙"ß"å”÷DÒ|Î",

<˙"U"ik"µ"eiE"˙" „"il˙Î"˙"∫{ª<C"<’# CÎ"{<l<|" ˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø $ |"‰" „"ilCÎ" Â"‡|Î"A"{<C"’|˙"{|"Ø $ Î"‰" <∫
„"il{„"{˙"i Â"‡ß"{Ó"ß"<C|", „"il˙Î"˙"∫{ª‚" Â"‡<ß"|"#, |"‰"˙" „"ilÂ"‡<|"<E"<‹"<˙"fU"ik"#
Â"‡ß"{Ó"üÎ"{EÎ"¨"{E"·Â"Â"yÎ"{ <∫ ≈Â"Â"{l÷Ò|"Î"{ „"il÷Ò{Î"f÷DÒ<l|Î"{÷Ò{ªiÓ"˙" ÷Ò°ÂÎ"|"i $ It can,
on no account, be applied or extended to cases where a genuine
and absolute difference reigns supreme, and where there is no
room for the slightest trace of factual identity (svarupaikya) or
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coexistence (samanadhikaranya). It cannot, therefore be
universally substituted in all cases of actual difference in the world
as between man and a horse and difference as such and as a
category of thought banished from the world of experience, or
dismissed as not being 'ultimate'. To attempt such a substitutiuon
is to confuse the original with the substitute and prevent the
function of the latter by extending it beyond its legitimate scope
and sphere of application. Difference and Visesa have each its
own place in life well defined and their jurisdiction is fixed
beyond possibility of encroachment. It will be illegitimate then, to
suggest that difference as such can be replaced by Visesas
everywhere under all circumstances and that we may account for
the world of difference without assuming it to be 'ultimate',
through the miraculous help of visesas. It should not be lost sight
of that Visesas are strictly limited to cases of proved basic identity,
which however admit of an internal distinction of reference, valid
in experience: Î"‰" „"il{„"{˙"# Â"‡ß"{Ó"{˙"<C"|"{i „"˙"i|"Ø, |"‰"˙" <˙"U"ik"{i

˙Î"˙"∫{ª<E"˙"{f∫÷Ò{i&å”<÷‡ÒÎ"|"i $ ˆ"˙"{<lk"· |"· „"ilCÎ"˙" Â"‡ß"{Ó"<C"’|˙"{|"Ø E" ˙Î"˙"∫{ª{i
<˙"U"ik"<E"µ"E‹"E" —<|" $ Jayatirtha: GT-Nyayadipika, p. 182). The position
cannot be made clearer than this. Nor can the operation of Visesas
in their own sphere of difference-in-identity in any way lessen the
ultimacy of Difference as a category of experience in other
spheres. The one does not and cannot annul the other from its
legitimate sphere. Both are necessary for an intelligible and
satisfactory interpretation of reality. 'Bheda' and 'Visesa' may,
therefore, be described as the two facets of Madhva's ontology.
Madhusudana Sarasvati has objected that as both Difference
and Visesa fulfil the same function of differentiating, there is no
sufficient reason to give the chief place to Difference and make
Visesa its substitute only (pratinidhi). It may as well be dispensed
with. The Tarangini answers him. The consensus among
philosophers is sufficient reason to accord Difference the chief
place. There is no such consensus in regard to Visesas. Even the
Mayavadin admits Difference though he regards it as 'mithya', but
he will not recognise Visesa even on those terms: E"E"±„"Î"{iª<Â"
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„"il÷Ò{Î"f÷Ò{´ª|˙"{|"Ø E" ß"·RÎ"{i „"il —|Î"‰" Â"‡ß"{Ó"ß"<C|" $ ß"˙"ß"Ø C"˙"{f<˙"˙"{lCÎ"˙" ß"{E"|˙"{|"Ø $
E"<∫ <˙"U"ik"i C"˙"{f<˙"˙"{l{i&<C|" $ C"˙"fC"äª˙"{<lE"{ „"il˙"|"Ø <ß"¨Î"{„"±|"CÎ"{<Â"
<˙"U"ik"CÎ"{E"å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $ (Nym Tarangini, p.334.b)
In his NS Jayatirtha has brought out the point that
multiplicity is not necessarily concomitant with absolute
difference in all cases. In other words, we have to accept two kinds
of Vyapti : (i) where the language of difference (bhedavyavahara)
is employed as between two or more absolutely different
substances or things and (ii) where a subject-attribute relationship
(dharma-dharmibhava) is recognised within a single substance, in
regard to its essential attributes which are otherwise established by
valid means of proof to be identical with the substance itself and
spoken of in appropriate language as admitting of a distinction of
reference in practical parlance and scientific thought and usage
(without implying a distinction of essence).
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CHAPTER VIII
MADHVA'S DOCTRINE OF 'DIFFERENCE'
MADHVA rejects the universal as a natural corollary of his
doctrine of uniqueness of the particular, be it a person or a thing.
This uniqueness is to be understood in terms of difference from all
else. Difference is not merely a component part of reality, but
constitutes its very essence. so much so, that to know a thing is to
know it as distinct from all others, in a general way and from
some in a particular way : Â"‡{Î"# C"˙"f|"{i <˙"eA"Ó"w <∫ Â"l{¨"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"w MUÎ"|"i
(VTN).
This is because difference constitutes the essence of things
(dharmisvarupa) and is not merely an attribute of them, related
from outside. A substance, according to Madhva, is not a bare
substratum of qualities, or an abstraction, but a synthetic unity,
capable of inner distinction of parts and aspects, in speech and
thought, according to exigencies under the aegis of Visesas. For,
difference cannot be taken to be flatly and colorlessly identical
with objects (but only colorfully identical or savisesabhinna) lest
judgements of both identity and difference, that we do have of
them should become unaccountable.
Such, in brief, is Madhva's theory of Difference. It is plainly
different from the Nyaya-Vaisesika and Mimamsa view and this is
another striking proof that the logico-philosophical bases of
Madhva's system are in no way borrowed from or inspired by
these pre-Madhva realisms and that they are the result of
independent cogitation on the problems of philosophy.
We have seen that God, matter and souls constitute the three
major realities of Madhva's system. The number of souls is
unlimited and the modifications of matter are numerous, in various
states. These three are conceived as distinct entities. The reality of
God is of the independent grade. That of the rest is dependent.
Between matter and souls, the former is of a lesser grade of reality.
It is only in this sense that we can speak of 'degrees' of reality in
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this system. The reality of things in space and time involves the
differences in name, form, attributes, relations, and tendencies.
These manifold differences are generally classified under these
heads: (1) Sajatiya or difference of one thing from others of its
own kind, (2) Vijatiya or difference from those of another kind,
and (3) Svagata or internal distinctions within an organic whole.
The last one is not admitted by Madhva in its absolute sense. In
the sphere of the other two differences he has adumbrated a
scheme of 'five-fold Difference' (Pancabheda)1:–
Jiva … (2) ….
(1 )

Isvara … (3) ….
(5)

Jiva ----------------------|

Jada
(4)
Jada

This fivefold difference is collectively spoken of by
Madhva as 'Pra-panca' – Â"‡÷DÒƒ># Â"Å"<˙"‹"{i „"il# Â"‡Â"Å"# (VTN). It is real and
eternal and admits of no stultification.2
Advaitins have sought to deny the reality of this fivefold
difference in establishing their thesis of the falsity of all the three
entities.

C˙"{˘"{E"÷Ò<°Â"|"¬"ˆ"|Â"ªß"iX"ª|˙"¬"”˙"|˙"„"il÷Òe·k"”÷DÒ|"„"±ß"„"{˙"{ $
(Samksepasariraka, i. 2)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Jayatirtha, in his Commentry on VTN shows how this five-fold
distiction is clearly presupposed in the very terms of predication made in
the MandUp text ÈE"{<lß"{Î"Î"{ (1.16) and Èü|"# C"˙"f„"{˙"{E"{ß"Ø (i.10)...
2. Jayatirtha, has explained the derivation of the term on the basis of
Panini, V.1.60: Â"Å"{E"{w ˙"ˆ"f# Â"Å"# $ ëÂ"Å"lØlU"|"{ ˙"ˆ"if ˙"{í —<|" ˙"{U"µliE"

Â"Å"U"µlCÎ"{<Â" <E"Â"{|"{å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø, Â"‡÷DÒƒ># Â"Å"# Â"‡Â"Å"# $ Â"‡÷DÒƒ>|"{ ≤", ß"{iA"{å˘"{E"|"Î"{
„"˙"<|" $ (NS i, 230 b)
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They have, therefore, subjected the concept of Difference to
a searching criticism and sought to discredit the logical realism of
the Nyaya-Vaisesika and Mimamsa schools, grounded in the
reality of difference, Realistic Vedantins like Ramanuja and
Madhva have, therefore, been obliged to review these criticisms of
the famous dialecticians of the Advaita school and redefine their
attitude to Difference in such a way as to overcome the difficulties
raised by them. We may, therefore, examine Madhva's position
with reference to some of these criticisms of the category of
'Difference',
urged
by
the
Advaitic
dialecticians.
There are only two possible ways in which difference
could be conceived : (1) as an attribute of things
(dhamabhedavada) and (2) as an integral part of the thing itself
(dharmasvarupa). Neither can be said to be entirely free from
logical difficulties. All attempts at conceiving of difference in a
logical manner are eluded by it. Advaitins therefore hold that it
cannot be 'real' (pramanika) and must, therefore, be put down as a
product of Avidya. For the conception of difference is vitiated by
many fallacies, such as interdependence and infinite regress, if
regarded as an attribute of things. Whether difference is viewed as
in its turn 'different' from its relata or as different-cum-identical
with them, this relation again will have to be similarly viewed as
so related and that again similarly, ad infinitum.
The supposition of 'identity' between difference and the
object will tend to abolish the reality of difference altogether and
leave the object alone to exist, inasmuch as difference cannot
claim to have a separate existence of its own, apart from an object:

„"ilCÎ" ˙"C|"·E"{i „"ili, „"il{„"ili ≤", |"CÎ" |"CÎ" „"il{üC|"·E"‚" ÈEÎ"{i&EÎ"{i „"il —<|"
ÈE"˙"C¨"{E"{Ô" ÷Ò<‚"lØ „"il{i ˙"C|"· C"wCÂ"DU"i|"Ø $ È„"ili |"·, Ã÷Òß"i˙", |"Ç" ˙"C|˙"i˙", E" „"il Ã˙" $
˙"C|˙"„"{˙"i |"CÎ"{ÂÎ"„"{˙"{|"Ø $ (Istasiddhi, (GOS, p.23)
The theory of difference as 'Dharmasvarupa', held by the
Prabhakaras, is equally objectionable. For difference, being in the
nature of disjunction (vidaranatma), the oneness of a thing will be
in danger of disruption by the numerous disjunctions (distinctions)
which will form part of or constitute its nature and penetrate its
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very essence and individuality. The oneness or integrality of the
object will thus be destroyed and in the absence of oneness,
manyness also would cease to be, so that only nullity (sunyata)
would be left in the end: <˙"l{ªÓ"{|ß"E"{i „"ilCÎ" ˙"C|"·C˙"¡ÒÂ"|˙"i, E" <÷ÒÅ"E"÷wÒ ˙"C|"·

CÎ"{|"Ø *** Ã˙"w ≤" U"±EÎ"|"˙" |"{<y˙"÷Òî <˙"X"CÎ" È{Â"ùi|" $

(Anandabodha,

Nyayamakaranda, pp. 45.46)
Thirdly, if difference were included in the essence of a
thing, such difference should become fully known, once the object
is known, and there will be no more room for doubts of any kind
subsequently, so far as that thing and its difference from others are
concerned. But such is not the case in experience. This shows that
difference cannot be treated as the essence of things, but as
something outside their content: Î"<l ≤" C˙"¡ÒÂ"w „"il#, |"l{ ‹"<ß"f<Ó" Mi> C˙"¡ÒÂ"w

Mƒ><ß"<|" πÒ<≤"Ô" C"Eli∫# CÎ"{|"Ø $

(Sriharsa, Khandanakhandakhadya,

p.210)
Lastly, difference is not cognised by itself and
independently but only in relation to its terms, either as qualifying
them, or as being qualified by them. But in any case, unless the
terms themselves are previously cognised, their difference from
each other which is either attributive, or bound up with the
cognition of the correlate, and counter-correlate, cannot be. But
then, the cognition of the terms is dependent on that of the
difference already referred to. There is thus an inescapable
(mutual) interdependence involved in any attempt to define the
nature of difference or conceive of it.3
It is evident from the writings of Madhva, that he has
carefully examined the problem in the light of these and many

3. „"il{i <∫ E" C˙"|"E‰"# Â"‡|"”Î"i|" <÷ÒE|"·, x"N>Â"N><˙"U"ik"Ó"|"Î"{, |"<üU"ikÎ"|"Î"{ ˙"{ $ |"¨"{≤",

x"N>Â"N>{<˙"<|" ˙"{, x"N>Â"N>Î"{i´ª<|" ˙"{ <ü|˙"{˙"<≤™>Ô"Î"{ix"fN>Â"N>Î"{i<˙"fU"ik"Ó"<˙"U"ikÎ"|"Î"{ Â"‡|"”|"{,
„"ilÂ"‡|"”|"i# $ <˙"U"ik"Ó"{<lÂ"‡|"”|"i<˙"fU"ikÎ"{<lÂ"‡|"”<|"÷Ò{Î"f|˙"{|"Ø, <˙"U"ik"Ó"<˙"U"ikÎ"„"{˙"Â"‡|"”|"i‚"
„"ilÂ"‡|"”|Î"Â"iA"{ $ |"¨"{ ≤"{EÎ"{iEÎ"{oÎ"|"{ $ (VTNt, p.48)
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other criticisms of the Advaitic dialecticians like Mandana,
Vimuktatman, Anandabodha, Sriharsa and Citsukha and has
attempted to find a way out. His position may be summed up in a
few words: Whatever may be the difficulties in the way of
expounding the nature of difference and accounting for its
perception, the fact of its experience cannot be denied. If logical
difficulties are felt in elucidating the process by which it comes to
be apprehended, it is open to us to go beyond the accepted theories
on the subject and explore the possibilities of other suitable
explanations and adopt newer angles of vision in dealing with the
issue, without discrediting the very truth and reality of the
experience of difference itself as such. It would be unphilosophical
to give up the attempt as beyond solution: E"<∫ Â"‡<÷‡ÒÎ"{Â"´ªA"Î"{i

˙"C|"·Â"´ªA"Î"{lØ µ"e˙"{E"Ø :– (Jayatirtha, Mith. Kh., p.8), much more so, to
try to escape the responsibility by condemning the perception of
difference as a delusion and giving it a bad name (and hanging it)
as the Advaitins have done! Moreover, granting that all known
theories on the nature of difference are untenable, it would still be
impossible to prove that the conception of difference is itself a
delusion, simply because of our incapacity to make it conform to a
definite pattern already familiar to us, or to define it in some
particular way. The Advaitins have not shown and could not show
that the ways and means of accounting for the perception of
difference, which they have attempted to overthrow, are the only
ways of defining it or that they could not be bettered or improved
by suitable devices : <÷ÒÅ", CÂ"ƒ>Mw> „"illU"fE"w Â"‡÷Ò{ª{E|"ªw ÷Ò°Â"<Î"kÎ"<|", È<Cß"Ô"i˙"

˙"{ Â"‡÷Ò{ªi ÷Òß"ÂÎ"˙"{E|"ª<˙"U"ik"w ÷Ò°Â"Î"<|" $ E" |"· C˙"Î"w <E"˙"|"f|"i $ (CTNt. p.52).
They could not show that the concept itself was fraught
with such inherent contradictions that in whatever way it may be
defined, one cannot escape them. To show that particular
definitions or methods of explanation are wrong, is not to show
that the things themselves are indefinable and, therefore, unreal. In
order to show that, a particular concept has got to be analysed on
the basis of its own occurrence and the inconsistencies involved in
such an analysis, shown. The Advaitins could not afford to do this
as they themselves are obliged to accept the category of difference
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and make use of it, not in criticising the doctrines of their rivals,
where one could plead the right of Â"ªEÎ"{Î"C|"· l…k"Ó"ß"Ø, but in
formulating some of their own Siddhantas on topics like
Anirvacaniya and Jiva-Brahmaikya. For example, 'anirvacaniya' is
defined by Advaitins as C"lC"<üeA"Ó"|˙"ß"Ø or the nature of being
different from Sat and Asat, in essence. This element of
'difference' from Sat and Asat, which is the nature of Mithyatva,
must be real and true; in which case it would be impossible to hold
all differences to be false. It cannot be claimed that the distinction
from Sat and Asat, present in the conception of Mithyatva, is a
spurious one, while the difference that is sought to be denied by
Advaitin is of the genuine order (Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷Ò), and that, therefore,
there is no self-contradiction in his theory of difference and its
application. In that case, Sadvailaksanya and Asad-vailaksanya
being both of them admittedly false, the universe will have to be
regarded as both existent and non-existent (sadasadatmaka), rather
than as something different from both. Such a position will be
inconsistent with the Siddhanta of the Advaitins.
Difference in implicit in Badhakajnana
The dismissal of difference as a fiction of thought and its
relegation to the category of delusion as a product of Avidya,
gives rise to a serious difficulty in defining the nature of
tattvajnana, in Advaita. This knowledge of ultimate truth is said to
be knowledge of non-duality (abheda-jnana) which operates as a
'Badhaka-jnana' in stultifying the agelong perception of difference
and duality. Such a sublating cognition must naturally involve an
element of difference and 'opposition' to the past. One is,
therefore, entitled to ask if the Badhaka-jnana of non-duality
embodies some content of difference from the earlier state of
knowledge, or it simply takes the 'form' non-difference? In the
former case, the reality of difference of some kind will stand
conceded and come to stay even after the birth of Tattvajnana, if it
is not to relapse into the former state of ignorance! If, however, the
tattvajnana of the Advaitin is simply one of non-duality, it will be
necessary to define the precise significance of the negative
element (a-bheda) in terms of one or the other of the three well108
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known meanings of 'otherness', 'negation' or 'opposition'. In any
alternative, difference and its reality will be implicated. For the
stultifying knowledge which is to take the form of 'absence of
difference' or bhedabhava, must necessarily fix and define its
content as something different from its counter-correlate (bheda).
It must, in other words, be expressed in any of these three forms:
'There is not, difference' (now): or 'there is no difference (here)' or
else 'that something has till now been passing for difference'.
Everyone of these forms of the sublating cognition will involve an
element of difference and would be powerless to transcend it. In
this way, the denial of the reality of difference, by the Advaitin,
will involve a self-contradiction, in the last analysis.
Madhva meets the logical objections to the reality of
difference, positively also. The so-called difficulties of
interdependence etc., are no bar to the validity of the experience of
difference:ÈEÎ"{iEÎ"{oÎ"CÎ" Â"‡ß"{|˙"{Â"‡<|"µ"E‹"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø (Jayatirtha, VTNt. p.52).
It is possible to find other ways of overcoming these and
justify the perception of difference and its reality. Otherwise, it
would be equally impossible for the Advaitin to show that the
realisation of non-difference is the highest teaching of Vedanta, to
be attained by study and meditation; for the conception of Abedha
(non-difference) is as much open to these logical difficulties as
'Difference' itself.
It should be noted, in this connection, that most of the
criticisms of the Advaitic dialecticians of the concept of
difference, made before the time of Madhva, have reference
primarily to the views about difference held by the NyayaVaisesika and Mimamsa realists. The former have treated
difference as an attribute of objects. Such a position is hardly
tenable, as writers like Vimuktatman and Citsukha have rightly
shown. But the other view of difference as 'Dharmisvarupa', or as
constituting the essence of objects, does not seem to have been
held by any save Mimamsakas of the Prabhakara school. The
Advaitic dialecticians have, no doubt, urged objections against this
view also. But their criticisms in this respect, do not affect the new
and distictive theory of the nature and status of difference
formulated by Madhva, and expounded by Jayatirtha, on the basis
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of the new priciple of 'Visesas' and 'Savisesabheda', proposed by
Madhva. These early Advaitic dialecticians, till the day of
Citsukha, and including him, do not seem to have been aware of
the doctrine of Visesas introduced by Madhva for the first time in
Indian philosophy, or its repercussions on the discussion and
settlement of the problem of difference. This is conclusive proof
of the fact that Madhva's new doctrine of Visesas and its
application to the rationalisation of the perception of difference,
heralds almost a revolution in the history of logic and Vedanta, in
the Middle Ages. With its help Madhva gives a new orientation to
the doctrine of difference and tides over the difficulties raised by
Advaitic dialecticians against the theory of Dharmisvarupabhedavada. He straightway agrees with his critics that difference
as an attribute of things (dharmabhedavada) is untenable4. In
doing this, he has gone far ahead of the Ramanuja school which
clings to the theory of Dharmabhedavada. If the new solution of
Difference as Savisesabhinna (colorfully identical) with the
substratum, does not commend itself to Advaitins who came after
Madhva, it is not because of any further difficulty in the
conception of difference viewed in the light of Visesas, but
because of a deep-rooted metaphysical bias in favour of the
unreality of difference and the Nirvisesatva of reality. Difference,
then, according to Madhva, is not something that falls outside the
content of an object or what is generally considered to constitute
its essence:
‹"<ß"fÂ"‡|"”<|"ªi˙" „"ilÂ"‡|"”<|"´ª<|" Â"‡|"”<|"üÎ"{„"{˙"{|"Ø5 (VTNt. p.48)
The 'thing-in-itself' is a metaphysical abstraction. A thing
is what it is, just because of and not in spite of its difference from
4. This is the reason why Vyasatirtha and the other
followers of Madhva have not felt called upon to meet the
arguments directed against the conception of difference as
Prthaktva, Vaidharmya etc. For further remarks on this see
Dasgupta; I.Phil. IV. pp. 179-80; Chandradhar Sharma, Cri. Sur.
I.Phil. p.375; Dr. Narain, Critique of Madhva Refutation of
Sankara Vedanta, p. 195 and my HDSV pp. 313-14..
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others. In perception, the essence of a thing is the sum total of its
distinction from others:È|"{i˙Î"{˙"D<y"ªi˙" C˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø (Taitt Up Bhasya,
p.10). A world of difference lies latent and hidden in the bosom of
everything. But these differences are not all of them necessary or
presented to cognition in detail, every time an object is perceived.
The number of differences that might be perceived and correlated
depends on the exigencies of the situation and selective interest.
Out of the world of differences with which an object is for the
nonce placed in apposition, only such as are relevant to the
occasion or interest of the percipient are marked and emphasised
and the rest excluded and ignored without any reference to their
counter-correlates. It follows then that in all acts of perception of
an object, its difference from others is revealed in the same act, in
a general way and for the most part : Â"‡{Î"# C"˙"f|"{i <˙"eA"Ó"w <∫ Â"l{¨"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"w

MUÎ"|"i (Madhva,VTN). Where however doubts arise, they must be
put down to the perception of differences from a few prominent
counter-correlates only and missing the differences from others,
owing to their bearing in question, aided by other unfavourable
conditions like distance, want of sufficient light etc. : ÷·Ò|"<‚"lØ
(Vadavali,
p.83). The sphere of doubt is thus limited to cases of resemblance
and other contributory factors. It is by no means unlimited as the
objectors make out: Î"l{ |"· C"wU"”Î"|"i, |"l{&<Â" ÷·Ò|"<‚"lØ ˙Î"{˙"Dy"ß"i˙" MUÎ"|"i $ E"<∫

˙Î"{˙"Dy"CÎ" ˙"C|"·E"# Â"‡|"”|"{˙"<Â" ˙Î"{˙"D<y"<˙"U"ik"{ˆ"‡∫Ó"{li˙" C"wU"Î"{iÂ"Â"y"i#

C"˙"f<ß"lw „"˙"<|", E"˙"i<|" ÷ÒCÎ"<≤"|"Ø C"wU"Î"# $ (Taitt Up Bhasya ii); ˘"{|˙"˙" Â"‡{Î"#
C"˙"f|"{i ˙"eA"ÓÎ"w Î"<|÷Ò<Å"li˙" C"MU"i C"wU"Î"w ÷Òª{i<|" (VTN, p.5). This disposes of
the objections of Sriharrsa :

-

Î"<l C˙"¡ÒÂ"w „"il# CÎ"{|"Ø, |"l{ ‹"<ß"f<Ó" Mi>, C˙"¡ÒÂ"w Mƒ><ß"<|" πÒ<≤"Ô" C"wU"Î"# CÎ"{|"Ø $
(Khandanaii.,p.210).
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. 'The perception of a given object is the same as the perception
of its difference from others. There are no two perceptions here –
the perception of the thing in itself and of its difference from
others. Hence, there is no room for the fallacy of interdependence
in perception, as alleged.'
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Difference being thus dharmisvarupa, the so-called perception of
the object is nothing but the perception of its difference– , in other
words, the perception of an object is the same as the perception of
its difference from all others in a general and from some in a
specific way. Inasmuch, then, as there are no two perceptions here,
but only one unitary act of cognition, and inasmuch as there are no
two things cognised (viz., the object and difference) but only one,
there is no room for the fallacy of interdependence at all : C" ≤" „"il{i

‹"<ß"fÓ"# C˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"i˙"i<|" ‹"<ß"fÂ"‡|"”<|"ªi˙" „"ilÂ"‡|"”<|"´ª<|" Â"‡|"”<|"üÎ"{„"{˙"{|"Ø E"{EÎ"{iEÎ"{oÎ"|"{ $
(VTNt. p.48). This disposes of the objection of interdependence
raised by Citsukha and others. Though, difference is admittedly
the nature (svarupa) of objects, the acceptance of Visesas in the
svarupa of these objects renders occasional doubts possible:
C"<˙"U"ik"|˙"iE" ˘"{|"{˘"{|"|˙"{iÂ"Â"y"i# $ (NS, p.382).
This disposes of the objection of Sriharsa that doubts would be
unaccountable if difference were regarded as the essential nature
of objects, and Vimuktatman : È„"ili |˙"i÷Òß"i˙" |"Ç" ˙"C|˙"i˙", E" „"il Ã˙". As
Jayatirtha points out, the mediation of Visesas meets all these
difficulties effectively: <˙"U"ik"iÓ" ÈEÎ"|"ªß"{‰"{˙"U"ik"‚" E" „"˙"<|"- <˙"U"ik"CÎ"

„"ilÂ"‡<|"<E"<‹"|˙"{|"$(VTNt.p.52).

Dr. Narain has raised another objection in his Critique of Madhva
Refutation of Sankara Vedanta that if the Madhva theory of
Svarupabheda and the reality of difference be accepted, then the
presence of the pot in the jar (dharmi) should be maintained,
which is ludicrous (Op.Cit. p.193). This objection has been met by
Jayatirtha and Vyasatirtha in the NS (p.382). and Nym (ii.15) with
the answer that the counterpositive in such cases functions merely
as an indicating factor (upalaksana or jnapaka) in producing the
knowledge of the indicated (upalaksya) while itself remaining
(tatastha) outside the dharmi.6
There is thus no logical impediment, whatever, in regarding
Difference as 'Dharmisvarupa' constituting the essence of objects.
In the light of Visesa, the category of difference has been fully
vindicated by Madhva and shown to be perfectly valid and
intelligible.
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6. Read :–

Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"x"<N>|"CÎ" „"ilCÎ" ‹"<ß"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"|˙"i Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"E"{i&<Â" |"‰"
<E"ß"É"E"w CÎ"{<l<|" ≤"i|"Ø- <÷wÒ C"ß„"{˙"E"Î"ilß"·≤Î"|"i, ≈|" ˙Î"{¥Î"{? E"{&ù#,
Â"‡<U"<¨"eß"±e|˙"{|"Ø $ E"{<Â" <ü|"”Î"# $ ë<≤"‰"ˆ"·ª{E"”Î"|"{ß"Øí, ë÷Ò{U"”<E"˙"{C"” C"ß"{ˆ"|":í
—|Î"{l{ |"l„"{˙"{|"Ø $ *** ˙Î"{˙"|"f÷Ò|˙"ß"{‰"iÓ" Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"E"{ß"·Â"Î"{iˆ"{<l<|" µ"‡±ß"# $ (NS,
ii.p.381)

E"E"· Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"E"# ≈Â"eA"Ó"|˙"i ÷Òl{<≤"|÷Ò{÷Ò{˘"{E"i&<Â" ˆ"D∫˘"{E"˙"|"Ø Â"‡<|"Î"{iˆÎ"˘"{E"i&<Â"
„"il˘"{E"w CÎ"{<l<|" ≤"i|"Ø, |"fif˘"{E"{ù˘"{E"i&<Â" ÷Òl{<≤"y"<Ô"˙"D|Î"{<l˘"{E"w CÎ"{|"Ø $
È¨"{iÂ"eA"Ó"CÎ"{<Â"
Â"‡<|"Î"{iˆÎ"{li˘"{fE"ß"·Â"eAÎ"-È„"{˙"
C"{MUÎ"{<l˘"{E"÷Ò{ªÓ"w
Mƒ><ß"|Î"l{ik"<ß"<|" ≤"i|"Ø, C"ß"w Â"‡÷DÒ|"i&<Â" $ |"Cß"{|"Ø Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"E" ≈Â"eA"Ó"|˙"{Ô"
‹"<ß"fÓÎ"E|"„"{f˙"# $ Ã˙"w ≤"ëÂ"·Pk"{¨"if ls#R"<ß"˙" µ"‡h"ÓÎ"˘"{E"˙"y"¨"{ $
ß"{iA"i ≤" ß"{i∫˙"|"Ø E"{E|"ˆ"f|"w ÷Ò·ß„"{<l÷wÒ Â"Ni> $
|"N>C¨"|˙"i&<Â" ÷·Òß„"{liªÂ"‡|"”|"{ E" „"il‹"”# $
È˘"{E"{liªÂ"‡|"”|"{ |"’{EÎ"{ùÂ"‡|"”<|"˙"|"Ø $$í (Nym ii.15)
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CHAPTER IX
SOME OTHER CATEGORIES : VISISTA, AMSI
AND SAKTI
We may now turn to a few other categories of Dvaita
ontology which have a bearing of Madhva's theology and
cosmology also. These are (1) the group of three represented by
Visesana, Visesya and Visista, (2) the pair represented by Amsa
and Amsi and (3) Sakti.
VISISTA
Visista includes the Visesana and Visesya. Visista means
the composite whole. Visesana means the component or the
qualifying element or adjunct and Visesya or Suddha the
substance to which the qualifying element is attached, – in other
words the thing-in-itself.
The conception of Visista varies in the different schools.
The conceptual Realists would not look upon it as objectively real:

<˙"U"ik"Ó"w <˙"<U"w> ≤" |"|C"ßµ"E‹"∂Òe{Â"f÷Òß"Ø $
˘"{E"¡ÒÂ"w C˙"C"{ß"¨Î"{flØ <˙"<U"ƒ><ß"<|" ˆ"”Î"|"i $$
The Vaisesikas also do not recognise the Visista to be other
than the Visesana, Visesya and their relation. Thus, the Visista is
that entity which is the object of the qualified judgements such as
Agniman paravatah, Dandi Devadattah, Isvaras Sarvajnah.
It cannot be contended that the qualified justifying 'the
Visistavyavahara is engendered by the Visesya, Visesana and their
relation and is, therefore, nothing more. For the judgement is
something more than the collective knowledge (samuhalambanajnana). It is a unitary cognition. Moreover, the counter-correlate of
Visistabhava cannot be either the bare Visesya or Visesana. We
have, therefore, to recognise that Visista is a new entity
(dravyantara) produced by Visesana acting as the material cause
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in contiguity with Visesya – the contiguity acting as the efficient
cause of the transformation. Or, Visesya itself may be regarded as
the material cause, or both Visesana and Visesya severally – their
products being mutually identical. Or, Visista may be regarded as
produced conjointly by Visesana and Visesya. In such a case,
there is no fear of overlapping of genus (Jatisankarya) in the
effect, as between dravyatva and gunatva in the product. For these
two being mutually concomitant, there is no room for mutual
intersection of natures.
Visistakara is thus neither Visesana nor the relation as such
but Visesya. But it is not the mere Visesya. The Mimamsakas
believe in the relation of Bhedabheda among the three. The
monists hold them to be simply identical.
Madhva holds that every new relation alters or modifies a
substance to a greater or less extent. His view of Visista is akin to
the conception of whole and part in Hegalian philosphy. according
to which the whole is something more than the sum of its parts
though dependent on them for their existence in the physical
world. The substraction of any one of the parts, destroys the
whole. Only, Madhva would add that a new Visista would step in
then :

lÓa>{<l<˙"U"ik"Ó"C"ßµ"E‹"iE" li˙"ly"{i <˙"<U"ƒ>¡ÒÂ"w ÿ˙Î"{E|"ªß"·|Â"{lÎ"<|" (VTNt)
lÓa>÷·ÒÓa>eC"ßµ"E‹"{lØ <˙"<U"ƒ>üÎ"CÎ"˙"{i|Â"y"i# (Up.Kht)
Madhva distinguishes carefully between relations and
qualities which are coeval (Yavaddravyabhavi) with substance
(visesya), as for example, God and His attributes of omniscience
and those which are changing and impermament
(ayavaddravyabhavi). In the former case, there is identity always
subject to internal distinction of reference through Visesas. Hence
such identity is termed Sa-visesabheda. In respect of changing
attributes and relations, there is only Bhedabheda or differencecum-identity, as in ˙"<Öß"{E"Ø Â"˙"f|" #-
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ÈÎ"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"<˙"U"ik"Ó"iE", <˙"<U"ƒ>CÎ" <˙"U"ikÎ"iÓ" „"il{„"il{å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $

(GTt,

p.188 b; NS 365)
The same principle applies to Amsamsis also. The concept
of Visista has important bearings on Madhva's theory of causation,
as well be shown hereafter.
AMSA AND AMSI
These two terms may be taken roughly to correspond to the
idea of fraction and unit understood metaphorically. They are also
sometimes used for part and whole respectively. Madhva applies
the idea of amsa and amsi to sentient beings also. He distinguishes
between Svarupamsa and Bhinnamsa. the Avataras of God are His
Svarupamsas. The Jivas are Bhinnamsas. The Devas also have
their amsas (cf. Indra and Arjuna). The theory figures on Madhva's
theology to a great extent. In respect of ordinary Jivas also, the
operation of amsamsibhava is considered necessary to account for
the harmonious working of the quantitative adjustment of their
innate potencies for bliss, volition and activity in regard to
requisite ends, through the agency of Visasas (See BSB ii.2.
adhi.7).
SAKTI
Sakti is supersensuous (atindriya). Sahajasakti is recognised
to exist in God1 as well as other Cetanas2, in insentient things and
substances like fire and in qualities also. As indicated by their
names, Sahajasakti is intrinsic and Adheyasakti is induced by
external factors, such as consecration in an image (pratima). The
acceptence of adheyasakti is necessary also to account for the
sense organs producing invalid knowledge, due to vitiation by
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Â"ª{&CÎ" U"<Í|"<˙"f<˙"‹"˙" o±Î"|"i C˙"{„"{<˙"÷Òî (Svet. up. V1.8)
2. C"wC"{Î"{f|ß"{ ÈMƒ>{|ß"i|"ªC"÷ÒeC˙"¬"EÎ"{E"·÷±Òe‹"ß"f˙"{E"Ø, È{|ß"|˙"{|"Ø, C"y˙"{|"Ø, ˘"iÎ"|˙"{ü{, —fX"ª˙"|"Ø
(TT ii.9)
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defects, the Saksi grasping the invalidity of knowledge by
instituting tests in the case of discrepancy of knowledge and
Samskaras giving the visual organ the power of recognition
(pratyabhijna). Vyasatirtha has adduced syllogisms to establish
Sahaja and adheyasaktis.3
Sakti is accepted by Madva as nitya and anitya according to
the nature of the substances in which is resides. They are, of
course, inseparable from their substances, if they are coeval with
them, and bhinnabhinna, when impermanent. The differentiation
of Sakti and Saktimat, is rendered possible by the agency of
Visesas, as in the case of amsa and amsi, etc.
The creative energy of Brahman is, for instance, identical
with Brahman; but it can be distinguished by the play of Visesas.
The Saktis themselves have two aspects : Saktita (latent state) and
Vyaktita (manifested state), also regulated by the play of Visesas.
Hence they do not operate in mutual conflict, at the same time. To
illustrate, the creative and destructive energies of Brahman are
both eternal and identical with its being.4 But there is an inner preestablished harmony which regulates their working periodically
and without overlapping. At the time of dissolution, the creative
energy of Brahman is in dormancy (saktirupa) and comes into
play Vyakti only at the right time. The distinction of Time into
'the time of creation' and 'the time of dissolution' is likewise based
on internal Visesas in Time which are also Savisesabhinna from
it.5
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.

ë˙"‡”∫”E"Ø Â"‡{iA"<|"í —|Î"‰" Â"‡{iA"Ó"¬"EÎ"CÎ" ˙"‡”<∫<E"Ê>CÎ"{|"”<EÿÎ"CÎ" —f<ÂC"|"{<|"U"Î"CÎ"
È„"{˙"iE" ë˙"‡”∫”E"Øí —<|" —f<ÂC"|"÷Òß"f<Ó" <ü|"”Î"{ E" CÎ"{|"Ø (TT ii.10)

4. U"Í|"Î"# C"˙"f„"{˙"{E"{ß"<≤"E|Î"˘"{E"ˆ"{i≤"ª{#
(Visnu Purana. i.3.2)

$ Î"|"{i&|"{i µ"‡h"Ó"C|"· C"ˆ"{fù{ „"{˙"U"Í|"Î"# $$
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„"{˙"U"µl# C˙"„"{˙"Â"ª#, C˙"{„"{<˙"ÍÎ"# U"Í|"Î" —|Î"¨"f# (Srutaprakasa on Sribasya.
i.1.2)
5.

U"<Í|"¡ÒÂ"<C¨"|"{ C"˙" <÷‡ÒÎ"{U"<Í|"´ª|"”Î"f|"i $
C"{ ≤" ˙Î"<Í|"C|"· ¬"<E"˙"|"Ø <÷‡ÒÎ"{Î"{ ¡ÒÂ"ß"i˙" |"· $$
|"¨"{&<Â" |"· <˙"U"ik"iÓ" C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" <˙"U"i<k"Ó"” $
¬"E"i¬"f<E"˙"li˙"{C"{ ˘"{|"˙Î"{ ˙Î"<|"ªi÷Ò|"# $$ (Commentary

i.4.9)
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CHAPTER X
SADRSYA VS THE UNIVERSAL
SADRSYA (resemblance) is a category that replaces the
Universal in Madhva's system. Here, Madhva parts company with
the Nyaya-Vaisesikas and Mimanmsaka-realists and joins hands
with the modern Nominalists and the Jainas.
There are three main theories in Western philosophy about
universals. The Nominalists look upon particulars alone as real.
There are only individual things in nature and particular ideas in
the mind. There is no universal at all. Only the name is common to
many. This view approximates to that of Madhva and the Jains.
The Conceptualists think that though only individual things
exist in nature, without any universal class-essence running
through them, the human mind has the power of forming abstract
and general ideas about them. Universals, then, exist in our minds
as concepts. The Realists, on the other hand, maintain that
universals exist both in nature and in the mind.
In Indian philosophy, the Buddists are extreme nominalists,
splitting even the so-called individuals into momentary essences
(svalaksanam). The Nyaya and Mimamsa schools show varying
degrees of realistic bias in their conception of the universal. The
argument from universals to monism is easy to guess. The Jainas
have argued that the nature of universal is not one of classessence, but of similarity or resemblance. Such resemblance is
actually experienced and should be taken as the objective ground
of the notion of universals.
The same is the stand taken by Madhva. His rejection of
universal (samanya) is a direct corollary of the pluralistic
implications of his Svarupabhedavada. He believes in the
distinctiveness, nay, uniqueness of each individual and particular1.
He could ill afford, then, to recognise a single universal classessence running through a number of particulars, which will
surreptitiously open the door to monism in the end. He therefore,
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sets his face resolutely against the universal and gives it no
quarter.
In his discussion of the problem of Sadrsya vs Universal,
Madhva has surprisingly anticipated many of the arguments
against the Nominalist view of the real universal advanced by
modern thinkers. The realists' contention is that most of the words
we use in common life refer to things, qualities and relations or
actions (dravyagunakarmani) which do not exist by themselves.
Unless our words express some elements which a number of
particular things, qualities or relations have in common, the
purpose of language and thought would not be served. To that
extent inference based on Vyapti between hetu and sadhya would
also be impossible, as our words and thoughts could not rise above
particulars, and inferences take us from particulars to the general.
It is urged by modern Realists that the Nominalist's attempt
to meet these difficulties by substituting 'resemblance' for
universal is futile. Resemblance itself, as proposed to be used,
would be a true universal in order to apply to different kinds of
resemblances. These 'resemblances' would be far too vague, as
everything resembles everything else in some respect or other. We
should have to admit a different kinds of resemblance for each
universal term. It would be simpler and less cumbersome to admit
an objective universal characteristic corresponding to each term
instead of trying to detect more and more particular forms of
resemblance2.
Madhva points out in reply that there is a basic difference in the
modus operandi of resemblances and universals, which the
Realists has failed to note in his arguments. It is this. The
extension of significance of terms to a number of resembling
particulars is achieved by 'Resemblance' not because it represents ------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Cf. <÷ÒÅ", E" C"y˙"w E"{ß"÷Òß"E"·ˆ"|"w <÷ÒE|"· Â"‡<|"˙"C|"· C"y˙"{<E" <„"ùE|"i (NS i.1.1)

ë<„"Ô"{‚" <„"Ô"‹"ß"{f‚" Â"l{¨"{f <E"<R"e{ È<Â"í (AV ii.2.24)
2. See A.C.Ewing, Fundamental Questions of Philosphy, p.213
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the conventional sense (Sabdasakti) of the word for the particular
entity or the appellative basis (pravrttinimitta) of the application
of the word to that particular, but merely because it operates as a
mark of inference, in helping us to know that all the other
particulars bearing a strong resemblance of a specific kind and
measure to the given one admit of being denoted by the same
name or word (vacakatva saktih sadrsyasya vyapika atastam
saktim tattadvisayataya sadrsyam sphutam jnapayati – NS, p.373).
This potentiality for extension of reference to other similar
particulars is learnt in the very first act of learning the use of the
word and its connotation. The purpose of learning and teaching the
use of words in any language is to be able to secure such extended
report:

ëÈÎ"w ˆ"{#í —|Î"CÎ" ÈÎ"ß"i|"|C"MU"{‚" C"˙"if ˆ"{iU"µl˙"{≤Î"{ —|Î"¨"{if&<„"Â"‡iÎ"|"i ˙"Í‰"{ $ üÎ"{iª<Â"
C"{˙"f<‰"÷Ò˙Î"·|Â"<y"÷Ò{ß"|˙"iE", Ã÷Ò˙"{ÍÎ"CÎ" Ã÷Ò<Â"Óa><˙"k"Î"÷Ò|˙"÷Ò°Â"E"{E"·Â"Â"y"i# $ (NS,
p.372)
Though in Madhva's philosophy, resemblance, like
samyoga, vibhaga and bheda is an asymmetrical relation, still by
reason of its being experienced always in relation to a counter
positive relatum it is quite within its competence to extend the
sphere of its reference beyond the given particular to many others
of like nature according to exigencies. Likewise, the ascertainment
of Vyapti and casual relationships are also with in its competence
and there is no need to requisition the services of the universal for
these purposes.
The Nyaya-Vaisesikas have tried to get over such
difficulties by replying on class-essence in some cases,
svarupasambandha in some others and 'imposed properties'
(upadhi) in yet others. Madhva's philosophy offers a uniform
principle of Sadrsya as the basis of all extension of reference with
vacyatva (connotation) and pravrttinimitta (appellative basis)
limited ab initio to distinct particulars. The extended significance
being already understood in the first instance of learning the
language, there is no difficulty in limiting or extending the
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significance to suit the exigencies of a given context. The further
objection that 'we cannot distinguish a vast number of
resemblances, by inspecting the resemblances of each relation', is
pointless, says Jayaturtha, as such partial resemblances could not
be eschewed even in respect of universals:

E"≤" ˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø- ˆ"{iC"{MUÎ"ß"X"i&ÂÎ"C|"”<|" |"‰"{<Â" ˆ"{iU"µl˙"{≤Î"|"{E"·ß"{E"Â"‡C"å# $
¬"{<|"<E"<ß"y"ik˙"<Â" Ã˙"w Â"‡C"åCÎ" C"ß"{E"|˙"{|"Ø $ (NS, p.373)
If the universe of reference is narrowed down to specific
forms of the universal and not to too generalised ones, the same
thing could be done in the case of 'resemblances' too:

¬"{<|"<˙"U"ik"{i <E"<ß"y"|"Î"{å”<÷‡ÒÎ"|", È|"{i E" ˙Î"<„"≤"{ª —<|" ≤"i|"Ø, |"<∫f
C"{MUÎ"<˙"U"ik" Ã˙" <eåw Î"{i eA"Ó"„"±|" —<|" ˙"l{ß"# $ (NS, p.373)
Madhva also takes the wind out of the sails of the Realist by
maintaining the extreme Nomina
hat it is sui generis in each case. This is consistent with his
Svabhava-bhedavada according to which no single characteristic
can be the essence of more than one entity.3

E" C"˙"f‹"ß"f Ã÷Ò{i&<C|" *** $$
Ã|"{MU"w ≤" C"{MUÎ"w Â"l{¨"ifk"· Â"D¨"÷ØÒ Â"D¨"÷ØÒ $
E"ª|˙"{<l÷Òß"ÂÎ"i˙"w |"y"’ß"f|"Î"ikÎ"|"i $$ (AV ii.2.13)
Similarity is not a perfectly symmetrical relation. There is
some difference between the similarity of A to B and that of B to
A, as Visesas are relative to the point of view from which they are
examined.
The uniqueness of resemblance does not however prevent
its facilitating inferential extension of significance of terms in
required cases, as there is sufficient likeness between a group of
3. C"˙"fCÎ" „"˙"|"# C˙"„"{˙"|˙"{E"·Â"Â"y"i# $ (Udayana : Kusumanjali, i.5)
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particulars described as similar to one another, to justify the
application of the same name or general term, just as 'differing'
attributes are apprehended as 'different' without requiring the help
of another difference to render them intelligible. Madhva argues
that the contention that extension of significance of terms would
be impossible without the idea of a universal will be suicidal. For,
if that be so, we would have no admit a series of universals one
behind the other, in order to justify the title of each universal to be
so called and hypothesised. Similarly to know all the particulars
by the name 'particular' we will have to admit a 'universal' of
'particulars'.

¬"{<|"|"‚"i|"Ø ÷Ò¨"w |"{C"·, |"‰" ≤"ilE"˙"<C¨"<|"# $
|"¨"˙" ˙Î"<Í|"<˙"˘"{E"w ˙Î"<Í|"|˙"{„"{˙"l…<k"|"ß"Ø $$ (AV ii.2.13)
We refer collectively to the essentiality (svarupa) of several
things. But there cannot be a single essential nature common to
many Svarupas, as 'Svarupa' by definition is strictly particular,
belonging to only one thing. If another generality of Svarupatva is
admitted to run through many Svarupas, that one and the other
(remaining) Svarupas will have to be brought under the purview of
another 'Svarupatva' in its turn and so on ad infinitum. The
difficulty can be avoided only by recognising with Madhva that
the different Svarupas are referred to by the same term 'Svarupa' to
show that each has a Svarupa of its own like any other and that no
real thing is without a Svarupa of its own.
The ontological consequence of Madhva's view that
resemblance is sui genris in each case, appears to be that the
Pratibimbatva of each individual self to God, based on a certain
measure of Sadrsya, is also unique and distinctive in each case
and that no two individuals will bear the same resemblance to the
Bimba (viz. God), in respect of their spiritual attributes of
consciousness and bliss.
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CHAPTER XI
SPACE AND TIME
THE Hindu theory of Mahapralaya which can be traced to
the Rg Veda (X. 129) presupposes an absolute theory of time and
space according to which they have a being in themselves apart
from the things in space and events in time. Space and Time must
ex hypothesi be infinite. If we deny this, there will be the great
logical difficulty of conceiving a boundary to finite space and
time. We shall have to recognise more space and more time
beyond them and this will lead to a regress.

ëÈ‰" liU"{i E"{<C|"í, ë—l{E"”w ÷Ò{e{i E"{<C|"í, —|Î"CÎ" ˙Î"{∫|"|˙"{lØ liU"÷Ò{eÎ"{i#
Â"´ª≤™i>l<E"¡ÒÂ"Ó"Î"{&<Â" |"Î"{iªÂ"´ª≤™i>l<C"<’# $ liU"÷Ò{eÎ"{i# C˙"{iÂ"{‹"{ <E"k"i‹"i <˙"ª{i‹"iE",
È<˙"ª{i‹"{Î" <E"k"i‹"{iÂ"{<‹"|"Î"{ liU"÷Ò{e{E|"ªÎ"{iª{˙"UÎ"÷Ò|˙"{Ç" $ (Nym 1.5)
No doubt the conception of infinite Space and Time also has
its difficulty of involving the contradiction of a completed infinite.
But Madhva thought with its most serviceable concept of Svarupa
-Visesas overcomes this difficulty and makes it possible to hold
that space and time have infinite potential divisibility and have
existence in themselves through Visesas.1
The concept of Space as Avyakrtakasa in Madhva's
philosophy must be recognised to be a remarkable advance in
Vedantic thought, if we consider Thibaut's comment in Vol.II, p.3,
fn.1 of this translation of Sankara's BSB that "the Vedantins do not
clearly distinguish between empty space and an exceedingly fine
matter filling all space, which, however attenuated is yet one of
the elements and as such belongs to the same category as air, fire,
water and earth" (SBE Vol. XXXVIII, p.3). Madhva shows
himself fully aware of this necessary distinction2 and its scientific
1.

liU"# C"˙"f‰"{<C|", ÷Ò{e# C"l{&<C|", Â"±˙"f# ÷Ò{e, —|Î"µ"{<‹"|"Â"‡|"”|Î"{, |"Î"{i#
C˙"<E"˙"{f∫÷Ò|"Î"{, Â"‡ß"iÎ"|˙"{<l˙"|"Ø C˙"C"ßµ"E‹"C"ß„"˙"{Ç" $ (Vyasatirtha, Nym, i.5)
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significance: È˙"÷Ò{U"ß"{‰"w fi{÷Ò{U"# ÷Ò¨"ß"·|Â"ù|"i&EÎ"¨"{ ? (AV ii.3.1).
He, therefore, holds that Space and Time are distinct entities,
intuited by Saksi and that they are not merely 'forms of intuition'
as in Kantian thought. Otherwise, they could not be intuited : ˆ"ˆ"E"w

C"{<A"ˆ"{i≤"ªw Â"‡liU" —<|" <˙"˘"iÎ"ß"Ø $ (AV ii.3.1)
The Madhva conceptions of Space and Time is thus much
ahead of that of other Indian schools and looks surprisingly
modern in some respects. This is due not a little to their being
interpreted in the light of the new doctrine of Saksi and Visesas
which are Madhva's most striking contributions to philosophic
thought. They seem to hold great possibilities for the future of
metaphysics. With these two ideas Madhva overcomes the
antinomies which beset the conception of Space and Time in other
philosophical systems of ancient and modern thought as well.
Space is termed "Avyakrtakasa" by Madhva as
distinguished from ether (bhutakasa). The former is eternal and
uncreated and the latter is a product of matter. This twofold
classification of Akasa is a special feature of Madhva's
philosophy. It is tersely termed as 'Akasa-dvaitam' by Jayatirtha
and Vyasatirtha (See my BSPC Vol. II p.126).
The Nyaya-Vaisesikas hold that there is one eternal
ubiquitous space (vibhu) which is not open to perception, but is
only inferred from the spatial characteristics of proximity,
remoteness, etc. But spatial properties and relations like distance,
size, etc., can be perceived directly through touch, sight, etc. The
Mimamsakas hold similar views. The Samkhya and Yoga schools
look upon Space and Time as categories of the understanding
(buddhikalpita). Some Naiyayikas regard space as perceived by
the visual sense. Jayatirtha dismisses this as impossible on the
Nyaya view that space is colorless. Nor can Space can be left be
entirely inferred through sound, as even the cogenitally deaf have
----------------------------------------------------------------------------2. „"±|"ß"ÂÎ"<C"|"w <l˙Î"M<ƒ>ˆ"{i≤"ªß"i˙" |"· $ ≈|Â"ù|"i, È˙Î"{÷DÒ|"w <∫ ˆ"ˆ"E"w C"{<A"ˆ"{i≤"ªß"Ø $

Â"‡liU" —<|" <˙"˘"iÎ"w <E"|Î"w E"{i|Â"ù|"i <∫ |"|"Ø $ (AV ii 3.1)
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a perception of space.
Madhva's theory of the intuitive perception of space and
time has received assent from many modern European thinkers.
The ordinary 'scientific' view of space is what makes movement
possible. The idea of possible movement is formed by abstraction
from the experience of movement. This is circuitous. Madhva says
that we cannot understand movement as such without being
already conscious of space. Movement does not explain space.
Space explains movement. He, therefore, suggests that space must
be accepted as a reality given by direct perception, not of the
ordinary senses, but of Saksi, which is specially fitted to sense the
supersensuous. No memory is, therefore, necessary to establish
space inferentially and mentally, as some of the older Naiyayikas
thought and some modern philosophers do.
Madhva's definition of space as distinguished from ether, is
true to its essential nature of providing room for bodies to exist :
È˙"÷Ò{U"ß"{‰"w fi{÷Ò{U"# (AV ii.3.1) This is expalined by Vyasatirtha as
This is supported by a passage from the Bhagavata
(iii. 30.43) quoted by Madhva. He holds that space and time are
infinitely divisible, into further spaces and further parts of time,
each such part being held to be a 'natural' part of it and not merely
conditioned by Upadhis. For, 'Upadhis', according to Madhva, are
not so much the causes of distinction (where they do not actually
exist) („"il÷Ò{ª÷Ò{:) as 'pointers' (˘"{Â"÷Ò{#) thereof.

È˙"÷Ò{U"Â"‡l|˙"ß"Ø.

He shows that it is logically inconceivable that Space is
created :

È˙"÷Ò{U"ß"{‰"w fi{÷Ò{U"# ÷Ò¨"ß"·|Â"ù|"i&EÎ"¨"{ $
Î"ùE"{÷Ò{U"|"{ Â"±˙"¿ <÷wÒ ß"±|"f<E"<µ"aw> ¬"ˆ"|"Ø ? (AV ii.3.1)
We cannot conceive of the antecedent non-existence of
space anywhere, if space is to be created. Production also needs a
material stuff and there is no such stuff out of which space could
be created. If Prakrti is that stuff, the question could be repeated in
respect of it, as to why it should alone be uncreated. If the reply is
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that the production of Prakrti from another stuff is inconceivable,
the same thing could be said of space also. The Buddhists' view of
space as ß"±|"fÿ˙Î"{„"{˙" (absence of tangible reals) would lead to other
difficulties such as that such reals existed at a time when space
was not yet in existence (or created). This would reverse the ideas
of Sristi and Pralaya. Madhva, therefore, pleads strongly that space
must be accepted as an uncreated and eternal sustance – a view
which receives striking support from the remarks of Herbert
Spencer : 'If space is created, it must have been previously nonexistent. The non-existence of space cannot, however, be imagined
by any mental effort. If the non-existence of space is absolutely
inconceivable, then necessarily its creation is absolutely
inconceivable' (First Principles, p.27).
As a Vedantin believing in the Brahmakaranatvavada of the
entire universe, Madhva seeks to reconcile the essential uncreated
nature of space (and other ex hypothesi eternal reals) with the
Vedantic axiom : that everything in the universe is in some sense,
created by Brahman (BS i.23) by interpreting the 'creation' of
eternal substances like space and time in a Pickwickian sense4 of
Paradhinavisesapti (Â"ª{‹"”E"<˙"U"ik"{<¥") which will be explained later.
This shows that Madhva has been the only commentator, who has
had the right insight into the raison d'ete and metaphysical
significance of the principle of Samanvaya enunciated by the
Sutrakara. He explains the references to actual creation of Akasa,
in Upanisadic cosmology, as referring only to Bhutakasa and this
is the reason why he has admitted to two kinds of Akasa, in his
system.
3. 'Creation' includes other cosmic determinations also like 'Sthiti'.
4. 'Pickwickian sense' does not stand for 'explaining away'. Nor does it
mean 'misleading' or connote insincerity, dishonesty or anything of that
kind. It carries a good sense and had been used only in a sense acceptable
to serious philosophical writing.
The following reference will make this clear :
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(i) Webster's New International Dictionary of the English
Language (2nd Edn. London, 1953) defines it as :
'A sense that is esoteric, constructive, recondite or the like, a
peculiar sense' (p.1857, 1 and 2).
(ii) Prof. A.C.Ewing uses it in his well-known work :
Fundamental Questions of Philosophy :
'In general, we must be very cautious about transferring direct to
Philosophy statements which though useful are only true in the
Pickwickian sense, i.e. in a sense quite different from the literal one. This
almost certainly applies to such assertions as that space is curved... It
may be difficult to decide whether one is using some expression in a
Pickwickian sense and if so in what sense' (p.146 op.cit.)

TIME
Time, in Dvaita Vedanta, is the essential constituent of all
experience : |"iE" ≤" ÷Ò{eiE" C"<˙"U"ik"Ó"|"Î"{&E"·„"±Î"|"i —<|" C"˙"{f‹"{ª|"Î"{&&C¨"iÎ"ß"Ø
(Vadavali, p.95). But it is not, as in Advaita, apprehended by the
ordinary sense of perception.5 It is held to be perceived by the
Saksi, on the testimony of ëC"{k"·<¥"÷Ò{E"·„"˙"í. At the stage of Susupti,
there is no functioning of the sense organs, including the mind.
Hence, there is no scope of Pratyaksa or Inference. The perception
of time in this dreamless state, is borne out by the immediate
evidence of its intuitive experience, recollected immediately on
waking6 up and expressed in the judgement : Ã|"{˙"E|"w ÷Ò{ew

C"·R"ß"∫ß"C˙"{ÂC"ß"Ø (I have slept in bliss so long). This cannot be
disregarded as a mere recolleection as there can be no recollection
of what has never been experienced by oneself. For the same
reason of its immediacy, it cannot be treated as an inference to a ------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. E"”¡ÒÂ"CÎ"{<Â"
Calcutta

÷Ò{eCÎ"i<EÿÎ"˙"iù|˙"{„Î"·Â"ˆ"ß"{|"Ø$

(Vedanta-Paribhasa, p.22

6.È{y"´ª÷Ò{E"·Cß"D<|"<C"’C"{k"·<¥"÷Ò{E"·„"˙"<C"’|˙"{|"Ø
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condition of complete freedom from any kind of infelicity 'at the
period of time just elapsed'. If such a condition has been
experienced by the person who draws the present inference, he
should have had a direct experience of 'that period of time which
has just elapsed'. There can be no inference of its condition, had it
never been experienced by him. There would thus be no
explanation of the experience of dreamless sleep (C"{k"·<¥"÷Ò{E"·„"˙")
unless the perception of time (besides that of Atman and of bliss
i.e. C˙"¡ÒÂ"C"·R"ß"Ø) is accepted. For the same weighty reasons, the
intuitive perception of time by the Saksi, must be admitted :

÷Ò{e{i

<∫ C"{<A"Â"‡|Î"A"# C"·k"·¥"{ ≤" Â"‡|"”<|"|"# 7 (AV i.4.11)
The Naiyayikas look upon Time as only inferable and not
open to direct perception as it is formless. But as Madhva rightly
points out, the inference of time would itself presuppose time as its
Paksa (minor term) and the ascertainment of Vyapti in respect of
time would be impossible without a prior perception of time.
There is, thus, no other Pramana, than the Saksi, by which time
could be proved. The Nyaya, Samkhya and Yoga philosophers
would appear to hold that time is more a category of the
understanding (µ"·<’÷Òì°Â"|")ñ as a necessary 'form of intuition'
known only through inference as there is no perception of blank
time without a sensible content. Madhva shows that this is not so.
It should be regarded, says he, as a fundamental ontological
category that conditions all our being and becoming. No
experience is possible without it. It is experienced along with the
experience itself :

Cß"D|Î"E"·„"˙"{‚" C"˙"{f# Â"‡|"”|"Î"# E" ÷iÒ˙"eß"¨"fß"˙"ˆ"{∫E|"i, <÷ÒE|"· ÷Ò{e÷Ò<e|"ß"i˙" $
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. È|"”|"{E"{ˆ"|"{ ÷Ò{e{˙"<Â" E"# C"{<A"ˆ"{i≤"ª{ $ Â"A"”÷Ò|"·fß"U"ÍÎ"|˙"{|"Ø E"{E"·ß"{ |"‰" ˙"|"f|"i $

|"li|"<l<|" C"˙"f‰" MUÎ"w ˙"{ Cß"D<|"ˆ"{i≤"ªß"Ø | C"{<A"<C"’iE" ÷Ò{eiE" R"<≤"|"w fii˙" MUÎ"|"i $$ (AV
i.4.11)
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The organ by which the intuiting Self becomes aware of
time, is termed the Saksi or Svarupendriyam which is no other
than the Saksi itself turning its own inner searchlight, so to say,
upon itself. This answers the difficulty felt by many Western
thinkers like William James that we have no sense for bare time,
that we cannot intuit a mere duration. The difficulty lies in our
taking only the waking experience as the basis for philosophising.
The Vedanta, on the other hand, draws its certified data from the
other states also, including Susupti, in particular, which is the
highest state of ideal experience (of bare ego, bare time and bare
felicity, if you please) of which everyone of us has had direct
experience, as the covering of it so conclusively proves. Madhva
has thus anticipated Kant's notion of pure intuition of time without
any sensible content in his doctrine of the intuitive perception of
Time by the Saksi. His view has also a remarkable affinity with
Alexander's acceptance of the intuition of time and space, prior to
sensations and his view that it is through intuition that they are
immediately perceived.
Madhva does not hold that time is an undifferenced and
indivisible whole (akhanda). It is infinite and infinitely divisible8.
It is an infinite stream of duration without beginning or end. Each
duration is pervasive. As in the case of Paramanus, the shortest
conceivable duration is also theoretically divisible still further.
Electrons in physics, though physically divisible are not logically
so. Madva holds that at whatever size they might be said to be
"atoms', we can always conceive parts of them smaller than the
whole, although it may not be possible for physical reasons to split
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. In his BT (iii), Madhva gives an interesting table of the
smaller units of time starting from the one occupying a point of
three trasarenus. There trutis make one vedha, three vedhas a
lava, three lavas a nimesa, three nimesas a ksana and so on.
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them : È<˙"„"{ˆ" # Â"ª{Ó"·|"{ $ (AV)9. This enables him to hold that the
divisions of time are all 'natural' parts of it and not merely È{Â"{<‹"÷Ò
or superimposed : ÈCß"{<„"# ÷Ò{ei C˙"„"{˙"|"# Ã˙" „"il{i&å”<÷‡ÒÎ"|"i (NS p.387
b). As in the case of space, so in respect of time, Madhva posits
that it is eternal and uncreated in the sense of base empty time
(anadi) and non-eternal (divisible). Both are intuited by Saksi.
This is how he reconciles the Vedic, Upanisadic and Puranic texts
which speak of time in both the ways:
E"{C"l{C"”Ô"{i C"l{C"”|"Ø |"l{E"”ß"Ø $ (RV X.129.1)

ÿ˙Î"w ÷Òß"f ≤" ÷Ò{e‚" $ (Bhag ii.10.12)
C"˙"if <E"ß"ik"{ ¬"<˘"ªi $ (TA X.1.2)
<E"|Î"{ ÷Ò{e‚" C"y"ß" $ (Visnu Purana quoted by Madhva)
It is also pointed out by Madhva that unless intrinsic parts
are accepted in Time, the established order of time in Srsti and
Pralaya could not be maintained without risk of overlapping and
the admission of Upadhis for this purpose would be pointless,
unless there were already natural distinctions in time to which the
Upadhis could attach themselves apart from the difficulty of
interdependence which would also ensue, in the event of Upadhis
de novo.10
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. Cf. Î"CÎ" <„"Ô"{˙"Î"˙"ik"· C"|C˙"<Â", |"ik"{w <˙"„"{ˆ"{i E" ÷Òl{&<Â" „"<˙"|"·ß"∫f<|",

C"

Â"ªß"{Ó"·´ª<|" ˙Î"{RÎ"{E"{|"Ø (NS p.349 b)
10.

÷Ò{e„"iliE" ¬"ˆ"|C"D<ƒ>Â"‡eÎ"˙Î"˙"C¨"{ ≤" Â"ªß"|"i E" x"N>|"i $ ÷Ò{eCÎ" „"{˙"{|"Ø, —fU"CÎ"
<E"|Î"i≤™>|˙"{|"Ø $ C˙"ß"|"i |"·, ÷Ò{e„"ilC"›{˙"{|"Ø C"Dƒ>–{<l˙Î"˙"C¨"{iÂ"Â"Ô"{ (SNR p.19)
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CHAPTER XII
CAUSATION
THE Madhva theory of causation cannot be understood
without relation to its doctrine of Visista, already referred to. The
true bearing of this doctrine on the question of creation of 'eternal
substances like Prakrti, Jivas, Space, Time, etc,would not be
missed if the distinction of Yavaddravyabhavi and
Ayavaddravyabhavi relations is clearly borne in mind. Jayatirtha's
statement : <˙"<U"ƒ>{÷Ò{ª‚" ˙"C|"·C˙"¡ÒÂ"{<„"Ô" —<|" |"CÎ"˙"{Î"ß"·Â"¬"E"{i „"˙"<|" (NS,
p.431) if rightly understood, in the light of the important
distinction drawn between these two types of relations, would
have prevented the utterly baseless though sensational conclusion
of the 'essential creation' (C˙"¡ÒÂ"C"D<ƒ>) of the Jivas (as of other
eternal substances) according to Madhva's theory of Causation,
drawn by Prof. H.N.Raghavendrachar.1 This has evoked protests
from many orthodox quarters, as a misinterpretation of Madhva.
The embodiment of selves and such other Visesanas of finite
reality, being in the nature of the things, not coeval with the
entities concerned, there is no possibility at all of applying the
principle of Savisesabheda between them. The proposition
<˙"<U"ƒ>{÷Ò{ª‚" ˙"C|"·C˙"¡ÒÂ"{<„"Ô"# (NS p. 431) would not, therefore, apply
to them.
Madhva's doctrine of Bhedabheda between Visista and
Visesya (or Suddha) in respect of changing attributes and relations
of things, leads to the corollary of 'Sadasatkaryavada' of causation,
which is his general theory of causation.
Causation implies a change, a beginning and end:

C"<Ô"<|" ˙Î"˙"<ËÎ"ß"{Ó"ß"i˙" Â"l{¨"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø, ≈|Â"y"i# Â"‡{æØ> E"{U"{iy"ªw ≤" E"{C|"”<|"
C"˙"{if e{i÷Ò{i ˙Î"˙"∫ª<|"---1. Dvaita Philosophy, It’s place in the Vedanta, Mysore
University, 1941.
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È{ùE|"Î"{i# C"˙"f÷Ò{Î"fß"C"<l|Î"i˙" <E"<‚"|"ß"Ø $
Î"ùC"Ô" <˙"U"ik"{i&‰" ¬"{Î"|"i, ÷Ò{i&‰" ¬"{Î"|"i2 ?

(GT ii.16)

'Causation', therefore, has reference only to the 'Visesa' aspect of the substance in question. Madhva, therefore, rejects the
Satkaryavada of the Sankhyas and the Asatkaryavada of Nyaya
philosophy as halftruths. He combines them into a new theory of
Sadasatkarayavada; for change is not merely something new
appearing, but it presupposes a substratum that changes, in form or
state. Ex nihilo nihil fit. Causation would be impossible and
meaningless, without the assumption of continuity of the cause in
and through the changes it has undergone. Hence Jayatirtha
defines causation as follows :

|"li˙" <∫ ˙"C|"· È˙"Î"˙"{iÂ"≤"Î"{Â"≤"Î"{„Î"{ß"EÎ"¨"{ <÷‡ÒÎ"|"i $ E" Â"·E"ªEÎ"li˙" „"˙"<|"
—<|" <∫ Â"´ªß"{Ó"˙"{<lE"{i ß"EÎ"E|"i (NS p. 394)
Such a definition is intended to meet the criticism that if
cause and effect were different events they would be absolutely
separate and there would be no relation between them. The gulf
between the two will then remain unbridged. The Buddhist
doctrine of causation as an ever-changing, constant, ceaseless flux,
each moment (ksana) of existence being but a 'specious present'
with no duration, is sharphy criticised by Madhva and Jayatirtha.
We cannot think of a 'change' without a changing thing at the
back. There must be a 'something' that is not contained in the
succession which carries on each vanishing point of the succession
and adds it to the next (BS ii.2.21). Such a link would be missing
in the Buddhist doctrine of Ksanikatva, as a ksana is, according to
2. The existence of things which are referred to as 'existing'
is recognised by all persons, as having no existence before they
came into being and after they cease to be. At the beginning and
the end all effects are non-existent. If the non-existent factor
which subsequently comes into being is not a Visesa what else is it
that is 'born'? (Tr).
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the Buddhist view, indivisible like a mathematical point (and
nirvisesa at that). There would be no split-second interval between
any two vanishing points of moments at which the cause and
effect could have met and 'causation' taken place by the
transference of 'Samskaras'. For, mere sequence or succession (in
time) is not causation. Madhva holds, therefore, that the effect is
partially non-existent in its definite form and shape, while being
existent in the form of the cause.

ÈC"ù|÷Ò{Î"f¡ÒÂ"iÓ" ÷Ò{ªÓ"{|ß"|"Î"{&<C|" <∫ (AV ii.1.19)
|"E|"·„Î"{i&EÎ"# Â"N># C"{A"{|"Ø ÷ÒCÎ" M<ƒ>Â"¨"w ˆ"|"# ? (GT. ii.14)
He does not, however, subscribe to the Samkhya view of
absolute identity of cause and effect, as that will render causal
effort superfluous and causation meaningless. Even if that were
understood in the sense of 'manifestation', the same difficulty
would arise in its case:

˙Î"Í|"{&<Â" C"ß"w fii|"lØ ÈE"˙"C|"{EÎ"¨"{ „"˙"i|"Ø $ (GT ii.16)
Manifestation and non-manifestation cannot be understood
in the sense of the effect being perceived or not perceived (though
pre-existent in the cause). That will land us in solipsism (M<ƒ> C"D<ƒ>)
There will be no answer to the question why the effect is not
manifested if it were really, absolutely and without any
qualification (Visesa) identical with the cause and so pre-existent
in it. The idea of manifestation itself will be similarly open to an
antinomy of production or manifestation.
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CHAPTER XIII
NEGATION (ABHAVA)
NEGATION, as a fact of experience, is a Prameya. It is an
important ontological category. As a thought-category it lies at the
root of many other philosophical conceptions like
Bhavarupajnana, Mithyatva, Bheda and Causation. The positive
and the negative represent the two aspects of reality. The Madhva
philosophers agree with the Naiyayikas in accepting the negative
as a separate category of experience. The argument by which some
philosophers have sought to deny independent status to negation,
by equating it with the mere existence of the locus, has been
rejected by Jayatirtha in his Tst. He points out that the judgment
'there is no jar on the ground' must signify something more than
the mere locus and that something must be a negation. Without
reference to such a negation, it will be impossible to define what is
meant by the locus per se. Otherwise, it would be open to us to
speak of the non-existence of the jar, even when it is present on
the ground, as the locus as such exists even while the jar is there in
it.
Madhva defines negation as : Â"‡¨"ß"Â"‡<|"Â"y"{ <E"k"i‹"¡ÒÂ"|˙"ß"Ø (AV
ii.1.8) or what is presented in the primary act of perception as
involving the significant negation or denial of a 'something' or of a
relation or property to a given something or in respect of a
particular locus : È{Â"{|"¬"{Î"{w C"w<˙"<l <˙"U"ik"|"# C"Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"÷ÒÂ"‡<|"k"i‹"{÷Ò{ªiÓ"
In other words, the perception of negation is
conditioned by reference to a particular counter-correlate
(Â"‡<|"Î"{iˆ"”), according to the exigencies of the situation. The
doctrine of 'Savisesabheda' between substance and attributes
enables Madhva to admit the logical possibility of integrating
negative aspects with positive entries and vice versa, in
proposition.1

Â"‡|"”Î"ß"{E"|˙"ß"Ø,

Madhva recognise three types of Negation : antecedent
(pragabhava) subsequent (pradhvamsabhava) and absolute
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(sadabhava). The first has an upper limit; the second a lower and
the last is unlimited. The countercorrelate (pratiyogi) in the case of
absolute negation is the absolutely non-existent itself, i.e., the
square circle, hare's horn, tortoise-hair. Such non-existence is also
called nispratiyogika or apramanika-pratiyogika, a negation whose
counter-correlative is a myth.
Jayatirtha and Vyasatirtha argue that there is nothing
illogical in an utterly non-existent figuring as Pratiyogi (countercorrelate) in respect of its absolute negation. For, being the counter
correlate (pratiyogitvam) is not an attribute which requires or
presupposes the acutal existence of a referent like other
predications of attributes like colour. To be the counter-correlate
of a negation is merely being the referent of such knowledge as
would enable us to form the idea (nirupaka) of a negation :
È„"{˙"˘"{E"{iÂ"Î"{i<ˆ"˘"{E"<˙"k"Î"|"{ß"{‰"CÎ" Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"{|"Ø2 (Tdyt).
If the physical existence of the Pratiyogi or its factual reality
at the time of perception of abhava is insisted upon, even the
perception of the antecedent and subsequent negations would
become equally impossible, as there surely is no Pratiyogi in
actual existence at the time of the perception of pragabhava or of
dhvamsa, That a Pratiyogi (like the jar) is going to come into
existence later or that it did exist earlier (in the case of dhvamsa)
makes no difference to the point at issue. If then, it is the idea of
the Pratiyogi that counts such an idea or notion of it is possible
even in regard to mythical things like the hare's horn. The concept
of an Apramanika-pratuyogika-abhava holds the key to Madhva's
theory or illusion. The Anyonyabhava of the Nyaya school is
equated by Madhva with 'difference' which has already been
treated at length as it differs in configuration from pure negation
and presuppose a positive content:

ë„"{˙"{„"{˙"C˙"¡ÒÂ"|˙"{Ô"{EÎ"{iEÎ"{„"{˙"|"{ Â"D¨"÷ØÒí —|Î"·Í|"|˙"iE"
ÈEÎ"{iEÎ"{„"{˙"CÎ" „"{˙"Â"‡„"il¡ÒÂ"|˙"{|"Ø (Srinivasa, TVt Glass, p.11)
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Cf

È„"{˙"˘"{E"{iÂ"Î"{i<ˆ"˘"{E"<˙"k"Î"|"{ß"{‰"CÎ" Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"{|"Ø $
ÈCß"|Â"A"i <˙"U"ik"CÎ" C"˙"f‰"{å”÷DÒ|"|˙"|"# $
E"{<C|" l{ik"# πÒ<≤"lØ „"{˙"{i fi„"{˙"‚" C" Ã˙" <∫ $$
È„"{˙"CÎ" ≤" ‹"ß"{f# CÎ"·# „"{˙"{C|"ik"{w ≤" |"i&<R"e{# $
Â"‡|Î"A"ß"{E"|"# C"˙"fß"i|"Ô"{i ˙"{ªÓ"A"ß"ß"Ø $$ (AV ii.2.adhi 6)
x"N>{i&<Â" <∫ Â"‡¨"ß"w <˙"<‹"|˙"iE" ‹"<ß"f¡ÒÂ"iÓ" Â"‡|"”|"{i&E"E|"ªw Â"N>{i E" „"˙"|"”<|" Â"N><E"k"i‹"{|ß"÷Ò|"Î"{
Â"‡|"”Î"|"i $ Â"‡{ˆ"„"{˙"{<lª<Â" Â"‡¨"ß"w <E"k"i‹"|˙"iE" ‹"<ß"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ"{˙"ˆ"|"{i&E"E|"ªw Â"‡ß"iÎ" —<|"
<˙"<‹"|"Î"{ Â"‡|"”Î"|"i $ È„"ili&<Â" ‹"ß"f‹"<ß"f„"{˙"{i <˙"U"ik"U"Í|Î"{ C"å≤™>|" —|Î"·Í|"ß"i˙" $(NS
p.286)
2.

|"Cß"{l„"{˙" —|Î"·Í|"{ ÷ÒCÎ"i|Î"{÷Ò{è{Î"{ß"CÎ"i|Î"<‹"÷ÒªÓ"{<l<˙"eA"Ó"|"Î"{
È„"{˙"<E"¡ÒÂ"÷Ò|˙"iE"
C"ßµ"’CÎ"
Î"CÎ"{„"{˙"{i&E"·Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"iE"
C"ßµ"‹Î"|"i
C"
Ã˙"{<‹"÷ÒªÓ"{<l<˙"eA"Ó"{i <E"¡ÒÂ"÷Ò# Â"‡<|"Î"{iˆ"” $ (Vyasatirtha in TVt

Mandaramanjari, p.11)
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CHAPTER XIV
THE THEORY OF PRAMANAS
LIFE and human experience being at times vitiated by
illusions, it becomes necessary to define truth in experience so as
to enable us to distinguish it from the false. The ascertainment of
truth being the first and foremost aim of philosophy, it is
incumbent on it to define truth and error in clear terms and
indicate the instruments or channels of their ascertainment. The
value of such preliminary ascertainment of the sources, bounds
and limitations of human knowledge cannot be too highly
commended. In the words of Max Muller, 'Such an examination of
the authorities of human knowledge ought, of course, to form the
introduction to any system of philosophy. To have clearly seen
this is, it seems to me, a very high distinction of Indian
philosophy. How much useless controversy would have been
avoided, particularly among Jewish, Mohammadan and Christian
philosophers, if a proper place had been assigned in limino to the
question of what constitutes our legitimate and only possible
channels of knowledge, whether perception, inference or anything
else. Supported by these inquiries into the evidences of truth, the
Hindu philosophers have built up their various systems of
philosophy or their various conceptions of the world, telling us
what they take for granted and then advancing step by step from
the foundation to the highest pinnacles of their system”.1
Man is essentially an epistemological animal. His
irrepressible thirst for knowledge is itself a thesis about
knowledge. Whatever differences of opinion there may be about
the status and validity of particular experiences, there can be no
two opinions that there are and needs must be, certain experiences
which are veridical; for, if logical certainty is denied or impugned,
logic itself would be without foundation. All our experiences
presuppose the existence of certain a priori or objective standards
by which they are judged. A wholesale denial of such criteria
would cut at the very roots of our experience and bring all
1. Six Systems, 1913, Preface xiii .
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reasoned activities to a standstill. Any inquiry into the true and
specific nature of such standards has meaning only when their
existence is admitted in a general manner. Absolute scepticism
would be unsustainable, even for a moment. If everything is
invalid, the contention of scepticism itself would be invalid. The
possibility of doubt is itself a sufficient proof of something that is
not open to doubt. The contention of Buddhism and Advaita, that
there is nothing in this phenomenal world that is valid or that there
is nothing the certainty of which could be accepted, is therefore,
inadmissible. It stands to reason then, that there are things of
which definite and valid knowledge is possible. That being so, an
investigation into the means of such knowledge is natually in
order.
In Indian philosophy, such validity is known as pramanya.
But the term pramana (from which it is derived) is used in two
senses : (1) true knowledge and (2) the means or instruments by
which it is engendered, according to the two senses of the suffix
'ana' (lyut)2. Madhva has done a distinct service to epistemology
in distinguishing these two senses and usages of the term and
coining two separate terms "Kevala" and "Anu" pramana, to
denote them, without ambiguity. He defines pramana in both the
above senses as "Yathartham".
"Pramana' in the first sense (of valid knowledge) refers to
the capacity of true knowledge to reveal the nature of an object as
it really is : Î"¨"{˙"<C¨"|"˘"iÎ"<˙"k"Î"”÷Ò{´ª|˙"ß"Ø. As applied to Anu-Pramanas
like Perception. Inference and Sabda, it signifies the means
(sadhana) by which such correct knowledge of objects is obtained.
But there is no difference in the directness of their relation to their
objects.3 The Anupramanas function with as much immediacy as
the "Kevala". But the instruments produce knowability in the
2. „"{˙"i °Î"·NØ> and ÷ÒªÓ"i °Î"·NØ> as they are technically known.
3. The term 'Yathartham' is an Avyayibhava compound, composed
of 'yatha' and artham. The adverb yatha signified: Â"l{¨"{fE"<|"˙"D<y"|˙"ß"Ø
not going beyond the artha. Artha denotes a knowable object from
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object while Jnana merely acts as a manifesting condition thereof.
Hence the two classifications are based on their respective mode
of relation to knowability.
This definition is suitably expanded by Jayatirtha and
others so as to bring out the full force and significance of the terms
ëÎ"¨"{í and ëÈ¨"fß"Øí as applied to valid knowledge on the one hand
and its means on the other. Pramana is defined by Jayatirtha as the
knowledge of a thing as it actually is, with reference to a particular
space-time setting: Î"¨"{˙"<C¨"|"ß"i˙" ˘"iÎ"w <˙"k"Î"”÷Òª{i<|", E"{EÎ"¨"{, in other
words, as knowledge which 'answers' to the nature of the thing.
But by correspondence here is meant not either spatio-temporal
co-existence of Pramana and Prameya or correspondence on all
fours extending to one and all of the aspects of given object. It is
no more than Î"{˙"l{˙"i<l|"CÎ" C"y˙"ß"Ø or the existence of such aspects as
are actually perceived by each person according to the extent of
his capacity or understanding and other conditions governing the
rapprochment to the object : Î"lØ Î"˜iU"÷Ò{eÎ"{i# Î"¨"{Â"‡|"”|"w |"CÎ" |"˜iU"÷Ò{eÎ"{i#
or the actual existence of an object with reference to a
spatio-temporal setting in the manner perceived with reference to
that setting.
The problem of perception looms large in modern philosophy
whether physical objects are directly perceived, and if so, to what
extent. The main obstacle to the theory of direct perception of
objects as opposed to the theory of perception of the sense-datum
is the alleged 'gap between evidence and conclusion'. The Madhva
theory overcomes these difficulties by a frank admission that the
way in which things appear to us is causally determined by a
number of factors which are extraneous to the thing itself and

|"¨"{|˙"ß"Ø

the root r to go with the unadi suffix tha the root itself being
understood in the specialised sense of "knowing" avagati :

ÈÎ"f|"˙" ˘"iÎ"|"˙"{¨"f|˙"w È¨"fU"µlÂ"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y"ß"Cß"{÷wÒ <˙"˙"<A"|"ß"Ø $ È{Î"f|" —|Î"¨"f —<|"
˙Î"·|Â"yÎ"{ |"ü{<≤"|"{&C|Î"i˙" $ È|"ifª{Ó"{<l÷ÒCÎ" ë¨"íÂ"‡|Î"Î"CÎ" Â"‡<C"’|˙"{|"Ø $ ˆ"|Î"¨"{fE"{w ≤"
˘"{E"{¨"f(÷Ò)|˙"{<l<|" $ (NS, p.247 b)
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that there are gradations of knowledge and finally that no
knowledge at the human level could lay claim to complete
comprehension of a thing, in all its innumerable aspects and
relations : ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" C"˙"{f|ß"E"{ <˙"k"Î"”÷ÒªÓ"{„"{˙"{|"Ø (NS p.251). But this
limitation of knowledge does not make it 'invalid'. The
correspondence to the object (˘"iÎ"{˙Î"<„"≤"{´ª|˙"ß"Ø) is to be understood
naturally with reference to certain definite space-time setting and
other properties of objects conditioned by external factors and
subject to the 'normal conditions' of perception being fulfilled.4
Kevala-Pramana is divided into four types, in the
descending order of merit as Isvara-jnana, Laksmi-jnana, Yogijnana and Ayogi-jnana, on the basis of intrinsic differences in
quality, luminosity and range. The first two are in the nature of
Svarupa-jnana alone while the other two include Vrtti-jnana
(sensory knowledge) also. The classification though partly
theological, is not without mystic, epistemological and
psychological significance. Isvarapratyaksa is accepted by the
Nyaya and Vedanta schools as the necessary presupposition of all
human knowledge (as in Berkeley). It is, according to Madhva, all
comprehensive, always veridical, eternal and independent and part
of the divine nature itself and extremly luminous – luminosity
being an intrinsic quality of this knowledge itself, unrelated to
objects, Laksmi-Jnana is next only to God's, in these respects and
dependent on God. The ramifications of Yogi-Jnana include those
of Rju, Tattvika and Atattvika souls and of the last, into those of
Muktiyogas and others. The nature of the constitution of the
Svarupajnana of these is explained by Jayatirtha in his
Pramanapaddhati. Kevala-pramana has two aspects : knowledge
consisting of the essence of selfhood and that arising from mental
processes. These are graded in regard to validity as regards both,
into uttama, madhyama and adhama. Details have been given by
Jayatirtha.
4.

Î"ù¨"{„"±|"w Â"‡|"”|"w, |"CÎ" |"¨"{„"±|"CÎ" C"y˙"ß"Ø $ liU"÷Ò{eÎ"{iª<Â" <˙"U"ik"Ó"{E|"ª˙"lØ
Î"¨"{„"±|"<ß"|Î"E"iE"˙" ˆ"D∫”|"|˙"{|"Ø $ <˙"U"ik"{E"·Í|"iPÍ|"l{ik"{Â"‡C"Í|"i‚" $ (NS, p. 248b)
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CHAPTER XV
PERCEPTION, INFERENCE AND VERBAL TESTIMONY
SENSE-PERCEPTION is defined by Madhva as
<E"l{ifk"{¨"ifìEÿÎ"C"<Ô"÷Òk"f¬"EÎ"w ˘"{E"ß"Ø or knowledge produced by the right
type of contact between flawless sense organs and their
appropriate objects. Such contact would be in the nature of an
Anu-Pramana. The Naiyayikas accept six different kinds of
contact (sannikarsa) including a special one for abhavapratyaksa.
With the rejection of Samavaya of the Nyaya school, all these
stand rejected by Madhva. He accepts only one direct type of
sannikarsa of the different senses, including the Saksi, with their
appropriate objects of Taijasa-ahamkaratattva, such contacts are
presumed to be effected through the medium of 'rays'. Another
view is that in the case of the eyes alone, the contact is through
'rays' and in others, directly between the organs and the objects
and their abhavas.
The flawlessness of the senses and their contact etc., is to be
borne out by the truthfulness of knowledge, within the meaning of
"yathartha" already given, which is itself ascertained by the Saksi.
Hence there is no mutual dependence in the establishment of the
flawlessness of the senses etc., Absolute flawlessness of indriya1
is possible only in respect of the knowledge of God, Lakshmi and
the released. The Svarupa-jnana of Uttamajivas is always true
while the Vrtti-jnana of all the three classes of un-released souls, is
subject to error, as the senses in their case are material. These
limitations in the nature of Svarupa-jnana and Vrtti-jnana of the
different orders of beings may perhaps explain from the Madhva
point of view the impossibility for ordinary human perceptions to
know the 'ding an sich' as it is. It is another way of explaining that
our senses are not constituted in such a way as to enable us to
know all about given objects of perception but only as much of
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1Technically Svarupajnana also is engendered by Svarupendriyas.
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reality as is adequate to our normal life. This would suffice to
answer the argument of sceptics about our right to make a
transition from sense experience to physical objects. The contents
of individual experiences are proverbially fragmentary. Even of
the reality of which I take note, I can never perceive more than just
those aspects that attract my attention for the time being or have
relevance to my interests. There is an element of selective attention
in individual experiences. Experience is not a mere awareness of a
succession of presented objects or relations, undetermined by the
controlling interest or purpose of the knower (pramata). We are
thus obliged to admit the necessary existence of a superhuman
experience to which the whole universe of being is directly
presented (God's knowledge being only Pratyaksatmaka,
according to Madhva) as a complete and harmonious system. As
reality has been defined as ÈE"{ª{i<Â"|"w Â"‡<ß"<|"<˙"k"Î"# it follows that it can
have no meaning apart from presentation to a sentient experience.
Hence Madhva posits a graded series of more and more
harmonious wholes culminating in the perfect and systematic unity
of the absolute experience of Brahman, which embraces the
totality of all existence, all at once in its sweep
(sarvagatasarvavisayam). The Madhva theory has thus deep
philosophical significance though apparently treated as a purely
theological doctrine.
As all reality is Savisesa in essence and in the last analysis
and the 'bare something' being inconceivable, all Pratyaksa is
considered to be fundamentally Savikalpaka or determinate in
origin and nature, arising from direct contact with both object and
its properties. Hence there is no need to make knowledge of
adjunct as such (visesanajnana) the cause of the knowledge of the
qualified entity (visistajnana). Therefore, the division of
perception into Savikalpaka and Nirvikalpaka (determinate and
indeteminate) accepted in the Nyaya and the Advaita systems is
rejected by Madhva2.
2.

<˙"U"ik"Ó"<˙"U"ikÎ"{i„"Î"C"<Ô"÷Òk"{f„Î"{ß"i˙" <˙"<U"ƒ>˘"{E"{i|Â"y"{, <˙"U"ik"Ó"˘"{E"CÎ"{<Â" |"‰"
÷Ò{ªÓ"|˙"i ß"{E"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ (Vedesa : gloss on PP)
.
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The Saksi intuits its own self (Atman) and its characteristics of
bliss, conciousness etc., as well as the mind and its modifications
(vrtti) Avidya, knowledge arising from the external senses, the
feelings of pleasure and pain, time, space and God " C˙"¡ÒÂ"i<EÿÎ"w

C"{A"”|Î"·≤Î"|"i $ |"CÎ" <˙"k"Î"{ È{|ß"C˙"¡ÒÂ"w, |"’ß"{f:, È<˙"ù{, ß"E"C|"lØ˙"Dy"Î"{i,
µ"{fii<EÿÎ"˘"{E"C"·R"{ù{#, ÷Ò{e{i&˙Î"{÷DÒ|"{÷Ò{U"‚" —|Î"{ù{# $ (PP) The mind
comprehends external reality through the sense organs and acts as
the independent instrument of memory, aided by the Samskaras
providing the contact.
INFERENCE
According to Madhva, inference consists in the knowledge
of the mark of inference as pervaded by the Sadhya and invariably
connected with it, leading to the ascetainment of the Sadhya
(nirdosopapattih). The Buddhist logicians regard the principles of
essential identity (tadatmya) and causality (tadutpatti) as the
specific grounds of determining Vyapti, while the Vaisesikas
enumerate five such specific grounds in the Sutra : ÈCÎ"ilw ÷Ò{ªÓ"w
(VS). The Samkhyas enumerate seven
such principles on which we may base a universal proposition.3
Madhva holds that invariably concomitance is the only relation on
which all inferences ultimately rest. Even Paksadharmata (the
middle term spatially being a coexistent characteristic of the Paksa
or minor term), is not considered by him to be an essential factor
in inference, as even a Vyadhikaranahetu (which is not spatially
coexistent with the sadhya) can lead to valid inference4. He also

÷Ò{Î"fß"Ø Ã÷Ò{¨"fC"ß"˙"{<Î" <˙"ª{i<‹" ≤"

3. Cf. ëß"{‰"{<E"<ß"y"C"wÎ"{i<ˆ"<˙"ª{i<‹"C"∫≤"{´ª<„"# $

C˙"C˙"{<ß"˙"‹Î"x"{|"{ù# C"{ã–{E"{w C"¥"‹"{&E"·ß"{ $$í
4.

˙Î"{¥"|˙"i ˙Î"{oÎ"|˙"w |"· ÷Ò¨"ß"i˙" <∫ l…k"Ó"ß"Ø ?
ª{i<∫ÓÎ"·lÎ" È{C"Ô"# ÷DÒ<y"÷Ò{„Î"·<l|"{ Î"|"# $
—|Î"·Í|"i C"{‹"E"w E"{i <÷wÒ, E" fi{˘"˙"{‰" C"{<‹"÷Ò{ $$ (AV iii.2.4)
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rejects the claim of the Naiyayikas that presence of similar
instance and absence of contrary instance are necessary conditions
of inference as these are not obviously to be found in the
Kevalanvayi and Kevalavyatireki types of inference. Madhva
dismisses "Vyatirekavyapti" as providing any independent basis
for inference, as it merely corroborates the positive concomitance
between Sadhya and Sadhana in cases of doubt. Consistent with
this position Madhva repudiates the threefold classification of
inference as Kevalanvayi, Kevalavyatireki and Anvayavyatireki,
based on purely positive, purely negative and combined
concomitance respectively and recognises only one genuine type
of inference based on anvaya-vyapti. Jayatirtha puts down the
acceptance of the other types to a love of classification or for the
sake of facility of understanding.
The Nyaya school insists on a five-member syllogism in
Pararthanumana. The Buddhist logicians require two and the
Mimamsakas three5. Madhva is not in favor of any hard and fast
rule. The irreducible minimum for him, is the statement of the
Vyapti. The rest would depend on the exigencies of the occasion.
Where the subject-matter of dispute is clear to the disputants, the
statement of the "Pratijna" could as well be dispensed with. In any
case, if the five-member syllogism serves merely as a reminder to
the person addressed, who has already ascetained the invariable
concomitance of smoke with fire, he could reach the desired
conclusion by just remembering the Vyapti alone. In that case, the
use of the other members would be superfluous. If the fivemember syllogism is intended to act as an authoritative
pronouncement (agama), it will have no force as the disputants in
a Vada have no faith in each other's trust-worthiness. Want of faith
would naturally provoke further questions and expectancy which
would require the employment of further avayavas. If it is taken on
trust, it can be done so outright without the paraphernalia of a fivemember syllogism. Moreover, if it should act as an Agamavakya

5.

|"‰" Â"Å"|"Î"w ÷iÒ<≤"lØ üÎ"ß"EÎ"i ˙"Î"w ‰"Î"ß"Ø $
≈l{∫ªÓ"Â"Î"fE|"w Î"lØ ˙"{il{∫ªÓ"{<l÷Òß"Ø $$
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the Kevalavyatireki type of inference would have no legs to stand
upon. If the five member syllogism is looked upon as a dialectic
method, Madhva points out that it would entail the same being
pursued till all difference of opinion is finally set at rest and
absolute agreement reached between the parties. This would
require a series of five-members syllogisms and not one.
The errors is reasoning are classified into formal and
material. The most important of these are Virodha and Asangati in
which are subsumed all the defects of reasoning including the
fallacies and Nigrahasthanas (grounds of defeat) of the
Naiyayikas.
VERBAL TESTIMONY
Madhva makes out a strong case for according verbal
testimony an independent status as a Pramana The Vaisesikas
regard verbal judgments as inference (˙"{ÍÎ"w ˙"{ÍÎ"{¨"if&E"·ß"{E"ß"Ø). The
Prabhakaras while assigning an independent status to
Apauruseyavakya subsume verbal judgements of human origin
under inference. This is invidious as the accessories to verbal
judgement (such as C"ß"Î"Cß"ªÓ", U"{µlEÎ"{Î"{E"·C"E‹"{E"ß"Ø) are the same in
both the cases. As verbal judgments do not involve any
Vyaptijnana, they cannot be treated as inferential in character and
should be given a separate status.
Sabdapramana is divided into Pauruseya and Apauruseya.
The Vedic literature is regarded as "Apauruseya" and the Smrtis,
Puranas and other works based on Vedic authority are accepted as
Pauruseya Agama. Madhva is the only Vedantin after the
Mimamsakas to have given the question of the infallibility and the
Apauruseyatva of the Vedas serious attention. He has taken special
pains to establish the doctrine with some new and original
arguments of his own which go beyond the usual and conventional
arguments based on the conception of the eternality of Varnas and
the impossibility of proving that the Scriptures were spoken or
uttered by a particular person.
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The Vedas are self-valid. Their validity cannot be derived
from the authority (aptatva) of any author, human or divine. To the
modern mind, the ascription of Apauruseyatva and Anaditva to the
Vedas may seem absurd. But Madhva introduces a new line of
argument which is indeed thought-provoking in that it goes to the
very crux of the problem – the raison d'etre of any
Apauruseyavakya in the domain of Pramanas. Accordingly the
ultimate sanction for all religion, ethics and morality and for the
acceptance of all supersensuous values like dharma and adharma
will have to be founded on some textual authority which is not the
composition of any particular individual and does not derive its
authority or validity from being the words of any person regarded
as reliable (apta). Unless our ideas of dharma and adharma are
grounded in such impersonal authority, it would be impossible to
establish the very existence of values and concepts on any
satisfactory basis. A philosopher who will not admit the existence
of such supersensuous values as dharma and adharma would have
no scope for his Sastra, as the object of a Sastra is to show the
ways and means of realising those truths which cannot be secured
by other means, falling within the scope of perception and
inference. Nor can such a philosopher claim that his system would,
by the negation of dharma, adharma and other supersesuous
values, confer a real benefit on humanity by ridding society of its
superstitious belief in them. Madhva points out that far from
benefiting humanity, such teaching undermining the faith of the
people in dharma, adharma etc., would let loose violence and
disorder everywhere by lending support to the policy of 'might is
right'. In the long run, the people will curse the philosopher whose
teachings would expose them to such misery. As such teachings
will only lead to adverse results and as he has no faith in any other
unseen benefits, his Sastra would be futile, either way.
Insofar then as dharma and adharma and other
supersensuous values will have to be admitted by all rational
thinkers and since there is no other ultimate sanction upon which
they could be grounded, save the impersonal authority of a Sastra,
one has to accept an Apauruseya-Sastra as furnishing the basis of
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universal faith in dharma, adharma, etc.There is no other way in
which their existence could be established. It is hardly possible to
determine their nature and existence on the supposed authority of
individuals, however great they may be; for, every human being
will have the limitations of ignorance and of being liable to
deceptiveness. It will not be justifiable to postulate for this
purpose the existence of some teacher who will be omniscient.
That will be postulating much more than what is warranted in our
experience; for omniscience in any individual is not a matter of
our ordinary experience. One would have to postulate, moreover,
not only omniscience to an individual but also that such an
individual is not given to deceiving others and further that he is the
author of a particular statement or doctrine or body of texts about
the natures of dharma etc.
Postulation of the existence of an Apauruseya-Sastra, on the
other hand, would be the simplest thing. It would not necessitate
any further assumptions. As there is no ascertainable author of the
Vedas, their authorlessness would follow automatically. On the
contrary, it would be an unwarranted assumption that they have an
author, when no such author is ascertained or ascertainable. The
analogy of worldly testimony would be powerless here as in
respect of worldly testimony there is no conception that it is
authorless, as there is, in respect of the Vedas. There is no fear that
at this rate any statement from any irresponsible source may be
claimed as Apauruseya ; for established traditions would always
be a sufficient check against such wild claims and there are other
ways of ascertaining the genuine from the spurious, when such
claims are made.
The qualification of nirdosatva (flawlessness) applies to
every Pramana. Verbal testimony, to be valid, must be free from
such flaws as want of an objective reference to the words
employed, lack of syntactic connection or denotative fitness. There
are different theories as to how the verbal judgment is produced by
the distinctive elements forming part of a sentence. Madhva holds
the Anvitabhidhana view, according to which the words in a
sentence convey their specific senses compositely through
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requisite syntactic interconnection with the rest. This obviates the
necessity for recognising Sphotavada and other theories. The
Prabhakaras also hold the Anvitabhidhanavada. But while,
according to them, every word in a sentence is invested with the
capacity to convey the net syntactic relation as a whole and in that
process its own specific sense also, Madhva would appear to
recognise two stages in the process of anvaya, each word having at
the outset, only a general capacity to convey its definite sense as
correlated to such others to which it stands immediately related by
fitness and then by juxtaposition in the sentence taken as a whole,
with yet others, an additional capacity to convey a more
specialised form of the same anvaya, in all its completeness.
Other Pramanas like Arthapatti are not given an
independent position by Madhva. Arthapatti (presumption) shows
a way out in cases of apparent conflict between two facts. Given
that X is alive, if he is not at home, he must be presumed to be out
somewhere. This can be easily put in a syllogistic form :

≤"‰"{i µ"<∫ª<C|", ¬"”˙"E"˙"y˙"i C"<|" ˆ"D∫i&C"y˙"{|"Ø $ Î"{i ¬"”˙"E"Ø Î"‰" E"{<C|" C" |"|"{i&EÎ"‰"{<C|",
Î"¨"{ È∫ß"Ø $ (PP).
The point here is that both the alternatives, taken together,
constitute the mark of inference. There can be no real conflict
between the two alternatives of a man being alive and his not
being at home. So there can be no difficulty in one of the
alternatives qualifying the other and collectively leading to the
inference. Should the conflict be real, there would be no room for
Arthapatti either; but only a doubt as to what may have happened
to X. Similarly, Upamana also, as a means of establishing
similarity between two things, may be brought under inference,
perception or verbal testimony, according to the conditions of each
case. Anupalabdhi also, in the same way, could be brought under
any of the three according to the nature and conditions of the
experience. When a jar is suddenly removed from its place, the
perception of its non-existence is the result of direct perception by
the Saksi, the non-perception of the jar being merely the logical
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consequent of the former. Where one feels the absence of the jar in
darkness by judging through groping with his hands, the nonperception serves the purpose not of an instrument of
abhavapratyaksa but as a mark of inference. The necesity of
recognising Anupalabdhi, as a separate Pramana, is thus obviated
by the acceptance of a possibility of direct sensory contact with
abhava as in the case of bhavas.
The well-known "Tatparya-lingas" like "Upakrama",
"Upasamhara" and Sruti, linga, vakya, prakarana, etc. are also
similarly to be brought under the purview of inference.
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CHAPTER XVI
THE STATUS OF MEMORY
THE contribution of memory to knowledge is quite
considerable and important. The question of its status and title to
be admitted as a Pramana or source of valid knowledge has
engaged the attention of philosophers in the East and in the West.
While some modern philosophers have been very critical and
sceptical of the claims of memory, others have overweighted it. In
Indian philosophy, the prevailing tendency has been to exclude
memory from the title of "Pramana" on the ground of its
'merely' representative character. The Mimamsakas and the
Naiyayikas have deliberately defined Pramana in such a way as to
exclude memory from its scope1. The Advaitins generally follow
the Mimamsaka view. The followers of Ramanuja seem to be
divided in their opinion. Meghanadari seems to be definitely
against the admission of memory to the title of Pramana, as can be
seen from his definition of Pramana as : ÈEÎ"Â"‡ß"{Ó"{E"Â"iA"w
È¨"fÂ"´ª≤™>il÷Òß"Ø2 while Vedanta Desika is quite in favour of it:

Cß"D<|"ß"{‰"{Â"‡ß"{Ó"|˙"w E" Î"·Í|"<ß"<|" ˙"AÎ"|"i $
Èµ"{<‹"|"Cß"D|"ie{if÷iÒ Â"‡ß"{Ó"|˙"Â"´ªˆ"‡∫{|"Ø $$ (Nyaya-Parisuddhi)
As a realist Madhva stakes his all on the validity of memory
and supports its claim to be admitted as a Pramana or source of
valid knowledge :

Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w E"{E"·˙"{lCÎ" Cß"D|"iª<Â" <˙"∫”Î"|"i $
Î"{¨"{¨Î"fß"i˙" Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"U"µl{¨"{if Î"<ü˙"<A"|"# $$ (AV ii.1.4)
He brings Memory under Pratyaksa and considers it as a
----------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Cf. ÈE"<‹"ˆ"|"{¨"fˆ"E|"D Â"‡ß"{Ó"ß"Ø (Mimamsaka definition)
2. Nayadyumani, quoted by Dasgupta, I. Phil.iii.p.239
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direct perception by the mind :

Â"‡|Î"A"w C"¥"<˙"‹"ß"Ø, C"{<A"k"<a>ìEÿÎ"„"iliE" ;

(PL). Its validity cannot, he says, be treated as
merely inferential. Otherwise, even the perception of an object can
be treated as an inference from a karya to a karma :
C"{A"{|÷Ò{ªiÓ" ÷Ò{Î"ifÓ" ÷Òß"f÷Ò{ª÷Ò|"Î"{ x"N>{ùE"·ß"{E"ß"Ø $ (NS p.227)
Apart from that, it cannot be said that we know the past by
inference from the retention of the impression of the past
experience from its revival as an image. Such inferences in their
turn would involve memory. Moreover, if memory is invalid as a
source of knowledge, then all inferences which are based on the
remembrance of Vyapti between a hetu and a sadhya would cease
to be valid; for no knowledge can be valid when it has its basis in
what is invalid. Inference then, would be at a standstill. It can
similarly be shown that the other Pramanas accepted by the other
schools would also involve memory of some kind as one of their
basic conditions.

ß"{E"C"Â"‡|Î"A"¬"{ Cß"D<|"#

Madhva holds that Samskaras (former impressions) provide
the necessary contact (sannikarsa) of the mind with the past. The
possibility of such a penetration into the past, by the mind, is
established, says he, on the evidence of Yogic perception of past
and future, and is not, therefore, inconceivable. It is indeed very
remarkable that Madhva should have anticipated the views of
Western thinkers like Russell, Hobhouse and others in recognising
memory as a primary source of our knowledge concerning the
past. He agrees with them that the immediate knowledge by
memory is the source of all our knowledge concerning the past by
inference. Otherwise we should never know that there was
anything past to be inferred at all. If the validity of memory is
questioned, there would by no proof of our past experiences
having occured to us:

Â"±˙"{fE"·„"±|"i <÷wÒ ß"{E"<ß"|Î"·Í|"i CÎ"{|"Ø <÷Òß"·y"ªß"Ø ? (AV ii.1.4)
It is no argument against this point that 'the fact that one
seems to remember an event is a good reason for believing that it
occurred; but it is only because there is independent evidence. If
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we are all to loose our memory of events, it would be harder for us
to reconstruct the past events, but not impossible. The crosschecking of written and other physical records, the utilisation of
scientific theories which they support, would suffice 3.' This
would not apply to the question of one's own personal experience
and its remembrance. If I lose my memory, I cannot by any written
or other records reconstruct my past experience for myself. Others
with their memories intact may be able to do so. But that will
hardly help me or have any binding force so far as I am
concerned. If the reconstructor should lose his memory, no
interpretation or correlation of evidence would be possible. The
part played by memory in human life, is thus considerable and it
would be suicidal to question its validity in toto. Of course, there
are erroneous memories at times. But so are there cases of
erroneous perceptions and inference too! That does not affect the
validity of memory per se. Madhva's insistence on 'nirdosatva' of
the causal conditions would be sufficient to cover such cases.
The general objections to the validity of memory is that it
does not fulfil the condition of correspondence (yatharthyam). The
state or condition in which an object was first apprehended is no
longer present at the time of its subsequent remembrance. Thus
memory cannot lay claim to be faithful to the experience and
reproduce it exactly. This objection is answered by Madhva, by
pointing out that it is not the re-presentation of the experience in
toto that makes for the validity of memory but faithfulness to its
object-content4. The existence of an object in the same former
condition whenever it is known is not essential for the validity of
knowledge. What is required is that the particular state or
condition, in which knowledge apprehended a given object with
reference to a particular space-time setting, should really belong to
it in that space-time setting. What memory does is to recall the
fact that the particular object was in such and such a condition or
3. A.J.Ayer, The Problem of Knowledge (1956), p.186)
4. CÎ"{<llw Î"ùE"·„"˙"{E"·C"{´ª|˙"w Î"{¨"{¨Î"f<ß"<|" ˙"l{ß"#, È¨"{fE"·C"{´ª|˙"w |"· |"¨"i|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø (NS
p251)
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state at such and such time (|"l{&C"{ |"{MU"#). This certainly is so. It
is irrelevent to the validity of memory that the former condition is
no longer present. Its existence now in the same state or condition,
or in a different one, is simply irrelevant to the validity of
memory. It is only in this sense that scientific deductions about the
past or future conditions or phenomena could be held to be valid.
The same applies to memory also :

Cß"ªÓ"÷Ò{ei |"l˙"C¨"|˙"{„"{˙"{lÎ"{¨"{¨Î"¿ Cß"D|"i´ª<|" ≤"iÔ", È|"”|"{E"{ˆ"|"<˙"k"Î"{E"·ß"{E"{ˆ"ß"Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"Â"‡≤Î"·<|"# (NS p.251).
There is not much in the objection that it is not the
function of the pramana to make known to us an already known
object. For, it can never be seriously maintained that no further
knowledge can arise in regard to a known object. Neither is
knowledge opposed to knowledge in any way, so that subsequent
knowledge may be barred. It cannot also be held that want or
absence of knowledge is a part of the conditions which produce
knowledge. Knowledge is bound to arise if the necessary
conditions for its production are there. The objection that a
pramana should not be dependent on anything else or any other
knowledge would cut at the very root of inference. There is thus
no justification of defining "Pramana" in such a way as to exclude
memory from its purview.
Memory is generally supposed to be caused by Samskaras
(impressions) left on the mind by the first experiences. A difficulty
arises in this connection. Such impressions, then, could only relate
to the actual state of the object as it was experienced. But the
"experience' did not certainly present its object with the words "I
am past" stamped on it, as it were. If, then, Samskaras
corresponding to the objective content of experience produce
memory, how is this discrepancy to be explained 5?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------5.

E"E"·, Â"±˙"{fE"·„"˙"¬"<E"|"C"wC÷Ò{ªÓ"# Cß"D<|"÷Ò{ªÓ"ß"Ø $ C" ≤"{E"·„"˙"<˙"k"Î" Ã˙" Cß"D<|"¬"E"E"CÎ"ii> $ E"≤"{E"·„"˙"iE" <E"˙"Dy"Â"±˙"{f˙"C¨"|"Î"{ È¨"{if ˆ"D∫”|"# $ |"|÷Ò¨"ß"E"·„"˙"C"ß"{E"<˙"k"Î"C"wC÷Ò{ªß"{‰"¬"EÎ"{ Cß"D<|"ª¨"¿ <E"˙"Dy"Â"±˙"{f˙"C¨"|"Î"{ <˙"k"Î"”÷·ÒÎ"{f<l<|" ? (PP)
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This is really a ticklish question. The difficulty seems to
have been felt by some modern writers also on the subject. But
their explanation is vague and non-commital. The correct answer
according to Ayer is that "perhaps, there is no one thing that is
present in every such instance of remembering. Sometimes it is the
matter of one's having a vivid image; sometimes with or without
image, there is a feeling of familiarity; sometimes there is no
specific mental occurrence'.
This leaves the difficulty unsolved. Madhva overcomes it
by boldly formulating a new theory that our memory experiences
are not purely and simply the reflections of Samskaras,
impressions, feelings or beliefs. They are direct apprehensions of
the mind penetrating into the past.6 Only such a theory as this
would justify the position taken by modern thinkers like Russell
that memory resembles perception in point of its immediacy and
differes from it in being referred to the part7. That the mind has
got this power to penetrate into the past and the future is
established on the evidence of Yogic perceptions of past and
future, which are recognised as direct perceptions (Saksatkara) and
not as inference. Such mental perception in the case of memory is
however, limited to the sphere of previously experienced objects
or events by the nature of the limitations imposed by the
Samskaras, which act as the connecting links (sannikarsa) with the
past; whereas, in the case of Yogic perceptions of the past and
future, such sannikarsa or connecting link is supplied by the
power of Yogic merit itself. Hence, Yogic vision is more
comprehensive than ordinary mental or memory experiences. This
explains why memory is, by its very nature, connected with one's
past experiences.
The position taken up by Madhva that Memory should be
regarded as an immediate perception of the past by the mind is
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. Cf. the view of Samuel Alexander that "the object is compresent
with me as past' (Space, Time and Deity, i.113, quoted by Ayer).
7. The Problems of Philosophy, p.76
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quite unique. It goes very much beyond the views of the Jainas
who have valiantly upheld the right of memory to be accepted as a
source of valid knowledge, but have classified it as a form of
mediate knowledge (paroksa). Madhva's view of memory as a
direct perception of the past by the mind is a remarkable
anticipation of the views of some modern philosophers like
Russell who claims that 'we often remember what we have seen or
heard or had otherewise presented to our senses and in such cases,
we are still immediately aware of what we remember, in spite of
the fact that it appears as past and not as present' (Problems of
Philosophy, p.76).Another minor objection to the right of memory to be
admitted as a 'Pramana' is its alleged inability to serve any useful
purpose (nisphalatvam), as a source of knowledge. This is
pointless, says Madhva. In the first place, validity is a matter of
fact and hardly one of utility. Apart from that, not all instances of
memory can be dismissed as serving no useful purpose. We feel
happy to remember pleasant experiences and seek to dwell on
them and go from one to another. Exercise of memory increases
the potencies of impressions. Feelings of love and hatred are
evoked by agreeable or disagreeable memories.
Insofar then as memory is uncontradicted and true, it would
be fully entitled to the status of Pramana in the sense of yathartha.
It has been argued, however, that there is a peculiarity about
memory which deserves notice. "The only claim of memory to the
status of knowledge and acceptability rests upon an explicit
reference to a past experience, which it professes to reproduce
faithfully. A remembered fact is believed to be true just becasue it
is regarded as identical with the content of a past experience,
which it claims to reproduce8. This conformity to a past
experience and falling back upon it for its own validity are said to
be proof of its 'self-abdication' in favour of its archetype. Thus, the
question of treating memory as a distinct type of knowledge is
'barred by definition'. In this view, the Advaitin follows the
-----------------------------------------------------------------------8. D.M.Datta, Six Ways of Knowing, pp.22-23)
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Bhattas, who hold that the only kind of knowledge, so called, is
knowledge of the already unaquired : anadhigatarthagantr.
Memory, though not, therefore, a distinct source of knowledge, is
still a distinct experience that has to be distinguished from
knowledge and given a separate name. The experience in which
the new emerges is called Anubhuti and reproductive knowledge
is called "Smrti" (D.M.Datta, Six Ways of Knowing, pp. 22-23).
As a Realist, Madhva establishes the right to validity of
memory and anuvada, both in the enlarged sense of the term
"Yathartham", as defined by him and in the narrow sense of
anadhigatarthagantr accepted by the Bhattas and the Advainins:

Â"‡|Î"A"w ß"{E"C"w ≤"˙" CÎ"{l|"”|"{¨"fˆ"{i≤"ªß"Ø $
|"l{ Cß"D<|"Â"‡ß"{Ó"|˙"w È|"”|"|˙"<˙"U"i<k"|"ß"Ø $
È{<‹"ÍÎ"ß"E"·„"±|"{y"· Î"l|"”|"|˙"<ß"kÎ"|"i $$
ß"{E"|"{ ≤" ÷Ò¨"w E" CÎ"{|"Ø Cß"D|"iµ"{f‹"‚" E"{‰" <∫ $
ß"{E"|˙"w Â"‡|Î"<„"˘"{Î"{ È<Â" C"˙"{fE"·„"±<|"ˆ"ß"Ø $
È|"”|"˙"|"fß"{E"|˙"‹"<ß"fÓ"” C"{ ≤" MUÎ"|"i $$
E" ≤" C"{ Cß"D<|"ß"{‰"{¨"{f |"<llE|˙"ˆ"‡∫÷Ò|"# $
È|"{i E" ˙"|"fß"{E"÷Ò<E"Î"ß"# CÎ"{lØ ˆ"‡∫i&A"¬"i $$ (AV iii.2.3)
He argues that we experience the past by means of
Manasapratyaksa aided by Samskaras. The experience of memory
is valid insofar as it is uncontradicted. Thus, it is not barred by
definition. Apart from that, there is an element of 'novelty'
(anadhigatarthata) in memory. It is not a mere photographic
reproduction of a past experience'. For, it comprehends events, or
objects qua past i.e., as qualified by the special attribute of “being
past” : È|"”|"|˙"<˙"U"i<k"|"ß"Ø ; whereas, the first experience of them
would, naturally, have conceived of them qua present ! Memory,
then, involves an element of novelty – a something more than a
mere photographic reproduction of experience. As Hobhouse puts
it, "Memory is an assertion of the past "as past". In the same way,
an analysis of Pratyabhijnana (recognition) shows that it is an
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indivisible act of cognition, produced by the visual sense aided by
Samskaras :

ÈE"·„"˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"i÷Ò¡ÒÂ"ß"i˙" <˙"˘"{E"w C"wC÷Ò{ªC"<≤"˙"iE" ≤"A"·k"{ ¬"{|"ß"Ø (NS p.196 b)
and that it is neither a simple perception of a mere "this" nor an act
of memory involving a "that"; nor even two separate cognitions
consisting of a perception and a memory; nor even a compound of
'mental chemistry', as the Jainas would have it; |"<llE|˙"ˆ"‡∫÷Ò|"# (AV)
Jayatirtha quotes Vacaspati Misra to show that he too is not
averse to recognising the validity of memory in the sense of
possessing "yatharthya" (validity). For, in commenting on the
definition of Pramana in the Sutra : ≈Â"e<µ‹"∫i|"·# Â"‡ß"{Ó"ß"Ø Vacaspati
first qualifies the term "Upalabdhi" (cognition) by the adjunct of
"being correct" (Yathartham) to avoid the overpervasion of the
definition in respect of doubts. But, lest the definition as modified,
viz. Î"¨"{¨"{ifÂ"e<µ‹"∫i|"·# Â"‡ß"{Ó"ß"Ø should embrace "memory" also, he
qualifies "Upalabdhi" once again, by saying that Î"¨"{¨"{ifÂ"e<µ‹" does
not here include all correct knowledge, as such, but only
immediate experience. This shows that the validity of memory is
accepted by him. Otherwise, he would not have raised any further
objection to the qualified defintion of Pramana as Î"¨"{¨"{ifÂ"e<µ‹"∫i|"·# :
which would have sufficed to rule out memory, if it had been
intended to be excluded from valid knowledge. Or, having raised
an objection of that kind, he should again have excluded the
validity of Smrti by the selfsame adjunct "Yathartham" instead of
restricting the term Upalabdhi to "anubhava" as distinguished from
memory. This establishes that in the opinion of Vacaspati,
memory is ruled out, not because of its containing any element of
invalidity (ayatharthyam), but because of its not being in the
nature of a direct or a primary experience (anubhava). This shows
that its validity is irrefutable and ergo, a proper definition of
"Pramanam" must be such as to include it. There is no point in
giving a partial definition and then exclaiming that memory is
'barred by definition !' It is unfair to interpret or define the term
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"Pramanam" in such a way as would fail to achieve such a result
or foil it. Hence, the need for redefining "Pramana", so as to bring
within its range all types of valid knowledge, without any
invidious distinction or preconceived ideas.
Madhva has thus done a great service to the cause of truth in
restoring memory to its rightful place as a valid source of
knowledge and therefore fully entitled to be accepted as a
"Pramana". He has also given a great lead to philosophers in
bringing it under "Pratyaksa" by assigning to it a special place as
"Manasa-pratyaksa" under his scheme of sevenfold division of
Pratyaksa. It is a tribute to the keenness of his mental powers that
his recognition of the immediacy of Memory is receiving assent
from several modern thinkers like Ewing who have come to
recognise the 'direct view' of memory.
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CHAPTER XVII
DOCTRINE OF VALIDITY
PRAMANAS give us valid knowledge of things "as they
are in fact". The nature of this validity and correspondence with
facts, as understood by Madhva, has already been defined. The
problem that remains is that of the criteria of truth by which we
convince ourselves of the validity of our experiences and
judgments. Modern philosophers have put forward different tests
of truth such as correspondence, coherence, pragmatic tests and
even intuition. In Indian philosophy also these different criteria
figure under different names.
The Samkhyas have held that both validity and invalidity
are innate to knowledge. This means that the same factors which
produce knowledge make for the validity pertaining to it, and
similarly in the case of invalidity. The same principle applies to
the apprehension of that validity or its reverse. The factors which
make known the knowledge are alone responsible for the
apprehension of its validity or invalidity. This theory seems to rest
on a naive commonsense realism that both validity and invalidity
are organic to knowledge.
The Samkhya position is clearly self-contradictory. It may,
however, be explained by the Samkhyas that as the machinery of
the production of knowledge cannot at any time be expected to be
absolutely free from gunas or dosas that arrest the capacity to
produce invalidity or validity as the case may be, one cannot
altogether escape the conclusion that knowledge is bound to be
intrinsically true or false, according to the prevailing condition of
the karmas that produce it. The only excuse for such a round-about
explanation will be the acceptance of the principle that knowledge
by itself cannot have the contradictory features of validity and
invalidity at the same time. The same fear of self-contradiction
should have alerted the Samkhyas against attributing two mutually
conflicting capacities to the karanas themselves, in their attempt
to justify the dual nature of knowledge. Such a view will actually
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make the auxiliaries responsible for the Karanas acquiring this
dual capacity. That will land the Samkhyas in the extrinsic theory
(paratastva) of both validity and invalidity, instead of their
svatastva, as they want to maintain.
Reflection shows, then, that truth alone is organic to
knowledge and invalidity must be extraneous to it and must not be
put down to the same causes as produce knowledge, but to
defective adjustment of conditions or environment.
It is clearly illogical to regard both validity and invalidity as
innate characteristics of knowledge. One of them must be natural
and organic and the other extrinsic. Tests and verifications are
needed to make sure of validity only in cases of reasonable doubt,
and not as a rule. This confirms the position that validity is
intrinsic to knowledge and must be so.
According to the Nyaya school, both the genesis and
apprehesion of validity and invalidity are extrinsic to knowledge,
caused by factors other than those which give rise to or make
known the knowledge. This is consistent with the practical realism
of Nyaya and its pragmatic theory of truth. Knowledge, according
to this school, is generated by well-defined contact of sense organs
with objects or by other specific factors (gunas) (which differ
according to the nature of each case, i.e. perceptual, inferential or
verbal); while its validity is brought about by certain special
virtues in the indriyas or other causal conditions according to the
type of knowledge. Invalidity, on the other hand, is produced by
defects of sensory contact or other pertinent factors. This school
also holds that while knowledge per se is apprehended by mental
perception, its validity is inferred from correspondence of other
tests. Invalidity, likewise, is inferred from want of correspondence,
unworkability, etc.
The weakness of the Nyaya theory lies in its making
validity depend upon external tests. This is clearly unsatisfactory.
If the tests require further tests to validate them, there will be a
regress of them ad infinitum. If the first or second test itself is
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sufficient guarantee of validity without the need for further tests, it
would be tantamount to an admission of self-validity of the result
of that test which is also as much a piece of knowledge as the
earlier ones.
The Buddhists, on the other hand, regard validity as
extraneous and invalidity intrinsic to knowledge, as all ordinary
knowledge according to them is discursive and hence based on
mental construction (kalpana) in terms of name, form, etc.
The Bhattas accept validity to be innate and invalidity to be
extrinsic. But then, valid knowledge itself, according to them, is
inferred by the peculiar mark of "cognised-ness" (jnatata) which is
a property produced in knowledge, while invalidity is inferentially
established through want of correspondence, etc. The Prabhakaras
regard knowledge as self-luminous and therefore capable of
manifesting its own validity in the same act. But they do not
accept any invalid knowledge as such – the so-called "invalid"
one, of popular conception, being regarded by them as due merely
to a failure to distinguish properly between an actual perception of
a given something and a memory of something else (resembling
it), arising almost in a flash.
Madhva disagrees with all these theories. According to him,
the sense organs themselves are capable of producing correct
knowledge by proper contact etc. There is no need to assume any
special characteristic (gunas) for this purpose. But when vitiated
by flaws, the natural capacity of these is arrested or distorted and
they give rise to invalid knowledge. As knowledge, by itself, is
jada (insentient) as a modification of the antahkarana and therefore
incapable of self-revelation, we have to admit some other principle
by which the knowledge itself and its validity could be intuited.
Such a principle is the Saksi or Svarupendriya of the knowing
Self, which being Caitanyarupa is capable of being both
Svaprakasaka and Paraprakasaka. Both knowledge and its validity
are, thus grasped by the Saksi, in the ultimate analysis. But in
respect of invalid knowledge the Saksi grasps only its bare content
or essence (svarupam) while its invalidity, as such, is ascertained
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by the Saksi indirectly through incoherence (visamvada) or other
tests. In respect of Anupramanas, their validity is inferentially
grasped from their ability to stand the test of correspondence, etc.
Implications of Madhva's Doctrine of Validity
It will thus be seen that validity, as defined by Madhva,
cannot admit of any degrees, such as are recognised in Buddhism
and Advaita, in terms of Vyavaharika and Paramarthika
pramanyam. It is indeed difficult to justify the theory of degrees of
validity in the light of Svatah-pramanyavada, ostensibly admitted
by the Advaita, just as it is in the other systems of Vedanta.
Degrees of reality will be inconsistent with the dictum :
Abadhacca pramanatvam vastunyaksadivat sruteh.On the Advaitic
view, it will be more appropriate, logically and terminologically to
speak of degrees of invalidity or unreality of experience. Validity,
if intrinsic to knowledge, must be ipso facto absolute and
unlimited and not relative or confined to particular moments or
periods of time:

Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"CÎ" ≤" ß"Î"{fl{ ÷Ò{e|"{i ˙Î"{∫|"{ „"˙"i|"Ø (AV ii.2.3)
Even supposing that unstultifiability for the three periods of
time (traikalikabadhyatvam) is the true test of reality, it will not be
difficult to secure such abadhyatvam (unstultifiability) to our
empirical knowledge, which insofar as it is uncontradicted with
reference to its own space-time setting, is technically 'Traikalikaabadhyatvagrahi'

C˙"÷Ò{ei fi<C|"|"{w ˆ"DÜE"Ø C"{A"{|÷Ò{ª<À÷Ò{eˆ"{ß"Ø $
.... ˆ"DÜ{|Î"i˙"{|Î"µ"{‹Î"|"{ß"Ø $$ (Nym 1.18)
This point has already been made clear in our discussion of
the criterion of reality.
If our knowledge is absolutely sure to be distillusioned and
be set aside at a subsequent period of noumenal level, it would be
tantamount to saying that it has not been valid and true to facts
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even when it has been appearing to be so, all along.

÷Ò{e{E|"ªi&ÂÎ"ß"{E"w ≤"i<ll{E"”w ß"{E"|"{ ÷·Ò|"# ? (AV ii 2.3)
In other words, it would mean that we have been subjected
to a cruel deception all the time and have been dealing with
metaphysical shadows instead of the realities of life. The Advaita
philosopher is inconsistent with himself in accepting the doctrine
of Svatah-pramanya of knowledge and advocating the doctrine of
degrees of reality and of validity in the same breath. The Madhva
view of validity as "Yatharthatvam" is free from the defect. On
this view, correspondence (yatharthyam) is nothing more than
having a real object conveived as it truly is with reference to a
given place and time.
(Tdy). It inclines more
to the correspondence theory than to pragmatism. Madhva lays
stress on the fact that emotional satisfaction does not make a
proposition true, nor the fact that a particular belief may induce
such a satisfaction. Phalavattvam na casmabhih pramanyam hi
vivaksitam (AV, ii.1.4). This is one of the strong points in favour of
realism. Madhva has naturally pressed home this argument (from
the self-validity of Pramanas to the reality of the world and of its
experiences). On the other hand, the Advaitic philosophers, though
paying lip service to the Svatah-pramanya doctrine of pramanas
have been at great pains to stigmatize Pratyaksa as vitiated by
flaws (of Avidya), referring to phenomenal reality (˙Î"{˙"∫{´ª÷Ò„"ilÂ"ª)

|"<ük"Î"|˙"ß"i˙" |"l{÷Ò{ª|˙"ß"Ø $ E"<∫ ˘"{E"˘"iÎ"Î"{iªi÷Ò{÷Ò{ª|"{

being limited to the present (˙"|"fß"{E"ß"{‰"ˆ"‡{<∫) and so on, and hence
incapable of establishing the absolute reality of our experiences.
The tendency to pick holes in Pratyaksa and impugn its validity is
found among Idealist thinkers of the West also. Dismissing the
belief in the reality of the world as a superficial doctrine of naive
realism, the Advaitins have tried to invalidate it both by inference
(<ß"¨Î"{|˙"{E"·ß"{E"): <˙"X"w <ß"¨Î"{ MUÎ"|˙"{|"Ø, ¬"a>|˙"{|"Ø etc and by an appeal to
monistic texts like E"i∫ E"{E"{&ìC|" <÷ÒÅ"E" which are supposed to deny
the reality of world experience.
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In combating these moves, Madhva has naturally tried to
take his stand on the validity of Pratyaksa in its own right. The
theory of Pratyaksa being vitiated by fontal flaws (dosajanyatvam)
cannot be put forward until the unreality of experience is
otherwise established and that cannot be done until the
Dosajanyatva of Pratyaksa is proved. There is thus a palpable
interdependence in argument. The argument from illusions : <˙"X"w
to the unreality of all experience is
equally illegitimate. The normal experiences of life are not on a
par with passing illusions. They are not contradicted within our
own experience, as illusions are. The plea of future stultifiability of
experience is dubious. Inferences being dependent on sound
Pratyaksa for their Vyaptiniscaya cannot possibly go against their
very prop and support (Upajivya). Perception may be limited to
the present, but with the help of the Saksi, it can assure itself of
absence of stultifiability, as in the case of the perception of falsity
of silver in the shell, which is vested with absolute certainty by the
Advaitin himself.

<ß"¨Î"{ MUÎ"|˙"{|"Ø... U"·<Í|"¡ÒÂÎ"˙"|"Ø,

Finding these attempts to discredit Pratyaksa unsuccessful,
the Advaitin tries to base his conclusion on the authority of the
identity - texts which, by implication and by express reference, are
supposed to establish the erroneousness of dualistic experiences.
This he does by turning to his advantage the primacy of the
status of Sruti among Pramanas, in Vedic tradition, pitting the socalled "Advaita Sruti" against the consolidated experience of
humanity, of the truthfulness of its worldly experience, its
transmigratory career and the limitations of its own finite powers
of understanding etc. and depriving them of their reality and
meaning on account of their opposition to the truth of the oneness
of all existence. The bondage of the souls is thus attributed to
beginningless ignorance and the pluralisation of the one impartible
pure consciousness into many finite selves through
superimposition of difference.
Madhva's position is that the conflict of Pramanas must be
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resolved by resorting to some objective epistemological criterion
and not on the basis of purely sentimental respect for one set of
Srutis as against the other or on that of personal predilections. The
criterion of Upajivya-upajivakatva between Pramanas is an
objective one by which he prefers to resolve such conflict of
Pramanas. The Upajivya is the logical and ontological ground or
starting point of all further predications about a subject. The nature
of this ground or starting point as it is ex hypothesi determined
furnishes the basis of all subsequent thought and predication. Any
predication or denial which runs counter to this ground as given by
the proof of the existence of the entity (dharmigrahakapramana)
has to be rejected as untenable. An Upajivaka must, in all cases, be
subservient to the Upajivya and cannot overrule it. This is the
essence of the criterion of Upajivyapramanaprabalya. It is clear
that in the event of a conflict between the Upajivya and Upajivaka,
both could not be held to be valid, lest the thing in question should
cease to have any character of its own. Now, Saksipratyaksa and
the Bheda Sruti clearly establish the authenticity of human
experience. No amount of identity texts can falsify their verdict.
The conflict of Upajivyapramana will persist even when the
existence of Brahman is sought to be established through a causal
argument, instead of through Sruti. The inference of a Supreme
Creator would involve the assumption of His Omniscience and
Almightiness which would mark Him off from the Jivas. The
thesis of identiy of Jiva and Brahman and the falsity of worldexperience are thus opposed to Upajivyapramana in the form of
(1) Bheda Sruti and (2) Saksipratyaksa and (3) Causal inference.
Without minimising the importance of Sruti in principle, as
'Jatya prabala' among the three Pramanas :

ëÂ"‡{µ"°Î"ß"{ˆ"ß"CÎ"˙" ¬"{|Î"{ |"ik"· <‰"k"· Cß"D|"ß"Øí
Madhva holds that the authority of the Sruti is absolute and
unqualified only in matters which fall exclusively within its
province – such as the nature and attributes of God, His
Personality and the esoteric truths of theology :
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È{ˆ"ß"÷ÒÂ"‡ß"{Ó"ik"· |"CÎ"˙" fi·Â"¬"”˙Î"|"{ (AV, ii.1.4-5).
But in matters which fall within the legitimate sphere of valid
perception and Saksyanubhava, such as the reality of the world
and the self's own experiences of the joys and sorrows of life and
its own finiteness and limitations, the verdict of such Pratyaksa
and Saksyanubhava will hold the field as Upajivya with reference
to such scriptural statements as 'Tat tvam asi' which purport to
make the individual self one with the infinite Brahman:

ëe{<÷Ò÷iÒ ˙Î"˙"∫{ªi&‰" Â"‡|Î"A"CÎ"{iÂ"¬"”˙Î"|"{í (AV) ëe{<÷Ò÷iÒí Â"‡|Î"A"{<l<C"’¬"”˙"{<l<˙"k"Î"i, µ"‡h"{|ß"÷Ò|˙"{<lµ"{i‹"E"¡ÒÂ"i ë˙Î"˙"∫{ªií |"y˙"ß"CÎ"{ù{ˆ"ß"iE" <÷‡ÒÎ"ß"{Ó"i, È‰"
(È{ˆ"ß"i) - È{ˆ"ß"w Â"‡<|" Â"‡|Î"A"CÎ"{iÂ"¬"”˙Î"|"{ $ (Jayatirtha, NS p.593)
The relation of Badhyabadhakabhava (stultified and
stultifier) as between Pratyaksa and Agama is not therefore,
uniform and unqualified everywhere. It is determined by the
criterion of Upajivyata. And such Upajivyata depends on the
merits of the case. In certain cases Agama is the Upajivya of
Pratyaksa while in some others Saksipratyaksa is the Upajivya of
Agama1 Human perception registering defects in the Avatara
forms of the Lord are invalidated by the evidence of Sruti which
establishes that the Mula and Avatara Forms are equally
defectless. But in respect of facts within the competence of sound
Pratyaksa and Saksyanubhava and their legitimate sphere (such as
the anthenticity of our worldly experiences), such Pratyaksa and
Saksyanubhava are the Upajivya of scriptural texts purporting to
say something to the contrary. The latter are to be put down as
Upajivaka and hence not competent to contradict or sublate the
evidence of such Pratyaksa and Saksyanubhava.
This well-defined demarcation of the grounds which must
govern the operation of Badhyabadhakabhava between Pratyaksa
1.

E"<∫ <E"<˙"fU"ik"Ó"Î"{i# Â"‡|Î"A"{ˆ"ß"Î"{i# Â"ªCÂ"ªw µ"{‹Î"µ"{‹"÷Ò„"{˙"#, <÷ÒE|"· ≈Â"¬"”˙"÷Ò|˙"iE"
µ"{‹Î"|˙"w, ≈Â"¬"”˙Î"|˙"iE" µ"{‹"÷Ò|˙"ß"Ø $ |"Ç" |"‰"{EÎ"¨"{ È‰"{EÎ"¨"{ —<|" (E" <˙"ª{i‹"#) (NS
p.593)
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and Saksyanubhava on the one hand and the deliverances of Sruti
on the other, formulated by Madhva, shows how very much
misplaced is the criticsm one sometimes hears from 'unattached'
modern scholars that 'philosophy in India could never free itself
from the crushing burden of the Srutis' (A.M.Ghosh, 'Modern
Indian Philosophy', Times Illustrated Weekly, Bombay, Dec.20th
1959). Madhva has thus shown himself to be a very balanced
thinker in fixing the boundaries of the different Pramanas. It is not,
therefore, correct to say, as does Dr.Narain, that 'the Madhvas in
their fervor of enthroning Pratyaksa went to the extent of
explaining scriptural testimony in consistency with the results of
Perception' (Critique of Madhva Refutation of Sankara Vedanta,
p.27). What Madhva has done is to see that neither Pratyaksa nor
Sruti oversteps its own well-defined spheres. Dr.Narain's
statement that 'the Advaitins disparage the philosophy of the
supremacy of perception by arguing that the theory that every
Perception is absolutely valid is contradicted by both reason and
experience. In several cases, the knowledge acquired through
preception is contradicted both by inference and testimony. If
perceptions are always valid, what about illusions and their
explanation in a textbook on Philosophy? (op. cit. p.126). The
question would not have trobled Dr. Narain composure if he had
taken care to remember Madhva's definition of perception as
flawless contact of flawless organs with flawless objects
(nirdosarthendriyasannikarsah pratyaksam).
Dr.Narain goes on to say, 'The Madhva objection that
because perception provides the data for inference and scriptural
testimony its validity should not be questioned is also invalid –
because the mere precedence of one cognition to another is no
argument in favour of the strength of the preceding cognition. Had
it been so, the illusory presentation of silver, by virtue of
precedence would be more valid than the later cognition that the
object in question is conchshell' (op.cit.p.127). It is not good to
indulge in such philosophical naivete, once too often!
A reference to Vyasatirtha's Nym would make it clear that
the actual position of Madhva's philosophy is that it is not mere
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temporal precedence of one cognition to another that suffices for
its upajivyatva. It is precisely to avoid such a superficial sense that
Vyasatirtha has taken special care to observe that what makes for
prabalya or superior strength of the upajiva is that it has been well
tested : E" fi·Â"¬"”˙Î"|˙"ß"i˙" Â"‡{µ"°Î"i |"E‰"ß"Ø; <÷ÒE|"· Â"ª”<A"|"|˙"<˙"<U"ƒ>ß"Ø (Nym
i.p.108).
The analogy of illusory cognition of shell as silver is thus
out of place in this context. For the erroneous cognition (idam
rajatam) is not the upajivya of the sublating cognition (nedam
rajatam) except to the extent of recapitulating what is to be
negated (nisedhyasamarpaka or dharmyarpaka). In reality, it is the
aspect of 'thisness' (idamamsa) alone that constitutes the true
subject, well tested and not thisness qualified by silverness.Hence
'thisness' is the well-tested Upajivya in this case. This is at no time
contradicted by the subsequent cognition of needam rajatam.

Ã˙"w ≤", Î"lsÂ"¬"”˙Î"w |"Ô" µ"{‹Î"ß"Ø $ —lß"wU"CÎ"{µ"{‹"{|"Ø $ Î"Ç" µ"{‹Î"w
ª¬"|"|˙"˙"<U"ƒ>–w, E" |"lsÂ"¬"”˙Î"ß"Ø $ ª¬"|"|˙"<˙"<U"ƒ>CÎ"{‹"<ß"f|˙"{|"Ø (Nym p.593)
Accordingly, texts which tend to dismiss the world as not
real have to be understood in the sense that it does not exist
independently of Brahman. That which has a beginning and an end
has no independent existence. This world's 'non-existence' means
its eternal dependence. But it is not for that reason a myth as it is
experienced by all. So the right way of understanding its
description sometimes as 'not-existing' is that it is always under
Brahman's control and hence non-existent in its own right. It is
just a way of speaking, even as a son who is dependent on his
father for all practical purposes is treated as of no account:

È<˙"ùß"{E"{ E"{ß" ¬"ˆ"|"# Â"ª|"E‰"|"{ $
Î"¨"{U"òÒC|"· Â"·‰"{<lC"<Ô"|Î"·≤Î"|"i µ"·‹"# $$ (Madhva, BT XI.28.26-27)
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CHAPTER XVIII
THE DOCTRINE OF SAKSI
THOUGH Madhva accepts that validity is intrinsic to
Pramana defined as Yathartham, he does not rule out the
possibility of error in experience. Under ideal conditions, of
course, error will have no chance. But the actual conditions of life
being what they are, error cannot altogether be eliminated. This
leads us to the question of greater and less chances of error among
the different Pramanas and to the most important question of
epistemology, viz. the quest for an ultimate basis of certainty of all
experience and knowledge, without which all our claim to secular
and scientific knowledge must remain suspect and for the
conditions which exclude not merely the fact but even the
possibility of error. It is only the discovery of such a principle that
could be regarded as the true fulfilment of the epistemological
quest. The attempt to put knowledge on a foundation that will be
impregnable and will not be open to doubt is historically
associated with the philosophy of Descartes in the West. In Indian
philosophy, the issue has engaged the attention of the different
schools from much earlier times. The frequently occurring
discussions on 'Svatastva' and 'Paratastva' of Pramanya are
essentially concerned with this moot problem. But unfortunately,
most of the schools have touched only the fringe of the problem
and have not tackled it in all its bearings and in its proper
perspective, as we shall see presently.
We have shown earlier that the right theory of knowledge is
that which admits that truth is organic to knowledge:1

Â"‡ß"{ÓÎ"w <∫ ˘"{E"CÎ"{i|C"ˆ"f|"#, ÈÂ"˙"{l{lÂ"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"<ß"<|" <˙"ü|C"ßß"<|"# $
Knowledge carries and must carry its own proof. If the
truth of a cognition should depend upon its agreement with some
1.

Cf.

˘"{E"w ≤" „"{˙"{„"{˙"eA"Ó"w C˙"<˙"k"Î"w C"y˙"iE"˙"{˙"ˆ"{∫|"i, E"{C"y˙"iE",
E"{ÂÎ"·l{C"”E"iE" ¡ÒÂ"iÓ" $ (NS p.217b)
Â"‡ß"{Ó"w ≤"iÔ", È|"y˙"{˙"il÷Òß"Ø $ È|"y˙"{˙"il÷wÒ Â"‡ß"{Ó"w ≤"i<|" ˙Î"{x"{|"# $ (Vadavali)
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other factor, such agreement, again, will have to be similarly
demonstrated on the basis of further agreement and so on ad
infinitum. If the validity of the confirming and corresponding
knowledge could be intrinsic, such a distinction could as well be
conferred on the first knowledge itself at the first blush. The
Madhva philosophers point out that if the function of 'agreement'
(samvadapramana) were just one of 'removing grounds of
mistrust' the validity of the knowledge in question would turn out
to be intrinsically made out :

È|"{i&˙"µ"{i‹"÷Ò|˙"iE" lsƒ>÷Ò{ªÓ"˙"¬"fE"{|"Ø $
Èµ"{‹"{Ç" Â"‡ß"{Ó"|˙"w ˙"C|"·EÎ"A"{<l˙"lØ o·|"i# $$
(Suresvara, quoted by Nym 1.17).
If, on the other hand, the samvada should establish validity
inferentially, the validity of the mark of inference would have to
be established first and if that is also to be inferred, there would be
a regress of inferences. Nor can the provenness of validity be
established by the absence of falsification (badhakabhava) as the
conviction of the fact of there being no falsification is itself a
knowledge like the affirmation of validity and it cannot have a
greater value attaching to it, than any other earlier knowledge : E"<∫

µ"{‹"÷ÒCÎ" U"Dåß"<C|". If agreement with another item of knowledge is to
determine validity, such agreement also, as we have shown, will
need further corroboration and ratification.
Jayatirtha points out in the course of a penetrating analysis
of the problem of validity, that there are only six possible ways in
which validity can be ascertained : (1) by reason of its being
caused by flawless senses; or (2) the certainty of its not being
generated by defective sense-organs; or (3) on the basis of
practical or pragmatic efficiency; or (4) agreement with another
knowledge; or (5) at least absence of disagreement with another;
or else (6) lastly, in its own right. And in everyone of these cases,
the acceptance of the doctrine of 'Svatahpramanya' in inevitable.
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For, in the first case, the flawlessness of the senses will itself be
open to question. If that is to be decided in the light of the validity
of the knowledge itself, there will be a clear interdependence
between the two. The same difficulty will remain in the second
case also. The test of practical efficiency will not apply to cases of
neutral acts of awareness or passive witnessing (udasinajnana).
The awareness of pleasure and pain, being unique forms of
intuition, standing apart from other ordinary acts of knowledge,
will not admit of coherence with others. If agreement of
knowledge with one of its own kind is to be the test of validity,
even a succession of illusory impressions (dharavahikabhrama)
will have to be passed as valid knowledge. If the intended
coherence is with another unit of valid knowledge, the validity of
the latter will have to be similarly established and so on ad
infinitum. Mere absence of contradiction, so far, will not be a
sufficient prooof of validity as there may conceivably be
uncontradicted or perpetual illusions, in experience, like the
common belief of the sky being blue. Any attempt to establish the
validity of knowledge through external aids is thus foredoomed to
failure. We are thus left with the only other alternative of the
inherent validity of knowledge.
But even this is not altogether free from difficulties.
Knowledge, as an activitly of the mind, cannot be invested with
any kind of self-luminosity :

˙"D<y"˘"{E"{E"{w C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"ß"i˙" |"{˙"lC"|"Ø $ Â"‡ß"{Ó"{„"{˙"{|"Ø (NS p.591).
È≤"|"EÎ"˘"{E"CÎ" C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"{„"{˙"{|"Ø

(NS p.436b).

Judgments like "I know this" point to the existence of a
knowing self which alone can be claimed to be self-revelatory.
Even assuming that knowledge as such is capable of revealing
itself, it can only manifest its content or form; but not, also, its
validity : ÈC|"· ˙"{ ˘"{E"w C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"ß"Ø $ |"¨"{&<Â" C˙"¡ÒÂ"ß"{‰" Ã˙" $ E"|"· C˙"‹"ß"if

Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"i&<Â" (NS, p.591). If validity is inherently revealed by
knowledge, the knowledge arising from Vedic texts must make its
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validity felt by unbelievers like Buddhists. If they do realise its
validity, they could not possibly refute it, as they do. This shows
that the validity of knowledge is not revealed by the mere
awareness of such knowledge – in other words, that validity is not
made known by the knowledge itself, even if it be Svaprakasa.
The power of self-illumination, as has been shown, can at best,
help knowledge to manifet its essence, to itself. But it cannot have
anypower to endorse the validity of its content. Such a power can
only belong to a principle of truth-determination which is not
materially constituted, like the mind, and can, therefore, be
credited with absolute validity in all judgements. Madhva finds
such an ultimate and absolute principle of knowledge and
validation in the inner sense- (organ) of the self of man- his
“Svarupendriyam” which he calls “Saksi” and which is “Jnanagrahaka” (intuitor of knowledge) and of its validity too
(jnanapramanyagrahaka). It may be identified as the
‘Apperceiver’ of all our conscious states and their validity where
such validity is present and is desired to be grasped. It corresponds
to the faculty of a priori cognitions and is individual to each
person. The raison d’etre of attributing to Saksipratyaksa absolute
infallibility and self-validation, which is denied in respect of
ordinary perceptions of the mind and the senses, is that the mind is
liable to err and is open to doubts, albeit rarely; whereas, the
judgements of the Saksi cannot be doubted and have never been
shown to have been in the wrong and invalidated at any time in
life:

ß"{E"C"i lU"fE"i l{ik"{# CÎ"·E"f˙" C"{<A"lU"fE"i (AV, p.4.41).
l{ik"{‚" ß"{E"C" Ã˙" lU"fE"i „"˙"<E|" $ È|"# |"|"Ø C"wU"Î"{|ß"÷wÒ ¬"{Î"|"i $ <E"‚"Î"|"Î"{
¬"{|"CÎ" <˙"k"Î"i ˙"{ È{∫{Î"f# C"wU"Î"{i „"˙"<|" $ E"|"· C"{<A"lU"fE"i l{ik"C"ß„"˙"# (NS p.519).
The best proof of the unerring precesion and infallibility of
Saksi is furnished, says Madhva, by the most intimate and
poignant experiences of life (of pleasure and pain) of which none
of us has occasion to entertain the least doubt in his life:
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E" ¬"{|"·<≤"Eß"ß" C"·R"ß"<C|" E" ˙"i<|" C"wU"Î"{i, E"{<Â" Â"‡|"”Î"ß"{E"<ß"lw C"·R"w C"|"Ø,
ÈC"üi<|" C"wU"Î"# (NS p.591b).
C"·Mc>{i <E"Ó"fÎ"{i Î"‰" ˘"iÎ"w |"|"Ø C"{<A"lU"fE"ß"Ø $
—≤™>{ ˘"{E"w C"·R"w ls#R"w „"Î"{„"Î"÷DÒÂ"{lÎ"# $$
*

*

*

C"{<A"<C"’w E" ÷Ò<‚"<’ |"‰" C"wU"Î"˙"{E"Ø πÒ<≤"|"Ø $$ (AV, iii.4.41)
The whole of rational existence in the world would be made
impossible, if the verdict of our Saksi as the ultimate reference,
foundation and criterion of all knowledge and validity is
questioned or proved to be in the wrong, even in one single
instance at any time. The entire basis and superstructure of all
religion, philosophy, and science and of every activity of life will
be blown up to nothingness, as by an atom bomb, the moment we
dare to question or doubt the verdict of the Saksi :

÷Ò{i&<Â" fi¨"{if E" <E"‚"i|"·w U"ÍÎ"|"i „"‡ß"˙"{<lE"{ $
„"‡ß"|˙"ß"„"‡ß"|˙"w ≤" Î"l˙"{E"·„"˙"{iÂ"ˆ"ß"Ø $
Ã÷ÒCÎ" „"‡ß"|"{ |"‰" Â"ªCÎ"{„"‡ß"|"{ ÷·Ò|"# ? (AV ii.3.28).
C"{<A"Ó"{i ˙Î"<„"≤"{ª‚"i|"Ø, È{ˆ"ß"{¨"f-ÈE"·ß"{E"<E"l{ifk"|˙"{‹Î"˙"C"{Î"i ≤" „"‡ß"# $ È|"
OÒ‹˙"f<l˙"C"i È„"il˙"{ÍÎ"CÎ" „"il{i&¨"f# CÎ"{|"Ø $ <E"l{ifk"{E"·ß"{Î"{# C"l{ik"|˙"w, C"l{ik"{E"·ß"{Î"{
<E"l{ifk"|˙"<ß"|Î"˙Î"˙"C¨"{ $ (Madhva, Pramanalaksana).
The case of the acceptance of Saksi cannot be put in more
moving terms.
It is thus, incumbent on all thinking persons to accept the
primacy of Saksi as the ultimate criterion of all knowledge and
evaluate experience on its basis. The doctrine of Saksi, rightly
understood, will be seen to be both the true foundation and the
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crowning point of a really sound and thorough going theory of
knowledge. No theory of knowledge can really be complete
without it. While all other adherents of the Svatahpramanya view
have been content with assuming that knowledge itself carries with
it its own validity, Madhva has been the only one among Indian
philosophers to insist upon a further analysis and to probe the
problem and go a step further and demonstrate that only the
verdict of the Saksi can be the true terminus of validation. This
marking off of the spheres of Vrtti-jnana and Saksi-jnana
constitutes a remarkable advance of Madhva in Indian
epistemology. It may be seen to bridge a gap in the theory of selfvalidity and answer conclusively the objection of Udayana: Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w
It is no use to contend, as do most
adherents of Svatahpramanya, that if knowledge had no power by
itself to affirm its validity, nothing on earth can give it that power
and there will be no way in which such validity can be affirmed.
But then, is the Svatahpramanyavadin aware of any single instance
or form of knowledge that is incontrovertible and uncontroverted?
If there is any such knowledge or judgement, it must perforce be
the verdict of the Saksi and nothing else. It is only at that point
that real self-validation and self-luminosity are possible :

E" C˙"|"{i ˆ"‡{fiw, C"wU"Î"{E"·Â"Â"<y"|"#.

Î"<l ˆ"‡{∫÷Ò{<|"´ªÍ|"CÎ" Î"¨"{÷Ò¨"<Å"l<Â" Â"‡˙"iU"{|"Ø Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"CÎ" Â"ª|"C|˙"<ß"<|" ß"|"ß"Ø; |"l{
C"{<A"Ó" Ã˙" C˙"|"# Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w, ÈEÎ"CÎ" Â"ª|"# —|Î"å”÷Ò{ªi&<Â" E" ÷Ò<‚"lØ <˙"ª{i‹" —<|" C"èiÂ"#
(NS p.218).
The ordinary doctrine of Svatahpramanya explains that doubts do
not arise in all cases, but only where there is positive knowledge
of conditions which seem to contradict the knowledge we have
had ; and if arguments are employed to test knowledge, it is not
----------------------------------------------------------------------------2. |"iE" l{ik"{„"{˙"CÎ"{Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"<E"ª{C"{iÂ"A"Î"iÓ", ˘"{E"C"{ß"ˆ"‡”|" Ã˙" Â"‡ß"{ ¬"{Î"|"

—|Î"·|C"ˆ"{if E" „"W"# (Raghavendra Commentary on TT i.p.206)
È{|C"<ˆ"f÷Ò÷Ò{Î"{fÂ"˙"{l<E"ª{C"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"{<Â" l{ik"{„"{˙"CÎ" ∫i|"·|˙"i, —lß"{|C"<ˆ"f÷wÒ,
—lß"{Â"˙"{l÷Ò<ß"<|" ˙Î"˙"<C¨"|Î"Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø (Vyasatirtha TT 1.15)
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so much for the positive task of establishing its validity, as for the
negative one of eliminating the chances of contradiction and
clearing doubts.The essence of Svatastva is that knowledge carries
with it its own validity, which is implicit in it. This is seen from
the behaviour of persons who act unquestioningly upon their
knowledge, as soon as they have it, without waiting for its truth to
be tested and ratified by a validating inference. This shows that
non-contradiction is the only test of validity and that gurarantee
does not forsake knowledge till it is positively disproved or
doubted.
It has been objected that this sort of explanation is
unsatisfactory as it "confuses logical certainty with mere
psychological belief". A belief of validity is no indubitable index
of its truth and no substitute for certainty. Prof. D.M.Dutta argues
that 'this distinction though apparently sound, is, in the last
analysis, untenable. Certainty is nothing but a quality of
knowledge. It would be useful if we could ascertain the degree of
strength or amount of reasoning that would be necessary to turn a
mere belief into a logical certainty. But this is logically and
psychologically impossible, as different persons require different
degrees of certification3 for the validity of their knowledge and
because no objective or logical limit can be set to the degree of
strength that is required to establish certainty. There is no way
hitherto discovered of wholly eliminating risks of error' (Six Ways
of Knowing,p.356).
It is precisely at this point that Madhva interposes his criterion of
Saksipratyaksa, backed by Pariksa (test) as the terminus of all tests
------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Cf. 'As to evidence, the kind and amount required to
warrant knowledge, in distinction to opinion or belief, varies
generally according to the character of the cognising mind and the
kind and amount of knowledge obtainable. The term 'sufficient
reason' affords no help here (G. Trumbull Ladd. Philosophy of
Knowledge, p.239)
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and processes of reasoning by which 'belief could be converted
into a logical certainty'. The approbation of the Saksi is the logical
limit of all certainty, clarification and validation, as it is intuitive.

E" Â"ª”A"{E"˙"C¨"{ CÎ"{|"Ø C"{<A"<C"’i |˙"C"wU"Î"{|"Ø $ (AV iii.4.41)
He explains all cases of doubtful cognitions as 'mental perceptions'
not reaching down to the rock bottom level of personal and
intuitive level of Saksinirdharana.

Î"|πÒ<≤"lØ ˙Î"<„"≤"{´ª CÎ"{lØ lU"fE"w ß"{E"C"w |"· |"|"Ø $
ß"{E"C"i lU"fE"i l{ik"{# CÎ"·E"f ˙" C"{<A"lU"fE"i $$ (AV iii.4.41)
As Jayatirtha explains 'The Saksi, is the ultimate criterion of
all knowledge and its validation. Being however accustomed to
truth and error in respect of sensory, inferential and verbal
knowledge, the Saksi is not able to come to a decision straightway
about the validity of particular items of knowledge placed before
it, when faced with doubts or the possiblity of invalidity. However,
it is the mind and not the Saksi which is open to doubts :

E"{Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"U"ä{ C"{<A"Ó"#, <÷ÒE|"· ß"E"C" Ã˙" (Jayatirtha, VTNt. p.15)
To this end then, it resorts to the application of tests and
experiments till it reaches a certain level where knowledge issues
in an intuitive perception of pleasure, pain, satisfaction, relief or
similar intuitive reactions. Since such intuitive experiences of the
Saksi have not been known to have miscarried in any instance
before, it is not assailed by any further misgivings about their
truthfullness and so desists from the application of further tests of
truth determination and rests satisfied in the validity of the
knowledge and judgment so arrived at' (NS p.218 b translated) 4.
Knowledge, then, receives its true and highest validation by the
verdict of the Saksi and no theory of the self-validity of
knowledge will be complete without the acceptance of such a final
principle of validation. Such is the position of Madhva's
epistemology.
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4. Read also

: Î"lØ lU"fE"w πÒ<≤"|"Ø U"·<Í|"¡ÒÂÎ"{l{ <˙"k"Î"i ˙Î"<„"≤"{´ª µ"{<‹"|"w
CÎ"{|"Ø, |"|"Ø ≤"A"·ª{<l÷ÒªÓ"÷wÒ, ß"E"#Â"´ªÓ"{ß"¡ÒÂ"ß"i˙", E" C"{<A"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø $ ÷·Ò|" Ã|"|"Ø?
ß"{E"C"lU"fE"CÎ" µ"{‹Î"|˙"{å”÷Ò{ªi&<E"ƒ>{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ C"{<A"Ó"C|"· |"¨"{|˙"i C"˙"f˙Î"˙"∫{ª<˙"e{iÂ"CÎ"{iÍ|"|˙"{|"Ø $ |"<llß"·Í|"w ë<∫íU"µliE" $ C"ß„"˙"<|" ≤"{CÎ" ß"{E"C"|˙"ß"EÎ"¨"{RÎ"{<|"C"ß"¨"fE"{<l<|" $ (NS p.591 b-591)
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CHAPTER XIX
SAKSI AS THE ULTIMATE CRITERION OF TRUTH
THE Madhva theory of knowledge distinguishes between
ordinary knowledge through sensory channels termed 'Vrttijnana'
and intuitive perception by the self called Saksijnana. This
distinction helps Madhva to give a consistent account of both valid
and erroneous or doubtful cognitions, without impugning the
fundamental claims of truth and knowledge to universal
acceptance. It is conceded by him that the normal judgments of the
mind are generally correct and valid and that certification by tests
is not always necessary. Tests are, therefore, instituted only when
validity is desired to be assured of or argumentatively established
or logically ascertained in case of doubt. The acceptance of the
Saksi obviates the necessity to carry on verifications upto 'three or
four stages' as proposed by Kumarila (Slokavartika, ii.61). For if
truth is to be ascertained and judgements of validity are to be
passed at any stage of the process it cannot be at any level prior to
ratification by the Saksi. From the ultimate point of view, even
tests of non-contradiction would be helpless as guarantors of
validity, unless the Saksi is summoned to vouch for the
satisfaction of the condition of there being not only no
contradiction but also no possibility thereof. Non-contradiction,
again, may be uncontradictedness so far; or non-liability to
contradiction for ever. The latter cannot be asserted on any
authority save that of the Saksi.
The epistemological necessity for such an ultimate principle
of knowledge and its validation is accepted by the Advaitin also1.

ß"{E"{E"{w |"{<y˙"÷wÒ <÷Ò<Å"üC|˙"E"{<o|Î" ls„"fÓ"{ $
But such a principle cannot be a mere registering machine,
as in the Advaita. The very purpose of recognising the Saksi as a
1. Cf. |"¨"{<∫
(Bhamathi ii.2.28)

- Â"‡ß"{|"{ C"<El∫{E"{i&ÂÎ"C"<Elˆ‹"# <˙"Â"Î"fCÎ"Ô"ÂÎ"<˙"Â"ª”|"#
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validating principle would be lost if, as in Advaita, the great
censor of Saksi, the Apperceiver, were to be put down as a
common and passive witness to true and false knowledge alike.

C"{<A"˘"{E"CÎ" „"‡ß"Â"‡ß"{C"{‹"{ªÓÎ"iE" Â"‡ß"{Ó"{µ"{‹"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø (Advaitasiddhi i.11).
This is why Madhva places the Saksi above all doubts and
vacillations and makes it an absolute principle of infallibilty2. It is
untouched by any breath of uncertainty. Its credentials are never
dubious. The reason for this is precisely the same as is given in
Advaita : C"{<A"Ó"{i µ"{‹"i, |"CÎ" C"{A"”&EÎ"{i ˙"{≤Î"#, |"CÎ"{ÂÎ"EÎ" —|Î"E"˙"C¨"{
(Brahmanandiya i.p.438, Bombay). The same point is thus
elucidated by Madhva :

„"‡ß"|˙"ß"„"‡ß"|˙"w ≤" C"˙"¿ ˙"iùw <∫ C"{<A"Ó"{ $
C" ≤"i|"Ø C"{A"” πÒ<≤"lØ lsƒ># ÷Ò¨"w <E"Ó"fÎ" —fÎ"|"i $
|"Cß"{|C"˙"fÂ"‡<C"’CÎ" ˙Î"˙"∫{ªCÎ" <C"’Î"i $
C"{A"” <E"l{ifk" Ã˙"÷Ò# C"l{&å”÷Ò{Î"f Ã˙" E"# $$
U"·’# C"{A"” Î"l{ <C"’# .... $
C˙"Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w C"l{ C"{A"” Â"UÎ"|Î"i˙" C"·<E"‚"Î"{|"Ø $$ (AV ii.3.28)
'Whether a given experience is true or false is to be
ascertained by the Saksi. If this Saksi (the truth-determining
principle) should become tainted even in a single instance, there
can be no certitude at all in epistemology. In order, therefore, so
stabilise and guarantee the validity of all the accepted values of
life and its transactions, lay and scientific, carried on their
foundations, the Saksi will have to be accepted (whether one likes
it or not) as the one flawless principle and criterion of validity by
all of us. Once the flawlessness of Saksi is established, there is no
fear of any regress in accepting the Saksi as the validating
principle; for it is capable of grasping its own validity and the
validity of its judgments without appealing to any further authority
outside itself.'
2. Cf. C"{A"{lØ ÿƒ>´ª C"¯˘"{Î"{ß"Ø (Pan. v.2.11)
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The place of Saksi in Madhva's philosophy is unique. From
what has been said above it should clear that it will not do to think
of the Saksi merely as a sense organ or item of Pratyaksa. Its
function certainly does not end merely with apprehending
knowledge and its validity if it is valid and such other things. For
the Saksi is no other than the self. It is also its Caitanya-indriya
(essential sense organ partaking of the nature of consciousness).
Its distinction into self and its organ is one of reference and not of
essence. Their relation is one of Savisesabheda in Madhva's
terminology. The Saksi is certainly the criterion of truth and
validity. There is no fear of Madhva's philosophy being reduced to
the position of the Carvaka by giving primary importance to
Saksipratyaksa. For the Carvaka does not go beyonf the ordinary
(external) sense perception and Saksijnana is not the same as
ordinary (external) sense perception. Saksipratyaksa is perception
by the Svarupendriya (inner sense organ) of the Atman. That is
why Madhva draws a special distinction between Pratyaksa by the
sense organs (including the mind) and perception by the Saksi (see
Chapter XVIII), and, speaks of seven types of Pratyaksa, arising
through the five sense-organs, the mind and the Saksi :
pratyaksam saptavidham, Saksi-sadindriyabhedena (Madhva's
Pramanalaksana).
The Saksi being the fundamental criterion of validity, of
truth and error, in the last analysis of experience, even the truth of
the unreality of the world or the identity of Jiva and Brahman,
which are supposed to be taught in the scriptures by the Advaitins,
have to be brought before the bar of Saksi before they can be
accepted without question. This is not flouting Scripture and
elevating Pratyaksa to a higher pedestal.
There is one significant point to be noted in determining the
scope of Upajivyatva (foundational support) with reference to
truths falling exclusively within the domain of revelation and
those which are within the limits of our own consolidated
experience. Madhva formulates a guiding principle in the light of
which alone this question has to be decided:
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Â"‡|Î"A"ß"·Â"¬"”˙Î"w CÎ"{lØ Â"‡{Î"{i Î"·<Í|"ª<Â" πÒ<≤"|"Ø $
È{ˆ"ß"÷ÒÂ"‡ß"{Ó"ik"· |"CÎ"˙" fi·Â"¬"”˙Î"|"{ $$ (AV ii.1.4-5).
'Generally speaking, perception is the criterion of truth. In
some cases, it is also inference. With regard to things presented
only on the evidence of Scripture, the position of being the
criterion belongs only to it.'
This does not, however, falsify the claim made regarding
the primacy of the Saksi as the Upajivyapramana even as against
Sruti. For Madhva himself has clearly given one more ruling
which is to be read concurrently with the above :

|"|Â"‡|Î"A"<˙"P’{¨"if E"{&ˆ"ß"CÎ"{<Â" ß"{E"|"{ $
≈Â"¬"”˙Î"ß"A"¬"w Î"‰", |"lEÎ"‰" <˙"Â"Î"fÎ"# $$
e{<÷Ò÷iÒ ˙Î"˙"∫{ªi&‰" Â"‡|Î"A"CÎ"{iÂ"¬"”˙Î"|"{ $
È˙"|"{ª{<lMƒ>{ CÎ"{l{ˆ"ß"CÎ"{iÂ"¬"”˙Î"|"{ $$ (AV iii.4.41)
'Therefore Scripture (Agama) has no overriding validity
where it conflicts with the well-tested Pratyaksa; because, in such
cases, the knowledge arising from sense-perception is the basis of
fundamental ground (Upajivya). In other cases where Scriptural
statements happen to be the sole proof and guarantor of the truths
which fall exclusively within their purview (and do not fall within
the range of ordinary perception including the Saksi), the position
is reversed. In matters which fall entirely within the scope of
worldly experience, it is perception (of the senses as tested by the
Saksi) that remains the basis and standing-ground (Upajivya) with
reference to Agama when its teachings conflict with the testimony
of such Pratyaka. As an instance of where Scripture is to be
accepted as the sole basis of knowledge (upajiya) of particular
facts or truths, may be cited the way in which ordinary human
perception looks upon Avataras of God as human beings subject to
various human frailties and imperfections. In such cases, as the
Avatarahood is established solely on the authority of Scripture,
and as Scripture posits that God is flawless (nirdosa) the ordinary
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human perception which looks upon the bodies of the Avataras as
human and made of flesh and blood like those of ourselves and
being subject to various imperfections, has to be rejected as
unauthoritative'.
Jayatirtha, explaining Madhva's position as set forth above,
sums up the whole discussion (in his NS) in the clearest terms
which leave no room for doubt that when texts like 'Tat tvam asi'
and 'Neha nanasti' appear to teach the identiy of Jiva and Brahman
and the unreality of the world, such a teaching (or interpretation of
those texts) has to be unhesitatingly rejected as invalid because it
goes against the Upajivyapramana which, in the present case, is
the tested Saksi-anubhava of the difference between the individual
self and Brahman and of the reality of the world of experience :

ëe{<÷Ò÷iÒí Â"‡|Î"A"<C"’¬"”˙"{<l<˙"k"Î"i µ"‡h"{|ß"÷Ò|˙"{<lµ"{i‹"E"¡ÒÂ"i ë˙Î"˙"∫{ªií |"y˙"ß"CÎ"{<lÈ{ˆ"ß"iE" <÷‡ÒÎ"ß"{Ó"i, ëÈ‰"í È{ˆ"ß"w Â"‡<|", Â"‡|Î"A"CÎ"{iÂ"¬"”˙Î"|"{ $ (NS iii.4.p.593)
Madhva has thus gone far ahead of his contemporaries and
compeers in having postulated a new principle of truthdetermination in epistemology in the form Saksi, as the ultimate
criterion of truth which is infallible and intrinsically valid. Its
raison d'etre are (1) that it alone can be the ultimate guarantor of
the validity of all other Pramanas (2) that it is the logical
fulfilment and culmination of any really self-complete theory of
knowledge and (3) that it is the only means of intuitive perception
of certain supersensuous categories like Time, Space, the nature of
the self and its attributes, the mind and its modes, all knowledge of
pleasure and pain etc3. These experiences are regarded by Madhva
as immediate experiences (saksatkara) and not as inferences, as in
other systems. Take for instance the category of time as revealed
in dreamless sleep, embodied in the recollection of the happy
repose of sleep, expressed in the judgment. 'I have slept soundly
3.

|"CÎ" <˙"k"Î"{#, È{|ß"C˙"¡ÒÂ"w, |"’ß"{f, È<˙"ù{, ß"E"#, |"üDy"Î"{i,
µ"{fii<EÿÎ"˘"{E"C"·R"{ù{# ÷Ò{e{i&˙Î"{÷DÒ|"{÷Ò{U"‚", —|Î"{ù{# $ (PP)
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and blissfully all this time'. This direct experience of time and
bliss in Susupti cannot obviously be put down to the activity of the
mind, which is admittedly at rest then. We have, therefore, to
attribute them to the instrumentality of a special sense organ,
which is active even during dreamless sleep, when the mind itself
is at rest, and coordinates the inmost experiences of the self. It is
this spiritual sense organ of the Self that is designated as the Saksi,
very appropriately :

C"·R"{<l<˙"k"Î"w C˙"¡ÒÂ"„"±|"w ≤"|"EÎ"i<EÿÎ"w <∫ C"{A"”|Î"·≤Î"|"i (NS, p.258)
Once the existence of such an instrument of intuitive
perception is recognised, it would be easy to bring other intuitive
perceptions of life, under its scope. The Saksi, as an instrument of
knowledge and validation is not something extraneous to the
knowing self or Pramata as such C"{<A"Ó"‚" È{|ß"|˙"{|"Ø (PLt. p.30) The
distinction of Saksi into Svarupa and Indriya (self and organ) is
only one of reference and not of essence. Such a distinction is
rationalised by the play of 'Visesas' (already dealt with).We cannot
go beyond the verdict of the Saksi. It is the last word on
validation, not only of ordinary experience, sense-perception and
inference, but even of the teachings of Scripture. Even the identitytexts of the Advaitins, to be valid, must concede the infallibility of
the identity-judgments based on the verdict of the Saksi ratifying
their expressed sense or experience as understood by them.
It is easy to see that the validity established by Saksi must
ex hypothesi be absolute and true for all time (atyantika) or
‰"÷Ò{<e÷ÒC"y"{Î"·òÒ and not merely provisional or Vyavaharika. If it
were not so, even the personal conviction of oneness said to be
produced by the identity texts will have merely a provisional and
limited validity and would not hold good for all time, so much so
that it might be liable to be set aside by some other doctrine of the
Buddhist or other philosphers:

|"{|÷Ò{<e÷wÒ Â"‡ß"{Ó"|˙"ß"A"¬"CÎ" Î"l{ „"˙"i|"Ø $
ÃiÍÎ"{ˆ"ß"CÎ" <÷wÒ E" CÎ"{|"Ø ? |"lÂÎ"i|"{MU"w Î"<l $$
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ÃiÍÎ"Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"<ß"¨Î"{|˙"w Î"l{ <˙"X"CÎ" C"|Î"|"{ $$ (AV, iii.2.3)
The verdict of Saksi must, willy-nilly, then, be credited with
absolute validity for all time, by every philosopher, be he a Dualist
or a Monist, a Realist or an Idealist. It is the basis, prop and
support of all theory of knowledge:

C"{<A"Â"‡|Î"A"|"{i |˙"i˙"w ß"{E"{E"{w ß"{E"|"iÎ"|"i $
OÒª”÷DÒ|Î" ≤" |"{E"Ø C"˙"{fE"Ø ˙Î"˙"∫{ª# Â"‡˙"|"f|"i $$ (AV ii.3.28)
Madhva deserves the highest recognition for having
discovered and formulated such an a priori criterion of
epistemological reference and certitude and built up his system of
metaphysics, on its solid foundations : <˙"X"C"|Î"|"{ß"<Â" |"iE"˙" C"{‹"Î"{ß"

—|Î"<Â" ¸lÎ"ß"Ø $ (NS, p.210).
ÈCß"{<„"ª<Â" ls#R"{<lµ"E‹"CÎ" C"|Î"|"{Î"{w C"{<A"Â"‡|Î"A"ß"i˙" ≈Â"EÎ"C|"<ß"<|" ¸lÎ"ß"Ø $
(NS, p.30 b)
Dr. Narain's criticism in his Critique of Madhva Refutation
of Sankara Vedanta that 'The Madhva philosophers exhibit their
weakness in their zealous advocacy of perception and
overemphasize the capacity of perception when not assailed by
defects and being overpowered or invalidated by inference or tests,
because for ascertainment of defects one has to resort to critical
examination and thereby depend on reasoning' (p.128) is thus off
the track. For such ascertainment according to Madhva is made at
the Saksi-level and not merely through inference. As for Dr.
Narain's self-assurance that in spite of all this 'the inference of the
falsity of the world is more valid than the perceptual experience
and it has such solid foundations that it can stand the vehemence
of the assault of Madhva criticism' (p.128) we can only say :
vidusam nottaram vacyam or Caksusi nimilya tat tatheti vadatah
kah pratimallah?
Dr.Krishnakant Chaturvedi (Dvait Vedant ka Tattvik
Anusilan p.210) holds that Madhva's position that the Abheda
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Srutis can not, on account of their opposition to their
Upajivyapramana be accepted in their literal sense but must be
suitably modified in other ways short of Svarupaikya 'restricts the
power of the Srutis to convey their meaning and devitalises them –
which does not do credit to the presetige of the founder of a school
of Indian Philosophy'! (Op.Cit.p.210).
We have seen that the principle of Upajivyapramanaprabalya is universal in its application to espistemological
and textual exegesis. There will be no raison d'ete for Purva and
Uttara Mimamsa if the literal sense of Sruti is to prevail
everywhere without question in vidhis, arthavadas or statement of
facts and philosophical pronouncements. The resort to Gaunartha
in cases of Upajivyavirodha is an exegetical principle accepted in
Mimamsa, while the criterion of Akhandartha and two-level
theory of truth as Paramarthika and Vyavaharika is only the brainchild of Samkara Vedanta. The former is an objective standard
while the latter is purely subjective, drawn as a corollary from
Brahmajnanvada, which depends on other gratuitous assumptions
of a Nirvisesa-Brahman being obscured in part by Ajnana
(Ajnanasambhavad eva mithyabheda nirakratah).
Dr. Krishnakant Chaturvedi's inability to correctly appraise
the merits of Madhva's way of harmonising the Dvaita and
Advaita Sruti, in their perspective, is shown by the manner in
which he has completely ignored the grammar of Samanvaya of
the whole of Upanisadic philosophy in a nutshell in the light of the
metaphysical ideology of one Svatantra-Advitiya Brahman so
impressively spelt out by Jayatirtha in one of the most important
and moving passages of his Nyayasudha (beginning with the
words: Sarvanyapi hi Vedantavakyani.... quoted in Chap.III). One
looks in vain for this famous passage from Jayatirtha's NS in
Dr.Krishnakant Chaturvedi's own study of Dvaita Vedanta running
to 231 pages. His criticism of the adequacy of Saksi as
Upajivyapramana in resolving the conflict of Bheda and Adbheda
Sruti in Madhva's philosophy suffers from putting the Saksi on a
par with sense-perception in principle and substance, which
defeats the very purpose for which Saksi has been recognised by
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Madhva as the seventh cognitive sense constituted entirely of the
stuff of Caitanya and enjoying absolute certainty
(niyatayatharthya) and the instrument of both knowledge and its
validity by its intrinsic power (sahajasakti) and in cases of
manasadarsana taking the help of Pariksa or critical examination
only to eliminate doubts but not to establish validity.
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CHAPTER XX
THEORIES OF ERROR IN INDIAN THOUGHT
ERROR is the reverse of valid knowledge. It is an
experience where an object is cognised as something else or as
having certain characteristics that really fall outside of its being.
The cognition of a shell as silver, of a rope as a snake, and so on
are instances in point. The explanation of errors of perception has
been a live issue in philosophy. Is error due entirely to the object
or solely to the subject or equally to both? Quite a number of
interesting theories have been propunded by Indian philosophers
as to how error arises and what should be the status assignable to
the object presented therein. Five main theories of error are
generally referred to in Indian philosophical literature :

È{|ß"RÎ"{<|"ªC"|RÎ"{<|"ªRÎ"{<|"# RÎ"{<|"ªEÎ"¨"{ $
|"¨"{&<E"˙"f≤"E"RÎ"{<|"´ª|Î"i|"|"Ø RÎ"{<|"Â"Å"÷Òß"Ø $$
These are held by the schools of Buddhist idealism,
nihilism, the Mimamsakas, the Naiyayikas and the AdvaitaVedantins respectively. To these must be added the Ramanuja
theory of error known as 'Akhyatisamvalita-Yatharthakhyati' and
the Madhva theory of 'Abhinava-Anyathakhyati'. The Madhva
theory is the outcome of an implict criticism of the other theories.
Madhva, in his AV has briefly reviewed the Advaita theory of
error, while formulating his own definition of what constitutes
'Badha' (sublation) :

<˙"˘"{|"CÎ"{EÎ"¨"{ C"ßÎ"ˆ"Ø <˙"˘"{E"w fii˙" |"Eß"|"ß"Ø $ (AV i.1.1)
Jayatirtha takes advantages of this opportunity, while
commenting on the above passage, to initiate a fullfledged
discussion of all the leading theories of Error held by the different
schools and reviews them critically in the light of Madhva's own
theory, which he shows to be the most satisfactory one, in the end.
In his review of the various 'Khyativadas', Jayatirtha raises
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many subtle questions about the problem. His arguments touching
the details of the controversies regarding the Khyativadas are sure
to provoke thought on fresh lines among modern scholars and
students of Indian philosophy. It seems worthwhile for this
reason to give a resume of his examination of the different
Khyativadas, before we come to his exposition of Madhva's own
theory of error.
(1) The Prabhakara View
Error, according to the Prabhakara school of Mimamsa, is
made up of a fusion of two different cognitions. They may both be
presentations or representations or one may be a percept and the
other a memory image. In any case, error is only a partial truth. It
is only imperfect knowledge. It is an omission rather than a
commission. In the 'illusory experience' of shell as silver, which
takes the form 'Idam rajatam' (this is silver), the 'this' refers to the
perception of the given object. Owing to abnormal conditions of
defects, it is perceived as just a shining, white something. There is
no perception of the special class-essence of nacreness
(U"·<Í|"|˙"C"{ß"{EÎ"<˙"U"ik"). This partial perception produces a memory
image of silver by reviving the impressions of it, owing to the
similarity subsisting between the whiteness and brightness of the
present object and the brightness, etc., of silver recalled by the
memory image. Though memory, as a rule, is representative in
character, yet, on account of abnormal condition of defects, it
functions here in a purely presentative capacity, by losing its
representative aspect of 'thatness'.1 Thus, for want of
discrimination between the essential features and content of these
two different cognitions, they get fused into one and give rise to an
identity judgment, in respect of their relation, owing to the
similarity of the forms of the cognition and this is expressed in a
judgment of their identity as 'Idam rajatam', and the person acts on
it.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1. This is called ëÂ"‡ß"·ƒ>|"y"{÷ÒCß"ªÓ"ß"Øí $
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Jayatirtha rejoins that the illusory cognition is felt to be a
perception) : <˙"<U"ƒ><˙"k"Î"÷Òß"i÷wÒ <˙"˘"{E"ß"Ø. It is not felt to be a composite
cognition or a cross or amalgam of two different psychoses – a
percept and a memory. There will be no responsive activity on the
part of the percepient, if there is no positive determinate cognition
of the given thing. In the last analysis, the Prabhakara must admit
that this dual-cognition appears as what it is not, viz., a single
determinate cognition. That would be a tacit admission of error as
a misapprehension (viparyasa), which he is fighting shy of. His
attempt to take shelter under alleged non-discrimination between
the true nature of the two cognitions, to account for the ready
responsive activity, is futile. For, non-discrimination, as mere
confusion of knowledge, cannot be the basis of such sure activity
as follows the cognition. Moreover, the Prabhakara will have to
face a serious difficulty in defining the precise nature of the
difference between the two cognitions which, according to him, is
missed in the illusory experience. This difference betwen the two
cognitions cannot be put down as the essence (svarupa) of the
cognitions themselves; or as their severality (prthaktva), or
contrariety (vaidharmya). As knowledge, according to the
Prabhakaras, is self-luminous in respect of itself and its content
and so no erroneous knowledge as such is recognised in the
system, how could the difference between the two cognitions,
which is, in reality, part and parcel of the content of a selfluminous cognition, be missed and remain unrevealed? Nor can
the said difference be a severality (prthaktva); for cognition which
is an attribute of the self cannot have another quality residing in it.
If the difference in question were to be viewed as Vaidharmya
(contrariness), one will have to define the nature of such
vaidharmya.
Is it of the nature of a mutual difference
(anyonyabhava) ? Even then, is it the mutual difference between
'this' and 'silverness' that is not revealed in the experience; or the
reciprocal negation between 'this' and 'silver'? It will not be
possible to hold, that where distinctive terms like 'idam' and
'rajatam' are used in the proposition, in non-synonymous notation,
the difference between 'this' and 'the class-essence of silverness'
remains unrecognised. For, Vaidharnya, in the sense of reciprocal
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negation of identity, is to the Prabhakara absolutely identical with
its substratum (È<‹"÷ÒªÓ"C˙"¡ÒÂ"). It is, therefore, impossible for the
Prabhakara to contend that even though there are two different
cognitions here, in the illusory experience, the mutual difference
between them as a percept (idam) and a memory image
(rajatatvam), is not realised. For the same reason, the difference
between the cognition of 'this' and 'silver', also, cannot remain
uncognised. Similarly, the contrariness between 'thisness' and
'silverness' must also be admitted to be cognised by the very terms
of the judgment – 'Idam rajatam', where the attribute of 'thisness'
(idantva) which is incompatible with the silver is cognised in the
object presented to vision and the attribute of 'silverness'
(rajatatva), which is incompatible with the object presented to the
eye, is also grasped in the silver. The explanation that what is
missed in the illusion is the absence of association between 'this'
and 'silverness' (—lw ª¬"|"|˙"Î"{iªC"wC"ˆ"fˆ"‡∫#) and not the presence of their
difference, would also be futile. For, 'absence of association'
(ÈC"wC"ˆ"f) is the same as negation of such association (C"wC"ˆ"{f„"{˙")
and such negation, according to Prabhakara is absolutely identical
with its correlative locus (È<‹"÷ÒªÓ"{|ß"÷Ò). Hence, neither difference
between the cognitions in question nor absence of association can
remain uncognised on the Prabhakara view. Jayatirtha is quick to
point out that no such difficulty will be there on the Madhva
theory of Anyathakhyati, wherein also the given entity is mistaken
for something else, by missing the difference between the
presented and the actual objects; for to Madhva, 'difference' or
Anyonyabhava is not absolutely identical with the correlatives, but
something that is only colorfully identical with it (C"<˙"U"ik"{<„"Ô").
The Prabhakara cannot also explain the responsive activity to
secure the silver, in the illusory experience, on the ground that
there is the non-comprehension of the specific attribute of the
given object viz., shellness which would distinguish it from silver
and of the specific attribute of silverness as being present
somewhere else which would distinguish it from the given object.
Jayatirtha says that the two non-comprehensions together will
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prevent all activity. They will hardly explain the person greedy of
silver stretching out his hand to the object before him unless he is
under the strong (mis-) conception that what lies before him is the
silver (that his memory image has brought up before him, as the
Prabhakara would have it). Such activity, then, is a clear proof of
the perceiver laboring under a misapprehension. The Prabhakara
attempt to evade the fact of misapprehension in illusory
experience and explain it away as a case of non-discrimination
between two separate cognitions is epistemologically unsound.
(2) Ramanuja's view
Ramanuja propounds the Yathartha-Khyathi view which he
inherits from the precursors of his school, though he expresses
approval of the Anyathakhyati view also. However, it is the
Yatharthakhyati view that has come to be prominently associated
with his school, as its official view. Accordingly, Jayatirtha also
takes special notice of it and ignores the other view in dealing with
Ramanuja's theory.
According to Ramanuja, the object represented in error is
always real and there is, strictly speaking, no valid cognition at all.
His theory is influenced by the Prabhakara view. The cognition of
silver in the shell is relatively true and not absolutely false. The
perception of silver in the shell is true enough, with reference to
the element of silver present in the shell. For, says Ramanuja,
every object in the world has some elements of the other objects in
its constitution in varying proportions. He finds support for this
idea in the doctrine of triplication (<‰"˙"D|÷ÒªÓ") and of
quintuplication (Â"Å"”÷ÒªÓ") of elements (out of tejas, ap and anna)
taught in the Upanisads and Puranas. He also argues that Vedic
texts which permit the substitution of Putika for Soma and of
Nivara for Vrihi (in the case of non-availability of the original),
clearly presuppose that the substitutes have in their make-up some
elements of their originals. Perception also establishes so many
resemblances among things. Such resemblances must necessarily
be on account of their possessing common elements. Hence, the
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experience of silver in shell is to be treated as a valid experience to
the extent that it is a perception of the actual silver elements in it.
The reason why it is regarded by ordinary people as invalid is
because it has no practical utility. The question of designation and
acceptance of validity of a particular experience is governed, in
normal life, by the fact of given objects possessing a
preponderance of the distinctive elements that constitute their
being. The cognition of silver in the shell is, no doubt, a correct
one in the sense already explained. Only, it is a partial experience
of silver in the shell. But owing to certain defects in the sense
organ, there is a distortion of the shel
the shell get undue attention for the nonce and we have a
perception of the silver in what is really shell-silver. The
perception is wrong, not because it is a cognition of the unreal or
what is not in fact there, but because, it is a partial view or an
imperfect cognition of the real. Thus, error, according to
Ramanuja, is not so much a misapprehension of one real as
another, but a blundering into a subtle truth about things,
unawares, which, under normal conditions, is generally missed or
ignored.
Jayatirtha rejects this theory as a picturesque fancy. The
doctrine of Trivrtkarana (triplication of elements) on which
Ramanuja takes his stand to support this novel theory of illusions,
has reference primarily to the combination of the primal elements
of tejobanna in primordial creation. It would be extremly farfetched to attempt to legitimise our perceptual error on its basis. If
remote causal relation is to be relied upon to validate the misperception of silver in shell, on the basis of Trivrtkarana, it should
be possible to have the illusory perception of ever so many other
things also in shell. It cannot be argued that owing to the
perceiver's Adrsta (unseen merit) and other special factors, only
silver comes to be perceived in shell. Such an explanation would
be in order only after it is conclusively established that silver is
actually present in shell.
The presumptive reasoning based on the examples of Putika
and Soma, etc., is equally unsustainable. For then, the question
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would arise : Are we to ascribe to Putika a preponderance of Soma
elements; or an equal measure of them; or only a very small
number of Soma parts? In the first case, Putika would be
indistinguishable from Soma and could not be treated as a mere
substitute for it. Indeed, even Soma, according to this theory of
Ramanuja, is not pure and simple Soma but something else
besides and called Soma by virtue of preponderance of Soma-parts
in its composition. If, then, the Putika also should have a
preponderance of Soma-parts, there is hardly any reason why it
should not be regarded as Soma itself instead of as a substitute for
it. If the Putika should contain Soma and Putika parts in equal
measure, it will lead to the perception of both, in the object. It
Putika should contain a small number of Soma parts it could not
carry out the function of Soma. Otherwise, even the shell could be
used for silver in normal life. If the authority of the Sruti confers
such right on Putika, one could as well bow to the Sruti and
dispense with the luxury of ascribing to Putika parts more or less
similar to Soma on the basis of some farfetched theory of things
possessing all sorts of undetected elements of all other things.
The question of responsive activity, in such cases of illusory
experience, would pose a serious difficulty to Ramanuja. What on
Ramanuja's view is it that makes one who desires silver, as in the
case of Suktirajatabhrama, stoop to pick up the shell? It can hardly
be the non-perception of the preponderant elements of shell in the
given object. For non-perception cannot lead to such activity and
if it does, even a man in his sleep may be expected to act that way.
It cannot also be the perception of the limited number of silverelements in the shell. In that case, it should be clarified by
Ramanuja if it is perception of the small number of silver-elements
as such that inspires the activity or their perception as
preponderant, or their merest perception (˘"{E"ß"{‰"ß"Ø). On the first
view, the shell will never be perceived as silver and there will be
no responsive activity to pick it up. The second view would open
the door to Anyathakhyativada or the theory of misapprehension,
which Ramanuja seeks to avoid. On the last alternative every other
object in the world bearing similarity with silver elements may
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come to be picked up and the activity may not be confined to the
shell.
Again, why should the perception of the small number of
silver elements in the shell be normally regarded as an 'erroneous
experience'? If it is only because it is an experience of a partial
truth and not a complete truth comprehending the fulness of the
attributes of the given object, then, the Visistadvaitin will have to
accept that knowledge of the Supreme Brahman attained even by
the very best among gods and men will have to remain the biggest
error.2
(3) Buddhist Views
The idealistic school of Buddhism looks upon the silver
represented in the illusion as real but not external as in the Nyaya
school. This silver, if actually non-existent, can neither be
presented in the illusion nor sublated. There is no proof of its
existing elsewhere, outside, as an extra-mental reality. Error
consists in projecting subjective ideas as objective extra-mental
facts. The silver represented in illusion is thus merely 'ideal' and
therefore, 'internal' (jnanarupam) and its immediate apprehension
without actual sensory contact also proves its internal existence.
The sublating cognition also merely corrects the misinterpretation.
Jayatirtha shows that this (Yogacara) view of error is not
supported by the sublating cognition, which clearly establishes the
truth that the silver represented in the illusion is totally nonexistent (C"y˙"i, ÈC"li˙" ª¬"|"<ß"|Î"C"y˙"{˙"il÷ÒÂ"‡|Î"Î"<˙"ª{i‹"CÎ"{iÍ|"|˙"{|"Ø). We have
no right to twist its verdict and confer upon the silver represented
in the illusion any reality of its own either internal or external. The
Buddhist idealist himself has to admit that the totally non-existent
can be represented in illusions, when he opines that what is
internal appears as external. Does this not amount to an acceptance
of the position that illusion is the presentation of a given
something as something that it is not or as involving a non-existent
2.

÷Ò¨"w ≤"{CÎ" ˘"{E"CÎ" „"‡{<E|"|˙"ß"Ø ? È°Â"{wU"ˆ"‡∫Ó"{<l<|" ≤"i|"Ø; E"±E"w µ"‡h"˘"{E"ß"<Â"
ß"∫{„"‡{<E|"ª{Â"Ô"{ $ (NS, p.53b)
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association? The quality of externalness (bahyata) that is
presented here, on the Yogacara view, is certainly not something
that pertains to the silver, which is claimed to be a purely internal
reality. The contention of the Yogacara that there is immediacy
in the presentation of silver, without sensory contact, is untenable
as there is actual sensory contact with the shell, which is
responsible for the misrepresentation. The theory of internal
reality of objects represented in illusion would lead to absurd
results. There would be an actual burning sensation inside the
body when there is an erroneous superimposition of fire on a heap
of Gunja weights. The Yogacara view seems to be more interested
in finding ontological support for its doctrine of Vijnana as the
sole internal reality than in giving a straight forward explanation
of illusions. The Asat-Khyati of the Madhyamika school of
Buddhism holds that error lies in the manifestation of the nonexistent as existent. But it fails to recognise that this illusion is due
to the contact of the sense-organ with the shell as the adhisthana
and under certain conditions. This point is brought out by Madhva
in his theory of Neo-Anyathakhyati.
(4) Nyaya View
The Nyaya theory of Error is 'Anyatha-Khyati'. It explains error as
the misapprehension of one real object as another real object
existing elsewhere. What happens, according to the Naiyayika, in
an erroneous perception of silver in shell is simply this. The visual
perception of shell as 'this', takes place in the ordinary normal
way. The attribute of 'silverness' which belongs to the real silver
existing elsewhere, is presented in this cognition as an attribute of
shell, which is before the eye, in a general way. Neither the real
silver which is present elsewhere nor its characteristic of
silverness could, however, be connected with the visual organ
through ordinary sense-contact. But as no perception of silverness
as synthetically connected with the substratum can arise without
such sensory contact, the Nyaya philosophers have thought it fit to
invest a special type of extra-ordinary sense-relation connecting
the real silver and silverness with the visual sense. This contact is
the contact through cognition (˘"{E"eA"Ó"{ Â"‡|Î"{C"<y"#). Thus, in the
present case three things are presented : a 'this' (idamakara or
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adhisthana), the silver (aropyam) and their identity (tadatmya); or
a 'this' (idam), silverness (rajatatvam) and their synthesis
(samsarga). The Naiyayikas argue that as silver, silverness (and
the substratum) remain uncontradicted (even after the sublating
cognition arises) – as existing elsewhere in actual life – and as
only the identity of 'idam' and 'rajatam' or the association
(sansarga) between 'idam' and 'rajatatvam' stands contradicted,
the sublating cognition must be understood to negative only the
aspect of this identity or association and not the very reality or the
silver. The 'Badhakajnana' in other words, should not be taken to
establish that the 'silver' represented in the illusion is non-existent
(asat). It does exist elsewhere. If the silver which was represented
in the illusion was non-existent, it could never have been
presented directly to our perception. We are thus justified in
assuming that the silver represented has an existence elsewhere,
and that the sense-organ vitiated by defects, though in contact with
the shell, causes it to be perceived as identical with the silver
existing elsewhere.
Jayatirtha opens his criticism of the above theory by
pointing out that it is opposed to the verdict of the sublating
cognition which roundly and categorically asserts that there was
no silver anywhere in the place occupied by the given substratum
and that what appeared was totally non-existent : C"y˙"i C"<|", ª¬"|"CÎ"

ëÈC"li˙" ª¬"|"w Â"‡|Î"„"{|"Øí —|Î"E"·„"˙"<˙"ª{i‹"{|"Ø (NS, 9.54b).
The point is this. There is no evidence in the
Badhakajnana that the very silver that was represented in the
illusion has an actual existence of its own elesewhere. The
existence of real silver (elsewhere) in a real world is one thing and
the claim that that selfsame silver was represented here is another
thing. The question is not whether silver really exists in the world!
The question is of the status of the superimposed silver
(aropitarajata) and not of the unsuperimposed real silver
(anaropitarajata). Madhva readily grants that the knowledge of
the 'aropita' presupposes the knowledge of the 'anaropita' and that
no superimposition is possible without the reality of the
substratum, and the prototype (pradhana) of the superimposed
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object3. But all that does not mean that we should give more than
what is due to the superimposed object and regard it as having an
existence of its own per se elsewhere. That, says Madhva, is going
beyond the verdict of Badhakajnana. The Naiyayika realist seems
to be in the grip of a mortal dread of admitting 'non-existence'
(asat) coming anywhere within the range of any of our
psychological experiences, for fear that it may undermine the
foundations of his realism. But this is sheer nervousness. If the
unreal and the non-existent cannot intrude upon our
consciousness even in our illusions, where else can they intrude?
Not certainly in our valid experience. If our faith in realism is
strong enough it can resist the siren song of Visvam mithya
drsyatvat... sukti rupyavat. But more of this later.
Jayatirtha rightly points out that it cannot be seriously
contended that the illusory experience itself is an evidence of the
actual existence of the silver figuring in the illusion elsewhere.
What probative value can it have, then? If it has such value, why
should we not give the go by to the Badhakajnana and accept that
the silver is actually there in the substratum where it is
experienced at the time of the illusion? Nor can the sublating
cognition itself be cited as evidence for the actual existence of the
superimposed silver, elsewhere. Its function is simply to deny the
presence or existence of the silver actually in the locus where it
was apprehended. It is neutral to the question of its existence or
non-existence elsewhere. There is not much substance in the
contention that an illusion cannot be satisfactorily explained
without assuming the actual existence of the 'represented object'
(as such) elsewhere. As the illusion cannot be accounted for
without the reality of the substratum, sensory and environmental
defects, etc., only those factors can be taken to be established by
implication. The question : how silver can be perceived if it is not
existent, can be met by another : how can the silver existing
elsewhere be perceived here? The existence of an object elsewhere
3. È<‹"Ê>{E"w ≤" C"MU"w C"|Î"˙"C|"·üÎ"w <˙"E"{ $
E" „"‡{<E|"„"f˙"<|" πÒ{<Â" .... $$ (VTN)
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is not an indispensable contributory factor for or a necessary
antecedent to its subsequent projection in another place. The
insistence on its existence elsewhere may be deemed necessary
either to account for the sensory contact with it or for the purpose
of providing the requisite mental impressions for the revival of a
memory image. In the present case, sensory contact with silver
(existing far away) is clearly out of the question and there is actual
sensory contact with the substratum, which will do to revive the
Samskaras of formerly experienced silver and thus account for the
appearance of the illusion without obliging us to invest the very
silver (È‰" Â"‡|"”|"CÎ"˙" ª¬"|"CÎ") that is super imposed, with a factual
existence elsewhere. One can understand the point that Samskaras
of silver presuppose a prior experience of silver. And that
experience, if valid, would, in its turn, presuppose the real
existence of that silver somewhere within the range of our own
experience. But all this has nothing to do with the aropita-rajata
with which we are here and now concerned in error.
The Naiyayika seems to be obsessed by his over-zealous
attitude in favour of realism, and so he tries to confer a sort of
vicarious reality upon the superimposed object. But forgetful of
his own epistemological dictum that the non-existent can not be
presented, he is prepared to admit the identity of the given (shell)
with the other real (presented) or the associated (samsarga)
between 'idam' and 'rajatatva' that is presented is non-existent
(asat) and that they are somehow presented.
Madhva's question is : why should we draw the line at
'identity' or 'samsarga' and not extend it to the aropya as such?
Take again the case of jar which has been destroyed or one which
is to be produced. Suppose it is mistaken for some other jar. Some
of us at any rate, fall into the former type of error. How will the
Naiyayika explain such cases? Will he maintain that the jar that is
no longer in existence or is yet to come into being has even now a
physical existence of its own, elsewhere and figures in the
misapprehension? That the jar in question did once exist or may
come into existence at a future time, may be true enough. But the
point is that such existence at other times has no direct bearing on
the appearance of the illusory experience of it now. The existence
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of the object is useful only in producing the necessary impressions
of it, which may, under certain conditions, engender a
misapprehension. The Naiyayika is fighting a ghost of his own
imagination if he is presuming that theoretically it is possible for
any philosopher to explain a perceptual illusion without
recognising the reality of both the adhisthana and the pradhana
(prototype) of the superimposed object (aropya). Perhaps the
position taken up by the Buddhist Madhyamika or the Mayavadin
made him think of such a possibility and safeguard the interest of
realism by insisting on the reality of the superimposed object
elsewhere with vengeance. But Madhva philosophers, by insisting
on the equal necessity of accepting the reality of both the
prototype (pradhana) and the substratum (adhisthana) in
accounting for illusions, have taken the wind out of the sails of the
Nyaya realist.
(5) Advaitic View
The Advaitic theory of error is known as
Anirvacaniyakhyati. It prefers to treat the object presented in
illusions as 'neither real and existent' (as in the Nyaya and
Mimamsa schools) nor as unreal and non-existent as in Buddhistic
nihilism : nor even as 'internal' as in Yogacara. Starting to explain
illusion as an epistemological problem, it ends by metamorphosing
it into a metaphysical problems. It introduces certain complicated
and cumbersome technicalities (Prakriya) in explaining the genesis
of error. By clever dialectical quibbling it invents the concept and
category of an 'indescribable and undefinable' tertium quid
between the poles of Sat and Asat and introduces it deftly into the
realm of erroneous experiences in the first instance and ultimately
seeks, by more ignenious dialectics, to extend it to the whole
gamut of human experience (including the so-called
'Vyavaharika') and sweep it off from the sphere of reality and
liquidate it in the bosom of the great Anirvacaniya. The
Anirvacaniya-khyati is, therefore, to say the least, metaphysicallymotivated. It regards the cognition of silver in shell as a dualcognition. It also holds that after the contact of the defective senseorgan with the shining shell there is a mental modification in the
form of 'this object' (idamakara-vrtti). Then, through the operation
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of Avidya, supported by the former impressions of silver revived
by the similarity of characteristics of the given object, there is the
actual production of 'indescribable silver' (È<E"˙"f≤"E"”Î"ª¬"|"). This
indescribable silver lasts as long as the illusion itself lasts
(dhikala). But then, its status is only "Pratibhasika" (apparent). It
is neither real (existent) nor unreal (non-existent) nor both
(sadasat). Its special status as defying characterisation in terms of
Sat and Asat (and both together) is established by the famous
Arthapatti argument adumbrated by Samkara : C"Ç"iÔ" µ"{‹Î"i|", ÈC"Ç"iÔ"

Â"‡|"”Î"i|". The concepts of Sat and Asat being mutually exclusive,
their coexistence also is ruled out.
This theory has its own defects. In the first place, the view
that the illusory silver is produced by nescience and is destroyed
by the true knowledge of the substratum, will be inconsistent with
the terms of the sublating cognition which denies the existence of
the silver per se with reference to all the three periods of time:
|"¨"{|˙"i, ‰"÷Ò{<e÷Ò<E"k"i‹"{Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø $ ¡ÒÂÎ"w E"{C"”l<C|" „"<˙"kÎ"<|" —<|" C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ"˙" <E"k"i‹"{|"Ø
(Nym).
The illusory silver being a transformation of Avidya, which has
the Atman for its locus, cannot be presented as an external reality.
The externalisation of this illusory silver cannot be explained on
the ground that as the Atman is pervasive, it pervades the shell
also and that in this way the silver which is a transformation of
Avidya having its locus in the Atman delimited by the shell,
comes to be recognised externally as associated with the shell.
Assuming that this is so, this silver should be open to
perception by other persons also who may be looking at the shell
at the time. Anyway, granting that this silver is actually produced,
we may ask how it is actually apprehended. Is it by sensory
contact or through Samskara (impressions) or by Saksi? In this
case, there is no silver prior to the contact. It is said to be produced
at the very time of its apprehension. There is a stalemate here. As
the illusory silver has had no prior existence, its apprehension by
Samskaras is out of the question. Nor can the cognition of the
silver be ascribed to the witness-consciousness as in the case of
the inner perception of bliss. For this cognition is invariably
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concomitant with sensory activity and cannot therefore be put on a
par with the perception of bliss etc. by the Saksi. It cannot be said
that as the sensory activity terminates with the awareness of the
substratum there is need for the witness-self to cognise the silver
produced by Avidya. For, as the knowledge of the substratum does
not seem to have any direct bearing on the perception of the silver,
on the Advaitic theory, its indispensability would seem to suggest
strongly that far from being due to a transformation of Avidya and
all that, the apprehension of the silver in the shell is the outcome
of a mental distortion of the given datum caused by the sense
organ being vitiated by certain defects and abnormal conditions
and that it is a case of Anyathakhyati and nothing more.
By implicating the Saksi in the error the theory takes away the
right of the Saksi to pronounce judgment upon it through the
Badhakajnana. For it cannot both be the accused and the judge.
The Madhva theory, as will be seen, shows a correct appreciation
of the position and the role of the Saksi in the sphere of
epistemology. However, even supposing that sensory contact with
the substratum is in some way contributory to the apprehension of
the illusory silver by the Saksi, in the Advaitic theory, it will entail
a compromise with the Akhyati theory, inasmuch as the cognition
of the Pratibhasika silver is thus a compound of two cognitions,
one of the substratum by the sense-organ and the other of the
Avidyakarajata by the Saksi. Such dual cognition will bar activity.
Even if the Saksi is made to apprehend the identity of silver with
the shell and make activity possible, still the fact that there are two
cognitions here will militate against the fact of the present
cognition of silver being felt to be a single determinate cognition.
The attempt to establish a unitary cognition on the basis of the
simultaneous reflection of the witness-self in both the mental
states of idamakara-antahkaranavrtti and rupyakaravidyavrtti
presupposes the acceptance of a pet theory of the Advaita school.
The concept of 'Anirvacaniya' itself rests on the presumption that
the object presented in illusions cannot be a non-existent thing as
the non-existent cannot be directly presented as existent in
experience. This assumption itself is not well-founded. In fact, the
Advaitin himself cannot explain the illusion without accepting the
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fact that the non-existent does appear and is presented as existent
directly, in our illusions. For the anirvacaniya-silver must appear
as existent in order that there may be the practical activity on the
part of the perceiver. If the anirvacaniya is presented as
anirvacaniya there will be no illusion to speak of, or, if it should
appear as non-existent (asat). How then can the Advaitin assert :
Asac cen na pratiyeta and conclude that ergo the object presented
in the illusion cannot be asat? Advaitic dialecticians have
indulged in a lot of dialectical verbiage and quibbling to cloud the
issue. Jayatirtha has fully brought out their untenability.
The practical activity inspired by the illusion cannot be
explained on the assumption that there is merely a presentation of
silver without its presentation 'as existing' (sat). There can
determination either positively or negatively. Hence, the question
has got to be answered as to what is meant by the contention that
the Vyavaharikasattvam of the shell which comes to be
superimposed on the silver (which is apprehended) is also
anirvacaniya. For, as 'anirvacaniya' it must partake of the nature of
either the Vyavaharika or the Pratibhasika. If it partakes of the
nature of the Vyavaharika, the silver would also be Vyavaharika in
its turn, instead of being purely Pratibhasika as it is deemed to be.
In the other alternative, the question will be as to how it actually
comes to be apprehended, – whether as Pratibhasika (as it acutally
is in point of fact) or as Vyavaharika. If the Pratibhasika appears
as Pratibhasika, there will be no effort on the part of the perceiver
to pick it up as he knows that a Pratibhasika can serve no practical
purpose. In order to account for purposeful activity, it has to be
admitted that the Pratibhasika silver comes to be presented in the
immediate cognition as Vyavaharika. The question will now arise,
if such Vyavaharikatva as is presented is really existing in the
superimposed silver or not existing there. If it exists there, it
cannot be regarded as Pratibhasika any longer. If it does not exist
there and is still presented to cognition as extisting there, we have
a clear case of a non-existent something presenting itself to our
immediate perception in such illusory cognitions as existing. We
are thus face to face with Asat as sattvena aparoksataya pratitih,
in erroneous knowledge (bhrama) which the Advaitic dialecticians
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have been trying their best to avoid and deny.
If it is still contended that even such Vyavaharikatva is
actually 'anirvacaniya' and is superimposed4, the whole series of
alternatives will have to be raised again in regard to the manner of
appearance or presentation of the second, third and subsequent
'anirvacaniya' that the Advaitin may try to take shelter in, until the
regression terminates somewhere. Where it does so, the difficulty
in regard to the practical activity in the absence of the direct
perception of something non-existent as existing will rear its head
again.
Thus, the concept of 'Anirvacaniya' as applied to the
object 'presented in our erroneous perceptions (such as of silver in
the shell or its relation) makes the problem of error in Advaita
philosophy more confused and complicated than in any of the
other schools.

4. È<E"˙"f≤"E"”Î"Â"ªß"{¨"f|˙"CÎ"{C"|" Ã˙" Mƒ>–å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $ (Madhva, VTN)
This criticism of Madhva is directed against Citsukha's exposition,
Jayatirtha has quoted passages from Citsukha while explaining the
relevance of the above criticism.
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CHAPTER XXI
MADHVA'S THEORY OF ERROR :
ABHINAVANYATHAKHYATI
A realistic theory of knowledge has no reason to fight shy of
errors and illusions in human life. Illusions do not upset the
normal foundations of life and knowledge. On the contrary, they
serve as foils to valid experience and give it its significance and
value. The Madhva theory of knowledge is, as we have seen, wide
enough to provide a place for dreams, errors and illusions in life.
The Mimamsakas and Ramanuja, however, fight shy of errors and
seek to explain them away. Madhva feels that there is hardly any
justification for doing so. Life is wide enough to hold both truth
and error. Human nature and conditions of life being what they
are, it is not possible to eliminate errors or expect our experiences
and knowledge to be always veridical. This is proof of the
limitations of the individual. A sound theory of knowledge,
therefore, must take note of the limitations of life and human
understanding and reckon with occasional jolts, disappointments
and illusions in life and be able to explain their true nature and
conditions, so as to arm us against them.
It is idle to shut one's eyes to errors and refuse to recognise
them as such or call them by different names as 'Vivekagraha',
'Pramustatattakasmarana' and so forth. The senses deceive us at
times. But that is only rarely and in exceptional cases and under
definite conditions. Madhva feels, therefore, that there is hardly
any justification for either extreme of banishing errors altogether
from life and transforming them into truths and half-truths by
1
verbal juggleries and theological quibbles or dismissing all
experience, errors as well as certainties as the merest illusions a la
accepted ones as in the case of the Buddhist nihilism and Advaita.

1. Î"¨"{¨"¿ C"˙"f<˙"˘"{E"<ß"<|" ˙"il<˙"l{w ß"|"ß"Ø $

È|"{i Î"¨"{¨"¿ ¡ÒÂÎ"{<l<˙"˘"{E"w U"·<Í|"÷Ò{<lk"· $$ (Sribhasya, i.1.1)
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Î"¨"{ ß"{Î"{ Î"¨"{ C˙"Â"n{i ˆ"E‹"˙"fE"ˆ"ªw Î"¨"{ $
|"¨"{i|Â"<y"C|"¨"{ C¨"{E"w |"¨"{ „"å ≈l{¸|"# $$ (Madhyamika Karika)
C|"ß„"{<lÂ"‡|Î"Î"{i <ß"¨Î"{ Â"‡|Î"Î"|˙"{y"¨"{&<Â" <∫ $
Â"‡|Î"Î"# C" ß"Dk"{ Mƒ># C˙"Â"n{<lÂ"‡|Î"Î"{i Î"¨"{ $$ (Kumarila : Slokavartika,
Sutra, 5, verses 2-3)
The Madhva theory of truth and error is expressed in the
following formula :

È{|C"<ˆ"f÷wÒ ˘"{E"{E"{w Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"ß"Ø, ÈÂ"˙"{l{<üÂ"Î"fÎ"# $ C"{A"” R"e· <E"<‚"|"Î"{¨"{¨Î"f#
÷Òl{<≤"l<Â" C"wU"Î"{E"{C÷Ò<El|"#, ÈE|"#÷ÒªÓ"˙"Dy"”E"{w Î"{¨"{¨Î"¿ C˙"Î"ß"i˙" ˆ"DÜ{<|" $
Â"ª”A"{C"∫÷DÒ|"C|"· ÈÎ"{¨"{¨Î"f<ß"<|" µ"{lª{Î"Ó"”Î"w ß"|"ß"Ø $$ (NS, p.48b)
'Knowledge has validity as a rule. Errors are the exceptions.
Saksi the Apperceiver is always assured and certain of the validity
of his judgments and grasps directly the modifications of the mind
without being assailed by doubts. When the mind is assailed by
doubts, the Saksi assures himself of the invalidity of the
knowledge with the help of tests. Such is the position of the
adherents of Badarayana'

ÈC"|"# C"y˙"Â"‡|"”<|"#,C"|"{i&C"y˙"Â"‡|"”<|"´ª|Î"EÎ"¨"{Â"‡|"”|"iªi˙"„"‡{<E|"|˙"{|"Ø(Madhva

VTN)

'Illusion consists in an unreal or non-existent object or
relation being presented in immediate perception as real and
existing and of a really existing object or relation as not-existing'.
This appears to be the most rational attitude to take to the
problem of truth and error and stands for a dispassionate
assesment of experience.2 Madhva is no sophisticated realist to
2. Cf. Ramanuja's admission : RÎ"{|Î"E|"ª˙"{<lE"{ß"<Â" C"·l…ªß"<Â" ˆ"|˙"{,

ÈEÎ"¨"{˙"„"{C"{i&˙"UÎ"{oÎ"Ó"”Î"# $ ÈC"|RÎ"{<|"Â"A"i C"l{|ß"E"{, È{|ß"RÎ"{<|"Â"A"i
È¨"{f|ß"E"{, ÈRÎ"{<|"Â"A"i ÈEÎ"<˙"U"ik"Ó"ß"EÎ"<˙"U"ik"Ó"|˙"iE" ˘"{E"üÎ"ß"i÷Ò|˙"iE" ≤",
<˙"k"Î"{C"›{˙"Â"A"i&<Â" <˙"ùß"{E"|˙"iE" *** (Sribhasya, i.1.1)
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deny that there can be illusions of any kind in our cognitions or to
dispute the central assumption of logic and philosophy that things
are not always what they seem. The occurrence of illusions at
times only confirms the normality of true experience at other times
The Madhva theory of perceptual illusions is a bold and
dexterous combination of the salient features of the Asat-khyati
and the Anyatha-khyati views. Madhva defines illusion as the
appearance of a thing as different from what it really is, i.e. of an
unreal or non-existent object or relation as real or existent and
vice versa :

ÈC"|"# C"y˙"Â"‡|"”<|"# C"|"{i&C"y˙"Â"‡|"”<|"´ª|Î"EÎ"¨"{Â"‡|"”<|"ªi˙" „"‡{<E|"# (GT ii.26).
It is easy to see that such must be the nature of an illusion, if
reality is defined as 'Anaropitam' and 'Pramana' as Î"¨"{¨"fß"Ø or

Î"¨"{˙"<C¨"|"˘"iÎ"<˙"k"Î"”÷Ò{´ª|˙"ß"Ø. The root of this theory is the presentation
of some non-existent entity, fact or relation as existent and real in
a given substralum, with which the sense organ is in contact and
when other conditions propitious to the erroneous cognition are
also there:
È|Î"E|"{C"|"{i ª¬"|"|˙"CÎ" U"·<Í|"÷Ò{Î"{ß"Ø, È|Î"E|"{C"Ô"i˙" C"wC"ˆ"{if ˙"{, ª¬"|"CÎ"˙"
|"{l{|ßÎ"w ˙"{ „"‡{<E|"<˙"k"Î"# $ (VTNT p.55b)
˙"AÎ"<|" ≤"{C"|"{i ª¬"|"|"{l{|ßÎ"Î"{i# ˘"{E"<˙"k"Î"|"{ß"{≤"{Î"f# $ (AV i.1.28)
This element of false presentation is the mark of illusions :
ÈEÎ"¨"{|˙"ß"C"|"Ø |"Cß"{lØ „"‡{E|"{˙"i˙" Â"‡|"”Î"|"i (AV i.1.28)
It would be futile to deny it :
Cf.
|"Cß"{ùlEÎ"¨"{C"E|"ß"EÎ"¨"{ Â"‡<|"Â"ù|"i $

|"<Ô"ª{eßµ"E"w ˘"{E"ß"C"l{eßµ"E"w <∫ |"|"Ø $$

3

(Kumarila : Slokavartika, p.245)
3. The Madhva view agrees only with the first half and
disagrees with the second half.
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The Asatkhyativadin is, therefore, right in holding that the
object of illusions is utterly unreal. But he is not justified in
denying any kind of reality to any of the constituents of that
experience, and dismissing the entire fabric of that experience as a
baseless fancy (niralambanam) : <E"ª<‹"Ê>{E"„"‡{E|"iªÎ"{iˆ"{|"Ø $
If nothing in the constituents of an illusion is real, there will
be no possiblity of sense-contact, without which there will be no
perceptual knowledge, true or false. Jayatirtha clarifies another
important point in Madhva's theory of illusions, which is that the
superimposed object and its iden tity with the substratum are both
non-existent when the former is far away from the latter as in the
illusion of the snake in the rope. But when, as in seeing a mango
tree and a jack tree standing close to each other from a distance,
one misses their distinction and errs in thinking that there is only
one of them, only the identity is non-existent.4 Madhva, therefore,
holds that notwithstanding the unreality of 'the silver in the shell',
it is through contact with the real piece of shell that the senseorgan, vitiated by defects, gets a distorted apprehension of it as a
piece of silver. It is subsequently realised that this silver is
absolutely non-existent within that spatio-temporal setting.
Jayatirtha gives classical expression to this view :

U"·<Í|"÷Ò{C"<Ô"÷DÒw> lsƒ><ß"<EÿÎ"w |"{ß"i˙"{|Î"E|"{C"ÿ¬"|"{|ß"E"{ È˙"ˆ"{∫ß"{E"w ˘"{E"w
¬"{Î"|"i, C" „"‡ß" —|Î"å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $ (NS p.48b)
He also indicates clearly the parting of the ways between
the Madhva doctrine and the Buddhistic view of Asat-Khyati in
this respect: E" ˙"Î"w U"±EÎ"˙"{<lE" —˙" ª¬"|"˘"{E"w <E"ª{eßµ"E"w µ"‡±ß"# $ U"·<Í|"<˙"k"Î"-

|"{å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $ (Tdyt p.11b) È|" Ã˙" E"{C"|RÎ"{<|"Â"‡C"å# $ Î"{˙"|"Ø R"e· <˙"ˆ"”|"i Â"‡|Î"Î"i
„"{C"|"i |"CÎ" C"˙"fCÎ" ÈC"y˙"i R"e· ÈC"|RÎ"{<|"# CÎ"{|"Ø $ E"≤"˙"<ß"|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $5 (NS p.48b)
4. |"<|÷wÒ C"˙"f‰"{&ª{iÂÎ"ß"{Ó"ß"|Î"E|"{C"li˙" ? ≈≤Î"|"i - Î"‰"{&ª{iÂÎ"ß"<‹"Ê>{E"C"<Ô"<∫|"w

|"‰" |"y"{l{|ßÎ"ß"{‰"ß"C"|"Ø $ Î"‰" Â"·E"# ÈC"<Ô"<∫|"ß"{ª{iÂÎ"w |"‰" |"|"Ø, |"y"{l{|ßÎ"w
≤"{i„"Î"ß"ÂÎ"C"|"Ø $ (NS p.54)
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It is, thus, needless and impossible to confound the Madhva
theory with 'Asat-khyati', in the accepted sense of the term.
Since the acid test of an illusion is in the sublating cognition
(µ"{‹"÷Ò˘"{E"ß"Ø), its true nature should be fixed in the light of the
Badhakajnana. Now, the stultifying cognition takes the form:
"There is no silver here; only the non-existent silver had appeared
to exist"6. Madhva takes his firm stand on the express authority of
this Badhakajnana, in adjudging the status of the object of illusion
as an utter unreality (atyantasat).The Anyathakhyativadin merely
intoxicates himself with an inferential unction that the
superimposed object must have a reality of its own elsewhere,
which is hardly relevant to the form or content of the sublating
knowledge. This is precisely the point of departure between the
Nyaya and Madhva view of Anyathakhyati. It is to bring out this
distinctions of Madhva's theory that Jayatirtha christens it as
'Abhinavanyathakhyati' (neo-anyathakhyati) and contrasts it with
the Nyaya theory. He points out that the scope of the
Badhakajnana is strictly limited to denying the presence of silver
in the given substratum and its identity with it, and that it is quite
indifferent to the question of the existence of the silver elsewhere.
The difficulty of establishing a sensory contact with an object
existing elsewhere (anyatra sat) would also be insurmountable. It
is unnecessary to assume the reality of superimposed objects
elsewhere, when illusions could be satisfactorily explained without
5. 'We do not, like the Sunyavadins, regard the cognition of
silver as 'baseless' (i.e. without a real substratum). We accept that
this cognition has the shell for its object though it does not cognise
it truely as shell. For the same reason, there is no question of our
view being the same as 'Asatkhyati'. There will be 'Asatkhyati'
only when it is held that whatever is presented in erroneous
perception (including the substratum) is all non-existent. Such is
not our view. (How then can our view be mistaken for
Asatkhyati?)' (NS p.54)
6. ëE"{‰" ª¬"|"w, ÈC"li˙" ª¬"|"w Â"‡|Î"„"{|"Øí $
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such an assumption, by certain defects in the nature of the sensory
contact. Even the Anyathakhyativadin must admit that, in point of
fact, sensory contact has been only with the actual substratum
before the perceiver, viz., the nacre. If then, sensory contact with
the shell should, as has been the case here, actually produce the
misapprehension of silver, for the nonce, it is surely a piece of
misplaced ingenuity to propound a very elaborate theory that the
selfsame silver must be having an actual existence somewhere else
(anyatra sat). That is imagination running riot. What has actually
happened in this case is simply that sensory contact with nacre has
somehow led to its erroneous perception as identical with silver
that is not there, i.e. to say, purely non-existent. The existence of
real silver similar to the one perceived in the illusion, elsewhere,
in the shop, is one thing and to claim that that very thing has come
over here or that that very thing is there, is quite another. Real
silver may be remotely responsible for furnishing the background
to the present illusion. Madhva does not deny that. What he denies
and what the Naiyayika asserts is that the selfsame silver (that was
superimposed) is existing elsewhere (and could not otherwise have
appeared). The Naiyayika unhappily is mixing up the issues. The
first proposition is entirely true and unexceptionable, – that there
is a real silver outside the present illusion. It is not only conceded
by Madhva but is laid down by him as the necessary precondition
and invariable concomitant in all illusions "

È<‹"Ê>{E"w ≤" C"MU"w C"|Î"˙"C|"·üÎ"w <˙"E"{ $
E" „"‡{<E|"„"f˙"<|" πÒ{<Â" C˙"Â"nß"{Î"{<l÷iÒk˙"<Â" $$ (VTN)
Without two real entities, viz., a substratum and a prototype
of the superimposed object being given outside the illusion, no
illusory experience can be explained even in dreams or magical
creations. But, there is no justification, says he, for the dogma of
the Nyaya Realists that the superimposed object must always, as
such and in its own self, have an actual existence elsewhere :

È‰" Â"‡|"”|"CÎ"˙"{EÎ"‰" C"y˙"i ß"{E"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ ÈC"y˙"i ÷Ò¨"w Â"‡|"”<|"ª<|" ≤"i|"Ø? ÈEÎ"‰"
C"y˙"i&<Â" ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø? E" fiEÎ"‰" C"y˙"ß"Ø È‰" Â"‡|"”|"iPÂ"÷Ò{´ª !
(NS p.54)
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In the light of this clear and unmistakable criticism of the
Nyaya view one cannot but express astonishment at
P.Nagarajarao's remark about Madhva's doctrine that 'the radical
Realist that he is, Madhva wants to give a complete objective basis
to the content of error after the model of the Nyaya school' (P.
Nagarajarao, 'Error, Doubt and Dream in Dvaita Vedanta', Journal
of Oriental Research, Madras, xi, pt.4, p.295). If anything,
Madhva denies that the content of error (bhramavisaya) has an
objective basis ÷Ò{i <∫ µ"‡±|"i ª¬"|"w C"<l<|"? (NS p.46)
The existence of an object of illusion elsewhere may be
deemed necessary either for securing sensory contact with it in
order to render the perception of silver (or the like) possible, or for
awakening the impressions of silver in the mind
(rajatasamskarodbodha). Neither ground is admissible. There is
no possibility of sensory contact with an object existing
somewhere else and if such existence is required merely to furnish
the necessary mental impression of the object, such a result could
be explained by the past experience of it, without making the
selfsame object come down and present ifself in the illusion7. It is
for this reason that Madhva insists on the reality of a Sadrsa
(prototype) in addition to that of an adhisthana (substratum) as the
sine qua non of all illusions. But there is no reason to assign an
intrinsic reality of its own to the superimposed object per se. One
should not miss this subtle distinction between the Nyaya and the
Madhva views of the status of the aropya and confound the two.
A careful examination of the various theories of error held
by different schools of Indian philosophy shows that the ideas of
'asat-khyati' and 'anyathakhyati' constitute their greatest common
measure of agreement. Madhva's theory of 'Abhinavanyathakyati8'
7.

—<EÿÎ"{¨"fC"<Ô"÷Òk"{f¨"¿ ˙"{ |"l{C¨"iÎ"w, C"wC÷Ò{ª-<C"’–¨"¿ ˙"{? E"{&ù# $ C"wC÷Ò{ª‚"
ª¬"|"{E|"ª{E"·„"˙"ß"{‰"iÓ" „"˙"|"”<|" ˙Î"¨"{f |"CÎ"˙"{EÎ"‰" C"y˙"÷Ò°Â"E"{ $ (NS p.54b)
8. ˙"AÎ"{ß"{i fi<„"E"˙"{EÎ"|"{RÎ"{<|"ß"Ø (NS p.46b)
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combines these two common elements of the theories of illusion in
right proportions and formulates a balanced theory of error. Its
most important finding is, of course, the fact of the presentation of
the non-existent in illusions (ÈC"|"# C"y˙"iE" Â"‡|"”|Î"·Â"Â"<y"#). The whole
theory of Madhva turns on this hypothesis. This is itself derived
from the nature of the Badhakajnana (ÈC"li˙" ª¬"|"w Â"‡|Î"„"{|"Ø). The
question of the presentability of 'Asat' (the non-existent) in
erroneous knowledge (ÈC"|"# C"y˙"iE"{Â"ª{iA"|"Î"{ „"‡ß"i Â"‡|"”|Î"·Â"Â"<y"#, as it is
technically known) has been ably argued and established at length
by Jayatirtha9 and Vyasatirtha following Madhva. As a matter of
fact, the category of Anirvacaniya itself, by definition, is made to
rest on the presumption of the non-presentability of 'Asat'. But the
assumption itself is gratuitious and inconsistent with the
conviction of difference from (asat-vailaksanya) which the
monistic philosopher has, in respect of the world :

ÈC"<üeA"Ó"˘"¥Î" ˘"{|"˙Î"ß"C"li˙" <∫ $
|"Cß"{lC"|Â"‡|"”<|"‚" ÷Ò¨"w |"iE" <E"˙"{Î"f|"i $$ (AV i.1.1)
One of Dr.Narain's criticisms against Madhva's doctrine of
illusion is that "it violates the basic principle of epistemology that
the object of immediacy is identical with the object of cognition'
(Op. cit. p.152).
This objection has been met by Vyasatirtha who makes it
clear that the principle referred to is true only of Aparoksaprama
(immediate valid knowledge) and not of Bhrama
(misapprehension). Otherwise, the Advaitin too would be hard put
to it to explain sensory contact with 'anirvacaniya' silver which,
according to his theory, is produced at the very moment of its
apprehension : The object in order to come to be perceived by
sense-contact with the eye must exist prior to the moment of its
coming to be perceived. But this is hardly possible in
avidyakarajata which is said to be generated at the moment of its
apprehension.
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E"<∫ ‹"”ß"{‰"U"ª”ªw ¡ÒÂÎ"w C˙"˘"{E"{|"Ø Â"‡{ˆ"<C|" $ È|"# Â"‡|"”<|"C"ß"Î" Ã˙"
ª¬"|"¬"Eß"{å”÷Ò{ªi ª¬"|"CÎ"i<EÿÎ"C"<Ô"÷Òk"{flsÂ"e<µ‹"# ÷Ò¨"w |"˙" ß"|"i
? (Nym,
p.420).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------9. For details see my HDSV, pp.262-64 and p.350-51.
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THE WORLD OF EXPERIENCE
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CHAPTER XXII
REALITY OF WORLD EXPERIENCE
BELIEF in the reality of the world and its values is,
naturally, one of the fundamental tenets of theism. It is a
metaphysical doctrine and not a mere theological dogma. We may,
therefore, turn to the grounds on which it is based. These may be
brought under the three heads of perceptual, rational and scriptural
grounds admitted in the system of Madhva.
We have seen that Madhva recognises an additional sense or
instrument of knowledge, – the Saksi (besides the other six). The
reality of world-experience follows as a consequence of the
acceptance of the doctrine of Saksi and the implications of the
doctrine of Pramana (applied to the other instruments of
knowledge). The knowledge produced by the senses is normally
valid and true, under requisite conditions of knowledge and proper
types of contact of the sensory apparatus and this knowledge is not
ordinarily contradicted. It is accepted in all schools of Vedanta
that knowledge carries with it its own validity which is intrinsic to
it. The Dvaita, Advaita and Visistadvaita are pledged to this view.
Validity implies the factual reality of the object of knowledge with
reference to a given spatio-temporal setting : E"<∫ <˙"k"Î"{µ"{‹"ß"E"E|"„"{f˙Î"

Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"ˆ"‡∫Ó"w E"{ß"

(Nym i.18). The reality of the world would thus

follow from the doctrine of self-validity of knowledge : Î"<l C˙"|"C|˙"w

Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"i <˙"X"C"y"{ ÷Ò¨"w E" |"i? (AV iii.2.3)
The Advaitin, doubtless, pleads that perception cognises
only the provisional reality (vyavaharika-satyam) of objects;
while inference of unreality and texts to that effect disprove the
absolute or noumenal reality thereof and that, therefore, there is no
conflict of Pramanas :

Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷Òß"ü|"w Â"‡<˙"UÎ" U"ªÓ"w o·<|"# $
<˙"ª{i‹"{lsÂ"¬"”˙Î"iE" E" <µ"„"i<|" ß"E"{ˆ"<Â" $$ (Khandana, 1.23)
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But this is counting the eggs before they are hatched,
inasmuch as the threefold classification of reality into
Paramarthika, Vyavaharika and Pratibhasika, upon which the
theory of provisional validity of Pramanas is based, is still an
unproved assumption. The very idea of provisional validity (which
ceases to be valid after some time) is meaningless and repugnant
to the basic idea of Pramanya :

Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"CÎ" ≤" ß"Î"{fl{ ÷Ò{e|"{i ˙Î"{¸|"{ „"˙"i|"Ø $
÷Ò{e{E|"ªi&ÂÎ"ß"{E"w ≤"i<ll{E"”w ß"{E"|"{ ÷·Ò|"# $$ (AV iii.2.3)
Vyavaharika-pramanya is, therefore, a myth. It is invalidity
writ euphemistically large. If the principle of self-validity of
knowledge is to have any meaning, there can be no denying or
escaping from the conclusion of the reality of world-experience:

Â"‡ß"{Ó"{<E" <∫ C˙"ˆ"{i≤"ªi Â"‡˙"|"fß"{E"{<E" |"y˙"<ß"l<ß"|Î"i˙" Â"‡˙"|"fE|"i; E" Â"·E"#
C"{w˙Î"˙"∫{´ª÷wÒ E"# Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w, E" Â"·E"C|"{<y˙"÷Ò<ß"|Î"i˙" Â"‡˙"|"fE|"i $ (Bhamati, ii.2.32)
There is, thus, no need to go in search of subtle and
elaborate reasonings in support of the validity of Pratyaksa. As
Madhva says elsewhere, reason may have to be summoned, if at
all, only to prove the falsity of particular experiences in case of
serious doubts, but hardly to demonstrate validity of normal
experiences : Mƒ>˙"C|"·E"{i <ß"¨Î"{|˙"{å”÷Ò{ªi ≤" Î"·Í|Î"Â"iA"{, E" Â"·E"# C"|Î"|˙"i ! Such
validity is furnished by the perception itself where it is normally
constituted, as we have seen under the theory of Pramanas. Nor
are we without sufficient means of testing the soundness of the
conditions of knowledge. It is open to us to institute the necessary
tests (pariksa) and make sure of the reality of normal experience.
Madhva contends that all our normal experience and perceptions
are capable of bearing such scrutiny and have been so tested and
found to be true and valid. It would be preposterous to say that we
could never trust our senses and that our perceptions are
proverbially and inherently misleading and that we could never
know the truth of things or that perception is capable of revealing
only the present and that we could never be sure of what the future
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may hold and so on. Such wild and irresponsible objections would
be suicidal to the monist himself. If the verdict of normal
perception is to be disbelieved in every case, there will be no
distinction between truth and falsity in experience. There will be
nothing to distinguish illusions from valid experience. All
experience will be suspect and no logical or scientific advance will
be possible. If the perception of silver in the nacre and the
stultifying cognition 'this is not silver' were both of them on the
same par of incredibility, all distinction between truth and
falsehold would have to be given up. As Vyasatirtha says in a
humorous vein, the monist will stand to lose his principal in trying
for the interest1. If he does not concede the validity of the
stultifying cognition, 'this is not silver', he can never establish his
pet theory of the unreality of the universe, which rests upon the
analogy of the illusion of silver in nacre.
Sense-perception cannot, therefore, be deprived of its
validity, except by a more valid perception : Mƒ>˙"C|"·E"{i µ"e˙"lM<w> <˙"E"{
(VTN). It cannot be set aside by any amount of
specious reasoning or bald texts, unless the latter could be shown
to be more valid than the perception in question. The attempt to
upset perception by inference or authoritative texts would thus
involve a fallacy of interdependence, inasmuch as the inference or
the verbal testimony cannot be invested with greater validity
unless perception is shown to be invalid, and that cannot be unless
the inference or the verbal testimony is proved to be more
authoritative, for whatever reasons. The validity of perception, on
the other hand, is self-evident and does not need any ratification
from outside. The superiority of perception to inference and
aptavakya, is also self-evident in that it is able to grasp even the
minutest features of objects which are beyond the ken of inference
and correct confusion of quarters which the pious words of an
Apta (authority) are powerless to do. The perceptual judgment

E"{EÎ"lØ µ"{‹"÷Òß"Ø

1.

E"ilw ¡ÒÂÎ"<ß"<|" Â"‡|Î"A"Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"ß"{˙"UÎ"÷Òß"Ø $ ÈEÎ"¨"{ ë—lw ¡ÒÂÎ"ß"Øí
—|Î"CÎ"{Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w E" CÎ"{<l<|",˙"D<’<ß"≤™>|"{Iß"±e∫{EÎ"{Â"y"i#$(Nym,i.17)
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'Fire is hot' is intrinsically superior to any inference of its being
cold. The reality of experience derives support from the combined
evidence of a number of facts like perception of difference,
reasoning in support of such perception, the consmogonic texts,
texts prescribing 'Sagunopasana' and the drift of the entire
Karmakanda. Albert Schweitzer rightly emphasises this point
when he says, 'The ethics of action is hard hit by the assertion that
the world has no meaning. Man cannot engage in ethical action in
a world with no meaning. His ethical life in such a world must be
limited to keeping himself pure from it. But if, further, the reality
of the world is denied, then, ethics altogether ceases to have any
importance.' (Indian Thought and Its Development, p.60)
From another point of view also perception where tested
and found correct, has to be recognised as the basic ground or
Upajivya of any inference or texts in a contrary direction. Such a
basic ground cannot be repudiated by any amount of wild
reasoning or bald assertions of texts. This is known as the
principle of 'Upajivyapramanavirodha' or conflict with the basic
ground. The experience of the world rests on such Upajivyapratyaksa. It is not the superficial one (of the Sukti-rajata-type)
which is liable to be mistaken but one which has passed the test of
personal endorsement by the Saksi after due examination. It is
what Madhva calls 'drdhadrsta' or 'supariksita' which is indubitable
and is the last word on tests, having reached down to the
innermost intuitive level of certification by the Saksi which (as has
been established) is the terminus of all Pariksa and converts belief
into certainty. Madhva contends that the finite experiences of
pleasure and pain in life belong to this category of Pratyaksa
certified by Saksi and must, therefore, be accepted as impregnable.
So too the consolidated experience of humanity of the reality of an
objective universe and of its values, not to mention the realisation
of human limitations and the consciousness of a Power
transcending human conception. It is on this rock of
Saksipratyaksa that Madhva has built his edifice of DvaitaVedanta.
He points out that such universal experience of joys and sorrows
of life with a deep sense of their reality is not of the hollow variety
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of the silver in the shell, inasmuch as it stands the test of practical
utility and response-satisfaction. The objection of Vacaspati,
therefore, that if the verdict of identity (of human souls and
Brahman) and the consequent unreality of the experience of
duality, is disputed on the ground of conflict with the basic
Pratyaksa (Upajivya pratyaksa), even the subsequent perception
'this is not silver', would have to be dismissed as invalid, because
it is opposed to the original (basic) perception 'this is silver' is
disingenuous2. It purposely confuses the issue. The present is a
question of strength between perception and inference or
authoritative texts, and the instance cited is one of conflict
between two perceptions, which is irrelevant to Madhva's position
that no perception can be invalidated save by a more powerful
perception. In other words, perception cannot be negatived by
mere reasonings not based on some other and more powerful
perception. Moreover, the basic nature of reality claimed for
perception in this case is not based on considerations of its
temporal priority or logical dependence for purposes of negative
only (<E"k"i‹Î"C"ß"Â"f÷Ò|˙"iE") but upon an intrinsic dependence established
by rigid tests. The capacity to stand such a practical test is lacking
in the illusory cognition of 'silver is the nacre'. But in respect of
our normal experience of the world all practical conditions of
validity are fulfilled. They cannot, therefore, be regarded as
illusory with any justification.
As for Sruti texts, which may appear to teach the identity of
Brahman and Atman not only will they be patently in conflict with
numerous others which do teach their difference, but also with the
personal experience (of its own limitations and difference from
Brahman) of the Saksi. If personal experiences of the Saksi are to
be set aside by other Pramanas, however powerful, the foundations
of philosophy will collapse; for, then, there would be no surety left
2. That does not prevent Dr.K.Narain from repeating the
same argument in slightly different garb : 'If perceptions are
always valid what about illusions and their explanations in a textbook on philosophy?' (Critique of Madhva Refutation of Sankara
Vedanta, p.126).
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anywhere, in perception, reasoning or revelation. Even the
conviction of identity reached by the monist qua personal and
reached at the Saksi level, will be in the grip of doubt and
stultification by some other conceivable form of knowledge such
as all is void so that nihilism would be the end of philosophical
quest. Madhva, therefore, insists that the verdict of the Saksi must
be accepted as the basis of logical and philosophical certitude. It
must be accepted as the ultimate criterion of all validity in
experience, including the validity of Scriptural knowledge. Unless
this is done, there can be no Philosophy worth the name and there
will be nothing but a reign of universal doubt and illusions galore.
It would be simply suicidal, then, to dare to question the verdict of
the Saksi or attribute the slightest touch of fallibility or doubt to its
findings. This point has already been conclusively established
earlier in Chapter XVIII and XIX.
If Saksipratyaksa cannot reach beyond the present as
contended by Madhusudana Saravati, how can its final perception
of Advaitic truth sublate the world and negate its reality with
reference to all the three periods of time, with absolute certainty
and assurance of subsequent uncontradictability? Even in the
interests of his own position, the Advaitin will have to accept the
power of Saksi to intuit all the three periods of time and absence
of contradiction therein for its final judgment of the mithyatva of
the world!
The primacy of Saksi having been firmly established, the
question of giving suitable and reasonable explanations to some
identity texts which appear to support the identity of the human
souls with Brahman and by implication or otherwise deny the
reality of the world, against the firm conviction of the Saksi, will
not be such a difficult thing after all, having regard to their mystic,
figurative and analogical methods of philosophic discourse in the
Srutis and approved canons of interpretation of texts, accepted by
all.
Madhva cites, for example, the Vedic text ëëÎ"¬"ß"{E"# Â"‡C|"ª#íí
('the handful of grass is the Sacrificer'). Here the literal sense of
the text cannot be accepted. We have the authority and sanction of
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the Purva-Mimamsa to reinterpret such seemingly absurd or
inconsistent declarations as figurative statements based on
functional, genetic, etymological, mystic and other grounds :
|"<|C"<’# ¬"{<|"# C"{¡ÒÂÎ"{|"Ø Â"‡U"wC"{ „"±ß"{ <eåC"ß"˙"{Î"{|"Ø (PMS i.4.23-28).
Madhva claims the same right in interpreting the monistically
worded texts, in conformity with Saksipratyaksa and the numerous
other texts which teach the reality of the world and the difference
between the human souls and Brahman. He has, accordingly
indicated some fresh points of view from which these 'monistic
texts' can be more properly explained :

Î"¬"ß"{E"Â"‡C|"ª|˙"w Î"¨"{ E"{¨"f# o·|"i„"f˙"i|"Ø $
µ"‡h"|˙"ß"<Â" ¬"”˙"CÎ" Â"‡|Î"A"CÎ"{<˙"U"ik"|"# $$
C˙"{|"E‰Î"i ≤" <˙"<U"ƒ>|˙"i C¨"{E"ß"|Î"ÍÎ"Î"{iª<Â" $
C"{MUÎ"i ≤"ÍÎ"˙"{÷ØÒ C"ßÎ"÷ØÒ C"{˙"÷Ò{U"{ Î"¨"iƒ>|"# $$3 (AV i.1.1)
Even the most warmly cherished 'Mahavakyas' of the
Advaitins will have to stand on the ground of the Saksi for their
ratification, in the same way as any intimate personal experience
of the joys and sorrows of life. There is not the least difference in
the status of these two experiences of the Saksi and one cannot be
partial to the one at the expense of the other. The highest
deference and most fitting homage that we can pay to the
Scriptures will be by trying to find their true import in conformity
with the logic of Saksyanubhava – instead of being swept off one's
feet by the literal sense of such quasi-mystic statements if identity
and acosmism :
3. Even though there is the Sruti text which says 'the bundle
of sacred grass is the sacrificer' it is not admitted in its literal
sense. In the same way, Brahmanhood of Jivatman supposedly
proclaimed in the Sruti. Descriptions of identity with the Supreme
Brahman admit of several other meanings from the point of view
of the independence of the One, its being the highest reality that
exists and from the point of view of identity of place, harmony in
thought, similarity, etc.' (See my BSPC II, p.217-20).
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E" µ"‡±ß"{i ˙"Î"ß"Ø- E"{C|"”lw ˙"{ÍÎ"<ß"<|", E"{ÂÎ"ik"{w Â"l{E"{ß"‰" U"<Í|"E"{fC|"”<|" $ <÷ÒE|"·,
ÈCÎ" ˙"{ÍÎ"CÎ" Â"‡Â"Å"<ß"¨Î"{|˙"i |"{|Â"Î"¿ E"{C|"”<|" $ ≈Â"Â"<y"<˙"ª{i‹"{„"{˙"{i <∫ Â"‡|"”|"{¨"if
|"{|Â"Î"fCÎ" ˘"{Â"÷Ò# $ È‰" ≤"{<C|" ≈Â"Â"<y"<˙"ª{i‹" —<|" $4 (NS. p.601)
It is too well known that the literal sense of a proposition is,
more often than not, found modified by so many exigencies of
practical and theoretical considerations, syntactic and other
difficulties or philosophical necessities. Literalism will scotch
philosophy as nothing else will.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. 'We do not deny that such a text exists; or that the words do not
possess the meanings assigned to them. What we deny is that the purport
of such passages is the unreality of the world. For, absence of conflict
with sound reasoning is the main criterion in taking the apparent meaning
of a passage to be its intended import also. But in the present case we
have shown that there is serious conflict with sound reasoning in
accepting the apparent sense of the passage as its real and true import.'
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CHAPTERXXIII

SOME OBJECTIONS TO THE REALITY
OF THE WORLD ANSWERED
THE Advaitin's attempts to challenge the reality of the world on
the doubtful analogy of dreams and illusions is like the proverbial
drowning man catching at a straw to save himself. If our
experience of the reality of the world can be negated by the
knowledge that Atman alone is real and that all else is false, on the
ground that perception is strictly limited to the present (even
though the conviction of its reality may have been implanted in us
from time immemorial and have stood the test of time), the
position of the negating knowledge which is also claimed to be a
perception (though not by the eyes) would be much worse,
inasmuch as it has admittedly a distinct beginning and is
practically an unknown quantity till now. If we could persuade
ourselves that what is known and held to have been true and valid
from time immemorial by the universal consent of human beings
all the world over, is sure to be superseded by some unknown fact
of knowledge to come, what is there to prevent our supposing that
the same fate may overtake that new knowledge also? If the
known is false and the unknown alone true, one may seriously
contend that cows and bulls are really without horns, even though
they appear to have them and that hares have horns even though
they are not visible to any of us. The same kind of reductio ad
absurdum would hold good in respect of any inference about the
unreality of the universe. If this inference also is untrue in its turn,
the reality of world-experience will remain unscathed. If it is real,
the ground of generalisation (drsyatvahetu) being obviously
fallacious in this case, may be equally so in other cases. The vague
possibility of a future contradiction cannot be seriously entertained
to the extent of repudiating the consolidated experience of all
humanity. Belief in the reality of the universe within the meaning
of uncontradictability in the three periods of time is held by
Madhva and his followers to be established not by senseperception but by the intuitive perception of the Saksi. This is
where Madhva philosophy is on the vantage ground as comapred
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with the Nyaya school of realism in meeting the challenge of
Advaitins. Most of the dialectics of the school centres naturally on
this aspect of the question and refutes the plea of the Advaita that
perception is incapable of establishing the truth of things beyond
the present. Jayatirtha says that the perception of uncontradictedness for the present involves the perception of uncontradictability
for the future also. This does not mean that it is or must be so in all
cases; or that there is no possibility of illusions in experience. It is
therefore necessary to explain the Madhva point of view a little
more clearly. So long as all Vedantins are agreed that the validity
of knowledge is intrinsically made out and that invalidity alone is
dependent on contradiction, the normal and healthy perceptions of
life cannot be dismissed as illusory. Even the most ruthless tests
fail to prove the contrary, so that the uncontradictability of normal
experiences can not be doubted by any reasonable creature. It will
be absurd to presume contradictability of experience on mere
inferential considerations or as a bare hypothetical possibility. The
inference itself will have to depend upon another valid perception
for the ascertainment of a sound relation of concomitance and
cannot, therefore, afford to destroy its own standing ground
(Upajivya) by casting a universal doubt on all perceptions as such.
Even the perception of the blueness of the sky is a defect of
distance and is not seen to arise in proximity or in case of
verifiable scientific explanations. If perception as such is is to be
suspected of invalidity, there is nothing to forbid a similar fate
overtaking the identity texts on the analogy of 'the text referring
to the old ox singing foolish songs fit for the Madrakas' : ¬"ªlØˆ"˙"{i

ˆ"{Î"<|" ß"ÿ÷Ò{<Ó".

-

The reality of experience should thus be admitted as fully
borne out by practical and theoretical considerations alike. The test
of practical efficiency (arthakriyakaritvam) is a potent one in
respect of reality. It is in this connection that Madhva raises the
question of the reality of certain aspects of dream phenomena.
Dreams are not absolutely unreal phenomena occurring without
assignable cause. The element of unreality lies in the identification
of the experience therein with those of the waking state i.e., in
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taking them, at the time, to be objects of waking experience.1 But,
the passions, feelings, etc., stirred up in the course of the dream
and the experience as such are uncontradicted and are even
remembered with feelings of pleasure or aversion as the case may
be and are often accompanied by incontrovertible proofs of their
factual occurrence, as in erotic dreams (Svapnakaminisambhoga).
Gaudapada (Karika, ii.1-7) and Sankara (BSB iii.2.2) have
adduced some arguments for the unreality of dreams. These have
been refuted by Jayatirtha in this NS and TP. Sankara (following
Gaudapada) argues that dreams lack spatio-temporal conformity to
facts. There is no material stuff out of which objects could be
produced in dreams. They cannot be regarded as different from the
dreamer or identical with him. In the former case, they should be
perceivable by others too and in the latter case, they could be
unreal as it is obviously impossible for the perceiving self to
metamorphose itself into so many objects that appear in the dream.
The objections are irrelevant to the Madhva view that
dreams are the experiences created by God for the benefit of the
Jivas and are destroyed by Him immediately. The dream-creations
are made of the stuff of Vasanas (agelong potencies) embedded in
the minds of Jivas. As these Vasanas are subtle and supersensuous
by nature, their objectifications also are so and can be
accommodated within the dream-centres of the mind (or the
brain), so much so that there is no necessity for the dreamer to go
out of his physical body to experience those phenomena, or any
2
other difficulty regarding spatio-temporal conformity etc., as
dreams have their own subtle space-time setting constructed by
Vasanas :
1. Î"lEÎ"¨"{|˙"w ¬"{ˆ"‡y˙"w C"{ „"‡{<E|"# $ (Madhva, BSB iii.2.3)
2.

Î"<l µ"{fi÷Ò{ªÓ"÷Ò{# C˙"Â"n<˙"k"Î"{# |"l{ C"ßÎ"ˆ"<„"˙Î"Î"iªE"Ø $ E" ≤"˙"ß"Ø $ È|"#
C"wC÷Ò{ª{iÂ"{l{E"÷Ò{ Ã˙"i<|" „"{˙"# $ Ã|"iE"{iÍ|"÷ÒÓ`>÷Ò{ie{∫e{# Â"‡|Î"·Í|"{# $ ˙"{C"E"{ß"Î"{E"{w
ß"iPß"Elª˙"C"E|"{l”E"{w U"ª”ª{l<E"ˆ"f|Î"˙" ß"E"C"{ lU"fE"C"ß„"˙"{|"Ø $ µ"{fi÷Ò{ªÓ"{„"{˙"{|"Ø
ß"D<|Â"Óa>{<lÂ"‡|"”|"iªÂ"‡C"å{|"Ø $ (TP iii.24)
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˙"{C"E"{# C"˙"f˙"C|"±E"{ß"E"{ùE"·„"˙"{ˆ"|"{# $
C"E|Î"i˙"{U"ik"¬"”˙"{E"{ß"E"{<lß"E"<C" <C¨"|"{# $$
<‰"ˆ"·Ó"{|ß"÷wÒ ß"E"{i&C|Î"i˙" Î"{˙"Eß"·<Í|" C"l{|"E"ß"Ø $
|"‰"˙"{U"ik"C"wC÷Ò{ª{# C"Å"”Î"E|"i C"l˙" ≤" $
C"wC÷Ò{ª„"fˆ"˙"{E"i˙" C"Dk®>{ E"{E"{<˙"‹"w ¬"ˆ"|"Ø $
C˙"Â"n÷Ò{ei lU"fÎ"<|" „"‡{<E|"¬"{fˆ"‡y˙"ß"i˙" <∫ $$ (AV iii.2.3)

Sankara himself endorses the position that dreams are the products
of Vasanas;3 but he seems to limit them to the Vasanas of the
waking state of the present life, which is hardly justifiable in the
light of the Hindu belief in the influence of past lives and past
Karma and Vasanas on our present lives. The acceptence of
Vasanas as the Upadana (material) out of which dream objects are
created and projected will answer most of the objections raised
against the reality of dreams. Sankara himself admits that in
dreams it is the objective element that is contradicted by waking
experience and not the experience as such4. Madhva goes a step
further and claims a special status for dream-creations as products
of these beginningless Vasanas embedded in the minds of Jivas
and, therefore, entitled to a reality of their own (of a subtle
order).5 They are, not made of external ingredients
(bahyakaranaka) like objects of waking experience. That is why
they are of such subtle nature as to be constructed by the mind and
experienced internally. Madhva therefore, interprets the term '
3. ¬"{ˆ"‡|Â"‡„"˙"˙"{C"E"{<E"<ß"f|"|˙"{y"· C˙"Â"nCÎ" $ (BSB, iii.2.6)
4.

Î"ù<Â" C˙"Â"nlU"fE"{˙"C¨"CÎ" C"Â"flU"fE"{il÷Òj{E"{<l÷Ò{Î"f¬"{|"ß"E"D|"w, |"¨"{&<Â"
|"l˙"ˆ"<|"# C"|Î"ß"i˙" $ (ibid, ii.1.14)
5.

„"{˙"E"{Â"ªE"{ß"÷Ò{# C"wC÷Ò{ª{# $ ÈE"{ùE"·„"˙"Â"‡˙"{∫{i|Â"Ô"{# $
C"wC÷Ò{ª´ª|Î"·Â"{l{E"÷Òî|"fE"ß"Ø $ E" ≤" |"ik"{w ˆ"·Ó"|˙"iE"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"{E"·Â"Â"<y"# $ ß"E"{i˙"D<y"|˙"iE"
ÿ˙Î"|˙"{|"Ø $ C"wC÷Ò{ª{Ó"{w ≤"{|"”<EÿÎ"|˙"iE" ‰Î"Ó"·÷Ò¬"Eß"<˙"E"{U"Î"{i´ª˙" Â"‡{ˆ"±‹˙"¿ ≤"{E"·Â"eß„"{i E"
l{ik"{Î" $ (NS p.460)
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mayamatram' in the Sutra (BS iii..3) (1) as 'created by Vasanas' (as
material cause) and (2) by the will of God (as their efficient cause
– nimittakarana).6 These dream objects, because they are the
products of Vasanas, are different from physical objects of our
waking experience. It is for this reason that they do not exhibit the
properties of grossness or serve one's external needs.7 But that
does not make them any the less real. The element of falsity in
dreams lies not in the constitution of dream-objects but in their
being (mis-)taken for waking realities during the dream : Â"‡|"”|"w

C˙"Â"n<˙"k"Î"{Ó"{w ¬"{ˆ"‡|Â"l{¨"f|˙"ß"i˙" µ"{‹Î"|"i (T.P.)

-

Ramanuja also agrees with Madhva's view that dreams are
real creations of God. According to Vadiraja when sentient
creatures are presented in dreams, their bodies are made of
Vasanas of the dreamer and they are temporarily made to be
tenanted by some souls at the will of God.
Like dreams, illusions of snake in the rope etc., inspire fear
and other reactions by virtue of the indisputable reality of such
forms of consciousness underlying those experience :

C"Â"f„"‡ß"{l{˙"<Â" <∫ ˘"{E"ß"C|Î"i˙" |"{MU"ß"Ø $
|"li˙"{¨"f<÷‡ÒÎ"{÷Ò{´ª, |"|C"li˙"{¨"f÷Ò{ª÷Òß"Ø $$ (AV i.4.11)

The hypothetical assumption of the unreality of world-experience,
on the analogy of illusions will end in making out a case for the
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. ëß"{Î"{ ˙"Î"·E"ß"<„"RÎ"{í —<|" Â"‡˘"{E"{ß"C"· Â"{`>{|"Ø $ Â"‡˘"{U"µlCÎ" ˙"{C"E"{iÂ"eA"Ó"|˙"{|"Ø $ E"

÷iÒ˙"ew ¬"˙"” Â"‡˘"{ ß"{Î"{, <÷ÒE|"· ÃiX"ª” ≤" $ Î"<l ≤" ë˙"{C"E"{ß"{‰"ß"Øí —<|" ß"·RÎ" Ã˙" Â"‡Î"{iˆ"#
<÷‡ÒÎ"i|", |"l{ —fX"ªÂ"‡˘"{ E" C"åD∫”|"{ CÎ"{|"Ø, Â"D¨"ˆ"·„"Î"ˆ"‡∫Ó"i ˆ"{ª˙"w CÎ"{|"Ø $ È|"{i
ß"·RÎ"{ß"·RÎ"<˙"˙"A"Î"{„"Î"ˆ"‡∫Ó"{Î" ëß"{Î"{ß"{‰"ß"Øí —|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ (NS)
7.

Î"Cß"{|"Ø C˙"Â"n<˙"k"Î"{ ß"E"{i¬"EÎ"{ ˙"{C"E"{<˙"÷Ò{ª{ È|" Ã˙" |"i µ"{fi˙"|"Ø C¨"±e{#
C"w˙"D|"liU"i&˙"÷Ò{U"{E"∫{f E" „"˙"<E|" $ |"ik"{w |"¨"{ µ"{fi˙"|"Ø πÒ<≤"|"Ø CÂ"ƒ>|"{
µ"{fi{¨"f<÷‡ÒÎ"{÷Ò{´ª|"{ E"{<C|" $ (NS 499b)
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end in making out a case for the reality of some other world very
much like ours, as the prototype of the one superimposed for the
nonce. In trying to damn the reality of this world, as we know it
and stigmatise it as an illusion, the Advaitin is in danger of
catching a Tartar and accepting the reality of two worlds and thus
make the remedy worse than the disease :

„"‡{<E|"÷Ò<°Â"|"|˙"i ≤" ¬"ˆ"|"#, C"|Î"w ¬"ˆ"lØüÎ"ß"Â"i<A"|"ß"Ø $ Î"<l ¬"ˆ"lØ „"‡{<E|"÷Ò<°Â"|"w
CÎ"{|"Ø |"<∫f ÷Ò°ÂÎ"ß"{E"¬"ˆ"|C"MU"CÎ"{<‹"Ê>{E"Â"‡‹"{E"Â"±˙"f÷Ò|˙"ß"å”÷Ò|"f˙Î"w Â"‡C"¬Î"i|" $
As between the known world and its prototype to be, it will
be simpler, says Jayatirtha, to admit and be satisfied with the
known:

C"|Î"¬"ˆ"lØüÎ"{å”÷Ò{ª{lØ ÈCÎ"˙"¬"ˆ"|"# C"|Î"|˙"{å”÷Ò{ªCÎ" ex"·|˙"{|"Ø$(Vadavali, p.53)
There is one more obstacle to the reality of the world, raised
by Advaitins, viz., the impossibility of establishing any logically
satisfactory relation between consciousness and the objects of
consciousness in the world8 (MˆMUÎ"C"ßµ"E‹"{E"·Â"Â"<y") within the
framework of accepted relations like Samyoga, Samavaya, etc., It
is, therefore, urged by them that a 'real world' cannot shine forth
(na prakaseta) in our consciousness. The objection is as old as the
Istasiddhi. Jayatirtha silences it by pointing out that the question
'of the how' of the revelation of the objective world to
consciousness is an illegitimate one : <˙"≤"{ª{ˆ"{i≤"ª|˙"{|"Ø $ ˙"D<y"<˙"k"Î"|˙"iE"˙"

˙Î"˙"∫{ª{iÂ"Â"y"i# $ (Vadavali, p.61-2)
.
There is no logical difficulty in assuming that objects are revealed
to knowledge through a process of 'mental chemistry' called Vrtti
facilitated by the sense organs or by the intuitive self itself,
immediacy being as much a characteristic of both, even as
knowledge is a common characteristic of mediate and immediate
8. Cf. Similar objections in modern philosophy, based on
the 'dualism of mind and matter' and of the difficulty of bridging
the gulf between them.
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knowledge. He concludes the argument by saying that the
difficulty of establishing a nexus between consciousness and
objects within the framework of accepted logic or its devices, is no
reason to doubt the existence or reality of such relations between
them. The paucity of our vocabulary and logical devices to
correctly define the relation between the two in precise terms is no
proof of there being no such relation in fact or that such
relationship is unreal and superimposed by us. It only means that
we have to revise and reorientate our thought-moulds about which
there is no sacrosanctity :

ÈEÎ" Ã˙" ÷Ò<‚"lØ ˙"{C|"˙"# C"ßµ"E‹"# <÷wÒ E" ÷Ò°Â"E"”Î"#? E"<∫ ˙"C|"·Â"´ªA"Î"{|"Ø
Â"‡<÷‡ÒÎ"{Â"´ªA"Î"{i ˆ"ª”Î"{E"Ø ! (Jayatirtha, Mith.Kh. t. p.8b)
The difficulties raised are proofs, if at all, of nothing more
than the defect in our techinque. It is time we sharpen our wits and
try to understand the true mechanism of knowledge; but inability
to do so and penetrate further into it than we have done is no proof
of the unreality of the relation of the knowledge itself!
The incapacity to define a thing, in some particular way,
cannot mean that the thing itself is false. Jayatirtha winds up the
argument with a pertinent question : How is the position bettered
by agreeing to treat the world as lacking in reality? <ß"¨Î"{|˙"i&<Â"

MUÎ"|˙"w ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø? (Mith. Kh. t.p.8b)
How is the nexus between consciousness and its objects
rendered easier or more intelligible on the assumption of the
unreality of the latter? If the objects are superimposed on
consciousness and have to real existence of their own, everyone
should be able to see and know everything or none anything at all.
How, then, is the individualisation of consciousness and the fixity
of objects to be explained on the theory of the falsity (mithyatva)
of all Drsya (objects)? If the individualisation etc., are to be
accounted for by reference to contacts etc., why make a fetish of
the superimposition of objects? Why not allow them to be real
too?
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CHAPTER XXIV
TEXTUAL EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE REALITY
OF THE WORLD
IN view of what has already been said about the primacy of
Saksi as the criterion of all validity and of the doctrine of intrinsic
validity of knowledge, it will be superfluous to cite a large number
of texts from Sruti and Sutras in support of the reality of the world
of experience. As Dasgupta observes : 'There are so many
passages in the Upanisads that are clearly Theistic and Dualistic in
purport that no amount of linguistic trickery could convincingly
show that they yield a meaning that would support Sankara's
position that Brahman alone is the ultimate reality and all else is
false' (I Phil, ii, p.2). Sankara introduces an interpretational tour
de force by distinguishing between an ordinary commonsense
view of things and a philosophical view and explains the
Upanisads in the light of this twofold assumption that while there
are some passages which describe things from a purely
philosophical point of view as the one reality without a second,
there are others – naturally more numerous – which teach the
commonsense view of 'a real world, real souls and a real God as
their Creator'. This method is applied to the Sutras also. But such a
bifurcation of standpoints would seem to be hardly consistent with
the fundamental presupposition of all Vedanta philosophers that
there is only one uniform system of thought in the Upanisads and
Sutras. That apart, such a distinction of standpoints into
philosophical and commonsense turns upon a distinction of (two)
degrees of validity as absolute and provisional, which has been
shown to be unsustainable. The argument for the reality of the
world
has
thus
been
concluded
by
Vyasatirtha1:
<÷ÒÅ", Î"<l ¬"ˆ"|"Ø ÷Òì°Â"|"w CÎ"{|"Ø, |"l{ |˙"Eß"|"i&<Â" --

(1) ë¬"Eß"{ùCÎ" Î"|":í —<|" C"±‰"i ëÎ"|"{i ˙"{í —|Î"{l{ ≤" ¬"Eß"{ù·<Í|"#
(2) ë—fA"|"iE"{fU"µlß"Øí —<|" C"±‰"i ë|"lA"|"í —|"”X"ªCÎ"iA"{Â"±˙"f÷Ò÷Ò|"Df|˙"{i<Í|"#
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(3) ëe{i÷Ò˙"y"·í —<|" C"±‰"i È{¥"÷Ò{ß"CÎ" ≤" Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"{„"{˙"i&<Â" e”eÎ"{

C"Dƒ>–{ù·<Í|"#
(4) ë˙"k"ßÎ"E"x"DfÓÎ"i E"í —<|" C"±‰"i ÷Òß"fC"{Â"iA"|˙"iE"{˙"k"ßÎ"{i<Í|"#
(5) |"i¬" È{li˙"{fÎ˙"{<l¬"Eß"{i<Í|"#
(6) Â"D<¨"˙Î"{<leÎ"{i<Í|"# —|Î"{ùÎ"·Í|"w CÎ"{|"Ø $ E"<∫ ÷Ò<°Â"|"CÎ"
¬"Eß"{<l÷Òß"”A"{Â"±˙"f÷wÒ ˚D>|˙"w ˙"{, |"lØ„"‡{E|"i# Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"{Â"iA"{ ˙"{ $ (Nym, i.25).
The Madhva philosophers, on the other hand, seek to
reconcile the monistic descriptions in the Srutis with the realistic
texts, from the standpoint of One Independent Transcendent-cumImmanent Reference viz., Brahman, as explained earlier. In doing
so, they have not been obliged to do any violence to the reality of
world-experience. According to the Advaita thinkers, the
Scriptures would appear to be speaking with a double voice and
deceiving us all along, with realistic descriptions of the world and
its creation, which is manifestly untrue:

È<Â" ≤", E"iÎ"w Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷Òî C"D<ƒ>o·<|"#, Î"iE"{E"·Î"·¬Î"i|" Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"ß"Ø $ (Bhamati, ii.1.33)
Such a position is harldy complimentary to the Scriptures or
compatible with their high position of validity as Aptavakya. It has
already been stated that texts supporting the reality of creation and
of 'a real world, real souls and real God' are to be met with
everywhere in the Upanisads and Sutras and in the earlier and later
literature also2 and it is hardly necessary to quote them here, in
extenso.
1. If the world were imaginary the preoccupation of the
Srutis and Sutras with the genesis of the world, purpose behind
creation, order of evolution and involution of elements, the Lord's
simpartiality in ordering the world taking diversity of individual
Karma into account would all be inexplicable and uncalled for.
2. Significant passages are RV ii.15 1,6: vii.88. 6-7; x.55. 6;
173.4.
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BrhUp; iii. i. 13-24, SvetUp V. 5.; 1.9.
MundUp. iii.1.12. Katha Up. ii.2.12; IsaUp.3, etc. and many
others cited in my HDSV, p.17.
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CHAPTER XXV
THE MEANING AND NATURE OF CREATION
THE material universe, according to Madhva, is neither a
transformation (parinama) of Brahman nor a production de novo.
It is merely an actualisation of what is in the womb of matter and
souls by the action of Brahman. This creation is a reminder,
however inadequate, of the M
ðñ
consciousness may be, he can only be conscious of God through
His manifestations and working in the universe. Creation, thus,
gives us a glimps into the majesty of God : „"”k"{&Cß"{lØ ˙"{|"# Â"˙"|"i

„"”k"{ili<|" C"±Î"f# (TaittUp, ii.8). Reason bids us assume a first cause for
the universe. The first cause is advisedly one. Creative activity
presupposes a complete fore-knowledge of the effects, accessories,
degree of effort and consequences of the act and a conscious effort
directed towards its achievement. To say, then, that God is allcreator means that He is omniscient (Sarvajna), all powerful and
Satyakama (Jayatirtha, KNt,p.4 b).
Madhva is aware that creation as an event occurring at a specific
date in the past, at the fiat of the Deity, is open to serious
difficulties and inconsistencies. The awkward question arises at
once, – as to what induced the Deity, which had obviously kept in
its shell, all the time, to suddenly take it into its head to come out
and call a Universe into being2. The objections apply, in the first
place, to creation ex nihilo. But no Vedantin subscribes to such a
view. The hypothesis of creation in time and the argument to the
existence of God from the supposed necessity of a prius to the

µ"∫s<≤"‰"¬"ˆ"lØµ"∫s‹"{÷ÒªÓ"{|"Ø Â"ªU"<Í|"ªE"E|"ˆ"·Ó"# Â"ªß"# (Dvadasa-Stotra
C"D<ƒ>‚" Â"‡{‹"{EÎ"{¨"fß"‰"{i≤Î"|"i (Madhva, Commentary on ChanUp.
1.

iv.3).

Iv.3).
Contrast in this connection, Sankara’s remarks on BS, i. 4.4 and
Jayatirtha’s spirited rejoinder to it :ÈÂ"·Pk"{¨"f|˙"{Ô" Â"‡Â"Å"C"|Î"|"{Î"{w

|"{|Â"Î"f<ß"<|" ≤"iÔ" $ C"|Î"¬"ˆ"<Ô"ß"{f|"D|˙"{<l Â"ªß"iX"ªß"∫{ß"<∫ß"˘"{Â"E"CÎ"˙" Â"·Pk"{¨"f∫i|"·|˙"{|"Ø $
(NS,i.4,p.200) -

2. Pringle Pattison, Idea of God, p 303
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temporal series are definitely abandoned by Madhva. Creation, to
him, is no doubt a real process. But it is a continuous creation,– a
constant dependence of the world on the Supreme for all its
determinations : ÷Ò{e÷Òß"fC˙"„"{˙"{<l <E"|Î"ß"i˙"iX"ªi≤™>Î"{ (BT ii.5.21). Insofar
as it is only the starting point in the process of eightfold
determinations, Madhva would, in a sense, endorse the view of
Ulirici, that 'God is not first God and then the Creator'. This would
not amount to tying down the Deity, as the various attributes are
part of His nature (svarupalaksana) and there can be no limitation
of His Self, and this creative energy of God has a dual aspect of
sakti and vyakti (latency and patency) to be exercised as occasion
demands:

È<E"|Î"|˙"{|"Ø <÷‡ÒÎ"{Ó"{w |"· ÷·Ò|" Ã˙" C˙"¡ÒÂ"|"{ $
—<|" ≤"i|"Ø C" <˙"U"ik"{i&<Â" <÷‡ÒÎ"{U"Í|Î"{|ß"E"{ <C¨"|"# $$
U"<Í|"|"{ ˙Î"<Í|"|"{ ≤"i<|" <˙"U"ik"{i&<Â" <˙"U"ik"˙"{E"Ø $$ (AV, i.2.9)
The acceptance of intrinsic Visesas in God's eternal activity
as in His other attributes of knowledge and power, as identical
with His essence enables Madhva to account for the wellestablished periodicity of cosmic creation and dissolution without
any hitch, by the exercise of His eternal will. Their periodicity
cannot be smoothly explained (in other systems) without admitting
natural distinctions in time, based purely on Upadhis in terms of
time of creation and time of dissolution as suggested by the
Vaisesikas. Their explanation involves interdependence, as the
Upadhis cannot operate unless there is a prior time of creation or
dissolution, independent of them. The Upadhis cannot operate on
the distinctions which they themselves have brought into being.
This difficulty does not exist for Madhva who accepts natural
distinctions (svabhavikavisesas) in time through Visesas, to
regulate periodicity of cosmic creation and dissolution at the will
of God. The eternality of God's creative energy (kriyasakti) too
expresses itself through its own internal Visesas as latent (sakta)
or patent (vyakta) according to exigerncies at His will, which
explains the smooth periodicity of creation and dissolution :
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* * * ÈCß"Eß"|"i ∫ªi# $
<˙"U"ik"÷Ò{e Ã˙"|"|"Ø C"Dƒ>–{l”≤™>{ C"l{|"E"” $
<˙"U"ik"{‚"˙" ÷Ò{eCÎ" ∫ªi´ª≤™>{˙"U"{# C"l{ $
|"|÷Ò{eC"D<ƒ>ß"i˙"{|"{i ˙"{¯™>|"”U"# C"l˙" <∫ $
CÎ"{|"Ø ÷Ò{e# C" |"l˙"i<|" ÷Ò{eCÎ" C˙"ˆ"|"|˙"|"# $$ (AV, ii.2 adh. 6)

ÈCß"{<„"# ÷Ò{ei C˙"„"{˙"|" Ã˙" „"il{i&„Î"·Â"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i $ |"¨"{ ≤", ÷Ò{e<˙"U"ik"CÎ"˙" C"D<w>
C"w∫{ªw ≤" Â"‡<|" ÷Ò{ªÓ"|˙"{|"Ø |"›{˙"{„"{˙"{„Î"{w C"|C˙"Â"”|"ª÷Ò{ªÓ"ik"· C"Dƒ>–{<lC"ß"Î"<E"Î"ß"{i
Î"·¬Î"|" —<|" „"{˙"#$ (NS p.387 b)
Madhva uses the term 'cause' in the sense that a world of
imperfect beings and of ceaseless change is explicable only as
being maintained by and dependent on a Supreme Being, who is
Himself unchanging and perfect in every way and whose constant
presence in them, educes the series of forms latent in matter and
brings the souls nearer to their self-development at every step and
so brings them into full play and actual manifestation3:

µ"eß"{E"El È{i¬"‚" C"∫{i ˘"{E"ß"E"{÷·Òeß"Ø $
C˙"¡ÒÂ"{ÓÎ"i˙" ¬"”˙"CÎ" ˙Î"¬Î"E|"i Â"ªß"{<ü„"{i# $ (BSB, ii.3.31)
Â"‡÷DÒ|"{˙"E"·Â"‡<˙"UÎ", |"{w Â"´ªÓ"{ßÎ" |"|Â"´ªÓ"{ß"<E"Î"{ß"÷Ò|"Î"{ |"‰" <C¨"|˙"{ È{|ß"E"{i
µ"∫s‹"{÷ÒªÓ"{|"Ø $ (BSB, i.4.27)
The universe thus depends on God as its ground and ratio
essendi, but not as its cause in the narrow sense of the term :

È<‹"Ê>{E"<ß"<|" Â"‡{∫sß"±fe{‹"{ªw <˙"≤"A"Ó"{# $ Î"<|C¨"|"w MUÎ"|"i ˙"C|"· C"wC¨"{E"w |"lsl”´ª|"ß"Ø $
≈„"Î"w ∫´ªªi˙"{CÎ" ¬"ˆ"|"{i ß"·<E"Â"·å˙" $$ (Vamana Purana, quoted in BT,
ii.5.2).
As this will inevitably lead to the assumption of the
co-existence of matter and souls with God, like Aristotle and the
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Cf. Â"{≤Î"{w‚" C"˙"{fE"Ø Â"´ªÓ"{ß"Î"iù# $ (SvetUp. v.5)
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Greek philosophers, Madhva looks upon the orderly realm of
natural process as having neither a beginning nor an end
(pravahato anadi). The cosmos is as everlasting as the God on
whom it depends. The changing no less than the Unchangeable is
an
ultimate
component
of
reality
as
a
whole.

C˙"|"E‰"w Â"ª|"E‰"w ≤" <ü<˙"‹"w |"y˙"<ß"kÎ"|"i $ (TS),
<ü<˙"‹"w <∫ Â"‡ß"iÎ"w C˙"|"E‰"w Â"ª|"E‰"w≤"$ (NS, 286 b)
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CHAPTER XXVI
DOCTRINE OF ''ETERNAL CREATION'' THROUGH
''PARADHINA-VISESAPTI''
THE belief in metaphysical dependence of all finite reality
upon Brahman obliges Madhva to hold that all finite existence is
in some measure created, preserved, desroyed or otherwise
determined in numerous ways by the Supreme Being. He has
enumerated twelve such determinations. These are the expression
of this metaphysical dependence of the world of matter and souls
(including the Cetana-Prakrti) on the One Source of all existence,
activity and consciousness. The Sruti texts which declare Brahman
to be the ultimate source and Creator of everything : C" —lw C"˙"fß"C"D¬"|"
and others like Î"|"{i ˙"{ —ß"{<E" „"±|"{<E" ¬"{Î"E|"i (Taitt Up.), should
therefore be understood to imply different forms of metaphysical
dependence of countless sunstances, qualities and forces that
constitute the world from the highest order of being to the lowest.
Of the twelve determinations, creation or coming into
existence is ontologically the most important one. It is understood
by the Nyaya-Vaisesikas in the gross and literal sense of the term
as a creation de novo and ex nihilo : ÈC"|"# C"y"{C"ß"˙"{Î"{i ¬"<E"# $ Madhva
does not, as a Parinamavadin, recognise È„"±|˙"{ „"˙"E"ß"Ø or 'Asatkaryavada' in any instance of causation, whatsoever. But this does
not mean that all things in the world are eternal and uncreated, in
every respect, or abolish 'Abhutva bhavanan' in any form or aspect
altogether. Madhva has shown, on grounds of logic, elsewhere,
that the beginningless and eternal existence of certain fundamental
substances or categories like space and time, must be accepted by
every scientific minded philosopher, as an unquestionable axiom.
It has already been shown that the creation of time and space is an
impossible hypothesis1.
The question then arises : How is the existence of uncreated
substances like space and time and souls to be metaphysically
1. See Chapter XI, on Space and Time.
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reconciled with the fundamental presupposition of Vedanta and its
ideal that all finite reality is explicable only as derived from One
Supreme Source of all. This problem has not occurred to and has
not been raised by any other Indian philosopher or commentator
of the Upanisads and the Vedanta Sutras. This shows how far in
advance of his times Madhva's philosophic perceptions were, over
those of his compeers. Madhva's answer to the question rests on an
analysis of the concept of causation wherein he shows that it is
capable of being distinguished into two kinds : (1) production of a
substance de novo in the commonsense view of the term and (2)
production in the sense of acquisition of a change of state or
peculiarity that depends on the will of another, i.e. God
(Paradhinavisesapti). This distinction places the entire question of
creation of eternal substances in an altogether new perspective and
breathes a new meaning into the entire doctrine of creation and
marks a striking advance of thought in Indian philosophy, where
the idea is quite novel. In the light of this new theory of creation, it
cannot be said that Madhva 'finds it impossible to reconcile the
traditional Hindu doctrine of the eternity of the world and souls,
with their creation' or that 'it is a pity that the teaching of
St.Thomas on the possibility of Eternal Creation, never reached
his ears2.
A correct understanding of Madhva's view of the creation of
eternal substances through 'Paradhina-visesapati', to be explained
presently, will show that it is the same as St. Thomas's 'Eternal
Creation' in the sense of positing an eternal and constant
dependence of all finite reality in each and every one of its states
of being and becoming (sadbhavavikaras) and the eightfold
cosmic determination (Srstyadyastakam), upon the One Infinite
and Independent Principle viz., God or Brahman.
This is the utmost limit to which any philosophical theory
2. Cf. Remarks in a review of my work 'Svatantradvaita' or
Madhva's Theistic Realism' in the Light of the East, Calcutta, Feb.
1943, p.31. (Ed. Fr. Dundoy S.J). It is interesting to note that St.
Thomas Aquinas and Madhva were close contemporaries.
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of creation can go, short of assuming creation in time of even
eternal substances, in some remote undiscoverable past, ex nihilo,
which is fraught with logical contradictions. Such a doctrine of
creation in time has been abandoned by speculative thinkers both
before and after St. Augustine and Madhva's position that creation
should be regarded as an eternal act coeval with the Divine nature
and existence, is in perfect agreement with that of many early
Christian Fathers particularly Origen. Only, we should understand
by 'creation', according to Madhva, not only the manifestation of
being which is the starting point in the series of eightfold
determinations, but one and all of the rest according to the nature
and fitness of each case. On this view, it will be impossible to
conceive of anything at any time that could fall outside the
jurisdiction of one or the other of the eightfold determinations or
predications of finite existence : viz.,

C"D<ƒ># <C¨"<|"# C"w¸<|"‚" <E"Î"ß"{i&˘"{E"µ"E‹"E"i $
µ"E‹"{i ß"{iA"# C"·R"w ls#R"ß"{˙"D<|"¬Î"{if<|"ªi˙" ≤"
<˙"kÓ"·E"{&CÎ" C"ß"C|"CÎ" C"ß"{C"˙Î"{C"Î"{iˆ"|"# $3 (TS,11)
3. 'Creation, maintenance, dissolution, knowledge, bondage,
liberation, happiness, sorrow, obscuration and enlightenment all
these determinations abridged or extended, as the case may be,
originate from the Supreme Being alone in respect of all the finite
reals'.
"The words 'for all these finite reals' is to be supplied. One
may object that this is contradictory to what has been said before.
It would cancel the eternality of certain reals if everything should
have a birth and destruction. It is also self-contradictory to speak
of the conferment of knowledge on the insentient. These objections
are met by the words "by abridgment or expansion'. The meaning
is – of the various determinations mentioned, only as many as are
compatible with each particular case should be taken as intended.
Where, in respect of a particular category of being, only a few of
the above mentioned determinations are applicable, only those few
should be taken into account and not all. Where more are
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applicable, that much must be taken into account, as coming under
the sway of the Lord with reference to that particular being or
category. In any case, the essence and nature of one and all to be
understood as being absolutely under the control of God.
Maintenance and impulsion are applicable to all; birth and
destruction to the eternal-cum-non-eternal and to the noneternal."
It should be noted here that Jayatirtha's reference to anitya
and nityanitya substances alone does not rule out the
'Nityapadarthas' (eternals) from the purview of creation etc., as the
term Nityanitya itself, includes the Nitya in their subtle aspects, as
explained by him, in his own commentary on TV (p.3-4) and as
elucidated by Vyasatirtha in his gloss on the same (p.7 b).
The position is clearly explained by Jayatirtha, in
commenting on the concluding passage of the TS :

ÈCÎ" C"ß"C|"CÎ"{C˙"|"E‰"CÎ" $ E"E˙"i|"|"Ø Â"±˙"fß"i˙"{iÍ|"ß"Ø $ C"ß"C|"CÎ" C"D<ƒ>C"w∫{ª{iÍ|"{
<E"|Î"|˙"{i<Í|"<˙"ª{i‹"# $ È≤"i|"E"CÎ" µ"{i‹"<˙"ª{i‹"‚"i<|" $ |"‰"{iÍ|"ß"Ø- ëC"ß"{C"|"í —<|" $
≈Í|"‹"ß"ifk"· Î"‰" |"y˙"i È°Â"”Î"{wC"# C"ß„"˙"<E|" |"‰" |"{˙"E|"{i <˙"kÓ˙"‹"”E"{ ˘"{|"˙Î"{# $
Î"‰" |"· µ"∫˙"#, |"‰" |"{˙"E|"# $ C"˙"f¨"{ C˙"¡ÒÂ"C˙"„"{˙"{ ÈCÎ" |"l‹"”E"{<˙"<|" $
|"‰" <C¨"<|"<E"Î"ß"{i C"˙"fCÎ" $ C"D<ƒ>C"w¸|"” <E"|Î"{<E"|Î"CÎ"{<E"|Î"CÎ" ≤" $ (Tst)
The eternal and absolute dependence of all eternal
substances upon the Deity is not logically inconceivable. If there is
nothing illogical in holding that impermanent things are so, not of
their own accord, or for no imaginable reason (akasmat), the same
should apply to eternal substances also. Else, the impermanent
objects may be expected to be destroyed the very moment after
their coming into being. This does not happen, because there is
something by which its impermanence is determined. The eternal
substances, also, could, in the same way, and for a similar reason,
of 'eternal dependence' on an eternal reason, be regarded as
dependent. Simply because the non-eternality (anityatva) of the
non-eternals in limited, we don't find it terminating and making the
non-eternals eternal! Even so, there is no possibility of eternal
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substances becoming non-eternal just because their eternality is
said to be 'determined' or 'dependent' on something else like the
Will of God. Dependence is thus a relation which could be true of
both eternals and non-eternals. It is some-thing in the nature of
things. So long then, as Creation is not defined in the narrow sense
of Abhutva bhavanam and pragasatas samutpattih as in the
Nyaya, the acceptance of the creation of eternal substences also in
the sense of subjection or liability to new phases of being or
becoming at the will of some other agency (viz. God), cannot be
said to involve any logical incompatibility.4
Though in one sense all material transformation
presupposes a basic continuity of essence of the cause, even after
the change of name, form, properties and utility have taken place,
there are cases in which the original substance remains intact
without surrendering any of its fundamental qualities, temporarily
or absolutely. There are also yet other instances of change where
the nature of the substance is changed to such an extent or in
essential particulars and qualities, so as to be no longer
recognisable or nameable by the same term, as the basis of its
modified state. We are thus obliged to recognise two kinds of
change (1) one in which the substratum and most of its essential
though
features are intact ‹"<ß"fÓ"# |"{l˙"C¨Î"i C"<|" ‹"ß"fß"{‰"Â"´ª˙"D<y"#
certain additional traits may have crept in in the process of change,
and (2) another, in which as a result of the complete change
effected in the substance, in the course of the causal process we
are faced with a total change in the constitution of the substance
itself so as to make it almost a new and a different one for all
4. E"E˙"i|"lÎ"·Í|"ß"Ø- <E"|Î"CÎ" Â"ª{‹"”E"|"{C"ß„"˙"{<l|Î"|" È{∫- ë<E"|Î"<ß"<|"í $ Î"¨"{ È<E"|Î"w

x"N>{<l÷Òß"<E"|Î"|"Î"{ <E"Î"ßÎ"|"i, |"¨"{ <E"|Î"ß"<Â" <E"|Î"{|ß"E"{ <E"|Î"w C"˙"fl˙"iX"ª{i <E"Î"{ß"Î"<|"Î"¨"{ <∫ x"N>{lÎ"{i&<E"|Î"C˙"„"{˙"{ È<Â" E"{÷ÒCß"{l<E"|Î"{ „"˙"<E|" $ |"¨"{|˙"i ≤"{i|Â"|Î"·y"ªA"Ó"
Ã˙" <˙"E"{U"C"ß„"˙"{|"Ø $ Ã˙"w <E"|Î"CÎ"{<Â" <E"|Î"|"{ Î"<l Â"ª{‹"”E"{ |"l{ ÷Ò{i l{ik"#?
E"≤"{<E"|Î"|"{ Â"ª{‹"”E"i<|" ÷Òl{<≤"<Ô"|Î"|"{ x"N>{li# Â"‡{¥"{ ! <˙"E"{U"÷Ò{ªÓ"{iÂ"<E"Â"{|"-‹"‡{˙Î"{|"Ø $
|"¨"{ <E"|Î"CÎ" <E"|Î"|"{Î"{# Â"ª{‹"”E"|˙"i&<Â", E" ¬"{|˙"<E"|Î"|"{Â"‡{<¥"# $ |"<Ô"Î"ß"E"<E"Î"ß"{<l<|" $
(NS, p.330)
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Madhva designates the
practical purposes ‹"<ß"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" Â"´ªÓ"{ß"#.
former kind of change as Paradhinavisesapti and the latter as
'Abhutva bhavanam'.
Applying these types of change to objects of experience or
to ontological entities, whose existence we are appraised of by
scripture or reasoning, we find that most of them come under the
second type of change and are, therefore, to be regarded as 'anitya'
and ipso facto created at a particular time and place and have a
beginning and an end. In regard to some others, however,
experience and reason and the authority of Scripture oblige us to
put them in the former group. They are, therefore, regarded as
Nitya or uncreated in essence, though still open to certain new
influences. It is useless to deny that the Hindu Scriptures do teach
the existence of at least a few of such 'eternal' entities called
Nityapadarthas or Anadinitya, which are conceived as existing
from eternity without a beginning or an end, such as Time, Space,
Matter, Souls and the Vedas. The question is, therefore, how to
reconcile such eternity of theirs with the axion of the absolute allcreatorship of Brahman, which is not only one of the prominent
attributes of Godhead, conceivable by man, but is also the
philosophical justification for a Deity. Is it possible to hold that
even eternal things are created in some sense? If so, in what sense
should such creation of eternals be understood? This question is of
the utmost importance, though it does not seem to have been
appreciated in its true bearings by any Indian philosopher before
or other than Madhva. It is in connection with this momentous
issue that he introduces his new theory of 'Eternal Creation' or
Creation of Eternal entities, through Paradhinavisesapti. This is his
most significant contribution to Indian philosophy.
Nityapadartha
1. Cetana Prakrti <C"C"DA"·|˙"-

˙Î"<Í|"<˙"U"ik"#

Nature of Paradhinavisesapti.
The manifesting of the particular
desire to set creation in motion5.

5.C" Ã˙" „"±Î"{i <E"¬"˙"”Î"f≤"{i<l|"{w C˙"¬"”˙"ß"{Î"{w Â"‡÷DÒ<|"w <C"C"DA"|"”ß"Ø $

ÈE"{ß"¡ÒÂ"{|ß"<E" ¡ÒÂ"E"{ß"E"” <˙"<‹"|C"ß"{E"{i&E"·U"U"{C" U"{<C|"÷DÒ|"Ø $$ (Bhag. i.10.22)
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2. Avyakrtakasa ß"±|"fC"ßµ"E‹"# $
(space)

Coming into contact with tangible
entities.

3. Prakrti ß"∫l{<l¡ÒÂ"iÓ" <˙"÷DÒ<|"#

Modification in the form of Mahat
and other tattvas.

4. Kala

Â"‡˙"{<∫¬"Eß"
5. Mahadadi ≈Â"≤"Î"{Â"≤"Î"{˙"{<¥"#

Birth of time-instants in the series.

6. Jivas li∫{i|Â"<y"#

Acquisition of body, senses, etc.

Going
through
states
contraction and expansion
parts.

of
of

7. Vedas <E"Î"|"<˙"<U"ƒ>{E"·Â"±˙"”f÷Ò|˙"iE"{¨"f- Manifestation of the power to
connote the sense of words having
an unalterable and definite order
of arrangement.

µ"{i‹"÷ÒU"Í|Î"{<˙"„"{f˙"#

The important point to note in connection with the doctrine
of Paradhinavisesapti is that the special kind of change or creation
applies to the aspect of the Visesas (traits) only that have been
assumed by the substance in question and not to its basic essence
or Dharmisvarupa. Were it not so, the entire change would have
been more directly termed as 'Paradhina-svarupantarapatti'. The
specification of the change as (Paradhina)-visesapti instead, is,
therefore, significant. The point is that it is not the Visesyakara
(substratum) that is produced by the acquisition of the new traits
(apurvavisesa), but only the 'whole' (Visistakara). The new traits,
moreover, cannot, in the nature of things, be coeval
(yavaddravyabhavi) with the substance, in regard to the Jivas,
Prakrti, Space, time, etc. In such cases, the Visesyarupa and the
Visista cannot be said to be absolutely identical with each other,
but only 'bhinnabhinna' as stated by Jayatirtha, (vide TVt p.5, line
5 and Vyasatirtha's gloss on it : Mandaramanjari p.8, line 16)6.
6. ÈÎ"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"ˆ"·Ó"ˆ"·ÓÎ"{l{ „"il{„"il{ $

Î"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"ˆ"·Ó"ˆ"·ÓÎ"{l{ C"<˙"U"ik"{„"il# $
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We cannot, therefore, ignore this important point of distinction
and treat the birth of the new trait as equivalent to the birth of the
'Whole', taking Jayatirtha's remark–

ÈÂ"±˙"f<˙"U"ik"{iÂ"¬"E"E"i <∫ <˙"<U"ƒ>{÷Ò{ª{iÂ"¬"E"{i&˙"UÎ"ß„"{˙"” $ <˙"<U"ƒ>{÷Ò{ª‚"
˙"C|"·C˙"¡ÒÂ"{<„"Ô" —<|" |"CÎ"˙"{Î"ß"·Â"¬"E"{i „"˙"<|" $ (NS p.431) as an unqualified
dictum. This statement of Jayatirtha must be read along with the
important distinction of attributes in question, as 'Yavaddravyabhavi' and 'Ayavad-dravyabhavi' drawn by Madhva and
accepted by Jayatirtha himself in his TVt and elsewhere. It is the
failure to take note of this crucial point that has led to disastrous
results in H.N.Raghavendrachar's claiming in his Dvaita
Philosophy, Its Place in Vedanta (Mysore Uni.1941) that in
Madhva's philosophy, there cannot be any 'eternal' or 'uncreated'
entities, in any sense of the term, and that all Substances,
including Space, Time, Souls and Matter undergo 'Svarupa-Srsti'
in the full sense of the term, inclusive of the very core of their
being. This is a most unfortunate perversion of Madhva's
teaching.7
H.N.Raghavendrachar's theory of 'Svarupasrsti' of eternal
substances like Jivas, Prakrti, Space and Time would be repugnant
to the very acceptance of eternal substances as such in Madhva's
philosophy. There will be no need for going in for a new concept
of creation in terms of Paradhinavisesapti if 'Svarupasrsti' is to be
accepted in its absolute sense. The concept of Paradhinavisesapti
has been specially introduced by Madhva to reconcile the
eternality of these Nityapadarthas with the other fact of the allcreatorship of Brahman (Sa idam sarvam asrjata) in a special
'Pickwickian' sense of the term.
7. H. N. Raghavendrachar's contention of Svarupa-Srsti of
Jivas in Madhva's philosophy was repudiated by orthodox
spokesmen like Pandit D. Vasudevachar in his Kannada work
Dvaitapradipa
and
others.
But
it
appears
that
H.N.Raghavendrachar still feels convinced of the correctness of
his own view. See his later Kannada work : Dvaitavedanta.
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This special sense is that of Paradhinavisesapti whose
meaning has already been explained. Since the association of the
Jivas with any kind of embodiment in Lingasarira or gross body)
has necessarily to be an impermanent and non-eternal association,
if release from bondage is to have any meaning, such an
association of the Jiva with an appendage like the Lingasarira or
the gross body in the form of an 'Apurvavisesopajana' (birth of a
new trait) cannot, in the nature of things, be deemed to be
coeternal (yavaddravyabhavi) with the Jivasvarupa itself. For this
reason, the passage in Jayatirtha's NS, Apurva Visesopajane he... '
(p.431) has to be read along with its clarification given by himself
with reference to 'Yavad-dravyabhavai' attributes and should not
be interpreted without reference to the clarification given by him
again in his GTt :

ÈÎ"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"<˙"U"ik"Ó"iE" <˙"<U"ƒ>CÎ" <˙"U"ikÎ"iÓ" „"il{„"il{å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø (p.187b)
This distinction is further clarified by the following
authoritative pronoucement by Vyasatirtha in his Mandaramanjari
on Jayatirtha' TVt : 'In respect of impermanent attributes, the
relation between substance and attributes is one of both difference
and identity. In respect of permanent attributes, lasting as long as
the substance itself, the relation is one of 'Savisesabheda' or
'colorful identity' :

ÈÎ"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"ˆ"·Ó"ˆ"·ÓÎ"{l{ „"il{„"il{ $
Î"{˙"lØÿ˙Î"„"{<˙"ˆ"·Ó"ˆ"·ÓÎ"{l{ C"<˙"U"ik"{„"il# $
(TV Mandaramanjari, p.8.line 16).
It does not require any argument to see that the Jiva's
association with bodies is not a permanent one which will last
forever as long as the Jivasvarupa itself. In such cases, the relation
of the Jivasvarupa to the subtle or gross bodies has necessarily to
be conceived as ‘bhedabheda’ and not as ‘savisheshabheda’. For.
In such cases the new trait acquired is not absolutely identical with
the 'Visesya'. Nor are the Visesya and the Visista (the thing in
itself and the qualified entity) 'Savisesabhinna' in such cases.
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Without such colorful identity between them, there is no basis for
the contention that the 'Visistakara' and the 'Vastusvarupa' (i.e. the
Visesya) are one and the same and that therefore there is
'Svarupasrsti' of eternal verities like the Jivas in Madhva's system,
as contended by Raghavendrachar.
What Jayatirtha has said about 'kriya' (activity) arising in a
sentient being in his GTt xi.15, p.184, quoted earlier (See Chapter
VII) does not upset the above finding. For a 'kriya' in a sentient
being can be in its latent form (saktirupa) or in its patent form
(vyaktarupa). For this reason 'activity' of a Cetana can be regarded
as 'Yavad-dravyabhavi' and hence accepted as Savisesabhinna or
colorfully identical with it. But association with a physical body
(gross or subtle) which is termed 'birth' or creation is always a
patent state. Hence the relation of 'Savisesabheda' cannot be
thought of in that connection.
Jayatirtha makes it clear that creation in the ordinary sense
of 'abhutva bhavanam' (de novo) applies in the full sense of the
term only to the Visesas, which is, therefore, fittingly termed
'apurvavisesopajana' or birth of a new trait that was not there
before. The substratum (visesya) could not, however, be said to be
produced8. This implies that the change or 'creation' is only with
reference to the Visesa in respect of eternal substance and it is
through and because of this acquiring of new traits that the
'Visista' (e.g. Jiva) comes to be designated as 'created'. There is no
point in describing the 'Visesyakara' as È˙"ìC¨"|"C˙"¡ÒÂ" 'if the
Svarupasrsti' of the Visesya is possible. Madhva and his
commentator would not have labored so much to distinguish four
kinds of change and draw a distinction between Abhutvabhavanam
(creation de novo) and creation in a restricted sense of
Paradhinavisesapti by virtue of the visesya acquiring some new
trait, applicable to certain 'eternal entities' only, like Space, Time,
Matter and Souls. These could never have any other kind of
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. ÈCß"{÷wÒ |"·, È˙"<C¨"|"ß"i˙" ÿ˙Î"ß"˙"Î"˙"{iÂ"≤"Î"{Â"≤"Î"{„Î"{w |"y"|Â"´ªÓ"{ß"{|ß"÷Ò|"Î"{

<˙"<÷‡ÒÎ"|" —<|" lU"fE"ß"Ø $ (NS p.399b)
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creation; whereas objects like jars could be created in the ordinary
sense of abhutvabhavanam.
'Paradhinavisesapti' is the only kind of creation that is
possible in respect of Nityapadarthas. An objection may, however,
be raised in this connection. From the point of view of
Parinamavada or evolution theory accepted by Madhva the
production of a jar or a piece of cloth is hardly other than a case of
Paradhinavisesapti, defined in terms of È˙"<C¨"|"C˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" ˙"C|"·E"{i

<˙"U"ik"{<¥"ß"{‰"iÓ" ¬"Eß"˙Î"˙"∫{ª#, so that, strictly speaking, there can be no
other kind of creation maintainable in the system for any material
object. This being so the restricted application of creation through
Paradhinavisesapti to 'eternal entities' alone is pointless. Jayatirtha
meets this objection in this way. The crux of creation through
Paradhinavisesapti is the fulfilment of the condition :
È˙"<C¨"|"C˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" ˙"C|"·E" ÈÂ"±˙"f<˙"U"ik"{<¥"#. The creation of a jar, out of
clay, is not a case of this kind, i.e., ‹"<ß"fÓ"C|"{l˙"C¨Î"i C"<|" ‹"ß"fß"{‰"Â"´ª˙"D<y"#
even though the material stuff of clay may continue still to
underlie the jar. The fact is that there have taken place, in the
course of the change of clay into pot, some far-reaching changes;
so much so, we have no longer the clay intact, nor can we
designate it as clay now, nor recognise its original shape or
arrangement (samsthana). We have a 'new entity', jar, i.e.,
‹"<ß"fC˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ"˙" Â"´ªÓ"{ß"#. Hence we say : ß"D|"Ø x"N>{i ¬"{|"#, A"”ªw l<‹" ¬"{|"ß"Ø and
so forth :

*** ¬"Eß"E"# C¨"±e|"{„"˙"# $
Â"±˙"fU"µl<˙"e{iÂ"‚" Î"<l ¬"Eß"i<|" ÷Òî|Î"f|"i $
ªß"{Î"{ E"˙" ¬"Eß"{<¥"# ≤"i|"E"CÎ"{<Â" ÷iÒ˙"eß"Ø $
Â"‡‹"{E"CÎ" ≤" ˙"ilCÎ" *** $$ (AV ii.3.8)
But no such essential transformation could be detected in
the case of the eternal substances named. Hence, these are best put
down in a separate category of creation by themselves, namely,
Paradhinavisesapti.
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This new doctrine of creation is intended by Madhva to
reconcile and rationalise the existence of certain Nityapadarthas
with the all-creatorship of God9.
9. Sankara gives greater importance to the statement of the
Sruti that Brahman has created everything and interprets texts like
È{÷Ò{U"˙"|"Ø C"˙"fˆ"|"‚" <E"|Î"# as gauna. He does not concede the existence
of uncreated eternals and is not aware of Paradhinavisesapti.
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CHAPTER XXVII
MADHVA'S THEORY OF THE EVOLUTION
OF THE WORLD
MADHVA'S theory of the constitution of matter and the
evolution of the world is based on the 'Samkhya' metaphysics of
Upanisads, the Epics and Puranas. He quotes profusely from the
Mahabharata, the Bhagavata, and other Puranas and from the
vast literature of the Pancaratras, which still await exploration at
the hands of modern scholars. Even a cursory view of the
quotations made by Madhva from the literature of the Pancaratras
bears witness to the strong and persistent theistic tradition of
Upanisadic thought embodied in them and which Madhva
inherited from them1 and upon which he indented so largely, in
the reinterpretation of the Upanisads and the Sutras and in the
exposition of his own system. The school of Ramanuja, though
ostensibly connected with the Pancaratras, has not, in its
interpretation of the Vedanta, touched anything more than the
fringe of that literature. A reference to the numerous quotations
from a large number of forgotten Samhitas of the Pancaratra
occurring in the works of Madhva2, dealing with various problems
of logic and philosophy would make this clear.
As a follower of the Epic Samkhya, Madhva has naturally
accepted the doctrine of evolution of matter (Prakrti) as against the
theory of Arambhavada or 'atomic genesis' of the Nyaya
Vaisesikas. The latter, as explained by Jayatirtha, is fraught with
hourly danger to the stability (sthiratva) of the world of objects.
According to the Pilupakavada of the Vaisesikas, even the slighest
displacement of a single atom in a jar would entail the ultimate
destruction of it. Hence, Madhva would have none of it3.
1. MV viii.4. 2. See my HDSV, Appendix I
3. Cf. Î"l{

<∫ x"N>{<lk"· C"±≤Î"ˆ"‡{<lE"{ Ã÷Ò{i&<Â" Â"ªß"{Ó"·ªÂ"<|" |"l{ E"ƒ>˙Î"ß"i˙" |"l{ªµ‹"iE"
ü–Ó"·÷iÒE", <˙"„"{ˆ"iE"{C"ß"˙"{<Î"÷Ò{ªÓ"CÎ" C"wÎ"{iˆ"CÎ" E"ƒ>|˙"{|"Ø $ ü–Ó"·÷ÒE"{U"i, 250
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He, therefore, accepts the theory of the evolution of matter
from a subtle to a gross state. This has the advantage of
guaranteeing the basic identity and stability of the material stuff in
and through the various changes it undergoes in its process of
development from a subtle to a gross state. Only Parinamavada
will be consistent with Madhva's theory of causation and our faith
in the stability of material objects4. He, therefore, accepts a
primordial material stuff called Prakrti which undergoes various
modifications and develops by a process of evolution and
involution of effects. The existence of Prakrti is not logically
established by Madhva. He takes it over bodily from the
Upanisadic, Epic and Puranic Samkhya cosmology. It is an eternal
insentient stuff of the most subtle kind :

ÈE"{liPÂ"{l{E"CÎ" „"±|"C"±Aß"U"µl{<„"‹"iÎ"CÎ" Â"‡‹"{E"|˙"{|"Ø $ (NS)
Madhva has stoutly opposed the attempts of other
commentators on the Vedanta who have denied a place to Prakrti
as the material stuff out of which the universe is evolved by
Brahman in the philosophy of the Vedanta. He establishes on
sound textual authority, the Sastric character (Sabdatvam) of
Prakrti as an insentient, dependent material principle which is the
material cause (Upadana-karana) of the world, and repudiates the
theory of Abhinna-nimittopadanatva of Brahman adopted by other
Bhasyakaras of the Vedanta5. Madhva thus champions the cause
of the Samkhya against the Advaitin and fights successfully for a
place for Prakrti in Vedantic cosmology. Ramanuja also, has
perforce to recognise a material principle as defined in the metrical

3. (contd from prepage). - C"ß"˙"{<Î"÷Ò{ªÓ"E"{U"{|"Ø ‰Î"Ó"·÷ÒE"{U" —|Î"E"iE"

÷‡Òß"iÓ" x"N>E"{U"{i&ÂÎ"-˙"UÎ"ß„"{˙"” $ (NS, p.394)
4. |"li˙" <∫ ˙"C|"· È˙"Î"˙"{iÂ"≤"Î"{Â"≤"Î"{„Î"{ß"EÎ"¨"{ <˙"<÷‡ÒÎ"|"i, E" Â"·E"ªEÎ"li˙" „"˙"|"”<|"
Â"´ªÓ"{ß"˙"{<lE"{i ß"EÎ"E|"i $ È|"# Â"‡|Î"A"Î"{iˆÎ"ik"· C"˙"f˙"C|"·k"· Â"‡|Î"<„"˘"Î"{ <C¨"ª|˙"ˆ"‡∫Ó"w
Î"·Í|"ß"i˙"i<|" $ (NS, p.394)
5. The point has been fully discussed in my HDSV pp. 101-105)
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Upanisads, the Epics and the Puranas. Neither of them, however,
could recognise, with the Samkhya, the independence of that
principle. Madhva's point is that the status of Prakrti, as claimed
by the Sankhyas, has nothing to do with its being recognised by
Vedantins as the material stuff out of which the universe is to be
evolved. It is accepted as a principle dependent on Brahman
(Paratantra) by Madhva and Ramanuja according to the
Upanisads.
Prakrti, is both directly and indirectly the material cause of the
world. It is the direct material cause of time and the three qualities
of sattva, rajas and tamas and indirectly of Mahat, Ahamkara, etc.
It is both eternal and pervasive; but not unlimited6. The three
gunas are supposed to be differentiated at the beginning of
creation, in the ratio of 4:2:1 (BT, iii.11.14). The evolution of other
forms of matter takes place on account of the disturbance in their
equipoise which gives rise to the twentyfour principles commonly
recognised, viz. Mahat, Ahamkara, Buddhi, Manas, ten sensory
organs, five sense-objects and the five great elements. Mahat is the
first and finest evolute of matter and energy. Ahamkara is the
principle of individuation, Buddhi that of discrimination, and
Manas of thought. The principle of Ahamkara is divided into three
classes of Vaikarika, Taijasa and Tamasa. From Taijasa the ten
sense organs are produced, and the five sense objects (visayas) and
the elements are the products of Tamasa-Ahamkara. The
tanmatras stand for qualitatively distinct and irreducible sensequalities with a definite leaning towards their appropriate objects.
These twenty four evolutes of Prakrti are the constituents of the
microcosm and the macrocosm of the entire Brahmanda. Madhva
gives a proper reorientation to this theory of material evolution by
linking it up with a systematic hierarchy of presiding deities from
top to bottom. It is under the constant supervision and guidance of
these Abhimani-devatas (or Tattvabhimanins) that all material
transformations and psychophysical functions are carried on. The
Supreme Brahman itself is ultimately behind all these activities
and of each and every one of them :
6. E" ≤" Â"´ª<ß"|"CÎ"{<Â" ß"±eÂ"‡÷DÒ<|"|˙"i µ"{‹"÷Òß"Ø $ (NS, 326 b)
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|"‰" |"‰" <C¨"|"{i <˙"kÓ"·C|"y"≤™>Í|"”# Â"‡µ"{i‹"Î"E"Ø $
Ã÷Ò Ã˙" ß"∫{U"<Í|"# ÷·ÒP|"i C"˙"fß""C"{ $$

(BSB ii.3.11)
The three forms of matter, viz., Sattva, Rajas and Tamas, are
specially controlled by the three aspects of Cetana-Prakrti, viz. Sri,
Bhu and Durga : U"ÍÎ"|˙"{|"Ø U"Í|"Î"{i „"{Î"{f# U"<Í|"# C"{ß"¨Î"fß"·≤Î"|"i (BT x.94.15)
The period of creation is said to be one-eight of the period
of involution :

eÎ"CÎ" |˙"ƒ>ß"{i „"{ˆ"# C"D<ƒ>÷Ò{e ≈l{¸|"# $
|"‰"˙" ˙"ilC"Å"{ª{i&EÎ"l{ C|"·<|"ß"{‰"÷Ò{# $$ (BT p.71b)
Involution takes place by the merger of the effects in their
causes in the reverse order of evolution. This applies to the
Tattvabhimani-Devas also, both in Samsara and in release. For
details see my BSPC vol.II Chapters 18-20; vol.III adhy.4, pada 2.
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CHAPTER XXVIII
CRITIQUE OF BRAHMA-PARINAMA AND VIVARTA
MADHVA'S conception of the material world and its
relation to Brahman is free from the difficulties that beset the
Parinama and Vivarta theories. Pantheism pulls down the Deity. It
is worse than irreligion1. It utterly negates the independence of
God. For, all material modifications are dependent originations
(Paradhinavisesa). They fall under two main heads of change :
change of substance (‹"<ß"fÂ"´ª˙"|"f) and change of aspect or attributes
Each of these may again be distinguished into
reversible and irreversible modifications. All these four kinds of
change are dependent upon external agencies2. It would be
impossible to recognise any such external cause of change in
respect of Brahman, as that would immediately reduce it to a
position of dependence. Parinamavada, moreover, stands
committed to the view that Brahman alone existed in the
beginning and that there was no other substance in existence then.
It does not believe in any other eternal existent, uncreated by
Brahman or co-existent with it (as those who believe in creation
through Paradhinavisesapti do). No modification of Brahman is
thus conceivable or possible in such circumstances, as the urge or
direction for such modification must come from an outside
agency.

(‹"ß"fÂ"´ª˙"|"f).

It will be inconsistent with Divine perfection to assume that
Brahman itself out of its own free will chooses to transmute iself
into the world of beings and objects,–a world which is a state of
sin, evil and misery. We cannot say that the Brahman does not
recognise the misery and imperfections of the world as it is. For it
1. Ramanuja calls it a more heinous view than Sankara's
Brahmajnanavada : µ"‡h"{˘"{E"Â"A"{l<Â" Â"{Â"”Î"{E"Î"w „"il{„"ilÂ"A"#
(Vedarthasangraha,p14,RamanujaGranthamala1956,Kancipura).
2. See NS 1.4. p.195-96.
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is ex hypothesi Sarvajna. If Brahman does not experience the
suffering in the world, who does? Not the Jiva; for he, too, is a
modification of Brahman and/or is essentially the same as
Brahman. Even supposing that the Jiva is only partially identical
with Brahman it would not wholly exempt Brahman from a share
in the misery of the world. Even the most subtle modifications in
the development of sentient creatures are subject to external
forces. Sentients are never known to undergo change of state or
condition of being at their own free will. It is useless to argue that
Brahman being Almighty can change itself at Its own Will,
without reference to any external stimulation or provocation or
direction. For, the change from a state of blessedness and
perfection to one of obvious misery and limitation can hardly be a
token of Almightiness. It would be sheer dogmatism to say that we
should not raise logical objections in a case that transcends all
reason. In that case, all philosophy should have to be given up as a
wild goose chase. The plea of 'transcending logic' or even
'transcendental logic' can be urged with propriety only in cases
where the authorities are unanimous. In this case, however, it is
not so, as there are many texts which clearly deny to Brahman any
kind of physical or material modification (<E"<˙"f÷Ò{ª{i&A"ª# U"·’#) so
that the employment of reason becomes imperative in coming to a
definite conclusion on the vexed question.
It is equally unavailing to put in that the change of state
undergone by Brahman is a special kind of modification that does
not affect its 'deeper nature'. For the fact remains that the change
of state attributed to Brahman by the Parinamavadin is precisely
and unfortunately of this very kind that plunges it into the abyss of
misery and imperfection of the world from a state of bliss and selfsufficiency. How can we pretend that this does not affect its
'deeper nature? That being so, and so long as it is conceded that
Brahman does not undergo any change of state that is determined
or controlled by external agencies, any state of becoming in which
we might find It, will be as natural to It as any other ! Since it is
admitted (by the Parinamavadin) that Brahman is with and without
the forms of grossness at different times, it will be impossible to
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define which of them is Its 'natural' state and which is
adventitious; so that both the states would be quite natural to its
being. Granting for argument's sake that a transformation of
Brahman with a complete loss of original nature is possible, the
question will still remain if such a transformation will be partial or
complete. As Brahman is partless and indivisible, the former
alternative could not be true. In the latter case, Brahman having
been spent or 'exhausted' in the transformation, there would be
none left (as Brahman) during the lifetime of the world, with the
result that all talk of acquiring knowledge of Brahman, with a
view to attaining the bliss of Moksa, will have to cease.
Madhva, therefore, rejects the view of Bhaskara and many
others that Brahman is in itself the stuff of which the universe is
made. So far as all our received knowledge and the testimony of
the Scriptures go, there would appear to be an unbridgeable gulf
between Spirit and matter : Cit and Jada:

E" ≤"i|"E"<˙"÷Ò{ª# CÎ"{ù‰" πÒ{<Â" fi≤"i|"E"ß"Ø $
E"{≤"i|"E"<˙"÷Ò{ª{i&<Â" ≤"i|"E"# CÎ"{|"Ø ÷Òl{≤"E" $$ (AV i.4.11)
Brahman is essentially Saccidananda. How, then, can such a
perfect being of pure intelligence and bliss evolve, out of itself an
effect that is inert and wholly lacking in intelligence and is, in
addition, the abode of so much misery and subject to ceaseless
change? There is no use in taking shelter behind alleged
statements in the Sruti to the effect that Brahman is immediately
and in its own person the material cause of the world. For not even
the vociferation of a hundred texts can make the crow white!
Reason may test even where it cannot build. Where conflicting
authorities claim to interpret the Sruti each to suit his own
metaphysics, the employment of reason becomes more important
than the bare text itself.
Not even the Scripture says directly that the intelligent
becomes the unintelligent. In that case, Brahman could as well
become the individual souls, and simplify matters for all
philosophers. Moreover, the Sruti says emphatically that Brahman
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is immutable and unchanging : <E"<˙"f÷Ò{ª{i&A"ª: U"·’# Since no
causation is possible without some change or modification in the
case, we must naturally look for the material cause of the universe,
elsewhere than in Brahman3.
A strict adherence to the logic of facts and the spirit of the
Srutis compels Madhva to reject the profanity of
Brahmaparinamavada in any garb. Even the oft-paraded
promissory statement about the knowledge of the One leading to
the knowledge of the many (on which Sankara himself tries to
base the case for Brahmaparinama) does not necessarily warrant
the conclusion that Brahman is the material cause of the universe.
Madhva has been the first critical commentator on the Chandogya
Upnisad to draw attention to the difficulties in the wording and
form of the propositions, as they stand worded which definitely
militate against any facile conclusion of material causality
(µ"‡h"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"ß"Ø) being drawn from that text. No other commentator,
ancient or modern, seems to have realised this crucial point. The
difficulty pointed out by Madhva is a real and serious one and
cannot be lightly passed over. The examples of mrtpinda,
lohamani and nakhanikrntana in the form of which they appear in
the text of ChanUp vi.1.4-6 are virtually incapable of establishing
anything more than a general resemblance or point of contact
between Brahman and the world. The terms 'eka' (used thrice),
pinda, mani and nakhanikrntana, prevent the establishment of an
intimate causal relation (≈Â"{l{E"{iÂ"{liÎ"„"{˙") among the pairs named in
the text : ÈEÎ"¨"{, Ã÷ÒU"µl# <Â"Óa>U"µl‚" ˙Î"¨"f# CÎ"{|"Ø $ ëß"Dl{ <˙"˘"{|"Î"{í —|Î"i|"{˙"|"{

Â"±Ó"f|˙"{|"Ø $ E" fii÷Òß"D<|Â"Óa>{|ß"÷Ò{<E" ÈEÎ"ß"DÓß"Î"{<E" $ C"{MUÎ"ß"i˙" <∫ |"ik"{ß"Ø $ E"
3. The supposed reference to Brahmaparinamavada, in the
teaching of the Brahmasutras (i.4.24) has been convincingly
shown by Madhva to have no relevance to that problem at all. For
a full discussion of the issue and refutation of the remarks of
V.S.Ghate and Bhandarkar on this point, see my HDSV (pp.105108) and my BSPC vol.I.pp.307-313.
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fii÷Òß"ÓÎ"{|ß"÷Òß"EÎ"|"Ø e{i∫ß"Î"ß"Ø $ E" ≤"÷ÒE"R"<E"÷DÒE|"E"{|ß"÷wÒ C"˙"¿ ÷Ò{kÓ"{fÎ"C"ß"Ø4
(Madhva, VTN, p.25 b).

!
-

¬"ˆ"|"{i µ"‡h"<˙"÷Ò{ª|˙"iE" |"l{ª{iÂ"|˙"iE" ˙"{ Ã÷Ò<˙"˘"{E"iE" C"˙"f<˙"˘"{E"i, ëß"Dl{
<˙"˘"{|"Î"{ ß"DÓß"Î"w <˙"˘"{|"w CÎ"{|"Øí, ëe{i∫iE" <˙"˘"{|"iE" e{i∫ß"Î"w <˙"˘"{|"w CÎ"{|"Øí,
ë÷Ò{kÓ"{fÎ"C"{ <˙"˘"{|"iE" ÷Ò{kÓ"{fÎ"C"w <˙"˘"{|"w CÎ"{|"Øí —|Î"i|"{˙"|"˙" Â"±Ó"f|˙"{|"Ø
‰"Î"{Ó"{ß"i÷ÒU"µl{E"{w, <Â"Óa>ß"<Ó"E"R"<E"÷DÒE|"E"U"µl{E"{w, ëC"˙"fíU"µl{E"{w ≤" <˙"ˆ"|"{¨"f|˙"w
CÎ"{|"Ø $ C"˙"fß"DÓß"Î"{l”E"{ß"i÷Òß"D<|Â"Óa>{<l<˙"÷Ò{ª|˙"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ <˙"P’{¨"f|"{ ≤" CÎ"{|"Ø $5
(NS, i.4. p.226)
There is no use pleading that we should not take the text
literally but look to the spirit; for the spirit itself has got to be
deduced from the wording. However that may be, the third and the
last illustration of nail-scissor has not even the semblance of a
causal argument. It gives the whole case away. For, the
nakhanikrntana is itself an effect and not the cause of anything
else and cannot, in the nature of things, be the 'cause' of 'all that is
------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. 'Otherwise, the words 'one' and 'lump' would be meaningless. It
would have sufficed to say 'by knowing clay...' Surely, all that is
made of clay is not the effect of one clod of clay ! There can only
be a resemblance among them. All that is of the nature of metals in
the world is not the effect of one nugget of gold or some such
metal and not all that is made of lead the effect of one single nailcutter!'
5. When the knowledge of the many by the knowledge of the one
is posited, whether on the view of the world being a transformation of Brahman or a superimposition on it, the words 'eka' (one)
(used thrice), 'pinda' (lump), 'mani' (chief) and 'nakhanikrntana'
(nail-cutter) and 'sarvam' (all) would not only be meaningless – as
the sense can be conveyed even by saying 'by knowing clay all
that is made of 'clay' is known, by knowing gold all that is made of
gold is known and by knowing lead all that is of the nature of lead
is known; but the statement worded as it stands would be
positively misleading'. A little reflection will show the truth of the
criticism.
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made of karsnayasa'. It should be clear then, that the argument for
the material causality of Brahman breaks down completely and at
the very first touch of criticism in this instance. The position is
hardly
better
in
the
other
two
cases.
Madhva, therefore prefers to take the teaching of Uddalaka in
terms of the primacy of the knowledge of Brahman over all other
forms or kinds of knowledge. To know Brahman is to know at one
sweep all that is worth knowing about the world that is so utterly
dependent on It : Î"¬˘"{|˙"{ E"i∫ „"±Î"{i&EÎ"¬˘"{|"˙Î"ß"˙"<U"kÎ"|"i (Gita vii.2). The
knowledge of Brahman is the end and aim of all secular learning
and the culmination of all Scriptual knowledge. Sage Uddalaka is
naturally at pains to impress this great truth on his son who is
conceited enough (cf. C|"µ‹" ÃÎ"{Î"w ChanUp) to gloat over his learning
divorced from Brahman knowledge.
There is much truth in Madhva's contention, therefore, that a
relation of material cause and effect could not be easily established
among the pairs named in the text, consistently with its actual
wording. The utmost point of contact between the example
(drstanta) and that which is the subject of the example
(darstantika) that these examples could establish is one of
resemblance of some kind : C"|Î"ß"ìC|" C"{MUÎ"w, <÷ÒE|"· C"y˙"{<lE"˙" (NS,
p.451). The point is conceded by the Bhamati also in the
purvapaksa :

ëÎ"¨"÷iÒE" ß"D<|Â"Óai>E"í —|Î"{<lMƒ>{E|"# Â"ªß"{|ß"E"# Â"‡{‹"{EÎ"w C"±≤"Î"<|" $ Î"¨"{
C"{iß"U"ß"fÓ"{ Ã÷iÒE" ˘"{|"iE" C"˙"if ÷Ò`>{ ˘"{|"{ „"˙"E|"”<|" $
The other familiar examples of (1) scorpions being
produced from cowdung ; (2) hair and nail growing from the
human body; and (3) the growth of man from childhood to youth
and old age, quoted to establish the material causality of Brahman,
are equally unavailing. The point at issue is the possibility of an
unintelligent (jada) effect being produced solely from a sentient
being. The analogy of scorpions etc. is, therfore, doubly irrelevant
as the scorpion is a living creature and the cowdung insentient.
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Even if such production were biologically true, it admits of other
explanations insofar as the scorpion has a material body which
might be derived from the dung. But the soul of the scorpion
(insofar as it may have one) cannot be a product of dung!
Sankara's explanation (BSB ii. 1.6) that Brahman has satta in
common with its effects like Akasa, overlooks the fact that this
satta is not, like the body of man, distinguishable from Brahman.
The growth of hair and nails from the human body is possible only
so long as it is tenanted and sustained by a soul and not at other
times. But the Parinamavadin has necessarily to conceive of a state
when Brahman alone existed in an incorporeal or pre-corporeal
state and later produced a world out of itself. But a non-embodied
Brahman cannot, on the very same analogy of man, produce
anything. It would, in any case, he impossible to show that nails
and hair are directly produced from the soul! The example of the
development of man from childhood to old age pertains, in the
opinion of all Sastrakaras, only to the body (sariradharma) of man
and not to his soul. The ripening of wisdom with the advance of
years and the appearance of virility in youth are posssible only in
the event of a body sustained by the presence of a soul. None of
the developments instanced can or is known to take place in the
soul as such. And in all these cases, the purely physical
developments are traceable to the physical part in the causal
complement6. Consistently then with the implications of these
analogies, the Parinamavadin must admit that the purely material
part of Brahman – if it can be credited with any – is the material
cause of the world and that soul or spiritual element in its make-up
is the operative cause. This would be tantamount to a restatement
of Madhva's position, in less accurate terminology. In such a
contingency, the material part will have to be regarded as nonBrahman as there cannot obviously be anything material about
Brahman ! This could give us but a Kevala-nimittakaranavada, in
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.

<Â"‰"{<lMƒ>{E|"{E"{ß"Î"w R"e· <E"k÷DÒƒ>{i&¨"f#- Î"<|Â"‰"{ù·Â"„"·Í|"ß"Ô"w |"≤™>ª”ª„"±|"w
Â"·‰"{<lˆ"|"{≤"i|"E"{wU"{iÂ"{l{E"w „"˙"|"”<|" $ Â"A"{E|"ªCÎ"{C"ß„"˙"{|"Ø $ (NS, p.197
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the end:

„"{ˆ"iE" Â"´ªÓ"{ß"‚"ilØ „"{ˆ"Î"{i„"ifl Ã˙" <∫ $ Î"{i „"{ˆ"{i E" <˙"÷Ò{ª” CÎ"{|"Ø C"
Ã˙"{Cß"{÷Òß"”X"ª# $$ (AV, i.4.11)

Insofar as most Parinamavadins like Bhaskara and
Yadavaprakasa do not admit the co-existence of a purely material
principle (Prakrti) which can figuratively be styled the 'body' of
Brahman, the illustration of scorpions etc. cannot, with propriety,
be cited by them. Bhaskara is the only Vedantin who holds
fearlessly to actual Brahmaparinama and regards not merely the
material world but the souls also as products of Brahman. This
lands him in further difficulties of having to visit the miseries and
imperfections of the finite selves also, on Brahman, against
repeated assertions in the texts to the contrary :
ÈE"["Ô"EÎ"{i&<„"≤"{÷ÒU"”<|" (MundUp iii.1); C"ß„"{iˆ"Â"‡{<¥"´ª<|" ≤"iÔ" ˙"U"ikÎ"{|"Ø (BS
i.2.8).
Ramanuja is generally regarded as a believer in
Abhinnanimittopadanatva of Brahman. This gives him an apparent
advantage over Madhva. But this is altogether deceptive.
Ramanuja cannot afford to go to the same length as Bhaskara and
deny the coexistence of a purely material principle called Prakrti
though it may be subject to Brahman and act as its 'body'
(Î"CÎ"{˙Î"Í|"w U"ª”ªß"Ø). Ramanuja frankly admits the existence of
Prakrti :

E" ˙"Î"ß"˙Î"Í|"w |"|Â"´ªÓ"{ß"<˙"U"ik"{w‚" C˙"¡ÒÂ"|"{i E"{„Î"·Â"ˆ"≤™>{ß"# $ È<Â" |"·,
Â"ªß"Â"·Pk"U"ª”ª|"Î"{ |"l{|ß"÷Ò|˙"<˙"ª∫iÓ" $ |"¨"{&E"„Î"·Â"ˆ"ß"{li˙" |"E‰"<C"’Â"‡<÷‡ÒÎ"{<E"ª{÷ÒªÓ"ß"Ø $ (Sribhasya, 4.3)

The so-called Brahmopadanatva, on his view, is really on a
par with the procreation of a son (i.e. his body) by his father or the
emergence of nails and hair from the body nourished by the soul:

ÈÂ"{l{E"|˙"ß"i˙"{CÎ" Î"ù·Â"{l{E"|"{ „"˙"i|"Ø $
Èå”÷DÒ|"w |"<|Â"|"D˙"Ô"˙" <˙"X"{|ß"E"{ „"˙"# $$ (AV i.4.11)
The position of Ramanuja ultimately boils down to
Kevalanimittakaranavada of Brahman, so far as the Brahma-
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caitanya is concerned and all talk of Abhinnanimittopadana,
indulged in by him and his school, turns out to be a mere
terminological exaggeration and flourish. The point is fully
brought out by Jayatirtha in a searching analysis and criticism of
Ramanuja's position :

È‰" ÷Ò<‚"|"Ø ëÂ"‡÷DÒ<|"‚"í —|Î"{l”<E" C"±‰"{<Ó" µ"‡h"Ó"{i ¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"|"Î"{ ˙Î"{RÎ"{Î"
C"±‰"|"{|Â"Î"fß"i˙"ß"{∫- Â"ªß"C"±Aß"{<≤"|Â"‡‹"{E"U"ª”ªw µ"‡h" ëÎ"{i&˙Î"Í|"i <|"Ê>E"Øí ëÎ"CÎ"{˙Î"Í|"w
U"ª”ªß"Øí —|Î"{<lo·<|"Â"‡<C"’ß"Ø $ |"¨"{ ≤", µ"‡h"{<‹"<Ê>|"w µ"‡h"{|ß"÷wÒ Â"‡‹"{E"w ¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"<ß"<|" µ"‡h"˙" ¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"|"Î"{&å”<÷‡ÒÎ"|" —<|"
$ |"w Â"‡|Î"{∫- ÈÂ"{l{E"|˙"ß"i˙"i<|" $
Ã˙"w <∫ ˙"l|"{, <Â"|"·´ª˙" Â"·‰"¬"Eß"<E", ¬"ˆ"ls|Â"y"{ µ"‡h"Ó"{i&ÂÎ"Â"{Î"{˙"<‹"|˙"eA"Ó"ß"i˙"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"<ß"w> CÎ"{|"Ø $ C"˙"f¨"{ <E"<˙"f÷Ò{ªCÎ" µ"‡h"Ó"{i <˙"÷Ò{´ªÂ"‡‹"{E"U"ª”ª÷ÒCÎ"
|"l<‹"Ê>{|"D|˙"iE"{iÂ"{l{E"|"Î"{ ≈<l|"|˙"{|"Ø $ Ã˙"ß„"±|"w ≤"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"w µ"‡h"Ó"{i&Cß"{<„"ªÂÎ"å”÷DÒ|"ß"i˙"i<|" E"{‰"{Cß"{÷wÒ Â"‡üik"# $
E"E˙"å”÷DÒ|"w ≤"ilsÂ"{l{E"|˙"w µ"‡h"Ó"# ÷Ò¨"w |"<∫f |"<Ô"ª{÷ÒªÓ"<ß"|Î"|" È{∫- E"<|˙"<|" $
U"·’≤"|"EÎ"CÎ"˙" µ"‡h"Ó"{i <˙"X"{|ß"E"{ „"˙"{i „"{C÷Òª{ù å”÷DÒ|"{i E"{Cß"{<„"ªå”<÷‡ÒÎ"|"i
È|"C|"<Ô"ª{÷ÒªÓ"ß"·Â"Â"Ô"ß"i˙"i<|" $
È‰"{Î"ß"<„"C"<E‹"#- Î"ù<Â" Â"ª˙Î"·|Â"{<l|"w µ"‡h"Ó"{i ¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"|˙"w E"{Cß"÷Òß"¨"f|"{i
<˙"ª{i<‹", |"¨"{&<Â" E"|"ik"{w C"±‰"{Ó"{ß"¨"f# $ |"¨"{<∫- <÷Òß"‰"{CÎ" ˙Î"·|Â"{lE"CÎ" ÷DÒ|Î"ß"Ø? E"
|"{˙"lØ „"{C÷ÒªCÎ"i˙" <E"<ß"y"{iÂ"{l{E"„"il<E"ª{÷ÒªÓ"ß"Ø ; Â"‡‹"{E"CÎ"{iÂ"{l{E"|"Î"{&å”÷DÒ|"|˙"{|"Ø $
<˙"÷Ò{´ª˙"C|˙"<‹"Ê>{|"D|˙"ß"i˙" ß"·RÎ"ß"·Â"{l{E"|˙"<ß"<|" ≤"iÔ" $ e{i÷Ò<˙"ª{i‹"{|"Ø $
e{i÷Ò˙Î"˙"∫{ª{E"·C"{ªiÓ"˙" <∫ Â"ª”A"÷ÒefA"Ó"w ÷Ò{Î"fß"Ø $ E" C˙"{<„"Â"‡{Î"iÓ" e{i÷Ò˙Î"˙"∫{ª{i
<E"Î"E|"˙Î"# $$ (NS, i.4.p.197b)7.
7. 'Here, Ramanuja having interpreted the Sutras
'Prakrtisca.... (BS i.4.23) in terms of Brahman's material causality
of the universe, has explained the import of the Sutras as follows :
Brahman has for its body the most subtle insentient matter. This is
supported by the Sruti 'He who remaining in unmanifested Matter'
Whose body is insentient unmanifested matter' etc. Thus, insofar
as Pradhana (Matter) which is ensouled by Brahman and is
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controlled by Brahman happens to be the material cause of the
universe, it is accepted by us that Brahman itself is the material
Cause. This view is rebutted (by Madhva) with the words – 'If by
material cause....' (as above).
By saying so, the nature of the material causality of
Brahman in the birth of the world would be nothing more than its
being the residual limit of separation or evolution of matter from
God, as that of a father in the birth of his son. For it is accepted by
Ramanuja that the material causality of Brahman which is
absolutely without personal modification and which has the
transforming Prakrti as its body, consists in it being merely the
superintending principle of the transformation of Prakrti. Such a
kind of material causality is readily accepted by us also. We have
no quarrel with it.
It that be so, why do you criticise it? We answer–We do not
accept the transformation of Brahman (as such) which is pure
consciousness, into the form of the world, as accepted by Bhaskara
and others. Hence its refutation is appropriate.
The point is this : Even though the material causality of
Brahman with regard to the world, as made out by Ramanuja, is
not in substance opposed to our position, still it cannot be
accepted as the purport of these Sutras in question. For, let us ask,
what is the point in elucidating this view here under these Sutras ?
It cannot be, as in the case of Bhaskara, the repudiation of the
distinction between an efficient and a material cause, so far as
Brahman is concerned. For, Ramanuja accepts Prakrti as the
material cause. (Otherwise, there is no reason for him to admit the
existence of Prakrti as such.) If it is said on his behalf that
'material cause' primarily means that which controls and
superintends the transforming stuff, we have to point out that such
a definition of a material cause cannot be accepted as it is opposed
to accepted usage of the term. Philosophers should propound their
definitions in accordance with recognised usages of the world.
They should not restrain the accepted usages according to their
own will and pleasure or fancy' (Tr.)
-
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The position of Srikantha and other (Brahma)
Saktiparinamavadins like Nimbarka, Vallabha and others, is
hardly better. Insofar as this (Sat)-Sakti of Brahman, which
according to these writers, is the immediate stuff of the Parinama
is distinguished from the soul-part of Brahman conceived as
Cidanandatmaka, the latter ceases to be the real substratum of the
change. It is the Sacchakti, Sakti or energy (of 'body' as Ramanuja
would call it) that turns out to be the real and immediate material
cause of the world. Even this is a far cry from actual and
immediate cent-percent Upadanathva or Parinamathva of
Brahman. Thus in most cases, the so-called Upadanatva of
Brahman through Sakti or Sat-sakti, as the case may be, turns out
to be nothing more than an 'Apadanatva' i.e., ÈÂ"{Î"{˙"<‹"|˙"eA"Ó"ß"Ø
'acceptance of Brahman as the residual spirit' that remains
unaffected and untransforming in any given instance of change
taking place in its tenement. This point also is convincingly
established by Jayatirtha :

È¨" ß"|"ß"Ø- <ü¡ÒÂ"w <∫ µ"‡h"{„Î"·Â"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i, ÈE"E|"{E"El<≤"l{|ß"÷wÒ C"l{|ß"÷wÒ ≤"i<|" $
|"‰"{&ùiE" ¡ÒÂ"iÓ" <E"<ß"y"w <ü|"”Î"iE"{iÂ"{l{E"ß"Ø $ È|"{i E" ÷Ò<‚"˜{ik"# $ <E"<˙"f÷Ò{´ª|˙"w
<≤"≤™><Í|"<˙"k"Î"|˙"{ll…k"Ó"ß"Ø $ |"iE" C"≤™><Í|"÷wÒ µ"‡h" Â"´ªÓ"{ß"”|Î"å”÷Ò{ªi E"
Î"·<Í|"<˙"ª{i‹"{i&<Â" *** $
Î"<l µ"‡h"Ó"# C"›{ˆ"iE" Â"´ªÓ"{ß"<‚"lØ„"{ˆ"iE" <E"<˙"f÷Ò{´ª|˙"ß"å”<÷‡ÒÎ"|"i, |"l{
˙"Í|"˙Î"ß"Ø $ |"Î"{i„"{fˆ"Î"{iª„"il{i, „"il{„"il{ ˙"{? E" |"{˙"l„"il# $ üÎ"{iª<Â" Â"´ªÓ"{<ß"|˙"{yÎ"{
„"{ˆ"üÎ"÷Ò°Â"E"{˙"Î"¨Î"{f|"Ø $ E"{<Â" „"il{„"il{ $ È„"iliE" C"äªÂ"‡C"å{|"Ø $ „"il{i&„"il÷Ò{Î"f
<E"PÓ"’”<|" ≤"i<|÷wÒ |"fif„"iliE"{Â"‡Î"{i¬"÷iÒE"? |"Cß"{lØ „"{ˆ"Î"{iª|Î"E|"„"il Ã˙"{å”÷Ò{Î"f# $ |"|"#
<÷Ò<ß"|Î"|" È{∫- ëÎ"{i „"{ˆ"í —<|" $
Â"ªCÂ"ªß"|Î"E|"<„"Ô"i üi ˙"C|"·E"” $ |"‰"÷wÒ <E"<˙"f÷Ò{ªw ¬"ˆ"<Ô"<ß"y"ß"i˙" $ ÈÂ"ªw Â"´ªÓ"{<ß"
¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"ß"i˙"i|Î"å”÷Ò{ªi, E"iX"ªCÎ" ÷iÒ˙"e{<E"<ß"y"|˙"˙"{<lE"{ß"Cß"{÷wÒ ÷Ò<‚"<üª{i‹"# $
<E"<˙"f÷Ò{-ªCÎ" ¬"ˆ"<Ô"<ß"y"|"Î"{&Cß"{<„"ª”X"ª|˙"iE", Â"´ªÓ"{<ß"E"{i ¬"ˆ"lsÂ"{l{E"CÎ" Â"‡‹"{E"|˙"iE"
≤"{å”÷DÒ|"|˙"{|"Ø $ È‰" ëÎ"{i „"{ˆ"í —<|" Â"ª{„Î"·Â"ˆ"ß"iE"{iÍ|"ß"Ø $ C˙"ß"|"iE" |"· ëÎ"üC|"·í —<|"
˘"{|"˙Î"ß"Ø $8 (NS, p.200)
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This criticism covers every shade of Brahmaparinamavada,
through aspects, modes or powers considered as essential organic
parts of Brahman.
8. If you hold – 'There are two aspects of Brahman, – one
that is essentially blissful and of the nature of consciousness, the
other of the nature of existence (sat). It is efficient cause in its first
aspect and material cause in its second aspect. The immutability of
Brahman is thus to be understood with reference to its aspect.
There is no clash with logic in thus holding that Brahman in its
aspect of Sat transforms itself into the material world...'
The advocates of such a position will have to say if these
two aspects are identical with each other or are partly different and
partly identical. They cannot be identical, as both will have to
transform. Nor can they be different and identical. For at least in
respect of identity there will be the same nemesis. If it is argued
that the difference would prevent the identity from bringing about
the said nemesis, why not dispense with the identity that is so
palpably powerless against the difference?
Therefore, it must be conceded that rhe two aspects are
entirely different. It comes to this that there are two different
entities, one of which is essentially immutable and acting as the
operative cause alone of the universe. The other one is liable to
transformation and acts as the material cause of the world. If this
be so, we, who are advocates of the view that 'God is the operative
cause only of the universe' have no reason to quarrel with you. For
according to us God is that which is immutable and is the efficient
cause of the world. What actually transforms and acts as the
material cause of the world is designated by us as 'Pradhana'
(matter). In the above discussion, the term 'part' or 'aspect' should
be understood to have been used from the point of view of the
other party. From the Siddhantin's point of view the proper term
would be 'entity'.
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Review of Vivartavada
As for Vivatavada, it is, strictly speaking, no theory of
causation at all, as it does not accept any true effect that has got
to be accounted for, but only an appearance. Quite apart from this,
there is the difficulty of accounting for the obscuration of
Brahman by Ajnana, which is the root-cause of the appearance of
the world. There is again greater difficulty than even in the
Parinamavada interpretation, in reconciling the promissory
statement Ã÷Ò<˙"˘"{E"iE" C"˙"f<˙"˘"{E"ß"Ø with the illustration of clay etc. and
the requirements of real Vivartavada :

È{ª{i<Â"|"|˙"w |"· Ã÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" ß"DÓß"Î"CÎ"÷Ò<Cß"E"Ø ß"D<|Â"Óai> E"{<C|", <÷Òß"·|" C"˙"fCÎ"?
Î"·Í|Î"{ C"ß"¨Î"f|" —<|" ≤"i|"Ø, |"<∫f <˙"˙"{l{CÂ"l|˙"iE" Mƒ>{E|"{E"·Â"Â"y"i# $ ëe{<÷Ò÷ÒÂ"ª”A"÷Ò{Ó"{w
Î"<Cß"Ô"¨"if µ"·<’C"{ßÎ"w C" Mƒ>{E|":í —<|" <∫ EÎ"{Î"<˙"l# $9 (NS, i.4.5.p.226).
It would be truer to say from the Vivarta standpoint that the
knowledge of the One sublates or puts an end to the knowledge of
the many, rather than that it produces or gives rise to any such
knowledge (Cf. the wording : Èo·|"w o·|"w „"˙"<|" $ Èß"|"w ß"|"w „"˙"<|") .
There is not merely terminological inexactitude. The expressions
used by Uddalaka are capable of suggesting a different and more
sensible interpretation. There is nothing to show that Uddalaka
was trying to equate the many with the unreal. The unreal is
something which has been mistaken for another:
9. 'There is no question of superimposition even in the case
of a single pot upon a single lump of clay. Where then is the
question of regarding all the objects made of clay being
superimpositions on one lump of clay? The Vivartavada
interpretation of this illustration is, therefore, untenable. If the
Advaitin should say that he is going to establish such a position by
reasoning, our reply is that in that case, it cannot with propriety be
cited as an illustration : as it is still a disputed point. For as the
Logicians point out, an example in a syllogistic reasoning is that
about which there is conscensus among layman and philosophers
(In the present case, it does not seem to be so.)'
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È‹Î"{C"{i E"{ß"{|"<Cß"wC|"lØµ"·<’# (Sankara, BSB, i.1.1). But the 'many' in the
promissory statement includes also things which have not at all
been brought within the scope of Svetaketu's understanding or
misunderstanding : Èo·|"w o·|"w „"˙"<|" In any case, the illustrations of
clay etc., would appear to assume the reality of effects – the
connecting link between the One and the many being nothing
more than a resemblance; as actual cause and effect relation is
unsustainable, for reasons already explained. Clay is never the
Vivartopadana of pots. Since no causal relation could be made out
among the pairs named in the text without distorting the actual
purport of the terms of the text, or glossing over or ignoring some
of them like eka, mani, pinda and also asserting a palpable
travesty of a causal argument in the last instance of the nailscissors, the interpretations of Sankara and Ramanuja are
misplaced.
The Advaitic theory of Abhinnanimittopadanatva of
Brahman has been discussed by Vyasatirtha in his Nym in the light
of the exposition by Prakasatman in his Vivarana. According to
the Vivarana, there are three ways in which the position that
Brahman is the material cause of the universe may be explained :
(1) that Brahman conjointly with Maya is the material cause
(upadana) of the world, like the two strands of a thread which go
to make the string. (2-3) Maya which may be viewed as a power of
Brahman or as dependent on Brahman is the material cause and
Brahman through its association or connection with it, is also, in a
way, the upadana through such Maya. Prakasatman further
explains that on the first view, inasmuch as Brahman and Maya
would both conjointly constitute the material cause of the world,
there would be no violation of the Nirvikara Sruti which should be
understood with reference to Brahman in its state of isolation (i.e.
when not in conjuntion with Maya). In the order two cases, also,
the Nirvikara Sruti is to be understood to refer to Brahman when it
is not colored by Maya or is not acting through Maya.
Vyasatirtha criticises all these explanations. He points out
that in the first case, like the two threads conjointly going to make
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the string, Brahman also would be as much an upadana or
transforming cause as maya and there would be no point in
claiming Brahman alone to be 'Nirvikara' in the process.
Moreover, as both Brahman and Maya are the material cause of
the world, we should expect to find the essential characteristics of
Brahman, viz. Paramarthika reality, consciousness and bliss in the
effect, viz. the world : It cannot be said that only a superposition
of the essential character of the upadana is expected in the effect
and not the actual presence of those characteristics. In that case,
how is the Advaitin justified in claiming that the world actually
possesses the character of anirvacaniyatvam as a product of Maya
or Avidya? If he should say that the world does not possess the
character of Paramarthika reality because it is not solely the
product of Brahman (sanmatropadanakam), then by the same
token, he should refuse to call the world anirvacaniya because it is
not solely produced by Anirvacaniya Maya! Again, if Brahman
associated with Maya is regarded as changing and Brahman
unqualified is to be accepted as unchanging (nirvikara), the
question will be 'Is the qualified entity (visista) to be designated as
Brahman or not? If the qualified entity is Brahman, it could hardly
be unchanging! If it is not to be regarded as Brahman, the question
of regarding Brahman as Upadana would simply not arise. Further,
if the transformation of the Visista is admitted, then such
transformation would be of the same order of reality as the
substratum, which should go against the requirements of the
Vivarta theory, in which the product of Vivarta has a lesser reality
than its substratum. It cannot also be held that real transformation
takes place in the Visista while only an illusory transformation
takes place in the Visesya (the substratum). For, in order to speak
of a Vivarta at all, there should be some illusory transformation in
the Suddha also. Hence it would be difficult to say that the Suddha
is absolutely Nirvikara. If it is said that there is no real Vikara in
the Suddha, then, it would be equally wrong to speak of any actual
transformation in the Visista too, since it is primarily in the
Visesana (Maya) that any real transformation is taking place. As
for the third view that Brahman is to be regarded as Upadana
through Maya and not directly, like the constituent parts (amsa) of
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threads forming the cloth, Vyasatirtha shows that the analogy is
misplaced. The constituent parts (amsa) of the thread are really the
material cause of cloth. But Brahman is not the constituent cause
of Maya. How then could Brahman be regarded as the constituent
cause of the world through Maya?
It would be equally unavailing to define 'Upadanatvam' as
being the substratum of an illusory change. The term 'Upadana' is
nowhere used in philosophical writings in this sense. No one
would designate 'clay', which is the material cause of pot, as the
substratum of the illusory appearance of the pot! Nor is the shell,
the substratum of an illusory appearance of silver spoken of as the
'material cause' of silver, If the Advaitin proposes to define
Upadanatvam in a novel way which has no relation to the
connotation of the term as other philosophers understand it, he
may please himself with such a diversion. But it will not make
Brahman the material cause of the world in the accepted sense of
the term! Finally, Vyasatirtha points out that the advaitic position
that Isvara is efficient cause (nimitta) of the world, Maya the
material cause (upadana) and Suddha-Brahman the substratum of
the illusory appearance of the world makes the thesis of
'Abhinnanimittopadanatva' of 'Brahman' so eagerly sought to be
read into the Prakrtyadhikarana of the Brahmasutras, by Sankara,
pointless.
Madhva thus establishes his point that Brahmopadanatva
theory is logically and textually unsustainable, and philosophically
unsound. We have to stick to Kevala-nimittakaranatva only. This
will not land us is a plurality of causes. The clear fact that Prakrti
is a metaphysically dependent principle like Space and Time
(though eternal), will effectively bar the possibility of plurality of
causes. This point has been established by Madhva under BS
ii.1.15 et.seq.
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CHAPTER XXIX
ESSENCE OF SELFHOOD
SOULS are conceived in Madhva's system system as finite
centres of conscious experience, each with a unique essence of its
own. The essence of individuality is that one finite centre of
experience cannot possess, as its own immediate experience, the
experience of another. It is this non-transferable immediacy of
experience that distinguishes one self from another, in spite of
their possessing certain similar characteristics :

≤"|"EÎ"{˙"<≤™>Ô"ß"ÍÎ"ß"Ø ÈE"·C"E‹"{E"÷ÒÂ"‡ß"{Ó"÷Òß"Ø $ ÈE"·C"E‹"{E"w
„"{iˆ"C"ß"{RÎ"{|"# C˙"”Î"|"Î"{ ls#R"{<lC"{A"{|÷Ò{ª{i&<„"ß"|"# $ (NS, p.507)

E"{ß"

Each has a specific content of consciousness, reality and
bliss and constitutes a focalisation which is nowhere exactly
repeated in nature. Their very raison d'etre is to be distinct
personalities or exclusive focalisations of a common universe. The
best definition of self is that give by Jayatirtha : ÷Ò|"Df|˙"„"{iÍ|"D|˙"U"Í|Î"·Â"i|"w

C"{÷Ò{ªw li∫{<l˙Î"<|"´ªÍ|"w ¡ÒÂ"ß"∫<ß"<|" C"{<A"<C"’ß"Ø (NS, p.633). This refers to a
dynamic personality endowed with the triple properties of will,
cognition and activity. The basis of individuality is to be found in
the uniqueness of 'personality', which is a blending of
consciousness, experience and works, in proportion to its intrinsic
stature (yogyata). It is the core of all hedonistic, ethical and
spiritual activities of man:

È∫<ß"|Î"i˙" Î"{i ˙"iù# C" ¬"”˙" —<|" ÷Òî<|"f|"# $
C" ls#R"” C" C"·R"” ≤"˙" C" Â"{‰"w µ"E‹"ß"{iA"Î"{i# $$1.
The nature of the souls, at its best, is said to be one of
unalloyed bliss and pure intelligence. It is essentially free from
any kind of misery or pain ; C˙"|"<‚"l{E"El{|ß"÷ÒCÎ" ¬"”˙"CÎ" (UKt), though
1. "He who enjoys the happiness and suffers the ills of life,
who is subject to bondage and release is the Jiva. He is indeed in a
position to know himself in all his states as 'I am'".
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subject to a natural gradation of intelligence and bliss in a cosmic
hierarchy of selves and subject always to the Supreme in bondage
and in release. The sense of misery, which is bondage, is external
to their essence and is brought about by a real though misplaced
sense of independence of initiative and conduct: |"CÎ"
ÈÂ"ª{Î"y"|˙"{˙"„"{C"{i&<˙"ù{<E"<ß"y"÷Ò{i „"‡ß"# $2 (NS p.26)

¬"”˙"CÎ" C"·R"¡ÒÂ"CÎ" E" ls#R"w <÷Ò<Å"<lkÎ"|"i $
È|"{i ß"E"{i&<„"ß"{E"iE" ls#R"”„"˙"<|" E"{EÎ"¨"{ $$ (BT XI. 23.54)
The question has been raised : 'If each individual possesses
in finite and material outlines, the perfection of consciousness, it
seems to become a mere point of existence when it casts off the
body and enters release. Will there not be overlapping of souls
there? If not, what is it that distinguishes one from the other ?'
(Radhakrishna, I.Phil. II.p.719). In other words, what is it that
constitutes the essence of selfhood, if we are to subtract from it, as
we should, in the state of release, all the content and vestures that
enfilm its essence and are obviously incidental and nonfundamental to its being or makeup in each case? "We seem to be
reduced to an abstraction of pure being or intelligence–a
monadism. It is merely then an assumption to hold that the single
colorless unit, called 'self', is different in each individual".
It is easy to ask such a question or pass such ex cathedra
juddgments. But it is not easy to give a thoroughly convincing
answer to it, here and now sub-specie alterni. Indeed, we should
be in possession of the highest form of self-realisation, which is
the goal of religion and philosophy, if we should be able, here and
now, to place our finger on what constitutes individuality and
2. Dasgupta (His. of I. Phil iv. p.113) unhappily has misread
and misinterpreted this passage from the NS. Krishnakant
Chaturvedi (Dvait Siddhant Ka Tattvik Anusilan, p. 175) misreads
"Aparayattatvavabhasah" as "Parayattatvavabhasah" which
makes no sense.
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define it in precise terms. That will be unravelling the greatest of
all mysteries, that has remained inscrutable for ages. We should
cease to be embodied, if we catch our selves in their pristine
essence of selfhood unconditioned by the floating perceptions of
heat and cold, light and shade, pleasures and pain. If the Advaitin
can silence the objection to Avidya with the lofty remark that "if
we can understand the relation of Atman to Avidya, we must be
beyond the two"3 the Dvaitin could as well plead with equal
propriety that it would not be possible to deny the doctrine of
intrinsic plurality of selves and their natural graduation, so long as
we have no means of realising the true essence of selfhood here
and no means of proving that there is no basis of distinction in
release. Madhva does not, after all, lay stress merely on sensations,
feeling and bondage, in support of his doctrine of plurality of
selves, as if these were the only movements of the real. It does not
require much argument to show that the real nature of the souls
and their essence of individuality are now hidden from us by some
mysterious veil of ignorance called Avidya4 (Svagunacchadika).
Thanks to the light of Scripture and the exercise of reason and
introspection, we may however expect to lift the veil ever so little
and to take a peep into the truth of things and the vision might be
enlarged as we go up in the scale of discipline and Aparoksa. We
can arrive at some kind of working solution of the problem now by
examining the evidences of Scripture and advancing logically
from the known to the unknown. This is the utmost that the best of
us can do and we need not despair or despise this method, so long
as we have no other means of approach open to us. This
individuality of experience and the impossibility of our entering
into others' experiences with the same fourth dimensional
inwardness, as our own are sufficient prooofs of the basic
3. Radhakrishna, I.Phil. ii.p.577.
4.

≈Â"Â"{l<Î"kÎ"|"i <∫ ˘"{E"{E"El{<l¡ÒÂ"{i&Î"w ¬"”˙" —<|" ëÂ"·wC|˙"{<l˙"|"Øí —|Î"{<lE"{ $
|"›{˙"{E"·Â"e<µ‹"‚" ÈE"·„"˙"<C"’{ $ |"iE"{˙"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i&<C|" <÷Òß"ÂÎ"{˙"ª÷wÒ, Î"iE"{&˙"D|"#
C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"≤"|"EÎ"¡ÒÂ"{i&<Â" E"{&|ß"E"# |"y˙"w ˙"il $ (NS i.1.1)
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distinction of Selves :

Ã˙"w ˙Î"˙"C¨"Î"{ E"{E"{|ß"{E"# <C"’{# $ E" fiCß"{<„"# ‹"ß"f„"il{i ˙"{ <„"Ô"{oÎ"‹"ß"f„"il{i ˙"{
˙Î"˙"C¨"i|Î"å”<÷‡ÒÎ"|"i $ È<Â"|"·, C"·R"ls#R"{E"·C"E‹"{E"„"{˙"{„"{˙"¡ÒÂ"˙Î"˙"C¨"{Î"{ Èå”÷DÒ|"|˙"{|"Ø $ ÈE"·C"E‹"{E"w E"{ß" ÈE"iE" C"·R"iE"{∫w C"·R"” —|Î"E"·„"˙"# $ (Vadaratnavali, ii)
The Nyaya-Vaisesikas grounded their doctrine of
multiplicity of selves in the observed fact of the divergence of
individual experience of happiness and suffering in life :
Vyavasthato nana. Citsukha criticised their concept of 'Vyavastha'
on the ground that it is inconclusive. If 'Vyavastha' stands for
variablity in the experience of pleasure and pain among different
persons, such variability is equally to be seen in one and the same
person, sometimes. Happiness and misery are also experienced by
the same person at the same time in different parts of his own
person. Mutual opposition or conflict (vadhyaghatakabhava)
between, the experiences of pleasure and pain, to be effective,
must be present in a common theatre of operation which cannot be
thought of in respect of individuals having different bodies. For
these reasons, the Logicians' argument in support of plurality of
selves on the basis of 'Sukhaduhkhavyavastha' is inconclusive.
Madhva breaks through this counter-argument of Citsukha by
defining 'Vyavastha' in a more inward sense of 'Anusandhana' or
the identifying experientiality in respect of one's own experience
of happiness and suffering in life, which every individual in the
world is normally in a position to have and is capable of having, as
his distinctive feature. ≤"|"EÎ"ÍÎ"i&E"·C"E‹"{E"w Â"‡ß"{Ó"w E"˙" ≤"{Â"ªß"Ø $ (AV iii.2.18)
This criterion of 'Anusandhana' is the sine qua non of identity of
being (svarupaikya) in a sentient person : ≤"|"EÎ"{˙"<≤™>Ô"ß"Ø ÃiÍÎ"ß"Ø

ÈE"·C"E‹"{E"÷ÒÂ"‡ß"{Ó"÷Òß"Ø $ (NS, p.507)
It is this identifying experientiality in respect of one's innermost
experiences of happiness and suffering that determines identity of
consciousness or personal identity and no other factor. Where
such identifying experientiality is not present, the so-called
oneness of our selves that one sometimes speaks of in some
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expansive mood has to be put down as mere rhetorical flourish
(namamatram).
Jayatirtha poins out that the absence of such 'Anusandhana'
in respect of one's past lives does not nullify the truth of this
criterion5. For, it is not claimed that all sentient beings at all times
have this identifying experientiality, even with respect to their own
earlier experiences in the same life, let alone those of previous
lives. The example of 'Jatismaras' recognised in the Yoga Sastra is
a strong proof that such anusandhana is not a myth. Due
allowance has to be made for the human frailty of forgetfulness
and loss of memory. However, what is contended and affirmed, as
Jayatirtha says, in respect of 'anusandhana' is that a sentient being
who sometimes experiences an identifying experientiality with a
being is identical with it and one who never at any time in his life
does so is not identical with that being. Since identifying
experientiality is the sole criterion of self-identity, it goes without
saying that where it is absent self-identity too must necessarily be
non-existent.

Î"‚"i|"E"{i Î"|C˙"¡ÒÂ"w ÷Òl{<≤"lE"·C"E‹"y"i, C" |"iE" È<„"Ô"#, Î"{i E"{E"·C"E‹"y"i C" |"iE"
E"{<„"Ô" —<|" |"li÷ÒÂ"‡ß"{Ó"÷ÒCÎ" |"<Ô"˙"Dy"{ <E"˙"D<y"ªi˙" $ E" ≤" ≤"i|"E"|˙"w U"ÍÎ"<E"˙"|"fE"ß"Ø $
≈„"Î"˙"{<l<C"’-|˙"{|"Ø $ |"Cß"{li÷Ò|"˙" <E"˙"|"f|"i $ (NS, p.507)
The criterion of 'Anusandhana' in respect of Caitanyaikya or
oneness of being between sentients is also sufficient to rule out
identity of Jiva and Brahman in Moksa. So far as the Jiva is
concerned, it is accepted by all that he is not, here and now, in a
position to experience such 'anusandhana' in respect of his identity
with the 'Nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavam Brahma'. If that
Brahman too, in its turn, is not experiencing its oneness with the
Jiva, it is as good as a non-existent identity. It cannot be argued
that the absence of 'anusandhana' of his identity with Brahman by
5. E"

≤" Â"‡{ˆ„"˙"”Î"ls#R"{ùE"·C"E‹"{E"<ß"l{E"”w E"{<C|", È<C|" ≤"ÍÎ"<ß"<|" ˙Î"<„"≤"{ª#
U"äE"”Î"# $ E" <∫ ˙"Î"w C"l{&E"·C"E‹"{E"w µ"‡±ß"# $ (NS p.507)
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the Jiva here and now in the state of bondage is merely due to the
impendiment of Avidya and is not due to the fact of its not being
true. One would like to know how the Monist is so sure of this.
The Dualist philosopher, on the other hand, is persuaded that the
identity is not a fact because there is no identifying experientiality
of it. It will be conceded that whatever may be the impendiments
in the way of the Jiva experiencing such identity, now, Brahman
which is all-knowing is under no such predicament or
impendiment. It should, therefore, be experiencing such identity,
But it is clear from the Lord's pronouncement in Gita XV. 18 that
the Supreme Brahman is fully conscious of its difference and
distinction from the individual self 6. It is no answer to this
objection that Krsna of the Gita is only 'Isvara' (God). For, we
have no evidence of a being higher than Krshna to be called
'Brahman'. For Krsna Himself assures us in the same context that
He is the highest Purusa known as 'Paramatma' (XV.18). Even in
Sankara's philosophy, Isvara is deemed to be omniscient. An
identity which is neither felt nor experienced by an omniscient
being can hardly be a fact. Madhva has not left us in any doubt as
to the true nature of state of the souls in Moksa. They are not
formless beings or colourless points but atomic individuals with
their own specific forms and lineaments. They have spiritual
bodies of their own with appropriate organs (see BS iv.4.10, 16
and BSPC.Vol.III, pp.790-94) and have names and forms which
are beyond the knowledge of those still in bondage7.
6. See

µ"∫…<E" ß"i ˙Î"|"”|"{<E" ¬"Eß"{<E" |"˙" ≤"{¬"·fE" $
|"{EÎ"∫w ˙"il C"˙"{f<Ó" E" |˙"w ˙"i|¨" Â"ªE|"Â" $$ (Gita, IV.5)

7. ß"·Í|"{E"{w C"¯˘"{&<Â"
BrhUp iv.4)

E"{EÎ"˘"{fÎ"|"i U"{Àw <˙"E"{ $

(Madhva’s Commentary on

È˘"ªE"˙"ˆ"|"{EÎ"<Â" <˙"kÓ"{ <C¨"|"{E"{w ß"·Í|"{E"{w <„"Ô"{EÎ"i˙" E"{ß"¡ÒÂ"{<Ó" C"E|Î"i˙" $
(Madhva’s Commentary on PransUp vi).
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CHAPTER XXX
METAPHYSICAL DEPENDENCE OF SOULS
IN spite of their intrinsic nature of consciousness and bliss,
the souls, as finite beings, are in a state of absolute dependence
and limitation at all times, in bondage and release. Release is only
from the fetters which prevent the realisation of their true natures
and their metaphysical dependence on Brahman. Dependence is
not a passing chapter in their lives. The eightfold determinations
of the cosmos are simply the expression of such dependence. Such
dependence is most vividly felt in the prenatal and post-mortem
conditions of life,

Î"Cß"{lØ ˆ"„"fC¨"CÎ" ¬"”˙"CÎ"iX"ª|˙"w E"{<C|", È|"{i <E"‹"E"{E"E|"ªw E"ª÷Ò{<lˆ"ß"E"{Ô" <˙"ù|"i $
(BT, x.37.23)
as well as in Pralaya, dreams, deep sleep and swoons. It is only in
the Waking state of sthiti that man is found to arrogate
independence to himself. He lies helpless and weak at other times,
both before and after. It may, therefore, be concluded that even
this temporary assumption of independence is misplaced.

<˙"kÓ"{iª‹"”E"w Â"‡{÷ØÒ C"Di># |"¨"˙" ≤" eÎ"{lE"· $
ÈCÎ" C"y˙"Â"‡˙"DyÎ"{<l <˙"U"ik"iÓ"{<‹"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i $$
C˙"{|"E‰Î"w <C¨"<|"÷Ò{ei |"· ÷Ò¨"<Å"lØ µ"·<’ß"{i∫|"# $
Â"‡|"”Î"ß"{E"ß"<Â" |"· |"Cß"{Ô"˙"i<|" ˆ"ßÎ"|"i $$ (BT, ii.9.33)
|"E˙"{ C˙"C˙"{<ß"C"ßµ"E‹"# Â"‡Â"Å"{i&CÎ" U"ª”´ªÓ"# $
˙"C|"·|"{i&C"{ E" ≤"˙"{<C|" Â"ªß"{|ß"˙"U"i Î"|"# $
|"E˙"{<l÷Ò# |"¨"{&ÂÎ"ik" fi<„"ß"{E"{|"Ø Â"‡MUÎ"|"i $$

(Commentary on

MandUp)
The description of impending death in ChanUp vi.15, where
all psychophysical powers are merged in their causes one after the
other is another graphic example of the soul's absolute
dependence. The very fact of its achieving freedom from the
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shackles of Prakrti by the grace of God is an unmistakable proof of
its continued dependence on Him, even in release. It would be
preposterous to expect the essential metaphysical dependence of
finite beings on the Independent to be cut off at any time. It cannot
be destroyed without destroying the very constitution of the self as
a Pratibimba of the Infinite. The relationship of Bimbapratibimba
between Brahman and Jivas, being the result of Avidya, in
Advaita, is taken to be destroyed in release along with the
extinction of individuality as such. But the same relation being
Svabhavika and not due to Upadhis, in Madhva's view, is not,
therefore, liable to destruction in Moksa. Hence its persistence in
relase also along with the persistence of individuality, shorn of all
obscuring elements. Madhva, therefore, holds that even in the state
of Moksa the realisation of personal bliss, to the full, is dependent
on the will of the Supreme :

È˘"{E"{w ˘"{E"l{i <˙"kÓ"·˘"{f<E"E"{w ß"{iA"l‚" C"# $
È{E"Ell‚" ß"·Í|"{E"{w C" Ã˙"÷Ò{i ¬"E"{lfE"# $$ (AV, i.1.1)
The limitations of the soul are, therefore, partly intrinsic and
partly extrinsic –

Â"ª{‹"”E"‚" µ"’‚" C˙"°Â"˘"{E"C"·R"i<∫|"# $
È°Â"U"<Í|"# C"l{ik"‚" ¬"”˙"{|ß"{ *** $$ (BT, i.2.22)
The extrinsic ones are terminable. The intrinsic remain with
the self. The limitations of the self are, in general expressed in and
through the eightfold determinations of cosmic life, which
includes life in Moksa also, to which they are subject. Though
essentially uncreated, they are, nevertheless, associated from
eternity with a series of material coils known as Avaranas. They
are : (1) Linga-sarira or the subtle body or psychophysical
mechanism of sixteen elements. This carries the causal
potentialities that lead to a number of future lives, in the fulness of
time ; (2) Prarabdhakarma or Karma which has begun to bear fruit;
(3) Kama or desire which is the seed of activity; and (4) positive
ignorance („"{˙"¡ÒÂ"{˘"{E") or Avidya which is both real and
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destructible. This is not simply a negative element (˘"{E"{„"{˙")1. It
must be recognised as a positive force in view of its being a
product of Tamoguna encircling the soul and getting destroyed by
Aparoksajnana. The essence of this Ignorance is the assumption of
independence and initiative and looking upon the accessories
given to the self as his own, in his own right:

|"CÎ"{Â"ª{Î"y"|˙"{˙"„"{C"{i&<˙"ù{<E"<ß"y"÷Ò{i „"‡ß"# $ (NS, p.26)
The locus of this Ignorance is the self. Such ignorance is not
incompatible with the self-luminous character of the self,
inasmuch as the Supreme Being which is Independent and All
powerful (Èx"<N>|"x"N>E"{Â"N>”Î"{E"Ø) obscures a part of the self's nature by
means of Prakrti. This positive nescience has two aspects –
Jivacchadika and Paramacchadika. The former conceals the true
nature of the self (qua Pratibimba and metaphysically dependent
on Brahman) from itself (Svagunacchadika) whereby man comes
to assume independence of initiative and believes himself and the
world around to be self-subsisting :

<ü|"”Î"{ Â"‡÷DÒ<|"# Â"‡{iÍ|"{ |"ÿ…Â"{ <∫ ˆ"·Ó"{ÀÎ"# $
|"ik"{w C"E|"{Â"¬"{i „"{˙"{i ß"ß"{∫<ß"<|" Î"{ ß"<|"# $$ (BT, ii.9.2)
Indeed, it is the assumption of this independence that is the
root-cause of bondage : Â"‡ß"{l{|ß"÷Ò|˙"{lØ µ"E‹"CÎ" (BSB). The marvellous
1. Dasgupta (I.Phil.iv.9.159) is not correct in stating that
ignorance (avidya) in Madhva's system 'is a nagative substance
which , by God's will veils the natural intelligence of all". He has
misread and misinterpreted the passage from the NS relating to this
topic. Dr. K. Narain (Critique of Madhva Refutation of Sankara
Vedanta p.158) also repeats the same mistake.
Read :

È|"# ÷Ò{ß"÷Òß"{fù<|"´ªÍ|"w ß"{Î"{<˙"ù{Â"‡÷DÒ<|"´ª|Î"{<lU"µl{<„"‹"iÎ"ß"Ø
ÈE"{ùi˙" <÷Òß"<Â" ÿ˙Î"ß"å”÷Ò|"f˙Î"ß"Ø $ (NS)
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hold of this ignorance on people which makes them oblivious of
their own weaknesses, while being alive to the shortcomings of
others, is effectively portrayed in the Visnurahasya :

Â"ªik"{w ª{iˆ"∫|"{fª# C˙"ª{iˆ"w E" <˙"¬"{E"|"i $
Ã|"Eß"{Î"{µ"ew <˙"kÓ"{iß"f∫{U"Í|"iß"f∫{|ß"E"# $$
It would, thus, be seen that dependence is the distinctive
mark of the finite at all times. It may find expression in one or
more of the eightfold determinations of cosmic development. It is
for this reason that Madhva brings the eternal substances also
under the causal scheme of Brahman, by means of the doctrine of
Paradhinavisesapati2.
The second type of Ignorance prevents the souls from
realising the true nature of their dependence on God and their
intrinsic resemblance to Him. Such ignorance is beginningless but
has an end. There is no logical impropriety in conceiving of an end
to what may be beginningless and conversely of an endless
continuity to what may have a beginning – e.g. Moksa These are
facts accepted by reason and supported by Srutis :
ÈE"{<lß"{Î"Î"{ C"·¥"{i Î"l{ ¬"”˙"# Â"‡µ"·‹Î"|"i (MandUp ii.7)
The source of bondage is also in the same way to be put
down ultimately to the will of God. There is no other explanation
of the beginningless association of ignorance obscuring the selves
except the mysterious will of Brahman :

È|"{i µ"E‹"{i&<Â" |"|" Ã˙"i|Î"¨"f# C"|"{w <˙"ß"·<Í|"l{<ükÓ"{iß"·f<Í|"Î"fù„Î"·Â"iÎ"|"i $
µ"E‹"{i&<Â" |"|" Ã˙" CÎ"{lØ Î"Cß"{li÷Ò# |"Î"{i# Â"‡„"·# $$ (BT, X.94.16)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. The dependence of eternal substances on God, is accepted by Vedanta
Desika also: <E"|Î"{E"{w C˙"C˙"¡ÒÂ"<C¨"|Î"{i# Â"ªß"{|ß"C"ä°Â"{E"·<˙"‹"{<Î"|˙"w E"{ß" |"<Ô"|Î"i≤™>{<C"’|˙"ß"Ø $.
He defines such dependence as the possibility of reversal when it
no longer pleases God to let them be : |"Ç" È<E"≤™>{C"ß„"˙"i <E"˙"|"f<Î"|"·w U"ÍÎ"|˙"ß"{‰"ß"Ø $
(Commentary on RGB p.9. Ananda Press Edn. Madras).
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µ"E‹"÷Ò{i „"˙"Â"{U"iE" „"˙"Â"{U"{Ç" ß"{i≤"÷Ò# $
÷Ò˙"°Î"l# Â"ªw µ"‡h" <˙"kÓ"·ªi˙" C"E"{|"E"# $$3 (Skanda quoted by Sridhara)
It is the will of Lord that the souls shall know Him and
realise their respective selfhood only by cleansing themselves of
the impurities of Prakrti and the distractions of Avidya, after a
long arduous process of physical, intellectual and moral effort and
spiritual discipline. The seed must be planted in the earth before it
could sprout and develop into a fruit-tree. The accessories of
Lingadeha, Prarabdha-Karma, etc. are just the material
environment provided by God to help the Jivas to unfold
themselves. This is indeed the raison d'etre of creation according
to the Visnurahasya :

ÈE"{<l÷Òß"fÓ"{ µ"’{ ¬"”˙"{ <E"|Î"w fiE"E|"U"# $
<eåli∫Î"·|"{# C"˙"if Â"<|"|"{ ß"±<≤™f>|"{ —˙" $$
Î"<l |"i C¨"±eli∫iE" Î"·|"{ E" CÎ"·´ªß"i&<R"e{# $
÷Ò¨"w ÷Òß"{f<Ó" ÷·Ò˙"”fªE"Ø <˙"kÓ"·„"<Í|"Â"ª{æØ>ß"·R"{# $
ÈÂ"±Ó"f„"Í|"Î"C|"i ˙"{ ÷Ò¨"w ß"{iA"ß"˙"{Â"n·Î"·# $$ 4(Chap. V)

-

There is thus, no problem at all of the first Fall of Man, in
3. "If it is accepted that release is conferred on good souls
by the giver of Moksa, it must be admitted that bondage also is
due to Him as the Lord of both is the same."
"Visnu is the eternal Brahman, the giver of Moksa. He is the
one who binds the souls with the bonds of rebirth and frees them."
4. "Countless are the souls bound by beginningless karma.
They lie in the womb of Prakrti, wrapped in their Lingasarira as in
a swoon. If they are not pulled out of their sleep and provided with
gross bodies, sense organs, etc., how can they perform Karmas
devoted to the Lord; and unless their devotion expresses itself in
concrete forms and reaches fulfilment, how can they attain
Moksa?
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Madhva's philosophy. The question is only of the Ascent of Man by
degrees, after he has qualified himself steadily through sincere
effort to realise the full force and content of his personality. Not
having possessed the freedom and purity of the Supreme at any
time in their lives, or having been 'in any way sharers in the
Divine nature' the question does not also arise for Madhva, of how
the souls come to 'lose these and transfer themselves to the rule of
Karma' (Radhakrishna, I.Phil. ii.p.695) 'Ramanuja holds that
neither reason nor scripture can tell us how Karma got the souls
into its power, because, the cosmic process is beginningless' (ibid,
695-696). It
is true enough that the cosmic process is
beginningless; but it is the souls that forge their own chains due to
the basic nature of their Svarupa.
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CHAPTER XXXI
SELF-LUMINOSITY OF SOULS
THE individual soul, as a sentient being, is admitted by
Madhva to be self-luminous (svaprakasa). It is not merely of the
form of knowledge (jnanasvarupa) but is a knower (jnatr). The
conception of the self as a conscious personality is the same as it is
respect of God :

C˙"˙"iy"{ ˙"ilE"w ≤" C˙"w C˙"iE" ˙"iù# C" ÷iÒU"˙"# $
Â"ªCÎ" ˙"iy"{ <˙"<y"‚" ˙"iù‚"{<Â" Â"ª# *** $$ (GT xiii.13)
except for the fact that even the self-luminosity of the Jiva is
dependent on the Supreme, which makes bondage possible : ¬"”˙"{E"{w

C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"w |"|Â"‡C"{l{|"Ø C˙"˙"ilE"ß"Ø $ (GT xiii.13)
Self-luminosity, in the Advaita, is a state of pure consciousness,
without a subject-object relation : È˙"iù|˙"i C"<|", ÈÂ"ª{iA"˙Î"˙"∫{ªÎ"{iˆÎ"|˙"ß"Ø
(Citsukha). But this is self-contradictory. The Atman must be both
a knowing subject (jnatr) and the object of his own knowledge. He
should know himself and others and be known by them also.
Jayatirtha, therefore, rejects the Prabhakara view of the self as
essentially jada, in that it is non-intelligent, being only the
substratum of qualities like consciousness, action, enjoyment and
suffering1. The Bhattas, though conceding the Atman to be both
conscious and the substratum of consciousness, hold that he is not
self-conscious (sva-jnatr) but is only inferred through ahampratyaya (ego-consciousness). This is also rejected by Madhva,
who holds that the Atman must be self-intuiting2. The
epistemological dogma of Advaita that the subject of all
knowledge cannot itself be an object of knowledge, for fear of
offending the dictum of the impossibility of the subject operating
on itself (kartrkarmabhavavirodha) is rejected by Madhva as
1.

C" ≤" ˘"{E"C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" <„"Ô"|˙"{É"a>#, ¬"{E"{ß"”<|" ˘"{E"{oÎ"|˙"iE"˙" „"{<|", E" |"·
˘"{E"¡ÒÂ"|˙"iE" $ (Nyayaratnavali)
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2.

E" ≤"{&|ß"E"# C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"i <˙"˙"<l|"˙Î"ß"Ø $ È∫<ß"|Î"E"·„"˙"{|"Ø $ E" ≤"{Î"w
ß"{E"C"{i&E"·-„"˙"# $ |"CÎ"{<Â" ˘"{Î"ß"{E"|˙"iE"{E"·„"˙"{E|"ª{E˙"ik"Ó"i&E"˙"C¨"{E"{|"Ø $ ÷ÒCÎ"<≤"lE"·„"˙"CÎ" C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"i, C˙"{|ß"E" Ã˙" |"|"Ø $ <¬"˘"{C"{Î"{ß"i˙"{E"·„"˙"{i&E"·„"±Î"|" —<|" E" ˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø $
ÈE"·„"˙"<˙"ª{i‹"{|"Ø $ E" fi˘"{Î"ß"{E"˘"{E"C"›{˙"i <÷Ò<Å"Eß"{E"ß"Ø $ E" ≤" C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"C"w<˙"l{oÎ"|"Î"{ È{|ß"{ È˙"„"{C"|" —<|" Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ È{y"´ª÷Ò{E"·Cß"D<|"<C"’C"{k"·<¥"÷Ò{E"·„"˙"{„"{˙"Â"‡C"å{|"Ø $ E" <∫ C"·k"·¥"{˙"{|ß"{<|"´ªÍ|"{ C"w<˙"lC|"”<|" C"ß„"˙"<|" $ C"w<˙"l{|ß"÷Ò|˙"{Ç"{&|ß"E"{i E" C"w<˙"l —˙" C"w<˙"l{oÎ"|"Î"{ Â"‡|"”<|"# $ (È|"# C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U" È{|ß"{) (TP
i.1.1)
"The self-luminosity of Jiva cannot be disputed as there is
the indubitable experience of the self as 'I am'. This cannot be
explained away as an experience by the mind, as the Logicians do.
For, as the mental perception is also the objective content of
consciousness, it would lead to a regress if we admit another and
so on. If there is, however, some experience in the chain which is
self revealing, the distinction may as well as given to the primary
experience of 'I am'. It is far-fetched to argue that knowledge is
revealed only when there is a desire to know that it has arisen.
Such a position is unfaithful to everybody's experience. The
Prabhakara view is that the self is established only as the
substratum of consciousness which alone is self-evident (in respect
of knowledge, knower and known). In that case one will have to
forswear one's experience of one's own self in the state of
dreamless sleep, given by the recollection of it immediately after
one wakes up from it. There is no evidence that there is any
consciousness other than the Atman in dreamless sleep. As the
Atman is itself of the nature and essence of consciousness, there is
no need for it to be presented as the substratum of another
consciousness, even as the Samvid (consciousness) of the
Prabhakara philosophy is not presented as the substratum of
another Samvid. Thus the Svaprakasatva (self-revealed nature) of
Jivatman is established without difficulty."
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
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unwarranted by Scripture and Experience3. The acceptance of
'Visesas' in the self, enables Madhva to get over the difficulty of
partial obscuration of the self's nature, in bondage, without
denying the law of identity. Visesa is the agency by which
Madhva is able to divide consciousness from itself.
Such an explanation will not be available to the Advaitin,
to whom Atman is essentially colourless and aspectless (nirvisesa)
so that there is bound to be great difficulty in accounting for the
temporary and partial obscuration of atma-svarupa by Avidya or
Ajnana :

<E"<˙"fU"ik"i C˙"Î"ß„"{|"i <÷Òß"˘"{E"{˙"D|"w „"˙"i|"Ø? (AV i.1.1)
<E"<˙"fU"ik"|˙"{l{|ß"E"{i E"{E"<‹"ˆ"|"{i <˙"U"ik"# $ <C"’|˙"{|"Ø C˙"¡ÒÂ"CÎ", <˙"U"ik"{„"{˙"{Ç"
E"{˘"{E"w ÷ÒCÎ"<≤"l{˙"ª÷Òß"Ø $ (Madhva, Mayavada Khandana)
The Srutis also establish Atman to be an active knower,
employing terms like Vijnatr with the suffix (tr) in the active
sense, which Sankara is at pains to explain away as a reference to
a philosophical looking back upon the world that was („"±|"Â"±˙"fˆ"|Î"{
But this explanation breaks down, elsewhere, in
BrhUp.i.4.10, where the Supreme Being is said to have known
itself as "I am Brahman", when it existed all alone prior to creation
in a state of blessedness. The knowability of the self must be
recognised, if the pursuit of Brahmavicara is to have any meaning.
The plea of kartrkarmabhavavirodha is unsustainable here. We
can not surrender facts to a mere dogma : E"<∫ ˙"C|"·Â"´ªA"Î"{|"Ø

<E"lifU"#).

Jayatirtha says that the opposition of subjectobject in a proposition like 'I know myself', if due merely to the
way of defining objectivity in the manner of the grammarians as
Parasamavetakriyaphalasalitvam (or 'reaping the fruit accruing
from an act, inhering in another), can be overcome by redefining

Â"‡<÷‡ÒÎ"{Â"´ªA"Î"{i µ"e˙"{E"Ø.

-------------------------------------------------------------------3. E" ≤" ÷Ò|"Df÷Òß"f<˙"ª{i‹"{i E"{ß"{<C|" —|Î"‰" <÷Ò<Å"|"Ø ß"{E"ß"Ø ; o·|Î"E"·„"˙"<C"’|˙"{Ç"

C˙"lU"fE"{li# $ (Madhva's Commentary on AA II.2.3)
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subject and object in such a way as to avoid the overlapping
The Advaitic Atman could not be
invested with any kind of self-luminosity. The idea would
presuppose some objective content. Such a content may be either
one's own self or an 'Other'. The Advaitin is prepared to concede
neither. The self cannot be the object of such a luminosity. The
reality of another self is not admitted. The only sense then in
which we are entitled to speak of the Atman as Svaprakasa in
Advaita will be that it has no luminosity with reference to either
(Tdyt, p.18b) In the absence of any objective or subject reference
of luminosity, it would be just non-luminous : <˙"k"Î"˙"<¬"f|"# Â"‡÷Ò{U" Ã˙" E"

<÷‡ÒÎ"{oÎ"# ÷Ò|"{f, <÷‡ÒÎ"{<˙"k"Î"# ÷Òß"f.

„"˙"<|" (Tdy), which is elucidated by Jayathirtha È{|ß"{ E" Â"‡÷Ò{U"#,
Â"‡÷Ò{UÎ"U"±EÎ"|˙"{lØ x"N>˙"|"Ø. There is no reason to make an exception in the
case of the Atman alone and claim luminosity for him even in the
absence of an objective reference or content ñ CÎ"{lÂÎ"i˙"w Î"ùi˙"w Â"‡ß"{Ó"w

CÎ"{|"Ø, E"|"l<C|"

(Tdyt, p.19b). Nothing beyond the pale of Pramanas

could be described as real : Â"‡ß"{Ó"{„"{˙"i

C"|Î"|˙"w E" CÎ"{<l|Î"CÎ", Â"‡ß"{Ó"iE" <˙"E"{
<C"’–|"”|Î"CÎ" ÈE"·y"ª|˙"{|"Ø; <C"’–·Â"{Î"{E|"ªCÎ"{E"·Â"EÎ"C|"|˙"{|"Ø $ (VTNt, p.96b)
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CHAPTER XXXII
MADHVA'S THEORY OF BONDAGE :
SVABHAVAJNANAVADA
ACCORDING to Madhva, souls exist from eternity in the
choas of a material milieu under the ken of God. At the conclusion
of each Mahapralaya, He brings them to the forefront of creation1.
He has no purpose in doing so, save that of helping the souls2 to
exhaust through enjoyment (bhoga) the heavy load of Karma and
Vasanas lying to their credit from time immemorial and thus work
out their destinies3. Creation is, thus, an indispensable requisite
for the ripening of individual Karma and the full development of
each soul. This self-development, when complete, leads the soul to
its deserts. Madhva thus guarantees both the integrality of the
souls, insofar as they exist from eternity as finite beings and the
independence of God as their Ruler. This enables him to meet and
satisfy the demands of both the moral and the religious
consciousness of man.
The bonds and impurities of the souls are not, however,
their essential nature (svarupa), at any rate, of those of the highest
order3*. The good among the uncreated souls lying in the Womb
1. MbhTN-1,1-3
2. „"±|Î" <E"¬"{<o|"¬"E"CÎ" <∫ C"D¬Î"C"Dƒ>{˙"”A"{

µ"„"±˙" $ (ibid)

3. È{|ß"Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"{Î" CÂ"D∫{w o·<|"ª˙"{ªÎ"|"Ø $

ëE" Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"˙"y˙"iE"í —|Î"|" È{∫ ¬"ˆ"ûsP# $$
È|"{i ëE" Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"˙"y˙"{|"Øí —<|" ∫i|"·w µ"‡·˙"{Ó"# C"±‰"÷Ò{ª# È{|ß"Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"{i˜iU"ß"i˙" <E"˙"{´ª|"˙"{E"Ø,
E" Â"ªÂ"‡Î"{i¬"E"{i˜iU"ß"Â"”<|" $ o·<|"ª<Â" ëÈ{¥"÷Ò{ß"CÎ" ÷Ò{ CÂ"D∫{í —<|" ∫i|"·ˆ"„"f<˙"U"ik"Ó"w
Â"‡Î"·"{E"{ È{|ß"Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"CÂ"D∫{ß"i˙"{&<A"Â"<|", Â"ªÂ"‡Î"{i¬"E"CÂ"D∫{ß"„Î"·Â"|"”<|" ˘"{Î"|"i $ (NS)
Cf. ëÎ"‰" <‰"C"ˆ"{if ß"Dk"{í- Î"‰"i<|" <˙"U"ik"Ó"{Ô"{EÎ"‰" $ |"<ük"Î" Ã˙" ß"Dk"{ $ (BT, i.1.1)
3*. µ"eß"{E"El È{i¬"‚" C"∫{i˘"{E"ß"E"{÷·Òeß"Ø $
C˙"¡ÒÂ"{ÓÎ"i˙" ¬"”˙"CÎ" *** $$ (BSB, II.3.31)
Ã|"Ç" C"É"”˙"<˙"k"Î"ß"Ø $ (TP)
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of Prakrti from the beginningless past are like the veins of gold
and nuggets imbedded in the rocks. They can be reclaimed only
after they have been crushed, washed, sifted and melted down in
the crucible. The same principle applies to the other categories of
souls also, all of whom are to be brought to the surface of life from
the depths of Prakrtic stupor in which they have lain all along.
God in His mercy provides them with the conditions suitable to
their gradual evolution, at the right time, at the end of each
Mahapralaya. This is known as 'srjyasrsti'.
Creation is beginningless in time, but is all the same subject
to the Lord's pleasure. He is the ultimate cause (metaphysically) of
their bondage, – not in the sense that He threw them into it at a
certain point of time in history, but that its continuous association
with them is, in every way, subject to Him and its riddance will
depend on His grace and cooperation 4. Its onset is rendered
possible by the power of concealment or obscuration of the true
nature of souls, which is vested in the Lord 5 and which
corresponds to the "Tirodhana-Sakti" recognised by Srikantha and
in Tamil Saivism, as one of the five characteristics of
Paramesvara.
The bondage of souls is due to a deep-rooted and
beginningless involvement (abhimana) with the modifications of
the mind stuff after being brought to the surface of creation. This
involvement finds expression in a superimposed identifying
experientiality towards them as belonging to their own selves,
independently of any higher dispensing Power. As such an
identifying experientiality responsible for the happiness and
miseries of life is an incontestable fact of our lives as we know it
from our own personal experience of Saksi; it cannot be dismissed
as unreal or imaginary. The involvement no doubt presupposes an
element of superimposition but it is superimposition of what is
¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
4. Â"ª{<„"‹Î"{E"{y"· <|"ª{i<∫|"w |"|"{i fiCÎ" µ"E‹"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{ $ (BS iii.2.5)
5. ß"y"# Cß"D<|"˘"{fE"ß"Â"{i∫E"w ≤" $ (Gita XV. 15; Cf. SvetUp VI.16)
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real in itself on account of inextricable personal association6. The
termination of this entanglement with Prakrtic meshes can only be
achieved by God's grace earned through Sadhanas. Such is the
essence of Madhva's view of the reality and terminability of
bondage.
It may, no doubt, appear to be a despotic thing for God to
envelop the souls in beginningless Maya;7 but as already pointed
out, it is a necessary evil in the scheme of the universe. The
association with Prakrtic bonds is a necessary step in the spiritual
evolution of souls and is, therefore, permitted by God. It is an
ordeal through which everyone of them has to pass before
attaining his or her full stature, – whatever that might be. It is the
desire of the Almighty that the souls shall fulfil themselves only in
this way and in no other. And there is no questioning His Will, as
He is Satyasamkalpa.
The phenomenon of beginningless bondage may be looked
at from another angle also. It is generally referred to as an
'obscuration' or concealment of the nature of Souls, a 'Tirodhana'
6. Read : ls#R"{l”E"{w ≤"{E|"#÷ÒªÓ"Â"´ªÓ"{ß"|˙"iE" Â"ªß"{¨"f|˙"{|"Ø |"lE"·C"E‹"{|"D|˙"CÎ"

ls#<R"|˙"CÎ" ¬"”˙"i Â"ªß"{¨"f|˙"{|"Ø E" ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" <ß"¨Î"{|˙"<ß"|Î"¨"f# $ (UpKh.
Mandaramanjari)
E" ≤"{E|"#÷ÒªÓ"U"ª”ªi<EÿÎ"<˙"k"Î"{Ó"{w |"’ß"{fÓ"{w
ls#R"{l”E"{w ≤" <ß"¨Î"{|˙"ß"Ø $ C˙"¡ÒÂ"C"|"{ß"<Â" |"{l{|ßÎ"|"|C"ßµ"<E‹"|˙"{„Î"{ß"{ª{iÂ"iÓ"˙"
˙Î"˙"∫{ª{iÂ"Â"y"i# $ E" ≤" È{ª{i<Â"|"|˙"ß"{‰"iÓ" <ß"¨Î"{|˙"ß"Ø $ È{|ß"E"{i&<Â" ÈE|"#÷ÒªÓ"{<lk˙"{ª{i<Â"|"|˙"iE" <ß"¨Î"{|˙"Â"‡C"å{|"Ø $ Èå”÷DÒ|"w ≤" Â"ªiÓ" ÈE|"#÷ÒªÓ"{<lk˙"{|ß"{‹Î"{C"#,
Î"¨"{iÍ|"ß"Ø-ë|"w Â"‡|Î"ˆ"{|ß"{E"w C"˙"fC"{<A"Ó"w |"<üÂ"Î"fÎ"iÓ"{E|"#÷ÒªÓ"{<lk˙"‹Î"CÎ"<|"í—<|" $$ (NS)
7. 'Maya' is understood in Madhva's philosophy as the
mysterious will of the Lord (Madhva, BSB 1.4.25). A similar
power is ascribed to Ajnana itself in Advaita È˘"{E"ß"{˙"ªÓ"(Samksepasariraka,i.20). It is not inconceivable
that a Svatantra-Cetana should have such a power.

<˙"„"‡ß"U"<Í|"Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø
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as the author of the BS calls it (iii 2.5). This is more in the nature
of a benevolent act of prevention of their premature manifestation
which would be harmful to them. The Sutrakara has given us a
significant analogy : Pumstvadivat (BS, ii.3.31). Manifestation of
sexual power in children is rightly prevented by God's law of
nature, till adolescence sets in when all the other parts of the body
and the mind are duly developed and prepared to contribute to its
successful implementation and enjoyment.
Instead of questioning the wisdom of this 'obscuration' it
would be wiser for us to know that in our present imperfect state,
bondage and obscuration induced in us by the Will of the Lord are
verily blessings in disguise. Our life would be intolerable to us if
through the power of Bhavarupajnana we are not bound by
attachment and affection to our near and dear ones and the
responsibilities of our life and not kept mercifully ignorant of what
goes on in other's minds and their and our past and future
misdeeds!
The bonds of souls are thus real in that they are not
imaginary. They have no beginning in time though depending
always on His will. The essence of this bondage is ignorance and
misunderstanding of the nature of God and of one's own self:

|"CÎ" C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"CÎ"{<Â" ¬"”˙"CÎ" Â"ªß"iX"ªi≤™>Î"{ Â"ªß"iX"ªi C˙"‹"ß"ifk"· ≤"{˘"{E"w
C"ß„"˙"|Î"i˙" $ È˘"{E"ß"<Â" C"|Î"ß"i˙" E" È˘"{E"÷Ò<°Â"|"ß"Ø $8 (NS, p.54)
That is precisely what the Brahmajnanvada of Sankara denies.
According to it, it is Brahman that is really obscured by ignorance
------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. "Even though the Jiva is self-luminous, it is possible that
by the will of God he remains in ignorance of some aspects of his
own self and or the Supreme Being. There is nothing impossible in
this, because the Jiva (as conceived in Mahdva philosophy) is a
Sa-visesa personality. Such ignorance is also real and not an
unreal something brought about by Mulavidya (as the Advaita
would have it).
-
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and appears as the individual9 Madhva's view has certainly one
advantage over it, in that one can understand a finite being
suffering from ignorance; but not an Infinite Independent
Brahman. The greatest stumbling block to the Advaitic view is
that Ignorance can never invade Brahman which is both
independent and of the nature of self-luminosity and absolute
consciousness (Svaprakasajnanasvarupam). Madhva rightly points
out the weakness and untenability of its theory of bondage10.

È˘"{|"{&<R"eC"w˙"iy"·x"fN>|"i E" ÷·Ò|"‚"E" $
≈Â"{<‹"„"il{lØ x"N>|" —<|" ≤"i|C" C˙"„"{˙"|"# $
È˘"{E"|"{i ˙"{ ? ü|"CÎ" C"|Î"|"{ C˙"|" Ã˙" ≤"i|"Ø $$

(UpKh)
If Brahman is the only real that exists, where and whence can
ignorance come in? If it is rendered possible by the intervention of
'Upadhi', the question would arise about the Upadhi itself, viz.,
whether it is a real and an essential feature of Brahman or is itself
due to an earlier layer of Ignorance. A real Upadhi would annul
Advaita. To rely on a previous ignorance to create a subsequent
Upadhi would give rise to a double fallacy of a regressus ad
infinitum and a mutual interdependence between Upadhis and
ignorance-layers. It is thus impossible to make out any logically
intelligible relation between Upadhi and Brahman. It is passing
strange that so insuperable a difficulty soul have been represented
as a point of honor to the Advaita :

lsx"fN>|˙"ß"<˙"ù{Î"{ „"±k"Ó"w E" |"· l…k"Ó"ß"Ø $ (Istasiddhi, i.40)
Commenting on Deussen's remark that 'On this question of
how ignorance could possibly affect Brahman, the authors of the
Upanisads give us no information' Radhakrishnan writes : 'They
give no information because no information is possible. It is true
no explanation is possible of the rise of bewildering force of
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. µ"‡h"˙"{<˙"ùÎ"{ C"wC"ª<|" ß"·≤Î"|"i ≤" $ (Bhamati)
.
10. Cf. E"<∫ ÷Ò<‚"lÂ"ª|"E‰"# µ"E‹"E"{ˆ"{ªß"{|ß"E"# ÷DÒ|˙"{&E"·Â"‡<˙"U"<|" $
(Sankara, BSS ii.1.21)
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Avidya, creator of false values, which has somehow come into
being, in spite of the eternal and inalienable purity of the original
self-existent Brahman' (I.Phil. ii.p.578). 'How Avidya and
Brahman can co-exist, is just the problem for which we don't have
any solution' (p.577). Such is the solution of the problem of the
origin of bondage in the system of Sankara which is said to be
'unmatched for its metaphysical depth and logical power, where
thought follows thought naturally, until Advaitism is seen to
complete and crown the edifice 11. (Op. cit. ii.657). The worst that
could be said of Madhva's view of the origin of bondage is that it
involves God in a benevolent despotism. But Sankara's reduces
Brahman to a position of helpless submission to its own ignorance.
Certainly, there is much to choose between the two. It is necessary
to note in this connection that while the power of
Paramacchadikam of the Lord's Prakrti interposed between Him
and the creature does not compromise Him in any manner, the play
of Avidya on Brahman in Advaita makes for His appearance as
many. The two principles of Avidya and Paramacchadika are not,
therefore, on a par in their relationship to Brahman or how they
affect Him.
According to Madhva, though bondage is real, it does not
follow that it is eternal and indestructible. The possibility of its
termination does not make it any the less real as a fact so long as it
lasts. This follows from his definition of real as what is Â"‡<ß"<|"<˙"k"Î":.
There is no difficulty either in conceiving of the final disruption of
ignorance and bondage as a result of the prolonged effort of the
Jivas and the grace of God:

|"¨"{<˙"‹"CÎ"{<Â" µ"E‹"CÎ" <E"˙"D<y"w ˙"AÎ"{ß"# $ (NS, p.64)
The objection of the Advaita that if bondage were real it
could not be destroyed, suffers from a confusion of ideas; for
reality is not always the same as eternal existence. If the Lord
wills it, even beginningless (real) ignorance can be terminated:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------11. Italics mine.
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Èx"<N>|"x"N>E"{E"E|"X"Î"fˆ"·Ó"˙"{E"Ø (NS).
The Monist could not appeal to any such mysterious power
of God, as self-delusion, through Ajnana is hardly a sign of
independence and sovereignly of Brahman!
Madhva's theory is realistic. It is not obliged to dismiss any
stage of bondage as unreal. It accepts the kartrtva (doership) and
bhoktrtva (enjoyership) of Jiva as acutally existing in them,
though dependent on God (BS ii.3.33). But instead of realising that
these capacities of Jivas are derived from the Supreme Being, the
Jivas, in their ignorance, look upon them as self-derived. This is
Avidya. Such Avidya is real, both in itself and as pertaining to the
self. Similar is the case with buddhi, the senses, bodies and their
objects of enjoyments. These are also as much real as anything
else; but God-given. We, however, in our ignorance, look upon
them as entirely under our control and as our 'possessions'. The
fact, however, is that they are 'our possessions' subject to the
Lord's wish µ"·’”<EÿÎ"U"ª”ª<˙"k"Î"{# C˙"¡ÒÂ"C"E|" Ã˙" —fX"ª˙"U"{ È<Â" È<˙"ù{˙"U"{lØ
(NS, p.26). These various 'possessions', though
different from the essence of self-hood, are not apprehended by
the selves as clearly and vividly distinguished from 'self' on
account of intimate permeation of the self in the body and on
account of deep attachment to these. Hence on account of their
inextricable association, the self comes to regard them as its very
own and under the influence of this identification it has a feeling
of being fortunate or unfortunate and of elation or shrinking of its
personality as a result. This leads to love and aversion and similar
pairs of opposite feelings in successive efforts to seek what is
agreeable and avoid what is disagreeable in the embodied state.

È{|ß"”Î"|"Î"{ È‹Î"CÎ"E|"i

Every successive step is thus directed by this misplaced
sense of values. This is the essence of what is known as Samsara,
leading to countless births and deaths in the cycle of life. It is only
true knowledge of the soul's relation to God that can redeem it
from this bondage. The true and final explanation of bondage is,
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thus the will of the Lord and not merely, Karma, Ajnana, Kala,
Gunas, etc12.
Dr. Chandradhar Sharma raises the following objection in
his Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy (p.371) against
Ramanuja's theory of bondage : "If the soul is essentially pure and
changeless and self-conscious subject, why should it get
associated with Karma and be bound? If the soul is tinged with
Karma, it is already bound. Ramanuja explains this difficulty by
the conception of a beginningless Samsara. But if you have to fall
back on something beginningless why not admit the beginningless
Avidya? This however, cannot apply to Madhva. For Madhva has
gone beyond Ramanuja in tracing the origin of bondage,
utlimately to Divine Will. The acceptance of Visesas in the nature
of the Jivas, by Madhva, explains the difficulty raised against the
'pure, changeless self-conscious' by the Divine Will. Dr.
Chandradhar Sharma is very much mistaken if he thinks that
falling back on beginingless Avidya will be panacea which will
cure all the ills. For both Karma and Avidya are actually insentient
principles and cannot imprison or obscure the self on their own
initiative. It is conceivable that the finite and ever-dependent souls
can be subjected to temporary and partial obscuration of their full
nature by Divine Will. But the other (Advaitic) theory that the
Infinite and Independent Brahman itself deludes Itself by throwing
the veil of concealment over its own being;

C˙"{˘"{E"÷Ò<°Â"|"¬"ˆ"|Â"ªß"iX"ª|˙"¬"”˙"|˙"„"il÷Òe·k"”÷DÒ|"„"±ß"„"{˙"{
C˙"{„"{<˙"÷ÒC˙"ß"<∫ß"<C¨"<|"ªC|"ß"{i∫{ Â"‡|Î"÷ØÒ<≤"<|"<˙"f¬"Î"|"i „"·˙"E"÷ÒÎ"{i<E"# $$
(Samksepasariraka, i.2)
and becomes the empirical ego, to which Chandradhar Sharma
12.

|"{w‚"{&|ß"E"{i <˙"<˙"Í|"{E"<Â" <˙"CÂ"ƒ>|"Î"{&E"·Â"e„"ß"{E"# |"’ß"{fE"Ø ls#R"{l”E"Ø
C"|Î"{E"i˙"{&|ß"”Î"|˙"iE" Â"UÎ"E"Ø, |"|÷DÒ|"i E"”≤"{iÇ"eA"Ó"i <˙"÷DÒ|"” C"|Î"i Ã˙" Â"‡<|"Â"ù|"i $ |"|"{i
ª{ˆ"üik"{„Î"{w Â"‡Î"·Í|"# |"<Ô"˙"Dy"Î"i Î"|÷Òª{i<|" |"lÂÎ"i|"{MU"ß"i˙" —|Î"E"i÷ÒÎ"{i<E"k"· µ"ß„"‡ß"”<|" $ E"
πÒ{ÂÎ"{|Î"<E|"÷wÒ |"lsÂ"U"ß"w e„"|"i, <˙"E"{ Â"ªß"Â"·Pk"{ª{‹"E"{<l<|" $ (NS, p.26)
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evidently subscribes, is surely not more convincing logically! For,
he himself agrees that 'the why and the how regarding Avidya are
illegitimate questions and, therefore, an insoluble mystery' (Op.cit.
p.281).
Of the three important views regarding the origin of
bondage of souls in Hindu philosophy which is committed to the
acceptance of souls as anadi and nitya, Sankara's theory traces it
to the play of beginningless Avidya (ignorance) on the One Cit,
somehow, and giving rise to the appearance of many
transmigrating selves, suffering the delusion of happiness and
misery, doership and enjoyership. Ramanuja traces the souls'
bondage to their beginningless karma. The inadequacy of these
two explanations is that Avidya and Karma are both insentinet
principles and it would be highly illogical to let Caitanya Svarupa
as such, which is a much higher principle than they, to be
obscured and overpowered by them to any extent – unless they are
empowered to do so by the Will of a Being superior to all of
them,– souls, Avidya and Karma. For, as insentient principles
neither Avidya nor Karma can have any independent initiative to
do anything. Madhva lays the finger on the precise weak point of
these explanations when he points out their inadeqacy for this
reason :

E" ≤" ÷Òß"f<˙"ß"{ß"e÷Ò{eˆ"·Ó"Â"‡„"D|"”U"ß"<≤"y"E"· |"<’ Î"|"# $ (Dvadasa Stotra, iii.6)
He takes a more serious look at the problem. His position
that the bondage of souls must, in the last analysis, be traced to
God's Will is logically unexceptionable as an over-all view of the
problem.
While most of the commonly accepted theories about the
origin of the bondage of Souls in Hindu philosophy seek to
explain 'the how' of it, very few have to say anything of
significance as to 'the why of it', beyond the usual one that it is all
an expression of Divine sport. Madhva understands 'Divine sport'
involved in creation in terms of effortless ease. It is highly
significant that among all the Vedantins Madhva is the only one to
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admit a benevolent purpose in creation while whole heartedly
agreeing that Brahman is indeed Aptakama. He sees no
contradiction between Aptakamatva so far as the Lord's own wants
are concerned and His being moved to creation for the benefit of
the souls. His words :„"±|Î" <E"¬"{<o|"¬"E"CÎ" <∫ C"D¬Î"C"Dƒ>{˙"”A"{ µ"„"±˙"
(MbhTN i.3) offer us a more purposeful
explanation of the rationale behind God's putting the souls through
the necessary process of tranmigration.

Â"ªE"{ß"<E"ß"ik"÷Ò{E|"i $

Madhva calls his theory of the origin of bondage
'Svabhavajnanavada'13 or the theory of souls' ignorance of their
own true nature and of their dependence on the Supreme Brahman.

C˙"CÎ" „"{˙"{i ‹"ß"f# Â"{ª|"E‰Î"{<l#, |"<ük"Î"÷Òß"˘"{E"w ¬"”˙"CÎ" —<|" ˙"{l# C˙"„"{˙"˘"{E"˙"{l# $
(NS, p.64)
The term 'Svabhava' here has been explained by Jayatirtha
in five different ways. The first explanation is as given above. The
second takes 'Svabhava' to mean what is a fact and what is not
imagined by ignorance. On this view, Ajnana which is the cause of
the Soul's bondage exists in reality and is not merely somthing that
is imagined to exist or is neither real nor unreal nor both together
but other than all these predications viz. anirvacaniya. Thirdly,
'Svabhava' signifies 'Independent Being' or God; fourthly the Jiva's
own nature of metaphysical dependence. Thus 'Ajnana' of the true
nature of God and one's own dependence of Brahman is
'Svabhavajnana'. It is also explained as 'Ajnana' that is
teleologically willed in the Jiva by the Independent Being viz.
God14.
13. C˙"„"{˙"{˘"{E"˙"{lCÎ" <E"l{ifk"|˙"{Ô" |"›˙"i|"Ø $ (AV, 1.1.1)
14.

|"¨"{ C˙"Î"ß"i˙" „"˙"|Î"C|"”<|" C˙"„"{˙"{i, E"{˘"{E"÷Ò<°Â"|" —<|" Î"{˙"|"Ø; C˙"‚"{C"{
„"{˙"‚"i<|" C˙"„"{˙"{i ¬"”˙"#, |"l{<o|"w |"l{˙"ªÓ"w ˙"{&˘"{E"<ß"<|" ˙"{l# C˙"„"{˙"˘"{E"˙"{l#, C˙"#
C˙"|"E‰"{i „"{˙"# Â"ªß"{|ß"{, C˙"CÎ" „"{˙"{i ‹"ß"f# Â"{ª|"E‰Î"{<l˙"{f C˙"„"{˙"#, |"<ük"Î"÷Òß"˘"{E"w
¬"”˙"CÎ" —<|" ˙"{l# C˙"„"{˙"˘"{E"˙"{l#; C˙"„"{˙"„"±|"ß"i˙"{˘"{E"w, E" <ß"¨Î"{ —<|" ˙"{l#; |"¨"{
C˙"„"{˙"iE" C˙"|"E‰"iÓ" Â"ªß"iX"ªiÓ" È˘"{E"w ¬"”˙"CÎ" —<|" ˙"{l# $ (NS, p.64)
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Madhva contends that even though the Jiva is a selfluminous being, still it is not inconceivable that he should become
subject to ignorance of his own true nature and the nature of God
and of his own true relation to Him, as he is a dependent and finite
being. The difficulty of the incompatibility of ignorance obscuring
aspects of a self-luminous being which is bound to arise in
Brahmajnanavada will not arise in Madhva's theory; for, the Jivas
are here, by definition, 'dependent' and also endowed with aspects
(sa-visesa) and are not nirvisesa or aspectless, like the Advaitic
Atman. It is with the help of these Svarupa-Visesas that while
some aspects of the self (such as his existence) are not obscured
yet others like the manifestation or experience of its Svarupananda
(essential bliss) remain obscured in Samsara. This is where
Madhva's theory has its advantage over the Advaitic theory of the
nirvisesatva of Atman. On the 'Nirvisesatva' view of Atman (or
Brahman) the obscuration would be simply inexplicable and
inconceivable (durghatam) :

<E"<˙"fU"ik"|˙"{l{|ß"E"{i E"{E"<‹"ˆ"|"{i <˙"U"ik"# $ (Madhva, Mayavada Khandana)
The difference between the Dvaita and Advaita points of
view here lies in the fact that an explanation of the Souls' bondage
is possible in the Dvaita theory, where it is only plausible in the
Advaita theory. In the first place, as Jayatirtha puts it: Even though
the Jiva is self-luminous (svaprakasa) in the Dvaita view, it is
possible to conceive of his being placed in a state of obscuration of
his own knowledge about some aspects of his own nature and of
the Supreme Being too, by the Will of God Himself:

C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"CÎ"{<Â" ¬"”˙"CÎ" Â"ªß"iX"ªi≤™>Î"{ Â"ªß"iX"ªi, C˙"‹"ß"ifk"· ≤" È˘"{E"w C"ß„"˙"|Î"i˙" $
(NS, p.64)
The difficulty of the Advaita theory is that it makes its
Brahman itself become obscured by Ignorance and appear as the
individual self (svajnanakalpitajagatparamesvaratvajivatvabhedakalusikrta-bhumabhava–Samksepasariraka). One can understand
says Madhva, a finite being being put into a state of temporary
obscuration and suffering by the will of a Superior Power; but it is
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not so easy to understand how an Infinite Being, such as Brahman,
can ever submit to ignorance or throw around itself voluntarily a
veil of ignorance and become finitised or appear to be so. The
other fact of the Jiva Caitanya being a Savisesa personality (in
Madhva philosopgy) admits of the self-luminous Jiva failing to
realise a part of his own full nature. The same thing cannot be said
of the Nirvisesa-Caitanya (bare consciousness without any Visesas
or aspects) of the Advaita theory. Being an indivisible,
undifferenced and aspectless whole (akhanda-nirvisesa) and,
therefore, not a unity in diversity, ignorance cannot invade a part
of the pure being of Brahman (or the self) leaving another part or
aspect of it untouched and self-shining. The worst that could be
said of Madhva's view of the origin of bondage is that it involves
God or Brahman in a benevolent despotism. But Sankara's
position reduces Brahman to a helpless submission to Ignorance
which is yet supposed to be foreign to its nature ! The difference
between these two views is both significant and considerable.
Even the power of 'Paramacchadika' of God referred to by
Madhva whereby the Supreme Being comes to be obscured from
the knowledge of the finite selves affects, it should be carefully
noted, not Brahman at all but the Jiva; whereas in the Advaita
theory, there being no two beings in reality the Suddhacaitanya
itself has to be taken to become obscured by ignorance, while
being the seat or locus of this very ignorance :

È{oÎ"|˙"<˙"k"Î"|˙"„"{<ˆ"E"” <E"<˙"fU"ik"<≤"<|"ªi˙" ÷iÒ˙"e{ $ (Sankasepasariraka)
The objection brought up be Madhva against this Advaitic
theory of boundage does not thus recoil on his own theory. There
may be other objections against it such as 'cruelty' which it may
have to answer. That is quite a different matter for which suitable
explanations can be thought of (See Chap.XLIV)
Dr. Chandradhar Sharma dismisses the arguments by which
the Samkhyas and Ramanuja have tried to establish the
quantitative pluralism of the spirit as 'flimsy' (Op.cit. p.168) and
reaching not beyond the empirical egoes 'whose individuality
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nobody denies' (p.369). It is true that a quantitative pluralism of
transcendental subjects cannot be derived as a logical conclusion
from the concept of Purusas in the Samkhya system as
stereotyped, indifferent and inactive beings, who take no real part
in the cosmic drama. But this cannot be said of Ramanuja's theory
of selves, in which the Purusas are active self-conscious
individuals participating whole-heartedly in the struggle of life for
their deliverance from bondage. No doubt, Monistic idealism
thinks that there will be inconsistency in holding one and the same
individual to be subject to actual bondage and suffering in the
beginning and achieving freedom from suffering later on in the
state of Moksa. But as these two states of bondage and blessedness
are not coexistent or simultaneous, there is no inconsistency or
violation of the principle of non-contradiction, in both being real
states of the individual. The contradiction is purely imaginary.
There is only a temporary obstruction of the capacities of the
individual in bondage and this obscuration is a reality and a fact
and is caused by the Divine will and its removal too is as much
due to the same Divine will. This is obviously the opinion of the
Sutrakara :

Â"ª{<„"‹Î"{E"{y"· <|"ª{i<∫|"w |"|"{i fiCÎ" µ"E‹"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{ $15 (BS iii.2.5)
The Idealist, on the other hand, is only trying to run away
from the problem by dismissing the very problem as an illusion. It
is difficult to see how Svajnanavada of Atman or Brahman
allowing itself to be deluded by Avidya and getting finitized into
empirical egos and fighting mock battles to regain their forgotten
status is a better hypothesis than that of Realistic Pluralism. There
is, however one weak point in Ramanuja's theory of selves that
they are only numerically different, but otherwise absolutely and
essentially alike. Difference and distinction constitute
individuality. If the selves are essentially the same in every
15. For criticism of Sankara's devious explanation of this
Sutra see my BSPC vol.III.
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respect, there is no meaning in their quantitative plurality. A
difference is no difference unless it makes a difference16.
Madhva, therefore, removes this anomaly by laying equal
emphasis on quantitative and qualitative distinctions among them.
The doctrine may be 'peculiar' to Madhva; but it is nevertheless
quite essential for a reasoned theory of pluralistic realism and it is
the failure to accept it that constitutes the logical inconsistency in
the case of the Jains, the Sankhyas and Ramanuja. Even the most
merciless critic of Madhva must admit that he is utterly consistent
in accepting the quantitative and qualitative pluralism of souls. We
fail to understand why critics who have been quick to point out the
inconsistency in the position of the Sankhyas and Ramanuja
should not have expressly noted the improvement made by
Madhva in this respect.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. The admission of a special class of souls known as 'Nitya
Suris' placed above the 'Buddha' souls in Ramanuja's siddhanta
gives unequivocal support to Madhva's acceptance of Taratamya
among souls in release also See Chapter LVII.
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CHAPTER XXXIII
PLURALITY OF SELVES AND THEIR SVARUPA-BHEDA
THE glaring inequalities of equipment, endowments and
rewards of life have rightly been made the starting point of the
presumption of the plurality of selves by the Sankhyas :

¬"E"E"ß"ªÓ"÷ÒªÓ"{E"{w Â"‡<|"<E"Î"ß"{lÎ"·ˆ"Â"|Â"‡˙"Dy"i‚" $
Â"·Pk"µ"∫s|˙"w <C"’w ‰"ˆ"·ÓÎ"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{Ç"˙" $$ (Samkhya Karika, 18)
This stock argument emphasized by the Samkhyas and
Ramanuja has been sought to be dismissed as proving nothing
more than the plurality of the empirical egos "whose individuality
nobody denies". Madhva shows the fallacy of this argument by
showing that we have to arrive inductively at some bases of
distinction among souls taking empirical facts into consideration.
Empirical facts and empirical egos cannot be laughed out of
existence. They have to be reckoned with. Philosophy is
concerned as much with the problem of our genesis as with that of
our future and destiny. We have to see if empirical facts can or do
throw any light on the 'how' of samsara. How have empirical
differences arisen? By themselves or by earlier empirical ones and
they by yet others ad infinitum? Do they presuppose or go back
upon something that is fundamental? Can all the complex
variations and differences in the psycho-physical, mental and
spiritual lives of beings be explained without going back upon
intrinsic and fundamental differences in the essence of beings,
with the help of the Law of Karma alone or the theory of the
beginninglessness (anaditva) of Samsara? That the theory of
Avidya is an illegitimate intrusion into Hindu religion and
metaphysics is clear from the fact that even in the Sutras of
Badarayana only the two theories of Karma and Anaditva of
Samsara have been mooted as ligitimate explanations of the
divergences in life. These two theories of Karma and Anaditva of
Samsara presuppose the reality of existing differences among
selves and try to explain them on some real and more fundamental
basis. But neither the law of Karma nor the Anaditva of Samsara
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will be consistent with a repudiation of the present diofferences as
really superimposed ones. The impression that the law of Karma
and the Anaditva of Samsara are merely empirical explanations is
due to an incapacity to understand their real and true significance
in throwing light on empirical differences. This point comes out
clearly in Madhva's interpretation of the law of Karma as applied
to the explanation of empirical differences. The inexorable law of
Karma is commonly taken to be the final explanation of these
inequalities in the lives of beings. But, it will break down as an
ultimate explanation of cosmic differences, unless it is admitted
that these differences themselves are, in principle, rooted
ultimately in the nature of being. This is the decisive contribution
which Madhva has made to the interpretation of the problem of
life and its diverisities. He has thus gone beyond the principle of
Karma, unerringly, to the 'Svabhavabheda' (intrinsic or essential
differences in the nature of beings). Herein lies the boldness,
originality and thoroughness of Madhva's approach to
philosophical problems. He does not stop at any halfway house on
the philosophical road to Truth.
It is interesting to note that starting from another angle
Dr.Albert Schweitzer also comes to the same conclusion as
Madhva, in his interesting work: Indian Thought and Its
Development : "How do individual souls come into existence from
the Universal Soul and how are they reabsorbed into it.... The
doctrine of reincarnation in no way requires the assumption that
the individual souls have issued from the Universal Soul and will
return to it again. Indeed, it can do nothing with it. For this
doctrine, the most natural thing is simply to start from the fact that
in a way, which cannot be further explained, all through eternity
there have been an endless number of eternal individual souls
(which constitute the spiritual elements in the Universe), for which
is prescribed the passing of a constantly renewed existence in the
world of senses1 until finally they succeed in winning freedom
from it. And what need is there to regard liberation from the cycle
1. With this compare Madhva's Svabhavajnanvada
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of rebirth and return of the soul into the Universal Soul as
equivalent? The doctrine of reincarnation has no interest
whatsoever in asserting such an inexplicable thing as that the
individual soul, in the end loses its individuality2. It is sufficient
for it to establish the fact that as result of the freedom attained,
the Soul is in a state of perfect bliss" (Op.Cit.p.61) (Italics mine)
Karma implies freedom of choice to do right or wrong, good
or bad. The exercise of this freedom itself has naturally to be
viewed as an expression of the basic nature of the person who
makes the choice. We are thus thrown bnack on the hypothesis of
the presence of innate distinctions of nature among selves – their
Svarupabheda, in the ultimate analysis of the problem. All other
explanations break down in the end. The inequalities of Karma do
not carry us very far. It is, therefore, only a half-truth to say that it
is because of different Karmas that men are not alike. It simply
begs the question and lands us in a prior distinction of natures,
aptitudes and outlook. However beginningless the chain of karma
may be, it is still incapable of explaining why a particular course
of action has been pursued in preference to another, without
reference to an ultimate difference in the nature and make-up each
moral agent. Even a beginningless chain of Karma could not fully
explain why all souls are not equally good or bad, when all of
them are equally beginningless and eternal and their karmas too
equally beginningless and their start also simultaneous! Karma
has no self-contained answer to give to this question. Karma is
itself the effect of something else – or the expression of
something else. Desire is the seed of action. This desire or
inclination must then be admitted to differ in each case to such an
inscrutable extent as to render diversity of natures and activities
intelligible. If all souls are constituted absolutely alike, it would be
impossible to account for the different courses of action pursued
by them, as a result of which, they accumulate a heavy load of
different Karma through ages. If the inequalities of endowments
and opportunities and rewards are to be made consistent with
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Cf. µ"E‹"<ß"¨Î"{|˙"w E"˙" ß"·<Í|"ªÂ"iA"|"i $ (Madhva, AV i.1.1)
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freedom and free will of souls, they must be attributed to an
essential or intrinsic distinction in their very nature and
constitution. The plurality of souls cannot, therefore, be explained
with reference to the material plane alone as it will not explain the
difficulties involved in the theory of anadi-karma unless these
distinctions are proposed to be dismissed as not ultimate. But that
is running away from the problem and not solving it. As Jayatirtha
points out, the Sankhya doctrine of plurality of selves really
suffers from this basic defect:

Î"|Â"·Pk"µ"∫s|˙"w C"{ã–iE"{å”÷DÒ|"w, |"l<Â" ß"{Î"{˙"{<l<„"ª„Î"·Â"ˆ"|"ß"i˙", E" |"· C˙"¡ÒÂ"i
÷Ò<‚"l<C|" Â"ªCÂ"ª|"{i <˙"U"ik"# $ (NS, p.328)
If plurality is to be ultimate, it must be grounded in
something more than Prakritic vestures and influences, including
karma. No doctrine of plurality of selves that shies at this logical
decision to ground it in a principle of intrinsic distinction of nature
among selves and invariable concomitance of natural selection of
good or bad which that would lead to can ever hope to give a
solution that would be consistent with pure reason. The same is the
weakness of Ramanuja's position. According to him, there is no
basic distiction of Svarupavisesa among souls, in the sense of a
qualitative graduation or distinction of properties of jnana, ananda
moral character and inclination. All are equally endowed in every
respect. There is no distinction of measure. Madhva objects to this
on the ground that multiplicity without distinction (of essence or
nature) would be inconceivable particularly among Cetanas.
Sameness or equality of essence does not rule out individual
variations (in an infinite scale) which may be too subtle to be
obvious. But such underlying variations of degrees must be
recognised if plurality of selves is to have any real meaning or
justification. However much they may be alike there can be no
absolute likeness in all respects between any two sentient beings in
creation. If there is, they would all be identical and not merely
similar to one another. Difference in essence is thus bound up with
the idea of fundamental peculiarit R<¢
le to distinguish between likes on the basis of difference in
organisation of parts or atoms. But in regard to spiritual entities
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like souls which are impartible wholes there is no way to account
for multiplicity except through an essential though mysterious
distinction of natures (Svarupabheda) or Svarupa-visesa which are
not the same in any two individuals. We have to extend the same
principle to the Kingdom of Heaven too, on the analogy of
Arnold's famous lament on the death of his little daschhund :
"And not in the course
Of all centuries yet to come,
And not the infinite resource
Of Nature with her countless sum
Can ever quite repeat the past
Or just thy little self restore3"
To the ordinary passer-by, the sheep may all be just so many
numerable units; but to the shepherd who lives with them all
through their lives and in daily contact, they are real individuals
each with very different features and characteristics. Even so, to
Madhva, the Divine Shepherd who knows all about the
constitution of the souls, knows how to distinguish one soul from
another, on the basis of essential peculiarities embedded in their
natures!
The wide range, then, of deep-rooted inequalities in the
lives of the living beings, extending over the human, animal, plant,
aquatic and other species of life, cannot be satisfactorily explained
except on the hypothesis of intrinsic difference of nature,
expressing themselves in potentialities for good or bad. It is no
use, says Madhva, to take refuge against this inescapable fact in
so-called disparities of past Karmas shaping the lives of beings.
These Karmas are, in fact, conditioned by some subconscious
influences of past deeds and unseen merit accruing therefrom
(adrsta); which, again, presupposes an earlier merit (adrsta) and
that another and so on endlessly. We are, thus, ultimately left with
a practically beginnigless gradation of fitness and potentialities for
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Quoted from Pringle Pattison, Idea of God, p.222. (2nd Edn.
Academic Publishers, Calcutta, 1967)
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good or for bad, termed ÈE"{<l¡ÒÂ"Î"{iˆÎ"|"{ or natural fitness or 'Hatha'
by Madhva (See Chapter XLIII).
If this unseen merit which determines the disparities of
karma is inexplicable and devoid of a reason at any particular
stage in the history of a soul, the same reason could be trotted out
at the outset, so that the very need for a previous birth and belief in
metempsychosis can be dispensed with. If this unseen merit
recedes in an interminable recession, we have really a
beginningless distinction of essential natures and potentialities
accepted in a different manner. If such unseen merit is not
produced by a previous merit and that by another, but is taken to
find its raison d'etre in the intrinsic nature and worth of each soul,
we accept the principle of intrinsic difference among souls
(anadisvarupayogyatabheda) without further ado:
-

Î"ùE"{<l<˙"fU"ik"{i E" C"{ßÂ"‡|"w ÷Ò¨"<ß"kÎ"|"i ?
ÈMƒ>{li˙" ≤"{Mw> C˙"”÷DÒ|"w C"˙"f˙"{<l<„"# $
È{÷Ò<Cß"÷Ò{i <˙"U"ik"‚"ilØ ÈMi> πÒ<≤"<lkÎ"|"i $
C"˙"f‰"{&÷Ò<Cß"÷Ò|˙"w CÎ"{|"Ø, E"{Mƒ>{Â"i<A"|"{ πÒ<≤"|"Ø $
ÈMƒ>{Ç"ilØ <˙"U"ik"{i&Î"ß"E"{<l|˙"w ÷·Ò|"{i E" |"|"Ø ?4 (AV iii.4.41)
The uniqueness of individual experience (Vyavastha) and
the inequalities of equipment etc. among souls point ultimately to
the existence of inalienable, incommunicable essence of
personality which underlies all states of experience and
coordinates them into a meaningful whole, which is never seen to
4. "Unseen merit, which accounts for similar merit in the
present life, should presuppose and go back upon a previous merit.
This series should regress ad infinitum. If it breaks down in any
particular instance, the principle of unseen merit can as well be
dispensed with. If it holds good in all cases without exception, as
far back as human thought and logic could reach, it will be a clear
admission, in an indirect way, of the fact that such unseen merit is
ingrained in the nature of the individuals themselves from time
immemorial" There is no disputing the inexorable logic behind this
argument.
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be repeated or to overlap in any two instances. It cannot be
seriously contended that there is actual overlapping of
consciousness in relase where all material conditions fall off. Such
overlapping would be inconceivable without identity of essence
here and now also and identity of consciousness would render the
present multiplicity of personalities purposeless. If it should be
true then, that there is really one individual throughout the
universe, that one being must be in a position to coordinate to
itself the experience of all other apparently different centres,
which is not the case, so far as we are aware. Moreover, all selves
struggling for freedom should get automatically released the
moment a single centre gets switched off from the main. The very
existence of both freed and bound souls at the same time, is a
proof of their distinction and plurality5

C"wC"{´ªß"·Í|"˙Î"˙"C¨"Î"{ ≤" „"il# <C"’# $ E" ≤" ÷Ò{i&<Â" ß"·Í|"{i E"{C|"”<|" Â"‡e{Â"{i Î"·Í|"#
(Vadaratnavali, ii).
The theory of Svarupabheda of souls elaborated by Madhva
is, thus, the only solution of the age-long problem of plurality of
selves, their freedom and free will. Questions like the following
have been asked by thinkers, all the world over: 'The Jiva was not
created of a void, at a particular time. But he is, nevertheless, an
expression of the nature of God. How then does he happen to be so
imperfect while his archetype is also the type of perfection?' St.
Augustine's agony of soul was still more poignant: 'Who made
me? Did not God who is not only good but goodness itself?
Whence then, came I to will evil and nill good, so that I am thus
justly punished? Who set this in me and ingrafted in me this plant
of bitterness, seeing that I was made, wholly of my most sweet
God' (Confess Bk.VII, 4;5) The question is answered by Madhva,
under BS ii 3.51 :

Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"E"{w <ß"¨"{i ˙"<≤"‰Î"i ÷Ò{ªÓ"ß"{∫- ëÈMƒ>{<E"Î"ß"{|"Øí —<|" $
ÈE"{<l<˙"ù{÷Òß"f˙"<≤"‰Î"{lØ ˙"<≤"‰Î"ß"Ø $
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Madhva opens the Tattvadyata with precisely the same
argument : <˙"ß"|"{i <„"Ô"#, ß"·Í|"|˙"{|"Ø, Î"<l|¨"w |"y"¨"{ Î"¨"{ C"ßÂ"‡<|"Â"Ô"ß"Ø $.
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on the basis of fundamental difference in beginningless
Karma,Vidya, etc. which rest ultimately upon an intrinsic
difference in nature. This interpretation is clearly endorsed by
Raghavendra Tirtha :

C˙"¡ÒÂ"{iÂ"{<‹"˙"<≤"‰Î"CÎ"˙" ëÈMƒ>{<E"Î"ß"í Â"liE"{<„"Â"‡i|"|˙"{|"Ø $ <˙"˙"D|"ß"i|"|"Ø ≤"<Eÿ÷Ò{Î"{ß"Ø $
(Bhavadipa, p.224b)
This is an original and suggestive interpretation of the
Brahmasutra in question by the Madhva school. It goes beyond
the commonly accepted theory of Karma for an ultimate solution
of the problem of distinction and inequality among souls. And the
solution given is much more definite and precise than the vague
one of 'original sin', which would not be adequate as an
explanation of inequality of nature of souls.
It is, thus in the nature of some souls to will evil and nill
good and of others to will good and nill evil. Yet others there may
be of mixed nature and these, in the language of Hume, will be
'neither good enough for a supper, nor bad enough for a drubbing'.
These will correspond to the 'Nitya samsarins' of Madhva. It is
thus only a half-truth to say that 'freedom is the cause of our doing
evil' (Augustine). The question must inevitably arise as to why,
when one is 'free' to will good and nill evil, one does the contrary?
Not because one has free will! For the same will might have
suggested to him the other course! That it has not done so must
depend on something more fundamental and foundational to the
nature of the individual. That something, says Madhva, is the core
of the individual – his svarupa. It will be difficult to dispute the
ruthless logic of this position, however distasteful to someone's
amour propre the conclusion may be. The tripartite classification
of souls put forward by Madhva is only a comprehensive theory
embodying the same idea of 'Svarupabheda' of souls and giving it
a definite shape in the form of a broad generalization. It will be
dealt with in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER XXXIV
RATIONAL BASIS OF INTRINSIC GRADATION AMONG
SOULS AND THEIR TRIPARTITE CLASSIFICATION
MADHVA'S doctrine of the Soul insists not only upon the
distinctiveness of each soul but also upon an intrinsic gradation
among them based on varying degrees of knowledge, power and
bliss. This is known as Taratamya or Svarupataratamya, which
comes out all the more clearly in the released state, where the
souls realise their true status. This position is peculiar to Madhva
and is not found in any other school of Indian philosophy.
Together with the allied doctrine of Jiva-traividhya or tripartite
classification of Souls into (1) Muktiyogya (salvable) (2)
Nityasamsarin (ever-transmigrating) and (3) Tamoyoga
(damnable), it has come in for a good deal of adverse criticism at
the hands of modern scholars.
These criticisms suffer mostly from sentimental bias against
Taratamya and appear to confuse the Madhva doctrine of
Svarupatraividhya, with the Calvinistic theory of Election, without
examining the ethico-philosophical grounds on which the twin
theories of Traividhya and Taratamya are based by Madhva. The
theory of Election rests upon a dogmatic exercise of Divine
prerogative without reference to the worth or eligibility of the
souls chosen for deliverance or damnation. In fact, there is no
room for any question of fitness or eligibility of the souls, in the
view of Augustine, Anquinas and Calvin, that 'each soul is
specially created and made to vitalise the embryo at the moment of
conception'1. The Madhva doctrine, on the other hand, is a
philosophical theory intended to justify and reconcile the presence
of evil with divine perfection, in the only rational way in which it
could be done– by fixing the responsibility for goodness or evil
upon the moral freedom born of diversity of nature of the souls
who are themselves eternal and uncreated in time.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. James ward :Pluralism and Theism, p.453
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This question has been discussed at length by Alexander
Campbell Fraser, in his Philosophy of Theism (Gifford Lectures,
1894-6). His conclusion affords a striking parallel to the position
of Madhva : and it is not unlikely that he would have expressed
himself more decidedly in favour of the position taken by Madhva,
had it been known to him. Fraser's analysis of the problem is
therefore, of great interest to us in this connection. Says he :
'The mixture of good and evil in the universe is a sure
enigma to Theism and a challenge to it. To believe in perfect
goodness is to believe that all is as it ought to be and this is
destroyed if anything is found existing that ought not to exist
however insignificant the place in which it is found or however
rare the occurrence. Pain, error, sin and death are the chief evils in
our world. Sin is absolutely evil. Pain is the correlative of pity and
sympathy. It is natural and, therefore, a divine means of education
of spiritual life. But the continued presence of what is
unconditionally bad cannot be disposed of in this way. How to
relieve the mystery of moral evil, including what seems an unfair
distribution of pleasure and pain and an unequal adjustment of
apportunities for moral growth, has been a human perplexity from
the beginning (Italics mine) It finds expression in the Hebrew
poets like Job and in the Greek dramatists like Aeschylus. How
can it be reconciled with the goodness of God?'
Discussing the merits of three possible solutions of the
problem in terms of (1) a Manichaean Dualism or (2) an Imperfect
Deity; or (3) an Indifferent Power of the Monist, he continues:
'that this world of good and evil must be the issue of a constant
struggle between two rival and eternal powers, the one benevolent
and the other malevolent is an explanation of these strange
appearances. This is symbolised in Zoroastrian anthropomorphism
of Ormuzd and Ahriman. Its implied subversion of the primary
ethical postulate must alone discredit this dualistic hypothesis. A
similar difficulty attends Monism which concludes either that the
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Universal Power is itself a mixture of good and evil2 or that both
are unreal. Manichaean Dualism in the form of two eternal powers
or Monism of a single eternal power partly good and partly evil or
else indifferent to good and evil are both inconsistent with the
indispensable moral hope and faith.
'Can moral evil be a necessity of finite personality or of the
intractableness of matter or a mere negation? Several attempts
have been made to explain the fact of evil in a morally governed
universe. Some are conjectures formed at the expense of moral
perfection of the Universal Power. Others explain away moral evil
as an unconditional necessity of finite existence or treat it as an
unreal negation or hide the difficulty by referring to a Tempter'.
Then comes the professor's own view :–
'The question why God admits into His Universe what is
bad seems to involve an unproved assumption. What ought not to
exist, it is assumed, cannot coexist with God. But this dogma has
never been proven. As moral agents, persons must be free to
originate voluntary acts that are bad or undivine as well as those
which are in harmony with the Divine order. To say if God is
perfect, free agents cannot produce volitions which they ought not
to is not to vindicate Divine perfection but to destroy it.
Omnipotence cannot be power to realise contradictions. God
cannot make two and two five, cannot make a square circle.
Inability in morally responsible persons to make themselves bad is
as much a contradiction, though less obvious. If free to act, one
must be able to originate evil acts as well. Offences must needs be,
if persons exist. It does not appear that even Omnipotence can
exclude what ought not to exist while there are beings whose
essential character is that they are able to bring this into existence'.
'Is the existence of persons who can make and keep
themselves bad only a transitory episode in the history of the
Universe or must there be ever bad persons increasing in number
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. As it would be in the Pantheism of Bhaskara and others
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and increasingly bad? The question is incapable of settlement.
That the moral agency of persons, their personal power to depart
from their moral ideal, deepened and confirmed by habit may
become an absolute final 'election' to evil by themselves, which
even Omnipotent God cannot overcome, consistent with the free
personality of those who persist in keeping themselves undivine is
one conjecture3. It involves the mystery of existence, in the
Divine Universe, of innumerable persons increasing in number
and becoming worse4. Another possible view is that such persons
and their acts are capable of extinction by God, and only morality
progresses, so that only the good are allowed to survive,– those
who persist in ungodliness being reduced to unconsciousness5.
Perhaps, man's present moral education requires that this mystery
should remain unsolved as a teleologically needed mystery'
(p,320-321) (Italics mine).
Judged in the light of these weighty remarks of the
Professor, it will be seen that the doctrine of innate distinctions of
nature among souls, propounded by Madhva, will have to be
recognised as the most necessary presupposition of the Hindu law
of Karma which would become a Vagarious principle, in the
absence of such a basis of distinction of the character and
behaviour of souls. Sir P.S.Sivaswami Ayyer in his Kamala
Lectures (1935, p.143) comes very near to conceding as much
when he admits frankly that 'though the doctrine of Karma
professes to explain the origin of evil and suffering, it does not
really do so, inasmuch as it involves an infinite regression as
expressed in the doctrine that Karma is anadi' As for Traividhya
(three fold classification) of souls, it is only a comprehensive
hypothesis based on the same premises. It may not be flattering to
------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. This answers to Madhva's view.
4. Cf. ˙"ˆ"·ÓÎ"ß"i˙" Â"UÎ"<E|" E" ˆ"·Ó"{E"Ø <˙"<E"Î"·"|"i $

|"ik"{w |"ß"#U"ª”ª{Ó"{w |"ß" Ã˙" Â"ª{Î"Ó"ß"Ø $$ (Mbh, XII, 261,50)
5. 'Tamoyogyas'?
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human complacency, as the doctrine of Sarvamukti may be; but no
spurious or irrelevant considerations should be allowed to interfere
with reasoned metaphysical investigations, which should be
carried on in an atmosphere free from all passion and prejudice
and from personal and sentimental predilections. 'We want hard
and straight thinking and not soft or emotional or sentimental
thinking. Philosophy should say what is true. It does not matter
whether it pleases or irritates.It must prove logically derived
conclusions and not defend at all cost pious wishes and pleasing
imaginings. It would be unphilosophical to endeavour the
refutation of any hypothesis by a pretence of its dangerous
consequences to religion and morality6. If there is a possibility of
moral and social paragons, it is equally possible to hold that there
may be persons who act on the motto 'Evil' be thou my good' and
such Satanic conduct could only merit eternal misery.
The doctrine of intrinsic gradation among souls would
follow as a matter of course, once the principle of their plurality is
admitted, as in the system or Ramanuja. Much more so when the
prerogatives of God are not claimed for the released souls and
certain irrevocable limitations are set to their sovereignty in
release and so long as God is put down as the inner guide
(Antaryami and Sesi) of the souls, who are subject to His contol
(niyamya). If the souls attain to a position of absolute equality with
the Supreme in release, it would be difficult to find a rational basis
for the stupendous difference between them and God, when they,
the souls, had still been in bondage, suffering the worst miseries,
while the Supreme remains untouched by evil and suffering. The
Ramanujiyas who posit reciprocal dependence between souls and
God and claim that the joy of Brahman is enhanced every time a
new soul attains release and comes to it7, can hardly deny that the
bliss of Brahman and of all the released souls at any given time
will be several times more than that of any of the souls still
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. Radhakrishnan, Reign of religion in Contemporary Philosophy,
1920, pp. 13-14
7. Vide the passage from Nitimala quoted ante Chapter III.
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weltering in Samsara. But what should be there to justify such a
vast difference between them, if their original and basic natures
are the same? Why should some souls alone get released ages
before the others and enjoy communion with Brahman for a
considerably longer period than the rest? Why should the others
lag behind or be denied the opportunities and advantages for so
long? If the fault be that of the later arrivals in Moksa why should
they have been delayed for so long? All explanations of such
difficulties based on Karma would be unavailing in the absence of
an ultimate appeal to the diversity and gradation of natures. Why
should God alone be independent and the souls dependent for ever
on Him according to Ramanuja? Why should Brahman be for ever
exempt from the ills of samsara and the Jivas alone consigned to
suffering at least for the time being? Why again should Brahman
alone be unlimited in space (aparicchinna Vibhu) and the Jivas put
down (in Ramanuja's view) as essentially atomic in size (anu)?
These and other essential distinctions between Jiva and Brahman
naturally imply some kind of an intrinsic superiority of the One
over the others–i.e. to say, Svarupa-Taratamya8. It would be
proposterous to say that the Jivas who realise their essence by the
grace of God, manage somehow to shoot up to a position of
8. It is suggested by some that free will can explain all such
difficulties. But free will merely recognises that as persons are free
to act one way or the other, they choose one way instead of the
other. But the difficulty remains as to why all those free-willed
persons do not choose the right way only. That some among the
free-willed choose the right way and some others the wrong way
when both the ways are equally open to them, shows that their free
will is guided by their own intrinsic nature. In other words, it
shows that free will does not nessarily choose rightly or wisely.
What makes it choose rightly or wisely in some cases and
unwisely in other cases must be their own basic nature (svabhava).
This is the conclusion to which Madhva is led by the behavious of
free will as such in different individuals. The conclusion may be
unpalatable to our amour propre but it is an inescapable fact. We
have to leave it at that.
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absolute equality with the Universal King, overnight. Such a
position would not only be blasphemous but would offend all logic
and commonsense. It will also be a betrayal of the spirit of religion
inculated by the Scriptures:

E" |"i <˙"kÓ"{i ¬"{Î"ß"{E"{i E" ¬"{|"{i li˙" ß"<∫ß"n# Â"ªß"E|"ß"{Â" $ (RV, VII.992)
E" |˙"|C"ß"{i&C|Î"„Î"<‹"÷Ò# ÷·Ò|"{i&EÎ"# (Gita, XI.43)
E" |"|C"ß"‚"{„Î"<‹"÷Ò‚" MUÎ"|"i (SvetUp, VI.8)

These texts bespeak the intrinsic difference that exists between the
Supreme Lord and the other beings and thereby the Taratamya that
exists between them. Texts referring to the intrinsic differences
and Taratamya among souls themselves will be found cited in their
proper place.
The recognition of special class of souls called 'Nityasuris'
who are ex hypothesi exempt from Samsara for ever like God
Himself in the system of Ramanuja9, not to speak of the
recognition of a class of 'Nityasamsarins' also, by a section of the
followers of Ramanuja, will be similarly inexplicable without the
acceptance of an intrinsic gradation of souls into ordinary and
'elect' and so on. The higher position of Sesitva assigned to Sri in
respect of the Nityasuris also points to a natural gradation among
souls.
The classification of souls into human and divine (deva) in
Hindu religious literature is no passing show based on Karmic
disparities only. The Brahma-sutras recognise the gods as a class
of specialised beings and discuss the question of their privileges.
One Sruti text refers to the presence in the state of release of
'earlier batches of Sadhyas (muktas?) who are Devas10'. As
9. Cf.

—∫ C"Î"±¨Î"{#, Â"ªi ≤" ÷iÒ<≤"l{∫s# —|"# Â"±˙"f<ß"˙" Â"‚"{l<Â" ÷iÒ<≤"|"Ø E" ß"{iAÎ"E|"i $ ëÃ÷wÒ
Â"{lw E"{i’ª<|"í ë<A"Â"‡{ßÎ"¬"˚ß"U"·„"{E"Øí ëß"{ß"Â"‡{ÂÎ"˙"í —|Î"{<l<„"ªi|"|"Ø <C"’ß"Ø $
(Tattvamutakalapa of Vedantadesika, Medical Hall Press,
Banaras, p. i.138)
10. ëÎ"‰" Â"±˙"if C"{‹Î"{# C"<E|" li˙"{#í
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already mentioned, the Visistadvaitins recognise the existence of
Nityamuktas like Visvaksena, Garuda, Ananta etc. who always
remain free from Samsara which entagles other souls. The Vedic
and Puranic literature assign to the four-faced Brahma a very high
place among the gods, not only as the Creator of all but as the
first-born son of the Supreme Being and as the Saviour of
mankind :
Î"{i µ"‡h"{Ó"w <˙"l‹"{<|" Â"±˙"¿ Î"{i ˙" ˙"il{w‚" Â"‡<∫Ó"{i<|" |"Cß" (SvetUp, vi. 18)

C" Ã|"Cß"{É"”˙"x"E"{|"Ø Â"ª{|Â"ªw Â"·Pk"ß"”A"|"i (Prasna Up, v. 2)
C" ÃE"{E"Ø µ"‡h" ˆ"ß"Î"<|" (ChanUp, iv. 15.6)
C" ˙" U"ª”ª” Â"‡¨"ß"# C" ˙" Â"·Pk" ≈≤Î"|"i $
È{<l÷Ò|"{f C" „"±|"{E"{w µ"‡h"{ˆ"‡i C"ß"˙"|"f|" $$ (quoted by Sankara)
In the TaittUp (ii.1) the released souls are said to realise all their
desires 'in company with the wise Brahma'. This is supported by a
Puranic text quoted by many commentators on BS. iv.3.11 :

µ"‡h"Ó"{ C"∫ |"i C"˙"if C"ßÂ"‡{¥"i Â"‡<|"C"Å"ªi $
Â"ªCÎ"{E|"i ÷DÒ|"{|ß"{E"# Â"‡<˙"U"<E|" Â"ªw Â"lß"Ø $$ (Kurma Purana, 1.12.269)
In this and in another text : Sa enan brahma gamayati
(ChanUp, v.2) the four-faced Brahma is given a premier position
as the Great Usher of the released souls into the presence of the
Supreme as their Saviour and Guide. In fact, all other souls who
have attained enlightenment in the cour
me and wait for the fourfaced Brahma to be released and to
conduct them to the kingdom of God. This role of Brahma is a
striking proof of his spiritual excellence and superiority over other
souls, Such a distinction in rank must necessarily confer on him
some kind of extraordinary merit not found in or attainable by
others. This preeminent position of Brahma as the presiding deity
of Mahattattva or the first evolute of matter, is indisputable. We
are told that such special merit of his lies in his being 'intrinsically'
endowed with four great excellences : –

˘"{E"ß"Â"‡<|"x"w Î"CÎ" ˙"ª{ˆÎ"w ≤" ¬"ˆ"|Â"|"i# $
ÃiX"Î"¿ ≤"˙" ‹"ß"f‚" C"∫<C"’w ≤"|"·ƒ>Î"ß"Ø $$ (Madhva in BrhUp bhasya 1.4)
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Similar excellences possessed by other Devas of the Hindu
pantheon and references to the marvels of spiritual discipline
attained by them, obliges Madhva to formulate a comprehensive
theory of intrinsic graduation in the entire Cosmis11, upon which
the whole of reality is grounded in a scheme of grades and
graduated order. The cosmic scheme of gradation is
omnipenetrative, says Madhva, running up and down the scale–
from the highest of the gods to the vilest of fiends :

ÈE"{<lÎ"{iˆÎ"|"{w ≤"˙" ÷Ò<e˙"{Ó"”X"ª{˙"<‹"ß"Ø $
÷Ò{i <E"˙"{ª<Î"|"·w U"Í|"{i Î"·Í|Î"{ˆ"ß"µ"e{i’|"{ß"Ø ? (AV iii.4.41)
Gods and men are not equal in their basic nature and
powers, or in the innate tendencies for good or bad, which
determine their future development12. The doctrine of intrinsic
gradation of souls is thus a reasoned and reasonable hypothesis of
human nature and destiny, suggested by the moral law and
supported
by
reason,
revelation
and
experience.
'Evolution is not only a movement forward. In many cases, we
observe a marking of time and still more often, a deviation or
turning back. It must be so13. Individual development, according
to Madhva, is only an unfolding or an unwrapping. The
progressive differentiation of selves into one or the other of the
three classes is contained in the germ and embedded in the being
of each. This reminds us of the Leibnizian theory of preestablished harmony. Taking a comprehensive view of human
nature in all its aspects, we find that some men are intrinsically
good and some are intrinsically bad and the rest – perhaps the vast
majority of us – are midway between the two, though it would be
impossible to assign any individual to a particular class without
superhuman insight into his fundamental nature. We could,
however, draw a generalisation on the basis of the consolidated
11. —<EÿÎ"i„Î"# Â"ª{ fi¨"{f È¨"if„Î"‚" Â"ªw ß"E"# $ (KathaUp, i.3.10)
12. E" ∫ ˙" li˙"{E"Ø Â"{Â"w CÂ"DU"<|" $ (BrhUp. i.5.20)
13. Bergson, Creastive Evolution, p. 100
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experience of humanity that all men are not alike and there are
many orders of goodness, intelligence and ability among them, as
also of evil, ignorance and weakness. We can't gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of thistles. Even so, every good tree brings forth
good fruit and every corrupt tree brings forth evil fruit. Adam and
Eve succumbed to the temptation of Satan; but Christ thrice said
'no' to his Tempter. The stories and the national Epics of every
land are replete with the records of the highest acts of purity,
benevolence and self-sacrifice, or ordinary kindness and diabolical
cruelty and fiendishness. We must, therefore, take a full view of
human nature at its best and at its worst and adjudge its nature and
destiny, uninfluenced by sentimental considerations. Taking, then,
the immense and irreducible diversities of life into consideration,
Madhva holds that we could not satisfactorily account for the
presence and continuation of evil in a world created and ruled by a
most perfect Being unless it is taken to be natural to some as
goodness is to others. Without such a fundamental division of
human nature, the disparities of life reflected in the seemingly
unfair distribution of pleasure and pain and opportunities for moral
growth are not satisfactorily explained. X is millionaire's son who
rides a Rolls Royce merrily while Y the pauper scowls jealously at
him as he flies past and grinds his teeth at the injustice of Fate.
The light of law and religion have not yet penetrated many dark
corners of the world, inhabited by barbarous tribes while they
shine brightly on more fortunate beings elsewhere. Why? The law
of Karma cannot carry us very far in the quest for an ultimate
explanation of such bewildering inexplicabilities. It cannot explain
why given two alternatives of good or evil, certain persons show a
marked preference or tendency towards the one and others to the
opposite. Moral worth, knowledge, works, experience, heredity,
opportunities, culture – none of these explanations of diversity
solves the riddle pushed to its starting point. It is the magnetic
needle which attracts and deflects the Karmas of souls according
to its own currents and gives the first move to their career.

E" ÷Ò|"Df|˙"w E" ÷Òß"{f<Ó" e{i÷ÒCÎ" C"D¬"<|" Â"‡„"·# $
E" ÷Òß"f∂ÒeC"wÎ"{iˆ"w C˙"„"{˙"C|"· Â"‡˙"|"f|"i $$ (Gita V.14)
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It would, therefore, be illogical to dismiss the theories of
Svarupabheda and Taratamaya of Jivas on extra-philosophical and
emotional grounds, Criticisms such as that on this view of
Predestination, 'the moral character of God is much compromised
and the qualities of divine justice and divine love are emptied of
all meaning and value' and that 'unless we are in a position to
believe in the spiritual possibilities of everyone who bears the
human form divine, we cannot have a really useful ethics'
(Radhakrishna, I.Phil, ii.p.751), not only betray the very weakness
to indulge in 'soft emotional thinking' and to attempt to refute a
hypothesis 'by a pretence of its dangerous consequences to religion
and morality14' but also an incorrect understanding of the true
nature and bearing of the doctrine of Traividhya of Jivas
propounded by Madhva and the premises on which it rests. After
all, philosophy has to find out what is true. It does not matter
whether it pleases or irritates. The doctrine of Traividhya is no
doubt an unpleasant truth, uncomfortable to some. That cannot be
helped. As Prof. Thilly says : 'The mere fact that a theory leaves
no room for free will, immortality or God does not make it false,
even though belief in such ideas should happen to help us over the
dismal places in life15' A gloomy truth is a better companion
through life than a cheerful falsehood (such as Sarvamukti?). It
would be irrational to discredit the intellect because its
conclusions are not flattering to the future of homo sapiens, in all
cases or because it does 'not give us the world we want, or the
heaven we want or the God we want'. 'The diremost need' as Prof.
Thilly puts it, 'cannot make black white, thogh it may persuade us
to paint it white.'
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------14. Against which the Professor himself has spoken in his
Reign of Religion in Contemporary Philosophy, quoted ante.
15. Quoted in Radhakrishna's The Reign of Religion in
Contemporary Philosophy, p.14.
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CHAPTER XXXV
TEXTUAL EVIDENCE OF INTRINSIC GRADATION
AMONG SOULS
MADHVA and his commentators have cited many texts
from the Vedic and post-Vedic literature, in support of the
acceptance of the Travidhya among Jivas. It will be enough to
indicate only the most obvious and promitent of these, in which
the doctrine is clearly discernible or has been expressly taught.
The passages point clearly to the prevalence of a religious tradition
in which the doctrine was accepted and handed down and which
other currents of thoughts were unable to expurgate altogether.
Texts from Vedic Literature
1.

R"ei E" Â"k"{fE"Ø Â"‡<|"∫<Eß" „"±´ª <÷wÒ ß"{w <E"El<E|" U"‰"˙"{i&<E"Eÿ{# $
(RV X. 48.7)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

∆DÓ˙"i ˙"”ª ≈ˆ"‡ß"·ˆ"‡w lß"{Î"E"Ø ÈEÎ"ß"EÎ"ß"<|" E"iE"”Î"ß"{E"# $
Ã‹"ß"{E"<üp·„"Î"CÎ" ª{¬"{ ≤"{ik÷±ÒÎ"|"i <˙"U" —Eÿ{i ß"E"·kÎ"{E"Ø $$ (RV vi. 47.16)
Â"ª{ Â"±˙"ifk"{w C"RÎ"{ ˙"DÓ"<Í|" <˙"|"|"·fª{Ó"{i&Â"ªi<„"ªi<|" $
ÈE"{E"·„"±|"”ª˙" ‹"±E˙"{E"# Â"±˙"”f´ªEÿ U"ªl# |"f|"ª”<|" $$ (RV vi. 47.17)
<l˙"i <l˙"i C"MU"”ªEÎ"ß"‹"fß"Ø $ (RV vi. 47.21)
ÈE"{ªß„"Ó"i |"ß"<C" Â"‡<˙"‹Î"|"ß"Ø $ (RV i. 182.6)
—Eÿ{C"{iß"{ |"Â"|"w ªA" ≈µ¬"|"w EÎ"Â"fÎ"|"w ˙"Dk"Ó"{ |"ß"{i˙"D‹"# $
Â"ª{∆DÓ"”|"ß"<≤"|"{i EÎ"{ik"|"w ∫|"w E"·li¨"{w <E"<U"C"”|"ß"<‰"Ó"# $$ (RV vii. 104.1)
—Eÿ{C"{iß"{ ˙"|"fÎ"|"w <l˙"CÂ"´ª È<W"|"¥"i<„"# Î"·˙"ß"mß"∫Eß"<„"# $
*

*

*

|"Â"·˙"f‹"i<„"ª¬"ªi<„"ª<‰"Ó"# (RV vii. 104.5)
ÈC"·Î"{f E"{ß" |"i e{i÷Ò{ ÈE‹"iE" |"ß"C"{ ˙"D|"{# (IsaUp 3)
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9.

C"k"{ È{E"ElCÎ" ß"”ß"{wC"{ „"˙"<|", |"i Î"i U"|"w ß"{E"·k"{ È{E"El{# C" Ã÷Ò{i µ"‡h"Ó"
È{E"El# o{i<‰"Î"CÎ" ≤"{÷Ò{ß"∫|"CÎ" (TaittUp ii.8)
Ã÷wÒ Â"{lw E"{i’ª<|" (Sruti quoted by Desika)
2.
10.
Post-Vedic Literature

11.

l˙"” C"ßÂ"<üß"{iA"{Î" <E"µ"E‹"{Î"{&C"·ª” ß"|"{

(Gita xvi.5)

12.

ü{ „"±|"C"ˆ"{f e{i÷iÒ&<Cß"E"Ø l˙" È{C"·ª Ã˙" ≤"

(xvi.6)

13.

ß"{ß"Â"‡{ÂÎ"˙" ÷Ò{E|"iÎ" |"|"{i Î"{E|Î"‹"ß"{w ˆ"<|"ß"Ø

(xvi.20)

14.

OÒ‹˙"¿ ˆ"≤™><E|" C"y˙"C¨"{ ß"‹Î"i <|"Ê><E|" ª{¬"C"{: $
¬"x"EÎ"ˆ"·Ó"˙"D<y"C¨"{ È‹"{i ˆ"≤™><E|" |"{ß"C"{# $$ (Gita xvi.18)

15.

<‰"<˙"‹"{ „"˙"<|" o’{ li<∫E"{w C"{ C˙"„"{˙"¬"{
C"{<y˙"÷Òî ª{¬"C"” ≤"˙" |"{ß"C"” ≤"i<|" (Gita viii.2)

16.

*** Î"{i Î"≤™‘>’# C" Ã˙" C"#

17.

ß"·Í|"{E"{ß"<Â" <C"’{E"{w E"{ª{Î"Ó"Â"ª{Î"Ó"# $
C"·lsef„"# Â"‡U"{E|"{|ß"{ ÷Ò{i<N>k˙"<Â" ß"∫{ß"·E"i $$ (Bhag vi.14.5)

18.

ls˘"ifÎ"w x"{iª¡ÒÂ"CÎ" ‰"e{iÍÎ"‹˙"w<C"E"# Â"‡„"{i# $
l˙"|"ß"·f<E"<„"# <C"’# **** $$ (quoted in AV iii.4, adh.4)

19.

Ãi÷Ò{|ßÎ"w E"{ß" Î"<llw ÷iÒ<≤"lØ µ"‡±Î"·ªE"Â"·Ó"{# $
U"{À|"y˙"ß"<˙"˘"{Î" U"{À{Ó"{w U"{ÀlCÎ"˙"# $$
|"ik"{w |"ß"#U"ª”ª{Ó"{w |"ß" Ã˙" Â"ª{Î"Ó"ß"Ø $$ (Mbh XII.261. 47-50)

20.

<E"|Î"ls#R"w C"·C"ßÂ"±Ó"¿ <E"ªC|"{E"Elß"˙Î"Î"ß"Ø $
|"ß"{i Î"{E|Î"EÎ"¨"{˘"{E"{lØ üik"{ü{ ∫´ªC"woÎ"{|"Ø $$

(Gita xvi.3)

(Paramasamhita quoted in BT x.94.24)
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21.

E"{ª{Î"Ó"Â"‡C"{liE" C"<ß"’˘"{E"≤"A"·k"{ $
È|Î"E|"ls#R"C"we”E"{E"Ø <E"#U"ik"C"·R"˙"<¬"f|"{E"Ø $
<E"|Î"ß"i˙" |"¨"{„"±|"{E"Ø <˙"<ß"o{w‚" ˆ"Ó"{E"Ø µ"∫…E"Ø $$
<E"ªC|"{U"ik"ls#R"{w‚" <E"|Î"{E"El÷Ò„"{i<ˆ"E"# $
ÈÂ"UÎ"|"Ø <‰"<˙"‹"{E"Ø µ"‡h"{ C"{A"{li˙" ≤"|"·ß"·fR"# $$
(Padma quoted by Madhva in BSB iii.i.21)

22.

¬"”˙"{C|"· <‰"<˙"‹"{ ª{¬"E"Ø E"{E"{÷Ò{ª{# C˙"„"{˙"|"# $
C"{<y˙"÷Ò{ ß"·<Í|"„"{¬"# CÎ"·# |"{ß"C"{C|"· |"ß"{i&E"·ˆ"{# $
ß"‹Î"ß"{# C"wC"D|"{ <E"|Î"w OÒ‹˙"{f‹"#Â"´ª˙"<|"fE"# $$ (Visnu Rahasya XXXIII)

23.

Ã˙"w C"{<y˙"÷Òß"‹Î"C¨"|"{ß"C"{E"Ø <‰"<˙"‹"{E"<Â" $
C"D¬"|Î"˙"<|" ∫E|"”U"{i e”eÎ"{ „"Í|"˙"|C"e# $$ (Visnu Rahasya Ch.V)

The question is likely to be raised : Do any of there texts
teach unalterable threefold nature? Can they not be understood as
referring to selves as they are or have been and not as barring all
possible improvement even in the distant future lives? Some may
even feel that eternal damnation is so alien to Indian thought that
Christian influence is not unlikely.
The theory of tripartite classification of souls as proposed
by Madhva has to be judged on its own merits and evidences, as a
broad hypothesis of human nature and desiny. No useful purpose
will be served by importing unnecessary sentiment into the
discussion of the problem. Madhva and his commentators have put
forward what they consider to be adequate grounds and textual
authority in support of the theory. Kali and Vanisvara (i.e.
Brahmadeva) as Madhva says, represent the two poles of evil and
goodness. They must have their reward. The doctrine of
Traividhya is thus a corollary of Anadiyogyata (beginningless
fitness) which seems to be the ultimate explanation of diversity of
natures, propensities and opportunities, going beyond all other
explanations offered by the hypothesis of Karmabheda
(differentiation by Karma) and every other explanation including
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free will1. In matters like this no one can speak with prevision of
the future. We can only argue from the known to the unknown.
What is true and has been true may also hold good in the future.
The assessment of the problem as given by a thinker of Alexander
Fraser's standing cannot be dismissed as utterly irrational. All that
we can say is that there is as much to be said in support of the
theory of 'Jiva-traividhya', objectively speaking, as perhaps
against it. An intrinsic divergence of nature and faith into sattvika,
rajasa and tamasa which is rooted in the core of individual nature
(dehinam, svabhavaja) as stated in the Gita, is the ultimate basis
of this theory according to Madhva. What is thus ultimately traced
to the essential nature (svabhava) of the selves must indeed be
unalterable. One may of course, prefer to understand 'mam
aprapyaiva' (without attaining Me at all) and similar references,
liberally rather than strictly literally. But those who insist on
understanding the words literally are not debarred from doing so
by the rules of grammar and language. Text No.21 refers to the
vision experienced by Brahma after enlightenment in the state of
Mahapralaya. This cannot be regarded as a description of anything
but the great cosmic destiny of souls, when the whole universe lies
submerged according to the Puranas. Words like 'nityam eva
tathabhutan' 'He saw those that had been steeped in darkness like
that for all time', do not admit of any other explanation.
To attribute Christian influence to Madhva in formulating
the theory of Jiva-traividhya and threefold destiny of souls is too
far-fetched. The theory is not incapable of being derived and
developed from within the framework of Indian thought and facts
and ideas recorded and established in Indian religious tradition and
Scriptures and the presuppositions of the law of Karma itself, apart
from an adequate measure of recorded evidence suggestive of a
belief in such a general theory of human nature and destiny. It is
------------------------------------------------------------------------------<C"’{ <∫ ÷Òß"f„"ilCÎ" CÎ"{lsÂ"{<‹"<˙"<„"Ô"|"{ $
1.

|"<|C"’{ ≤"˙" |"<|C"<’# —|Î"EÎ"{iEÎ"˙Î"Â"{oÎ"# $
È{|ß"C˙"¡ÒÂ"„"ilCÎ" <˙"l{ik"|˙"iE"
≤"{<R"e#
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perfectly capable of being explained by the immanent dynamic of
Svarupabhedavada.
Madhva's theory is more a theory of natural selection from
within, in the spiritual field rather than a theory of predestination
arbitrarily imposed on the souls from without. It will not do to
ignore this difference in comparing the Tamoyogyas of Madhva's
theory with those consigned to eternal damnation in the Christian
theory, more or less arbitrarily, by Divine fiat.
Lastly, there is no class of souls corresponding of
Nityasamsarins in the Christian theory. This shows that Madhva's
theory is developed from the doctrine of Trividha-Sraddha in the
Gita and its Sankhyan counterpart to be traced, ultimately to its
proper source in the nature of the Jivas themselves.
The existence of a class of 'Nityasamsarins' as already
mentioned has been accepted in the Visistadvaitic tradition2 also
and by some early Naiyayikas too, as indicated by Jayatirtha in his
NS:

<E"|Î"C"wC"{´ªÓ"{w ÷iÒk"{<Å"|"Ø C"y˙"CÎ" |"ªÂÎ"å”÷DÒ|"|˙"{|"Ø C"ß"¨"f<Î"kÎ"ß"{Ó"|˙"{Ç" $
(NS, iii.3,p.547)

¬"”˙"{|ß"Â"A"”÷Ò{ªi C"wC"{Î"if÷ÒC˙"„"{˙"{E"{w ¬"”˙"{E"{w C˙"Î"ß"i˙"{iªª”÷DÒ|"|˙"iE" |"‰" µ"{‹"{|"Ø $
(NS, p.548 b).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. In the background of the Visistadvaitic acceptance of
Nityasuris and of Nityasamsarins by one section, the addition of
one more category of Nitya-tamoyogyas cannot possibly be ruled
out as farfetched. (See Chapter XXXIV fn.9). The 'Sayuthyas' are
most probably the Tengalai-Vaisnavas. There is no reference in
the writings of modern scholars on Indian Philosophy, to the
acceptance of this peculiar position regarding the classification of
Souls in the ancient tradition of the Visistadvaita school itself. Dr.
Chandradhar Sharma's A Critical Survey of I.Phil. (London 1960)
is no exception to this.
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The reference, according to the commentators, are to the
view of Udayanacarya : C"wC"{Î"if÷ÒC˙"„"{˙"{# ÷iÒ<≤"l{|ß"{E"# $ We also have it
on the authority of Citsukha that certain Vaisesika thinkers like
Kandalikara (i.e.Sridhara)3 and Lilavatikara held the view of
nityasamsara for some souls :

÷ÒEle”÷Ò{ª{<l<„"# ÷Ò<‚"lØ ˙"U"i<k"÷Ò<˙"U"ik"# C"˙"fß"·Í|"iªE"å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $
(Citsukhi, p.357)
The doctrine of Traividhya is not thus an invention of
Madhva. It has the support of Vedic and post-Vedic tradition and
is the natural corollary of the doctrine of Svarupa bheda of souls
without which the Hindu doctrine of Karma would have no force
or meaning. It is not simply an extension of the samkhya theory of
Traigunya or based upon it, as is sometimes superficially
assumed4. The three gunas of Samkhya metaphysics are but the
modes of Prakrti; whereas the terms Sattvika, Rajasa and Tamasa
applied to the Jivas in their tripartic classification, according to
Madhva, have reference to their basic nature of Caitanya going
beyond the play of Prakrti and its gunas Î"{i Î"≤™‘>’# C" Ã˙" C"# (Gita,
xviii.3). This is clear from Madhva's comment on the above verse,
where he interprets the term C"y˙"{E"·¡ÒÂ"{ (C"˙"fCÎ" o’{) as <≤"y"{E"·¡ÒÂ"{
which is further more explicity rendered by Jayatirtha as

≤"|"EÎ"w ¬"”˙" —<|" Î"{˙"|"Ø

<≤"y"w

(GB, Prameyadipika, xvii.3).

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
3. Prof. Jadunath Sinha give Sridhara's date as 1000 AD. He was
thus at least three centuries earlier than Madhva.
4. See R.Nagaraja Sarma, Reign of Realism in I. Phil.pp.174, 653
and 664 Cf. Â"·Pk"µ"∫s|˙"w <C"’w ‰"ˆ"·ÓÎ"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{Ç"˙" (1) (Samkhya Karika, 18)
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CHAPTER XXXVI
THE SOUL'S RELATION TO BRAHMAN
SEVERAL figures of speech and symbolic expressions have
been used in the Sastras to make clear the relation of metaphysical
dependence of the Jivas on Brahman. Commentators have also
added some more of their own choice, in interpreting those ideas.
Terms like 'Rupa-Pratirupa', 'Amsa-Amsi', 'Chaya-Purusa', 'SariraSaririn', 'Abhasa', 'Agnivisphulinga' occur in the original texts. The
Advaita philosophy looks upon this relation as one of 'Adhisthanaaropyabhava' (the substratus and the superimposed appearance) or
'(Bimba)-Pratibimbabhava'. Ramanuja prefers to call if 'SariraSariribhava' or 'Sesa-Sesibhava'. For reasons already set forth,
Madhva does not subscribe to any of the ideas underlying these
terms as understood by Advaitins, Bhedabhedavadins and
Visistadvaitins. He has, therefore, thought it fit to give a new and
deeper significance to the term 'Bimba-Pratibimbabhava', met with
in the texts and use it in the symbolic sense of metaphysical
dependence of Jiva on Brahman. Along with it, he has also used
the other terms used by the Sutrakara viz., Amsa-amsi, Abhasaabhasaka', which he interprets in the same sense. We may now
discuss the question fully.
The term 'Bimba-Pratibimbabhava' is derived by Madhva
from the significant passage in RV VII. 47.18.

¡ÒÂ"w ¡ÒÂ"w Â"‡<|"¡ÒÂ"w µ"„"±˙"
|"lCÎ" ¡ÒÂ"w Â"‡<|"≤"A"Ó"{Î" $1
It is confirmed by Madhva on the basis of the coeternality of
the Jivas with Brahman, taught in Gita ii, 12 read together with the
repeated emphasis laid on the Jiva's dependence on Brahman for
his existence, consciousness and activity, for all time.
1. 'With reference to each form of Jiva, He (the Lord)
becomes the original Form. His Form is for this one (the Jiva) to
perceive'.
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The underlying idea behind all these descriptions is the
same, viz. that Brahman is the One Independent Source of all
reality, consciousness and activity found in the individual selves
and which cannot, therefore, be explained without reference to the
dependence on Brahman for their being. As no creation of Jivas de
novo is admitted in Vedanta, the figure of Pratibimba should not
be construed literally in the sense of the Jivas being the actual
reflections projected by Brahman like that of a concrete object in a
mirror. Madhva warns his readers against taking the scriptual
description of Jiva as a Pratibimba of Brahman in its gross
physical sense of an actual reflection. That is why he is so careful
and particular to insist that there is no external medium (bahya
upadhi) of reflection in this case. This would at once bring out the
difference beteen Madhva's and Sankara's conception of Jiva as a
Pratibimba or Brahman. According to Sankara, the Jiva is a false
appearance, therefore, can be transcended.

¬"”˙"|˙"w ≤" ß"Dk"{ ˘"iÎ"w ªÉ˙"{w C"Â"fˆ"‡∫{i Î"¨"{ $ (Sankara : Aparoksanubhuti, 43)
But to Madhva, the relation of Bimbapratibimbabhava
between God and Soul is a sacred and inviolable relation, which
is true for all time and goes to the very core of the Jiva and
constitutes his very essence and could never be annualled or
transcended. Its full significance, missed in Samsara, is realised in
Moksa. Moksa in fact is the complete realisation of this intrinsic
relationship of metaphysical dependence on and similarity (in
some respects) to the Supreme, 'Pratibimbatva' according to
Madhva is not a false relation which the Jivas are to be ashamed
of and should try to shake off, as in Advaita. It is the truest, and the
most beautiful permanent bond with the Supreme Being and the
purpose of Philosophy is its progressive realisation by the Jiva.
The two doctrines are thus diametrically opposed!
Madhva brings out the idea of metaphysical dependence
contained in the various other expressions, by a proper
interpretation of them. There is, first of all, the idea of a man and
his shadow, in one of the Upanisads :
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Î"¨"k"{ Â"·Pk"i ™>{Î"{ Ã|"<Cß"Ô"i|"l{|"|"ß"Ø $ (PrasnaUp. iii.3)
The point of this analogy is dependence and similarity :

™>{Î"{ Î"¨"{ Â"·wC"MU"” Â"·ß"‹"”E"{ ≤" MUÎ"|"i $2 (AV, ii.2.18)
The two outstanding features of a shadow are its
resemblance to the original object and its dependence upon it for
its existence and for its being perceived. The Jivas also to some
extent resemble Brahman (BS, iii.3.29) and are metaphysically
dependent on It. Hence the figure. The term 'Amsa-amsi' also
conveys the same truth :

¬"”˙"CÎ" Â"ªß"iX"ª{wU"|˙"w |"·, |"|C"{MUÎ"w, |"l‹"”E"C"y"{<lß"y˙"w ≤"i|Î"¨"f# $ (NS, ii, p.453)
Madhva develops this idea at some length in his Gita
Bhasya and shows the inapplicability of the relation of part and
whole in this case:

E" ≤"{wU"|˙"<˙"ª{i‹"# $ |"CÎ"˙" (Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"|˙"CÎ"˙") ÈwU" (U"µlÂ"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y")|˙"{|"Ø $(II.24)
The analogy of Chaya-Purusa also conveys the idea that God is
immeasurably more than and superior to the Souls as the substance
is greater than its shadow. The shadow is there because of the
substance It is bound to the object which casts the shadow but not
vice versa. The dependence is thus unilateral and not reciprocal.
The shadow is outwardly similar to the object in form. The souls
have the same form and content of reality, consciousness and bliss,
resembling Brahman's3. It should always be remembered that
analogies should not be stretched indefinitely. The point of the
analogy is strictly confined to the ideas of dependence and
similarity and nothing more. Satyanatha Tirtha, in his
Abhinavacandrika, therefore, rightly reminds us that the figure of
Pratibimbatva of the Jiva is merely a technical figure (Paribhasika)
2. πÒ<≤"|"Ø ≤"i|"E"i&<Â" ™>{Î"{U"µlÂ"‡Î"{iˆ"# Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"|˙"C"{ßÎ"{lØ „"˙"<|" $ (MS, p.68)
3. The description of Jivas as 'vipludanandabhaginah' by Madhva
explains the significance of the comparison.
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and has nothing to do with the conventional sense of the term.
Madhva also gives a similar warning : E"{<|"C"ß"Î"w <E"lU"fE"i (AV), that we
should not stretch the analogy to the point of the lifelesness of the
Pratibimba : ¬"a>|˙"{<l<„"ª<Â" E"i|Î"¨"f# (NS p.505). It is the association of
the ideas of physical reflection and the presence of an Upadhi, in
the conventional usage of the term (as current in the Advaita) that
cause an initial confusion in understanding clearly the nature and
implications of the doctrine of Bimbapratibimbabhava, according
to Madhva. This should, therefore, be strictly guarded against.
That is why Madhva draws special attention to the fact that the
analogy of reflection (pratibimba) should not be taken to
presuppose the existence of any external reflecting medium
between Jiva and Brahman. The reason is that such a medium
would immediately render the reflection transient (anitya),
impermanent and non-eternal. That would snap the relation of
coeternality between the two (ü{ C"·Â"Ó"{f C"Î"·¬"{ C"R"{Î"{) : Commenting
on BS iii.2.18, Madhva shows the significance of the emphatic
particles È|" Ã˙" ≤" in drawing equal attention to the points of
comparision and contrast in the employment of the simile :
Suryakadivat. The points of contact are the possession, by the Jiva,
of certain characteristics of reality, consciousness and bliss similar
to those of Brahman and depending upon it for them. The points of
contrast from an ordinary reflection are : (1) not being conditioned
by an external medium (Upadhi); (2) not being liable to
destruction by virtue of the destruction of such Upadhi; and (3)
not being an insentient (lifeless) effect. The full significance of the
Sutra, according to Madhva, lies in pointing out in what sense the
Jiva is to be understood as a reflection of Brahman and in what
sense he is not to be understood as a reflection. The emphasis laid
by the Sutrakara on the two expressions ëÈ|" Ã˙" ≤"í points
unmistakably to the reasons already stated by him, on which the
Pratibimbatva of the Jivas rests. These have been rightly identified
by Madhva as difference, dependence and similarity (<„"Ô"|˙",

|"l‹"”E"|˙"w, |"|C"{MUÎ") taught in the preceding sutras ii.3.28; iii.1.1;
ii.3.29. It also implies a point of contrast which is again well
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brought out by Madhva by adding a rider : E" |"±Â"{‹Î"{Î"|"y˙"{<lE"{. If no
point of contrast is intended by the Sutrakara, the suffix

C"±Î"f÷Ò{<l˙"|"Ø

˙"|"Ø iin

(iii.2.18) would be pointless and redundant as pointed

out by Jayatirtha and the Sutra could as well have been worded È|"

Ã˙" C"±Î"f÷Ò{<l# ≈Â"ß"{.
What is, therefore, sought to be emphasised by the figure
of Bimbapratibimbabhava is nothing more than an essential eternal
metaphysical dependence of the Jivas on Brahman. This relation is
natural and intrinsic to them and is not conditioned by anything
other than the nature of the Pratibimbas, such as Avidya in
Advaita. This is achieved by making such Pratibimbatva an
essential characteristic (svalaksana) of the Jivas, resting on an
intrinsic relation (nirupadhikasambandha). Were it not so, the
relation itself would be snapped, the moment the Upadhis or
conditioning factors that have caused and sustained the relation
cease to exist. The Jiva would then be no more! But since the Jivas
and Brahman are both ex hypothesi eternal to the Vedanta4 their
mutual relation, too must be equally so. So, Bimbapratibimbabhava must be eternal : Î"{˙"l{|ß"„"{˙"” It is easy to see that any
relation that is not grounded in the nature of Brahman and the
Jivas themselves could not be eternal. Obviously, Avidya is not,
and cannot be, such a relation! Hence, Madhva is justified in
thinking of a fresh and more lasting relationship between the Jivas
and Brahman, which would be true of them in bondage and in
release. He finds such a relation in the symbolism of
'Bimbapratibimba-bhava' which is actually foreshadowed in the
Rg.Vedic passage ¡ÒÂ"w ¡ÒÂ"w Â"‡<|"¡ÒÂ"{i µ"„"±˙" which he quotes in his
Bhasya. There is evidently a deep scientific idea behind this
symbolism. The objection that all ordinary reflections are brought
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. <E"|Î"{i <E"|Î"{E"{ß"Ø (KathaUp iii.213)

<E"|Î"# C"˙"fˆ"|"# C¨"{Ó"·# (Gita ii.24)
E"|˙"i˙"{∫w ... (KathaUp iii.213)
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about by conditioning factors is met by pointing out that here we
have a symbolism and not a prosaic analogy. Even otherwise, the
point of the illustration could be understood in a deeper
metaphysical sense (alaukika) than in a conventional sense
(laukika).
If, however, in deference to the letter of the Sutra and the
technical requirement of Pratibimbatva one must insist on having
some sort of a medium in the case of the Bimbapratibimbabhava
relation between Jiva and Brahman also, Madhva has suggested
that the Jiva-svarupa itself can be treated as the 'Upadhi'. This is
called 'Svarupopadhi'. This is a complicated idea. On this view, the
Jiva would constitute both the medium and the reflection by the
force of his internal Visesas. This point will be explained later.
The introduction of the idea of 'Svarupa-Upadhi' is for the purpose
of denying the presence of any external upadhi in the relation of
the Jiva to Brahman (as there is in Advaita : µ"‡h"˙"{<˙"ùÎ"{ C"wC"ª<|" $.)
The same is the case with other expression 'Abhasa' used by
the Sutrakara (BS ii.3.50). This term also signifies, according to
Madhva, the ideas of dependence and similarity.

µ"‡h"{„"{C"|˙"{<l<|" ∫i|"{i# µ"‡h"{‹"”E"|˙"{|"Ø |"|C"MU"|˙"{Ç"i|Î"¨"f#, E" |"· C"±Î"f÷Ò{<l˙"|"Ø
Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"|˙"{<l<|" $ (NS p.505)
It is needless to say that in dealing with such profound
themes, we should not vulgarise thought by the admixture of
popular fancies and superficial association of ideas. Madhva goes
into the estoteric stymology of the word 'Abhasa' in which the
Sutrakara has chosen to describe the Jiva's relationship to
Brahman.

|"|" È{„"{C"|"i <E"|Î"w |"ülØ È{„"{C"|"i&<Â" ≤" $
„"{E"ß"<C|"|˙"ß"<Â" ≤"˙"{C"ß"E|"{ù|"C|"|"# $
¬"”˙" È{„"{C" ≈<˜ƒ>{i C"l˙" Â"ªß"{|ß"E"# $ (AV iii.2.50)
Jaytirtha, explaining the point writes that the Jiva is termed
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Abhasa for two reasons : (1) that his consciousness of himself and
others is essentially dependent on Brahman and (2) that he is
luminous like Brahman5. The etymological details of this
explanation are thus set forth by him :

„"{E"w ˘"{E"w, È<C|"|˙"w C"y˙"ß"Ø $ „"{ ≤" C"{ ≤" „"{C"i $ È{ C"˙"f÷Ò{e˙"<|"fEÎ"{ „"{C"i
È{„"{C"i, Â"ªß"{|ß"{‹"”E"i È{„"{C"i Î"CÎ"{C"{ ¬"”˙"# Â"ªß"{|ß"{„"{C"# $ (NS, p.503)
Consistent with this interpretation of 'Abhasa' Jayatirtha has
also given us a new interpretation of 'Tat Tvam asi' text in terms of
Bimbapratibimbabhava relation between Brahman and Jivas in his
commentary on Madhva's Tdy.
Elsewhere, in his bhasya on the BS Madhva has given us
another illustration of a puppet in emphasising the conative
dependence of Jivas on God.

Î"¨"{ l{Pß"Î"”w Î"{ik"{w E"ª# <C¨"ªC"ß"{<∫|"# $
—åÎ"|Î"åß"å{<E" |"¨"{ ª{¬"<Ô"ß"{# Â"‡¬"{# $$ (BSB ii.1.24)
It may be noted in this connection that the Sutrakara
ascribes the creative activity of Jivas to the Supreme (ii.3.41). This
is merely to emphasise their dependence. It is not as if human
beings are like puppets without life or initiative. It is only that the
Pratibimba has no independent activity : E"<∫ Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"CÎ" <÷‡ÒÎ"{ $ C" <∫

<µ"ßµ"<÷‡ÒÎ"Î"˙" <÷‡ÒÎ"{˙"{E"Ø

(Madhva, GB), which should be carefully

interpreted to signify
Jayatirtha (GBt p.83)

<µ"ßµ"{‹"”E"<÷‡ÒÎ"Î"˙" <÷‡ÒÎ"{˙"{E"Ø

as pointed out by

In his Bhasya on BS ii.3.50, Madhva brings out the
implication of the figure of 'Bimbapratibimbabhava' between Jiva

5.

|"iE" Â"ªß"{|ß"E"{ <E"<ß"y"iE" È{„"{C"|"i Â"‡|"”|"{i „"˙"|"”<|" Â"‡|"”|"{ |"l‹"”E"|˙"ß"·≤Î"|"i $ |"ü|"Ø
µ"‡h"˙"|"Ø È{„"{C"|" —<|" |"|C"MU"|˙"ß"Ø $ (NS p.505)
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and Brahman by drawing a clear distinction between ordinary
reflections which are dependent on external media
(sopadhipratibimba) and those which are not so dependent and in
that sense mediumless (nirupadhipratibimba):

C"{iÂ"{<‹"ªE"·Â"{<‹"‚" Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"{i <ü‹"iÎ"|"i $
¬"”˙" —fU"CÎ"{E"·Â"{<‹"#, —Eÿ≤"{Â"{i Î"¨"{ ª˙"i# $$ (Madhva in BSB ii.3.50)
The image of a face reflected in a mirror is entirely
dependent on the external medium of the mirror and it is liable to
disappear as soon as the mirror is removed from the range of the
bimba or is destroyed. But as there is no destruction of the Jiva at
any time6 the mutual relation between Brahman and Jivas cannot
be attributed to the action of any external Upadhis. Madhva cites
the phenomenon of rainbow as an instance of a Nirupadhipratibimba of the Sun's rays to elucidate his conception of Jiva as
a Nirupadhipratibimba of Paramatman. As this is an unusual
illustration, with a deep philosophical significance, which is not
obvious on the surface of it, it requires further clarification to
show in what sense the phenomenon of rainbow is to be
understood as a Pratibimba without an external medium. As
everyone knows, rainbow is caused by the Sun's rays falling on
drops of rain-water. The rays enter the drops and are refracted and
again reflected and then broken into the components of the
'Vibgyor' as they emerge out of the rain drops, in resplendent
colours as the 'rainbow' manifested by the rays themselves. As
such the rainbow is an image of the Sun's rays acting as their own
medium. We have similarly to conceive of the Jiva as the image
and the medium by the power of Visesa at the same time7. The
mirror merely throws back the light falling upon it. The rain-drops,
however, receive the light and they let it traverse through them and
emerge out of them again and in this process exhibit the glory of
sunlight. The rain-drops must be deemed to be active, unlike the
mirror which is merely passive.
The simile of the Sun and the rainbow given by Madhva
brings out the significance of the relationship between Brahman
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and the Jiva in a very impressive manner. The Jiva is the agent, the
vehicle for the manifestation of the Divine light falling upon
himself. What we know now of God, of His love and goodness,
His compassion and other auspicious attributes is from our
association with godly men and women, His devotees who in their
lives manifest these virtues.They are the raindrops, that reveal the
majesty and the glory that lie concealed in the white rays of the
Sun. By this analogy Madhva wants to convey that everyone of
5. Cf. È<˙"E"{U"” ˙"{ Èªi&Î"ß"{|ß"{ ÈE"·<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f $ (BrhUp iv. 5.14)

C"ˆ"if&<Â" E"{iÂ"¬"{Î"E|"i Â"‡eÎ"i E" ˙Î"¨"<E|" ≤" $ (Gita xiv. 2)
¬"”˙"{i <E"|Î"{i ‹"{|"·ªCÎ" |˙"<E"|Î"# $ (Mbh xviii. 5.50)
7. That the rainbow is also popularly regarded as a SopadhikaPratibimba will be clear from the Bhasyadipika (p.634) which
dismissses such an interpretation of the passage quoted by Madhva
as untenable.

È‰" Mƒ>{E|"i <µ"ßµ"{<|"´ªÍ|"{iÂ"{‹Î"„"{˙"{i l{ƒ>{f<E|"÷iÒ |"· Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"{<|"´ªÍ|"{iÂ"{‹Î"„"{˙"# $ È<|"´ªÍ|"{iÂ"{‹Î"„"{˙"C|"· ≈„"Î"‰" C"ß" —<|" ÿƒ>˙Î"ß"Ø $
÷iÒ<≤"y"·- C"{iÂ"{<‹"Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"CÎ" —Eÿ≤"{Â" ≈l{∫ªÓ"ß"Ø $ |"CÎ" C"±Î"fß"Óa>ew ˙"{,
C"±Î"f|"i¬"{i ˙"{iÂ"{<‹"# $ ≈Â"{l{E"w ≤" |"li˙" $ <E"PÂ"{<‹"Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"CÎ" |"· ¬"”˙" ≈l{∫ªÓ"ß"Ø —<|"
Î"¨"{U"µl{˙"DyÎ"{ ˙"{ÍÎ"üÎ"ß"<Â" Mƒ>{E|"Â"ª|"Î"{ Î"{i¬"Î"<E|" $ |"y"· ≤"<Eÿ÷Ò{E"E"·ˆ"·Ó"|˙"{|"Ø,
ß"±e{„"{˙"{Ç"{iÂ"iAÎ"ß"Ø $
The rainbow is a 'nirupadhipratibimba' of the colours of the
Sun's rays in the sense of having no upadhi other than and
external to them, to manifest the colours (Bimbatiriktopadhyabhava). As for the 'darstantika' (viz. the Jiva) he needs no other
medium than his own pristine essence (pratibimbatiriktaupadhyabhava) to be able to intuit, capture and realise his intimacy of
nature as 'Tadgunasara' with the Lord. M. A. Krishnaswami Rao,
Retired Professor of Physics has explained the symbolic bases of
Madhva's description of the rainbow as a nirupadhipratibimba of
the Sun's rays, in an article published in the Dharma Prakash
Journal of the ABMM Madras (vol.VI.No.3,1976). See also
vol.VII No.4 of the same Journal.
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us is a tiny raindrop which still has the potency, the capacity to
receive and manifest the Divine light and transmit it. The figure of
Bimbapratibimba thus gives meaning, expresses a great religiophilosophical truth and value and establishes an intimacy of
relationship between Man and God, which is the noblest truth of
philosophy and religion, to be attained by us. The reader can see in
this and in Madhva's equally suggestive interpretation of the Sutra:
Ambuvad agrahanat tu na tathatvam (BS iii.2.19), the poetic
quality and the mystic inwardness of his conception of the eternal
and intimate relation that binds Jiva to Brahman8.
The conception of 'Svarupopadhi' may now be examined
Madhva clarifies his position in his BT IV.22.26 :

¬"”˙"{iÂ"{<‹"<üf‹"{ Â"‡{iÍ|"# C˙"¡ÒÂ"w µ"{fiß"i˙" ≤" $
µ"{fi{iÂ"{<‹"efÎ"w Î"{<|", ß"·Í|"{˙"EÎ"CÎ" |"· <C¨"<|"# $$
C"˙"{ifÂ"{<‹"<˙"E"{U"i <∫ Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"w ÷Ò¨"w „"˙"i|"Ø ?
÷Ò¨"w ≤"{&|ß"<˙"E"{U"Î" Â"‡Î"œ"# C"i|CÎ"<|" πÒ<≤"|"Ø ?
ÈÂ"·ß"¨"f|"{ ≤" ß"·Í|"i# CÎ"{l„"{˙"{|"Ø Â"·wC" Ã˙" |"· $$ 9
The 'internal medium' is nothing more than the constituent
elements of selfhood, operating as 'Upadhis' as it were, by the
power of 'Visesas' which are self-linking :
8. See my BSPC Vol.III, pp.106-07.
9. The Upadhis (manifesting conditions) of Jivas are
twofold, intrinsic and extrinsic. The extrinsic Upadhis are
liquidated in Moksa. The other one continues to be (in Moksa). If
all Upadhis are destroyed, how can Jiva continue to be a
Pratibimba of the Supreme Being in Moksa? If Moksa were the
liquidation of Atman himself who will strive for it? If Moksa
means the extinction of the self it will cease to be a Purusartha
(aim of the Purusa to achieve). He himself will not be there to
attain it.'
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≈Â"{‹Î"·Â"{<‹"ß"›{˙"{i <˙"U"ik"µ"eiE" —<|" „"{˙"# $ (Jayatirtha : (GBt.ii.18)
There is no difficulty, says Madhva, in the Jivasvarupa
operating as its own medium as it is essentially self-luminous :

C˙"Î"ß"i˙"{‰" Â"‡lU"f÷Ò# <≤"y˙"{|"Ø $ (GB ii.18) (See Chapter XXXI)
It may be objected that all this is somewhat mystifying
Would not the Jivasvarupa itself operating as its own medium of
reflection be premature, insofar as the Jivasvarupa itself would
beinconceivable without a Jiva already being there? And if he
should already be there, where is the need to reflect? Again whom
is he to reflect? Or whose reflection is he? Not God or God's nor
even of himself as there is no point in it.
The correct answer to these and other difficulties is on these
lines. We must first of all understand the true significance of the
expression Svarupopadhi and its function. The Upadhis of Jivas
are of two kinds – external and internal. The external Upadhis are
the body, mind and its modifications. The internal Upadhis are the
elements which constitute the Jivacaitanya – viz. its finitude, its
eternal dependence on God for its existence and functioning and
for its possessing the attributes of jnana, ananda, etc., similar to
those of Brahman to a limited extent. The external Upadhis give
rise to a distorted image of the Jiva in Samsara, including in him a
mistaken notion of his identification with his bodily possessions,
on account of long intimate association with them from the
beginning of creation. They make him react to their influences, as
if they are part of his own essence and belonging to him in his own
right independently of God's Will. The analogy of a cracked duststained mirror which gives a distorted picture of face will help to
understand the part played by the Jiva's external Upadhis in life.
On the other hand the Svarupopadhis being no other than the
essential constituents of Jivahood are competent to reflect and
manifest to the Jiva himself his true nature and attributes and his
relation to the Lord, when they come into full play in the released
state:
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<ü<˙"‹"{i <∫ ¬"”˙"{iÂ"{<‹"# È{„Î"E|"ª{i µ"{fi‚" $ |"‰" C˙"¡ÒÂ"Â"‡<|"„"{C"∫i|"·ª{„Î"E|"ª# $ C˙"¡ÒÂ"<˙"Â"ª”|"{˙"„"{C"∫i|"·# ÈE|"#÷ÒªÓ"{<l# µ"{fi# $
(NS p.506)
The description of Jiva as a 'Nirupadhipratibimba' (image
without a medium) is used to convey the fact that the core of Jiva
is not determined by any of his external Upadhis :

<E"PÂ"{<‹"Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"˙"{≤"{iÎ"·<Í|"ª<Â" µ"{fi{iÂ"{‹Î"‹"”E"|˙"{„"{˙"{<„"Â"‡{Î"iÓ" E"i|"˙Î"{ $
(NS p.506b)
As Bhakti grows in depth, intensity and maturity. Jiva
realises more and more his metaphysical dependence, difference
and similarity to the Supreme. And in Moksa also, where these
conditions of dependence, difference and likeness to Brahman,
which constitute the essence of Jivas, persist they continue to be
the Pratibimbas of Brahman, with the fullest realisation of that
fact, unlike in Samsara, where this truth of their real nature and
relationship to Brahman is hidden by Ajnana and other factors, by
the will of God. True devotion and loving attachment of God are,
however, capable of moving the Supreme to grace and realisation
of the true nature of one's own svarupa by Jiva (and of the nature
of God) then becomes easy and possible. Such infact is the place,
function and role of Svarupopadhis, in the system of Madhva.
The relation of 'Amsamsibhava' also stands for the same
idea of dependence and similarity :

Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"|˙"CÎ"˙" ÈwU"U"µlÂ"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y"|˙"{|"Ø (Jayatirtha : (GB ii.24)
Jiva is an Amsa (fraction) of Brahman. This is a purely
symbolic idea. He is the ectype of God endowed with a smaller
measure of resembling attributes of reality, consciousness and
bliss. The figure has no doubt some association with 'part and
whole' and may imply some kind of identity-cum-difference as
between the cloth and its threads, as understood by Bhaskara and
others. But Madhva rejects the relation of 'bhedabheda' between
Jiva and Brahman and accepts fundamental difference between
them. He, therefore, substitutes 'amsatva' for 'identity' (abheda),
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'amsatva' being understood as equivalent to Pratibimbatva. In his
commentary on BS ii.3.43, where the term amsa is used by the
Sutrakara to define Jivatman's relation to Brahman, Madhva
cautions us against understanding the term as equivalent to
bhedabheda – i.e. an affirmation of both difference and identity of
natures as equally true and primary :

È|"‚"{wU"|˙"ß"·<˜w> „"il{„"il{ E" ß"·RÎ"|"# $

10

He distinguishes two kinds of 'amsas', viz, 'Svarupa-amsa'
and 'bhinnamsa11'. The manifestations of the Lord as Matsya,
Kurma and other Avataras are His Svamsas or Svarupa-amsas,
identical with Him and possessing the same degree and extent of
all powers. Jivas are Bhinnamsas (ectypes) with relatively lesser
order of powers. The difference is one of both degree and other. It
is innate and cannot be transcended :

<˙"<„"Ô"{wU"{i&°Â"U"<Í|"# CÎ"{|"Ø <÷Ò<Å"|C"{MUÎ"ß"{‰"Î"·÷ØÒ $ (AV ii.3.48)
This relation of amsa is also used by Madhva to reconcile
the conflict of Bheda and Abheda Srutis. He accepts difference
between God and Soul as real and true and uses the concept of
amsatva to convey the sense of 'belonging to' : |"|C"ßµ"ìE‹"|˙"ß"i˙"
(TP ii.3.43). For purposes of reconciling the
'Bheda' and 'Abheda Srutis',Madhva holds that 'Abheda' or identity

|"lwU"|˙"<ß"<|" ˙"AÎ"{ß"#

10. This passage does not mean 'separateness and nonseparateness ought not to be understood literally' as
misconstructed by J.E.Carpenter (Theism in Mediaeval India,
1921, p.411). We need not, therefore, deplore with him that
'Unhappily Madhva did not-adhere to this suggestion'. See my
HDSV p.120 H.N.Raghavendrachar too has similarly
misunderstood and misrepresented the meaning of this text in his
Kannada work : Dvaita Vedanta.
11. C˙"{wU"‚"{¨" <˙"<„"Ô"{wU" —<|" üi‹"{w&U" —kÎ"|"i $ (Madhva : BSB ii 3.47)
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should be understood not in the sense of identity of essence but of
amsatvam (belonging to):

o·<|"üÎ"{EÎ"¨"{E"·Â"Â"yÎ"{ „"ilß"å”÷DÒ|Î", È„"ilC¨"{E"i ÈwU"|˙"w ˙"Í|"˙Î"<ß"<|" „"{˙"# $
(TP, ii.3.43).
The point is this. As difference and identity cannot both be
accepted in their primary sense at the same time as between Jiva
and Brahman and as difference persists even on the other side of
Moksa, it is best to construe 'identity' in the sense of amsatvam, as
defined, in order to avoid the self-contradiction in accepting bheda
and abheda as equally true :
È|"‚"{wU"|˙"ß"·<˜w> „"il{„"il{ E" ß"·RÎ"|"# $ (Madhva : BSB ii.343)
The term 'bhedahedau' is a dvandva compound and means
difference and identity. What Madhva means by the above
statement is that as difference and identity understood in their
primary senses (mukhyatah) will be self-contradictory, both of
them cannot be accepted on an equal footing. As applied to the
relationship between Jiva and Isvara, one of them has to be
understood in a figurative or secondary sense. Which of the two is
to be accepted in its primary sense and which in a figuative sense
is clarified by Madhva when he says : Without prejudice to the
Bheda Srutis which are the Upajivya, the Abheda Sruti are to be
understood in the sense of amsatva standing for resemblance, and
possession of reality dependent on Brahman. Hence amsa does not
mean any physical identity of part and whole which is one of its
accepted meanings. Its use here is purely figurative as applied to
the Jivas who are Bhinnamsas of the Lord :

ß"·RÎ"{wU"C"{MUÎ"w |"|C"y"Î"˙" C"y"{˙"y˙"eA"Ó"ß"i˙" ¬"”˙"CÎ"{wU"|˙"ß"Ø $ ˆ"{Ó"{i&Î"ß"wU"U"µl —<|"
Î"{˙"|"Ø $ (NS p.453)
Sankara also interprets the term Amsa in the Sutra ii.3.43 as
'a part as it were' (ÈwU" —˙"{wU"#). Amsa is thus a figurative
expression for dependence and presupposes difference as admitted
by Sankara himself. The latter half of the Sutra refers to some kind
of identity that would be compatible with Svarupabheda, already
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accepted. Such an identity, then, could only be grounded in
similarity and dependence.
Madhva concedes freely that there are points of contact
between Jiva and Brahman. Their distinction, however great and
ineradicable, is one of order and degree and not of kind. The soul
of man at its best possesses the characteristics of reality,
consciousness and bliss similar to those of Brahman. It is in virtue
of this that any relation with Brahman is possible, and Jiva is
sometimes identified with Brahman– |"ûsÓ"C"{ª|˙"{y"· |"ü–Â"liU"#
(ii.3.29). The freed soul has a nature akin to God which enables it
to be in harmony with the divine in Moksa:

ß"·Í|"{E"{w C"|Î"÷Ò{ß"|˙"w C"{ß"¨Î"¿ ≤" Â"ªCÎ" |"· $
÷Ò{ß"{E"·÷Ò±e÷Ò{ß"|˙"w E"{EÎ"y"ik"{w <˙"‹"”Î"|"i $ (BSB iv.2.18)
It should be obvious then that Madhva is not for any
irreconciliable opposition beteween the two. He allows even the
most exaggerated and high-flown description of the affinity
between the two in mystic or philosophical parlance, provided the
modicum of difference between them, borne out by the authorities,
is not tampered with. Absolute exclusiveness of Jiva and Brahman
is not thus a characteristic of Madhvas's position. Brahman is the
Antaryami of Atman and as such could never be excluded from
him. Some community of nature is certainly there and even with
that it is possible to keep the position distinct from the complete
merger of the Advaita. The intrinsic natures of the two are such
that no merger is possible :

È°Â"U"<Í|"ªC"{˙"f˘Î"w Â"{ª|"E‰Î"ß"Â"±Ó"f|"{ $
≈Â"¬"”˙"÷Ò|˙"w ¬"”˙"|˙"ß"”U"|˙"w |"<üÂ"Î"fÎ"# $$
(Mahavisnupurana quoted by Vadaratnavali)
The Mukta, too, does not bloom into a sovereign lord,
overnight or at any time. The released are under an irrevocable
limitation with regard to the exercise of cosmic functions of the
Supreme, according to BS iv.4.17. These differences which persisit
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in Moksa, too, should thus be intrinsic (svabhavika) and not
brought about by Avidya, or association with bodies. It is on these
grounds that Madhva refuses to merge and absorb souls in God.
At the same time, God and Soul are not as irreconcilably
opposed to each other as light and darkness. We have seen that
Madhva recognises that some of Jivatman's essential properties
like Jnana and ananda are akin to those of Brahman. On that basis
he is sometimes spoken of as identical with Brahman
Tadhumaaratvat tu tadyapadesah (BS ii.3.29). Excluding
Svarupaikya there are other acceptable standpoints from which
such figurative 'aikya' can be accommodated :

C"{MUÎ"{Ç" Â"‡‹"{E"|˙"{|"Ø C˙"{|"E‰Î"{l<Â" ˙"{&<„"l{ß"Ø $
È{∫sª”U"iE" ¬"”˙"CÎ" E" C˙"¡ÒÂ"{<„"l{w πÒ<≤"|"Ø $$ 12(AV ii.3.29)
12. 'The Srutis speak of the oneness of Jiva and Brahman on
the baisi of the former's bearing some measure of similarity to
Brahman and the primacy of and independence of Brahman. They
do not speak anywhere of their identity of essence'. For further
details vide my BSPC ii.pp.217-20.
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DOCTRINE OF BRAHMAN
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CHAPTER XXXVII
INDEPENDENCE OF BRAHMAN
THE independence of Brahman is the most vital point in
Madhva's conception of God. The twin principles of 'Svatantra'
and 'paratantra' constitute the pith of his philosophy. It is to this
central ontological concept of his philosophy that the traditional
name 'Dvaita' given on his system has reference . It has been
shown that Madhva has gone beyond all other Indian thinkers in
emphasising the absolute independence and unutterable majesty of
Brahman. His conception of Svatantra rises above the Dualism of
Prakrti and Purusas by denying them any kind of independent
existence, (consciousness) or activity. We have seen how even the
eternal entities have been brought by Madhva under the sway of
Brahman by means of the doctrine of creation through
'Paradhinavisesapti'. How keen and lively was Madhva's insight
into the importance of this concept of the metaphysical
independence of Brahman is shown by his unerring reference to
the famous text of the Rg Veda x.81.2 in interpreting the term
'arambhana' embodied in the crucial Sutra of Badarayana ii.1.14
which has become 'the bone of contention' of commentators on the
Sutra, ancient and modern1.
1. Most of our modern writers on the BS have been content with
accepting Sankara's view that the keyword 'arambhana' in this
Sutra referes to ChanUp vi.1.4 and interpreting the Sutra on the
assumption, in a manner that exposes their interpretation to
excessive redundancy. J.A.B. van Buitenen is the first modern
scholar to have made a commendable departure from this beaten
track. He proclaims boldly in his Introduction to his critical edn.
and translation of Ramanuja's Vedarthasamgraha (Deccan College
Monograph, Ser. no.16, Poona, 1956), that 'there can be little
doubt that the term arambhanam in BS ii.1.14 is taken from or
inspired by Rg Veda x.81.2' and that 'with this connection in mind,
Ramanuja tries to show that the Sadvidya by 'advitiya' denies a
separate adhisthatr' (op.cit.p.11). He is also the first modern writer
to approve Madhva 'even more explicitly' referring to (next page).
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The majesty of Brahman is only imperfectly revealed by the
eightfold cosmic determinations : <E"#C"”ß"{ U"Í|"Î"{i&CÎ" <∫ (AV i.1.12).
This universe is just one among the myriads pulsating in the pores
of the Supreme Being : ª{iß"÷±ÒÂ"ik˙"E"E|"{<E" µ"‡h"{Óa>{<E" „"˙"<E|" |"i $
Madhva is not very much enamoured of the teleological
argument and knew its limitations long before Hume and other
modern philosophers. It is only good enough so far it goes. It
cannot go the whole way, and yield complete knowledge of the
Deity. It is all well to argue that the entire universe is a huge
machine divided into infinite number of parts, these parts again,
being sub-divided to a degree beyond human comprehension and
that all these are mutually adjusted with such consummate
accuracy and provision as to wrest our admiration and worship of
the Supreme Mind (Cf µ"∫s<≤"‰"¬"ˆ"lØµ"∫s‹"{ ÷ÒªÓ"{|Â"ªU"<Í|"ªE"E|"ˆ"·Ó"# Â"ªß"#
Madhva : Dvadasa-Stora, iv.3) that should have designed and
executed so stupendous a thing.But then, this sort of teleological
argument could yield us nothing more than an 'architect of the
universe, a sort of Demiurge and not a Creator on whom all things
will be metaphysically dependent.
Madhva raises another vital question : Does God have to
work under a limitation? Is he obliged to accept and adapt Himself
to conditions independent of His will and attain His ends only by
such arrangements as these will admit of? His answer to this
question has already been set forth in the chapter on Creation. It is
obvious, from what has been stated there, that God is not merely
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(From Pre.page) Rg.Vedic verse as Visayavakya of this Sutra and
disagree with V.S.Ghate's curt dismissal of Madhva's
interpretation on the ground that 'the topic is irrelevant'. The
relevance and the importance of the topic discussed by Madhva
under this Sutra have been conclusively established by me in my
reply to V.S.Ghate's review of Madhva's Sutra Bhasya (See my
History of Dvaita School of Vedanta and Its Lit. pp.114-117). The
interested reader should note the slight misquotation from Madhva
which has crept in to the text cited by van Buitenen.
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an artificer of the universe, a mere 'Brahmandakulala', but the very
source of its being and becoming : Â"‡÷DÒ|Î"{<lC"y"{Â"‡l|˙"w ≤"{å”÷DÒ|"ß"”X"ªCÎ"
(BSB ii.2.5). This is sufficient to show how particular Madhva is in
maintaining the metaphysical independence of God. Save for the
difference in terminology, his position is the nearest Hindu
approach to the Christian standpoint. Of the two, however,
Madhva's is much more philosophical, as creation in time has its
insurmountable difficulties. The only sense in which the world can
be said to be a creation of God is that of an eternal dependence of
one beginningless real on another and a more poweful one.
Madhva makes a concession in theory to Christain Theism by
conceding that hypothetically God can reverse His present method
or create from nothing. But for His own reasons, He has chosen to
evolve a world from coexistent matter and souls, which
coexistence too, is as much at His will and pleasure (Bhag
ii.10.12). The Vedantin, if he can admit eternal and uncreated
souls (See Sankara on BS ii.2.42) need not shy at the acceptance of
equally uncreated matter. No Indian philosopher has been able or
temerarious enough to derive matter from God. It exists on the
Advaitic view also as a force latent in Brahman2. Madhva,
therefore, adopts the only sensible and straightforward course by
which the sovereignty of God can be made consistent with the
existence of such Matter and such Souls, viz. by making them ex
hypothesi dependent on God for their very being, and becoming.
This is substantially the view of the visistadvaitins also3. It will
also be seen that Madhva has done the right thing in raising this
important issue of Theism in general and Vedantic Theism in
particular in an appropriate context in the Brahmasutras (ii. 1.15)4.
2. Â"ªß"{|ß"EÎ"{i|"Â"‡{i|"„"{˙"iE" C"ß"{<o|"w ˙"N>÷Ò<Ó"÷Ò{Î"{<ß"˙" ˙"N>µ"”¬"U"<Í|"# (Sankara :
Commentary an KathaUp 1.3.11).- 'Maya exists even in Pralaya,
depending on the Lord' (Radhakrishnan, I.Phil. II.p.573)
3. See Desika : Tattvamuktakalapa, p.255.
4. See Chap.xxvi. fn.4. For details of Madhva's interpretation of
this Sutra and examination of S and R's see my BSPC i.pp.266-79.
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The conception of omnipotence has been much
misunderstood and abused by theological controversialists. Can
God achieve contradictions? is a dilemma to Theism. Mere power
is the earliest and crudest perfection of Divinity. Primitive man,
inured to the arbitrary despotism of a chief who uses power and
glory for his own ends and uses the subjects as feeders of his own
pomp and glory, is most easily impressed by the idea of physical
power and gigantic strength. In most religions the attitude of the
proverbial 'Oriental Ruler' is transferred unconsciously to the idea
of God. Madhva, therefore, raises this familiar problem of Theism
whether God or Brahman can do anything whatever; or whether
there are things He cannot do and whether all existent reality other
than He has been created by Him or whether there are other
beings, personal and impersonal, whose existence is as ultimate
and uncaused as His own. If there are things whose existence is as
ultimate, He could not have prevented their existence and to that
extent His power over them is limited. An omnipotent God could
get the ends without the means, if He chooses to do so. Ergo, it
must be inconsistent with His wisdom to use them since they are
of no value to Him except to serve a purpose which He could as
well have achieved without them, as with them5. While conceding
theoretically that God can do, undo and reverse His ways, Madhva
and his commentators remind us that He has not chosen to do
otherwise than what the established facts show. Vijayindra Tirtha
writes that even the omnipotence of God cannot achieve logical
contradictions and absurdities : „"ˆ"˙"lX"Î"fß"<Â" e{i÷Òß"Î"{fl{E"·ª{i‹"”|Î"å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø

$E"∫”X"ª{i&<Â" C˙"CÎ"X"Î"f<˙"ª{i<‹"„"±|"ß"¨"¿ C"ä°ÂÎ" ÷Òª{i<|"$(Madhvaadhvakantakoddhara' p.58) Cf. Descarte's views : Eucyclopedia of philosophy.
As for the contention that it would have been better for God
to have done without the accessories, as with them5, Jayatirtha
observes that it enhances the greatness of God to make Him act
utilising the accessories that are metaphysically dependent on
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. |"<∫f, ≈„"Î"¨"{&<Â" ß"<∫ß"{i|÷Òk"f<C"’i# <÷wÒ C"{‹"E"{Â"iA"{ˆ"‡∫iÓ"i<|" $ (TP, ii.1.19)
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Him: <E"ªÂ"iA"|"Î"{

÷Ò|"Df|˙"CÎ"{i„"Î"Â"A"C"{ßÎ"iE" ß"<∫ß"{i|÷Òk"fC"{ßÎ"i&<Â", C"{‹"E"C"y"{„Î"·Â"ˆ"ß"iE"
Ã÷Ò{<÷ÒE"# C"÷Ò{U"{|"Ø C"{iÂ"C÷Ò{ªCÎ"{&<‹"ÍÎ"{i|÷Òk"fe{„"{|"Ø $ (TP ii.1.19) -

This partiality of the Vedantin for recognising accessories in
creation is not a sentimental one. It is, as explained by Madhva
due to the necessity of abiding by the facts vouched for by
experience and scripture6.
It is difficult for any Theist to assert that all logical
contradictions may be consistent with Divine nature! It has been
asked, from the point of view of ethical Theism, if the moral law is
so fundamental that it is meaningless to speak of a Being who is
not bound by it. According to some, the reply is not that an
omnipotent God is bound by it, but that God is not omnipotent.
Madhva resolves the antinomy on the basis of self-limitation by
God. The supreme criterion in all such cases, he says, lies in
consistency with the majesty of God:

E"{Î"·Í|"ß"”<U"|"·# <÷Ò<Å"l”U"|˙"CÎ"{<˙"ª{i<‹" Î"|"Ø $
—fU"|˙"CÎ"{<˙"ª{i‹"iE" Î"{i¬"<Î"|˙"{&<R"e{# Â"‡ß"{# $$ (Av iii.2.18)
Nothing can be accepted that will lower or abrogate the
sovereignty of the Lord.

Î"<|÷Ò<Å"lØ <˙"P’<ß"˙" Â"‡|"”Î"ß"{E"ß"<Â" —fX"ªi |"<l|"ª‰" ˙"{ Â"‡ß"{Ó"Â"‡<C"’w, —fX"ªX"Î"f<˙"ª{i<‹" ≤" E" „"˙"<|" Î"¨"{&Ó"·|˙"ß"∫y˙"Î"{ˆ"Â"ù{<l, |"|C"˙"¿ —fX"ªX"Î"fµ"eiE" x"N>|" —|Î"å”÷Ò{Î"fß"Ø $ E"|"· <E"ª{÷Ò{Î"fß"Ø $ Î"|Â"·E"ªÂ"‡<ß"|"w |"l”X"ªX"Î"{f<˙"P’ß"<Â" E" ÷Ò°Â"E"”Î"ß"Ø $ U"U"<˙"k"{Ó"{<l÷Ò°Â"E"{Â"y"i# $ Î"Ç" Â"‡<ß"|"ß"<Â" —fX"ªX"Î"f<˙"ª{i<‹", |"Ô" ÷Ò°Â"E"”Î"ß"i˙" $ ÷Ò°Â"÷Ò<˙"x"{|"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø $ <÷ÒE|"·, |"CÎ" Â"‡ß"{Ó"CÎ" Î"¨"{Î"{iˆ"ß"{„"{C"|˙"w ˙"Ó"fE"”Î"ß"Ø $7 (NS p.511)
In the present case, God's utilisation of assessories in creation
that depend on Him does not constitute any loss or abrogation of
His majesty:

C"∫÷Ò{´ª<„"ª{ªß„"i E" C˙"{|"E‰Î"w <˙"∫EÎ"|"i $
|"|C"›{˙"Â"‡˙"DyÎ"{i‚" C˙"{‹"”E"|˙"˙Î"˙"<C¨"|"i# $$8
(VedantaDesika,Tattvamuktakalapa,p.255)
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. Cf. È{ß"n{|"CÎ"{¨"¿ Â"‡<|"Â"y"·w Â"‡„"˙"{ß"{i, E"{&ß"n{|"w Â"‡Î"fE"·Î"{iÍ|"·ß"Ø $
(Shakara, BSB i.4.3)
7. 'Whatever is not incompatible with the Lord's sovereignty is not
inconsistent or untenable. All means of proof must be applied so
as to be in keeping with the Lords sovereignty.
Whatever appear to be contradictory in the Lord or elesewhere,
but is otherwise borne out by Pramanas and is not opposed to
Divine majesty, such as the coexistence of extreme minuteness
and immeasurable infinitude in the Lord, such things must be
accepted as compatible with Divine majesty. They should not be
rejected as illogical. What is not established by Pramanas ought
not to be assumed, even though it may not be incompatible with
Divine majesty. Otherwise, it may lead to the contigency of having
to accept the existence of the hare's horn. What goes against
Divine majesty ought not to be accepted even if it seems to be
backed by some sort of Pramana. In such cases, that Pramana
should be shown to be a travesty.'
8. 'God's sovereignty is not compromised by His making use of
accessories in creation, as the very existence and functioning of
those accessories are completely dependent on Him'. Here, Desika
talks the language of Madhva.
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CHAPTER XXXVIII
ATTRIBUTES OF BRAHMAN
MADHVA'S conception of God emphasises two aspects of
Divinity – the perfection of being (sarvagunapurnatvam) and
freedom from all limitations (sarvadosagandhavidhuratvam).
These two aspects cover and exhaust all that is great and good in
the idea of God. We have an 'epistemological argument' for the
perfection of God:

È|"{i&U"ik"ˆ"·Ó"{iÔ"’w <E"l{ifk"w Î"{˙"li˙" <∫ $ |"{˙"liX"ª{i E"{ß" .... (AV, iii.2.18)
that God is the highest form of perfection conceivable by human
intelligence. He is the id quo maius cogitari non potest:
—|" —lß"<‹"÷wÒ —|"{iÂ"”l<ß"<|"C"˙"{f<‹"÷Ò|˙"iE" |"|"{i&<‹"÷Ò{„"{˙"iE"{˙"U"i<k"|"|˙"iE"(BT X.94.16)
The ideas of transcendence and infinite bliss of God are
similarly brought out by Madhva in his interpretation of the Sutra :
„"±ß"{ C"ßÂ"‡C"{l{l‹Î"·Â"liU"{|"Ø (i.3.8). This perfection of the Divine is to be
understood in terms of an unlimited pervasion in time, space and
fulness of attributes :

liU"|"# ÷Ò{e|"‚"˙" ˆ"·Ó"|"‚" <‰"‹"{ |"<|"# $ C"{ C"ß"C|"{ ∫ªiªi˙" ..(Madhva's GT ii.17)
According to Madhva, this threefold perfection is possessed
by the Supreme alone. The whole of finite creation is limited in
one way or another. The Goddess Laksmi, for instance, presiding
over Prakrti, though unlimited by time and space, is limited in
attributes (gunair apurna) and, therefore, dependent on Brahman.
The souls are limited both by space and in attributes and possess
only temporal pervasion (kalato vyapti) in the sense of existing at
all times1.
The limitations of finite existence are the following:
-

È˘"|˙"w Â"{ª˙"UÎ"|˙"w ˙"i‹"„"il{<l÷wÒ |"¨"{ $ |"¨"{ Â"‡{÷DÒ|"li∫|˙"w li∫|Î"{ˆ"{<l÷wÒ |"¨"{ $ ÈE"”U"|˙"w
≤" ls#<R"|˙"w C"{ßÎ"ß"EÎ"‚" ∫”E"|"{ß"Ø $$
1. Raghavendra, Gitavivrti, ii.18.
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'Ignorance, dependence, liability to misery, material
defilement and equality with or inferiority to others'.

.... Â"{ª|"E‰Î"w ¬"<E"ß"Df<|"# $
Â"ª{‹"”E"Â"lÂ"‡{<¥"ª˘"|˙"w Â"‡eÎ"i&„"˙"# $$ (AV ii.2.37)
The Supreme Lord is absolutely free from all the above. His
superconsciousness remains undimmed by Time and Space and in
all states of His being.

liU"|"# ÷Ò{e|"{i Î"{i&C"{˙"˙"C¨"{|"# C˙"|"{i&EÎ"|"# $
È<˙"e·¥"{˙"µ"{i‹"{|ß"{ .... $$ (Bhag iii. 7.5)
The term 'Atman' itself, as applied to the Supreme in its
highest sense signifies that which is all-pervasive (a-tata) and allperceiving (matr):

È{|"|"|˙"{Ç" ß"{|"D|˙"{l{|ß"{ <∫ Â"ªß"{i ∫´ª#
(Tantra quoted by Sridhara Svamin)
The above texts emphasise the infinitude of God and His
immutability. His nature remains the same at all times and places
(BS iii.2.11). He is above all change and limitation, loss or
obscuration of His powers, at all times : 'Avikaras sada suddhah'.
He is not subject to any variation of degree of powers or potency.
Such limitations as are caused by external factors are powerless to
affect His nature which is absolutely self-contained, uniform and
self-sufficient. He transcends all, having neither peer nor superior.
He is not a Person in the sense of being just one among many or
possessing any material form or measurable lineaments. His Form
consists of reality, absolute consciousness and bliss unlimited. We
have an impressive enunciation of this in the following passages of
Madhva's Mahabharata Tatparya Nirnaya :

Ã÷Ò# C"ß"{i&ÂÎ"<R"el{ik"C"ß"·<¬\"|"{i&<Â" C"˙"f‰" Â"±Ó"fˆ"·Ó"÷Ò{i&<Â" µ"∫…Â"ß"{i&„"±|"Ø $
<E"l{ifk"Â"±Ó"fˆ"·Ó"<˙"ˆ"‡∫ È{|ß"|"E‰"{i <E"‚"i|"E"{|ß"÷ÒU"ª”ªˆ"·Ó"‚" ∫”E"# $$
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È{E"Elß"{‰"÷ÒªÂ"{lß"·R"{ilª{<l# C"˙"f‰" ≤" C˙"ˆ"|"„"il<˙"˙"<¬"f|"{|ß"{ $
÷Ò{e{Ç" liU"ˆ"·Ó"|"{i&CÎ" E" ≤"{<lªE|"{i ˙"D<’A"Î"{ E" |"· Â"ªCÎ" C"l{|"E"CÎ" $
E"|"{MU"# πÒ ≤" µ"„"±˙" E" ≤"˙" „"{˙Î"{i E"{C|Î"·y"ß"# <÷Òß"· Â"ª{|Â"ªß"CÎ" <˙"kÓ"{i# $
C"˙"f‰" —fX"ª|"ß"# C" ≤" C"˙"fU"<Í|"# Â"±fÓ"{f˙Î"Î"{|ß"µ"e<≤"|C"·R"˙"”Î"fC"{ª# $$
(MbhTN 1.10-12)

It is this uncompromising faith in the spotless purity and
perfection of God that is responsible for Madhva's determined
resistance to pantheism and Illusionism:

÷Ò¨"w ß"{Î"{˙Î"˙"<≤™>Ô"# Â"±Ó"{if ß"·RÎ"|"Î"{ „"˙"i|"Ø ? (AV 1.1.9)
It is for the same reason that he refuses to invest even the
Avataras of popular theology with any material vesture. For, once
the Monotheist grants the possibility of the unlimited becoming
limited, it becomes immaterial if such a limitation takes place in
one particular instance or more. That is why Madhva stands
valiantly for the monotheistic unity of Godhood and its absolute
freedom from material defilement and makes use of Puranic
fictions and theodicies to justify the seemingly ungodly acts and
career of the Avataras on earth.

Â"±Ó"fß"l# Â"±Ó"f<ß"lw Â"±Ó"{f|Â"±Ó"fß"·l≤Î"|"i $
Â"±Ó"fCÎ" Â"±Ó"fß"{l{Î" Â"±Ó"fß"i˙"{˙"<U"kÎ"|"i $$ (BrhUp.v.1)
E" ≤" ˆ"„"if&˙"C"˜i˙"{i E" ≤"{<Â" ˙"C"·li˙"|"# $
E" ≤"{<Â" ª{x"˙"{É"{|"{i E" ≤"{<Â" ¬"ß"l<W"|"# $$
E" ˙" C" È{|ß"{&|ß"˙"|"{ß"‹"”X"ª{i
„"·æØÍ|"i> <∫ ls#R"w „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø ˙"{C"·li˙"# $
C" µ"‡h"˙"Eù≤"ªÓ"{i ¬"E"ß"{i∫E"{Î"
À”C"´åE"{<ß"<|" ª<|"w Â"‡¨"Î"w‚"≤"{ª $$ (Bhag.v.19.6)
|"¨"{&ÂÎ"C"·ªß"{i∫{Î" Â"ªik"{w ≤" πÒ<≤"|"Ø πÒ<≤"|"Ø $
ls#R"{˘"{E"oß"{l”w‚" lU"fÎ"iÔ"N>˙"’´ª# $$
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The perfections of God are ex hypothesi infinite :

$2

(Bhag.vi.4.48)
They are natural to His being and are not, as in Advaita, brought
about by contact with Avidya. This is supported by the clear
statement of the SvetUp (vi.8.) :

ß"ÎÎ"E"E|"ˆ"·Ó"i&E"E|"i

ˆ"·Ó"|"{i&E"E|"<˙"ˆ"‡∫I

Â"ª{&CÎ" U"<Í|"<˙"f<˙"‹"˙" o±Î"|"i C˙"{„"{<˙"÷Òî ˘"{E"µ"e<÷‡ÒÎ"{ ≤" $
In the light of such a large number of clearly worded
statements, we cannot deny all attributes to the Supreme on the
strength of a solitary Nirguna text. Besides, as pointed out by
Madhva, the Nirguna text itself (÷iÒ˙"e{i <E"ˆ"·fÓ"‚") posits a number of
attributes such as oneness, divinity, transcendence, immanence
and omniscience3 so that the solitary terms 'Nirguna' occuring by
the side of such an array of positive predications could only be
taken in some restricted sense. The description of Brahman in
several Upanisadic passages as 'unsullied by sin' (ÈÂ"∫|"Â"{Âß"{) and
'spotless' (<E"ª˙"ù) gives us the proper clue to a consistent
interpretation of the Nirguna texts in the sense of denying Prakrtic
or empirical attributes like grossness to Brahman. Such an
interpretation has the support of the Puranic tradition also :

C"y˙"{lÎ"{i E" C"E|"”U"i E" C"<E|" Â"‡{÷DÒ|"{ ˆ"·Ó"{# $ (Visnu Purana.i.9.43)
˘"{E"U"<Í|"µ"eX"Î"f˙"”Î"f|"i¬"{wCÎ"U"ik"|"# $
„"ˆ"˙"≤™>µl˙"{≤Î"{<E" <˙"E"{ ∫iÎ"ˆ"·fÓ"{<l<„"# $ (op.cit.vi.5.79)
‰"ˆ"·ÓÎ"˙"<¬"f|"ß"¬"w <˙"„"·ß"{ùß"”U"ß"Ø $ (Mbh.i.1.1)
The plea that 'when the Absolute is said to be Nirguna it only
means that it is trans-empirical, as gunas are products of Prakrti
and the Absolute is superior to it' (Radhakrishnan I.Phil. ii.p.536)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.According to Jayatirtha 'Gunato anantah' means these countless attributes severally have countless aspects and visesas in their turn (NS p.383)

3.

Ã÷Ò{i li˙"# C"˙"f„"±|"ik"· ˆ"±c># C"˙"f˙Î"{Â"” C"˙"f„"±|"{E|"ª{|ß"{ $ ÷Òß"{f‹Î"A"# C"˙"f„"±|"{<‹"˙"{C"#
C"{A"” ≤"i|"{ ÷iÒ˙"e{i <E"ˆ"·fÓ"‚"$$(SvetUpvi.11)
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is quite acceptable to Madhva. In his latest work on the BrahmaSutras(1960) Dr. Radhakrishnan comes out with a pronouncement:
'The creative thought 'Let me be many' belongs to Brahman. It is
not simply imagined in Him. The energy that manifests itself in
Brahman is one with and different from Brahman:

„"il{„"il{<|ß"÷Ò{ U"<Í|"# µ"‡h"<E"Ê>{ C"E"{|"E"” $
The world should become an ordered beauty. If we do not
accept such a subtle power, abiding in God, God cannot be a
creator. He cannot move towards creation' (p.142). (Italics mine)
All this, however, is inconsistent with Sankara's conception of
Brahman as 'Nirvisesa',– as a Being that is essentially and
fundamentally devoid of any attribute whatever, whether such
attributes qualify it or are separate from it, as in the Nyaya
philosophy; or are non-material and part and parcel of it, as in
Madhva's view. Otherwise, Sankara could not have so vehemently
denied and criticised the doctrine that 'Brahman has in it elements
of manifoldness' and that 'unity and manifoldness are both true',
as he has done in his commentary on BS iii.1.14. The statement
that 'Brahman and Isvara are not distinct entities but different
aspects of the same Reality' and that 'it is wrong to imagine that
the Absolutistic doctrine is for the philosophically initiated and the
Theistic for others' and that 'the view that the representation of
Brahman as Isvara (i.e.Saguna) is a concession to the weakness of
the human mind, as some Advaitins hold, is not supported by the
Brahmasutras' (op.cit. pp.126-127), show a sense of intellectual
dissatisfaction with 'Nirvisesa-Advaita' as propounded by Sankara
in his accredited works4 and a reluctance to accept it as the true
interpretation of the philosophy of the Upanisads. Madhva's
opposition to the concept of Nirguna Brahman is also based on
precisely the same dissatisfaction with Nirvisesa-dvaita.
The question of Saguna vs Nirguna Brahman has been
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Cf. also <E"<˙"fU"ik"w Â"ªw µ"‡h" C"{A"{|÷Ò|"·fß"E"”X"ª{# $

Î"i ß"El{C|"i&E"·÷ÒßÂÎ"E|"i C"<˙"U"ik"<E"¡ÒÂ"Ó"# $$ (Kalpataru on BS 1.1.20)
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fully discussed by Visnudasacharya in his Vadaratnavali
(Pariccheda iv) and by Vyasatirtha in his Nym (ii.4). There is
much confusion of thought in the popular mind over the terms
'Saguna' and 'Nirguna'. Unfortunately, such loose ideas have
sometimes a tendency to rear their heads even in the writings of
(supposed) experts on Indian philosophy! 'When the Absolute
becomes embodied as a personal God we have the 'Saguna'' is not
a proper definition of 'Saguna', as understood and debated in the
original texts of the Vedantic schools. The 'Saguna' of the
Upanisads is certainly not what is endowed with empirical
attributes. For the Srutis clearly refer to Brahman endowed with
attributes like Satyakamatva as the transcendent Being
(adityavarnam tamasah parastat). The Chandogya and other texts
also refer to the act of seeing (iksana) on the part of Brahman
prior to the emergence of antahkarana and other upadhis of the
empirical creation5. It can not be argued that the texts like
'Satyakamah satyasamkalpah' which speak of the various
attributes of Brahman are merely intended for the purpose of
meditation (upasana) without any implication of their being
actually present in the Supreme Brahman. In the first place, there
is no reference to Upasana in texts like 'Yas Sarvajnah sarvavid'
(SvetUp) and secondly there are texts like 'Atmetyevopasita' etc.
which refer to meditation on the attribute of identity, which is not
an unreal one but is actually present (according to the Advaitin, in
the self). Further, Sankara himself in his Bhasya (on BS
iii.3.11,37) admits frankly that the qualities of 'ananda' etc., and
the mutual identity of atman and Isvara should be meditated upon.
This shows that the fact of being prescribed for meditation does
not take away the ultimacy of the attributes in question. Nor can
the Saguna texts be explained away as mere re-statements (of facts
already known or established) to be set aside by the Nirguna texts.
For, the very conception of Brahman as 'Sa-guna' is derived (from
the Srutis themselves) by Dharmigrahakapramana. The Nirguna
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Cf. 'The creative thought 'Let Me be many' belongs to Brahman.
It is not simply imagined in Him' (Radhakrishna, Brahmasutra,
1960, p.142) (Italics mine)
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texts cannot, therefore, falsify these very attributes which the
Srutis themselves have, on their own authority, given to
Brahman6. It is thus impossible to resolve the apparent conflict
between Saguna and Nirguna texts of the Sruti on the basis of such
fanciful and subjective criteria as the standpoint of Upasana and
Anuvada put forward by Advaitins. The right way of resolving the
conflict will be to apply to their harmonisation such recognised
principles of Mimamsa exegesis as (i) the Upakramanyaya; (ii)
Srutilinga-nyaya; (iii) Visesa-samanya-nyaya; (iv) Niravakasa
(savakasa)-nyaya; (v) Bahulya-nyaya (vi) Upajivyopajivakanyaya; (vii) Savisesa-nyaya and others, some of which have
admittedly been followed by the author of the Brhma-Sutras,
himself, even according to Sankara's showing.
The following is a brief elucidation of the application of
some of these principles of interpretation, to the present question,
based on the Vadartnavali of Visnudasacarya : (i) The Saguna
texts should have precedence over the Nirguna as they are
prescriptive in form and content, where the Nirguna texts are
proscriptive; and in cases of a conflict between the initial and final
statements (upakrama and upasamhara) as in Ã÷Ò{i li˙"# C"˙"f„"±|"ik"· ˆ"±c>#
(SvetUp iii.11) the decision has
been taken in the Vedopakramadhikarana of the Purva-Mimamsa
that the first part shall prevail over the last and determine the
scope and meaning of the other. (ii) Texts which predicate certain
auspicious attributes of Brahman cannot put up with any but their
literal sense (niravakasa); whereas the Nirguna texts can easily be
accommodarted in the sense of denying material or empirical
attributes and so find their fulfulment of purpose. It will not be
possible to establish an absolute negation of attributes as the very
same text : Ã÷Ò{i li˙"# C"˙"f„"±|"ik"· ˆ"±c># lays down certain attributes like

C"˙"f˙Î"{Â"” C"˙"f„"±|"{E|"ª{|ß"{ *** <E"ˆ"·fÓ"‚"

6. |"Cß"{|"Ø C"ˆ"·Ó"|˙"<E"ˆ"·fÓ"|˙"Î"{i# <˙"ª{i‹"iE" C"ß"·Ç"Î"{Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø, ÈE"·Ê>{E" —˙" ≤" ˙"C|"·<E" <˙"÷Ò°Â"{C"ß„"˙"{lØ

Ã÷iÒE"{EÎ"CÎ" Â"‡|"”|"{¨"f|Î"{ˆ"¡ÒÂ"i µ"{‹"i ˙"Í|"˙Î"i, <E"ˆ"·fÓ"˙"{ÍÎ"CÎ"˙" C" Î"·Í|"# E"|"· Â"‡µ"eCÎ" C"ˆ"·Ó"˙"{ÍÎ"CÎ" $
(Nym ii.4)
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oneness (Ã÷Ò|˙"), divinity (li˙"|˙"), etc, in Brahman, in the first half
(or major part of the text) and uses the term 'Nirguna' at the tail
end. It is, therefore, necessary to restrict the scope of this negation
conveyed by the expression <E"ˆ"·fÓ"‚" to material attributes alone

(‰"ˆ"·ÓÎ"<E"k"i‹") just as the prohibition of killing in the Vedic text: E"
<∫wCÎ"{|"Ø C"˙"{f „"±|"{<E" is restricted by the Mimamsakas to cases other
than those statutorily recognised as in ÈW"”k"{iß"”Î"w Â"U"·ß"{e„"i|". If it is
contended that the prohibition E" <∫wCÎ"{|"Ø refers only to injuries
provoked by human passions (ª{ˆ"|"# Â"‡{¥") and not to those enjoined
by Vedic injunctions (˙"‹"), it may be answered back that in the
present case also the text 'Nirgunasca' does not negative the
attributes duly predicated by Sruti like Î": C"˙"f˘"# C"˙"f<˙"lØ |"CÎ" E"{ß"
etc. but only such attributes as are conceived or advanced
by the empirical intellect or imperfect logic. Absolute and
unqualified negation of attributes cannot, therefore, be accepted in
any case, since both the predication of attributes and their denial
have equal statutory recognition of attributes and their denial have
equal statutory recognition. It thus becomes necessary to interpret
the denial in a way which will not annul the attributes solemnly
predicated. If even statutory prescriptions can be totally set aside,
there will no need for recognising Vikalpa (alternative or optional
rule) provided in the Mimamsa Sastra, in such cases as ≈<l|"i ¬"·∫{i<|",

ß"∫ùU"#

The very conception of a Vikalpa (optional rule) is
based on the presumption that what is laid down by law cannot be
totally repudiated. (iii) The Nirguna texts are general in scope and
cannot negative special attributes of Brahman expressly mentioned
by the Sruti texts. But specific negation like 'Asthulam ananu' and
always be taken at their face value and made to deny material
attributes like grossness that may come to be suggested by
spurious reasoning. After all, grossness and other attributes are not
laid down in regard to Brahman, in any Vedic text. Nor are they
inherently auspicious attributes though their opposites may be so
(iv) The Saguna texts are logically self-consistent; while the

ÈE"·<l|"i ¬"·∫{i<|".
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Nirguna texts bristle with contradictions7. If the Nirguna Brahman
is endowed with the necessary characteristics which justify its
being characterised as 'Nirguna', it will not be really and wholly
Nirguna or attributeless. If there is no such appellative basis in the
Nirguna Brahman, It cannot be regarded as Nirguna in the true
sense of the term (v) The Saguna texts should be regarded as
'sustainers' (upajivya) of the Nirguna texts. The sustainer being
independent of the sustained (upajivaka) will obviously be more
poweful than the sustained, in the event of a conflict of interest or
meaning between them. The latter then will have necessarily to
submit to the former. This may be illustrated by the inference of
fire being cold, which has absolutely no chance of survival against
the evidence of tactile perception of its heat. It cannot be argued
that the Saguna texts are sustainers of the Nirguna texts only to the
extent of providing a subject for negation (nisedhyasamarpakatvena upajivyatvam) by the Nirguna texts. For there are
no texts, so far as we can see, which say Brahman in not-Saguna,
non-sarvasaktimat and so on. The omniscience of Brahman is thus
gathered only on the evidence of Sruti. Such an august truth
cannot therefore, be simply set aside. There is no force in the
contention that the Nirguna texts depend on the Saguna texts and
require their help only to the extent of requiring a 'bare existence'
(svarupamatram) of the thing to be divested of attributes and
nothing more. Such a 'bare existence' can be found in many other
things also besides the present subject (Brahman) so that the denial
of attributes, in the circumstances will not necessarily affect
'Brahman' and deprive it of its attributes ! It will be futile to argue
further that the attributes of the subject of a proposition (uddesya)
have generally no syntactic value as in 'Graham sammarsti' and
that, therefore, the omniscience of the subject of the proposition
(uddesya) in the present case, viz. Brahman, is not taken into
syntactic account. The Mimamsa interpretation of Yasyobhayam
havirartim arcchat' does not support this interpretation. Even in the
7.

Cf.

<E"<˙"fU"ik"<˙"k"Î"÷Ò˘"{E"CÎ" <E"kÂ"‡÷Ò{ª|˙"i <E"<˙"fU"ik"|˙"{<C"’–{
|"<|C"’–¨"fß"i˙" <˙"U"ik"{„"{˙"¡ÒÂ"<˙"U"ik"<˙"k"Î"÷Ò|˙"CÎ" È{˙"UÎ"÷Ò|˙"{Ç" $ (Nym ii.5)
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Sammargadhikarana, it is seen that the specific attribute of
'grahatvam' plays a decisive role in restricting the cleaning
(sammarjana) to the Grahas (cups) as against other vessels like the
'Camasas', by virtue of the distinctive attribute of 'Grahatvam'
which is intended to be taken into full syntactic account. It is only
the single number of 'Graha' in Graham sammarsti which is not
taken into account, by reason of there being not one but many
vessels (grahah) to be cleaned with a piece of cloth :

lU"{Â"<˙"‰"iÓ" ˆ"‡∫w C"ßß"{<f> $

-

But so far as the distinctive attribute of 'Grahatva' itself is
concerned, it is certainly taken into syntactic account, lest the
injunction Graham sammarsti should apply to some other vessels
also, used in that sacrifice. That is why Bhavanatha says : Else, we
would not establish the distinctive essence of the uddesya:

E"{i ≤"ils˜iUÎ"C˙"¡ÒÂ"{e{„"{|"Ø $ ≈˜iUÎ"C˙"¡ÒÂ"i eµ‹"i, Î"l<‹"÷wÒ |"<üU"ik"Ó"w E" <˙"˙"<A"|"ß"Ø $
Once this has been achieved, other additional attributes of
the uddesya are superfluous and need not be taken into syntactic
account for purposes of the Vidhi. Applying the same principle of
interpretation to the present case, we have to accept that Brahman
being inconceivable without the attribute of its omniscience, it can
become the subject of a proposition, affirmative or negative only
as characterised by the attribute of omniscience. In the
circumstances, a conflict with the basic evidence of the subject
(dharmigrahakapramana) is bound to arise, if the Nirguna texts
are taken to deny attributes to Brahman absolutely.
It will be proper to hold that texts 'Satyam jnanam anantam
Brahma' which posit certain attributes of Brahman should be taken
in their expressed sense which is also their primary sense. Resort
to any laboured explanation of such texts, in terms of the
elimination of the opposites of the qualities named8
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. Technically known in Advaitic works as atadvyavrti Read :
ÈE"D|"¬"a><˙"ª{i<‹"¡ÒÂ"ß"E|"‰"Î"ß"eµ"E‹"E"ls#R"|"{<˙"P’ß"Ø
$
(Sanksepasariraka)
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(tadvirodhyarthasamtyagah) made by the Advaitins will naturally
entail an abandonment of the primary sense of the text. The text on
such a view, will not teach that Brahman is possessed of the
characteristics of reality, consciousness etc., but that it is merely
devoid of unreality, ignorance, limitation, etc. The Advaitin is
thus fighting shy of the positive construction and running away
from the express and primary sense of the terms 'Satyam jnanam'
and running after roundabout explanations cannot be accepted as
the proper, legitimate or strainghtforward meaning of the
propositions. Such far-fetched meaning extracted laboriously from
the first sense of the words cannot be accepted as the import of
Vedic propositions, as pointed out by the Mimamsakas :
(Sabara on PMS XI.3.6.14)
Suresvara himself has admitted that the roundabout
explanation of 'satyam jnanam...' adopted by the Advaitin, in terms
of the elimination of the opposite sense of the terms employed, is
not derived from the actual expressions used, but from their
'potential fitness' : |"<üª{i‹Î"¨"fC"E|Î"{ˆ"# C"{ß"¨Î"{fÔ" |"· U"µl|"#. It is thus clear
that the primary sense of the texts 'Satyam jnanam anantam
Brahma' is maintainable only on the Saguna view, (vi) The Saguna
texts, being specific enunciations (<˙"U"ik"<˙"‹"{Î"÷Ò) are more powerful
in their own right than the Nirguna texts which only functions in a
general way and tell us that Brahman is <E"ˆ"·fÓ" 'attributeless'. They
do not tell us what particular attributes it lacks. It is, therefore,
open to us to interpret this general statement without prejudice to
the specific enunciation of attributes like 'Sarvajnatvam' and hold
that the denial of attributes has reference to attributes other than
those specifically predicated. That will be the right attitude to take.
As the Mahabhasya of Patanjali points out, exceptions only
restrict the scope of the general principles : ÈÂ"˙"{lP|C"ˆ"{f µ"{‹Î"E|"i The
Nirguna texts are general statements and the Saguna texts are
exceptions. The latter have, therefore, the right of overriding the
former and laying down the law as to the sense in which they can
and should be restrictively interpreted. This is based on the well-

Î"‚"{¨"{fl¨"{if E" C" ≤"{ilE"{¨"f# $
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known principle of interpretation : C"{ß"{EÎ"<˙"<∫|"CÎ" <E"k"i‹"CÎ" <˙"U"ik"<˙"‹"{E"iE"

µ"{‹"{i Î"·Í|"# ñ that a negative proposition in general terms should be
modified and interpreted in the light of other categorical and
affirmative statements about the same subject-matter embodying
specific predications. The difficulty of how a prior fact or
enunciation can override a subsequent one is easily met. We have
in Paninian grammer a prior enunciation ß"Da>ß"D‹"ˆ"·‹" (i.2.7) overriding
the subsequent prohibition E" Í|˙"{ C"iNØ> (i.2.18). It is clear then that
mere posteriority or negativeness of content of one statement as
against another, is not sufficient ground to override the positive.
We have, therefore, no reason to set aside the conception of
Brahman as endowed with numerous transempirical attributes
taught by the Srutis.
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CHAPTER XXXIX
KNOWABILITY OF BRAHMAN
THERE is difference of opinion between the views of
Dvaitins and Advaitins about the knowability of Brahman. While
both look upon Brahman as self-luminous, advaitic dialecticians
have denied the knowability of Brahman by defining selfluminosity in a manner that precludes its accesibility to knowledge
even of its own self or being :

È˙"iù|˙"i C"<|" ÈÂ"ª{iA"˙Î"˙"∫{ªÎ"{iˆÎ"|˙"ß"Ø $ (Citsukha)
Madhva, on the other hand, emphasises the knowablity of
Brahman, though not to its fullest extent and in all its glory and
completeness. However imperfect our knowledge of Brahman may
be, it is still knowledge so far it goes. Each one of us can know
God and realise His majesty so far as lies in his power to do so:

Â"UÎ"E|"{i&<Â" E" Â"UÎ"<E|" ß"iª{i ¡ÒÂ"w <˙"Â"<‚"|"# $ (BSB i.1.5)
Here again, the difference between the two schools is one of
substance and not of mere words. They are as sharply divided as
the views of Christian Mystics and Theists are from those of
Spencerian Agnosticism. Pringle Pattison hits off this difference
so well that it is worthwhile quoting him: 'Can'st thou find out the
Almighty unto Perfection? If he is as high as Heaven, what can'st
thou do? Deeper than hell, what can'st thou know? If to
comprehend means to grasp as it were with one hand, to
understand thoroughly, see all round an object, then unquestionably the infinite must ever remain incompassable by the finite. So
far as Agnosticism simply emphasises the unfathomability of the
Absolute by any human sounding-line and opposes the little we
know to the vast unknown, it is a praise-worthy lesson in humility.
Curiously, neither Hamilton nor Spencer seem to realise the
fundamental difference between the two conceptions – that of the
inherently unkowable and that of the unknown, the not-yet-known
and doubtless never-by-us-to-be-fully-known but still, the ever-tobe-better known' (Idea of God, p.165).
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The Sankara-Advaitin seems to be in the same boat; for
these remarks apply mutatis mutandis to the views of Advaitic
dialecticians as against that of Madhva, that God or the Absolute is
neither absolutely unknowable nor fully knowable:

E"{<|"˙"iù{i E" ≤"{˙"iù#, |"Cß"{|"Ø C" Â"ªß"iX"ª# $
(Madhva, Commentary on KenaUp.)
Madhva says that partial knowability estabilishes at least
partial characterisability; iksaniyatvad vacyam eva (BSB 1.1.5).
The very possibility of Ignorance concealing particular aspects of
Brahman, while disclosing it in its general aspect of pure
consciousness (as admitted by Sankara) is sufficient to prove that
Brahman is not altogether unaspected (nirvisesa) or devoid of
characteristics1. It is philosophically impossible to speak of an
absolute featureless reality being obscured by partial ignorance
even for the nonce:

<E"<˙"fU"ik"i C˙"Î"w „"{|"i, <÷Òß"˘"{E"{˙"D|"w „"˙"i|"Ø ? (AV i.1.1)
Ignorance cannot spead over a blank and conceal it from anything.
There can be no total eclipse of Brahman's reality and
consciousness as it is admitted that the pure consciousness of its
being is manifested in the consciousness of the ego. An absolutely
uncharacterisable entity is, therefore, a myth. It would be
inaccessible to proofs and, therefore, beyond the jurisdiction of
logical and metaphysical thinking. It is always possible and easy
enough to seek refuge in the 'Unknowable'. But such refuge is not
a place of superior enlightenment.
1. Read Sankara comment on 1.1.1 beginning with

|"|Â"·E"µ"‡fh"
Â"‡<C"’ß"Â"‡<C"’w ˙"{ and the reply to it |"Cß"{|"Ø C"{ß"{EÎ"|"# Â"‡<C"’i ‹"<ß"f<Ó"
<˙"U"ik"|"{i <˙"Â"‡<|"Â"y"{ Î"·Í|"# |"<üU"ik"ik"· <¬"˘"{C"{ in the Bhamati and
Vyasatirtha's rejoinder : ˘"{|"w C"{ß"{EÎ"|"{i&˘"{|"w <˙"U"ik"iÓ" <˙"≤"{Î"f|"i $
˘"{|"{˘"{|"<˙"„"{ˆ"C|"· <E"<˙"fU"ik"ß"|"i ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø ? (TC 1.1.1)
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Madhva's stand on the knowability of Brahman though not in its
entirety but commensurate with our limited powers of
understanding according to the Svarupayogyata of Adhikarins of
various orders receives striking assent from the weighty
observations on this question made by the great 17th century
Platonist Ralph Cudworth: 'It doth not at all follow that because
God is incomprehensible to our finite and narrow understanding.
He is utterly inconceivable by it, so that we can't form any idea of
Him at all. For, it is certain that we have not such an adequate and
comprehensive knowledge of the essence of any substantial thing,
so that we can perfectly master and conquer it. Truth is bigger than
our minds and we are not the same with it but have a lower
participation only of the intellectual nature and are rather
apprehenders than comprehenders thereof. This is indeed one
badge of our creaturely state.*** Yet many rational souls frame
certain ideas and conceptions of whatever is in the orb or being,
proportionate to their own nature and sufficient for their purpose.
Though we can't fully comprehend the Deity, nor exhaust the
infiniteness of its perfections, yet may we have an idea of a Being
absolutely perfect, such a one as is agreeable and proportionate to
our measure and scantling nostro modulo conformis as we may
approach near to a mountain and touch it with our hands, though
we cannot encompass it with our arms.' (quoted in Chamber's
Encyclopaedia of English Literature,Vol.i, 1894, p.373). The
sentiments expressed by Cudworth have been fully anticipated and
shared by Madhva who has, surprisingly enough, given the very
analogy of a Mountain in his BSB 1.1.5 (See p,340 ante).
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CHAPTER XL
BRAHMAN IS A SA-VISESA PERSONALITY
A Brahman which is by hypothesis Nirvisesa cannot be the
object of any superimpostion also:

C"˙"f‹"ß"f<˙"∫”E"CÎ" ‹"ß"{fª{iÂ"# πÒ MUÎ"|"i ? (AV iii.2.3)
The assumption of a characterless entity (Nirvisesa) on the
ground of alleged absence of all terms or bases of reference is
refuted by Trivikrama Pandita who points out inter alia that it
would be equally impossible, in that case, to connote such a reality
even through secondary signification (laksanavrtti) as proposed by
Advaita. Immesurable as are the attributes of divinity, the unity of
God in and through all of them, is secured by Madhva through the
mediation of Visesas. It is also possible to bring the numerous
attributes under four leading ones (for meditation) as Sat, Cit,
Ananda and Atma1. Sat signifies absolute perfection and freedom
from all defects and limitations (nirdosa). The term 'atma' is
explained as possessing pervasion and overlordship : È{|"|"|˙"{|"Ø,

ß"{|"D|˙"{|"Ø È{|ß"{. From another point of view, the conception of God
as 'Svatantra', in the sense of the definition of the term already
indicated, will comprehend all the other attributes2.
The Supreme Brahman is thus a Person in that He has a
character of His own. The term personality as applied to Godhead
denotes, according to Madhva, not merely the existence of selfconsciousness so conceived, but also that the entire universe is to
be thought of as an experience and not as an abstract content,– not
limited to the intermittent and fragmentary glimpses of this or that
finite consciousness, but as embracing the whole life of the world
in a way that is necessarily incomprehensible save by an absolute
knowledge. The Divine personality constitutes such a centrality of
1. C"˙"fˆ"·Ó"{E"{ß"<Â" ˆ"·Ó"≤"|"·ƒ>Î"<˙"U"ik"|˙"CÎ" ˙"Í|"·w U"ÍÎ"|˙"{|"Ø $ (TP iii.3.13)
2. BS III.318
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reference, endowed with the faculties of cognition, conation and
activity, as part of its being – a being whose esse is to be
conscious, to experience, to think, will, love and control the
universe through rational purpose.

È¬"aw> C˙"{|ß"C"ßµ"{i<‹" <E"|Î"w C"˙"{f˙"ˆ"{∫E"ß"Ø $
˘"{E"w E"{ß" ˆ"·Ó"w Â"‡{∫s# Â"‡¨"ß"w ˆ"·Ó"<≤"E|"÷Ò{# $
C˙"¡ÒÂ"w µ"‡h"Ó"C|"Ç" ˆ"·Ó"‚" Â"´ªˆ"”Î"|"i $ (Ahirbudhnya III.2.53)
—≤™>{U"<Í|"˘"{fE"U"<Í|": <÷‡ÒÎ"{U"<Í|"´ª<|" <‰"‹"{ $
U"<Í|"U"<Í|"ß"|"{i‚"{<Â" E" „"il# ÷Ò‚"E"ikÎ"|"i $$ (BT i.1.18)
The term 'Person', as applied to Brahman, should, therefore,
be distinguished carefully from the circumscribed connotation of
the term as a spiritual being embodied in a psycho-physical
tenement. Limitation is no essential constituent of personality. It
all depends. We may understand God to be a great centre of
consciousness, will, force and action,– as a unit whose strength
and capacities are beyond measurement or conception :
È<|"Â"´ªÂ"±Ó"f|"ß"-˘"{E"X"Î"{fE"ElÎ"U"#o”U"Í|Î"{<lß"{w‚" „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø (Madhva, GB ii.72);

Â"ª{i ß"{‰"Î"{ |"E˙"{ ˙"D‹"{E" (RV viii.99.1) —<|" liU"|"# ÷Ò{e|"{i ˆ"·Ó"|"‚"{Â"´ª<™>Ô"|˙"ß"·Í|"ß"Ø (NS p.421). If the Supreme Reality is not to be a
mere indeterminate mass of non-willing, non-thinking and nonacting being, described as Saccidananda, just for courtesy's sake,
we must recognise, with Madhva, that is is both knowledge and
knower, bliss and the blissful. There is nothing anthropomorphic
about Madhva's conception of God as a Person, everything about
whom is non-material. He has, by definition, no form of gross or
subtle matter :

E" |"CÎ" Â"‡{÷DÒ|"{ ß"±<|"fß"{¿C"ß"il{i&<C¨"C"ß„"˙"{ $ (Varaha xxxiv.40)
À”Â"·w<eå{<„"Î"{iˆ"{|ß"{ li∫{i <˙"kÓ"{iE"f ¬"{Î"|"i $
<÷ÒE|"· <E"l{ifk"≤"|"EÎ"C"·R"{w <E"|Î"{w C˙"÷Ò{w |"E"·ß"Ø $$ (VTN iii)
Madhva brings together a number of texts from the
Upanisads and Puranas, in support of such a dynamic conception
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of the Divine personality :

|"CÎ"{<Â" U"ª”ªo˙"Ó"{|"Ø ëÈ{E"El¡ÒÂ"ß"ß"D|"ß"Øí
(MundUp ii 2.7); ëC"·˙"Ó"f¬Î"{i<|"#í (TaittUp); l∫ª{i&<Cß"Ô"E|"ª{÷Ò{U"#
(ChanUp viii 1.1); —|Î"{<lk"· $ Î"<l ¡ÒÂ"w E" CÎ"{|"Ø, È{E"El<ß"|Î"i˙" CÎ"{|"Ø,
E"|˙"{E"Elë¡ÒÂ"í<ß"<|" $ ÷Ò¨"w C"·˙"Ó"f¡ÒÂ"|˙"w CÎ"{l¡ÒÂ"CÎ" ? ëC"∫˚U"”k"{f Â"·Pk"#í ëPÍß"˙"Ó"¿
÷Ò|"{fªß"Øí ëÈ{<l|Î"˙"Ó"¿ |"ß"C"# Â"ªC|"{|"Øí ë<˙"X"|"‚"A"·P|" <˙"X"|"{iß"·R"#í —|Î"{<l˙"≤"E"{|"Ø,
<˙"X"¡ÒÂ"{‹Î"{Î"{iÍ|"i‚" ¡ÒÂ"˙"{E"˙"C"”Î"|"i $ ëÂ"ª{&CÎ" U"<Í|"<˙"f<˙"‹"˙" o±Î"|"i C˙"{„"{<˙"÷Òî
˘"{E"µ"e<÷‡ÒÎ"{ ≤"í, ëÎ"# C"˙"f˘"# C"˙"f<˙"|"Øí, ëÈ{E"Elw µ"‡h"Ó"#í, ëß"ÎÎ"E"E|"ˆ"·Ó"i&E"E|"i
ˆ"·Ó"|"{i&E"E|"<˙"ˆ"‡∫ií, (Bhagvi.4.48) ë<˙"˘"{E"U"<Í|"ª∫ß"{C"ß"E"E|"U"Í|"i#í (Bhag
iii.44.24). But then, these attributes are not separate from the
essence of God. God is not a 'bare something' qualified or clothed
with a number of attributes from without. We have seen that
Madhva's conception of substance as an identity in difference,
maintained by the self-differentiating capacity of intrinsic Visesas
enables him smoothly to preserve the integrality of being of the
Supreme Person, in and through His numerous attributes which are
an expression of His Being and not so many external trappings
attached to Him. Madhva's view of the attributes of God is the
same as that of his close western contemporary, the great Christian
thinker St.Thomas Aquinas that 'in God the distinction between
existence and essence must fall away. God can have no nature or
essence distinguishable from His actual existence. Here (and here
only)3 the distinction between existence and essence would have
no meaning and consequently the distinction between an attribute
and that which is subject of the attributes would be meaningless
also. Of the Divine Being we can say (as of no other) that it is its
own goodness. Its goodness is not adjectival to it because, in it, it
is all one – to be and to be good' (quoted from Dawes Hicks:
Philosophical Bases of Theism, 1937).
All this does not mean that there are not attributes of
3. The reader knows that Madhva extends the principle of
Gunagunyabheda to all Yavaddravyabhavi attributes of all
substances.
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goodness, beauty, omniscience, sovereignty, bliss, etc., as a matter
of fact in the Supreme Lord. It is only a Significant negation of the
otherness (prthaktva) of the attributes from the Lord. It does not
therefore, reduce Brahman to 'Nirvisesa' as in Advaita.
According to Madhva God has His own body and limbs :
µ"·<’ß"E"{i&åÂ"‡|Î"å˙"y"{w „"ˆ"˙"|"{i eA"Î"{ß"∫i µ"·<’ß"{E"Ø ß"E"{i˙"{E"å˙"{<E"<|" $ 4
This means that He has a spiritual Form with its own
instruments of knowledge and activity which is all one of
knowledge and bliss.

Î"l{|ß"÷Ò{i „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø |"l{<|ß"÷Ò{ ˙Î"<Í|"# $ <÷Òß"{|ß"÷Ò{i „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø ? ˘"{E"{|ß"÷Ò
ÃiX"Î"{f|ß"÷Ò# U"Í|Î"{|ß"÷Ò —<|" $ (Ekayana Sruti)
C"˜i∫# C"·R"ˆ"E‹"‚" ˘"{E"„"{# C"|Â"ª{÷‡Òß"# $
˘"{E"˘"{E"# C"·R"C"·R"# C" <˙"kÓ"·# Â"ªß"{i ß"|"# $$ (Paingi Sruti)
Insofar then as the several attributes partake of the nature of
Brahman they are also inseparable from Him and from one
another:

|"{<E" C"˙"{fÓÎ"EÎ"{i&EÎ"{E"EÎ"¡ÒÂ"{<Ó" $ (Madhva, GB ii.22)
So far as it is necessary to concede that the supreme Reality
has a profound character of its own and is by no means an utter
blank, it would be unphilosophical to limit the attributes to six or
to eight, as the Naityayikas have done. Madhva quotes the
Svetasvatara text, Â"ª{&CÎ" U"<Í|"<˙"f<˙"‹"˙" o±Î"|"i (vi.8) and of Bhagavata

ß"ÎÎ"E"E|"ˆ"·Ó"i&E"E|"i.... (vi.4.48) to refute such a narrow view. Jayatirtha
points out that six qualities commonly associated with the epithet
'Bhagavan', are capable of subsuming the countless other attributes
: k"{aØˆ"·>ÓÎ"<ß"|Î"·Â"eA"Ó"ß"Ø $ k"{aØˆ"·>ÓÎ"i C"˙"fˆ"·Ó"{E|"„"{f˙"{i ˙"{ $ (GBt ii.72)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. This is from the Ekayana Sruti of the Pancaratra tradition. After
Madhva, it has been quoted by Vedanta Desika.
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The term 'guna' is understood in the sense of an attribute
(dharma), and the qualities of knowledge, power and activity
spoken of in the Svetasvatara and other texts would naturally be
seen to posit a variety of them (vividha). In the light of the clear
statement of SvetUp vi.8, that the attributes are 'intrinsic'
(svabhaviki), the plea of Anandabodha and others that even the
ominiscience of Brahman actually presupposes, rather than
opposes, the presence of ignorance in Brahman C"˙"f˘"|˙"ß"ÂÎ"<˙"ù{˙"y˙"-

ß"{<A"Â"<|", E"|"· Â"‡<|"<A"Â"<|", can only be characterised as audacious.
According to the Nyaya-Vaisesikas, the knowledge, activity
and other attributes of God are abstract, objectless wholes
(akhanda). Such a position would render the conception of
omniscience etc. meaningless. Omniscience is knowledge of all
that exists. Creative and other powers also would similarly have
reference to relevant objects. No knowledge or activity can thus be
conceived as objectless. The eternality or non-eternality of objects
has nothing to do with the question.
In the absence of something like an internal Visesa to
demarcate the distinctive terms of reference, it would be rationally
impossible to define the limits of the creative and destructive
activities and powers in God and explain the orderly arrangement
of the evolution and involution of the world and the succession of
events. In other words, God must be accepted as 'Savisesa'.
Though Madhva admits with the Naiyayikas that divine
knowledge is eternal and all-embracing, it is not, on that account,
undiversified. It is multi-coloured anantavisesatmakam and
adjusted to the different exigencies of creation, dissolution etc., by
the agency of Visesas. There are two aspects of the Divine Will,
the latent (sakti) and the patent (vyakti) which operate in
preestablished
harmony,
preventing
overlapping
and
encroachment (See Chapter XXV).
The Divine nature is not only all-knowing but is also selfluminous, God not only knows everthing but knows also that His
knowledge is all-embracing.
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In this connection, Madhva refutes the view of a section of
the Vaisesikas to whom God's knowledge is not self-luminous and
of some others that God's knowledge is not unitary but is twofold,
– one knowing all else excluding itself and another which includes
it. But then if God is not aware that He has two such knowledges,
He cannot be all-knowing. If He is aware of the fact that He has
two such knowledge, the question is how – whether by one of
those two or by a third one. In the former case, one of the two
would have been admitted to be self-luminous. If it is by a third
one, the original position that God has only two kinds of
knowledge is forfeited. Apart from it, the question would remain if
God knows that He has a threefold knowledge or not. If He does,
the question will be repeated whether it is by the same (third one)
or by a fourth. If by the former, we can as well regard one of the
two earlier ones itself all-knowing and dispense with the luxury of
the third one. If it is by a fourth one, the same question will get
repeated endlessly :

C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"ß"<Â" |"· Î"˘"{fE"CÎ" <E"˙"{Î"f|"i $
÷Ò¨"w C"˙"f˘"|"{ |"CÎ" C˙"˘"{E"{<‹"ˆ"ß"w <˙"E"{ ?
˘"{E"w <˙"X"{<‹"÷wÒ |˙"i÷wÒ |"¬˘"{E"<˙"k"Î"w Â"ªß"Ø $
—<|" ˘"{E"üÎ"iE"˙" C"˙"f<˙"|"Ø Â"ªß"iX"ª# $$
—<|" ≤"ilik" Ã˙"{¨"f# |"¬˘"{E"{˙"<C"|"{i Î"<l $
C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"ß"i˙" CÎ"{lØ ˘"{E"w fii|"<üU"ik"Ó"ß"Ø $
˘"{E"{E|"ªiÓ" ≤"il‰" „"˙"ili˙"{E"˙"<C¨"<|": $$
C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"|˙"ß"i|"Cß"{lØ ls<E"f˙"{ªw C"ß"{Â"|"i|"Ø $$ (AV ii.2, adh.6)
The question of Divine omniscience in respect of human
illusions has been raised by some writers. Does God know our
illusions also? If not, He is not omniscient. If He does, He would
be as much subject to them as we are. Jayatirtha disposes of this
dilemma by pointing out that God only perceives everything as it
is in reality. When we perceive silver in shell God sees that we
have fallen into a delusion:
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E" ≤"iX"ªÂ"‡ß"{ U"·<Í|"ª¬"|"{<l<˙"<‹"¡ÒÂ"{, <÷ÒE|"· „"‡{E|"{i&Î"w U"·<Í|"÷Ò{U"÷Òew
÷Òe‹"{|"|"Î"{ ÷ÒeÎ"|"”|Î"E"·˙"{l¡ÒÂ"˙" $5 (TVt p.I)
Madhva also takes special pains to point out that though the
attributes of God are transcendental and trans-empirical, they are,
nevertheless, designated by the same terms as are applied to
corresponding empirical qualities. This is merely symbolic and
intended to give us some idea of them, however limited and
inadequate (BSB iii.2.32-34). The transcendental cannot be fully
made known or represented by empirical categories and epithets.

ëÈe{<÷Ò÷Ò{i&<Â" ˘"{E"{<l# |"≤™>µlªi˙" „"ÓÎ"|"i $
˘"{Â"E"{¨"{fÎ" e{i÷ÒCÎ" Î"¨"{ ª{¬"i˙" li˙"ª{NØ> $$í —<|" Â"{¶i $
e{<÷Ò÷Ò<˙"eA"Ó"i&ÂÎ"{E"El{l{ |"|Â"lÂ"‡Î"{iˆ"{i Î"·¬Î"|"i $ |"CÎ"{E"·÷±Òe˙"iù|˙"{<l-˘"{Â"E"{¨"f|˙"{|"Ø $ ˘"{|"|"{˙"Eß"{‰"CÎ" o·|Î"E|"ªµ"eiE" Èe{<÷Ò÷Ò|˙"µ"·<’‚" „"˙"|"”<|" $ (TP iii.2.34)
This has a remarkable parallel and contemporary
affirmation from across the seas in St. Thomas Aquina's famous
doctrine of 'analogical senses' underlying all human concepts of
God6.
5.

Cf. |"¨"{&Â"”X"ª˘"{E"w E" Â"‡ß"{, <˙"Â"Î"fC|"|˙"{|"Ø $ Î"l{ R"°˙"i|"lCß"l{<l<˙"„"‡ß"{E"{eßµ"|"i, |"l{ Ã|"CÎ" <˙"k"Î"ß"CÂ"DU"|"{i E" ˘"{E"{˙"ˆ"{∫E"C"ß„"˙" —<|"
|"l¨"{if&ÂÎ"{eßµ"E"-ß"„Î"·Â"iÎ"ß"Ø $ |"¨"{ ≤" |"l<Â" <˙"Â"Î"fÎ".... E" $ <˙"„"‡ß"CÎ"{Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"i&<Â"
|"y˙"ß"·<ÑR"|"{i&„"‡{E|"|˙"{|"Ø $ Ã|"l{eßµ"E"CÎ" ≤" Ã˙"ß"·<ÑR"|"# C"˙"f‰" Î"¨"{¨"f|˙"{|"Ø $ E"<∫ E"
|"ÿ¬"|"w, E"{<Â" |"‰"{C"|"Ø, E"{<Â" E"{˙"ˆ"|"<ß"<|" $ (Udayana, Kusumanjali iv)
6. See my BSPC Vol.III, p.176
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CHAPTER XLI
COSMIC ACTIVITIES OF BRAHMAN
THE cosmic powers of the Supreme are eight in number :
creation, preservation, dissolution, control, enlightenment,
obscuration, bondage and realse1. It is the sole and ultimate source
of everyone of these determinations. The accounts in the Epics and
Puranas dividing these activities among the members of the
popular Hindu Trinity are taken by Madhva in a deeper
monotheistic sense. He holds that the Supreme Being itself
(identified with Visnu) acts through the instrumentality of the
other gods:

<E"<ß"y"ß"{‰"ß"”U"CÎ" <˙"X"C"ˆ"f<E"ª{i‹"Î"{i# $
<∫ªÓÎ"ˆ"„"f# U"˙"f‚" ÷Ò{eRÎ"{¡Ò<Â"Ó"C|"˙" $$ (Bhag x.71.8)
|"‰" |"‰" <C¨"|"{i <˙"kÓ"·# |"y"≤™>Í|"”# Â"‡µ"{i‹"Î"E"Ø $
Ã÷Ò Ã˙" ß"∫{U"<Í|"# ÷·ÒP|"i C"˙"fß""C"{ $$ (Quoted BSB ii.3.11)
This applies to the processes of nature of :

ß"y"# Cß"D<|"˘"{fE"ß"Â"{i∫E"w ≤" $ (Gita X.8)
|"{<Â"E"” Â"{<≤"E"” ≤"˙" U"{i<k"Ó"” ≤" Â"‡÷Ò{<U"E"” $
E"˙" ª{¬"E"Ø ª˙"i# U"<Í|": U"<Í|"E"fª{Î"Ó"CÎ" C"{ $$ (Padma quoted in TC p.645)
This is how Madhva reconciles the apparent polytheism of
the Vedic and post-Vedic sources with the monotheistic idea of the
One Supreme : Ã÷Ò# U"{C|"{ E" <ü|"”Î"{i&<C|" U"{C|"{ (Mbh). But he finds
for the popular gods (Devas) of Hinduism a place in his theosophy
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Cf. 'Madhva believes that the characteristics mentioned belong
to the nature of Brahman. Creative activity in an essential defining
quality of Brahman!' (Radhakrishan, Brahma Sutra, p.237) and his
own remark (in regard to Sankara) : 'If we do not accept such a
subtle power abiding in God, God cannot be a creator. He cannot
move towards creation' (Op. cit. p.142) (Italics mine)
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and regards their limited jurisdiction over particular aspects of
cosmic determination as a delegation of powers or as an imperium
in imperia2. This overcomes the limitations of a plurality of
causes by making the Supreme Brahman alone the ultimate and
independent source in every act of emergent evolution. This point
has been explained by Madhva in his comments on BS i.4.15 and
ii.3.11. In this sense, God is called 'Karanakarana'3 (cause of all
causes) working in an through each of them :

µ"‡h"<˙"kÓ˙"”U"¡ÒÂ"{<Ó" ‰"”<Ó" <˙"kÓ"{iß"f∫{|ß"E"# $
µ"‡h"<Ó" µ"‡h"¡ÒÂ"{i&C"{ <U"˙"¡ÒÂ"” <U"˙"i <C¨"|"# $$
Â"D¨"ˆ"i˙" <C¨"|"{i li˙"{i <˙"kÓ"·¡ÒÂ"” ¬"E"{lfE"# $$ (BT 1.2.24)
It is the same Brahman that sustains the selves in and
through everyone of their five states in life : Jagrat, Svapna,
Susupti, Murcha and Maranam. So too in the other states of
dissolution and release. The dependence of souls on God in the
state of dissolution is obvious enough. Dependence in release too
is clearly taught in the scripture : ≈|"{ß"D|"|˙"CÎ"iU"{E"# (RV X.90.2);

ß"·Í|"{E"{w Â"ªß"{ ˆ"<|"# (Mbh XII.254.17); ß"·Í|"{iÂ"C"DÂÎ"˙Î"Â"liU"{|"Ø
; ¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ª˙"¬"fE"ß"Ø (BS IV.1.17)

(BS 1.3.2)
-

The Visnu Rahasya puts the idea tellingly :

C"˙"f˙"C|"·k"· Î"{ U"<Í|"# C"{ ß"l”Î"˙" E"{EÎ"¨"{ $
ß"Î"˙" ly"w C˙"{|"E‰Î"w ÷iÒ˙"eik˙"<Â" ˙"C|"·k"· $
|"{˙"Eß"{‰"iÓ" ß"{iß"·ˆ‹"{ C˙"{|"E‰Î"w ß"E˙"|"i <E"¬"ß"Ø $
C˙"{|"E‰Î"i&Â"¸|"i Â"‚"{É"{E"<E|" Â"ª|"E‰"|"{ß"Ø $$ (XII.22-23)
2. R"Óa>{‹"”U"{# C"{˙"f„"{ß"CÎ" Î"ülØ µ"‡h"iU"{ù{# ÷·Ò˙"f|"i |"i&E"·U"{<C|"ß"Ø $ (BT X.94.169)
3. ÷Ò{ªÓ"÷Ò{ªÓ" Â"±Ó"f˙"ªiÓÎ" (Dvadasa Stotra, v.3)

È˙"{E|"ªw ÷Ò{ªÓ"w ≤"

(Anubhasya)
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The BT states that both intrinsic and empirical forms of
knowledge of selves are dependent on God.

C˙"¡ÒÂ"„"±|"w ˘"{E"w |"· C"l{ ¬"”˙"CÎ" <˙"kÓ"·E"{ $
<E"Î"|"w, Â"‡{÷DÒ|"w ˘"{E"w „"Í|Î"{ |"iE"˙" l”Î"|"i $$ (XI.22.11)
The Supreme is thus the ultimate source of every one of the
sixfold determinations of organised matter and the eightfold
determinations of the lives of thinking beings. Of these, release
from bondage is the most cherised ambition of man. No
conception of God can, therefore, be complete without making
room for its fulfilment by the Supreme. God, then, is the ultimate
source of redemption of the world : C"wC"{ªß"{iA"<C¨"<|"µ"E‹"∫i|"·# (SvetUp
vi.16); and no definition of Brahman that does not embody this
idea will be complete or proper. That is why Madhva goes beyond
every other commentator on BS i.1.2, and interprets 'adi' there to
include a pointed reference to the redemptive function and some
others also. The very need for an inquiry into Brahman arises
because of the desire for redemption, which cannot be acheived
without the grace of God; which is facilitated by knowledge:

Î"|"{i E"{ª{Î"Ó"Â"‡C"{lß"D|"i E" ß"{iA"#, E" ≤" ˘"{E"w <˙"E"{ È|Î"¨"fÂ"‡C"{l#, È|"{i
µ"‡h"<¬"˘"{C"{ ÷Ò|"f˙Î"{ $ (BSB i.1.1).
Philosophical reason bids us assume that should be the
ultimate 'cause' of bondage, if He is to be the source of our
redemption. There is no escaping this. Madhva accepts this
position, with the Sutrakara (BS iii.2.5). The logic of this is
confirmed by the following texts:

C"|"{w <˙"ß"·<Í|"l{<ükÓ"{iß"·f<Í|"Î"fù„Î"·Â"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i $
µ"E‹"{i&<Â" |"|" Ã˙" CÎ"{ùCß"{li÷ÒC|"Î"{i: Â"‡„"·# $$ (BT X.94.16)
µ"E‹"÷Ò{i „"˙"Â"{U"iE" „"˙"Â"{U"{Ç" ß"{i≤"÷Ò# $
÷Ò˙"°Î"l# Â"ªw µ"‡h" <˙"kÓ"·ªi˙" C"E"{|"E"# $$
(Skanda quoted by Sridhara Svamin)
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Madhva carries the point further and shows how even in
release the full manifestation of intrinsic bliss of the selves is
brought about by the grace of God Himself, thus making the soul's
dependence on God complere and true in every respect:

È˘"{E"{w ˘"{E"l{i <˙"kÓ"·˘"{f<E"E"{w ß"{iA"l‚" C"# $
È{E"Ell‚" ß"·Í|"{E"{w C" Ã˙"÷Ò{i ¬"E"{lfE"# $$ (AV 1.1.1)
The giver of Moksa should ex hypothesi be independent and
self-determined (Svatantra) and Purna. God then as the Redeemer
of our selves stands out as the one independent transcendent Being
of metaphysics :

ß"{iA"l{i <∫ C˙"|"E‰"# CÎ"{|"Ø Â"ª|"E‰"# C˙"Î"w C"D|"{ $
˙"|"fß"{E"# ÷Ò¨"w U"Í|"# Â"ªß"{iA"{Î" ÷iÒ˙"eß"Ø ? (AV iii.3.1)
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CHAPTER XLII
MANIFESTATIONS OF BRAHMAN
THE Supreme Lord of all creation remains wrapped up in His
glory and bliss at a time when the entire Universe is in a state of
nebulous chaos (RV x.129.2-3). Later, He puts on a multiplicity of
forms to evolve the universe through different stages. These
forms, though innumerable, are nevertheless identical with one
another, save for their numerical distinction. The first in the order
of Divine manifestations is the quaternion of Vasudeva,
Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Sankarsana, popularly known as the
(Catur)Vyuha, credited with redemptive, creative, sustaining and
destructive functions. The Supreme further differentiates itself into
ten (familiar Avataras) or twelve, hundred, thousand and so on
(GT ix; MbhTN i.10). These personal manifestations of the Lord
are spoken of as Suddha-Srsti, in Pancaratra terminology. They
are also designed as Vyuhas (groups) in a general sense. The
Ramanuja school recognises five kinds of manifestation of God:
(1) Images, (2) Avataras (3) Vyuhas, (4) the Transcendent and (5)
the Immanent1. Madhva accepts all but the first one, though he
does not use this nomenclature. But there is one important
difference that in Madhva's view, these various manifestations are
absolutely on a par with one another. There is no gradation among
them in respect of powers or potentialities. Madhva is vehemently
opposed to the idea of making any invidious distinctions among
these manifestations of God or putting some one a higher pedestal
than others. There is no room for Svagatabheda in the Supreme
(neha nanasti kincana). It is the same Infinite in every
manifestation. This vigorous note of monotheistic puritanism is
absent in Ramanuja's system, wherein the Para-Vasudeva or the
Transcendental Brahman and the Vyuha-Vasudeva alone are
credited with all the six qualities of godliness, while the other
members of the Vyuha, Sankarsana, Pradyumna and Aniruddha,
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Cf. C˙"e”e{˙"U"{lØ È≤"{f<˙"„"˙"˙Î"±∫Â"ª{E|"Î"{f<ß"„"iliE" Â"Å"‹"{&˙"<|"Ê>|"i -
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are assigned two attributes each2.
The ' Bimbarupa' of Madhva may be taken to correspond
with the 'Antaryami' of Ramanuja. The Bimbarupas have a special
place in Madhva's system in that they constitute the archetype of
each soul a vision of which is the sine qua non of liberation (BS
iii.353)3. The Avataras are on a different footing and are
concerned with specific functions like Balakarya, Jnanakarya etc.
Their number exceeds ten as commonly recognised. There are
other Avataras like Hamsa, Datta and Hari, not included in the
popular list of ten. Neither Sankara nor Ramanuja seems to have
been inclined to treat Krsnadvaipayana -Vyasa as a full-fledged
Avatara of the Supreme, though the latter's commentator
Sudarsana Suri is prepared to follow Madhva's lead that Vyasa is a
real full-fledged Avatara of Visnu. But his younger contemporary,
Vedanta Desika, thinks otherwise and treats Vyasa as subject to
the influence of Prarabdha-karma, as an ordinary human soul
(Ramanuja, GBt iv.9). This will be nothing short of a sacrilege,
according to Madhva. To him, all Avataras are of equal merit and
status. There is no question of degrees of fulness among them, no
'partial' and 'complete Avataras'4. He takes his uncompromising
stand on the authority of the Upanisadic and Pancaratric texts and
rejects the commonly accepted interpretation of the Bhagavata
text : *** ÷DÒkÓ"C|"· „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø C˙"Î"ß"Ø (i.3.28) as inappropriate on
philosophical and syntactic grounds (See Madhva, GB X.41). He
has thus no partiality or preference for any particular Avatara
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3.
Jnana and Bala are manifested in Sankarsana, aisvarya
and virya in Pradyumna and sakti and tejas in Aniruddha.
4.

¸<lC¨"{ Î"{ ∫ªiß"±f<|"f# ¬"”˙"{i Î"|Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"÷Ò# $ Î"üU"i ˙"|"f|"i ¬"”˙"# C"{ |"·
¬"”˙"÷Òe{ Cß"D|"{ $ (See my BSPC iii,pp.433-438.

5.

See :

Â"±Ó"fß"l# Â"±Ó"f<ß"lw Â"±Ó"{f|"Ø Â"±Ó"fß"·l≤Î"|"i $
Â"±Ó"fCÎ" Â"±Ó"fß"{l{Î"
Â"±Ó"fß"i˙"{˙"<U"kÎ"|"i $$ (BrhUp V.1) ; ≈lªß"E|"ªw ÷·ÒP|"i (TaittUp ii.7) ;
˙"{C"·li˙"{ Ã˙"|"i C"˙"if (Sankara's BSB. ii.2.44)
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of God and treats all of them as equal in rank, attributes and
powers.
Sankara holds the bodies of Avataras to be Mayic and
material in stuff. The Ramanuja school regards them as essentially
non-material (<l˙Î"ß"Â"‡{÷DÒ|"ß"Ø –Ramanuja, GB iv.9) and formed out of
the transcendental form of the Lord residing in the highest
Heaven: È˙"|"{ª<˙"ˆ"‡∫CÎ"{<Â" ÈÂ"‡{÷DÒ|"Â"ªß"Â"l<E"eÎ"<˙"ˆ"‡∫{wU"<˙"U"ik"Ó"|˙"ß"Ø (Vedanta
Desika on Ramanuja's GB, Ananda Press Edn., p. 13). Desika
quotes the same authority as Madhva :

E" |"CÎ" Â"‡{÷DÒ|"{ ß"±<|"fß"{¿C"ß"il{i&<C¨"C"ß„"˙"{ $
(Varaha Purana, XXXIV.40)
But the Ramanujiyas seem to regard the Avataras as noneternal. This is not acceptable to Madhva :

C"˙"if <E"|Î"{# U"{X"|"{‚" li∫{C|"CÎ" $ (BT i.3.1)
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CHAPTER XLIII
FREEDOM AND FREEWILL IN MADHVA'S
PHILOSOPHY
THE question of human freedom and Divine control
assumes great importance in philosophy and ethics. Madhva
emphasises both and maintains that they are mutually consistent.
In the first place, it is man himself and not God who is responsible
for the evil and suffering in the world. This is the corollary of the
Svarupabhedavada of Madhva. In the Advaita school of Sankara,
which regards the Atman as essentially nirvisesas, the self is not
really an agent. All activity is due to the play of Avidya or
ignorance and is essentially the result of a superimposition on the
Atman. Since Moksa, in this school, is understood in terms of
identity with Brahman, it is not something to be achieved afresh,
but is the essence of the Atman itself, though seemingly obscured
and hidden. Hence, on this view, even the spiritual effort cannot be
regarded as a true purposive activity of the self in all seriousness.
Madhva is unable to accept such a position which reduces all
activity on the part of the self, whether hedonistic, or ethical,
secular or spiritual to a mere make-belive. It is, therefore,
necessary to ascribe real activity to the self. If, as is contended by
the Advaita school, the kartrtva of the Atman is merely due to a
superimposition of the kartrtva that really belongs to the mind,
just as the redness of the japa flower is superimposed on the
crystal that is placed by its side, then just as one has both the kinds
of experience in a case of Sopadhikabhrama viz., that (i) the
crystal is red and at other times (outside the bhrama) that (ii) the
japa flower is red, even so, one should have the distinctive
experiences: that 'the Atman is the doer', 'the mind is the doer'.
Since the mind is also open to the perception of the Saksi, the
doership that is said to belong in reality to the mind (or buddhi)
cannot possibly fall outside the perception of the Saksi.
Following the Sutrakara (÷Ò|"{f U"{À{¨"f˙"y˙"{|"Ø ii.3.33) and
consistent with his ethical realism, Madhva maintains that the
human soul is a real agent in all its actions. If we do not admit this,
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the Sastra which lays down injuctions and prohibitions with
reference to the obtainment of specific results and the moral law in
which these are ultimately gounded will lose all significance and
lapse into a cry in the wilderness. The Sastra cannot be addressed
to the insentient or to God. The Jada is incapable of responding to
any mandate1 and God is above the purview of commandments.
They cannot, therefore, have reference to any but the souls.
The means of realisation of Brahman such as Sravana,
manana and nididhyasana, prescibed in the Sastra clearly imply
that they are to be carried out by a real agent. If the activities in
respect of these are only a matter of superimposed assumption,
there is no possiblity of the fruits of such Sadhanas practised being
realised by the aspirants. The Advaitin is harldy justified in
denying doership (kartrtva) to the Atman and relegating it to
Buddhi inasmuch as Sankara himself in his bhasya on BS ii.3.36,
has categorically rejected the view of the Sankhya that Kartrtva
pertains to buddhi and has upheld the position that it belongs
really to the Jiva, as the Siddhanta view. The absence of
discriminations (vivekagraha) between buddhi and Atman has
been alleged by the Sankhyas also. Hence the position of the
Advaitin would hardly be different from the Sankhya view, if he
were to reject the position that kartrtva does really belong to the
Atman. Moreover, if bondage in the form of doership and
enjoyment viewed as an undesirable state (anartha) were to be
regarded as belonging only to the buddhi, then deliverance from
such bondage should also logically be for the benefit of buddhi
alone and not for the benefit of the Jiva. Even Ajnana which is
regarded by the Advaitin as pertaining to the Jiva is a source of
misery to the Jiva, by giving rise to the feelings of enjoyment and
suffering. So then, unless such kartrtva and bhoktrtva brought
about by Ajnana are really accepted in the Jivas, they need on no
account bother about deliverance from the them2.
1. Cf.

¬"aw> <∫ Â"ª÷DÒ|"iE" E"{ilE"{<lE"{ <÷‡ÒÎ"{˙"lØ „"˙"<|", E" |˙"{ˆ"E|"·÷Ò÷Ò{ªÓ"ß"E|"ªiÓ"
C˙"i≤™>Î"{ $ ¬"”˙"C|"· .... (Jayatirtha, GBt XVIII.18). 2. See ft. note no.1
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Whatever may be the aim of spiritual effort – whether to
achieve something new or to discover a forgotten state, the effort
in that direction must be a very real serious effort on the part of a
true and real agent. It is for this reason that Albert Schweitzer
argues that the doctrine of reincarnation cannot accept the
hypothesis that the Soul's contact with the bodily experiences is
not real. His contention is the same as Madhva's that 'if moral
conduct is to play any part in the liberation of the Soul from the
cycle of rebirth, the soul must, in some way, participate in the
corporeal and be affected by the human experience and action, so
that the doctrine of reincarnation can in no sense agree to the
assertion that the Universe is not real but must hold fast to its
reality' (Op.cit.p.62).
The acceptance of real agency (kartrtva) to the soul does
not, however, make the Jiva an absolutely independent agent. He
is still circumscribed by factors like the physical body, the sensory
apparatus etc., which are the 'gifts' of God. As Ramajuna points
out, under Gita XVIII.16, where the activity of the soul is said to
be not independent, but dependent on the five determining factors
of the body, an agent, organisation, bodily function and the
direction of the Lord (Â"ªß"{|ß"ly"# |"l{‹"{ª‚" ÷ÒªÓ"÷Òei˙"ª{<l<„"#

|"l{<∫|"U"<Í|"<„"# C˙"Î"w ≤" ¬"”˙"{|ß"{ |"l{‹"{ª# |"l{<∫|"U"<Í|"ß"{E"Ø ***) the
ultimate power of direction is vested in the Lord. The Jiva pursues
of his free will a course of action which is determined mostly by
his own deep-rooted nature, inclinations and past karma. But even
this is possible because God has given him the power to do things
in conformity with his own innate goodness or its opposite. He is
not, therefore, a mere puppet in the hands of God. The right to
choose between right and wrong is his own, made on his own
responsibility and at his own risk (yathecchasi tatha kuru). This
explains why some are Muktiyogyas, some remain in bondage and
others qualify for Tamas.
It may, therefore, be said that the Jiva is both a doer and a
non-doer from different points of view like a carpenter in the
service of a building architect. He works with his own hands and
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tools but looks up to the architect for directions. The skill of the
carpenter is his own. He does not owe it to his master. But not so
in the case of the Jiva. He has derived even his ability to do things,
metaphysically, from the Creator (BS ii.3.41). But for God, he
cannot move an inch (RV x.112.9). This does not, however,
involve God in the meshes of action and make Him responsible
ultimately for the behaviour of souls. For, God merely enables the
Jiva to pursue a course of action, not arbitrarily, but in relation to
his former life and deserts (÷DÒ|"Â"‡Î"œ"{Â"iA"# BS ii.3.42)3. He does not
interfere with the Jiva's decision in any way. He sustains but never
constrains (Gita xviii.63). The Jiva chooses out of his freewill a
particular line of action for good or for bad with sufficient
foreknowledge of its moral worth and has himself to thank for the
consequences. He cannot, therefore, blame anyone, least of all
God, for the unpleasant consequences of his acts, should he have
chosen wrongly. He has freedom of choice within the realm of
works4. God does not throw the creatures blindfolded into an
unknown region or set them adrift chartless on the high seas. Each
is provided with a chart, a book of instuctions of where lies the
haven and how to reach it. This book is the Sastra
(vidhinisedhatmakam).
Another overrinding consideration why the individual
should be regarded as a dependent agent is set out, according to
Madhva, in BS ii.1.26 : ÷DÒ|jÂ"‡C"<Í|"<E"fª˙"Î"˙"|˙"U"µl÷Ò{iÂ"{i ˙"{ For, any
theory that makes the Jiva the sole initiator of his actions, will
have to face a dilemma sooner or later. The creative energy of the
Jiva (samarthya or prayatna) is not something that can be treated
as different from his essence5. That being so, everytime any task
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. |"lE|"ª˙"<C¨"|"# Â"ªß"{|ß"{ C˙"{E"·ß"<|"l{E"iE" |"w Â"‡˙"|"fÎ"<|" —<|" ¬"”˙"CÎ" C˙"µ"·’–˙"

Â"‡˙"D<y"∫i|"·|˙"ß"Ø $ (Madhva GB xviii.15)
4. CÎ"{<llw Â"‡˙"D<y"<˙"<‹"˙"Î"¨Î"¿ Î"<l ¬"”˙"CÎ" <÷‡ÒÎ"{C˙"{|"E‰Î"eA"Ó"w ÷Ò|"Df|˙"w C"˙"f¨"{ E" $ (NS
p.327)
5. We are not talking here of muscular or any such other energy.
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is to be accomplished, the individual would have to throw in the
optimum of his creative energy into it, irrespective of the
magnitude of the task. That will hardly be wise or fair. Nor can we
create internal parts into the Jiva's personality to get over this
difficulty. That will destroy the unity of his being, by introducing
an element of multiplicity. We cannot take the help of Visesas also
at this stage, as they are not known to possess anything more than
a capacity to render internal distinctions possible in an identity of
essence. But what we require here is something more than that – a
power to regulate the proportion of effort to the given task, which
is not, a normal power of Visesas, such as we find in other places,
say in an insentient object. Someone is, therefore, required to put
such a power into the Visesas. It is not in the competence of the
Jiva itself to confer such a new power on the Visesas, which is not
found elsewhere. The only deus ex machina who can do this
would be God. By His mysterious power of accomplishing the
seemingly impossible (Èx"<N>|"x"N>E"{Â"N>”Î"C"” U"<Í|"#), He could very
well do what the Jiva cannot do and set the Visesas in motion
investing them with the capacity to secure proportional adjustment
of effort and creative energy of the Jiva to carry out different
tasks6. In this way, the Jiva cannot do without the regulating
control of God in his actions. This is, indeed, a very remarkable
point made by Madhva in support of the Jiva's dependence on
God in putting his creative energy to use.
There is still another difficulty. If God's inexorable
impartially is secured by the doctrine that He renders unto every
man according to his work, the other view in the Kausitaki
Upanisad (iii.8) that He himself is the one who causes man to do
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6.

ÈE"wU"CÎ"{<Â" ¬"”˙"CÎ" <÷‡ÒÎ"{C"{ß"¨Î"fÎ"{i¬"E"{|"Ø $
÷Ò{Î"ifk"· Î"# ÷Òª{i|Î"’{ E"ß"C|"Cß" C˙"Î"ß„"·˙"i $
Î"<l „"{ˆ"iE" ÷Ò{Î"ifk"· ¬"”˙"U"<Í|"w E" Î"{i¬"Î"i|"Ø $
∫´ªC|"l{ <∫ C"˙"f‰" ÷DÒ|jÎ"œ"{iw&<U"|"{&<Â" ˙"{ $$ (AV II.1.27)
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right and wrong, according to His pleasure (BS iii.2.41) remains
unexplained. 'If God pulls the strings for every kind of action, He
is the agent as well as the patient. Hence, the Sutrakara resorts to
Sruti; but he does attempt to remove the contradiction'
(Radhakrishnan, I.Phil.ii.p.441). The contradiction can only be
removed by accepting Madhva's interpretation of the Sutra :

≈Â"Â"ù|"i ≤"{ÂÎ"·Â"e„Î"|"i ≤" $ (ii.2.37)
˙"k"ßÎ"w <E"x"DfÓ"|˙"w ≤" ˙"il{Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"÷Ò{ª÷Òß"Ø $
E"{å”÷Ò{Î"fß"|"{i&EÎ"y"· E" ˙"k"ßÎ"{<lE"{ß"÷Òß"Ø $$ (AV ii.1.35)
'A partiality which interferes with right and wrong is a
blemish. Hence it has been rejected in the Sutras. The proper
control of right and wrong by meting out rewards and punishments
in accordance with them, is not a fault. It is an asset. Hence it is
acceptable to the Sutrakara. As Jayatirtha explains : 'There are two
kinds of partiality and pitilessness. One results from disregard of
individual karma and deserts. The other lies in depending on them
and taking them into account insofar as they are themselves
subject to God. Of these, the first one must be rejected as it
impairs the validity of the Vedas. For the Vedas prescribe right as
the means of achieving happiness and warns us against
unrighteousness as it brings on misery. Such being the case, if God
should act in a partial and pitiless way in utter disregard of
individual karma and deserts, it would mean that the law of right
and wrong taught is the Vedas will be rendered meaningless. They
would then lose their validity. Therefore the Sutrakara, while
admitting the view of God's acting in accordance with karma has
set at rest the possibility of partiality and pitilessness in meting out
punishment and rewards in accordance with one's deserts is not,
strictly speaking, a foible. It does not amount to a defect7.'

-------------------------------------------------------------------7.

<ü<˙"‹"w R"<°˙"lw ˙"k"ßÎ"w <E"x"DfÓ"|˙"w ≤" $ Ã÷wÒ ÷Òß"{fùE"Â"iA"|"{Â"‡Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ |"‰"{&ùw ˙"il{Â"‡{ß"{ß"ÓÎ"÷Ò{ª÷Ò|˙"iE" l…k"Ó"|˙"{Ô"{å”÷Ò|"·fß"·<≤"|"ß"Ø $ ˙"il{i <∫ ‹"ß"¿ (Contd. on next page)
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The solution of the conflict between the seemingly fatalistic
determinism of the Kausitaki Upanisad (iii.8) and the rationalism
of the karma theory lies, as propounded by Madhva in the doctrine
of Svarupabheda of souls. Most Indian commentators would take
shelter under the inexorable law of Karma to reconcile the
presence of evil and inequalities in this world with the goodness of
God. Madhva has been the only one to push the question to its
logical end. Karma implies freedom and freedom implies a choice.
But it does not explain why a particular choice is made unless the
freedom itself is an expression of the innate nature of each soul.
Even a chain of beginningless Karma could not explain why all
souls are not equally good or bad, as all of them are equally eternal
and their karmas too were equally beginningless and the start
simultaneous. The only possible explanation is that offered by
Madhva viz., that the Karma itself is the result of the distinctive
nature of each soul (∫`>) which is intrinsic to it (Svarupa-yogyata).
This point is elaborated by Mahdva in his MbhTB (xxii.84-88) :

C˙"„"{˙"{RÎ"{ Î"{iˆÎ"|"{ Î"{ ∫`>{RÎ"{ $
Î"{ ÈE"{<l<C"’{ C"˙"f¬"”˙"ik"· <E"|Î"{ $
C"{ ÷Ò{ªÓ"w Â"‡¨"ß"w |"·, <ü|"”Î"ß"E"{<l÷Òß"f˙", |"¨"{ |"D|"”Î"# $$
¬"”˙"Â"‡Î"œ"# Â"{Pk"{RÎ"C|"li|"|"Ø $
‰"Î"w <˙"kÓ"{i˙"fU"ˆ"w C"˙"fl˙" $

-

∫`>{Ç" ÷Òß"{f<Ó" „"˙"<E|" ÷Òß"f¬"{i
Î"œ"{i Î"|"{i ∫`>÷Òß"fÂ"‡Î"{iÍ|"{ $$
<˙"E"{ E" Î"œ"w E" ∫`>{i E"{<Â" ÷Òß"f
∂ÒeÂ"‡l{i ˙"{C"·li˙"{i&<R"eCÎ" $$
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C"·R"C"{‹"E"ß"‹"ß"¿ ls#R"C"{‹"E"ß"{∫ $ |"‰", Î"l”X"ª{i ‹"ß"{f‹"ß"{f˙"E"Â"iAÎ"
<˙"k"ß"{i <E"x"DfÓ"‚" CÎ"{|"Ø, |"l{ ˙"il{i<l|"‹"ß"{fß"‹"fÎ"{i# C"·R"ls#R"÷Ò{ªÓ"|˙"ß"C"|"Ø CÎ"{|"Ø $ |"¨"{≤",
÷Ò¨"w |"CÎ" Â"‡{ß"{ÓÎ"w CÎ"{|"Ø ? È|"# C"±‰"÷Ò{ªiÓ" ÷Òß"{f<lC"{Â"iA"|"{Â"A"ß"·ªª”÷DÒ|Î" |"|"Ø Â"´ª¸|"ß"Ø $
È|"{i&EÎ"y"· <ü|"”Î"w ˙"k"ßÎ"w E"x"DfÓÎ"w ≤" E" ˙"k"ßÎ"{<lE"{ß"÷Òß"Ø $ l{ik"¡ÒÂ"w E" „"˙"|"”<|" Î"{˙"|"Ø $

(From prev. page)

(NS p.312 b)
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C˙"{|"E‰Î"U"Í|"i<˙"f<E"Î"{ß"÷Ò{i <∫
|"¨"{&ÂÎ"i|"{EC"{i&ÂÎ"Â"iAÎ"˙" Î"·"i|"Ø
Ã|"{E"Â"iAÎ"˙" ∂Òew ll{E"”
|Î"CÎ"˙" C"ä°Â" —<|" C˙"|"E‰"|"{ $ 8

-

Madhva's doctrine of Anadisvarupayogyata takes us one step
defintely beyond the stage of anadikarma of Jivas and traces it to
the intrinsic nature (anadi-svabhava) or fitness (svarupa-yogyata)
of individual selves. He gives it the name of 'Hatha'. From this
'Hatha', Karma flows as its outward expression in terms of good or
bad actions, through volitional activity (Purusaprayatna) without
which the Svabhava cannot be developed to its full stature :
C˙"„"{˙"CÎ" µ"{fiÂ"‡Î"œ"C"<≤"˙"CÎ"˙" ÷Ò{Î"f÷Ò{´ª|˙"{|"Ø (NS, p.316). All these factors
are however ex hypothesi dependent on the will of God, for their
satta (existence) and pravrtti (functioning). In allowing this basic
nature of the souls to develop without detriment to the moral law,
God is not open to any charges of partiality or cruelty; for there is

------------------------------------------------------------------------8. The innate fitness of Jivas for good or evil, which makes
them Sattvika, Rajasa or Tamasa, as the case may be, is called
'hatha'. It clings to them with the persistency of the green mosslike substance to the surface of water. This 'Hatha' is the innate
disposition which finds divergent expression in internal and
external behaviour through intensive effort. All these three factors
depend on God's will for their existence and functioning, like
everything else in finite life. 'Hatha' or Svarupayogyata and
recognisable Karma which is its outcome can hardly operate and
bear fruit without 'Prayatna' or is the basic determinant of human
destiny, it lies more or less dormant until it is awakened and
transmuted into Karma through intensive effort. Human effort or
endeavour is thus made to play the key role in making man the
architect of his own future in keeping with his own basic nature.
Madhva makes Bhimasena the ideal exemplar of SuddhaBhagavata Dharma and champion of Hatha, in the Mahabharata
story (see Vanaparva) and the chief spokesman of this realistic
theory of Jivakartrtva in God's government of the universe.
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no violation or flouting of the moral law, which is God's own law.
He allows it to have its course. He does not interfere in its working
and change the nature of beings. Theoretically, He may have the
power to do whatever He pleases; but the fact remains that He
does not choose to upset the moral law or change the nature of
beings.
And facts matter more than vague musings and conjectures
of what may be possible for God. The evidence of Scripture and
level-headed reason uphold the supremacy of the moral law as an
expression of the Divine will itself 9. 'The ghost of Darius
moralises on the Persian downfall : 'when, of our own free will,
we rush into sin, God Himself becomes our ally' (Radhakrishna,
I.Phil.ii.9.419f.n.). The nature of the soul is allowed to have its
course, whatever it may be. There is no fear of the sovereignty of
God being compromised on this view. The moral character of God
is not also challenged on this view. For, one can accuse God of
partiality and cruelty only when He changes the nature of some in
preference to others. Moreover, to change the Svarupa of the Jivas
would be to destroy, to annihilate, the Jivas; for, the 'Svarupa' is
the essence of Jivahood and any change of 'Svarupa' would be
tantamount to a destruction of individuality.
The theory of Svarupabheda and Svarupayogyata
elaborated by Madhva is thus the most far-reaching and at the
same time highly suggestive solution of the problem of plurality of
selves and their freedom and freewill and of the presence of evil
and suffering in a moral universe under the government of a moral
and merciful God. Questions like the following have been asked
all the world over : The Jiva was not created out of a void at a
particular time. But he is, none the less, an expression of the
nature of God. How then does he happen to be so imperfect, while
his archetype is also the type of perfection? St. Augustine's agony
9.

E" ≤" Â"‡÷DÒ|"i# C"wC"{ª{„"{˙"{<lE"{ —fX"ªiÓ"{ÂÎ"EÎ"¨"{÷Ò|"·fß"U"ÍÎ"|˙"iE" C"·Mc>|˙"{|"Ø
C"˙"fC"{ßÎ"ß"i˙"iX"ªiÓ"i<|" Î"·Í|"ß"Ø; —fX"ªCÎ" ß"∫{ß"<∫ß"|˙"{|"Ø, <E"|Î"ß"C"wC"{´ª|˙"CÎ" <E"|Î"w
|"lE"·ˆ"‡∫iÓ"˙"{iÂ"Â"y"i# $ (Nyaya Vivarona, iv.2.6)
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of soul was still more poignant. 'Who made me? Did not God who
is not only good, but goodness itself? Whence, then, came I to will
evil and nill good so that I am thus plant of bitterness, seeing that I
was wholly formed of most sweet God?' (Confessions, Bk. VII, 45). The answer to these questions is found by Madhva in BS ii 3.51
(ÈMƒ>{<E"Î"ß"{|"Ø) in the intrinsic diversity of human nature
(adrstaniyama). It has been shown earlier that this 'adrsta' is
another name of the 'anadi-svarupayogyata' of the individual
souls. Raghavendra Tirtha brings out this point, very clearly, in his
gloss Bhavadipa on Jayatirtha's TP : C˙"¡ÒÂ"{iÂ"{<‹"˙"<≤"‰Î"CÎ"˙"

ÈMƒ>{<E"Î"ß"Â"liE"

È<„"Â"‡i|"|˙"{|"Ø

$

<˙"˙"D|"ß"i|"|"Ø

≤"<Eÿ÷Ò{Î"{ß"Ø

$

(Bhavadipa,ii.3.53)
Trivikrama Pandita makes a clear and very important
statement that while Anandisvarupayogyata is the potential factor
in attaining Aparoksa in the end, it is possible only by zealous and
intensive effort in the direction (mahotsaha) as exemplified in the
case of Indra, in the story from the Chandogya Up :

Î"{iˆÎ"|"˙" ˘"{E"∫i|"·´ª<|" E" µ"‡±ß"#, Î"iE"{i|C"{∫˙"Î"¨Î"fß"Ø $ Î"{iˆÎ"CÎ" ß"∫{i|C"{∫ —|Î"i˙" µ"‡±ß"# $
(TD ii.41.34)
In view of this plain speaking, Dr. Radhakrishnan's
criticism against Madhva's position that 'individual effort loses its
point, since whether one believes himself to be the elect or notelect, one is bound to lapse into indifference and apathy' (I.Phil.
p.751), is misplaced.
Evil has also a cathartic part to play in the moral economy
of our world. It has teleological purpose. Evil in good souls is
foreign matter. It needs must be thrown out. Struggle against evil
helps its ejection. In Madhva's theology, good souls are helped by
the Tattvabhimanidevatas who preside over our mind and other
organs, in exercise of their appointed cosmic functions. Their
grace and guidance are necessary to rid our-selves of evil. One has
to guard against temptations placed by evil beings (Asuras) who
seek to establish their sway over us, obstructing the
Tattvabhimanidevatas in their benevolent work by leading us
astray. (See the parable in the Chandogya Up. about the attacks of
the Asuras on the other Indriyabhimanidevatas and their
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unsuccessful bid to overpower Prana). Those who come out of this
perpetual struggle between the forces of good and evil and succeed
in throwing out evil from their persons with the support of the
Tattvabhimanidevatas attain the grace of God and liberation from
Prakritic bonds. This accounts for the importance of 'tattvanyasa'
in Madhva's code of daily worship.
In keeping with His teleological purpose, God allows the
souls the fullest scope of the complete expression of their
individual natures for good and evil. Though omnipotent, He does
not wish to stiffle evil souls. He allows them freedom of activity.
Their activity is in a way beneficial to good souls. For resistance
to evil releases the latent energies of good souls, helps them realise
the good in their essential nature. For all categories of souls in
Samsara have an admixture of both good and evil in greater or less
proportions in the constitution of their Lingasarira and other
appurtenances, composed of the three strands of sattva, rajas and
tamas. When evil souls are pitted against good ones they react in
keeping with their evil nature by hating and traducing them. By
the law of spiritual osmosis they shed the little good in themselves
and absorb the evil that is in the others10. As the Divine law
operates, the evil souls sink under the accomulated weight of their
own evil into Tamas, while the good souls thus relieved of their
evil, rise to higher planes of spiritual development. So goes on the
drama of 'self-election' of souls to their respective destines.
10. ls#R"i ≤" C"·R"ß"{<E"E"# (BT)

ÈE‹"i |"ß"<C" ß"W"CÎ" ≤"i|"E"i<EÿÎ"C"E|"|"{ $
C"·R"{E"·„"˙"U"<Í|"Î"{f C"{ <˙"E"UÎ"<|" C"˙"f¨"{ $$ (BT xi.12.19)
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CHAPTER XLIV
PROBLEM OF EVIL IN RELATION TO ETHICAL
ADVANCEMENT
THE problem of Evil and suffering in the world is the most
difficult one in Theism. We have explained Madhva's attitude to
the allied problem of freedom and freewill on the basis of the
doctrine of natural selection (anadisvarupayogyata) of good or
bad and of the tripartite classification of souls. It is not, therefore,
necessary for Madhva to answer the question of the compatibility
of evil with Divine goodness. This question has also been touched
upon in the Vaisamyanairghrnyadhikarana of the BS. It is possible
to hold, on the Travidya view also, that the presence of evil is an
incentive to the better class of souls, to keep off from its
temptation :

.... |"|"{i&EÎ"{E"Ø ¬"”˙"{E"Ø ß"‹Î"ß"|"{ß"C"{E"Ø $
C"D¬"|Î"˙"<|" ∫E|"”U"{i „"Í|"{E"{w „"<Í|"˙"D’Î"i $$ (Visnurahasya V.12)
There are many worshippers of Satan and his ways and they
have no moral code or spiritual values. They are unmitigatedly
anti-social in their outlook. Their type is outlined in the
Scriptures.1
Any thorough going theory of man's spiritual destiny
must, therefore, take note of the irreducible distinctions of human
nature and formulate a theory that would cover the diverse aspects
of its character as a whole. If reason and experience are any guide
in such matters, Sarvamukti or universal salvation would appear to
be a day-dream. Bondage is not only real, but it may be absolutely
irremediable for some. It all depends on the basic nature of free
beings. It is futile to throw up our hands and exclaim that we

<E"ª{<ß"Ó"{i ´ªÂ"˙"{i Î"i&Eß"ik"· ¬"{ˆ"D‹"·# (RV
ii.23.16) and È¨" ˘"{E"{iÂ"C"ˆ"{f- Î"i ≤"{EÎ"i <ß"¨Î"{˙"{l# ÷·Ò∫÷iÒEÿ¬"{e˙"f<l÷iÒk"·
Â"´ªC¨"{|"·<ß"≤™><E|", |": C"∫ E" C"w˙"li|"Ø $ (MaitriUp. vii.8)
1. Cf. Gita, xvi.16-20
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cannot have a really useful ethics unless we believe in the spiritual
possibility of everyone 'who bears the human form divine'. Why
forget the animal and other forms divine? Ethical systems all over
the world have been devised only for the benefit of those who may
care to profit by them. The ethicisation of the entire cosmos is no
practical politics. The utmost that any useful system of ethics can
do is to show the ways and means of advance. Whether particular
ethical doctrines will be accepted by all sections of humanity, and
acted up to, is more than any ethical system can predict or
guarantee. Believers in I.C.B.M. as a means of banishing
capitalistic ideology from the world as well as those who believe
in peaceful co-existence of nations with different ideologies will
always be there. With due deference to those 'who bear the human
form divine', Madhva maintains that their future is unpredictable.
The diveristy of human nature is such that we cannot shut our eyes
to it, or squeeze everyone into the same mould. An ethical system
would be of no use if people are indifferent to it or are not
prepared to abide by it: E"<∫ C"˙"{f<‹"÷Ò{´ª÷wÒ U"{Àß"Ø Some are bound to
look askance at the most perfect system of ethics or scoff at it. The
existence of professional liars does not invalidate the noble
commandment of Christ and the Upanisads to speak the truth. It is
hardly necessary, then, to shed sentimental tears over the doom of
Satan, Beelzebub, Balial, Kali or Kalanemi. They have their
reward, each according to his own deserts. As men and women are
not machine made they will and must differ from one another in
most minute respects. Difference of character and temperament is
the law of the universe :

ÈE"{<lÎ"{iˆÎ"|"{w ≤"˙" ÷Ò<e˙"{Ó"”X"ª{˙"<‹"ß"Ø $
÷Ò{i <E"˙"{ª<Î"|"·w U"Í|"{i Î"·Í|Î"{ˆ"ß"µ"e{i’|"{ß"Ø $$? (AV iii.4.41)
Experience shows that all men are not moved by the same
considerations or values of ethical conduct. Some are frank
hedonists to the core, who not only take delight in their hedonism,
but are proud of it. Philosophy or no philosophy, they won't care.
You may call them 'philosophical swines' but they will treat your
condemnations as those of babes and imbeciles who run away
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from the charms and pleasures of life unfit constitutionally to
enjoy the gifts of nature. Cf.

Î"¨"{ Î"±E"# Â"ªß"ªß"Ó"”Î"{&<Â" ªß"Ó"”
÷·Òß"{ª{Ó"{ß"E|"#÷ÒªÓ"∫ªÓ"w E"˙" ÷·ÒP|"i $ (Naisadha, Epli,1)
It is quite possible that, say what you will, this type of men
and women who may presumably form the majority of the race
may go on content with this philosophical hedonism. The Omar
Khayyam type is by no means a hypothetical monstrosity. Below
this self-complacent, pleasure loving type in creation, is the
wicked and unmoral type of the most devilish propensities for
destruction, vice and moral degradation. Such a type is typified by
the demons and Asuras of the Puranas and its counterpart is not
difficult to recognise in our own times of atomic and ballistic
warfare. It is unphilosophical to close our eyes to the darker sides
of life and dismiss them as mere illusions or passing shadows. We
must find a place for the best and the worst of natures in our
philosophy of life. Madhva has had the boldness to look at it from
the practical point of view. There is no need for the philosopher to
be a moral alchemist and seek to convert base metals into gold. As
a practical philosopher, Madhva refuses to subscribe to the idea of
Sarvamukti. Man will be served according to his deserts – neither
more nor less. Mukti is not a prize for good conduct to be
conferred from without. It is nothing but the realisation of our
being by each one of us:

ß"·<Í|"<∫f|˙"{&EÎ"¨"{¡ÒÂ"w C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" ˙Î"˙"<C¨"<|"# $ (Bhag ii.10.6)
Nature will find its expression in anyone of the three
patterns indicated already. We need not fight shy of nature's laws.
The question why there is evil and suffering in this world is
no doubt legitimate. It is there and cannot be driven out of
existence on any ground of alleged incompatibility with the moral
perfection of God and His government. We have to reckon with it
and fight against it if we can; or else go down under its weight.
Such has been the history of man all though. And philosophy
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proposes to show us how to rise above the influence of evil and
attain goodness. And it stands to reason that while many may
falter on the way and fail to reach the goal, others may struggle on
and on till they reach the summit–while some others may not even
care to think of the goal 2.
Attention to the baneful effects of evil helps to cleanse the
personality of all dross. It hastens Vairagya which strengthens
devotion to a life of purity and godliness : C"{‹"E"ik"· ˙"ª{ˆÎ"ß"{l{˙"Â"i<A"|"ß"Ø $

|"l¨"¿ ˆ"|Î"{ˆ"<|"C˙"ˆ"fE"ª÷Òˆ"„"f˙"{C"{<lC˙"¡ÒÂ"w <E"¡ÒÂÎ"|"i $ ˆ"|Î"{li# R"e· ls#R"¡ÒÂ"|"{w o·|˙"{
„"{˙"Î"|"{i&<‹"÷Ò{´ªÓ"# C˙"ˆ"{f<lk˙"<Â" ª{ˆ"{i <˙"<≤™>ù|"i $ (TP iii.1.1).
It is to draw attention to the miseries of Samsara that the
Sastras describe at some length the souls' sojourn through heaven
and hell and their sufferings in the womb (BS iii.1.29). The desire
for release is in proportion to the intensity of suffering and the
keenness of its realisation.
2. whether these three classes of souls are a passing phase in
the history of the universe or represent a broadly continuing
pattern is a matter to be decided on objective grounds and the
pronouncements of the Sastras on the subject. It cannot be decided
on subjective likes or dislikes.
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CHAPTER XLV
CLASSIFICATION OF ADHIKARIS
THE scheme of Sadhana embraces the entire field of man's
spiritual uplift comprising the physical, moral and spiritual
perfection of the individual. The paths of Karma, Bhakti and Jnana
of the Sastras pertain roughly to the physical, emotional and
intellectual aspects of Sadhana. The scheme of Sadhanas is set out
by Madhva with reference to different orders of aspirants
(Adhikaris) based partly on generic distinctions (to be acquired).
The former class of Adhikaris is distinguished into (1) the higher
(2) middle and (3) lower type of souls, comprising respectively the
gods, Rsi-Gandharvas and the best among men (manusyottama). It
is pointed out that the human souls can only realise the Supreme
from without (bahihprakasa), the Rsis inwardly (antahprakasa)
and that the gods can intuit Brahman as omnipresent (C"˙"fÂ"‡÷Ò{U"{#)
(Madhva, BSB iv,3.16)
A different classification of souls is made in an ascending
order of spiritual merit into (1) devoted (2) purified and (3)
enlightened. Such of the human beings as are fit for nothing more
than a ceaseless cycle of transmigration and those who are
'damnable' are ranked below the 'best of men'. The term
'Manusyottama' does not, however, involve any distinction of
caste or sex, though each group of Adhikaris may have its own
distinctive way of approach to spiritual progress. As faithful
followers of the Sutrakara and believers in the Smarta code, all
commentators on the Vedanta have, however, maintained that the
attainment of philosophical wisdom through Sastric investigation
is open only to the Traivarnikas, qualified for Vedic study (BS
i.3.36-38) while women and Sudras are given access to the saving
knowledge only through the literature of the Epics and Puranas
and Pancaratra. A faithful adherence to the duties of Varnasrama
is naturally insisted upon. But Madhva does not make a fetish of
entering the fourth order of life as an external condition precedent
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to the attainment of wisdom (as in the Advaita)1. At the same
time, he concedes the obvious advantages of the Sannyasa order
over other asramas on account of the increased opportunities
therein for one-pointed devotion and purity2. He is the only
Bhasyakara who has recognised the existence of women of the
highest spiritual attainments, eligible for Brahmavicara through
the Vedanta3.
1. Cf. the practice of Apatsannyasa current in this school
(SGB II.72)
2. Î"|Î"{oß"C|"· Â"‡{Î"|Î"{¨"{if „"ˆ"˙"y"{ik"Ó"{¨"f‚" $

ÈÂ"‡{Î"|Î"ß"i˙" <∫ Â"‡{Î"{i ˆ"D∫C¨"{l”E"{ß"Ø $

(Madhva, GB iii.4)

3. È{∫sªÂÎ"·y"ß"À”Ó"{ß"<‹"÷Ò{ªw |"· ˙"<l÷iÒ $ (BSB 1.1.1)
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CHAPTER XLVI
GENERAL SCHEME OF SADHANAS
THE aim of metaphysical inquiry is the attainment of
release through Divine grace. One has naturally to think of the
means of earning it. The Sastras describe them as leading to one
another, in the following order : freedom from worldly attachment
(Vairagya), devotion of God (Bhakti), Sravana (study), Manana
(reflection), Nididhyasana (meditation) and Saksatkara (direct
realisation) :

C"<›˙"fª{ˆÎ"„"<Í|"o·<|"ß"<|"<E"Î"|"‹Î"{E"¬"˘"{E"Î"{iˆ"{lØ ˆ"ßÎ"ß"Ø $
(TP introductory verse)

|"Cß"{Eß"{iA"{Î" o˙"Ó"{<lC"{‹Î"<E"<l‹Î"{C"E"¬"EÎ"C"{A"{|÷Ò{ªiÓ" —fX"ª# Â"‡C"Ô"”÷ÒªÓ"”Î"# $
(Nym iii.9)
Dispassion or Vairagya is the first step and primary
requisite of a true aspirant. The spirit of detachment and freedom
from passions is indeed the most valuable discipline and
preparation for a life of genuine godliness and spirituality. It
constitutes the essence of spiritual life :

E"{<˙"ª|"{i ls‚"´ª|"{Ô"{U"{E|"{i E"{C"ß"{<∫|"# $
E"{U"E|"ß"{E"C"{i ˙"{&<Â" Â"‡˘"{E"iE"E"ß"{Â"n·Î"{|"Ø $$ (Katha Up, i.2.24)
U"{E|"{i l{E|" ≈Â"ª|"<C|"<|"A"·# C"ß"{<∫|"{i „"±|˙"{ *** Â"ª”AÎ" e{i÷Ò{E"Ø ÷Òß"f<≤"|"{E"Ø
µ"‡{h"Ó"{i <E"˙"iflß"{Î"{|"Ø $ (MundUp i.2.13)
Attachment to sensuous life is the greatest impendiment to
devotion to God. One cannot serve two masters. One must choose
sooner or later between the two. Attachment to the flesh includes
the misplaced notion of possession and independence:

|"i ˙" <˙"lE|Î"<|"|"ª<E|" ≤" li˙"ß"{Î"{w
E"k"{w ß"ß"{∫<ß"<|" ‹"”# X"∆Dˆ"{e„"AÎ"i $ (Bhag II.7.42).
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Steadiness of attention and exclusive contemplation of the
Supreme can only be achieved through deep-rooted love of God.
The intimate relation of Bimbapratibimbabhava, subsisting
between God and souls, gives such devotion an element of
naturalness and spontaneity that is needed to make it an ideal one.
The worship of the Supreme under such favorable conditions earns
the grace of God who is pleased to reveal Himself to the seeker.
This conviction of the comparative evanescence of worldly goods
and the perishability of all material attractions, so necessary for
the birth of Vairagya, is to be aquired by Karma, patient study and
reflection.
The knowledge thus aquired is seen to bear fruit in respect
of persons who have done good deeds in former lives and who, as
a result, are placed in this life in an atmosphere congenial to
spiritual advancement and whose temperaments are properly
attuned to spirituality. Sravana supplies the basic materials for
philosophical thought and Manana (reflection) is needed to give it
definiteness of content and freedom from doubts1. They are both
preliminaries to contemplation which leads to direct vision :–

o˙"Ó"CÎ"{˘"{E"<E"˙"D<y"ü{ª{,
ß"E"E"CÎ"
|"·
C"wU"Î"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"<E"˙"D<y"ü{ª{
Â"ª{iA"|"y˙"<E"‚"Î"C"{‹Î"i C"{A"{|÷Ò{ª∂Òe÷iÒ <E"<l‹Î"{C"E"i Èå|"{ <C"’{ $
o˙"Ó"w U"µl¬"w ˘"{E"ß"·Â"Â"yÎ"E"·<≤"E|"E"ß"Ø $
ß"<|"#, <E"ªE|"ª{ <≤"E|"{ <E"<l‹Î"{C"E"ß"·≤Î"|"i $$ (Nym iii.7)
Sravana is defined as the acquisition of the sense of the
sacred texts under the instruction of competent teachers. It dispels
ignorance about the subject-matter (È˘"{E"<E"˙"D<y"); Manana is the
systematic employment of the canons of textual interpretation and
logical examination with a view to arriving at a firm conviction
that the final interpretation of the Sastras thus arrived at is alone
the correct and unimpeachable one. Manana removes doubts
(samsaya) and misapprehension (viparyaya) and confirms the true
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. ß"E"E"w ≤" ˙"il{¨"f<E"Ó"fÎ"w ÷·Ò˙"f|"Ø C"wU"Î"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{ <E"˙"{ªÎ"<|" $ (TP iii.3.43)
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import of the Sastras (paroksatattvaniscaya). Then comes
nididhyasana or dhyana (continuous meditation). Dhyana leads to
direct realisation (darsana). Sravana and manana are thus
subsidiary (angabhuta) to nididhyasana, which is the chief (angi)
of Saksatkara. The Vivarana school of Advaita, on the other hand,
gives the place of honor among Sadhanas to Sravana (fixation of
the import of the Sastras) and relegates manana and nididhyasana
to a secondary position as contributory factors2 (∂Òe{iÂ"÷Ò{Î"{fåß"Ø) As
against this, Madhva and his commentators accept all the
statments: o{i|"˙Î"{i, ß"E|"˙Î"{i, <E"<l‹Î"{<C"|"˙Î"# as primary injuctions
(apurvavidhi). These three, according to Madhva, represent the
authoritarian, critical and contemplative approach to philosophical
truth.
Ramanuja dismisses

o{i|"˙Î"#

and

ß"E|"˙Î"#

in the

text È{|ß"{ ˙"{
(ÈE"·˙"{l) and

as mere restatements
accepts only Nididhyasana as being actually enjoined by the Sruti.
As for direct vision of Brahman (darsana) enjoined in ëÿƒ>˙Î"#í, he
is not prepared to give it any independent position over and above
Dhyana or meditation (nididhyasana) which he regards as the
ultimate means of Brahmic realisation. He holds that intensified
meditation practised without interruption attains the character of a
direct perception: C"{ ≤" Cß"D<|"lfU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª{. But then, Ramanuja
admits also that from the time a seeker comes to accept Brahman
as the sole means (upaya) of deliverance, his knowledge of
Brahman becomes transfigured into a deep attachment for
Brahman. In these circumstances, just as one may naturally be
expected to go on thinking constantly of a person to whom one has
become deeply attached, without the necessity for any special

Èªi ÿƒ>˙Î"# o{i|"˙Î"{i ß"E|"˙Î"{i**

2.

Èß"D|"|˙"C"{‹"E"ß"{|ß"lU"fE"w ëÿƒ>˙Î"í —|Î"E"±ù |"{l¨Î"ifE" ß"E"E"<E"<l‹Î"{C"E"{„Î"{w
∂Òe{iÂ"÷Ò{Î"få{„Î"{w C"∫ o˙"Ó"w E"{ß"{´å <˙"≤"{Î"f|"i $ (Vivarana, GOS, Madras,
1968, Part II, pp.29-30)
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injuction to do so, similarly one can dispense with the necessity
for any injunction with regard to Nididhyasana also. If the
injunction is felt to be necessary in the interest of laying down a
constant and uninterrupted flow of it, similar injunctions with
regard to Sravana to be practised under a proper Guru may also be
considered necessary.
In his commentary on BS iii.3.44-46 Madhva discusses the
place and importance of the ideal Guru and the importance of his
grace in the final flowering of the spiritual personality of the
aspirant (Sadhaka)3. He emphasises the point that instruction and
guidance of a competent Guru and his grace (prasada) are
absolutely necessary for Sravana and Manana to bear fruit:
È{≤"{Î"f˙"{E"Ø Â"·Pk"{i ˙"il (ChanUp vi.14.2). This is in keeping with the
esoteric traditions of the Upadnisads, so well exemplified in the
story of Satyakama in the ChanUp iv.9, where the young
Brahmacarin, Satyakama, after receiving instruction from the
Devatas still begs to be initiated and instructed finally by his own
Guru. Madhva says that the grace of the Guru is part of the modus
operandi (—<|"÷Ò|"f˙Î"|"{) of the means of jnana viz., Sravana, Manana
etc., It is, therefore, a necessary complement of Jnanasadhana. He
further says that of the two viz., individual effort and the grace of
the Guru, the latter is to be deemed the more powerful factor and
therefore indispensable for one's spiritual realisation. The
importance of Guru-Bhakti has not been so well brought out as an
integral part of Theism of the Brahma Sutras by any other
Bhasyakara than Madhva. The emphasis on Guruprasada does not
mean that individual effort and the deserts of the aspirant do not
count. They are the foundations of one's spiritual progress; but
Guruprasada is the crowning point of this development. There is,
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Similar emphasis is laid in the Haridasa literature (Kannada) of
the Madhva tradition : ˆ"·P<˙"E" ˆ"·e{ß"E"{ˆ"{i |"E"÷Ò l{iªiÎ"lÓÓ" ß"·÷·Ò<|" $ 'Not
until one becomes the slave of his Guru, dear brother , can Moksa
be attained.' See also reference to such Grace extended by Madhva
to his brother Visnu Tirtha (M.Vij xv.113).
-
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undoubtedly, an element of deep religious mysticism in the special
significance which Madhva attaches to the role of Guru and his
grace in regard to the subject of Sadhanas and their fulfilment. It
is to be noted that this represents a completely new and different
interpretation of BS iii.3.44-46 as compared with those of Sankara,
Ramanuja and others. It is an interpretation which has the most
vital and intimate bearing on the question of spiritual Sadhanas
and therefore quite a relevant topic to be considered in the
Sadhanadhyaya and one which has the full support of the
Upanisadic traditions and teaching:

Î"CÎ" li˙"i Â"ª{„"<Í|"Î"f¨"{ li˙"i |"¨"{ ˆ"·ª{ $
|"CÎ"|"i ÷Ò<¨"|"{ fi¨"{f# Â"‡÷Ò{U"E|"i ß"∫{|ß"E"# $$ (SvetUp vi.23)
A seeker is allowed to change his Guru if he secures another
with a spiritual illumination, provided the latter is able and
inclined to impart the full measure of grace and illumination that
may be required for the self-realisation of the disciple. Where both
the Gurus happen to be of equal merit and disposition to grant the
full measure of their grace, qualifying for illumination to the
aspirant, the permission of the earlier Guru shall have to be
obtained before receiving instruction from the other one4.
Madhva has given a higher place to Nididhyasana or
Dhyana than to Sravana and Manana, which are put down by him
as angas to Dhyana5. This is because his conception of Dhyana or
Upasana is radically different from that of Sankara to whom all
Upasana as such is based on superimposition, as will be made
clear. He does not agree to the doctrine of Sabdaparoksa of
Mandana and other Advaitic writers, according to which Sravana
alone is the true and ultimate source of illumination in respect of
Brahman, Manana and Nididhyasana acting merely as accessories
4. See my BSPC vol.III.pp.405-417.
5. C"ß"C|"ˆ"·Ó"Â"´ªÂ"±Ó"{if E"{ª{Î"Ó" —|Î"Î"ß"i˙" ˙"il{¨"f

-

(TD on BS iii.3.43)

-

—<|" ˘"{E"w ˙"il{¨"f<E"Ó"fÎ"# $ ≈Â"Â"Ô"
Ã˙"ß„"{˙" —|Î"<‹"ˆ"ß"# |"y˙"<E"‚"Î"# $ |"{ µ"‡h"Mi># Â"D¨"ˆ"i˙" $ |"|C"{‹"E"{iÂ"{C"E"{Â"±˙"f„"{<˙"E"{ $
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to it by removing obstacle to steadiness, such as mistrust and
misunderstanding. But to Madhva, they are both subsidiary to
Nididhyasana. They merely help to establish the nature of the
philosophical truth (tattvanirnaya). Then comes prolonged
meditation of particular attributes of Divinity, which is known as
Upasana.
There is an intimate and balanced relation between
Sadhana and Sadhya on Mdhva's view. He maintains the position
that there should be a gradation of spiritual joy in Moksa
commensurate with the amount, quality and intensity of Sadhanas
or spiritual effort of different levels and orders of Adhikarins :

ëlU"÷Ò°Â"w |"Â"‚"”Ó"¿ PÿiÓ" e˙"Ó"{Ó"f˙"i $
|Î"Í|˙"{ C"·R"{<E" C"˙"{f<Ó" <]Òi>E" e˙"Ó"{ß„"C"{ $$
U"÷‡iÒÓ" ˙"k"f÷Ò{iN>”‚" ‹"±ß"# Â"”|"{i&<|"ls#R"|"# $
˙"k"{fÎ"·|"w |"· C"±Î"ifÓ" |"Â"{i&˙"{f÷ØÒ<U"ªC"{ ÷DÒ|"ß"Ø $$
C"·ls#R"iE" C"·R"w |Î"Í|˙"{ ‹"ß"ifÓ"{&÷Ò{U"U"{<Î"E"{ $
Â"”|"{ ß"ª”≤"Î"{i ˙"k"fC"∫˚ß"<|"C"{lªß"Ø $$
È<|"÷DÒ≤™‘i>Ó" ÷·Ò˙"f<E|" Î"œ"w µ"‡h"<˙"l{i&<Â" ≤" $í
—|Î"i|"l<R"ew ß"{iA"i <˙"U"ik"{„"{˙"|"# ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø ?
Î"·Í|"w ≤" C"{‹"E"{<‹"ÍÎ"{|"Ø C"{‹Î"{<‹"ÍÎ"w C"·ª{<lk"· $
E"{&<‹"ÍÎ"w Î"<l C"{‹Î"i CÎ"{|"Ø, Â"‡Î"œ"# C"{‹"E"i ÷·Ò|"# ?

6

(AV iii.4.16)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. 'Rudra performed severe penance in the salty sea for ten eons,
abandoning all pleasures and putting himself to great hardship. Indra
inhaled smoke for a crore of years with great difficulty. The Sun-god
performed penance with his head downward for ten thousand years,
Yama lying in the open air exposed himself to the heat of the Sun's rays
for a thousand years. Even the knowers of Brahman thus put forth further
effort (sadhanas)' How could these and other statements be reconciled, if
there were no gradation in Moksa? It is proper that there should be results
in proportion to efforts. If there be no proportionate increase in results,
why should the above persons (and others) be eager to work more and
more and put forth more Sadhanas and more intensive ones than others?
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A comprehensive scheme of spiritual discipline is thus the
very foundation of all spiritual progress. The importance of ethics
in philosophy has been accepted by all philosophers, who look
upon it as a system of Sadhanas for the achievement of the highest
good (nihsreyasa). A complete theory of the universe must
necessarily include ethical judgments on the value or worthlesness
of objects and thereby secure an influence over our conduct. Since
philosophy in India owes its inspiration to the deep yearning for
the realisation of the religious purpose of life rather than the
satisfaction of the speculative instinct, it is natural to expect a
remarkable affinity amongst the various systems of Indian
philosophy in the postulates and conditions of such a realisation.
They are agreed on certain general principles of ethical conduct
and Sadhanas though there are many differences of emphasis,
divergence of detail or technical terminology and the relative
position and value of certain forms and items of the discipline.
The goal of life, the attitude to the world and above all, the means
of attaining the goal, though broadly the same, are still marked by
certain fundamental differences in philosophic theory. The special
features of Madhva's scheme of ethics relate to the following
points : the place of (1) Vicara or reasoned thought and
philosophic inquiry in the scheme of Sadhanas; (2) of Karma in
the triple scheme of Karma, Bhakti and Jnana Margas; (3) the
nature and importance of Bhakti and Upasana and (4) the
importance of Aparoksajnana as the final means of deliverance
and (5) the ethical responsibilities of the Aparokshajnanin.
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CHAPTER XLVII
KARMA-YOGA AND JNANA-YOGA
THE most prominent forms of spiritual discipline are those
going by the names of Karmamarga, Jnanamarga and
Bhaktimarga. Of these, Karmayoga or the path of works is
generally believed to constitute the first rung of the ladder. The
term Karmayoga is, however, understood in most schools of
Vedanta in the narrow sense of Pravrti-Marga, as defined by the
Mimamsakas, consisting in a faithful performance of the round of
Vedic sacrifies and ritualistic rites prescribed by the Sruti and
Smrits with the expectation of their rewards in this or in the next
world and the adherence to the duties of varna and asrama.
Throughout his commentary on the Gita, Sankara denounces the
possibility of effecting any synthesis (samuccaya) between Karma
and Jnana, all the while defining the Karma in question, to
himself, as Kamyakarma. But he hardly ever envisages the
possibility of a true Samuccaya between 'niskama karma and
atma-jnana'. Indeed, he seems to deny even the name Karma to be
given to the works performed by the enlightened soul as
Lokasamgraha or the work of Krsna himself as a Ksatriya in
upholding Dharma. But the whole emphasis of the Karma-Yoga of
the Gita is on recognising the need for giving a reorientation to the
concept of 'Karma' and redeeming it from the spell of rewards and
fruits, and making it possible for blending such exalted form of
Karma with Jnana. Sankara is hardly fair to the spirit of the Gita
in denying the possiblity of the synthesis of even such exalted
form of 'Niskamakarma' with 'Atmajnana1', of which Krsna
himself and persons like Janaka and Priyavrata were standing
examples. Madhva's point in not accepting Jnana-karmasamuccaya
is not due to any under-estimation of Niskama-Karma as such; but
to the unique place which Aparoksa-Jnana or direct vision of God
occupies in his philosophy. The case is different with Ramanuja to
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. C"{ã–{E"{w Â"D¨"÷ØÒ÷ÒªÓ"{lØ È˘"{E"ß"i˙" <∫ ÷Òß"fÎ"{iˆ"# E" ˘"{<E"E"{ß"Ø $ ˘"{<E"E"{w |"·,

ˆ"·Ó"ª≤"{°Î"ß"{E"{E"{w C˙"|"# ≤"eE"{„"{˙"{|"Ø ÷Òß"fÎ"{iˆ"{i E"{iÂ"Â"ù|"i $
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whom Dhyana marks the highest stage of Sadhana which is but a
mere approximation to direct vision ; but is not actually a direct
vision of the Lord. It is obviously for this reason that Ramanuja
pleads for a Samuccaya of Jnana and Karma as Moksasadhana.
Among older Vedantins, Bhaskara and Brahmadatta too are
known to have supported the Jnana-karmasamucchyavada.
Madhva resolves this apparent conflict between the socalled Karma and Jnana Margas by enlarging the scope of Karma
Yoga as understood by Sankara and raising it to the level of a way
of enlightened action (niskamam jnanapurvam karma). He makes
a vigorous plea2 for enlightened spiritual activity by all which
cannot be binding in its consequences. There can be no true
wisdom without such activity, at least for all of us, mortals, and no
true Karma without enlightenment and devotion to God:

|"|÷Òß"f ∫´ª|"{ik"w Î"|"Ø $ (Bhag iv.29.49)
Î"˘"{¨"{f|÷Òß"fÓ"{i&EÎ"‰" e{i÷Ò{i&Î"w ÷Òß"fµ"E‹"E"# $ (Gita iii.9)
Madhva interprets the statement of the Gita iii.3, that there
are two different groups of Adhikaris in the world, called
Samkhyas and Yogas, to mean that there are two orders of beings
among the wise and eligible souls (1) the select 'few'
(Jnananisthah) like Sanaka and other born Yogins who pursue the
path of knowledge to the exclusion of all Karma (in its external
form) ˆ"D∫C¨"{<l÷Òß"f|Î"{ˆ"iE" ˘"{E"<E"Ê>{# C"E"÷Ò{<l˙"|"Ø (GB) and (ii) all other
enlightened beings, including some of the divinely appointed
leaders of society like King Janaka, Priyavrata and others, who
though highly enlightened, have been 'commissioned by the
Divine will to follow the path of active Karma3 and serve as an
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.
For an exposition of this topic, according to Madhva, see my
HDSV 44-46; 92-93)
3. King Priyavrata, the God-intoxicated King, had made up his
mind to retire to the forest. Brahmadeva himself comes down to persuade
the King to give up his resolution to renounce the world. (Contd. next
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page) example of disinterested action in their fellowmen and guide

them (lokasamgraha)4'. The average run of humanity has,
therefore, necessarily to work through Karma : ÷Òß"fÓ"{ ˘"{E"ß"{|"E"{i<|",

˘"{E"iE"{ß"D|"”„"˙"<|" $. But this Karma is not to be viewed in the narrow
hedonistic or ritualistic sense of the Mimamsaka. Madhva
overcomes the difficulty here, by distinguishing the Karma-Yoga
of the Gita from what the other philosophers call the Pravrttimarga
of the Vedas. He points out, on sound textual authority 5, that the
latter is deservedly censured in the Gita and other Sastras and that
true Nivrtti-Marga is not what the other commentators think it to
be, viz., the abandonment of all Karma, but its active performance
in a spirit of devotion and dispassion :

ë<E"k÷Ò{ß"w ˘"{E"Â"±˙"¿ |"· <E"˙"Dy"<ß"∫ ≤"{i≤Î"|"i $í (Vyasa-smrti).
------------------------------------------------------------------------------(From prev. page) He is charged by Brahmadeva to stick to his duties and
responsibilities as a King, even though he is a highly enlightened Jnanin.
The story of Priyavrata is given in the Bhagavata Purana, Sk.V.1. The
relevant passage from the Bhag has been cited by Madhva in his GB iii.4.

4.

ˆ"D∫C¨"{<l‹"ß"fC¨"{ Ã˙" ˘"{E"<E"Ê>{‚"
$ ¬"E"÷Ò{<l˙"lØ ˘"{E"<E"Ê>{ È<Â"
È{<‹"÷Ò{´ª÷Ò|˙"{l”X"ªi≤™>Î"{ e{i÷ÒC"fl∫{¨"f|˙"{Ç" Î"i ÷Òß"fÎ"{iˆ"{ „"˙"<E|", |"i&<Â" Î"{i<ˆ"E"# $ |˙"w
|"·, ¬"E"÷Ò{<l˙"|"Ø C"÷Òß"f˙" ˘"{E"Î"{iˆÎ"# E" |"· |"yÎ"{ˆ"iE"i|Î"¨"f# $ C"<E|" ∫”X"ªi≤™>Î"{ ÷Òß"f÷DÒ|"#
<Â"‡Î"˙"‡|"{lÎ"{i&<Â" ˘"{<E"E"# $ |"¨"{ fi·Í|"ß"Ø- ë—fX"ªi≤™>Î"{ <˙"<E"˙"i<U"|"÷Òß"{f<‹"÷Ò{ª#í

(Bhag v. 1 23) —<|" $$ (Madhva, GB iii.4)
5. Cf. the passage ë<E"k÷Ò{ß"w ˘"{E"Â"±˙"¿ |"· <E"˙"Dy"<ß"∫ ≤"{i≤Î"|"i $
í from
Vyasa Smrti cited by Madhva. The same passage occures in the
Manu Smrti also. The Kurma Purana (i.2.64) also defines Nivrtta
Karma in the same terms and Ramanuja in his Sribhasya has cited
a similar passage from a Pancaratra text :

|"Cß"{|"Ø C"ßÎ"÷ØÒ Â"ªw µ"‡h" ˙"{C"·li˙"{RÎ"ß"˙Î"Î"ß"Ø $
ÈCß"{l˙"{ÂÎ"|"i U"{À{lØ ˘"{E"Â"±˙"ifÓ" ÷Òß"fÓ"{ $$ (ii.2.41)
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This is indeed the true spirit of 'Sannyasa' and Naiskarmya,
inculcated in the Gita. Hence it is that Madhva propounds a new
theory of typical Vedic injunctions which are almost invariably
followed by goodly promise of attractive rewards to come :
¬Î"{i<|"ƒ>{iß"iE" C˙"ˆ"f÷Ò{ß"{i Î"¬"i|" $ He suggests that the purpose of these
prescriptions is, paradoxically enough, to wean us away from the
attractions of perishable rewards and pull us up gradually to a life
of disinterested action (Niskarma Karma) even as a child is
induced by its mother to take a medicinal dose of castor oil, by the
tempting offer of sweets in reward6. Jayatirtha puts the case
admirably:

ÈE"{<l<˙"k"Î"˙"{C"E"{˙"{<C"|"{E|"#÷ÒªÓ"{ E" C"∫C"{ ˘"{E"C"{‹"E"i ÷Òß"{f<Ó" Â"‡˙"|"f<Î"|"·w
U"ÍÎ"E|"i $ È|"#, |"ik"{w ÷Òß"fÓÎ"<„"P<≤"¬"E"E"{¨"¿ ëC˙"ˆ"f÷Ò{ß"#í —|Î"{<lo·<|"# Â"‡˙"Dy"{ $ ÷Òß"f<Ó"
Â"‡˙"Dy"{wC|"· U"E"# ÷Ò{ß"w |Î"{¬"Î"{ß"”|Î"<„"Â"‡{Î"˙"|"” $ (GBt ii.47)
Madhva thus makes out that Scripture only enjoins acts but
not also the pursuit of their rewards :

È|" Ã˙" ÷Ò{ß"” Î"¬"i|"i|Î"¨"f# $ E"|"· ÷Ò{ß"” „"±|˙"i|Î"¨"f# $ (GB ii.47)
Jayatirtha brings out the technical point of the argument that
it is only a visesyavidhi and not a Visistavidhi. The mandate is
only with reference to the performance of the act but not also with
reference to desire for the fruit thereof. The latter is mentioned in
the Vidhi only by way of anuvada or an allusion to what is even
otherwise established and is not thereofore intended to be specially
enjoined : ÷Ò{ß"{E"·˙"{liE" Î"¬"E"w <˙"‹"”Î"|" —<|" Î"{˙"|"Ø $ ÷Ò{ß"<˙"<U"ƒ>Î"¬"E"<˙"‹"{E"w |"·

E"i|Î"¨"f# $

We have bare injunctions in Scripture without any

reference to the usual statement of rewards, as

˙"C"E|"i ˙"C"E|"i ¬Î"{i<|"k"{

which show that Scripture is not necessarily
interested in the pursuit of rewards as the invariable objective of
the performance of sacrifies enjoined by it. This line of

Î"¬"i|", <˙"X"<¬"|"{ Î"¬"i|",

---------------------------------------------------------6. ª{i≤"E"{¨"{f ∂Òeo·<|"# $ (Bhag xi.3.43)
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interpretation (adopted by Madhva) has the support of the Advaitic
commentator Sridhara Svamin himself7 who is much influenced
by Madhva's views in this and in some other respects.
Even this Niskama Karma which is, strictly speaking, the
only kind of Karma that is philosophically admissible or effective
is not to be admitted as anything more than an accessory to
spiritual realisation. It is to be pursued for the purpose of acquiring
the necessary mental purification : È÷Ò{ß"÷Òß"fÓ"{ß"E|"#÷ÒªÓ"U"·’–{

˘"{E"{Eß"{iA"{i „"˙"<|" (GB iii.4). The reason why Karma cannot be treated
as an independent means of release is that it is by nature,
irrepressibly found to be inexhaustible by the enjoyment of fruits.
It breeds like bacteria. It is estimated that on an average, it takes at
least ten future births for an individual to work out the amount of
Karma accumulated by him from the fourteenth years of his life, in
one birth:

È{ ≤"|"·lfU"ß"{ük"{f|"Ø Â"·Pk"{i <E"Î"ß"iE" |"·
lU"{˙"ª{Ó"{w li∫{E"{w ÷Ò{ªÓ"{<E" ÷Òª{i|Î"Î"ß"Ø
À” ˙"{&ÂÎ"E"±E"lU"÷wÒ li∫w ß"{E"·k"ß"{¬"fÎ"i|"Ø
È|"# ÷Òß"fA"Î"{Eß"·<Í|"# ÷·Ò|" Ã˙" „"<˙"kÎ"<|" ? (BSB iii.1.8)
It would be a vain hope, then, to expect to work it out by
enjoyment. The help of Jnana is, therefore, indispensable to
destroy or neutralise the latent effects of past Karma8. Such a
power of destroying the accumulated load of past Karma or
rendering it nugatory is ascribed to the actual vision
(aparoksajnana) of God, through meditation (dhyana). Madhva
therefore, regards enlightened activity (Niskamakarma) merely as
contributing to such knowledge through Vairagya.
È÷Ò{ß"÷Òß"fÓ"{ß"E|"#÷ÒªÓ"U"·<’ü{ª{ ˘"{E"{Eß"{iA"{i ¬"{Î"|"i (GBt ii.4);
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------7.
See
his
commentary
on
Bhag
xi.3.45)
8. ˘"{E"{<W"# C"˙"f÷Òß"f<Ó" „"Cß"C"{|"Ø ÷·ÒP|"i (iv.37). This applies only to such Karma
as has not begun to bear fruit (aprarabdha)
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(÷Òß"f)Î"{iˆ"C|"· ÈMƒ>ü{ª{ C"y˙"U"·<’ß"·|Â"{ù o˙"Ó"{l”E"{ß"·Â"÷Òª{i<|" (GBt ii.52)
Karmayoga, then, is not at all a stumbling block to spiritual
progress. It is not, by itself, binding in its effects as it depends on
the motive behind it and the end in view with which it is
performed. That is why Madhva maintains that every approved
activity after the dawn of Aparoksa has its reward in the form of a
welling up of spiritual bliss (anandodreka) and never goes in
vain9:
E" ∫{CÎ" ÷Òß"f A"”Î"|"i (Brh Up i.4.15).

—<|" ˘"{E"{iy"ªß"E"·<Ê>|"iE" <E"˙"Dy"÷Òß"fÓ"{ Â"‡C"Ô"# Â"ªß"{|ß"{ ß"·Í|"{ ˘"{E"{E"<„"˙Î"Í|"ß"<Â"
C"·R"w ˙Î"Í|"”÷Òª{i<|" (GBt ii.50)
Madhva is, thus, quite clear that disinterested activity carried
on in a spirit of devotion to God is a powerful incentive to the
acquisition of knowledge which alone is the highest means of
release. Karma and Dhyana and others are just accessories to it:

È|"{i, ÈÂ"ª{iA"˘"{E"{li˙" ß"{iA"#, ÷Òß"f |"· |"|C"{‹"E"ß"i˙" (GB iii.20)
<E"˙"Dy"{<l÷Òß"E|"ª{ ß"‹Î"i ˘"{E"ß"{‹"{Î" ß"·Í|"i# C"{‹"E"w „"˙"<|" $ (GBt iii.31).
There is no place, then, for the theory
Jnanakarmasamuccaya : È|" Ã˙" C"ß"·Ç"Î"<E"Î"ß"{i <E"ª{÷DÒ|"# (GB iii.32)

;

C"˙"¿
of

Madhva has blazed a new trail in interpreting the message
of Karmayoga of IsaUp 2 and Gita iii.20 by bringing
'Jnanottarakarma' back to its rightful place in the spiritual life of
man at its highest stage of realisation. He is the first Indian
philosopher to use the significant expression 'Jnanottarakarma'.
He is also the first to unequivocally and wholeheartedly give the
clarion call of service to fellowmen as the greatest moral
responsiblity of the Jnani.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------9. *** ˘"{E"{iy"ª÷Òß"fÓ"{ß"Ø $

ß"·Í|"{˙"E"·Â"‡˙"iU"# CÎ"{lEÎ"¨"{ |"|÷DÒ<|"E"f <∫ (AV iii.4. adhi.7)
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E"{E"{¬"E"CÎ" U"·o±k"{ ÷Ò|"f˙Î"{ ÷Òª˙"<Eß"|"i# (GT vi.3)
He insists that such service to one's fellowmen is a moral
obligation, a categorical imperative, laid upon all right-thinking
persons like the obligation to pay taxes to one's legally established
Government. Social and moral philosophy can hardly claim to
have attained to a more salutary conception of service to one's
fellowmen. Commentator Jayatirtha explains that 'Nana-jana'
includes all categaories of fellowmen – uttama, madhyama and
adhama, the nature and complexion of service to each differing
accordingly.
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CHAPTER XLVIII
CONCEPTION OF BHAKTI
ITS ORDERS AND KINDS
MADHVA has given a unique place to Divine grace in his
system, in making it the ultimate cause of self-realisation and
God-realisation. But then, the Deity has got to be moved to
graciousness (savyaparikaraniyah). This can only be done by
Bhakti as the deepest attachment to the Lord, deep-rooted and
based on a clear under-standing of His greatness and majesty.
Jayatirtha has given us the most comprehensive definition of
Bhakti, based on the above, in which the religious, philosophical
and emotional aspects of devotion are beautifully integrated :

Â"ªß"iX"ª„"<Í|"E"{fß" <E"ª˙"<‹"÷Ò{E"E|"{E"˙"ù÷Ò°Î"{Ó"ˆ"·Ó"|˙"˘"{E"Â"±˙"f÷Ò#C˙"{|ß"{|ß"”Î"C"ß"C|"˙"C|"·„Î"{i&ÂÎ"E"E|"ˆ"·Ó"{<‹"÷Ò{i&E|"ª{Î"C"∫˚iÓ"{ÂÎ"Â"‡<|"µ"’#<E"ªE|"ªÂ"‡iß"Â"‡˙"{∫# 1(NS p.17)
Bhakti is, thus, the steady and continuous flow of deep
attachment to God, impregenable by any amount of impediments
and transcending the love of our own selves, our kith and kin,
cherished belongings2, etc., and fortified by a firm conviction of
the transcendent majesty and greatness of God as the abode of all
perfections and free from all blemish and by an unshakable
conviction of the complete metaphysical dependence of everything
else upon Him. This definition can be accepted as a classical
definition of Bhakti.
When one is flooded by such an intensive and all-absorbing
love he gets completely immersed in blissful contemplation of
1. ß"{∫{|ßÎ"˘"{E"Â"±˙"fC|"· C"·Mc># C"˙"f|"{i&<‹"÷Ò# $

ji∫{i „"<Í|"´ª<|" Â"‡{iÍ|"#, |"Î"{ ß"·<Í|"E"f ≤"{EÎ"¨"{ $$ (Mbh TN i.86)
2. Â"‡{Ó"µ"·<’ß"E"#C˙"{|ß"li∫{Â"|Î"‹"E"{lÎ"# $

Î"|C"ßÂ"÷Ò{f|"Ø <Â"‡Î"{ È{C"wC|"|"#÷Ò{iE˙"Â"ª# <Â"‡Î"# ? (Bhag x.23.27)
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Him and is lost to all his surroundings. It is this condition of
ecstatic communion that has been described in Gita (II,69) and in
ChanUp (vii.24.1) as 'where one does not see, hear or understand
anything else, that is the infinite', as pointed out by Jayatirtha.
Such Bhakti is necessary to manifest the natural and
intrinsic relationship of Pratibimbatva of the souls to God, which
lies dormant in the state of bondage. Madhva has been the only
Bhasyakara on the Vedanta Sutras, who has thought it fit to give
Bhakti a locus standi in the Sutras. This is as it should be, if the
Brahmasutras are to be a complete and self-contained exposition
of Badarayana's philosophical system, embodying all the principal
aspects of his thought, derived from the Upanisadic and other
sources. In view of the clear and significant contribution that the
early metrical Upanisads like the Katha and Svetasvatara had
made to the doctrine of Bhakti in the Upanisads, it would be
impossible to brush aside the concept of Bhakti as something
either unknown to the Sutrakara or as a topic that he did not
consider to be an important Sadhana of Moksa, in his philosophy
of Theism. The only rightful place for dealing with the topic will
be in the third or Sadhana-Adhyaya. That earlier commentators on
the Sutras like Sankara and Ramanuja have not been able to find a
place for Bhakti within the body of the Sutras shows nothing more
than than a defect in their inherited traditions of interpretation or
in their way of approach to the Sutras3.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------3. The argument that, as Bhakti has been fully elucidated in the
Gita, it need not be dealt with in the Sutras would be of no avail, when it
is remembered that the Sutras are anterior to the Gita (xiii.4). As for the
Pancaratras, one would expect the Sutrakara, who feels called upon to
discuss its Vyuha doctrine in the Sutras (according to Sankara and
Ramanuja) to be equally solicitous of the claims of Bhakti vs Jnana. It
would be very strange, indeed, if the Sutras should leave out 'Bhakti'
while discussing so many sundry and comparatively less important topics
of Sadhana and Upasana, besides many topics dealt with, threadbare, in
the Upanisads and the Gita itself – each as the way of exit. Nothing but a
sort of prejudice against Madhva can be responsible for the (next page)
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There is bound to be general agreement that Badarayana is
presenting a philosophy of Theism in his Sutras. It will be a
strange type of Indian Theism, indeed, that he will have
expounded in his work on the basis of the Hindu Scriptures, if he
had decided to ignore the doctrine of Bhakti altogether in his
chapter on Sadhanas, in his great work! Even the SagunaBrahmavada, accommodated by Sankara in his interpretation of
the Sutras cannot afford to ignore the doctrine of Bhakti as a
major Sadhana. Thus looked at from any point of view, the failure
of the Pre-Madhva commentators to find a right and rightful place
for introducing the topic of Bhakti within the Sadhanadhyaya must
be accepted as a serious omission and Madhva must be given
special credit for having made good this omission and filled this
gap in the Theistic philosophy of the Sutras.
The point in Madhva's insistence on Mahatmyajnana as one
of the constituents of Bhakti is that a blind and ignorant devotion
is of no philosophical worth. Since the function of Bhakti is to
manifest the true relation of Jiva to Brahman, it must naturally be
properly informed about that true relation, which presupposes a
right knowledge of the majesty and greatness of God as the one
Svatantra. Hence, Bhakti has to be enriched by study, reflection
and concentration :

Â"{E"iE" |"i li˙" ÷Ò¨"{C"·‹"{Î"{# Â"‡˙"D’„"Í|Î"{ <˙"U"l{U"Î"{ Î"i $
˙"ª{ˆÎ"C"{ªw Â"‡<|"e„Î" µ"{i‹"w Î"¨"{&"C"{ |˙"{Â"·ª÷·ÒÓ`><‹"kÓÎ"ß"Ø $$
(Bhag iii.5.45)
We must, therefore, first of all, enlarge the horizon of our
knowledge of God through a wide range of study4 (sravana):
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------general reluctance of many scholars still, to give proper credit to Madhva
where his interpretations are decidedly better than those of his
predecessors. See for example some remaks of Svami Adidevananda on
this point in his review of my HDSV first ed.vol.I in Prabuddha Bharat,
May 1964, See also my RSOC iii.p.1-2)
-

4. E"{˙"il<˙"Eß"E"·|"i |"w µ"D∫E|"ß"Ø (TB iii.12.9.7);È{Â"<E"k"l# Â"·Pk"# (BrhUp iii.9.26)
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U"·’„"{˙"w ˆ"|"{i „"Í|Î"{ U"{À{lØ ˙"i<¶ ¬"E"{lfE"ß"Ø (Mbh iv). Bhakti is, thus, not a
mere wave of sentimentalism or emotionalism, to Madhva. It is the
outcome of patient study and deep reflection : ˘"{E"‹"{ª{E"·ˆ"D∫”|"ß"Ø as
Ramanuja (GB ix.p.65) puts it. It presupposes a certain amount of
knowledge in the same way as the pursuit of knowledge needs the
urge of devotion : <˙"E"{ ˘"{E"w ÷·Ò|"{i „"<Í|"# ÷·Ò|"{i „"<Í|"w <˙"E"{ ≤" |"|"Ø ? (Madhva
Gb ix.31). Madhva also demands a high degree of moral
perfection from the true devotee of God. He affirms that there can
be no true devotion to God without a real sense of moral purity,
sincerity of purpose and detachment to worldly pleasures. One
cannot serve two masters. True devotion to God would be
impossible without the cultivation of a natural distaste for the
pleasures of the world. It is one of the constitutive elements of true
devotion :

„"<Í|"# Â"ªi C˙"i&E"·„"˙"{i <˙"ª<Í|"ªEÎ"‰" ≤"k" <‰"÷Ò Ã÷Ò÷Ò{e# (Bhag xi.2.42)
C" U"`>ß"<|"PÂ"Î"{<|" Î"{i&¨"f|"DkÓ"{w |"ß"‹"ß"≤"iƒ>ß"˙"i<∫ E"{CÎ" „"Í|"ß"Ø $ (Visnu Purana
iii.7.30)

C"{ o’‹"{E"CÎ" <˙"˙"‹"fß"{E"{ <˙"ª<Í|"ß"EÎ"‰", ÷Òª{i<|" Â"·wC"#

(Bhag iii.5.13)

Acara or purity of life, in all respects, is thus the sine qua
non of true devotion and knowledge. Devotion without such
purity will be a travesty:

È|"{i&EÎ"# ÷Ò<‚"lØ „"˙"<|" ≤"ilØ l{<ß„"÷Ò|˙"iE" C"{i&E"·ß"iÎ"# (Madhva, GB ix.31)
Complete control of the passions of the flesh, calmness of
mind, impartiality of conduct and love of God are emphasised by
Madhva as the prerequisites of devotion and knowledge :

ˆ"·¥"{<E" ≤"|˙"{´ª Î"¨"{ˆ"ß"w ß"i U"‰"{ ≤" <ß"‰"i C"ß"{i&<Cß" <E"|Î"ß"Ø $
|"w ≤"{<Â" li˙"w U"ªÓ"w Â"‡Â"Ô" Ã÷Ò{E|"„"{˙"iE" „"¬"{ßÎ"¬"˚ß"Ø $$
Ã|"<˙"fU"ik"# Â"´ªU"·’C"y˙"# ÷ÒCß"{Ô" Â"UÎ"iÎ"ß"E"E|"ß"iE"ß"Ø ?
(Mbh XII.343, Kumb.Edn quoted by Madhva, GB ix.31)
Madhva emphasises two aspects of devotion, the positive and the
negative. The positive has been dealt with the Jayatirtha in the
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definition of Bhakti quoted before. It is worthy of note that the
theory and practice of Bhakti as taught by Madhva and his
followers are free from all traces of erotic manifestations, which
dominate or at least color the conception of Bhakti in certain
forms of North Indian Vaisnavism like those of Jayadeva,
Caitanya and Vallabha. The sensuous and passionate side of it is
first to be met in the writing of the Tamil Vaisnavas (Alvars) who
preceded Ramanuja in the South wherein the love of God (Krsna)
is placed on terms of the tender quality softening down to the
rapturous emotion of conjugal love and wherein we come across
most of those pathological symptoms of amorous longings which
have been systematically reviewed and vividly portrayed in the
works of Bengal Vaisnavism. But Madhva's conception of Bhakti
avoids these emotional excesses and remains at its exalted
intellectual and spiritual level of firm philosophic devotion to the
Supreme Lord of the universe who is to be worshipped with loving
attachment as Bimba of all Pratibimba (Jivas). But it is not on that
account lacking in intensity of fervour and feeling. For Madhva
has recognised in the clearest terms that Bhakti is in essence an
ineffable blending of the emotion and the intellect. He gives
expression to the intensity of his love of God in its sublime and
rapturous aspects in the opening and concluding stanzas of his
works. This abiding aspect of his teaching found fuller expresseion
in the writing of the great Mystics of the Haridasa Kuta such as
Sripadaraja, Vyasa-Tirtha, Purandara Dasa, Vijayadasa and others.
The following verse from the Harikathamrtasara Jagannatha Dasa
furnishes a fine example of how readily God responds to the call
of the yearning heart: ß"e<ˆ" Â"ªß"{lª<l Â"{a>e· ÷·Ò<p|"· ÷iÒp·˙", ÷·Ò<p|"· Â"{a>e·

E"e·˙", <E"E|"ªi E"<e˙", E"<elªi È{i<e˙" <E"ß"ˆ"ißµ" $ C"·e„"E"{i ∫´ª |"Ô"˙"ªE"ªi-x"<pˆ"i
<µ"ô>ˆ"eE"· ªß"{‹"˙"E" È{i<eC"e{<ªÎ"li Â"{ß"ªP µ"pe·˙"P „"˙"l{ipˆ"i $$ (Kannada)
'God listens seated, to the Bhakta
Who sings to Him in ecstasy, lying down.
He stands and listens to the one
Who sings to Him – seated comfortably.
He comes dancing upto him that sings standing.
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To him that dances and sings,
God says 'I'll show Myself to him'.
Verily, Hari is most accessible to his own.
Never for a moment does He stay away from them.
But fools caught in Samsara
Know not how to make Him their own.'
(Harikathamrtasara, ii.5)
But the possibilities of erotic devotion, as a means of
contacting the Divine, are not unknown to him. Madhva's
distinctive doctrine of instrinsic gradation of fitness among various
orders of souls enables him to correlate the different forms of
devotion to different orders of selves. In his view, Kama-Bhakti or
erotic devotion is the special privilege of Apsarases and ought not
to be practised by the others. He indicates a variety of standpoints
of devotion with reference to different orders of Jivas and
harmonise the various accounts on the basis of adhikaras :
(1)

ji∫Î"·Í|"{# C"l{ li˙"{# ÷Ò{<ß"|˙"iE"{ÂC"ª# <ÀÎ"# $
÷Ò{<‚"|÷Ò{<‚"Ô" ÷Ò{ß"iE" „"Í|Î"{ ÷iÒ˙"eÎ"˙" |"· $
ß"{iA"ß"{Î"{<E|" E"{EÎ"iE" „"<Í|"w Î"{iˆÎ"{w <˙"E"{ πÒ<≤"|"Ø $$ (Padma)

(2)

„"Í|Î"{ ˙"{ ÷Ò{ß"„"Í|Î"{ ˙"{ ß"{iA"{i E"{EÎ"iE" ÷iÒE"<≤"|"Ø $
÷Ò{ß"„"Í|Î"{&ÂC"ª#À”Ó"{ß"EÎ"ik"{w E"˙" ÷Ò{ß"|"# $
≈Â"{CÎ"# X"C"·ª|˙"iE" li˙"À”Ó"{w ¬"E"{lfE"# $
¬"{ª|˙"iE"{ÂC"ª#À”Ó"{w ÷Ò{C"{<Å"<l<|" Î"{iˆÎ"|"{ $
Î"{iˆÎ"{iÂ"{C"{w <˙"E"{ E"˙" ß"{iA"# ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" C"i|CÎ"<|" $
ÈÎ"{iˆÎ"{iÂ"{C"E"{÷Ò|"·f<E"fªÎ"‚" „"<˙"kÎ"<|" $
|"Cß"{y"· Î"{iˆÎ"|"{w ˘"{|˙"{ ∫ªi# ÷Ò{Î"fß"·Â"{C"E"ß"Ø $$ (Bhadrika)

(3)

Â"<|"|˙"iE" <oÎ"{iÂ"{CÎ"{i µ"‡h"Ó"{ ß"i <Â"|"i<|" ≤" $
<Â"|"{ß"∫|"Î"{&EÎ"ik"{w <‰"lU"{E"{w ¬"E"{lfE"# $
Â"‡<Â"|"{ß"∫{i ß"i „"ˆ"˙"{<E"<|" C"˙"f¬"E"CÎ" |"· $
ˆ"·P# o”µ"‡fh"Ó"{i <˙"kÓ"·# C"·ª{Ó"{w ≤" ˆ"·ª{iˆ"·fP# $
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ß"±e„"±|"{i ˆ"·P# C"˙"f¬"E"{E"{w Â"·Pk"{iy"ß"# $
ˆ"·Pµ"‡fh"{CÎ" ¬"ˆ"|"{i l˙"w <˙"kÓ"·# C"E"{|"E"# $
—|Î"i˙"{iÂ"{C"E"w ÷Ò{Î"¿ E"{EÎ"¨"{ |"· ÷Ò¨"Å"E" $$ (Varaha)
(Madhva, BT X.27.15)
Devotion

being

a

state of loving attachment
ß"{∫{|ßÎ"˘"{E"ji∫C"ß"·l{Î"{i <∫ „"<Í|"´ª|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø (NS), born of knowledge and
regard for the object of devotion5, it will be obvious that no
contrary emotion of positive dislike or hatred of God could be
taken to help in the attainment of Moksa, notwithstanding the
presence of certain stray passages in the Puranas stating that
certain persons had reached God even through aversion and hate :

ˆ"{iÂÎ"# ÷Ò{ß"{lØ „"Î"{|÷wÒC"# üik"{Ç"ù{lÎ"{i E"DÂ"{# $
C"ßµ"E‹"{lØ ˙"DkÓ"Î"# ji∫{{lØ Î"±Î"w „"Í|Î"{ ˙"Î"w <˙"„"{i# $$ (Bhag VII.1,30)
˙"ªiÓ" Î"w E"DÂ"|"Î"# <U"U"·Â"{eÂ"{Óa‘>C"{°˙"{lÎ"{i ˆ"<|"<˙"e{C"<˙"e{i÷ÒE"{ù# $
‹Î"{Î"E|" È{÷DÒ|"<‹"Î"# U"Î"E"{C"E"{l{
|"|C"{ßÎ"ß"”Î"·ªE"·ªÍ|"<‹"Î"# Â"·E"# <÷Òß"Ø ? (Bhag xi.5.48)
÷Ò{ß"{lØ üik"{lØ „"Î"|ji∫{ù¨"{ „"Í|Î"iX"ªi ß"E"# $
È{<˙"UÎ" |"lx"w <∫|˙"{ µ"∫˙"C|"lØˆ"<|"w ˆ"|"{# $$ (Bhag vii.1.29)
÷Ò{ß"w ÷‡Ò{i‹"w „"Î"w ji∫w ß"‰"”w C"{¸lß"i˙" ≤" $
<E"|Î"w ∫ª{ <˙"l‹"|"i Î"{<E|" |"Eß"Î"|"{w <∫ |"i $$ (Bhag x.29.15)
Such passages ought to be treated as arthavada, says Madhva :
------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. Cf. ji∫Â"±˙"fß"E"·‹Î"{E"w „"<Í|"´ª|Î"<„"‹"”Î"|"i $ ß"∫E"”Î"<˙"k"Î"i <∫ „"<Í|"´ª<|" „"{˙"# $

ÈEÎ"¨"{ ji∫Â"±˙"f<Â"‡Î"|"ß"{E"·‹Î"{E"CÎ"{<Â" „"<Í|"|˙"Â"‡C"å{|"Ø $ (Ramanuja, GBt vii.1)
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üik"{ùEß"·<Í|"÷Ò¨"E"w o·<|"˙"{ÍÎ"<˙"ª{i<‹" |"|"Ø (AV)
They are meant to emphasis that God should somehow be
kept in mind, always *** —<|" „"Í|"<Â"‡Î"|˙"˘"{E"{¨"¿ <E"|Î"‹Î"{E"C|"·|Î"¨"¿ ≤"

C˙"„"Í|"CÎ" ÷Òl{<≤"≤™>{Â" µ"e{lØ üi<k"Ó"{i&<Â" „"<Í|"∂Òeß"i˙" „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø ll{|"”<|" $ „"Í|"{ Ã˙"
<∫ |"i Â"±˙"¿ <U"U"·Â"{e{lÎ"# U"{Â"µ"e{lØ üi<k"Ó"# *** $ (Madhva's GB ix.12). The
acceptance of 'Dvesa Bhakti' (hatred of God) as a possible means
of salvation6 will be quite inconsistent with the prevailing spirit of
the Sastras, which is to bring out the majesty of God. If the
Scriptures meant to teach that God can be reached by cultivating
hatred against Him they should have expatiated upon His demerits
and imperfections instead of on His great and infinite perfections,
as they do. Madhva, therefore, strongly disapproves of ëüik" „"<Í|"í.
The NS and the Sannyayaratnavali undertake to show that none of
the contexts and instances cited above is able to contradict the
fundamental position of the Vedas that Moksa could not be
obtained save by loving devotion. Devotion, then, to be
meaningful and justifiable must be founded upon a firm and
adequate knowledge of the merits of the object of such devotion :
˘"{E"Â"±˙"f# Â"ª# ji∫{i <E"|Î"{ „"<Í|"´ª|"”Î"f|"i $ (MbhTN i.107)
Madhva speaks of three different types of devotees : (1)
Uttama-Bhaktas (2) Madhyama and (3) Adhama, according to

6. Contrast :

|"C"{ <≤" ˆ"{iÂ"”C"”w C"÷Ò{ß"iw $ |"iÎ"{ ÷wÒC"{ „"Î"C"w„"‡ß"iw $
Ãª{ x"{|"÷iwÒ ß"E"{i‹"ß"¿ <U"U"·Â"{e{w $$
È{ˆ"{ „"” Ã÷·Ò e{<Ó"≤"iw R"{ˆ"iw $ ß"¬" ÃOÒÎ"i „"ei|"iÓ"iw ß"{ˆ"iw $
„"Í|"” ÷Ò{w <˙"k"Î"˙"ª{ˆ"iw $ È¨"˙"{ ˙"ªiw $$
ß∫Ó"{<E" Â"{—f $ Â"‡˙"iU"{˙"iÎ"{ ß"{\"{w `>{w—w $
≈Â"{Î"{w≤"” E"{<∫w $ ÷iÒ<Ó" Ã¨"iw $$ (Jnanesvari ix.465-67)

– (the Marathi anuvada of Jnanadeva in the 13th century)
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the nature and intensity of devotion characteristic of them (BT
XI.2.42-45). He insists further that devotion, to be impregnable,
must be guarded against the insidious influences of various forms
of anti-Theistic tendencies :

¬"”˙"{„"il{i <E"ˆ"·fÓ"|˙"w ÈÂ"±Ó"fˆ"·Ó"|"{ |"¨"{
C"{ßÎ"{<‹"ÍÎ"i |"lEÎ"ik"{w „"ilC|"û|" Ã˙" ≤" $
Â"‡{ls„"{f˙"<˙"Â"Î"{fC"# |"›Í|"üik" Ã˙" ≤" $
|"|Â"‡ß"{Ó"CÎ" <E"El{ ≤" üik"{ Ã|"i&<R"e{ ß"|"{# $
Ã|"<˙"f∫”E"{ Î"{ „"<Í|"# C"{ „"<Í|"´ª<|" <E"<‚"|"{
$$

(MbhTN i.113-15)
Bhakti, then is the outcome of a profound admiration for
Divine majesty coupled with a spontaneous love and regard for the
Supreme. It cannot be dissociated from knowledge. But this
knowledge of God is not the cold intellectual apprehension of
Reality. It is a vivid perception of the Supreme Reality as the pivot
of one's own reality, consciousness and bliss (C"y"{Â"‡|"”<|"Â"‡˙"D<y"<E"<ß"y"w)
with the utmost warmth of love and attraction of one's own Bimba
that the soul is capable of.
Bhakti of the right kind is thus a blend of both knowledge and love

˘"{E"CÎ" „"<Í|"„"{ˆ"|˙"{lØ „"<Í|"˘"{fE"<ß"|"”Î"f|"i $
˘"{E"CÎ"˙" <˙"U"ik"{i Î"lØ „"<Í|"´ª|Î"<„"‹"”Î"|"i $$
Â"ª{iA"|˙"{Â"ª{iA"|˙"i <˙"U"ik"{ ˘"{E"ˆ"{ Î"¨"{ $$ (AV iii.4.41)
Jnana is a constituent of Bhakti. For this reason, the latter is
very often referred to as Jnana itself in the Sastras. Where,
however, the distinctive aspect of attachment is sought to be
emphasised, their fusion is designated by the term 'Bhakti'; but
they are basically aspects of the same thing, even as mediacy and
immediacy are but the integral aspects of knowledge. Texts in
Scripture which refer to Jnana as the means of release have,
therefore, to be interpreted as inclusive of the aspect of love also.
If this basic affinity between the two is properly understood and
kept in mind, much of the controversy regarding the claims of
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Bhakti and Jnana to be regarded as the immediate means of release
would vanish. Madhva has shown ably that they are but the
different facets of the same approach with more or less an
interpenetrative content.
He insists further that due regard must be paid to the
principle of Tarartamya (gradation) in respect of the nature and
extent of devotion to be practised towards the hierarchy of
devotees of he Supreme among the gods and men:

|"{ª|"ßÎ"iE" |"›Í|"ik˙"<Â" „"<Í|"<˙"<E"‚"Î"{|"Ø $
÷Ò|"f˙Î"k"{<Â" |"›<Í|"e{if÷Ò˙"il{E"·C"{ª|"# $$
|"Cß"{|Â"±¬Î"{‚" ˙"Eù{‚" ‹Î"iÎ"{‚" Â"´ª|"{i ∫´ªß"Ø $$ (AV iii.4.4)
È|"{i <˙"kÓ"{ Â"ª{ „"<Í|"# |"›Í|"ik"· ªß"{<lk"· $
|"{ª|"ßÎ"iE" ÷Ò|"f˙Î"{ Â"·Pk"{¨"fß"„"”ÂC"|"{ $
C"ß"ik"· C˙"{|ß"˙"|"Ø ji∫# C"|C˙"EÎ"‰" |"|"{i lÎ"{ $
÷Ò{Î"f˙"ß"{Â"ª{iAÎ"iÓ" MUÎ"|"i <A"Â"‡ß"”X"ª# $$ (AV iii.3.31)
TARATAMYA
Taratamya or gradational approach in the practice of Bhakti
is a necessary element of the doctrine of Bhakti as propounded by
Madhva. The devotional homage to the gods and the sages in the
spiritual hierarchy is not a matter of courtesy. It is a must. The
Devas occupy a special position in the government of God's
universe as 'Tattvabhimanis' with special cosmic jurisdiction
delegated to them. Copious details regarding the nature of this
hierarchy, their distinctive spheres of control and 'abhimana' over
psycho-physical principles of the microcosm and the macrocosm,
the bearing of the role of members of this hierarchy on the
implementation of the Sadhanas by human beings have all been
brought into relief in Madhva's commentaries on the Upanisads
and other works with appropriate authorities from a wide range
materials collected from many ancient forgotten and fading
sources of the Pancaratra and other literature, for the first time.
These introduce us to an entirely new and fascinating domain of
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thought regarding the interrelation between the world of men and
world of the gods. It is a subject which no other commentator on
the Prasthanatraya has worked out so thoroughly and exhaustively
as Madhva. On the basis of these materials, he holds that devotion
to God depends crucially on the grace of the Devas who are His
greatest devotees (Deva vava sarvaprakasah). They are the
highest order of Jnanayogis and our direct superiors, protectors,
guides and Gurus. We cannot even think of God without their
grace. It is they who inspire our minds along right lines and turn
them Godward and enable us to know and worship Him by their
presiding activity over the sense organs, mind, buddhi etc. and
bring our Sadhanas to fruition. They are the immediate Bimbas
(transmitters of Divine light) of aspiring souls in their hierarchic
order ending with Mukhya-Prana who in his turn is the highest
'Adhikari' of Upasana7, among the gods. The members of the
hierarchy ending with Mukhya Prana have a direct role to play in
the spiritual field. While helping and guiding humanity in its
Sadhanamarga, they put forth their own intensive Sadhanas in and
through it. Theirs is naturally the highest order of Sadhanas
extending over many Kalpas. (For details see my BSPC vol.iii.pp.
547-49). Any scheme of Bhakti which does not include in its
scope the gods, rsis and other superior beings, according to
Taratamya, is bounded to be futile. He has thus brought about a
remarkable integration between the supposedly endless Polytheism
of the Hindu scriptures (from the Vedas down to the Puranas) with
the fundamental Monotheism of rational philosophy with the the
help of the concept of Taratamya in which each of the Devatas has
his meed of honor without being mistaken for the one superior to
him or displacing him.
Madhva distinguishes three stages of Bhakti : (1) that which
precedes Paroksajnana (mediate knowledge of the Deity), (2) one
------------------------------------------------------------------------------6.

È{„"{C"÷Ò{i&CÎ" Â"˙"E"# Â"˙"E"CÎ" Pÿ# U"ik"{|ß"÷Ò{i ˆ"Pa> Ã˙" ≤" U"÷‡Ò÷Ò{ß"{ $
˙"”EÿiU"Î"{iC|"lÂ"ªi |˙"E"Î"{i‚" |"ik"{ß"DkÎ"{lÎ"# ÷‡Òß"U" OÒE"ˆ"·Ó"{# U"|"{wU"{|"Ø $$
(KathaUp. ii.2.13)
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that follows it, and (3) a third that comes after direct realisation
(Aparoksajnana) and wins the absolute grace (atyarthaprasada) of
the Lord. It is this final stage of Bhakti that fully manifests, by the
grace of God, the true relationship that exists between the Jiva and
Brahman and completes the fulfilment or realisation viz. the full
manifestation and enjoyment of the intrinsic bliss of one's own self
and the Majesty of the Lord. These three stages of Bhakti have
been designated by Jayatirtha as Pakvabhakti, Paripakvabhakti and
Ati-Paripakvabhakti. The last one is an end in itself (NS p.605).
These have been most impressively described by Madhva himself
as rising to a crescendo of inffable joy.

„"Í|Î"{ ˘"{E"w |"|"{i „"<Í|"# |"|"{i M<ƒ>C|"|"‚" C"{ $
|"|"{i ß"·<Í|"C|"|"{i „"<Í|"# C"˙" CÎ"{|"Ø C"·R"¡Ò<Â"Ó"” $$

(AViii.4.adhi.5-6)
Here is a very striking and an alomost unique feature of Madhva's
philosophy of Bhakti, whose inspiration may be traced in the
writing of the Mystics of Maharashtra and the Gosvanis of the
Caitanya school. It views sublime Bhakti, not as a means to an
end, but as an end in itself. The light of Bhakti shines brightly, not
only on this side of release but on the other shore of Moksa as
well. For the relation between the individual soul and the Supreme
Being is not something that is snapped in release. For, this relation
is not something that is extrinsic to the nature of the system. It is
to Madhva, a sacred relation that holds good for all time;
something that is rooted in the very nature and being (svarupa) of
the soul. Its destruction would mean the destruction of the Jiva. It
is a unique relation, a spiritual bond which is indestructible. It is
the relation which the great Tamil poetsaint Tayumanavar so well
puts as : Enru nan anru ni : un adimai allavo8. Mukti is merely
the shaking off of what is extrinsic to one's nature and reposing in
one's own intrinsic nature. The intrinsic spiritual relation between
8. 'I and Thou are coeval
But then am I not your slave all the while?'
Cf :
<E"|Î"{i <E"|Î"{E"{w ≤"i|"E"‚"i|"E"{E"{ß"i÷Ò{i µ"∫…E"{w Î"{i <˙"l‹"{<|" ÷Ò{ß"{E"Ø $

Î"i&E"·Â"UÎ"<E|" ‹"”ª{C|"ik"{w C"·R"w U"{X"|"w E"i|"ªik"{ß"Ø $$ (KathaUp. ii.2.13)
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the human spirit and God is so dynamic in its magnetism that the
attraction of the latter becomes more fully manifested in release
than the Samsara. Indeed, it breaks through and finds expression
there in a thousand ways which are beyond our understanding and
analysis from 'here'. Surely, it is not open to us, in Samsara, to
peep into the released state and try to describe in detail the
behavior of the blessed ones in release, towards the Lord or
towards one another. That state of blessedness is obviously
something beyond our comprehension in its richness and glory
(See my BSPC, III, p.357)
.
It is what the Bhagavata Purana refers to as the intrinsic devotion
of God-intoxicated souls like Sanaka, who feel a natural bond of
attraction to the Lord and go on practising Bhakti even after Siddhi
(Moksa) : È{|ß"{ª{ß"{‚" ß"·E"Î"{i <E"ˆ"‡fE¨"{ ÈÂÎ"·P÷‡Òß"i $

÷·Ò˙"fE|Î"∫|"·÷Òîw „"<Í|"w, —|¨"ß„"±|"ˆ"·Ó"{i ∫´ª# $$ (i.7.10)

and who decline even the special status of Sayujya and other
forms of Mukti and are quite content with their joy of devotional
surrender (atmanivedana).

E"÷Ò{|ßÎ"|"{w ß"i CÂ"D∫Î"<E|" ÷iÒ<≤"|"Ø (Bhag iii.25.34)
*** Ã÷Ò|˙"ß"ÂÎ"·|" $ l”Î"ß"{E"w E" ˆ"DÜ<E|" *** (Op.cit. iii.29.13)
Madhva himself in the supreme mood of his ecstatic
devotion of this kind gives expression to this same exalted feeling
at the conclusion of his Mahabharata Tatparya Nirnaya, thereby
giving us a glimpse of the ripe maturity of his true devotion to the
Lord:

Î"# C"˙"fˆ"·Ó"C"ßÂ"±Ó"f# C"˙"fl{ik"<˙"˙"<¬"f|"# $
Â"‡”Î"|"{w Â"‡”|" Ã˙"{ew <˙"kÓ"·ß"if Â"ªß"# C"·¸|"Ø $$
Discussing the position and status of Bhakti as the means to
liberation in Madhva's philosophy, Dr. K. Narain has held that 'the
description of Bhakti as available in Madhva literature makes it
clear that in this system it does not acquire that supreme status
which is expected from a doyen of the Bhakti movement' (Critique
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of Madhva Refutation of Sankara Vedanta, p.335). He admits that
Sankara's contribution of Bhakti as a means to knowledge is not so
great, because of the inferior position that Bhakti occupies in his
philosophy, as according to Sankara, it is possible only in the
Vyavaharika plane and is conceivable only as preparatory to the
acquisition of knowledge and not as a final instrument in the
attainment of liberation'.
'Though slightly superior and a little higher in step to the
place accorded to it in Sankara's scheme, Bhakti remains inferior
to Knowledge which is recognised as the final means of evoking
the benediction of the Lord. The occasional references to
knowledge as a means of liberation in the works of Madhva and
his followers create a feeling that the Madhva philosophers were
over-conscious of not degrading the position of knowledge,
probably due to the fear of indirectly establishing the futility of
philosophical investigation. Both Madhva and Jayatirtha mention
several times that knowledge is the only instrument of evoking
God's grace. The utility of Bhakti only consists in its being
causative in the production of knowledge through Upasana
consisting of sravana, manana and dhyana of the real nature and
qualities of Isvara. Thus, Bhakti is a second step in the ladder that
leads to Moksa, where the fourth step is knowledge' (pp.334-36).
This is a very superficial estimate of the place of Bhakti in
Madhva Siddhanta and it is not based on a close first-hand
knowledge of all that Madhva and his commentator have said in
their works on the subject of Bhakti. Dr.Narain's reference to
Bhakti in Madhva's system as the 'second step in the ladder' of
spiritual Sadhana confirms this9. He seems to be totally unaware
of the fact that there are two distinct phases of Bhakti in Madhva's
system, one operating at the Sadhana or preparatory level and the
other at the Sadhya or the fulfilment-level of Moksa
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. 'Bhakti' mentioned in the second phase as an introductory verse
in Jayatirtha's TP on which Dr. Narain evidently relies, is only the
preparatory Bhakti, See p.376 ante).
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itself:

∫ªiPÂ"{C"E"{ ≤"{‰" C"l˙" C"·R"¡Ò<Â"Ó"” $
E" |"· C"{‹"E"„"±|"{ C"{ <C"<’ªi˙"{‰" C"{ Î"|"# $$

(Madhva, BSB iv.4.21)

In fact, no other Vedantin than Madhva has given
expression to his firm faith in the indispensability of Bhakti not
only in achieving liberation from bondage but in its continuation
in the lives of the Muktas as an expression of the blissful fruition
of their earlier stages of Sadhana Bhakti :

„"Í|Î"{ Â"‡C"Ô"# Â"ªß"{i lù{lØ ˘"{E"ß"E"{÷·Òeß"Ø $
„"<Í|"w ≤" „"±Î"C"”w |"{„Î"{w Â"‡C"Ô"{i lU"fE"w ˙"‡¬"i|"Ø $$
|"|"{i&<Â" „"±Î"C"”w „"<Í|"w lù{y"{„Î"{w <˙"ß"{i≤"Î"i|"Ø $
ß"·Í|"{i&<Â" |"üU"i <E"|Î"w „"±Î"{i„"<Í|"C"ß"<E˙"|"# $$ (GT, Introduction)
'Pleased with the initial Bhakti of the Jivas, the Lord
bestows on them firm knowledge of His nature and attributes. He
then reveals Himself. Thereafter He inspires them with still more
intensive devotion and after showing Himself to the Bhaktas He
cuts the knot of their Prakrtic bondage. In the released state also,
the Jivas remain under the Lord's control imbued with unalloyed
devotion to Him'.
It may be pointed out here that Madhva is the only Vaisnava
philosopher who has categorically held that the goddess Sri who
holds the unique position of being Nityamukta and Samana
(having semi-parity with the Lord) in his system, remains the most
ardent devotee of the Lord from eternity. He also refers in his GB
to the existence of 'Ekantabhaktas' who prefer to be Bhaktas
instead of Sayujya-Muktas. The existence of such altruistic
devotees has been adduced by Madhva as evidence of
Svarupataratamya in the state of Moksa as well10.
Dr.Narain's inference that the occasional references to Knowledge
as a means of liberation in the works of Madhva and his followers
was probably due to the fear of denigrating philosophical
investigation is also off the mark. It will be seen from the passages
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quoted by Madhva in his GT and elsewhere that philosophical
investigation (jijnasa) consisting of sravana, manana etc., has not
been denied its place of importance and value as Anga of Dhyana.
The purpose of philosophical investigation or Jijnasa
according to Madhva is to remove the obstacles to Aparoksajnana
such as ignorance of the subject and doubts and misconceptions
regarding the truth and the import of Sastras. Sravana gives rise to
correct knowledge of Para and Aparatattvas and reflection helps to
fix the import of Srutis beyond doubt and vacillation :

o˙"Ó"{<l∂Òew ≤"{˘"{E"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{<llU"fE"Â"‡<|"µ"E‹"<E"˙"D<y"#
(Madhva, BSB III.3.42)
As an exponent of Bhakti-Siddanta, Madhva is quite firm in his
position that not even the power of Jnana can, by itself and
independently of the grace of God, confer liberation11 while such
grace is itself not arbitrary, but takes into account the deserts of
the seeker :
-

*** —|Î"{liE"f ∫´ªw <˙"E"{ $ ˘"{E"C˙"„"{˙"|"{i&<Â" CÎ"{Eß"·<Í|"# ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" <∫ πÒ<≤"|"Ø $
(AV i.1.1)

-

Î"|"{i E"{ª{Î"Ó"Â"‡C"{lß"D|"i E" ß"{iA"#, E" ≤" ˘"{E"w <˙"E"{ È|Î"¨"fÂ"‡C"{l# È|"{i µ"‡h"<¬"˘"{C"{
÷Ò|"f˙Î"{ $ (BSB i.1.1)
<¬"˘"{C"{i|¨"˘"{E"¬"{|"Ø |"|Â"‡C"{l{li˙" ß"·≤Î"|"i $ (AV i.1.1)
Raising the question of what purpose can possible be served by the
continuation of Bhakti even after Moksa has been attained
Madhva answers that such continuation of Bhakti in the life of the
10. Read :
III.15.48)

Î"<l |"{ª|"ßÎ"w E" CÎ"{|"Ø ëE"{|Î"<E|"÷wÒ <˙"ˆ"Ó"Î"E|Î"<Â" |"i Â"‡C"{lß"Ø

(Bhag

E"÷Ò{|ßÎ"|"{w ß"i CÂ"D∫Î"<E|" ÷iÒ<≤"|"Ø (III.25.24)
Ã÷Ò|˙"ß"ÂÎ"·|" $ l”Î"ß"{E"w E" ˆ"DÜ<E|" (III.29.13)
—<|" ß"·<Í|"ß"ÂÎ"<E"≤™>|"{ß"<Â" ß"{iA" Ã˙" ∂Òew |"<ß"≤™>|"{ß"<Â" C" „"˙"<|"
C"·Â"‡|"”÷Ò{l”E"{<ß"<|" ÷Ò¨"ß"<E"≤™>|"{w C|"·<|"PÂ"Â"Ô"{ CÎ"{|"Ø ? (Madhva GB II.52)
11. |"Cß"{|"Ø o˙"Ó"{<lC"{‹Î"<E"<l‹Î"{C"E"¬"EÎ"C"{A"{|÷Ò{ªiÓ" —fX"ª# Â"‡C"Ô"”÷ÒªÓ"”Î"# $
(Nym iii.9)
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released souls is not at all to be looked upon as a means to some
other end. It is an end in itself.
C"{‹Î"{E"ElC˙"¡ÒÂ"˙" „"<Í|"E"f˙"{‰" C"{‹"E"ß"Ø $ (GT II, Introduction)
It is the welling up of the supreme felicity of self-realisation and
God-realisation. As we have already seen, Jayatirtha refers to three
stages of Bhakti in the ascending order. Of these, Pakvabhakti
(ripe devotion) is the means of acquiring knowledge of God. The
other disciplines of Sravana and Manana just pave the way for it.
Similarly, Paripakva-Bhakti (riper devotion) is the means of direct
vision of the Lord and not Dhyana, as such, which is only the
means to achieve such a state of Paripakvabhakti. Lastly, AtiParipakva-bhakti (mellowed devotion) consists in the welling up
of the spiritual joy of communion with the Lord. The visioning of
the Lord as one's Bimbarupa paves the way for this final beatitude
of
Sadhyanandaphalanubhava,
through
Paripakvabhakti,
(Jayatirtha, GT Nyayadipika).
One wonders what more Dr. Narain would require to be said
to satisfy his expectations, by any doyen of the Bhakti movement,
on the supreme place of Bhakti througout the Sadhana and the
Sadhya levels of Bhakti-Siddhanta.
Only the Lord's grace has the power to rend the veil of
Bhavarupajnana which stands between the Jiva and the Lord
concealing His face from the devotee and prevents the full
manifestation of the bliss of Moksa :

È¨"{EÎ"i Â"‡÷DÒ|"” lsi> E"Dk"· Â"‡{<|"<C˙"÷wÒ <C¨"|"i $
C˙"ˆ"·Ó"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{ |˙"i÷Ò{ Â"ªß"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{ Â"ª{ $$
C˙"ˆ"·Ó"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{w ¸|˙"{ Â"ªß"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{w Â"ª# $
˙Î"{x"·N>– ß"{iA"Â"l˙"”w ll{<|" Â"·Pk"{iy"ß"# $$ (BT X.94.1-15)
Madhva has done some hard thinking on the interrelation
between Jnana and Bhakti. He does not make them watertight
compartments or mutually exclusive Sadhanas. His special
contribution lies in integrating them into a single mould of love of
God founded on an adequate understanding of His majesty. His
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definition of Bhakti as :

ß"{∫{|ßÎ"˘"{E"Â"±˙"fC|"· C"·Mc># C"˙"f|"{i&<‹"÷Ò# ji∫{i „"<Í|"´ª<|" Â"‡{iÍ|"# *** (Mbh T.N)
makes a beatiful synthesis of the two major ingredients of
Bhakti viz., a profound awareness of the Lord's majesty coupled
with a deep sense of one's eternal gratitude for His benificence,
and an inborn magnetic attraction to Him (sneha).
'Mahatmyajnana' and 'sneha' are intergral aspects of it:

˘"{E"CÎ"˙" <˙"U"ik"{i Î"lØ„"<Í|"´ª|Î"<„"‹"”Î"|"i $
˘"{E"CÎ" „"<Í|"„"{ˆ"|˙"{lØ „"<Í|"˘"{E"f<ß"|"”Î"f|"i $$ (AV. iii.4.adhi.6)
In view of their inseparable union of Bhakti, the Sruti and
Smrtis somtimes refer to either of them as the means of liberation
by way of partial indication of the other constituent by the given
one through Ekadesena ekadesilaksana12.
This should dispose of Dr.Narain's supposition that Madhva was
held back by the statutory recognition accorded to Jnana in the
Upanisads as the sole means of liberation from giving that place of
honor to Bhakti, as behoved a doyen of the Bhakti movement.
What Madhva has done in reality is not to fight
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------12. Read : È<Cß"E"Ø U"{Ài Î"‰" Î"‰" ˘"{E"CÎ" ß"{iA"C"{‹"E"|˙"ß"·≤Î"|"i, |"‰" |"‰", ˘"{E"<ß"<|"

Â"liE" „"<Í|"ª”Î"f|"i, eAÎ"|"i $ ÷·Ò|"#? C"ßµ"E‹"{|"Ø $ ˘"{E"CÎ" „"<Í|"„"{ˆ"|˙"{|"Ø $
ß"{∫{|ßÎ"˘"{E"ji∫C"ß"·l{Î"{i <∫ „"<Í|"´ª|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ |"|"{i ˘"{E"w „"Í|"i„"{fˆ" Ã÷ÒliU"# $ |"¨"{
≤"÷ÒliU"÷Òli<U"|˙"eA"Ó"-C"ßµ"E‹"{<l|Î"·Í|"w „"˙"<|" $
Â"‡÷Ò{ª{E|"ªw ≤"{∫- ë˘"{E"CÎ"˙"i<|", C" Î"lØ Î"l{ ˘"{E"CÎ"˙" <˙"U"ik"#
ji∫{<lC"{<∫|Î"eA"Ó"{i ‹"ß"{if „"˙"<|", |"l{ C" <Â"Óa>{i „"<Í|"´ª|Î"<„"‹"”Î"|"i $ ˘"{E"w ji∫‚"
„"Í|"iªwU"{ $ |"‰" Ã÷iÒE"{wU"iE" ÈwU"{E|"ªCÎ"{iÂ"eA"Ó"ß"Ø $ |"¨"{≤", È¬"∫ÑA"Ó"Î"{ „"<Í|"ªi˙"
<C"’–<|" $
Î"‰" „"<Í|"˘"{E"i C"∫{i≤Î"i|"i |"l{ „"<Í|"Â"lw C˙"{¨"f÷ÒliU"|Î"{ˆ"iE" ji∫{wU"CÎ" eA"÷wÒ
˘"{Â"-÷Òß"Ø $ ÈE"·Â"Â"yÎ"„"{˙"{|"Ø ß"·RÎ"{¨"fß"i˙", E"|"· eA"÷Òß"Ø $ (NS, p.604-605)
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shy of Jnana or minimise its importance but to disabuse the notion
of apparent rivalry between the two and fuse them together into a
single mould.
Sankara as a 'Jnanan-moksa-vadi' introduced his
Brahmajnanavada and the sublation of bondage by Jnana under
cover of 'atah' in the first Sutra. Ramanuja's interpretation of 'atah'
did not dislodge it by giving a distinct meaning to it independently
of 'atha' and justifying the need for inquiry into Brahman.
It was Madhva who replaced Sankara's theory that liberation
is to be attained by Jnana alone with its natural corollary, in
Sankara's sense, of the unreality of bondage and its removal, in the
last analysis, by the grace of God alone, – in the consummation of
which, knowledge of the majesty of God plays a vital part
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------FN contd from prepage:
'In this Sastra, wherever it is stated that Jnana is the means of
Moksa it must be understood that Bhakti is also conveyed by it
through secondary significatory power of the word. This is
because of the intimate relationship which exists between them,
insofar as Jnana is a consitituent factor of Bhakti which has been
defined as a blend of knowledge of the Lord's majesty coupled
with an absorbing love (sneha) for Him. This part and whole
relationship between them explains the implicit reference by one
constituent factor to the other by way of 'Ekadesa-ekadesilaksanasambandha'.
Secondly, this association of sublime love of God forms a
specific aspect of Jnana. Hence this blending of the two as a whole
is designed as 'Bhakti' by way of a Ajahallaksana (part put for the
whole). Accordingly, the terms Jnana and Bhakti do duty for each
other also – when only one of them is spoken of as means of
Moksa.
When both Jnana and Bhakti are together mentioned as
means of Moksa, the latter is to be construed primarily as love of
God (sneha) by surrendering a part of its composite sense' (Tr).
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as a constitutive element of Bhakti and is, therefore, quite
necessary and important but never by dispending with Bhakti :

È|"{i Î"¨"{¨"fµ"E‹"CÎ" <˙"E"{ <˙"kÓ"·Â"‡C"{l|"# $
È<E"˙"Dy"iC|"l¨"¿ <∫ <¬"˘"{C"{&‰" <˙"‹"”Î"|"i $$13 (AV i.1.1)
By doing equitable Justice to Jnana and Bhakti, Madhva has
completely fulfilled the highest expectations of a Theistic
interpreter of Vedanta, in restoring the doctrine of Bhakti and
Divine grace to their rightful place and proper perspective in the
texts and traditions of Prasthanatraya.
In fairness to the wide coverage given by Madhva to all the
relevant aspects of the question and his forthright stand 'Yato
Narayanaprasadam rte na moksah and Na Harim vina
jnanasvabhavato pi syan muktih kasyapi hi kvacit' one expects all
those who may desire to evalute his contribution to the doctrine of
Bhakti in the Vedanta as the highest means of liberation to take all
the facts on which he has taken his stand and arrived at his
conclusion into their most careful consideration before
pronouncing their opinion – which Dr.Narain has failed to do.
13. ß"{iA"C"{‹"E"w <∫ C"{A"{lØ „"ˆ"˙"{E"i˙" $ ëµ"E‹"÷Ò{i „"˙"Â"{U"iE" „"˙"Â"{U"{Ç" ß"{i≤"÷Ò#í

—|Î"{<l˙"≤"E"{|"Ø $ C"{‹"E"w |"· <ü<˙"‹"ß"Ø- <C"’ß"<C"’w ≤" $ <C"’w ≤" C"{‹"E"w „"ˆ"˙"{E"i˙" —<|"
ß"·ß"·A"·Ó"{ C"˙Î"{Â"{ª”÷ÒªÓ"”Î"# ˙Î"{Â"{ª‚" Â"‡C"Ô"|"{ $ ß"{i≤"÷iÒX"ªÂ"‡C"{l# |"›Í|Î"÷ÒC"{‹Î"# $
Â"‡C"{l{i E"{ß" —≤™>{-<˙"U"ik"# (Jayatirtha, NS p.17). On this topic see my
forthcoming work 'Readings from the Nyayasudha of Sri
Jayatirtha.
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CHAPTER XLIX
DHYANA AND ITS PLACE
MADHVA accepts the position of many Scriptural texts
that direct perception of God (Aparoksadarsana) alone is the
proximate cause of release from Samsara : Cf: ëMk®>˙" |"w ß"·≤Î"|"ií, ëÎ"l{

Â"UÎ"# Â"UÎ"|"i PÍß"˙"Ó"fß"Øí, ë„"Í|Î"{ |˙"E"EÎ"Î"{ U"ÍÎ" È∫ß"i˙"w<˙"‹"{i ** ÿ·w> ≤" |"y˙"iE"í
*** But inasmuch as God is essentially incomprehensible
(avyakta) in the fulness of His majesty, He cannot be visualised
save by His favor (BS iii.2.23.27). Once favorably inclined, He
reveals Himself (vivrnute tanum svam) in any subtle form. The
grace of God, which is the only means of realising Him, can only
be obtained by prologned contemplation (nididhyasana) of His
perfections with steadiness and devotion to the best of one's
capacity. Such contemplation of the Divine presupposes a
preliminary study of the Scriptures (sravana), which has then to be
supplemented by deep thinking or reflection (manana) in order to
clear the mind of all uncertainty and misconceptions that may be
lurking there from time immemorial and whose presence will
retard the constancy and flow of devotion. Hence the need for
systematic philosophic inquiry and logical ascertainment of truth
(jijnasa or vicara). The special attention given by Madhva
philosophers to dialectic establishment of their Siddhanta and the
refutation of rival theories has, thus, to be understood in the light
of an indispensable necessity imposed by the very conditions of
philosophic inquiry. It is not inspired by a love of controversy as
such or a desire to find fault with others.
The knowledge acquired by study and stabilised by manana
is then made the basis of steady contemplation :

o·|˙"{ ß"|˙"{ |"¨"{ ‹Î"{|˙"{ |"l˘"{E"<˙"Â"Î"fÎ"{ $
C"wU"Î"w ≤" Â"ª{Ó"·ù e„"|"i µ"‡h"lU"fE"ß"Ø $$ (Madhva, BSB iii.3.43)
This combination of sravana, manana and nididhyasana is
termed 'Jijnasa'. The last stage of the inquiry may take the form of
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Dhyana or contemplation : È<˙"<≤™>Ô"Â"ª{iA"˘"{E"C"E|"<|"# (TP iii.3.52), of
certain chosen attributes of God or a profound rumination over the
truths of Sastra (Sastrabhyasa) whose import has been definitely
settled : <E"Ó"”f|"CÎ" o˙"Ó"{<l÷wÒ C"ß"{≤"ªi|"Ø NS 536 b. The contemplation of
Sastrartha is thus treated by Madhva as an indpendent form of
Upasana1, taught by the Upanisads : C˙"{‹Î"{Î"Â"‡˙"≤"E"i Ã˙"i<|" E"{÷Ò{i ß"{û°Î"#

|"<’ |"Â"# (TaittUp i.9).
It is pointed out that such study and reflection should be
continued till all doubts are set at rest. The chosen Guru alone
would be competent to fix the time-limit up to which they should
be carried on (NS p.585). Where such a perfect Guru is not
available, one may study the original Sastras whose import has
been fixed by authentic persons.
The study of Sastras is partly also an aid to contemplation.
The other forms of spiritual discipline are yama, niyama, asana,
pranayama, pratyahara and dharana taught by the Yoga-Sastra.
These are to be treated as accessories to Dhyana.
Dhyana defined as È<˙"<≤™>Ô"Â"ª{iA"¬"{E"C"E|"<|"# is virtually the same as
the state of Samadhi or introspection taught by the Yoga system.
These three stages of spiritual advance of sravana, manana and
dhyana correspond to the stages of learning (panditya), reflection
(mauna) and introspection (brahmanya) referred to in the famous
Upanisadic text :

|"Cß"{|"Ø µ"‡{h"Ó"# Â"{<Óa>|Î"w <E"<˙"fù µ"{°Î"iE" <|"Ê>{C"i|"Ø $ µ"{°Î"w ≤" Â"{<Óa>|Î"w ≤"
<E"<˙"fù{¨" ß"·<E"ªß"{E"w ≤" ß"{E"w ≤" <E"<˙"fù{¨" µ"‡{h"Ó"# (Brh Up iii.5.1)
1. On this point See BSPC III, pp.204-206.
2. Madhva has pointedly rejected the view accepted by most
of the modern scholars and translators of the Upanisad that 'a
Brahmin should become disgusted with learning' (Hume Thirteen
Principal Upanisads, p.112). He points out (GB ii.52) that if a
turning away in mental aversion (vairagya) from Â"{<Óa>|Î", µ"{°Î" and
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ß"{E"

had been intended to be conveyed by the text, it would have

used the proper grammatical case : Â"{<Óa>|Î"{|"Ø <E"<˙"fù (Pan
ii.3.28).That apart, it is absurd to suggest that true Jnanins would
ever get tired of or fed up with hearing, knowing and reflecting
more and more about God : E"<∫ |"‰"˙" ˙"ª{ˆÎ"ß"·Â"Â"ù|"i $ E" ≤" ˘"{<E"E"{w

„"ˆ"˙"Eß"<∫ß"{<lo˙"Ó"i <˙"ª<Í|"|"„"f˙"<|" ÈE"·Ê>{E"{Ç" U"·÷Ò{l”E"{ß"Ø $ E" ≤" |"ik"{w |"|∂Òew C"·R"w
E"{<C|", |"CÎ"˙" ß"∫|C"·R"|˙"{|"Ø $
It is interesting to note that Sankara also in his GB (ii.11)
has cited the BrhUp text in a sense which is fully in agreement
with Madhva's. See Sankara BSB iii.4.47. (Cf. also : Â"{<Óa>|Î"w

Â"<Óa>|"„"{˙"ß"{|ß"˘"{E"w <E"<˙"fù <E"‚"Î"iE" eµ‹˙"{ $
see S. GB.II.52.
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CHAPTER L
PRATIKOPASANA
THERE are numerous texts in the Aranyakas and
Upanisads which prescribe the meditation of any physical,
adhidaiva or other principles as Brahman :

ëE"{ß" µ"‡h"i|Î"·Â"{C"”|"í, ë≈lªw µ"‡h"i|Î"·Â"{C"|"i U"{÷fÒª{AÎ"{#í, ëÈ{<l|Î"{i
µ"‡h"i|Î"{liU"#í, ëÈ<‹"l˙"|"w È{÷Ò{U"{i µ"‡h"i<|"í, ëÈ{i<ß"|Î"i|"lA"ªß"·û”¨"ß"·Â"{C"”|"í, ëß"E"{i
µ"‡h"i|Î"·Â"{C"”|"í, ëÈÔ"w µ"‡h"i<|" ˙Î"¬"{E"{|"Øí.
These numerous identifications of the adhibhautika,
adhyatma and other principles with Brahman through
vibhaktisamanadhikaranya (case apposition) very naturally raise
the question whether they are meant to be taken as a meditation of
their identity (abhedopasana). The usual answer given to this
question is that such texts are to be taken as prescribing
'Pratikopasana' or symbolic meditation. For the sake of efficacy of
meditation, these various objects of meditation are to be 'treated' as
Brahman, for the nonce. In other words, the idea of Brahman is to
be mentally superinduced on them, so that they can be viewed and
meditated upon in an enhanced status. This is Sankara's
explanation of what constitutes Pratikopasana : —fMU"w ≤"{‰" µ"‡h"Ó"
Ramanuja also agrees with
Sankara's interpretation of Pratikopasanas that in respect of such
Upasanas as ß"E"{i µ"‡h"i|Î"·Â"{C"”|" but only the mind and other objects
and that it is conducive to prosperity to look upon and treat the
inferior as superior, as in looking upon the King's servant as the
King even so, for purpose of meditation, the mind and other
objects are to be meditated upon as Brahman1.
Madhva's views are quite different here. He refuses to

≈Â"{CÎ"|˙"w, Î"|Â"‡|"”÷iÒk"· |"lØMƒ>–‹Î"{ª{iÂ"Ó"ß"Ø $

1.

µ"‡h"Mƒ>–{ ß"E" È{<lPÂ"{CÎ"# $ ÈÂ"÷DÒi> ≈|÷DÒƒ>M<ƒ>ª„Î"·lÎ"{Î" „"˙"<|", Î"¨"{
„"D|Î"{l{ ª{¬"M<ƒ># (Vedantadipa i.v.1.5)
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countenance the idea of any superinduction of Brahma-drsti on
any Pratika, however sacred or exalted it may be : E" Â"‡|"”÷iÒ E" <∫ C"# $

ëE"{ß" µ"‡h"i|Î"·Â"{C"”|"í —|Î"{<lE"{ U"µl„"‡{E|Î"{ E" Â"‡|"”÷iÒ µ"‡h"M<ƒ># ÷Ò{Î"{f $ (BSB iv.1.4)
The proper way of Upasana of any Pratika is to meditate on
Brahman as being present in it : <÷ÒE|"·, |"|C¨"|˙"iE"˙"{iÂ"{C"E"w ÷Ò{Î"fß"Ø (BSB
iv.1.4). It is but natural to expect the Mystic way of speaking in
regard to so profound a subject-matter as God-realisation and the
means thereof, in the Aranyakas and the Upanisads which are
noted for their love of secrecy and esotericism : Â"ª{iA"<Â"‡Î"{ —˙" <∫ li˙"{#

Â"‡|Î"A"<ük"# (AA ii.4.3).
Even in the writing of modern Mystics, the tendency to
resort to Mystic modes of expression is not rare. Madhva derives
the key to the proper interpretation of the subject of Pratikopasana
in Vedanta from the famous passage of the Aitareya Aranyaka
(iii.2.3) which he quotes in his works:2

Ã|"w fii˙" µ"àD≤"{ ß"∫|Î"·Í¨"i ß"”ß"{wC"E|"i Ã|"ß"W"{ È‹˙"Î"f˙"#, Ã|"w ß"∫{˙"‡|"i ™>El{iˆ"{#,
Ã|"ß"CÎ"{ß"i|"w <l<˙", Ã|"ß"{÷Ò{U"i, Ã|"ß"ÂC"·, Ã|"ß"{ik"‹"”k"·, C"˙"ifk"· „"±|"ik˙"i|"ß"i˙" µ"‡h"i|Î"{≤"A"|"i $
It is interesting to note that the expression ß"”ß"{wC"E|"i occurring
in the above passage has been explained by Sankara also in his
commentary on BS i.1.25 as 'Upasana'. This shows that Madhva
represents correctly and faithfully the genuine tradition of the
Vedic and Upanisadic Seers in regard to the principles and
technique of Brahmopasana.
While repudiating the view that the Pratika should be
meditated upon as 'Atman', Sankara and Ramanuja are ready not
only to condone but to approve of a conscious super-induction of
2. 'It is this Paramatman indeed that the votaries of Rg Veda
meditate upon in the great Uktha, the Adhvaryus in the fire, the
Chandogas in the Mahavrata; Him in Heaven, in the Akasa, in the
waters; in the osadhis and in all beings'.
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the idea of the Upasya (Brahman) on the object chosen for
meditation on the ground that it would serve to enhance the status
of the Pratika. But while such meditation may enhance the status
of Brahman; for in allowing ourselves to think of and meditate on
a limited object or symbol as God, there is a great danger of
spiritual fall. There will be no escaping the fact that when one
meditates upon one thing as another, the identity will apply both
ways. It is, therefore, filmsy to talk of meditating upon any Pratika
whatsoever as Brahman :

‹Î"{|"i |˙"i÷ÒCÎ" |"›{˙"i, |"›{˙"{i&EÎ"CÎ" <÷wÒ E" |"|"Ø ?
|"Cß"{lÂ"iU"ew C"˙"fß"EÎ"CÎ" µ"‡h"|"{˙"≤"# $$ (AV iv.1.4)
As a true Theist, Madhva feels that he cannot be a party to
any interpretation of the Sutra ëµ"‡h"M<ƒ>P|÷Òk"{f|"Øí (iv.1.5) which will
either condone or approve of any conscious superinduction of the
idea of Brahman on any symbol or Pratika used in meditation.
That will, he feels, be a virtual sanction of idolatry:

|"Cß"{lØ ˙"C|"· Î"¨"{¡ÒÂ"w ˘"iÎ"w ‹Î"iÎ"w ≤" C"˙"fl{ $
|"Cß"{l|"y˙"w E"{iÂ"{CÎ"ß"Ø —<|" ˙"il<˙"l{w ß"|"ß"Ø $$ (AV iv.1.3)
No Christian missionary could been more critical of the
profanity of idol worship than Madhva has been here. For these
and other reasons, Madhva discards the interpretation given by
Sankara and Ramanuja for this Sutra (iv.1.5) and finds a better
interpretation for it by treating it as constituting a new adhikarana.
According to his interpretation, the Supreme Being should always
be meditated upon as Brahman i.e. as a being endowed with
infinite attributes and as transcending all.
In meditating on Brahman the devotee may concentrate on
one or more attributes of Divinity according to his capacity. The
highest number of attributes open to human comprehension is
four3, though the Scriptures posit an infinite number of attributes
of the Supreme Being. (Human) souls that cannot concentrate on
more than one attribute termed 'Trna Jivas' by Madhva. The range
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of attributes upon which superhuman souls like the gods4 and the
Rsis can meditate is much wider and only the fourfaced Brahma
can meditate on most of them :

C"<Ç"l{E"El È{|ß"i<|" ß"{E"·k"C|"· C"·ªiX"ª# $
Î"¨"{÷‡Òß"w µ"∫sˆ"·Ó"# µ"‡h"Ó"{ |˙"<R"eˆ"·fÓ"# $
≈Â"{CÎ"# *** (Anu-Bhasya, iii.4)
This sort of contemplative correlation and sublimation of
both postive and negative attributes of the Divine Being is known
as 'Gunopasamhara', It is the subject matter of BS iii.pada 3.

Ã˙"w ˆ"·Ó"{E"Ø C"˙"fl{ik"{„"{˙"{w‚" Î"œ"|"# $
Î"{i¬"<Î"|˙"˙" „"ˆ"˙"{E"·Â"{CÎ"# *** (Madhva, BSB iii.3.6)
Madhva says further that among all the attributes of
Brahman to be mediated upon, the attribute of 'Bhumatva',
infinitude, is the chief one which is to be meditated upon in unison
with the other attributes like ananda. In other words, each one of
the attributres of Brahman chosen for meditation is to be viewed
as infinite in range and content. The Upanisads represent Brahman
as Brahma and Purna in every respect and emphasise the
contemplation of this distinctive aspect as the source of the highest
spiritual realisation : Î"{i ˙" „"±ß"{ |"|C"·R"w E"{°Â"i C"·R"ß"<C|", „"±ß"˙" C"·R"ß"Ø
(ChanUp vii.23).
Human intelligence may be unable to form a precise idea of
the infiniteness of any attribute of God. The conception of such
infinitude may also differ according to different levels of
comprehension. There is however nothing to feel absolutely
sceptic about forming some idea of what it would be like within
the limits of our own understanding. Jayatirtha gives us an
example. Though infinite is the number of years and the number of
months that must have gone by since the world began, we are still
albe to conceive of some difference in the infinitude of these two
ideas of infinitude. The same is the case with the different
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conceptions of the infinite attributes of God which different
Adhikarins are able to form. (See my BSPC III.pp.471-73)
3. Cf. 'There are only two attributes of God of which we,
humans, have any knowledge at all. The being of God is not
however confined within the limits of human experience. Our
knowledge of God is real so far as it goes. But reality is beyond us.
There are an infinite number of other aspects of the Deity along
which we cannot travel, since we are restricted to two lines of
approach only, viz., mind and matters.' (W.G.Bond, Three Things
That Matter–Religion, Philosophy and Science, p.73, Watts,
London.)
4. According to Madhva, the Brahmasutras as 'Para-Vidya'
are meant for the benefit of the gods also. Hence, the details
therein, of Gunopasamhara by them also. Reference to the mode of
Laya of the gods preparatory to their release (BS iv.2.1-16) as
interpreted by Madhva which V.S.Ghate finds unaccountable, is
also to be similarly accounted for. As the BS discuss the fitness
and the right of the 'gods' to Brahmavidya (i.3.33) these other
questions concerning their Sadhana and goal, raised by Madhva,
should cause no surprise!
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CHAPTER LI
BIMBOPASANA
AS already pointed out, the eternal and intimate relation in
which individual souls stand to the Paramatman is conceived by
Madhva as a distinctive metaphysical relation of constant
dependence of the Jivas on Brahman, not merely in respect of their
external outfit of body and senses etc., but even in regard to their
very being and becoming. This relation, it has been stated already,
is something that is intrinsic to the very nature of the souls and has
nothing physical about it. It is difficult to express it in terms of any
other relation within our empirical grasp. The term
'Bimbapratibimbhava' (Original and Reflection) which has been
suggested for it by Madhva, is to be taken as the nearest parallel to
it in our experience. It is not, however, to be taken literally as
depending on any external factor or condition (Upadhi), as in the
Advaita school, which would at once render it a conditioned
relation and, therefore, terminable. It is to Madhva an
indissoluable and perpetual relation (svarupasambandha). It is a
relation of intrinsic dependence of the Jiva and its essential
characteristics of reality, consciousness and bliss. It is coeval with
the Jiva (Î"{˙"l{|ß"„"{˙"”)1 and becomes fully manifested in release.
The bondage of Samsara is itself due to this relation being missed
by the Jiva and his becoming obscured by a false sense of
independence in respect of his Satta, pratiti and pravtti. No
wonder that among the various forms of Upasana the meditation
on the Bimba-Form of the Lord has been stressed by Madhva as
the sine qua non of Aparoksa :
(NV iii.3)
Madhva's commentator gives an example. Moksa is attainable
only after 'death'. But that does not mean that one gets Moksha at

C"ß"{i&<Â"

„"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø

C˙"<µ"ßµ"lU"fE"

Ã˙"E"w

ß"{i≤"Î"<|"

1. This expression is actually used in BS ii.3.30. On the
various interpretations of this Sutra according to Sankara and
Madhva see my BSPC ii.3. pp.232-233.
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the time of any death at random from among the innumerable
ones through which one has to pass in the course of one's
transmigratory career. The same is the case with Bimbopasana as
the requisite of Moksa. The conception of Bimbopasana and
Bimbaparoksa may well be considered to fall under the domain of
Mystic communion between God and soul in Madhva's religious
philosophy. By its very name, it is a consummation which is
beyond discursive thought, for elucidation. The 'Bimba' form is
defined as that form of the Lord in the heart of which the Jiva is
the Pratibimba :

¸<lC¨"{ Î"{ ∫ªiß"±f<|"# ¬"”˙"{i Î"|Â"‡<|"<µ"ßµ"÷Ò# $
Î"üU"i ˙"|"f|"i ¬"”˙"# C"{ |"· ¬"”˙"÷Òe{ Cß"D|"{ $$ (BT xi.27.2)
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CHAPTER LII
PLACE OF GRACE IN REDEMPTION
ACCORDING to Madhva, this knowledge of God is not a
mere intellectual realisation of the Deity. It is more a feeling of
deep attraction and attachment arising from the knowledge of
Bimbapratibimbabhava between God and soul and sustained by a
sense of spontaneous attraction and affection flowing from it.
Hence, in Bhakti, there is the element of knowledge and
attachment combined. In the last analysis, then, it is not pure
knowledge that puts an end to the bondage of souls, but the grace
of God in gracious acceptance of the soul's surrender. It is Divine
grace that plays the most decisive role in the final deliverance of
the souls, according to Madhva. On this point he differs
considerably from other Vedantins, particularly Absolutists to
whom it is knowledge per se that constitutes the highest means of
release, Madhva derives his idea from the Srutis, which
emphasise, in addition to knowledge, the importance of 'vision'
and 'grace of God falling on the individual' :

Î"ß"i˙"k" ˙"DÓ"·|"i |"iE" e„Î"# |"CÎ"k" È{|ß"{ <˙"˙"DÓ"·|"i |"E"±w C˙"{ß"Ø (KathaUp. i.2.23)
The difference is due to the difference in the conception of
the origin of bondage. The Advaitic conception of bondage as the
outcome of a mysterious ignorance concealing the nature of
Atman, which is automatically destroyed by the dawn of
knowledge of the Atman and its essential identity with Brahman :
˘"{E"ß"˘"{E"CÎ" <E"˙"|"f÷Òß"Ø, leaves no room for any kind of personal
intervention of a Deity or His grace, in the termination of this
ignorance. It is within the power and competence of knowledge
(alone) to destroy darkness. Once this ignorance is destroyed, the
spirit of man shines forth in its pristine form, as a matter of course
: È{|ß"˙"{˘"{E"∫{<E"# (Sriharsa); <E"˙"D<y"ª{|ß"{ ß"{i∫CÎ" ˘"{|"|˙"iE"{iÂ"e<A"|"#
(Citsukha, Tattva-pradipika, p.390). There is, thus, no scope for
the intervention of Divine grace in the accomplishment of
Avidyanivrtti, as such :
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|"¨"{ ≤", ˘"{E"C˙"„"{˙"e„Î"{Î"{w ß"·Í|"{ <÷Òß"”X"ªÂ"‡C"{liE"? E" R"°˙"E‹"÷Ò{ª<E"µ"E‹"E"ls#R"<E"˙"Dy"Î"i Â"‡l”Â"ß"·Â"{ll{E"{# ÷ÒCÎ"<≤"|"Ø Â"‡„"{i# Â"‡C"{lß"Â"iA"E|"i $ C˙"„"{˙"{i <∫ Â"‡l”Â"CÎ"{Î"ß"E‹"÷Ò{ª<E"˙"|"f÷Ò|˙"ß"Ø $ (NS, p.18)
This is the metaphysical position of the Advaita accepted by
the older writers. But later writers have been obliged to relax its
uncompromising rigidity aaand make a compromise with Theistic
tendencies by conceding some sort of a remote connection of
knowledge with grace. According, grace is required to create a
'taste for Advaita' :

—fX"ª{E"·ˆ"‡∫{li˙" Â"·wC"{ß"ü|"˙"{C"E"{ $ (Khandana, i.9.214)
This is a very unsatisfactory position. As a Theist, Madhva
natuarally opposes such devious pleas. The theory of
Brahmajnanavada has got to be abandoned as metaphysically
untenable. And with it goes the dogma ˘"{E"ß"˘"{E"CÎ" <E"˙"|"f÷Òß"Ø. We
come back to the position that the vision of God and His grace are
both necessary : ëMk®>˙" |"w ß"·≤Î"|"ií $ ë¬"·ƒ>C|"|"# |"iE"{ß"D|"|˙"ß"i<|"í $ A proper
harmonization of these Srutis will lead to the acceptance of grace
as the most potent factor in achieving deliverance. Taking his
stand on both the groups of texts, Madhva argues a strong case for
the necessity of Divine grace. No man, says he, can be saved by
the sheer power of his own knowledge :

*** —|Î"{liE"f ∫´ªw <˙"E"{ $
** C˙"„"{˙"|"{i&<Â" CÎ"{Eß"·<Í|"# ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" <∫ πÒ<≤"|"Ø

(AV i.1.1)

Jayatirtha throws great light on this point :

E"{Cß"{<„"# ÷iÒ˙"e<˙"ùÎ"{ ß"{iA" ≈≤Î"|"i, Î"iE" ‹Î"{E"{„"{˙" È{Â"ùi|" $ <÷ÒE|"·,
„"ˆ"˙"|C"{A"{|÷Ò{ª{l<Â" (TP iii.3.49)
<¬"˘"{C"{ |"{˙"Ô" C"{A"{Eß"{iA"C"{‹"E"|˙"iE"{Cß"{÷Òß"<„"ß"|"{ <÷ÒE|"·, Â"‡C"Ô"{i
„"ˆ"˙"{E"i˙" $ (NS 527)
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All this is because the Divine will itself and not merely a
beginningless ignorance or even Bhavarupajnana is or can be the
ultimate explanation of bondage, as has already been explained.
This idea finds expression in Saiva philosophy also and is
supported by the BS iii.2.5 and SvetUp vi.16. Ramanuja under BS
iii.2.4 comes to very near the same position as Madhva1 on the
question of what causes the bondage of souls. But his theory does
not take us beyond the stage of 'anadikarmaparampara2' which
we shall see, will not be a final explanation of God's concealing or
abscuring the self-luminosity of the Jivas. The striking syntactic
juxtaposition of the words : Parabhidhyanattutirohitam in BS
(iii.2.5) clinches the issue that way.
According to Madhva, the Sutra : Èßµ"·˙"lˆ"‡∫Ó"{y"· E" |"¨"{|˙"ß"Ø
(iii.2.19), emphasises the role of Bhakti in final manifesting to the
Jiva his natural and innate affinity with Brahman as Its Pratibimba.
Such knowledge of his true relation of Brahman lies hidden from
the understanding of the Jiva, by the will of God Himself (BS
iii.2.5) in the state of bondage when it is encrusted by Avidya,
Kama, Karma etc., It is by the quality of Bhakti (devotion) that the
Jiva can rise above these impediments and obscurations of its real
personality and realise its true relationship to God. Madhva
understands the simile of water (ambuvat) employed by the
Sutrakara here as an allusion to the quality of clinging consistency
of devotion (like that of water), which alone will enable the soul to
know, realise and adhere closely and intimately to God forever in
the final realisation of its intimate and inseparable relation of
Bimbapratibimbabhava to Him. Bearing in mind the keynote of
the Sadhandhyaya in which this Sutra is placed, every thoughtful
student of the Sutras will be impressed by this original and
1.

Â"ª{<„"‹Î"{E"{|"Ø Â"ªß"Â"·Pk"C"ä°Â"{|"Ø ÈCÎ" ¬"”˙"CÎ" C˙"{„"{<˙"÷wÒ ¡ÒÂ"w <|"ª{i<∫|"ß"Ø

$ (Sribhasya)
2.

ÈE"{<l÷Òß"fÂ"ªßÂ"ªÎ"{ ÷DÒ|"{Â"ª{‹"CÎ" fiCÎ" C˙"{„"{<˙"÷wÒ ÷Ò°Î"{Ó"¡ÒÂ"w Â"ªß"Â"·Pk"#
<|"ª{i‹"{Â"Î"<|" $ (Ramanuja, BSB iii.2.4)
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felicitous interpretation of the keywords of the Sutra : ambuvat
and grahanam. It is also the best Mystic interpretation of this
remarkable Sutra. If, as Radhakrishna says, 'all signs indicate that
it (Mysticism) is likely to be the religion of the future3' the world's
unborn soul also will find in Madhva's interpretation of the Sutra :
Èßµ"·˙"lˆ"‡∫Ó"{y"· E" |"¨"{|˙"ß"Ø the very core of Mysticism. However, one
can hardly expect a dry critic like V.S.Ghate, who seems to have
started with a preconceived notion against Madhva that 'the very
fantastic and forced way in which Madhva interprets many of the
Sutras leaves no doubt that he would even have set aside the
Sutras themselves ; but that their uncontested authoritativeness
prevented him from doing so' to understand and appreciate the
great poetic beauty and deep philosophical suggestiveness of this
interpretation concerning so refined and deep-seated a spiritual
emotion of the human breast as Bhakti or to pronounce any other
judgment upon it than that it is a 'very fantastic' one4. In the light
of what has been stated above, it will be seen that it is not merely a
bold and original interpretation, but contextually the most
appropriate one. The topic of Bhakti is quite in order, here, in Pada
ii after the discourse on 'Vairagya' in the previous pada5. Even
according to Sankara, the topic here relates to the
Bimbapratibimbabhava between Brahman and Jivas6. But
3. Eastern Religions and Western Thought, Preface, ix.
4. For a refutation of V.S.Ghate's criticisms of Madhva's
interpretation of the Brahmasutras see my HDSV, pp.99-122.
5.
iii.1.1)

Cf. |"‰" Â"‡¨"ß"i Â"{li C"wC"{ªˆ"<|"Â"‡„"il# Â"‡lUÎ"f|"i ˙"ª{ˆÎ"{Î"

(Sankara, BS

6. Ramanuja's interpretation of this adhikarana as intended
to show that Brahman is not vitiated by the imperfections of the
world, though immanent in it is, besides being unconnected with
the subject of Sadhanavicara, not entirely free from redundancy
(See his commentary on BS i.2.8)
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insofar as such a relation is a purely fictitious one according to
Sankara7, its relevance to Sadhanadhyaya would be open to
question, as such knowledge (of their Bimbapratibimbabhava,
brought about by Upadhis, as between the Sun and its reflection,
supposed to be established here as a Siddhanta view) would be a
hindrance to Bhakti, rather than a help, inasmuch as true
realisation, according to Sankara, would consist in shaking off the
idea of Bimbopratibimbabhava caused by Upadhis. The use of the
double negative construction in Sutra iii.2.19 is also a strong
indication that it is a Siddhanta-Sutra as taken by Madhva.
Vadiraja, in his gloss on the TP of Jayatirtha, has done a
great service to Madhva's philosophy by bringing out the true
beauty and depth of thought and feeling that are hidden behind
Madhva's original interpretation of the Sutra in question. It is
worthwhile quoting his explanation :

È°Â"{A"ª|˙"e{„"{Î" ë„"Í|Î"„"{˙"{|"Øí —<|" ˙"Í|"˙Î"i, Î"|"Ø ëÈßµ"·˙"lˆ"‡∫Ó"{|"Ø ***í
—<|" C"±‰"w, |"|"Ø „"Í|"i# C˙"¡ÒÂ"<E"¡ÒÂ"Ó"{¨"f<ß"<|" „"{˙"iE"{iÍ|"ß"Ø- ëÈßµ"·˙"|"Ø ji∫iE", ˆ"‡∫Ó"w
˘"{E"ß"Øí —<|" $ ß"{∫{|ßÎ"˘"{E"Â"±˙"f÷Ò# ji∫{i <∫ „"<Í|"# $ |"<∫f, ëji∫iE"{˘"{E"{|"Øí —<|" ÷·Ò|"{i
E"{iÍ|"<ß"<|" ≤"i|"Ø, C"|Î"ß"Ø $ Èßµ"·<E" <≤"§ÒÓ"|"{RÎ"# ji∫{i Î"¨"{ È{¬"{E"¬"|˙"{|"Ø È<|"C"·Mc>#,
|"¨"{ È<|"C"·Mc>|˙"-e{„"{Î" ëÈßµ"·˙"|"Øí —|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ È|"# Â"‡{a><U"ª{iß"<Ó"# C"±‰"÷Ò{ª —<|"
˘"iÎ"ß"Ø $ (TP, Gurvathadipika, Udipi, 1954 p.139)
(Even though for brevity's sake, the Sutrakara should have
used the expression 'on account of lack of Bhakti (the real nature
of the soul's relation to God is not revealed to him)', yet, it should
be borne in mind that he has chosen to use the words 'ambuvat'
------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Whereas to Madhva the Jiva's relation of 'Pratibimbatva' to
Brahman is a true, real and permanent relation based on
dependence and similarity and uncaused by upadhis, the
description as a Pratibimba is not understood in the conventioanl
sense of a lifeless projection, impermanent and caused by a
temporary medium. The description is 'Gauna' (metasphorical).
The difference between the two views of relationship is the
difference between the real and the fictitious.
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('like water') in order to embody a succinct definition of Bhakti at
the same time. Keeping this intension of the Sutrakara in mind, the
commentator, Madhva, has accordingly rendered the word
'ambuvat' by the word 'snehena' (with loving attachment) and the
word 'Grahana' by the word 'Jnana' (understanding or grasping).
For, Bhakti is the same as love of God lighted up by a full
knowledge of His Majesty. It is true the Sutrakara could have
written ji∫{„"{˙"{|"Ø (because He is not known through love) to
convey his meaning, explicity. But there is a special purpose in
introducing a metaphor here. It is well known that viscosity is an
inborn and deep-rooted quality of water. Man's love of God
(Bhakti) should have this quality of clinging firmly to God at all
costs. It is only such a love that is capable of revealing to the soul
his true relation to God, as His Pratibimba. It is to convey so much
deep meaning that the Sutrakara, who is a master of language and
thought, has used a telling metaphor here to emphasise the
greatness of the quality of Bhakti and its place among Sadhanas).
Jayatirtha brings out the rationale of Madhva's position with
his characteristic brilliance and clarity of thought. We cannot
attribute the condition of bondage, ultimately, to any of the
familiar causes of Kama, Karma etc., each of which has a
beginning. Even supposing that each previous stage of Kama,
Karma etc., begets the next one and so on, it should be open to the
soul to get back its original and essential characterisitc of selfluminousity, in the states of deep sleep and universal dissolution,
when there is no play of any kind of desire or activity. But this is
not found to be the case. Hence, there must be simething above
and beyond our actions and desires (however beginningless)
which must be regarded as having cast a veil of ignorance on our
essential self-luminosity from time immemorial. This original
substance may, therefore, be identified with what the Sastras speak
of under different names as 'Maya', 'Avidya' and 'Prakrti',
obscuring the self-luminous soul (which is finite). For, it is in the
nature of 'Maya' or 'Prakrti' to act as an obscuring agency. But
then, as this 'Maya' or 'Prakrti' is only an insentient principle, it
cannot be said to function independently and of its own free will.
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In this way, we are led to accept the position that ultimately it is
God Himself that obscures part of the Svarupa-Caitanya of the
Jivas by means of (1) the above-mentioned principle of Prakrti
endowed with the three Gunas (of sattva, rajas and tamas) and
which in the Sastras is also known as 'Avidya' because it acts as an
obstacle to the soul's attaining its self-luminosity and knowledge
of its true nature; and (2) His own wonderful and inscrutable
power (acintyadbhuta-sakti)8.
8.

E" ≤"{˘"{E"ß"{‰"<E"µ"E‹"E"{i&Î"w µ"E‹"{i ¬"”˙"CÎ" $ o·<|"Cß"D|"”<|"∫{C"Â"·ª{Ó"{<lk"·
Â"ªß"iX"ªi≤™>{<E"<ß"y"|˙"{˙"ˆ"ß"{|"Ø $ ˘"{E"{E"ElC˙"¡ÒÂ"{i fiÎ"w ¬"”˙"# $
|"›{˙"{E"·Â"e<µ‹"‚"{E"·„"˙"<C"’{ $ |"iE"{˙"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i- È<C|" <÷Òß"ÂÎ"{˙"ª÷wÒ, Î"iE"{&˙"D|"#
C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"≤"|"EÎ"¡ÒÂ"{i&<Â" E"{|ß"E"C|"y˙"w ˙"il $ E" ≤", ÷Ò{ß"÷Òß"{f<l÷Òß"i˙" |"¨"{ „"<˙"|"·ß"∫f<|" $
|"CÎ"{<Â" C"{<lE"# ÷Ò{ªÓ"{Â"iA"|˙"{|"Ø $ E" ≤" Â"±˙"fÂ"±˙"fCß"{lsy"ª{iy"ª<ß"<|" Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ C"·<¥"Â"‡eÎ"Î"{i#
|"üDyÎ"„"{˙"iE", <E"k÷Òeä≤"|"EÎ"µ"e{|"Ø C˙"¡ÒÂ"{˙"„"{C"Â"‡C"Í|"i# $ È|"#, ÷Ò{ß"÷Òß"{fù<|"´ªÍ|"w
ß"{Î"{<˙"ù{Â"‡÷DÒ|Î"{<lU"µl{<„"‹"iÎ"ß"Ø ÈE"{ùi˙" <÷Òß"<Â" ÿ˙Î"ß"Ø (È{˙"ª÷wÒ) Èå”÷Ò{Î"fß"Ø $ E"
≤", ß"{Î"{<Â" ÷Ò¨"w C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"ß"{˙"DÓ"i|"”<|" Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ È{˙"ª÷Ò|"Î"˙" |"CÎ"{# Â"‡<C"’|˙"{|"Ø $ ˙"AÎ"|"i
≤"{‰"{iÂ"Â"<y"# $ E" ≤", ¬"a>CÎ" C˙"|"# <÷Ò<Å"l{˙"ª÷Ò|˙"w Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ È|"# Â"ªß"iX"ª Ã˙" C˙"{‹"”E"Î"{
Â"‡÷DÒ|Î"{ C"y˙"{<lˆ"·Ó"ß"ÎÎ"{ <˙"ù{<˙"ª{i<‹"|˙"iE"{<˙"ùÎ"{, È{<≤"E|Î"›s|"Î"{ C˙"U"Í|Î"{ ≤",
¬"”˙"CÎ" C˙"Â"‡÷Ò{U"ß"<Â" C˙"¡ÒÂ"≤"|"EÎ"ß"{≤™>{lÎ"|"”<|" Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $$ (NS, p.19b)
Dasgupta (I.Phil., iv.p.159, fn.3) has unhappily misquoted
the last sentence in the above passage from the NS and
misinterpreted it as a consequence. He has also on this account
drawn the erroneous conclusion that 'Ignorance' in Madhva's
philosophy is a 'negative substance'. The fact is that it is a positive
substance („"{˙"¡ÒÂ") in Madhva's system. Cf. E" ˙"Î"w

„"{˙"¡ÒÂ"{˘"{E"Â"´ªÂ"<E¨"E"# $ <÷wÒ E"{ß", Â"ªÂ"A"i |"Ô" C"ß„"˙"|"”<|" µ"‡±ß"# (NS, p.64 b)
Dr.K.Narain (Critique of Madhva Refutation of Sankara
Vedanta) also repeats the same mistake when he says : 'Ajnana is
positive; but the Madhva philosopher is satisfied with his theory
that it is the negation of knowledge and its existence quite (Next pg.)
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As the ultimate cause of the bondage of the souls, in this
sense, God is also the source of their release:

µ"E‹"÷Ò{i „"˙"Â"{U"iE" „"˙"Â"{U"{Ç" ß"{i≤"÷Ò# $
÷Ò˙"°Î"l# Â"ªw µ"‡h" <˙"kÓ"·ªi˙" C"E"{|"E"# $$ (Skanda quoted by Sridhara)
This mysterious power or will of God is also known by the
names of 'Prakrti', 'Maya'. These two different senses in which the
terms are used in the Sastras should be carefully noted to avoid
confusion9.

ß"∫{ß"{Î"i|Î"<˙"ùi<|" <E"Î"<|"ß"{if<∫E"”<|" ≤" $
Â"‡÷DÒ<|"˙"{fC"E"i|Î"i˙"w |"˙"i≤™>{ ÈE"E|" ÷Ò¨Î"|"i $$ (Madhva, BSB 1.4.25)
This 'Maya' or 'Prakrti' also has two aspects, one that
obscures the soul from comprehending its own essence in full and
another which prevents the Jiva from having the vision of the
Lord.

È¨"{EÎ"i Â"‡÷DÒ|"” lsi> E"Dk"· Â"‡<|"<C˙"÷wÒ <C¨"|"i $
C˙"ˆ"·Ó"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{ |˙"i÷Ò{ Â"ªß"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{ |"¨"{ $
C˙"ˆ"·Ó"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{w ¸|˙"{ Â"ªß"{≤™>{<l÷Ò{w Â"ª# $
˙Î"{x"·Ï ß"{iA"Â"l˙"”w ll{<|" Â"·Pk"{iy"ß"# $$ (BT X.94.13-15).
It is only the grace of God that can raise these last veils of
bondage and uncover the true nature of the self to itself and reveal
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------(op. cit. p.5) What is more astounding is that after repeating
the same on p.158 he should have ventured to quote as authority
Jayatirtha's words: No vayam Bhavarupajnanasya Paripanthinah,
in the Notes (p.359)!
9. Raghavendra Tirtha in his Parimala on NS cautions the
reader accordingly to interpret the two instrumentals in the
possage from the NS correctlu : Â"‡÷DÒ|Î"i<|", C˙"U"Í|Î"i<|" ˙Î"<‹"÷ÒªÓ"i |"D|"”Î"{ $
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the true nature of the Lord to it :

<∫ªÓß"Î"iE" Â"{‰"iÓ" C"|Î"CÎ"{<Â"<∫|"w ß"·R"ß"Ø $
|"|"Ø |˙"w Â"±k"E"Ø ÈÂ"{˙"DÓ"· C"|Î"‹"ß"{fÎ" Mƒ>Î"i $$ (IsaUp 15)$

-

The power of God which conceals from the individual his true
nature is known as 'Svagunacchadika' (in respect of the Jiva). This
has a resemblance to the veiling power of Ajnana called
'acchadakasakti' in Advaita. But there is this difference between
them that while according to Madhva, God is all-powerful and can
cast His veil or concealing power over finite selves who are under
His control, it is not so easy to understand how the all-knowing
Brahman can threw a veil of ignorance round its own being as the
Advaita theory has it.
Not all our Karma or Jnana or even Bhakti can remove it
without the grace of the Lord withdrawing His obscuration of the
Jiva :

ë„"<Í|"ªi˙"E"w E"Î"<|", „"<Í|"ªi˙"E"w lU"fÎ"<|", ....í —<|" „"Í|"iªi˙"
Â"D¨"æØ>ß"{i≤"÷Ò|˙"{Ô"iX"ªCÎ" ÷DÒ|Î"<ß"<|" ß"E|"˙Î"ß"ØÈE"{<l|"{i ˆ"·Ó"{# C"E|"{i „"Í|Î"{ù{ E" fiß"±ß"·≤"E"Ø $
¬"”˙"w |"ûsÓ"C"·˙Î"<Í|"w ÷DÒ|˙"E"w ß"{i≤"Î"i’´ª# $
÷wÒ<‚"Ô" ß"{iA"Î"iü{C"{ C˙"{|"E‰Î"w |"iE" |"CÎ" <∫ $$
—|Î"E"{<lˆ"·Ó"<˙"C|"ªi C"|Î"<Â", È˙Î"Í|Î"{<lE"{ |"<l≤™>{ <˙"E"{ ß"{iA"{Â"‡{¥"i#
(Madhva, NV iii.3.33)
Such is the raison d'etre of Divine grace, according to
Madhva.
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CHAPTER LIII
APAROKSA-JNANA OR GOD-REALISATION
MADHVA distinguishes carefully and sharply between
Dhyana and Aparoksa. This is clear from his definition of the
former as continuous flow of mediate knowledge
(È<˙"ì≤™>Ô"Â"ª{iA"˘"{E"C"E|"<|"#) ; while the latter is, as its name Aparoksa
and Saksatkara show, a direct vision of the Supreme Being, in its
'Bimba-form'. The form revealed in Dhyana is, therefore, regarded
as just a mental picture of the Yogin's own constuction, while the
one visualised in Aparoksa is the actual revelation of God in His
Bimba-form, as He is :

¡ÒÂ"w ¡ÒÂ"w Â"‡<|"¡ÒÂ"{i µ"„"±˙"
|"lCÎ" ¡ÒÂ"w Â"‡<|"≤"A"Ó"{Î" $ (RV vi.47-18)
¬"”˙"C"ß"·l{Î"# Â"ªß"iX"ªCÎ" ¡ÒÂ"w ¡ÒÂ"w Â"‡<|"¡ÒÂ"{i „"±|˙"{ ˙"|"f|"i $ |"|"Ø <µ"ßµ"CÎ" ÈCÎ"
ß"·Í|Î"¨"¿ C"{A"{|÷Ò{ª<˙"k"Î"{i „"˙"<|" $ (TP ii.3.50) (Tr. in Chap XXXVI, fn.1)
What is presented in Dhyana is thus only an image
constructed by the impressions of the mind. It is just a substitute
and not the original form of God :

|"¨"{EÎ"|"Ø Â"‡<|"k"i‹"{|"Ø (BS iii.2.37); Î"¨"{ ¬"”˙"{E"El{liªEÎ"|"Ø µ"‡h", |"¨"{iÂ"{C"{÷DÒ|"{l<Â" $
E"ilw Î"<llß"·Â"{C"|"i (KenaUp i.5); —<|" Â"‡<|"k"i‹"{|"Ø (BSB)
This is still more clearly explained by Trivikrama
Panditacarya :

≈Â"{<C|"C∂·Ò´ª|"l{÷Ò{ª{lEÎ"|"Ø µ"‡h" $ ÈE|"#÷ÒªÓ"Â"‡<˙"ƒ>Â"l{¨"{f÷Ò{ªC∂·ÒªÓ"w <∫
Cß"D<|"# $ E" ≤" |"‰" Â"l{¨"{if MUÎ"|"i $ |"l{÷Ò{ªC∂·ÒªÓ"ß"i˙" |"|Cß"D<|"´ª|Î"·≤Î"|"i, Î"¨"{ Â"‡<|"ß"{Î"{ß"Ø $ (Tattvapradipa)
The highest stage is, therefore, one in which the Yogi or
Sadhaka is face to face with the object of his meditation and intuits
the Divine Form, which is his archetype (Bimba). This is
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technically termed Bimbaparoksa, which is the highest form of
spiritual perception without which no one can hope to be released
(BS iii.3.53) : E" ≤" Â"ªß"{|ß"E"# C"˙"f‰" ˆ"·Ó"C"{ßÎ"{|"Ø Î"CÎ" ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" ¡ÒÂ"CÎ" lU"fE"{|"Ø

C"˙"ifk"{w ß"·<Í|"# $ C"ß"{i&<Â" „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø C˙"<µ"ßµ"lU"fE" Ã˙"E"w ß"{i≤"Î"<|" $

(Nyaya-

Vivarana)
This vivid flash-like intuitive perception of one's own
Bimba marks the journey's end. It is the fulfilment and
culmination of all Sadhanas. It is what is known as Aparoksajnana,
which is the penultimate state of final release.
Its intensity and vividness vary according to the innate
capacity of the selves. In the case of human beings it is said to be
like a lightning-flash; in respect to Devas like the blaze of the Sun.
The gods Garuda and Rudra visualise it like a reflection of their
own faces in a mirror and the four-faced Brahma sees it in clear
outlines (TaittUp Bhasya).
Though the Supreme Being is ex hypothesi unmanifest (avyakta) it
is possible, says Madhva, to visualise it through grace :

<E"|Î"{˙Î"Í|"{i&<Â" „"ˆ"˙"{E"”AÎ"|"i <E"¬"U"<Í|"|"# $
|"ß"D|"i Â"ªß"{|ß"{E"w, ÷Ò# Â"UÎ"i|"{<ß"|"w Â"‡„"·ß"Ø $?
(Narayanadhyatma, quoted in BSB iii.2.27)
The Supreme is pleased to reveal itself to the devotees through
sheer grace :
Î"ß"i˙"k" ˙"DÓ"·|"i |"iE" e„Î"# |"CÎ"k" È{|ß"{ <˙"˙"DÓ"·|"i |"E"±w C˙"{ß"Ø $ (KathaUp
i.2.23)
But for this condescension on the part of Brahman, it can never be
visualised by any finite being, however much one may try :
Â"ªß"{|ß"{Â"ª{iAÎ"w |"|Â"‡C"{l{li˙" $ E" ¬"”˙"U"Í|Î"{ $ (BSB iii.2.23)
Brahman is essentially unmanifest. Unlike the elements of
fire, etc., which are insensible in their subtle (tanmatra) form, but
visible and manifest in their gross form, Brahman has no such
diversity of aspects as gross and subtle. Hence, it is always and
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essentially avyakta (unmanifest). But though it is essentially
avyakta, it reveals itself to the Upasaka, by its own grace and
inscrutable power. Without Brahman's choosing to reveal itself, in
this way, no one can ever visualise the limitless one.
Aparoksa, then, is something which by its very nature defies
any more explicity description. It is to be experienced and felt.
Words are hardly adequate to descibe it. It is a flash-like revelation
of the Supreme, at the fruition of a long and arduous process of
sravana, manana and nididhyasana in the fulness of absolute selfsurrendering devotion of God as our Bimba. Ultimately, it is He
that must choose to reveal Himself, pleased by the hungering love
of the soul. The Pratibimba (soul) must turn in and seek and see
his Bimba in himself. That is Aparoksajnana : È{|ß"EÎ"i˙"{|ß"{E"w Â"UÎ"i|"Ø $
(BrhUp. iv.4.23)
Such direct perception of God is attainable only when the
mind is specially attuned to the Supreme by full discipline of
sravana, manana and dhyana. Such a perception is immediate and
achieved through the mind specially perfected for the task:
ß"E"C"˙"ilß"{¥"˙Î"ß"Ø (Katha Up. ii.1.11); <E"<l‹Î"{C"E"C"wC÷DÒ|"ß"E"C"{ ÈÂ"ª{iA"‹"”-

C"ß„"˙"{|"Ø (Nym iii.9). Vyasatirtha explains further that texts like
Î"Eß"E"C"{ E" ß"E"·|"i which deny the power of the mind to reveal Brahman
have reference to minds not properly trained, because there are
other texts which establish the capacity of the 'ripe and disciplined
mind' to do so. Texts like Î"Eß"E"C"{ E" ß"E"·|"i do not however conflict
with the ability of the mind to reveal Brahman. Such texts merely
show that the mind should be perfected and disciplined by
sravana, manana and dhyana before it can be made to visualise
Brahman when such direct revelation is given to it by the grace of
God Himself. Aparoksajnana is believed to confer marvellous
powers of eightfold Siddhis, etc.
The Ramanuja school does not recognise Aparoksajnana as
constituting a distinctive stage in spiritual realisation. According
to this school, the highest stage of spiritual attainment open to the
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Sadhaka is that of nididhyasana itself and the personal impression
of the Supreme Being that one can have in this world does not rise
above one's own mental image of the Supreme formed through
constant flow of thought and meditation :

(i) ≈Â"{C"E"w ≤" Cß"D<|"C"E|"{E"¡ÒÂ"w lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ªw ‹Î"{E"{iÂ"{C"E"{U"µl˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø $ (RGB
vii.1)

(ii) ‹Î"{E"w ≤" |"e‹"{ª{˙"l<˙"<≤™>Ô"Cß"D<|"C"E|"{E"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø $ C"{ ≤" Cß"D<|"# lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª{

ë<„"ù|"i ¸lÎ"ˆ"‡<E¨"# <™>ùE|"i C"˙"fC"wU"Î"{# $ A"”Î"E|"i ≤"{CÎ" ÷Òß"{f<Ó" |"<Cß"Ô"iMi> Â"ª{˙"ªií
—|Î"E"iE"÷Ò{¨Î"{f|"Ø $ Ã˙"w ≤" C"<|", <E"<l‹Î"{C"E"CÎ" lU"fE"¡ÒÂ"{ <˙"‹"”Î"|"i $ „"˙"<|" ≤"
Cß"D|"i„"{f˙"E"{Â"‡÷Òk"{flØ lU"fE"¡ÒÂ"{ $ ˙"{ÍÎ"÷Ò{ªiÓ"|"|C"˙"¿ Â"‡Â"<Å"|"ß"Ø *** ë≈Â"{C"E"w CÎ"{|"Ø
‹"‡·˙"{E"·Cß"D<|"#, lU"fE"{<Ô"˙"f≤"Ô"{Ç"í —<|" $ |"CÎ"˙" ˙"ilE"CÎ" ≈Â"{C"E"{¡ÒÂ"CÎ"{C"÷DÒl{˙"D|"CÎ"
‹"‡·˙"Cß"D<|"|˙"ß"·Â"˙"<Ó"f|"ß"Ø $ C"iÎ"w Cß"D<|"# lU"fE"¡ÒÂ"|"{ Â"‡<|"Â"{<l|"{ $ lU"fE"¡ÒÂ"{ ≤" $
Â"‡|Î"A"|"{Â"Ô"{ß"Ø ÈÂ"˙"ˆ"fC"{‹"E"„"±|"{w Cß"D<|"w <˙"<U"E"<ƒ> $
(Ramanuja, Sribhasya i.1.1)
This means that there is no room in the Ramanuja school for
a distinctive state of Brahmaparoksa or direct vision or immediate
intuitive perception of God in this life other than the mental image
built up by the devotee through constant flow of meditative
recollection : ‹Î"{E"w ≤" |"e‹"{ª{˙"l<˙"<≤™>Ô"Cß"D<|"C"E|"<|"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø (Vedanta
Desika on RGB vii.1). This means that the highest kind of direct
experience of God open to man as a seeker is but mediate
(Paroksavrtti). Such an experience will be no better than a mental
construct and, therefore, in the final analysis not the same as a
direct immediate perception of the Lord. Ramanuja says that the
experience of Dhyana, though mediate, can be so clear and vivid
as to be almost immediate (lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª{) which is thus explained
by Desika : Cß"D|"i‚" lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª|˙"w E"{ß" <˙"U"l{|ß"|"Î"{ lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª|˙"ß"i˙",
i.e., the mental impression of the Lord achieves a vividness that is
almost equal to a direct presentation. Desika proceeds further to
illustrate his point by the examples of the extravagant fancies of a
person deeply in love with a woman and the obsessions of those
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seized by a sense of fear and so on :

„"˙"<|" ≤" Cß"D|"i„"{f˙"E"{Â"‡÷Òk"f˙"U"{|"Ø lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª|"{ „"”P÷Ò{ß"·÷Ò{l”E"{ß"Ø $ Î"¨"{ëe”E"i˙" Â"‡<|"<µ"<ßµ"|"i˙" <e<R"|"i˙"{i|÷ÒîÓ"f¡ÒÂ"i˙" ≤"
Â"‡|Î"¥"i˙" ≤" ˙"¬"‡eiÂ"x"<N>|"i˙"{E|"<E"fR"{|"i˙" ≤" $
C"{ E"‚"i|"<C" ÷Òî<e|"i˙" <˙"<U"R"‚"i|"{i„"·˙"# Â"Å"<„"<‚"E|"{C"E|"<|"|"E|"·¬"{e<E"<µ"a>CÎ"±|"i˙" eW"{ <Â"‡Î"{ $$ —<|" $
(Bhavabhuti, Malatimadhava, v.10)
–Quoted by Vedanta Desika on RGB p.415, Ananda Press
Edn. Madras.
Such a view is not acceptable to Madhva, as it reduces
Aparoksajnana to the level of a mental picture. That will be hardly
in keeping with the profound reality, dignity and supreme
significance attached to Brahmasaksatkara in Indian philosophical
tradition as the highest and the most desirable state which is the
consummation of man's philosophical quest:

MUÎ"|"i |˙"ˆ"‡–Î"{ µ"·’–{ C"±Aß"Î"{ C"±Aß"l<U"f<„"# (KathaUp, i.3.12)
¸l{ ß"E"”k"{ ß"E"C"{&<„"÷LÒ¥"{i Î" ÃE"w <˙"lsªß"D|"{C|"i „"˙"<E|" $ (Op.cit. ii.3.9)
<l˙Î"w ll{<ß" |"i ≤"A"·# Â"UÎ" ß"i Î"{iˆ"ß"X"Î"fß"Ø $ (Gita, ix.8)
*** µ"·<’ˆ"‡{fiß"|"”<EÿÎ"ß"Ø $ (vi. 2)
Î"l{ Â"UÎ"# Â"UÎ"|"i PÍß"˙"Ó"fß"Ø (MundUp, iii.1.3)
È{|ß"EÎ"i˙"{|ß"{E"w Â"UÎ"i|"Ø (BrhUp, iv.4.23)
Ãk"{i&Ó"·ª{|ß"{ ≤"i|"C"{ ˙"i<l|"˙Î"# (MundUp, iii.1.9)
Â"ª{|Â"ªw Â"·Pk"ß"”A"|"i (PrasnaUp,5)
The difference between the two views of Ramanuja and
Madhva lies in this that Ramanuja invariably uses expressions like
'darsana-rupa' (resembling direct vision), pratyaksatapanna
(which has attained the form of a direct vision),
'darsanasamanakara' (having a form equal to a direct vision). The
comparison instituted by his commentator with the lover's
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constantly picturing to mind the thoughts of his beloved go to
show that Ramanuja for some reason is not prepared to admit a
stage beyond Dhyana culminating in direct vision (Saksatkara) or
Aparoksa of God. There seems to be this vital distinction between
the view of these two philosphers. As Vyasatirtha points out in his
Nyayamrta, Ramanuja's view reduces the texts which refer to the
direct visualisation of the Lord by the great seers and Mystics as
the highest means of deliverance to a figurative level.. Apart from
that, it is difficult to see how a meditative cognition can be said to
attain a vividness of presentation (<˙"U"l{|ß"E"{ È˙"„"{C"#) equal to that
of an actual immediate presentation (lU"fE"C"ß"{E"{÷Ò{ª). It cannot be in
the sense of its acquiring a deeper content and a wider range of
details than a mere remembrance-series. For, a recollective
experience cannot possess a wider range or deeper content than the
original experience from which it is derived or the memory image
from which it flows. As for actual identity with immediate
perception, it is out of the question. It is, no doubt, possible to
imagine that there is an immediacy of experience in such cases by
auto-suggestion or under abnormal psychological conditions. But
that will not alter the hard facts of reality and, in any case, it will
be too much to expect deliverance by such means1. It is not a
pertinent objection to this criticism of the Ramnuja position that
even according to Madhva, Smrti (memory) is a direct mental
perception of the past. For the content of a Smrti cognition
according to Madhva rests on a primary perception now long past.
The difficulty in Dhyana viewed as 'Smrtisantana' assuming or
acquiring a form equivalent ot direct perception (darsana-samanaakara) as Ramanuja would have it, lies in this that unlike in the
case of Memory (Smrti) there is no room in Ramanuja's position
1.

˘"{E"CÎ" <˙"U"l|"ª{˙"„"{C"|˙"w E" |"{˙"l<‹"÷Ò<˙"k"Î"|˙"ß"Ø $ Cß"ªÓ"CÎ" C˙"¬"E"÷Ò{E"·„"˙"{|"Ø
|"É"EÎ"Cß"ªÓ"{Ç"{<‹"÷Ò<˙"k"Î"|˙"{Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø $ E"{<Â" C"{A"{y˙"ß"Ø, Cß"D|"{ |"lC"ß„"˙"{|"Ø $
Â"·‰"{<l‹Î"{E"CÎ"i˙"
C"{A"{y˙"CÎ"
„"‡{<E|"ß"{‰"|˙"i
ß"{iA"∫i|"·|˙"{Î"{iˆ"{|"Ø
$
lU"fE"o·|"”E"{ß"·Â"≤"´ª|"{¨"f|˙"{Â"y"i‚" $ (Nym, iii.4)
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for an earlier direct vision as such of Brahman, which may
possibly come to be ruminated upon in Dhyana. Hence, the
argument based on Madhva's view of Smrti as a form of
Pratyaksa is untenable.
It may with profit be recalled in this connection that in
Madhva's view such mental perception is limited to the sphere of
the previously experienced objects and events in view of the
limitations imposed by the Samskara which acts as connecting link
(sannikarsa) with the past. The utmost that can be claimed for
Dhyana is that it will give us a steady mental picture of the object
of meditation which may approximate to a direct vision but which
would still be far from being an actual direct perception. Hence
Jayatirtha's criticism : Î"i |"· ‹Î"{E"ß"i˙" Â"ªß"Â"{N>˙"{Â"Ô"ß"Ø ÈÂ"ª{iA"{÷Ò{ª<ß"<|" ß"EÎ"E|"i,

|"ik"{w lU"fE"o·|"Î" ≈Â"≤"´ª|"{¨"{f# Â"‡C"¬Î"iªE"Ø $ (NS p,18 b)
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CHAPTER LIV
NATURE OF THE RELEASED STATE AND
ITS STAGES
IN each system of thought the doctrine of salvation is
determined by its conception of the nature of souls and God. The
Buddhists believe in Nirvana or utter annihilation of personality as
the highest end and aim of life. The reason is simple. They don't
recognise even in Samsara, a permanent self other than the five
Skandhas, as a transmigrating spirit. Hence, the question of the
survival of any such non-material principle after the achievment of
release does not arise. Some modern apologists of Buddhism who
try to argue that Nirvana is not extinction of self-consciousness or
of the Atman, know not what they are talking about. Buddhism is
a frank and fearless Nairatmyavada and that is that. The monists
hold the absorption of the individual self in Brahman to be the
highest form of realisation, as individuality is merely the result of
a pluralisation by Avidya and is not an intrinsic fact. Madhva's
conception of the metaphysical dependence of souls on God as His
Pratibimbas, not in the sense of a false reflection but as coeval and
co-eternal but dependent and finite beings controlled by God as
their Antaryami and his acceptance of intrinsic difference and
gradation of fitness (yogyata) among them as individuals, lead
naturally to the persistence of an irreducible distinction among
these and degree of intrinsic bliss enjoyed by them but also in their
capacities for such enjoyment. The final state, according to
Madhva, is marked by a complete absence of all traces of pain,
evil and suffering, coupled with a positive enjoyment of inherent
spiritual ananda. This bliss has nothing material about it and is not
conditioned by the possession or enjoyment of material objects.
Ergo, there is no fear of its being ever diminshed or tainted by evil
or otherwise becoming tiresome :

<˙"ª¬"{i µ"‡h"e{i÷Ò{i E" Î"ik"· <¬"fiß"Ø ÈE"D|"w E" ß"{Î"{ ≤"i<|" $ (PrasnaUp 1.16)
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The criticism that in such a description of the released state we are
only transferring the distinctions and values of this life to a world
beyond loses its point when it is remembered that the bliss in
question is not at all dependent on the presence of external
material objects and that it is somthing welling up from the nature
of the selves themselves. Else, any dynamic conception of release
would be liable to the facile criticism that it involves a
transference of values of this life to the beyond. Is release a state
of blissful existence? If so, we are hankering after a certain value
of life and seeking it there! Is it a state of absolute freedom from
all pain and shortcomings? Even so, we are simply transferring
what we regard as valuable here, to a life beyond! The charge of
transference of values is thus a game at which two can play.
Madhva maintains that the realisation of truth does not mean the
abolition of the plurality of life or the personality of selves, but
only the removal of the false sense of separateness and
independence which is at the root of Samsara. There is no question
of transference of values, when it is stated that the bliss of release
is not an external possession of souls but an essential characteristic
of their being that manifests itself completely there. That these
released souls do not get themselves dissolved in the Absolute is
clear from texts like : È{<Ó"w E" ª¨Î"ß"ß"D|"{<‹"|"C¨"·# (RV I.35.6);

≈|"{ß"D|"|˙"CÎ"iU"{E"# (RV X.90.2); ß"·Í|"{E"{w Â"ªß"{ˆ"<|"# (Mbh) which attribute
to the Supreme Being the same kind of sovereignty over the world
of the released as in respect of this one. The text : E" Â"‡i|Î" C"¯˘"{&<C|"
(BrhUp iv.5.13) has reference only to the termination of empirical
consciousness, even as interpreted by Sankara : E" ≤" |"‰" Â"‡i|Î"

<˙"U"ik"C"¯˘"{&<C|" ÷Ò{Î"f÷Ò{ªÓ"C"ç{|"i„Î"{i <˙"ß"·Í|"CÎ". It cannot, therefore, be
cited as evidence against the persistence of Svarupajnana of souls
claimed by Dvaitins. Passages like È<˙"E"{U"” ˙"{ Èªi&Î"ß"{|ß"{
(BrhUp iv.5.14) have been cited by Madhva, in
support of the persistence of personality in release in its refined
state. This text of the BrhUp makes two significant statement (1)
that the Atman is indestructible (avinasi) and (2) that is attributes
also are inviolable (anucchitti-dharma). The former carries an

ÈE"·<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f
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implied refutation of Buddhist Nairatmyavada and the latter of the
Nirvisesa-Cinmatravada of Advaita and its attributes. This means
that the self is not conceived, even in the highest state of Moksa as
a mere abstraction or a yawning void. It is to be noted that Sankara
and his commentators here have tried to escape the implications of
the term anucchittidharma by treating it as a paraphrase of the first
predication itself viz. 'avinasi' which makes is redundant1
Jayatirtha points out in his commentary on Madhva's VTN that the
difficulty felt by Maitreyi was not at all in respect of any supposed
contradiction between the earlier and later declarations of her
husband : (1) <˙"˘"{E"x"E" Ã˙"|"i„Î"{i „"±|"i„Î"# C"ß"·|¨"{Î" |"{EÎ"i˙"{E"·<˙"E"UÎ"<|" (2) E" Â"‡i|Î"

C"¯˘"{<C|", which may be looked upon as having been set at rest by
his explaining the difference between 'the human and the Atmic
levels of experience2.' Jayatirtha rightly points out that Maitreyi's
difficulty was in accepting her husband's statement that there was
no consciousness after death (E" Â"‡i|Î" C"¯˘"{<C|") as that would make
the goal of Moksa unfit to be sought as a Purusartha :

ß"{iA"CÎ"
ÈÂ"·Pk"{¨"f|˙"Â"‡C"å{i <∫ ß"‰"iÎ"”˙"{ÍÎ"{¨"f# $ Î"<l ≤"{iy"ª˙"{ÍÎ"i ß"·Í|"CÎ" ˘"{E"{„"{˙" Ã˙"
<C"’{E|"# CÎ"{|"Ø, |"l{ ß"‰"iÎÎ"·Í|"Â"‡C"åCÎ"{iy"ªw ˙"Í|"˙Î"ß"Ø $ E" ≤"{iÍ|"ß"Ø $ |"iE" ˘"{Î"|"iß"·Í|"CÎ" ˘"{E"{„"{˙"{i E"{iy"ª˙"{ÍÎ"i&<„"Â"‡i|" —<|" $ For, as Ramanuja rightly points

out, in his Sribhasya, unless the survival of human personality in
Moksa is accepted, the whole spiritual programme calculated to
help the individual self to get rid of its bondage (whether actually
existing or merely taken to be real due to Avidya) and attain to a
state of unalloyed bliss for ever afterwards would cease to have
any meaning. If all that Vedanta has to tell the earnest seeker is
that he himself will cease to be at the end of all his efforts, he
would bid an eternal goodby to Vedanta. Surely, it would be no
consolation to him to be told that even though he himself as a selfconscious personality may cease to be, some bare or rarefied
consciousness will survive. For no reasonable person would take
the trouble of undergoing all the rigour of spiritual discipline with
the fond hope that even when he is lost, there will be left some
pure consciousness of no particular identity or content. Apart
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from that, Jayatirtha points out that if Maitreyi's difficulty was in
understanding how Atman, who was earlier described as a mass of
consciousness (Vijnanaghana) could subsequently be said to lose
all consciousness after 'death' as contended by Sankara, and if the
said difficulty was resolved by pointing out to her the difference
between the empirical and the trans-empirical levels of
consciousness, we should expect to find Maitreyi referring to the
two specific statements of her husband and mention their mutual
contradiction, as it appeared to her. But, she does nothing of the
kind. She merely refers to only one text E" Â"‡i|Î" C"¯˘"{<C|" and says to
her husband È‰"˙" ß"{ „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø ß"{i∫{E|"ß"{<Â"Â"|"Ø- ëE" Â"‡i|Î" C"¯˘"{&<C|"í —<|" that
she could not understand how there is not consciousness after
'death'3 for the individual. This conclusively establishes the point
that Maitreyi's difficulty had nothing whatever to do with 'the
human and the Atmic levels experience' as Prof. R.D.Ranade has
tried to explain it in defence of Sankara's interpretation of the text.
It plainly shows that her difficulty was concerned only with the
denial of the survival of consciousness in the released state which
was apparently what Yajnavalkya's words seemed to suggest :

E"E"·, ëÈ‰"˙" ß"{ „"ˆ"˙"{E"Øí —<|" E" ß"{iA"CÎ" ÈÂ"·Pk"{¨"f|˙"w Â"‡C"å{<„"Â"‡{Î"# <÷ÒE|"·
ë<˙"˘"{E"x"E"í —|Î"·Í|˙"{, Â"·E"# ëE" Â"‡i|Î" C"¯˘"{&<C|"í —|Î"·Í|"i,, ˙Î"{∫|Î"<„"Â"‡{Î"iÓ" È‰"˙"i|Î"·Í|"ß"Ø $ |"‰" C"wC"{ªi <˙"˘"{E"x"E"{i ß"{iA"i |"·, ÷iÒE" ÷wÒ Â"UÎ"i|"Ø —<|" Â"´ª∫{ª# C"å|" Ã˙"i<|" $
1.

E"E"·, ≈<≤™><y"‹"fß"{if Î"CÎ"{C"{˙"·<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f E"{i<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f ÈE"·<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f —<|"
C˙"¡ÒÂ"<˙"E"{U" Ã˙"{i≤Î"|"i, E" |"· ‹"ß"{fE"·<≤™><y"´ª<|" ≤"i|"Ø; E" $ C˙"¡ÒÂ"{<˙"E"{U"CÎ"
È<˙"E"{U"”|Î"E"iE"˙"{iÍ|"|˙"{|"Ø $ <E"<˙"f÷Ò{ª|˙"w |"iE"{iÍ|"<ß"<|" ≤"i|"Ø; |"¨"{<Â" ÈE"·<≤™><y"´ª<|"
µ"∫s˙"‡”<∫Ó"˙" Â"±Ó"f|˙"{|"Ø ‹"ß"fÂ"l˙"Î"¨Î"fß"Ø $$ (VTMt)
2. See Prof. Ranade's 'Yajnavalkyan Fiction' (Easays,
Jamakhandi, 56) and my criticism of it in Tattvavada, Bangalore,
1956.
3. 'Death' (pretya) here according to all the commentators
and the context refers to the state of Mukti or cessation of
transmigration.
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ß"˙"ß"Ø $ |"¨"{ C"<|", È‰"˙" ß"{ „"ˆ"˙"{E"Ø ß"{i∫{E|"ß"{<Â"Â"|"Ø Î"|"Ø <˙"˘"{E"x"E" —<|", E" Â"‡i|Î"
C"¯˘"{C|"”<|" ≤", —<|" ˙"{ÍÎ"üÎ"{iÂ"{l{E"Â"‡C"å{|"Ø; ˙Î"{x"{|"CÎ" ≈„"Î"{<o|"|˙"{|"Ø $ Ã÷ÒCÎ"i˙" |"·
˙"{ÍÎ"CÎ"{iÂ"{l{E"|˙"{|"Ø |"<ük"Î"ß"i˙" l{ik"{i›{˙"E"<ß"<|" ˘"{Î"|"i $$ (VTNt)
This crucial point, raised by Jayatirtha, is of the utmost
importance in assessing the relative merits of the different
interpretations put upon the famous Yajnavalkya dictum. No
modern scholar of Advaita seems to have given serious thought to
this point so far. It shows the complete inconsistency of Sankara's
interpretation about the nature of Atman with the context. It would
follow from this that we cannot take the statements made by
Yajnavalkya in reply to his wife's objection beginning with the
words : Î"‰" |"· C"˙"fß"{|ß"˙"{„"±|"Ø |"|÷iÒE" ÷wÒ Â"UÎ"i|"Ø... as a statement of facts
but as a vigorous plea for the survival of selfconsciousness in Moksa, by means of a reductio ad absurdum.
Such is precisely the stand taken by Madhva4. It may be noted that
such an interpretation is clearly supported by the two categorical
assertions of Yajnavalkya in his clarification that both the Atman
and its attributes are eqaully indestructible : È<˙"E"{U"” ˙"{ Èªi&Î"ß"{|ß"{,

(˙"C|"·<C¨"<|"÷Ò¨"E"ß"Ø)

which establishes beyond doubt Yajnavalkya's
anxiety to emphasise not merely the survival of Atman in Moksa
but also the survival of its attributes of consciousness, bliss, etc.
The distinction drawn by the Advaitin between the Atman
as the 'pure self' and our 'egopersonality' (aham-artha) is
unsustainable. For, even the deepest expriences of the self in our
dreamless sleep (which according to Sankara himself reveals the
Atman in its pure state) (See BSB iv.4.16) established the identity
of the 'ego-self' (ahamartha) with the witness-self of dreamless
sleep.

ÈE"·<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f,

4.In his VTN Madhva has convincingly demonstrated the
untenability of Sankara's interpretation of the passage from the
BrhUp embodying Yajnavalkya harangue to his wife. Jayatirtha in
his Commentary on the VTN has gone into the details of the
interpretation of Madhva and Sankara and shown that the latter's
interpretation cannot be sustained.
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The evidence of this identity is furnished by the reference
to the experience of the happy response of dreamless sleep made
by us in recalling the experience immediately on waking up :
Ã|"{˙"E|"w ÷Ò{ew C"·R"ß"∫ß"C˙"{ÂC"ß"Ø $ If the ego-self who recollects himself
after waking from the Susupti state is not the true inner reality
(pratyagartha) that stands distinguished from all external reality
(parag-artha), one should expect the ego-self, sometimes on
waking up from his sleep to entertain a doubt whether it was his
own self or someone else's that had undergone the happy repose of
sleep! Here is sufficient evidence that it is the inner self
(pratyagatma) itself that is the subject of the recollection of happy
repose of sleep and that it is the same pratyagatman that is
referred to by the term 'Aham' when one recalls one's own earlier
experience. It is no use to contend against this that though it is
only the pure self that is really the subject of the recollective
judgment, still, as there is no activity of the antahkarana (mind) in
Susupti, the Atman that is revealed in Susupti state and in the
virtue of this contact with the mind gets the 'ego-feeling' and that
this accounts for the configuration of the recollective judgment
(paramarsa) in the words : I slept (È∫ß"C˙"{ÂC"ß"Ø). The explanation,
no doubt is, ignenuity itself. But it creates a more serious difficulty
for the Advaitin. For, it is admitted in Advaita that Avidya or
Bhavarupajnana is present is Susupti and is there intuited by the
pure self. Now, according, again, to the Advaita, ahamkara is
completely merged in Susupti and only pure atman is left there. In
these circumstances the intuition of avidya in Susupti by the pure
self cannot be recollected by the ego-self (ahamkara) later on
through a recollective judgment (sausuptikanubhavaparamarsa)
as its own former personal intuition : E" <÷Ò<Å"l∫ß"˙"i<lk"ß"Ø. In other
words, as the ego-self (ahamkara) was not the actual witness of
Ajnana in dreamless sleep (according to Advaita), it could not give
expression to any recollection about it as its own. This is sufficient
to establish that the ego-self and the witness self of Ajnana in
dreamless sleep are one the same being and that the attempt to
distinguish them is a failure.
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The Chandogya text, ¬"A"|÷‡Òîa>E"Ø ªß"ß"{Ó"# clearly and admittedly
to the sportive activities of Muktas (Cf..BS iv.4.2). There is no
mistaking the context here, which is one of final release as can be
seen from the opeing words of the section :

Â"ªw ¬Î"{i<|"PÂ"C"ßÂ"ù C˙"iE" ¡ÒÂ"iÓ"{<„"<E"kÂ"ù|"i $
The Vedanta Sutra sets an insurmountable barrier between
Brahman and the released souls by prescribing a limit to the
sovereignty of the latter by excluding cosmic responsibilities
(¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ª˙"¬"fß"Ø iv.4.17) from their province5. The Vedantic
monism has been shipwrecked every time its ships have attempted
to cross over to a haven of safety. Its remarkable significance to a
Dualistic interpretation of the Sutra has been brought out by
Thibaut and it is not possible to add anything to his weighty
remarks on the point.
Without such persistence of personality, Moksa will not be worthy
of pursuit. The idea of Moksa will not be worthy of pursuit
without the guaranteed persistence and survival of the self that can
be assured of its deep sense of repose and happiness earned after
so much effort and suffering :

ß"W"CÎ" <∫ Â"ªi&˘"{E"i <÷wÒ E" ls#R"|"ªw „"˙"i|"Ø $ (Mbh, xii.307.83)
C"¯˘"{E"{U"{i Î"<l „"˙"i|"Ø <÷wÒ ß"·Í|Î"{ E"# Â"‡Î"{i¬"E"ß"Ø $ (GT, ii.18)
È∫ß"¨"f<˙"E"{U"‚"iEß"{iA" —|Î"‹Î"˙"CÎ"<|" $
ÈÂ"C"Â"iflC"{ ß"{iA"÷Ò¨"{Â"‡C|"{˙"ß"{‰"|"# $$ (Sribhasya, i.1.1)
That is why Madhva holds that the released retain their
individual consciousness as released and rest in the full
knowledge of their deliverance from all misery :
5. P.M.Modi in his 'A critique of the Brahmasutras p.448,
tries to give a new explanation of 'jagadvyapara', which is
redundant in the light of the last sutra and is the variance with the
sense of 'vyapara' used in an earlier sutra (iii.1.16)
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È{¬"Eß"ß"ªÓ"w Cß"D|˙"{ ß"·Í|"{ ∫k"fß"˙"{Â"n·Î"·# (MS).
According to Madhva, Aparoksajnana or direct vision of
God in His aspect of one's Bimba, opens the door to spiritual
redemption. It is the dawn of Mukti and carries with it all the
promise and potency of the ineffable and endless bliss of complete
self-realisation and God-realisation, to come. It is the foretaste of
the bliss of Moksa :

U"{<E|"w <E"˙"{fÓ"Â"ªß"{w ß"|C"wC¨"{ß"<‹"ˆ"≤™><|" $ (Gita vi.15)
C"·R"ß"{|Î"<E|"÷wÒ Î"y"lØ µ"·<’ˆ"‡{fiß"|"”<EÿÎ"ß"Ø $ (Gita vi.21)
It is natural that close on the heels of Brahmaparoksa, the
shackles of material bondage should begin to fall off, one by one
and that Aparoksa should usher in a state of increased blessedness
at everyone of its successive stages. Madhva distiguishes four
stages of the fruits of Aparoksa : (1) Karmanasa (2) Utkrarnti or
Laya (3) Marga, and (4) Bhoga. Laya has reference to the gods6,
who have no 'utkranti' as such :

li˙"{E"{w C˙"{iy"ß"Â"‡˙"iU"iE" |"‰" li∫eÎ"# $ ÈEÎ"ik"{w |"· µ"‡h"E"{@{ li∫{i|÷‡Ò{<E|"# $ (TP)
Of the three kinds of Karma that clog the way and dog the
steps of the Jiva from time immemorial Sancita or
the
accumulated load is consumed by the fire of Aparoksajnana : Î"CÎ"

Â"{Â"CÎ" ÷Ò{Î"¿ ls#R"w „"{iÍ|"·ß"{ªµ‹"w |"CÎ"˙" ˘"{E"iE" E"{U"# $ Î"CÎ" Â"·ÓÎ"CÎ" ÷Ò{Î"¿ C"·R"w „"{iÍ|"·w
E"{ªµ‹"w |"CÎ"˙" E"{U"# (TP iv.1.15)
Madhva distinguishes between two kinds of anarabdha-Karma
(Karma that has not begun to bear fruit) viz. —ƒ> and È<E"ƒ> (the
agreeable and the disagreeable). The latter is destroyed and the
former is 'credited' to the account of the released in Moksa. The
Prarabdha alone remains to be worked out. This is a fixed
quantity, the source of fresh accumulation having been cut off.
Even in regard to Prarabdha Karma, reductions and concessions
are possible (BS iii .4.16). The Karmas performed by Aparoksa-
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Jnanins after the dawn of Aparoksa have the effect of enriching
the spiritual bliss in Moksa. Knowledge by itself confers release
from pain and misery of Samsara; but the welling up of the
intrinsic spiritual bliss is possible only by good Karma, Jnana,
Upasana or Bhakti :

C"˙"fls#R"<E"˙"D<y"‚" ˘"{<E"E"{i <E"<‚"|"˙" <∫ $
≈Â"{C"Î"{ ÷Òß"f<„"‚" „"Í|Î"{ ≤"{E"El<≤"‰"|"{ $$ (BSB iii.4.33)
The Aparoksajnanin is also known as Jivanmukta7. He continues
in his physical frame as long as the arrears of prarabdha continue
to exact their debt :

ÈÂ"ª{iA"˘"{<E"E"{i&<Â" C˙"Î"{iˆÎ"Â"ªß"{E"El∫i|"·Â"ªß"÷Ò{Ê>{Â"Ô"„"Í|Î"„"{˙"i |"|C"{‹Î"CÎ"
ß"{i≤"÷ÒCÎ"iX"ªÂ"‡C"{lCÎ"{„"{˙"iE" Â"‡{ªµ‹"÷Òß"fÓ"{ C"wC"{ª{E"·˙"DyÎ"{ ¬"”˙"Eß"·<Í|"# (Nym iv.4)
The destruction of his Linga-sarira takes place along with
the four-faced Brahman's :
8

µ"‡h"Ó"{ C"∫ |"i C"˙"if C"ßÂ"‡{¥"i Â"‡<|"C"Å"ªi $

6. V.S.Ghate (The Vedanta) has confused these two aspects
of Utkranti and Laya and speaks of the utkranti of the gods
(misunderstanding the opening sentence in Madhva's bhasya :
li˙"{E"{w ß"{iA" ≈|÷‡Ò{<E|"‚" È<Cß"E"Ø Â"{l ≈≤Î"|"i (iv.2). He is also puzzled why
the gods should at all be introduced in this context. Well, the gods
are recognised as adhikarins for Brahmavidya both in the
Upanisads and in the BS. The question of their release would not,
therefore, be irrelevant in the Sutras. Hence, Madhva allots some
space to them (iv.2,1-16). In Mundaka iii, 2.7 we actually read of
the entry of the gods in their archetypes and 'merging' into them –
a clear case of Laya preparatory of Moksa.
7. The term is used by Vyasatirtha in his Nym (iv.4). There
is a mistaken belief among many modern scholars that 'Jivanmukti'
is exclusive to Advaita thought and is unknown to Dvaita
philosophy and has no place in it. This misconception is similar to
the one about Bhavarupa-ajnana or positive ignorance in Dvaita
philosophy, already referred to.
8. Cited by Sankara in his BSB iv.3.11.
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Â"ªCÎ"{E|"i ÷DÒ|"{|ß"{E"# Â"‡<˙"U"<E|" Â"ªw Â"lß"Ø $$ (Karma i.12.269).

It should be noted that there are two distinctive aspects of
realisation according to Madhva, the negative and the positive
phases of the attainment of freedom. The negative aspect consists
in riddance of all obscurations of personality by the crust and
consequences of past Karma etc. and the destruction of all
suffering and the Lingasarira. ls#R"{„"{˙" and <eå„"il briefly referred
to, constitute the negative side. The positive aspect is the
enjoyment of intrinsic bliss of selfhood. Jayatirtha accordingly
defines Moksa in its dual aspect (dvidalatmaka) :
È{|Î"<E|"÷Òls#R"<E"˙"D<y" and Â"ªß"{E"El{˙"{<¥" (VTNt p.117)
The system of Madhva accepts also the fourfold distinction
of Moksa into Salokya, Samipya, Sarupya and Sayujya, (See
Madhva BSB iv.4.19) taught in the Bhagavata Purana9.
Vyasatirtha in his Nyayamrta, mentions that these represent an
ascending order of blessedness. The nature of Bhoga in release
will be dealt with Chapter LVI.
9. M.Nandi, in his doctoral thesis at the Bombay University
on 'The Philosophy of Baladeva' (1955), is quite mistaken in
assuming that Madhva does not recognise these four kinds of
Mukti and making it an argument for his supposition that Baladeva
who recognises them, could not have been a follower of Madhva
out and out (Op.cit. p.453). These and other contentions of
Mr.Nandi have been refuted in my HDSV pp.529-31).
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CHAPTER LV
CRITIQUE OF THE CONCEPTION OF MOKSA IN
OTHER SYSTEMS
MADHVA and his commentators have briefly reviewed the
conception of release according to the other systems in order to
bring out the distinctive features of their own conception of it and
its superiority.
The Jaina theory of Moksa as a ceaseless upward flight in
Alokakasa has nothing spiritual or divine about it, says Madhva, to
kindle the heart of the seeker and make it glow.
Entry into Mahasunya, advocated by the Buddhist, is
equally forbidding in its prospect. The Buddhists are frank
Nairatmyavadins. There is no Atman or Self, in their view which
can be said to coordinate the fleeting experiences of moments into
a meaningful whole. Reduction to nullity may thus be said to be
achieved every moment of time. From this point of view, there
will be nothing to distinguish the reduction of a pot or something
else to such a state of distinguish the reduction of a pot or
something else to such a state of distintegration to the limit of
Sunyata from the other Sunyata arising from the annihilation of a
so-called 'individual'. The Void being absolutely characterless,
there is nothing to mark off one phase or aspect of Sunyata from
another.
The Advaitic view of absorption into Brahman is hardly
different from the Buddhist ideal, save for the difference in
terminology : µ"‡h"„"{˙"‚" E" U"±EÎ"„"{˙"{lØ <„"ù|" —|Î"·Â"Â"{<l|"ß"Ø (NS p.633). The
spiritual volatalisation of the human personality into the colourless
and featureless Absolute is quite as bleak and dreary a prospect as
its nullification. It could never touch the heart and make it glow to
be told that some spiritual spark will continue to be, even after we
ourselves or what we hold dearest viz. our self is destroyed in the
process of realisation :
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ß"{iA"i È∫ß"¨"{f„"{˙"i, È{|ß"E"{U"{i ß"{iA" —<|" µ"{fiß"|"{Â"<y"# $ Â"‡iß"{CÂ"lCÎ"{∫ß"¨"fCÎ"
≤" |˙"Eß"|"i&<Â" E"{U"{|"Ø |"lEÎ"CÎ" U"±EÎ"{li# |"Eß"|"i&ÂÎ"E"{U"{|"Ø $ ëÈ∫w C"·R"” CÎ"{ß"Øí
—|"”≤™>{˙"|"Ø ë<≤"Eß"{‰"w ß"·Í|"w CÎ"{|"Øí —|"”≤™>{Î"{# πÒ{ÂÎ"lU"fE"iE" ß"·Í|"iª<E"ƒ>|˙"{Â"{|"{Ç" $ ëÎ"#
÷Ò<‚"l{|ß"{ ß"·Í|"# CÎ"{|"Øí —|"”≤™>Î"{ ≤" E" ß"·ß"·A"·Â"‡˙"D<y"# $ ëß"ß"{|ß"{ ß"sÍ|"# CÎ"{|"Øí —|"”≤™>{
|"· È∫ß"¨"fCÎ"˙" ß"·Í|"”≤™>{ (Nym i.56)1.
It cannot be argued that the aim of life is not so much to 'be
happy' as 'to become happiness itself'. Philosophers have to respect
the law of life. They cannot change the aim of life to their whims
and dictates. Otherwise, the Buddhists and the Nyaya philosopher
may as well get away with their dogma that the extinction of
Atman or the extinction of all happiness is the aim of life.
In the absence of the survival of personality and full scope
for the enjoyment of the innate bliss of selfhood, it would be a
misuse of language to call the condition of Moksa promised by
Advaita a state of bliss : È{E"El¡ÒÂ"|"{ ≤" ˙"{é{‰"<ß"|Î"·Í|"ß"i˙" (NS p.584).
The Nyaya-Vaisesika and Samkhya accounts of Moksa are
purely negative. Pleasure unmixed with pain or unattended by it,
they argue, in unknown in the world. If, then, one should be so
sentimental as to insist upon the enjoyment of happiness in
release, one should by the force of the same logic admit the
possibility of some measure of pain and suffering also therein. But
that would be ridiculous. It would make release as good or as bad
as Samsara. The only rational course would therefore be to accept
Moksa as a state of complete absence of any kind of pain coupled
with the absence of any kind of pleasure or 'joy' so called. Madhva
contends that such a purely negative ideal of Moksa could not
supply the necessary dynamism and motive force for any fruitful
1. Cf. ß"<Î" E"i>&<Â" ß"y"{i&EÎ"{ ÷Ò{<≤"¬˘"<¥"ª˙"<C¨"|"{ $

—<|" |"|Â"‡{¥"Î"i Î"œ"# ÷ÒCÎ"{<Â" E" „"<˙"kÎ"<|" $$ (Srbhasya, i.1.1)
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spiritual effort to achieve release on the part of the aspirant2.
Jayatirtha points out that a positive hankering after happiness
could be seen to lie at the back of attempts of persons suffering
from incurable maladies to put an end to their lives by suicide :

ª{iˆ"{<lÂ"”<a>|"{ ≈ZE‹"E"{<lE"{|ß"E"{U"w ÷·Ò˙"fE|"{i&<Â" MUÎ"E|" —<|" ≤"iÔ" $
ª{iˆ"{ù{Î"|"E"li∫Â"´ª|Î"{ˆ"iE" È{|ß"{E"w <E"lsf#R"”÷Ò|"·fß"i˙" |"ik"{w Â"‡˙"D<y"# <E"lsf#R"”„"±Î"{wC" —<|" <∫
C"˙"fCÎ"{U"”#, E" |"· „"±Î"{C"ß"Ø —<|" (NS pp.632-33).
The doctrine of absorption of Advaita cuts at the very root
of the idea of self. The self, as we all understand it, is the deepest
spring of personality. It is what is revealed and implicated in all
our experience as 'Aham' ('I'). It is the basic principle of life, the
elan vital, which possesses an inalienable and incommunicable
individuality of its own, which furnishes the basis of the selfconscious psycho-physical mechanism of life carried on through a
series of transmigrations. It is this underlying principle that is the
most cherished possession of man ; |"li|"|"Ø Â"‡iÎ"# Â"·‰"{|"Ø Â"‡iÎ"{i <˙"y"{|"Ø Â"‡iÎ"#

C"˙"fCß"{lE|"ª|"ªw Î"lÎ"ß"{|ß"{ (BrhUp 1.4.8). There is no place in the
consolidated experience of humanity for a deeper or a more
fundamental essence of the self of man, the one to which he clings
with desperate tenacity throughout life and into which we enter in
the inmost experiences of our lives. This self must therefore
survive in the released state, if that state should have any meaning
and reality for us. A self devoid of such a living content and a link
with what it was in the state of bondage would be but an empty
abstraction and a spectre of the Absolutist fancy. Even supposing
that such an abstraction is possible, we cannot be persuaded to
love and cherish it above all things in life and hold fast to it, as we
------------------------------------------------------------------------------……………………………………………………………

2. Cf. 'A tendency to escape from oneself into God may have been
the central motive of some seers of the Upanisads, the Orphic
brotherhood in ancient Greece, and some Christian and Sufi
Mystics. But there is no evidence that any Mystic achieved such a
goal. In the nature of things, evidence of such absorption is
impossible. He who has become God cannot return to tell us of his
ecperience; he who narrates his story has not become God'
(Radhakrishnan, I.Phil. ii.pp.711-712).
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love the self we know in the purest moments of our bliss, or go
through a lot of trouble to keep some 'pure consciousness' that will
rise on the ashes of our own self to manifest itself : E"

fii|"Cß"{ÿ…Â"{<ü<˙"Í|"w <÷Òß"<Â" <E"ª{÷Ò{ªw ¡ÒÂ"ß"E"·C"E‹"{Î", ß"{ E" „"±˙"ß"Ø, „"±Î"{wC" —<|" e{i÷Ò
È{U"{C|"i $ ≤"A"·k"” <E"ß"”°Î" |"|"Ø |"¨"i<|" ˙"l|"C|"· ÷Ò# Â"‡<|"ß"Ñ# ? (NS p.633).
In any case, it would be little more than a verbal jugglery to
say that the Absolutist goal is essentially 'blissful'. It is the
capacity to feel and enjoy the bliss and the presence of one who
enjoys that makes happiness meaningful and worth striving for
and not the bare presence of happiness much less our
'identification' with it: |"‰", E" |"{˙"|"Ø C"·R"{|ß"|"{ Â"·Pk"{¨"f# $ ëC"·R"” CÎ"{ß"Øí
—|"”≤™>{˙"|"Ø ëC"·R"w CÎ"{ß"Øí —|"”≤™>{Î"{ ÈlU"fE"{|"Ø 3 (Nym iv.3). On the
Absolutist view, however, there can be no question of enjoying the
bliss of selfhood, in view of the avowed difficulty of
'Kartrkarmabhava'. Moreover, one may ask the Advaitin : how is
Atman to be conceived in Moksa? If simply as a bare
consciousness, then, there will be no room left for any realisation
of bliss (in the Atman). If it is to be conceived as the essence of
bliss alone, there will be no consciouness or realisation of that
bliss ! If it is to be conceived as both of the nature of bliss and
consciousness, the thesis of Atman as a differenceless oneness is
shattered. Without the acceptance of an internal Visesa in the
Atman it will be impossible to have the 'aspects' of bliss and its
consciousness (or revelation) integrated in the being of Atman :

È<Â" ≤", È{|ß"E"# C"·R"ß"{‰"|˙"i, Â"‡÷Ò{U"ß"{‰"|˙"i ≤" C"·R"Â"‡÷Ò{U"{„"{˙"iE" ÈÂ"·ß"¨"f|˙"ß"Ø $
≈„"Î"{|ß"÷Ò|˙"i ≤" ÈR"Óa>|˙"∫{<E"# $ (Nym iv.3).
Apart from this, the bliss of Atman, being always self-subsistent,
will always be there and it cannot therefore be made an object of
3. Cf. The following line from Drstantapatha, 114, a
famous Marathi work of the Mahanubhava Pantha : C"{÷Òª ∫{i—¬"i |"iw

E"”÷iÒ ÷Òîw C"{÷Òª ÈE"·„"˙"<˙"¬"i |"iw E"”÷iÒ $
'It is better to be an ant and taste the sweetness of sugar than
become the sugar'.
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spiritual pursuit. It is no use contending that this bliss has been
obscured by nescience in the state of Samsara (bondage) and
comes to be realised only after the obscuration has been removed.
For, according to the Advaitin, this bliss is ex hypothesi selfluminous and indistinguishable from the self and identical with it.
It should, therefore, be capable of being fully revealed along with
the revelation of the self all along. It cannot be held to be vaguely
or partly and imperfectly revealed or felt in the state of bondage
and fully manifested in release. For, such ideas of partial and full
manifestations, clarity and obscurity of revelations, etc., imply and
presuppose the presence of aspects or Visesas or a diversity of
features in the subject or a principle of identity-in-difference in the
essence of the Suddhacaitanya by which the hidden shades come
to be progressively realised. But all this is impossible in a theory
of Nirvisesadvaita or Nirvisesa-cinmatravada or AkhandaCaitanyavada such as has been sponsored by Sankara and his
followers. There can be no talk of Samanya and Visesa, general
and particular, in the Nirvisesa. There is no place for any such
inner shades of being or diversity of content or aspects or by
whatever name one may choose to call it, in the conception of
Atman
as
a
bare
consciousness,
without
aspects
(nirastasamastavisesam) adumbrated by Sankara. There can be no
new or fuller stages of bliss of being yet to be intuited or
rediscovered in a pure being that is ex hypothesi colourless,
shadeless and aspectless :

<E"<˙"fU"ik"|˙"{l{|ß"E"{i E"{E"<‹"ˆ"|"{i <˙"U"ik"# (Madhva, Mayavada khandana)
This criticism is not only hard to rebut, but has not been
rebutted convincingly4.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Â"‡÷Ò{U"ß"{E"{i&ÂÎ"{E"El{i E" <˙"U"l# Â"‡÷Ò{U"|" —<|" ≤"iÔ" $ <E"<˙"fU"ik"|˙"{|"Ø $

˙"U"ù{˙"U"ùÎ"{i‚" <˙"U"ik"<E"µ"E‹"E"|˙"{|"Ø $ Î"<’ C"∫ <˙"U"ik"# |"<üU"lß"·≤Î"|"i $ Î"y"·
C"{‹"{ªÓ"‹"ß"# C"∫, |"l<˙"U"l<ß"<|" $ È<˙"ù{˙"ªÓ"{Â"ˆ"ß"i Â"‡÷Ò{U"|" —<|" ≤" ÷Ò{i&¨"f#? <÷wÒ
Â"‡|"”Î"|" —<|"; ≈|" Â"‡|Î"i|"”<|"? E"{i„"{˙"<Â"; ÈE"å”÷Ò{ª{|"Ø $ Â"‡l”Â"# Â"‡÷Ò{U"|" —<|" ÷Ò{i&¨"f —<|"
≤"i|"Ø $ „"{C˙"ª¡ÒÂ"˙"{E"Ø ˙"|"f|" —<|" E" <÷Ò<Å"li|"|"Ø $ (NS p.634b)
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CHAPTER LVI
MADHVA'S VIEW OF MUKTI
MADHVA, therefore, lays, great stress on the survival of
every individual personality, as such, in release. This is the
corollary of his belief in the distinctiveness of the Svarupa of each
Jiva. As release is the realisation of the intrinsic bliss of selfhood
by each one of us, it must be a positive experience, to be felt and
be realised by each and at the same time incommunicable to
others. We cannot, obviously, press the point further and ask how
the blissful experience of one self differs from that of another. It is
purely a matter of intuitive experience of each individual and we
have to leave it at that. As Ramanuja says :

¬"”˙"{|ß"C˙"¡ÒÂ"w *** ˘"{E"{E"El÷Òˆ"·Ó"÷Òß"Ø $ |"CÎ"|"CÎ" C˙"¡ÒÂ"„"il{i ˙"{≤"{ß"ˆ"{i≤"ª#
C˙"C"w˙"iù# ˘"{E"C˙"¡ÒÂ"<ß"|Î"i|"{˙"li˙" <E"lifUÎ"ß"Ø $ (Vedartha-Samgraha)
Hence, it will be presumptuous on the part of anyone to
attempt to define in clear and precise terms what exactly the
released state would be like, from this side of release !
Nevertheless, man is irrepressibly curious and inquisitive about
what lies is store for him in the great beyond. People expect the
philosopher to throw some light on these questions. As an
interpreter and an expositor of the traditions of the Vedasastra on
this point, Madhva bases his account of the released state on a
coordinated interpretation of the Scriptual facts and evidences. He
also adduces the reasons in support of these interpretations. He
gives a thoroughly consistent picture of the released state, in the
Vedic, Upanisadic and post-Upanisadic sources. It must be said
that his is a distinctive view of Moksha rich in its details, uncompromising in principles, trenchant in its logic and full of
Mystic inwardness in some respects.
The first and foremost fact about Moksa emphasised by
Madhva is its positive aspect. He opposes the purely negative view
of Moksa, held by the Samkhyas and the Naiyayikas. To be a
'Purusartha' and the highest one at that, it must be a state of
supreme bliss. This bliss must be fully manifested, i.e., capable of
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being actually felt and enjoyed with a full consciousness that it is
being enjoyed. This would naturally presuppose the survival of the
one who is to enjoy the experiences of this blessed state. In this
connection, Madhva discusses the famous text of the Chandogya :
ÈU"ª”ªw ˙"{˙" C"E|"w <Â"‡Î"{<Â"‡Î"i E" CÂ"DU"|"# : and shows that the juxtaposition of
the words : E" ∫ ˙"{ C"U"ª”ªCÎ" C"|"# <Â"‡Î"{<Â"‡Î"Î"{iPÂ"∫<|"# establishes clearly
that it is only the material joys and pleasures that are regarded as
disagreeable to the Mukta and therefore ruled out, while the
intrinsic bliss of selfhood and its enjoyment are accepted without
reserve. Similarly, another Sruti which speaks of the destruction of
all desires of the heart (C"l{ C"˙"if Â"‡ß"·≤Î"E|"i ÷Ò{ß"{ Î"i&CÎ" ¸<l <o|"{# Katha
ii.3.14) has reference only to the material longings of the
antahkarana : C"˙"f¨"{<Â" ÷Ò{ß"{„"{˙"Â"ªi<|" ˙Î"{RÎ"{E"i, ë¸<lí <o|"{ —<|" ÷Ò{ß"{E"{w

<˙"U"ik"Ó"w ˙Î"¨"fß"Ø $ ˙Î"{˙"|Î"{f„"{˙"{|"Ø $ ÈE|"#÷ÒªÓ"Â"´ªÓ"|"”E"{w ÷Ò{ß"{E"{ß"i˙" ß"·Í|"{˙"„"{˙"#, E"
|"· C˙"¡ÒÂ"„"±|"{E"{ß"Ø $ (NS p.573), because other Sruti texts connected
with the Mukti state do speak of the fulfilment of every spiritual
desire in Moksa - „"˙"ili|"|"Ø- Î"l”lw <˙"U"ik"Ó"w CÎ"{|"Ø $ E" ≤"˙"w ˙Î"{˙"|Î"{f„"{˙"{|"Ø$

C"˙"ifk"{ß"<Â" ÷Ò{ß"{E"{w ß"E"#Â"´ªÓ"{ß"|˙"ß"i˙" E" |˙"{|ß"‹"ß"f# ÷Ò{ß"{i&C|"”|Î"{U"ä– <E"k"i‹"<|"ëß"·Í|"{E"{w ÷Ò{<ß"|"{ß"{∫ Â"D¨"÷ØÒ U"{R"{C"· ≤" o·<|"# $í ÷Ò{ß"o·<|"C|"{˙"<Ô"ª˙"÷Ò{U"{ $
|"l„"{˙"o·<|"‚" C"{˙"÷Ò{U"{ $ ëÃ|"|C"˙"¿ ß"E" Ã˙"í —|Î"<Â" C"{˙"÷Ò{U"o·<|"´ª<|"
C"{ã–{<‹"÷ÒªÓ"i&<„"<∫|"ß"Ø $ ÷Ò{ß"o·<|"C|"· C"˙"{fC˙"<Â" U"{R"{C˙"<C|" $ |"l„"{˙"o·<|"C|"·
πÒ<≤"li˙"i<|" ÷Ò¨"w E" µ"{‹Î"µ"{‹"÷Ò„"{˙"# ? (NS p.573). The Vedanta Sutras
specially discuss the question of how the released spirits enjoy
themselves at all, they have transcended the material plane and
have no physical bodies or sense organs and answer the question
(iv.4.10-16) from different standpoints consistent with the transempirical character of the released state. The Sutrakara says, for
instance, that the released souls can fashion at their will (which is
also satyasamkalpa in conformity with God's will) suitable bodies
out of Suddhasattva or enjoy themselves with their own spiritual
bodies composed of cit, ananda etc. These answers are intended to
show that we cannot judge the state of Moksa from our own
limited range and angle conclude that no kind of enjoyment of
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bliss is possible for these Muktas, because they have no material
bodies like ours and that, therefore, the state of Mukti should be
one of utter inactivity and inertia for the souls. This is an unfair
view to take of a state of supreme felicity according to all
accounts. There is nothing to prevant the Muktas from enjoying
themselves in their state of blessedness in ways which human
imagination can hardly comprehend. Man has hardly yet fathomed
the mysteries of nature. He has just begun to explore outer space.
We wish him Godspeed; but it will do him good to remember that
there are still many things which are beyond his understanding and
are bound to remain so :

È<≤"E|Î"{# R"e· Î"i „"{˙"{ E" |"{wC|"÷ifÒÓ" Î"{i¬"Î"i|"Ø $
Â"‡÷DÒ<|"„Î"# Â"ªw Î"Ç" |"l<≤"E|Î"CÎ" ˙"„"˙"ß"Ø $$
(Mbh quoted by Sankara in BSB ii.1.6)
È<E"<EÿÎ"{ ÈE"{∫{ª{ È<E"kÂ"El{# C"·ˆ"<E‹"E"# $ (Mbh xii.337.29)

li∫i<EÿÎ"{<l∫”E"{E"{w ˙"÷·ÒÓ`>Â"·ª˙"{<C"E"{ß"Ø $ (Bhag vii.1.34)
Realisation, then, makes it possible for souls to have a sense
of realisation of something and rest on their oars and taste the
unalloyed bliss of their pure being, which has so long been
obscured by the encrustation of Avidya, Kama, Karma, etc. There
is no difficulty of manifestation of the full-fledged personality of
the self in all its richness and entirety of aspects in the state of
release on the Dvaita view, as the self there is admitted to be a
unity-in-diversity (Savisesas-svarupa and not Nir-visesa, as in
Advaita), some of whose aspects have been obscured by the will
of God and the influence of Prakrtic bonds. There is no
impediment therefore to these essential aspects becoming fully
manifested and realised in Moksa, when the Lord is pleased to lift
the veil of His 'Maya' and manifest the true and essential nature of
the soul to it in full. The so-called Kartrkarmavirodha is therefore
an untenable objection since it will be the very negation of the idea
of self to deny self-consciousness to it1.
1. |"l{|ß"{E"ß"i˙"{˙"il∫w µ"‡h"{Cß"”<|" $ È{|ß"EÎ"i˙"{|ß"{E"w Â"UÎ"i|"Ø $ (BrhUp)
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Madhva, therefore, regards Mukti as a complete selfexpression, self-manifestation and self-realisation, in short, a
complete unfolding of the self in all its promise and potency :

Â"ªw ¬Î"{i<|"PÂ"C"ßÂ"ù C˙"iE" ¡ÒÂ"iÓ"{<„"<E"kÂ"ù|"i
ß"·<Í|"<∫f|˙"{&EÎ"¨"{¡ÒÂ"w C˙"¡ÒÂ"iÓ" ˙Î"˙"<C¨"<|"#

(ChanUp viii.12.3)
(Bhag ii.10.6)

Realisation of truth does not mean abolition of the plurality
of the world but only a removal of the false sense of separateness
and independence2. It is a new insight that changes the face of the
world and makes all things new. The Mukta sees everything
through the eyes of God3 as dependent on God in its proper
perspective which he had failed to do in Samsara.
The pleasures of the highest state described in some of the
Vedic and Upanisadic passages are not last word on the subject.
They are only broad indications of what the supreme state of
felicity may be like :

Â"‡Â"Å"{¨"¿ ≤" ß"{iA"CÎ" <C"’Î"# C"ßÂ"‡÷Òî<|"f|"{# $ (Sattvata quoted by Desika, BGt
xviii.32).
Consequently, then, we need neither take them too literally,
nor dismiss them as garish fancies. Madhva has left us in no doubt
as to the manner of life led by the freed souls in release. Like the
Lord, they are for ever contented. They don't have to seek
satisfaction; for theirs is the kingdom of Heaven. Wisdom and
enjoyment of perfect bliss are their own nature. With all that,
there is no fear that their condition would be one of stagnation all
round. A Theistic account of Moksa cannot, any day, make
conditions there more stagnant than an Advaitic view of it !
2.

Î"{i <∫ µ"‡h"A"‰"{<l÷wÒ ¬"ˆ"l{|ß"E"{i&EÎ"‰" C˙"{|"E‰Î"iÓ" eµ‹"˙"C"›{˙"w Â"UÎ"<|" |"w
<ß"¨Î"{l<U"fE"w ¬"ˆ"|"Ø Â"ª{i÷Òª{i<|" $ (Sankara, BSB I. 4.19)
3. C" µ"‡h"Ó"{ Â"UÎ"<|",
Madhva, BSB iv.4.5)

µ"‡h"Ó"{ ∆DÓ"{i<|" µ"‡h"Ó"˙"ilw C"˙"fß"E"·„"˙"<|" $
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Madhva is satisfied that there is scope for activity and full
play of capacities for everyone of us there according to his or her
abilities. The released may rest in the contemplation of their own
blessedness, like the Advaitic Brahman. They may contrast their
present with their past and feel thankful for their deliverance. They
may adore the majesty of God and sing His praises or worship
Him in a thousand ways:

˘"{|˙"{<Â" ß"ß" ß"{∫{|ßÎ"w |"‰"{i|C"·÷Ò|"Î"{ Â"·E"# $
<˙"U"ik"{Ç" <˙"U"ik"iÓ" ˘"{|˙"{ ß"{ß"["·|"i&<‹"÷Òß"Ø $$ (Vijnana,quoted in BT xi.11.33)
They may offer sacrifices, if they wish to – the only
difference being that nothing is obligatory there.There is no
prescribed round of activities or code of conduct in Moksa which
means there is unlimited scope for spontaneous creative work of
every kind – Karma4, Jnana and Bhakti5. There is no call for
activity in that there is no one to call upon you to do this or that.
The urge is from within entirely :

÷Òl{<≤"|"Ø ÷Òß"f ÷·Ò˙"f<E|" ÷Òl{<≤"Ô"˙" ÷·Ò˙"f|"i $
<E"|Î"˘"{E"C˙"¡ÒÂ"|˙"{|"Ø <E"|Î"w ‹Î"{Î"<E|" ÷iÒU"˙"ß"Ø $$ (BSB iii.3.30)
The worship and activity of Moksa, such as they are, are an
end in themselves. They are not means to an end :

C"{‹Î"{E"ElC˙"¡ÒÂ"˙" „"<Í|"E"f˙"{‰" C"{‹"E"ß"Ø $ (GT ii)
∫ªiPÂ"{C"E"{ ≤"{‰" C"l˙" C"·R"¡Ò<Â"Ó"” $
E" |"· C"{‹"E"„"±|"{ C"{ <C"<’ªi˙"{‰" C"{ Î"|"# $$ (BSB iv.4.21)
The assumption of activities cannot reduce the released state
to the level of this world as these are no longer determined
by injunctions and prohibitions or attended by unpleasant
4. ÷DÒkÓ"{i ß"·Í|"´ª¬Î"|"i ˙"”|"ß"{i∫# (Mbh xiii.18.64)
5. È{|ß"{ª{ß"{‚" ß"·E"Î"{i <E"ˆ"‡fE¨"{ ÈÂÎ"·P÷‡Òß"i $

÷·Ò˙"fE|Î"∫|"·÷Òîw „"<Í|"<ß"|¨"ß„"±|"ˆ"·Ó"{i ∫´ª# $$ (Bhag i.7.10)
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consequences in the event of non-performance. It is this freedom
from all conditions that distinguishes the life in Moksa from
ordinary life. Madhva's point : µ"E‹"Â"‡|Î"˙"{Î"{„"{˙"i <∫ ß"{iA"CÎ" È¨"f˙"y˙"ß"Ø,

ÈEÎ"¨"{ ß"{iA"|˙"ß"i˙" E" CÎ"{|"Ø (BSB iii.3.3) is really unexceptionable.
Unless some kind of activity is recognised, it will be difficult to
differentiate the liberated souls from stones and sticks despite the
reputed possession by them of 'consciousness'. Such service as the
freed render to God is purely voluntary and an end in itself :
„"<Í|"˘"{fE"w |"¨"{ ‹Î"{E"w ß"·Í|"{E"{ß"<Â" C"˙"fU"# $
C"{‹"E"{<E" |"· C"˙"{f<Ó" „"<Í|"˘"{E"Â"‡˙"D’Î"i $
E"˙"{EÎ"C"{‹"E"w „"<Í|"# ∂Òe¡ÒÂ"{ <∫ C"{ Î"|"# $$

(Madhva, Commentary
on BrhUp i.4). There is no relevance in comparing this picture
with Sankara's view of Jnani's continuing to perform Karma even
after attainment of enlightenment in the spirit of 'Lokasangraha'
(Gita iii.20-25). In the first place, the theatre of action is the world
of Moksa where according to Sankara there is no duality and there
is a complete liquidation of all kriya, karaka and phala. Secondly,
even the concept of 'Lokasangraha' as interpreted by Sankara and
Anandagiri reduces itself to 'a semblance of activity' (karmabhasa)
– a sort of reflex action (involuntary) of Prarabdhakarma, with no
heart, soul or sincerity of purpose in it

ëÂ"‡˙"D<y"¡ÒÂ"ß"Øí —<|" ¡ÒÂ"ˆ"‡∫Ó"ß"Ø È{„"{C"|˙"Â"‡lU"fE"{¨"fß"Ø (iii)
÷Òß"fÓ"˙" <∫ (iii.20) —|Î"{l{ µ"{<‹"|"{E"·˙"DyÎ"{ Â"‡˙"DyÎ"{„"{C"{i ˆ"Dfi|"i
(Anandagiri ii.11)
Madhva has brought together certain texts bearing upon the
nature of life in the released state. The most important of these are:
1.
2.
3.

C"˙"if E"El<E|" Î"U"C"{ˆ"|"iE" C"„"{C"{∫iE" C"RÎ"{ C"R"{Î"# (RV X.71.10)
ÈA"Ó˙"E|"# ÷ÒÓ"f˙"E|"# C"R"{Î"{i ß"E"{i¬"˙"ik˙"C"ß"{ µ"„"±˙"·# (RV X.71.7)
Ã|"|C"{ß" ˆ"{Î"Ô"{C|"i ∫{˙"· ∫{˙"· (TaittUp iii.10.5)
|"CÎ" ß"‹Î"i ˙"i|"C"# Â"·ÓÎ"ˆ"E‹"{i C"∫˚U"{R"{i <˙"ß"e{i <˙"„"{<|" $
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|"CÎ" ß"±e{|C"´ª|"# Â"‡˚˙"<E|" ß"‹"±÷ÒÂ"‡˚˙"Ó"{ ªß"ÓÎ"# $$
(quoted in SNR from Mbh III)

ëÈ{≤"A˙" ß"i Â"ªw ß"{iA"w ‹"”ª{ Î"w Â"‡˙"l<E|" |"ß"Ø $
—|Î"·Í|" È{∫ ˙"{ˆli˙"” Â"ªw ß"{iA"w Â"‡¬"{Â"|"i# $
U"{R"{w U"{R"{w ß"∫{E"ù# C"wÎ"{<E|" Â"´ª|"#˚˙"{# $
‹"{E"{Â"±Â"{ ß"{wC"÷Ò{ß"{# C"l{ Â"{Î"C"÷Òlfß"{# $
Î"<Cß"Ô"<W"ß"·R"{ li˙"{# C"iEÿ{# C"∫ ß"PûsÓ"{# $
—f<¬"ªi ÷‡Ò|"·<„"# oiÊ># |"lA"ªß"·Â"{C"|"i $
Â"‡<˙"U"<E|" Â"ªw li˙"w ß"·Í|"{# |"‰"˙" „"{i<ˆ"E"# $
<E"ˆ"f≤™><E|" Î"¨"{÷Ò{ß"w Â"ªiU"iE"˙" ≤"{i<l|"{# $$
(Mbh III.21-25 quoted by Madhva in AV ii.3.28)
[Madhva's readings based on a southern recensikon show
important variations here from those given in the critical edn. of
Mbh published by the BORI, Pune.]

Î"‰"{E"El{‚" ß"{il{‚" ß"·l# Â"‡ß"·l È{C"|"i $
li˙"# C"·÷DÒ|"÷Òß"f<„"# |"‰" ß"{ß"D|"w ÷DÒ<‹" $$ (RV IX.113.1)
These texts have been further elucidated by the author of the
Madhvasiddhantasara :
1.

7.

÷iÒ<≤"|"Ø À”„"{iˆ"w ÷·Ò˙"f<E|" (Cf. ChanUp viii.12.2)
÷iÒ<≤"y"· ª¨"|"·ªˆ"{l”E"Ø ‹"{˙"Î"<E|" (Ibid)
÷iÒ<≤"Mˆ"{<l˙"il{iÇ"{ªÓ"iE" „"ˆ"˙"E|"w C|"·˙"<E|" (Cf. RV X.72.11)
÷iÒ≤"E" C"·R"{iÿi÷iÒÓ" ë∫{˙"· ∫{˙"·í —|Î"{<l U"µl{E"·Ç"{ªÎ"<E|" (TaittUp iii.10.5)
÷iÒ≤"E" Â"±˙"{f„Î"{C"iE" Î"˘"{<l÷wÒ ÷·Ò˙"f<E|" (Cf. Mbh xiii.18.6)
÷iÒ≤"E"{¬"Eß"ß"ªÓ"w Cß"D|˙"{ ß"·Í|"{ ∫k"fß"˙"{Â"n·Î"·# $$
÷iÒ≤"E"i≤™>{ß"{‰"iÓ" <Â"‰"{<llU"fE"˙"E|"{i „"˙"<E|" $

8.

÷iÒ≤"E" C"˙"fe{i÷Ò≤"{´ªÓ"#

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

(ChanUp viii.2.1-10 and Sankara BSB iv.4.8)
(ChanUp viii.25.2)
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9.

÷iÒ≤"E" U"·’C"y˙"<E"<ß"f|"e”e{U"ª”ª{ÓÎ"{l{Î" ÷‡Òîa>E|"i

10.

÷iÒ≤"E" E"D|Î"<E|"
÷iÒ≤"E" ˙"{ù{<E" ˙"{lÎ"<E|"

(BS iv.4.12, and Sankara’s commentary thereon)
11.

As individuality persists in Moksa6, there must be some
outlet for the energies of the freed. Scripture does not deny desires
to the released. It is the desires of the worldly nature and born of
the mind that are denied :

*** ÷Ò{ß"{ Î"i&CÎ" ¸<l <o|"{# $
—|Î"E|"#÷ÒªÓ"C¨"{E"{w ÷Ò{ß"{E"{w ß"{iA"ß"i˙" <∫ $
Â"‡{∫ o·<|"# ¸l”|Î"i˙" E" ≤"i|"Ø ˙Î"¨"f<˙"U"ik"Ó"ß"Ø $$ (AV iii.4.16)
6. Cf. È<˙"E"{U"” ˙"{&Î"ß"{|ß"{&E"·<≤™><y"‹"ß"{f (BrhUp iv.5.14)
7. Madhva points out that the term 'Hrdi' in the Upanisadic
text shows that only the desires arising in the mind are intended.
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CHAPTER LVII
RATIONALE OF ANANDA-TARATAMYA IN MOKSA
ALL Theists recognise the persistence of personality in
release. Since the souls are many, their plurality must survive
there. But as multiplicity without intrinsic distinctions and
gradations is inconceivable among thinking selves as we know
them, Madhva finds it necessary to maintain that there are
distinctions in the quality, intensity, range etc. of the
Svarupananda enjoyed by them in the released state according to
their capacities and intrinsic fitness (svarupayogyata). Ramanuja
in his theory of selves is inclined to put down the difference
among the different classes of souls such as gods and human
beings as the outcome of Karma and other Prakrtic accretions and
therefore not touching their essence, which he regards as equal in
all, though there is numerical distinction. This is not acceptable to
Madhva who finds sufficient evidence in the Sastras to accept the
differences between gods and the other classes of souls as inherent
distinctions among different orders of beings not traceable to
Karmic or other causes. As a matter of fact Ramanuja is not quite
consistent in not accepting intrinsic gradation among the souls in
his general theory; though the tradition of Vaisnava theory which
he inherits from the Alvars is committed to the existence of a
special class of Nityasuris among the (released) souls as
distinguished from the ordinary Muktas who have attained release
after bondage. This inner inconsistency in the Visistadvaitic
position has been taken note of by Vyasatirtha in his Nyayamrta in
support of Madhva's theory of Anandataratamya in Moksa, as
against the Samya theory of Ramanuja, as will be shown presently.
Madhva's theory of Ananda-taratamya in Moksa is a logical
conclusion from the hypothesis of Svarupabheda and Taratamya
(gradation) among souls. It is one of the main points of
disagreement between the schools of Madhva and Ramanuja ;
though both are schools of staunch and uncompromising Vaisnava
Theism and show many other points of mutual agreement in
doctrine and theology. Much controversy has raged between these
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two schools over this issue from the days of Vyasatirtha and some
controversial works written on the subject by champions of the
respective schools are actually in existence1.
It should be borne in mind that a theory of possible
difference and gradation in the qualitative enjoyment of
Svarupananda in Moksa has meaning only in a system of thought
in which difference among souls is accepted as a fact. It has no
place in a Monistic system like Sankara's where all difference
among souls (atmabheda) even in Samsara is merely due to false
Upadhis and is utterly wiped out in release. It has significance and
bearing only in Theistic systems like those of Ramanuja and
Madhva, wherein the plurality of souls is admitted as an ultimate
fact. Of course, as against Sankara and his school, Madhva and his
commentators have, as we have seen, tried to establish the thesis
of plurality of Atmans as a fundamental fact on strong grounds
including textual evidences. Acceptance of the doctine of plurality
of Atmans is the same as accepting 'Svarupabheda' among Atmans
and rejecting the view of 'Ekatmavada' that there is in reality only
one Atman who appears as many on account of Upadhis. Once
'Svarupabhedavada' among Atmans is accepted as a philosophical
fact, it will be easy enough to establish 'Svarupa-Taratamya' also
among such Atmans which will logically lead up to
Svarupananda-taratamya among them in Moksa. The latter is the
inevitable logical corollary of the former. Madhva and his
commentators feel strongly that the Ramanuja school is not
justified in accepting Svarupabheda of Atmans warmly but in
refusing to subscribe to the doctrine of Ananda-Taratamya among
them in Moksa which will be the most natural deduction from it.
As for the main arguments in favour of Madhva's theory, they will
be dealt with presently.
Since Moksa is only the discovery and enjoyment of one's
own selfhood, in its pristine purity and bliss, there is no possibility
of exchanging one's experiences of bliss with another's or of its
1. For details see my HDSV p.406
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transference to another, whether wholly or in part. Each soul rests
fully satisfied and immersed in the enjoyment of its
'Svarupananda' to saturation point, so to say. Many weighty
arguments have been urged by Mahdva, Jayatirtha and Vyasatirtha
in their works, in support of this important doctrine of Theism. As
the subject of Moksanada and Svarupananda pertains largely to the
domain of Mysticism, students and critics of Madhva's doctrine of
Svarupananda-Taratamya of souls in Moksa should not fail to take
due note of the mystic inwardness of this doctrine, however
strange and unfamiliar it may seem to them, at first sight. Viewed
in the light of an expression and an interpretation of the Mystic joy
of self-realisation in Moksa its contribution to the philosophy of
Mysticism itself will be seen to be quite remarkable.
All souls could not have put forth the same quality or
quantity of effort of the same intensity or duration. It thus stands
to reason that there must be a proportionate difference in the
nature of the reward reaped by them. This is one other ground of
Taratamya (gradation) of ananda (bliss) in Moksa. There are
highly evolved souls like Brahma and the other gods whose
spiritual perfection must certainly be greater than that of us
mortals. And it cannot go in vain. The evidence of Scripture tells
us of super-human Sadhanas practised by some of the gods and the
wide difference in their quality, quantity, duration etc., which are
beyond human conception. These could not all be treated on the
same par :

ëlU"÷Ò°Â"w |"Â"‚"”Ó"¿ PÿiÓ" e˙"Ó"{Ó"f˙"i $
|Î"Í|˙"{ C"·R"{<E" C"˙"{f<Ó" <]Òi>E" e˙"Ó"{ß„"C"{ $
U"÷‡iÒÓ" |"· C"±Î"ifÓ" |"Â"{i&˙"{f÷ØÒ<U"ªC"{ ÷DÒ|"ß"Ø $
C"·ls#R"iE" C"·R"w |Î"Í|˙"{ ‹"ß"ifÓ"{÷Ò{U"U"{<Î"E"{ $
Â"”|"{ ß"ª”≤"Î"{i ˙"k"fC"∫˚ß"<|"C"{lªß"Ø $
È<|"÷DÒ≤™‘i>Ó" ÷·Ò˙"f<E|" Î"œ"w µ"‡h"<˙"l{i&<Â" ≤" $
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—|Î"i|"l<R"ew ß"{iA"i <˙"U"ik"{„"{˙"|"# ÷Ò¨"ß"Ø ?
Î"·Í|"w ≤" C"{‹"E"{<‹"ÍÎ"{|"Ø C"{‹Î"{<‹"ÍÎ"w C"·ª{<lk"· $
E"{<‹"ÍÎ"w Î"<l C"{‹Î"i CÎ"{|"Ø Â"‡Î"œ"# C"{‹"E"i ÷·Ò|"# ? 2 (AV iii.4.16)
It is to be noted in this connection that while Moksananda is
purely the manifestation of the distinctive innate bliss of souls
Sadhanas in life are absolutely necessary for its manifestation and
consummation in Moksa with the grace of the Lord. The operation
of the principle of parity of Sadhana and Sadhya is also naturally
coordinated with each one's Svarupayogyata.
The Sastras tell us that there are persons who work
deliberately for their salvation as well as great souls like Sanaka
(Ekantabhaktas) who love God for His own sake (and not for their
salvation) and even decline the prospect of communion with Him.
Surely any theory of Moksa, if it is to be balanced must take note
of these intrinsic differences and give a proper place for
Ekantabhaktas and others, according to their worth. Madhva bases
one of his arguments for accepting Taratamya in Moksa on this
point also :

E"{|Î"<E|"÷wÒ <˙"ˆ"Ó"Î"E|Î"<Â" |"i Â"‡C"{lß"Ø (Bhag iii.15.48)
E"÷Ò{|ß"|"{w ß"i CÂ"D∫<E|" ÷iÒ<≤"|"Ø (iii.25.34)
*** Ã÷Ò|˙"ß"ÂÎ"·|" $
l”Î"ß"{E"w E" ˆ"DÜ<E|" |"i *** (iii.29.13)
—<|" ß"·<Í|"ß"<E"≤™>|"{<Â" ß"{iA" Ã˙" ∂Òew, |"<ß"≤™>|"{ß"<Â" C"·Â"‡|"”÷Ò{l”E"{<ß"<|"
÷Ò¨"ß"<E"≤™>|"{w C|"·<|"PÂ"Â"Ô"{ CÎ"{|"Ø ? (GB ii.52)
Vyasatirtha in his Nyayamrta has given us the best critical
exposition of Madhva's doctrine of Anandataratamya in its logical
and textual aspects. Some of his arguments have been specially
directed against the school of Ramanuja. This school accepts
Svarupabheda between God and the souls and among the Mukta2. For the English Translation of these verses see Chapter XLVI.
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Jivas themselves. But it is not prepared to go further and accept
with
Madhva
any
Svarupa-vaicitrya
(distinguishing
characteristics) among the souls or any gradation in their
Svarupananda in Moksa. Vyasatirtha shows how it has accepted
Svarupataratamya in principle not only between Brahman and the
Mukta-Jivas but among the Mikta-Jivas as well, at least in a few
cases. If Svarupataratamya can be accepted among Jivas in
principle, there is no reason to shy at the acceptance of
Svarupananda Taratamya also. For, in the last analysis,
Svarupananda of each individual and of Brahman is nothing but
the expression of their own nature. Madhva and his commentators
do not also accept the position of Ramanuja that the difference
between the Devas (including Brahma, Rudra, Indra and the
goddesses) and other souls referred to in the Sastras are not
Svabhavika but are the result of bodily and other Karmic Upadhis
alone. Madhva is not prepared to endorse such an extreme view,
which, he feels, will be out of tune with the spiritual traditions of
the Sastra.
Anyway, the principle of Svarupataratamya is accepted by
the Visistadvaitin in respect of the Jivas and Brahman. Brahman
here is conceived as Vidhu, Sesi and Svatantra, while the Jivas are
all Anu, Sesa and Paratantra. In this circumstance complete
equality between such widely differing natures is out of the
question. It will lead to multiplicity of Isvaras, if pressed further.
The Sutra : ¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ª˙"¬"fß"Ø (iv.4.17) denies cosmic fucntions
to the released souls. Such cosmic activities of Brahman are
obviously and admittedly an expression of His own inner joy (Cf.
÷Ò{i fii˙"{EÎ"{|"Ø ÷Ò# Â"‡{ÓÎ"{lØ Î"lik" È{÷Ò{U" È{E"El{i E" CÎ"{|"Ø (TaittUp). Ramanuja
himself admits that the Muktas owe the very manifestation of their
Svarupa-ananda to the eternal will (samkalpa) of Brahman : ß"·Í|"CÎ"

C"|Î"C"ä°Â"|˙"{<lÂ"±˙"f÷ÒCÎ"{ÂÎ"{E"ElCÎ" Â"ªß"Â"·Pk" Ã˙" ∫i|"·´ª<|" o·<|"Cß"D|"” lU"fÎ"|"# ëÃk"
fii˙"{E"ElÎ"{<|"í —<|" $ (Ramanuja, BSB iv.4.20)
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Thus he accepts the relation of Niyamya-niyamakabhava
(controller and controlled) between them to be intrinsic to their
natures. This should lead to the legitimate conclusion that the bliss
of the Niyamaka (controller) must be greater, wider and more
intense than that of the controlled :

—fX"ª{E"El# ¬"”˙"{E"El{ls|÷DÒƒ>#, |"l˙"UÎ"|"<Ô"Î"{ß"÷Ò{E"El|˙"{|"Ø $ Î"li˙"w |"li˙"w, Î"¨"{
C"i˙"÷Ò{E"El{|"Ø C"i˙Î"{E"El# $ (Nym). Since Brahman is capable of enjoying
an order of bliss superior to that of the Jivas under its control, in
release, there is no reason why it should not do so.
The Sutra „"{iˆ"ß"{‰"C"{ßÎ"<eå{Ç" (iv.4.21) will not conflict with
this position. For, according to Ramanuja, this Sutra is not an
independent one; but one that is syntactically connected with
¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ª˙"¬"fß"Ø *** (iv.4.17)3. The term matra in bhogamatra here
has been explained by him not in the sense of the entirely of the
bhoga (÷Ò{|j–{f¨"f) but in the sense of emphasis (È˙"‹"{ªÓ") intended
to restrict the equality with Brahman (µ"‡h"C"{ßÎ") to the aspect of
bhoga or ananda alone and prevent its extension to the cosmic
activities (¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ª) of Brahman and Its other characteristics. On
the basis of this Sutra „"{iˆ"ß"{‰"C"{ßÎ"<eå{Ç" then, as interpreted by
Ramanuja, it cannot be decided whether the equality in the
enjoyment of bliss bewteen the Jivas and Brahman is just in
respect of its general aspect of bhoga („"{iˆ"C"{ß"{EÎ" Ã˙") or whether it
applies to each and every aspect of Brahman's enjoyment

(„"{iˆ"<˙"U"ik").
The same suffix matra in bhogamatra cannot bear two
separate sense of emphasis and entirely; nor has Ramanuja made
any such suggestion, in his commentary. Hence, the Sutra
„"{iˆ"ß"{‰"C"{ßÎ"<eå{Ç" will be of no use to the Visistadvaitin in
3.

µ"‡h"Î"{¨"{|ßÎ"{E"·„"˙"¡ÒÂ"„"{iˆ"ß"{‰"i ß"·Í|"CÎ" µ"‡h"C"{ßÎ"Â"‡<|"Â"{lE"{Ç" <eå{|"Ø,
¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ª˙"¬"f<ß"|Î"˙"ˆ"ßÎ"|"i $ (Ramanuja BSB)
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establishing the thesis of complete equality of Mukta-Jivas with
Brahman in the enjoyment of all its bhogas extending to each and
every aspect of it.
The cosmic activities of Brahman are indeed an expression
of its inner joy (¬"ˆ"lØ˙Î"{Â"{ªCÎ"{Â"”X"ªˆ"|"„"{iˆ"|˙"iE") and it must stand to
reason that the Mukta Jivas who do not engage in such activities
cannot be enjoying that bliss of Brahman which will be an
expression of such activities.
The Ramanuja school recognise further that the Goddess
Laksmi also occupies the position of Sesi to all the Jivas
(including the Mukta Jivas) and also that certain superior souls
like Visvaksena, who are given the special status of 'Nityasuris',
exercise control over the other Jivas in release. This is a clear and
unambiguous acceptance of the principle of Jivasvarupataratamya in the Ramanuja school, notwithstanding its supposed
denial on the ground that all difference among Jivas is due to
Karma alone. This special status given to Laksmi and the
'Nityasuris' in the Visistadvaita hierarchy gives solid support to
Madhva's doctrine of Svarupa-taratamya among Muktas. From
Svarupa-taratamya to 'Svarupananda-taratamya' it is but a single
logical step forward.
The Hindu Scriptures refer to an ascending order of Mukti :
Salokya, Samipya, Sarupya and Sayujya, in which each
succeeding stage includes the joy of the preceding one. This would
certainly carries with it an element of Sarupya also, it cannot be
equated with aikyam or identity of being. This is evident from the
Upanisadic text : ≤"Eÿß"C"# C"{Î"·¬Î"w C"e{i÷Ò|"{ß"{Â"n{i<|", where the knower
who has attained Sayujya with the moon is again referred to as
enjoying the benefits of Salokata. The etymology of the word
Sayujya C"Î"·¬"{i „"{˙"# also disproves the sense of 'identity'. The
gradations of the four kinds of Mukti accepted by the Ramanuja
school also make it in incumbent upon it to accept the principle of
Taratamya in Moksa.
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Though the Svarupananda of each individual Mukta Jiva is
a single unit of atomic dimension, it is conceivable that there can
be gradations in their Svarupananda in regard to their quality,
range, intensity etc. Since Moksananda is ex hypothesi transempirical, it will be difficult to clarify the exact nature of its inner
gradations in clear and precise terms from the empirical level. We
can only say in the words of Ramanuja that the Svarupananda of
the Jivas, in Moksa is like the very Svarupa of the Jivas,
'Svasamvedya' and 'Vacam agocarah' sui generis and that, their
gradations too are similarly knowable only by one's own self and
beyond the power of words to be expressed finally! Vyasatirtha
has made the point clear by means of an analogy, viz. the different
levels of joy and satisfaction derived from the tasting of water and
nectar4.
He has also argued in his Nyayamrta that the principle of
parity between means and ends, if applied to the two different
types of Sadhanas accepted by the Ramanuja school, viz. Bhakti
and Prapatti, will inevitably lead to the acceptance of gradation of
Svarupananda in Moksa among the released souls. The validity of
the principle of parity of means and ends is not weakened, as
Sadhanas in both the systems merely help to manifest (abhivyakti)
the Svarupananda of the Muktas and not to produce (janaka) as
has already been made clear.
Prappti is trustful surrender of self to God (bhara-nyasa)5
and Bhakti is continuous flow of contemplative thinking of God
without break6. These two are conceived as separate and
4.

C˙"¡ÒÂ"C"·R"{E"{w Â"‡|Î"i÷Òß"i÷Ò|˙"iE"{Ó"·|˙"iE" ≤" C"ã–{Â"´ªÓ"{ß"÷DÒ|"˙"k"ßÎ"{„"{˙"i&<Â"
¬"eC"·‹"{Â"{E"C"·R"Î"{i´ª˙" ß"‹"·ªß"‹"·ª|"ª|˙"{<l˙"|"Ø C˙"¡ÒÂ"÷DÒ|"˙"k"ßÎ"w Î"·Í|"ß"Ø (Nym iv.5)
5. ÈE"EÎ"C"{‹Î"i C˙"{„"”i> ß"∫{<˙"X"{C"Â"±˙"f÷Òß"Ø $
|"li÷Ò{iÂ"{Î"|"{Î"{Å"{ Â"‡Â"<y"# U"ªÓ"{ˆ"<|"# $$ (quoted by Desika RGB xviii.66)
6. ‹Î"{E"w ≤" |"e‹"{ª{˙"l<˙"<≤™>Ô"Cß"D<|"C"E|"{E"¡ÒÂ"ß"Ø $ ˙"AÎ"<|" ≤" ëÈ{˙"D<y"ªC"÷DÒlsÂ"liU"{|"Øí —<|" |"CÎ"˙" ˙"ilE"CÎ"{iÂ"{C"E"{¡ÒÂ"CÎ"{C"÷DÒl{˙"Dy"CÎ" ‹"‡·˙"{E"·Cß"D<|"|˙"ß"Ø $
(Sribhasya i.1.1)
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independent means of release and not complementary
„"Í|Î"{l{ U"Í|Î"„"{˙"# Â"‡<ß"<|"ª<∫|"|"{ U"{À|"# Â"Î"·fl{C"#
Cf.

÷Ò{eA"iÂ"{A"ß"|˙"w <|˙"<|" <E"Î"<|"˙"U"{l{Â"|"<›# ≤"|"·<„"f# $
Ã÷Ò<ü‰Î"{<lÎ"{iˆ"˙Î"<|"<„"lsª<E"¬"{<‹"<÷‡ÒÎ"{# C"woÎ"E|"i
C"E|"# o”U"w C˙"|"E‰"w Â"‡Â"lE"<˙"<‹"E"{ ß"·Í|"Î"i <E"<˙"fU"äß"Ø $$
(Vedanta Desika : Rahasyatrayasara)
According to the Ramanuja school, the way of Bhakti calls
for the faithful performance of the duties of Varnasrama and
Srauta-Smarta dharmas7 in order to fit the mind for nididhyasana.
It is the Upasana of God with the help of anyone of the Vidyas
taught in the Sruti that earns the love and grace of God on
oneself8.
The two ways of Bhakti and Praptti are thus different9.
Bhakti needs repetition of Upasana and requires adherence to the
Srauta and Smartha Karmas and Varnasrama dharmas. Prapatti, on
the other hand, is free from the obligations of such Karma and
needs no repetition (avrtti). It is enough to offer Prapatti but once
with all one's heart. The way of Bhakti is thus the more arduous
one and long-drawn out. It is also burdened with the obligations of
Sastric Kamra10. In view of this structural and other differences
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. Ã˙"w¡ÒÂ"Î"{ ‹"‡·˙"{E"·Cß"D|"i# C"{‹"E"{<E" Î"˘"{<l÷Òß"{f<Ó" (ibid)
8. ≈Â"{C"E"{Â"ªÂ"Î"{fÎ"|˙"{|"Ø „"<Í|"U"µlCÎ" (ibid)
9. 'prappti is an old doctrine in Southern Vaisnavism. In the
Nyasatilaka-Vyakhya great emphasis is laid on the fact that
Prapatti as a path of approach to God is different from the path of
Bhakti and superior to it' (Dasgupta, I.Phil. iii, p.380, fn.2) –
Italics mine.
10. 'In the Nyasatilakavyakhya it is said that the chief difference
between Bhakti and Prapatti is (i) that the former is of the nature
of unbroken meditation while the latter has to be done once for all;
(ii) the former needs varying accessory methods of worship and
continual action whereas in the latter we have excessive faith'
(ibid).(Italics mine).
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11
between them, as Sadhanas,
one will have to accept a
corresponding difference in the nature of the ananda which they
will help to manifest in release. Vyasatirtha argues that they
cannot be equalised in respect of their final fruit by our proposing
to invest Prapatti with a greater measure of trust in God
(visvasadhikya) and attributing less of such trust in God to the
discipline of Bhakti12. On the contrary, there would seem to be a
better case for holding that there will be a greater measure of trust
in God created by Bhakti on account of constant and repeated
practice by Upasana which is defined as : ˙"ilE"CÎ"{iÂ"{C"E"{¡ÒÂ"CÎ"

ÈC"÷DÒl{˙"Dy"CÎ", than in Praptti which to offer but once. It would lead
to the fallacy of interdependence, if one should still disregard the
disparity between the two Sadhanas and assert that they are both
on a par and that their results also would be the same. For, unless
their parity as Sadhanas is first established on satisfactory grounds,
the equality of their fruits cannot be taken for granted and unless
the equality of fruits is first proved the equality of Sadhanas
cannot also be established.
It is therefore futile to deny thatn Bhakti and Prapatti are not
on the same par as Sadhanas. The former must be accepted as the
more arduous one and the latter as the easier one. The Sastras
would be violating the principle of equality, if they allow the same
fruit as is attained by those who practise the more arduous means
to others who practise the easier ones. A God who rewards the
different types of Sadhakas who seek Him through such admittedly unequal means to the same extent and degree would also be
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------11.

|˙"ÿ”|Î"{ Â"‡|Î"i÷wÒ ß"{iA"∫i|˙"{i# <E"ªE|"ª<≤"E|"{„"ªEÎ"{C"¡ÒÂ"Î"{i# „"<Í|"Â"‡Â"yÎ"{i# C˙"¡ÒÂ"|"#
÷Òß"{fÂ"iA"{E"Â"iA"{„Î"{w È{˙"DyÎ"E"{˙"D<y"„Î"{w ≤" <˙"k"ß"|˙"{|"Ø (Nym iv.5)
12. E" ≤" |"Î"{iPÍ|"ª”|Î"{ È<‹"÷Ò{°Â"|˙"i&<Â" <˙"X"{C"{°Â"|˙"{<‹"÷Ò|˙"{„Î"{w C"{ßÎ"<ß"<|"
˙"{≤Î"ß"Ø (Nym iv.5)
liable to the charge of partiality and cruelty. The principle
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13

of equality in regard to efforts and results established in BS
ii.1.34 would also be flouted by such a view. In his commentary
on Ramanuja GB (xviii.66) Vedanta Desika introducing an
alternative explanation of the verse given by Ramanuja refers to
Prapatti-Marga as intended for the benefit of those who for social
and other disabilities are unable or not competent to follow the
more arduous course of Bhakti coupled with Upasana, the
Varnasrama and other Karmas14. In other words, the disparity of
the Sadhanas is to be reconciled with the final result achieved by
both the Margas and types of Adhikarins being the same, on
account of the difference in the competence and capacity of the
Adhikarins15. But then, it appears from Desika's further
comments in this connection, that he is viewing 'Prapatti' not so
much as an independent means on a par with the Vedic Upasana
Marga based on Karma and Bhakti, but as an aid to overcome the
obstacles and 'sins' which come in the way of one's putting the
regular Bhakti-Yoga into practice :

Ã˙"w C"÷Òe{<„"ß"|"C"{‹"E"|"Î"{ „"ˆ"˙"≤™>{À{<lk"· Â"‡<C"’w „"ˆ"˙"|Â"‡Â"lE"<ß"∫
Â"‡÷DÒ|"„"<Í|"Î"{iˆ"{ªß„"<˙"ª{i<‹"Â"{Â"<E"µ"∫fÓ"¡ÒÂ"{il{∫ªÓ"<˙"U"ik"i Â"‡l<U"f|"ß"Ø $ ëC"·lsk÷ÒªiÓ"
U"{i≤"iù{i Î"iE" Î"iE"iƒ>∫i|"·E"{ $ C" C" |"CÎ"{∫ß"i˙"í —<|" ≤"ªß"b{i÷ÒC"fl∫# $ È|" Ã˙"
È‰"|Î"„"{kÎ"{ˆ"‡E¨"CÎ" ˆ"ùC|"·|"i‚" È<˙"ª{i‹"# $
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. <˙"X"{C"CÎ"{˙"|"fE"”Î"{Î"{w „"Í|"{˙"i˙" Î"{˙"l{˙"DyÎ"Â"i<A"|"|˙"iE" ÈE"{˙"|"fE"”Î"-

Â"‡Â"<y"|"{i&<‹"÷Ò|˙"{|"Ø $ Î"<l ≤" ∂ÒeC"{ßÎ"iE" C"{‹"E"C"{ßÎ"{¨"¿ Â"‡Â"y"{˙"<‹"÷Ò<˙"X"{C"# ÷Ò°ÂÎ"i|",
|"fifEÎ"{iEÎ"{oÎ"# C"{‹"E"˙"k"ßÎ"i&<Â" C"{‹Î"C"{ßÎ"i ≤"{<‹"÷Ò<˙"‹"{‰Î"{# o·|"iªE"·Â"{liÎ"|˙"w, ∂Òel{|"·ª”X"ªCÎ" ˙"k"ßÎ"{<l÷wÒ ≤" CÎ"{|"Ø $ (Nym iv.5)
14. ëC"˙"f‹"ß"{fE"Ø Â"´ª|Î"¬Î"í —<|" C˙"¡ÒÂ"|Î"{ˆ" Ã˙"{„Î"{w Î"{i¬"E"{Î"{ß"Ø $ E" ≤" |"{˙"|"{
<E"|Î"E"<ß"<y"÷Òe{iÂ"Â"‡C"å# $ lsªE"·Ê>{E"Â"‡{Î"<‚"y"{<l<˙"k"Î"|˙"{iÍ|"i# $ |"·°Î"EÎ"{Î"|"Î"{ |"·
<E"|Î"E"<ß"<y"÷iÒk˙"<Â" Î"{<E" lsªE"·Êi>Î"{<E" |"‰"˙"w CÎ"{|"Ø $ U"Í|"ß"<‹"÷DÒ|Î"˙" U"{ÀÂ"‡˙"Dy"i# $
ÈU"Í|Î"{ È÷ÒªÓ"i l{ik"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ (Desika, RGB. xviii.66)
15. —∫ ≤" ß"·RÎ"{U"Í|"CÎ" C"˙"fÂ"‡÷Ò{ªß"·RÎ"{E"·÷Ò°Â"|"Î"{ Ã÷ÒCÎ"˙" „"ˆ"˙"|Â"‡Â"lE"CÎ" <˙"‹"{E"{|"Ø,
U"Í|"{U"Í|"{<‹"÷Ò{´ª„"il{Ç" ß"·RÎ"{E"·÷Ò°Â"Î"{i# C"˙"f‰" ∂Òe{<˙"U"ik"{iÂ"Â"y"i# $
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The view referred to by Vyasatirtha in his Nyayamrta very
probably represents the position of the Tengalai school of
Srivaisnava thought, which has given special prominence to
Prapatti as an independent Sadhana of Moksa which can be
practiced by all without social and other restrictions, i.e. to say as
an alternative to Bhakti in its Vedic aspects16.
Vyasatirtha says that there is no warrant in the Sastras for
making any such distinction or dichotomy in the field of Sadhanas.
Even conceding that there are two different levels of Sadhakas,
they must necessarily involve a corresponding difference in the
nature of the result achieved by them. The principle of parity of
means and ends can on no account be set aside. That is why
Kumarila Bhatta himself in his Tantra-Vartika recognises :

÷Òß"fÓ"{ß"°Â"ß"∫|"{w ∂Òe{E"{w ≤" C˙"ˆ"{i≤"ª# $
<˙"„"{ˆ"# C¨"{E"C"{ß"{EÎ"{l<˙"U"ik"i&<Â" ≤"{i<l|"i $$ (i.2.Sutra. 2.7)
that even though there are no express statements to the
effect in the Srutis it is accepted in principle that lesser rites have
lesser fruits and bigger rites have higher fruits17.
Vyasatirtha further points out that the religious duties,
meditations and other spiritual activities performed by Aparoksa
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. 'The older school thinks that the person who adopts the path of
Prapatti should give up all Scriptual duties assigned to the
different stages of life (asrama); for it is well evidenced in the
Gita text that one should give up all one's religious duties and
surrender oneself of God'. (Dasgupta, His of I.Phil. iii.p.91). See in
this connection the views of the Tengalai sect such as those of
Phillai Lokacarya Azhagiya Manavala Muni.
17.

Î"<l fi°Â"{Eß"∫|"‚" ÷Òß"fÓ"# C"ß"∂Òew |"|"{i ëÈ÷ifÒÒ ≤"i|"Øí —|Î"E"iE"˙" EÎ"{Î"iE"{°Â"iE" <C"’#
C" —<|" E" ÷Ò<‚"|"Ø Â"‡˙"|"if|" $ |"‰" <˙"<‹"U"<Í|"µ"{‹"# CÎ"{|"Ø È<˙"∫|"U"<Í|"C|"· C"E"Ø È‹"{fü{
÷Ò°Â"E"÷Ò∂ÒeC"›{˙"Â"‡ß"{Ó"{„"{˙"{|"Ø $ Ã˙"<ß"∫ |"<üU"ik" —<|" $ (commentary)
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Jnanins like Suka, who may be Bhaktas or Prapannas, cannot be
regarded as accessories to the acquisition of Jnana as in the case of
unenlightened Adhikarins, by way of creating a zest for
knowledge in them; or by way of putting an end to their sins
arising in the event of non-performance of those duties, because
persons like Suka are already Aparoksajnanins. Such religious
activities carried out by them cannot also be taken to contribute
directly to the fruit of Moksa, as that would entail the acceptance
of the Jnanakarmasamuccayavada by the Visistadvaitin. If the
Samuccarya of Jnana and Karma is admitted, then the diversity of
Karmas after Jnana is attained would have to be accepted as
producing a diversity in the result to that extent, which would not
be acceptable to the Visistadvaitin. Such activities in which
Jnanins, Bhaktas and Prapannas engage in (after attaining Jnana)
can obviously have no other goal except Moksa because they
would care for no other fruit. Their activities cannot be explained
away merely as activities performed for the benefit of the world or
its improvement (lokasangraha) or as commandments of God.
None of these can be ends in themselves. If it is supposed that they
are performed by them merely to earn the love of God for
themselves, we will have to point that they have already earned
such love of God by rising to the level of Jnanins, Bhaktas and
Prapannas. If they wish to achieve a greater measure of God's love
for themselves by such activities, there will be no point in striving
for it, if by such a fresh measure of God's love being showered on
them, their joy in Moksa is not enriched to any appreciable extent.
Nor can their activities be mere sportive activities as in the case of
God Himself. For the Srutis do enjoin upon the Aparoksa Jnanins
such performacne of actions in all seriousness:

ëÈ{≤"{Î"{f<üù{ß"˙"{ÂÎ" Ã|"ß"{|ß"{E"ß"<„"Â"UÎ" U"{E|"{i „"˙"i|"Ø, l{E|"{i „"˙"i|"Øí
(Madhva in BSB iii.4.24)

ëß"|÷Òß"f÷DÒEß"|Â"ªß"{i ß"›Í|"# C"å˙"<¬"f|"# $
ß"Eß"E"{ „"˙" ß"›Í|"{i ß"ù{¬"” ß"{w E"ß"C÷·ÒP $í
—|Î"{<lE"{ „"<Í|"Â"‡Â"<y"ß"|"‚" |"<ü‹"{E"{|"Ø $ (Nym iv.5)
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We cannot therefore escape the conclusion that all spiritual
activities of Aparoksa Jnanins, whether they take the form of
Karma, Bhakti and Prapatti, must have their own rewards in
Moksa. As there is no possiblity of any other kind of reward in
Moksa than realising and enjoying one's own innate bliss, some
kind of a fresh welling up of this Svarupananda will have to be
admitted as an indisputable certainty. There is thus a very strong
case for accepting the thesis of Svarupananda-Taratamya in
Moksa.
The nature and degree of bliss enjoyed by each soul should
thus be in proportion to its natural fitness (yogyata) and amount of
preparation (sadhana) including its qualitative and other
difference. As between them and God there is already this wide
difference that they could not take part in the cosmic functions of
the Supreme (BS iv.4.17), there must be a wide difference in the
bliss of the Supreme and that of the released. This is accepted by
the Sruti text : Ã|"CÎ"˙"{E"ElCÎ"{EÎ"{<E" „"±|"{<E" ß"{‰"{ß"·Â"¬"”˙"<E|", whose
implications need not necessarily be restricted to the state of
bondage. This limitation between the Supreme Being and the Jivas
is not impracticable in Moksa as there is a God to control the
latter. It is of course needless for Him to isssue a command to the
effect, for His wish is law unto them18.

Â"ªß"iX"ª÷Ò{ß"{ù<˙"„"{ˆ"iE"˙" |"ik"{w C"|Î"÷Ò{ß"|˙"ß"Øë÷Ò{ß"iE" ß"i ÷Ò{ß" È{ˆ"{|"Øí (TA iii.15.2a) [BSB iv.2.26]

-

As in an ideal Communist State, the released can be
expected to know what is good and best for them and they can be
trusted to carry on their way without encroaching upon one
another's province or the liberties of God. They neither do nor can
will what is impossible of achievement or beyond their deserts.
While it remains true that all their desires come true, Madhva
would explain, that on no account would they entertain a low and
unholy desire or one beyond their powers of achievement or
jurisdiction :
18. Cf. 'Thy Will be done on Earth, as it is in Heaven'.
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C˙"{<‹"÷Ò{E"ElC"ßÂ"‡{¥"{ C"Dƒ>{<l˙Î"{Â"D<|"k˙"<Â" $
ß"·Í|"{E"{w E"˙" ÷Ò{ß"# CÎ"{lEÎ"{E"Ø ÷Ò{ß"{wC|"· „"·"|"i $
|"ù{iˆÎ"|"{ E"˙" |"ik"{w ÷Òl{<≤"|"Ø πÒ{<Â" <˙"ù|"i $
E" ≤"{Î"{iˆÎ"w <˙"ß"·Í|"{i&<Â" Â"‡{Â"n·Î"{Ô"˙" ÷Ò{ß"Î"i|"Ø $$ (BSB iv.4.18)
E" ≤", C"ä°Â"{li˙" C"ß"C|"C"ß„"˙"{|"Ø C"Dƒ>–{<lC"ß"C|"÷Ò{Î"fC"ß„"˙"#E" <∫ C"·˙"Ó"¿ U"·’ß"<Â" ˙"<Ö÷Ò{Î"f÷Òªw „"˙"i|"Ø $
ÈÎ"{iˆÎ"U"<Í|"|"C|˙"i˙" E"{<‹"÷Ò{E"ElC"ß„"˙"# $$
E" <∫ ÷Ò<‚"|C"·U"Í|"{i&<Â" ≤"÷Ò{ª{≤"i|"E"w <≤"<|"ß"Ø $
E" ≤" ÷Ò{ß"C|"¨"{ „"±Î"{|"Ø |"|"Ø CÎ"{|"Ø C"|Î"÷Ò{ß"|"{ $$ (NV iv.4.9)
The rights and liberties of the freed are thus constitutionally
defined and properly safeguarded by the principle of undictated
harmony (satyakamata) of their nature. There is no room for
discord or jealousy there. Each one has his reward and each feels
happy and full to the brim : like bowls and pitchers, rivers and seas
filled to capacity :

Î"¨"{ilÅ"E"÷·Òß„"{li# C"´ª|C"{ˆ"ªÎ"{iª<Â" $
È°Â"iE" ß"∫|"{ ˙"{<Â" Â"±<|"fÎ"{ifˆÎ"|"Î"{ „"˙"i|"Ø $$
(Quoted in the Com. of BrhUp iii.4.10)
Each is so much absorbed in his own contentment and has
no thoughts to give to the disparity between him and the others.
He sees nothing more than that every other person also is likewise
happy and contended and full to the brim. Madhva's Moksa is thus
a Philosophical Communism come true.
One of the familiar objections to the admission of
multiplicity with gradation (Taratamya) in Moksa is that if there
are differences and inequalities there, they would inevitably lead
to jealousy and strife among the released and reduce the released
state to the level of our own world.
An obvious reply to this is that difference is consistent and
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compatible with cooperation and good-will also – not necessarily
with conflict. Madhva goes a step further and argues that
inequality by itself cannot lead to strife. It is the feelings of
jealousy and other bad passions that are ultimately responsible for
it and as these are ruled out in Moksa, differences or inequalities
by themselves cannot do any harm.
For, there is no assurance that such discord will be
completely eliminated, if absolute 'equality' is accepted. Instances
are not wanting within our own experience (at the domestic,
national and even international levels) of persons, communities
and nations harboring jealousy, hatred and evil designs against
their own equals :

„"˙"iÎ"·Î"f<l ≤"ikÎ"{fù{# C"ß"ik˙"<Â" ÷·Ò|"{i E" |"i ?
|"ÂÎ"ß"{E"{# C"ß"{E"Ø Mk®>{ üik"ikÎ"{f<lÎ"·|"{ È<Â" $
MUÎ"E|"i µ"∫˙"{i e{i÷iÒ, l{ik"{ Ã˙"{‰" ÷Ò{ªÓ"ß"Ø $
Î"<l <E"l{ifk"|"{ |"‰" <÷Òß"{<‹"ÍÎ"iE" l…kÎ"|"i ? (AV iii.4.16)
Such tendencies, in the last analysis are traceable to defects
in the human character. But inasmuch as Moksa is by definition a
state of blessedness free from all such imperfections and bad
passions of embodied existence, there can be no possibility of any
strife or discord arising among the released souls. Hence, the
presence of gradation in the Svarupa and Svarupananda of Jivas in
Moksa would not in any way disturb the peace and harmony of the
released state.
Precisely the same line of argument has been adopted by
Aristotle in defence of private properly against the alluring pleas
in favour of community of property :
'Such legislation may have a specious appearance of
benevolence. Men readily listen to it and are easily induced to
believe that in some wonderful manner everybody will become
everybody's friend, especially when someone is heard denouncing
the evils now existing in the States (suits about contracts, etc.,)
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which are said to arise out of possession of private property. These
evils, however, are due to a very different cause – the wickedness
of human nature. Indeed, we see that there is much more
quarrelling among those who have all things in common–though
there are not many of them, when compared with the vast number
who have private property' (Aristotle's Politics, Tr. Jowett,
Oxford, 1931, p.63) (Italics mine).
Madhva silences such frivolous objections against the
presence of difference and gradation in Moksa by quoting the
words of the Sutrakara : ÈA"ª<‹"Î"{w |˙"<˙"ª{i‹"# 19 C"{ß"{EÎ"|"›{˙"{„"{˙"{„Î"{w
È{Â"C"l˙"|"Ø |"lsÍ|"ß"Ø (BS iii.3.34). The released souls are fully attuned
to the Imperishable Brahman (aksara-dhi). They are, as such,
absolutely free from all evil and other disturbing passions of
embodied existence. Hence, they will all be mutually welldisposed to one another. Those in a higher status will be extending
their help and friendship to others below them. The humbler
among them would look upon those above them with love and
reverence like true disciples (aupasada)20 looking upon their
Gurus with unbounded love and regard. This is indeed a
refreshingly new and original interpretation of this important Sutra
from the Sadhanadhyaya of the Brahmasutras. It completely
disarms all objections to the doctrine of Anandataratamya among
souls in Moksa.
Such is the edifying picture of complete mutual harmony
and goodwill prevailing in Moksa, according to Madhva. It shows
how absurd and ridiculous it would be to judge the trans-empirical
state from the standpoint of the passions and prejudices of our
earthly life. The state of Moksa as a state of blessedness precludes
19. Madhva reads È<˙"ª{i‹": as against È˙"ª{i‹": of Sankara and
Ramajuna here. Their interpretation of the term 'aupasada' also is
different.
For comments see my BSPC III.pp.356-57; 362-65.
20. For the etymology of the word in the sense of a 'disciple' see
my BSPC III. p.358, 362-65.
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by its very nature all disturbing passions and psychological
complexes. The freed souls there lead a life of unalloyed
happiness in blissful mutual fellowship and communion with the
Lord. It is a state above strife and disharmony which are left
behind once for all21.
Thus does Madhva conclude his exposition of the subject of
Moksa with a dignified and spirited defence of the concept of
Svarupanandataratamya therein. Every released soul is perfect in
its own way; but the perfection (purnatva) of each is distinctive
sui generis. It is an expression of its selfhood. The significance of
this unique doctrine lies as much in its logical trenchancy as in its
Mystic inwardness. It is a conception which applies to spiritual life
the principle of peaceful co-existence and fellowship to the whole
community of the released souls and guarantees to each one of
them the fundamental right to exist sui juris and to be in a position
to have the complete and distinctive enjoyment of its own selfhood
and Svarupananda in communion with Brahman.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------21.

ÈX" —˙" ª{iß"{<Ó" <˙"‹"±Î" Â"{Â"w, ≤"Eÿ —˙" ª{∫{iß"·fR"{|"Ø Â"‡ß"·≤Î" ‹"±|˙"{ U"ª”ªß"÷DÒ|"w
÷DÒ|"{|ß"{ µ"‡h"e{i÷Òß"<„"C"ß„"˙"{ß"”<|" $ (Chan Up viii.13)

Cf. 'The world obviously is not one. It may be all one within
the body of God. But I am not you and you are not me and I don't
see why when I achieve complete Moksa I should completely
merge in you and I don't think that I want to be. I don't see
logically why I should. I might feel that my soul is linked with
God. But if I lose my individuality completely, I don't see how I
can enjoy the presence of God'.
Prof. A.L.Basham interview with Subhananda Swami Back
to Godhead vol.18, no.5, May.1983. (ISKCON).
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CHAPTER LVIII
CONCLUSION
AS the intrinsic value and significance of the many seminal
contributions of Madhva and his eminent commentators to the
solution of the various problems of Indian Philosophy in general
and of the Vedanta in particular, with special reference to the main
divisions of the subject matter of Philosophy, such as
epistemology, Ontology, Logic and Metaphysics as well as the
domain of spiritual effort (Sadhana) and its goal (moksa) have all
been pinpointed in the preceding Chapters dealing with them and
in Chapter IV also, it is hardly necessary for me to recapitulate
them here.
I would however like to make one point clear before closing. The
philosophers of the Madhva school have often been glibly accused
of confusing between the Vyavaharika and the Paramarthika
standpoint in Advaita philosophy and giving an unfair account of
the Sankarite position in regard to the world's 'Mithyatva' or
unreality. 'In not appreciating this difference and in equating the
Paramarthika with the Vyavaharika, Madhva philosophers have
fallen a prey to a gross misumderstanding about the Vedanta
position' (Dr.Narain, Op.cit. p.338). The distinction of the two
standpoints may be an important fundamental of Advaita
philosophy; but it is not good logic to take it for granted and build
a superstructure on its foundation. For the knowledge of
'Paramarthikatvam' as involving the idea of 'Abadhyatvam'
uncontradictability with reference to all three periods of time
presupposes the knowledge of what is 'Vyavaharika' or subject to
such contradictability. Similary, knowledge of the Vyavaharika as
defined above presupposes knowledge of 'Paramarthikatva' as not
subject to such contradictability. There is thus a clear and
unavoidable mutual interdependence here1. It is therefore no use
1.

E"{<Â" Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷Ò|˙"{÷Ò{ªiÓ" ‰"÷Ò{<e÷Ò<E"k"i‹"Â"‡<|"Î"{i<ˆ"|˙"<ß"<|" Èµ"{‹Î"|˙"¡ÒÂ"Â"{ªß"{<¨"f÷Ò|˙"CÎ" µ"‹Î"|˙"¡ÒÂ"<ß"¨Î"{|˙"<E"¡ÒÂÎ"|˙"iE" ÈEÎ"{iEÎ"{oÎ"{|"Ø $ (Nym i.1)
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playing hide and seek with the pair of Vyavaharika and
Paramarthika. The external world and its experiences cannot be
established to be Vyavaharika and therefore but 'mithya' without a
knowledge of the noumenal as its contradictory and the latter
cannot be known as 'a-badhya' or uncontradictable without
knowing the contradictable. Neither is thus capable of being
established independently of the other. The only other way left of
breaking through this stalemate is to define the negation of the
world with reference to the three periods of time as envisaged in
'mithyatvam' as a negation of the subject in essence (svarupena
traikalikanisedhah) instead of negation in its noumenal or
Paramarthika aspect (paramarthikatvakarena nisedhah). That
would reduce the world to a nullity.
It is not that the Dvaita and the Visistadvaita thinkers who
have rejected the bifurcation of reality into Vyavaharika and
Paramarthika have ignored or have been oblivious of the
distinction made by the Advaita philosophers. They have shown
themselves in their writings to be fully aware of the Advaita stand
and have given the fullest consideration to the grounds on which it
has been taken and have found them wanting in probative value.
Hence their disagreement on this question. But it is not a
disagreement due to any want of correct understanding of the other
point of view. That is the bare truth of the matter.
It is my sincere hope that a close study of this work will
once for all lay to rest the false view aired by some writers on
Indian philosophy that Vedanta philosophy reached its
culmination in the Advaita of Sankara and that, in any case, after
the work done by Sankara and Ramanuja in the history of Vedanta
Darsana there has been no forward march, no fresh development
and no original contribution to Vedanta thought worth mentioning
for centuries.

„"{kÎ"N>”÷Ò{<lC"dE¨"{E"·Â"¬"”˙Î" ß"Î"{ ÷DÒ|"ß"Ø $
—ß"w Â"‡µ"E‹"w C"·<‹"Î"{i <˙"ß"DU"E|"· C"÷Ò{|"·÷Òß"Ø $$

$$ o”÷DÒkÓ"{Â"fÓ"ß"C|"· $$
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